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Stories

PHOTOGRAPHS
Pat Geiser

In 1949, Northern Wisconsin was colder than usual for October. A slice of
snow white moonlight, before glancing off the planet and heading out again to
the far reaches, bent in the narrow north window of the Coddington cabin, hit
the center of the living room floor and careened out the west windows which
overlooked the river. The Wisconsin River was heavy that night; small, ragged
plates of ice clutched the shoreline. A muskie ventured close to shore looking
for sleeping frogs, heard an owl hoot, and afraid as always of that loud,
blinding world, twisted, flicked down, to drive again the silent highway
below.
Buddy Lee pulled the patchwork quilt, which had slipped down onto the
moonlit floor, leaving his buttocks bare, pulled it up and over his head as he
concentrated on making love to his aunt. Making love, he called it, but love had
very little to do with it. The day bed was too short, too narrow, and she had
come to him in the cold of night, but his body, a separate creature, had
responded again. He was seventeen and it was an offer he could not refuse. It
was like playing a new song he had heard once on the radio; the notes sprang
from his fingers to the keyboard, untutored, as if he had known their particular
combination always. He also knew his mother, father, brothers, sisters and
cousins were sleeping a few yards away, but he was seventeen and could not
refuse. His arms did low, carefully restrained pushups. Ruth moaned quietly
beneath him, a thick strand of wet black hair wrapped across her mouth. He
could just see that her eyes were closed, her long black lashes quivering. Buddy
Lee looked up, concentrating on the outline of his piano against the pale
moonstruck windows. A photo stood on the piano. He knew it by heart. He
was sitting, in his green plaid shirt, his upper body turned toward the camera,
playing his first real gig at the Country Tavern in Rhinelander. He was playing
a request, "Bye, Bye Blackbird." He saw his right hand fingering the melody,
his left hand building the tempo, then the right hand joined the left to pound out
the final chords .... Spent, he lowered himself to the side of this dark-souled
aunt, this aunt who had made his thighs warm all summer, crept next to him at
the piano breathing lyrics into his blood, the melodies throbbing out of the
piano. He whispered, "Ruth. Aunt Ruth? You'd better go."
Half opening her eyes, Joyce Coddington rolled over on her stomach and
reached carefully across the dark bed to see if Don had come down to their bed
from the attic, where he slept next to the younger boys these days. No. But he
would be there soon; she had heard the grandfather clock in the living room
strike two in the middle of a dream. Buddy Lee had been playing the piano in
an enormous, green, plush room. A small pine tree stood next to him, and as
his upper body turned toward her, he smiled and sang, "Pack up all your cares
and woes. Here I .... " Joyce mouthed the lyrics into her pillow, making a
warm, wet hollow with her breath. She snuggled deeper into the covers. Christ,
it was cold this morning, she thought. Don usually had to go to the outhouse
about two or three and would slide in beside her soon, all his good intentions
about birth control forgotten. God! She hoped he was tired. She knew she was.
When, she wondered, when had she lost that desire for Donald? When had it

become a damned chore? Another job she had to do to hold this family
together? He wasn't a bad man, just a little dumb, a little unable to cope. She
had realized this fact early on, discovering one day that she was smarter than
he, but what good did it do to know that? Of course there had been the
Depression. But Don had inherited money, a house. Where had it all gone?
She knew where the last of it had gone. For this scenic but useless land,
strawberry plants, goats. God save us, she thought, and the goats. The
strawberries had already died without bearing fruit. She curled her arms under
her to keep them warm, but her breasts were getting sore so she turned on her
side and stared toward the bedroom door leading to the even darker kitchen.
These woods, these dark woods were not safe. Not safe for city babes. God,
she loved her children, but it hurt so when they were hungry and now Ruth and
her two kids had piled in. Of course, they'd have all starved this summer if it
weren't for Ruth's allotment check from Bob. Her brother Robert was finally
worth something. Mother's only boy, her baby. Joyce smiled. I should talk, she
thought. I have my Buddy Lee. My sweet boy. Seventeen years old but still my
sweetheart. Imagine! Playing the piano like that By ear, too! A genius. Joyce
grabbed a pillow and hugged it to her.... She heard Don creaking down from
the attic on the makeshift ladder which stood in the corner of their small room.
He passed by the foot of her bed, pausing briefly to button up the shirt of the
long grey underwear hanging loose on his skinny frame. He looked for Joyce,
but she was very still. He passed into the kitchen. Joyce rolled over to face the
wall. She closed her eyes and tried to find the plush, green room again.
Ten-year-old Margaret, who had a slight fever on the night before her
birthday and needed a dipper of water just before three in the morning, stood in
the doorway between her bedroom and living room. Her yellow nightie was too
long so she'd stopped to grab a bunch of material to her waist The fever made
her slightly buoyant, alert to sensations. fo fifteen years, she would be a
respected young photographer, chronicling the beginning of the Vietnam
demonstrations, mourning her first Kennedy. Even then, the play of light and
shadow moved her, took her attention. In an oval of moving light, she noted the
glint of a silver pocketwatch, one white stocking flung into soft folds of grey on
white, an overturned yellow boot with brass buckles like a tiny ladder of gold.
Then, in the space behind the sliver of light, the day bed moved, rumpled
covers shuddered and she heard a low moan. She recognized the pitch and
duration, but the sound was in the wrong place, so the information passed into
the compartment of her brain reserved for lay-away, snapshots, put away until
the rest of the clues could be provided.
Don Coddington groped through the dark kitchen, grabbing the first large
coat he could feel on the back of the kitchen door leading to the outside. It was
cold out for October, he thought, but still too early to use the bucket. They had
to learn to survive. This was a last stop, a place to prove what kind of boys he
had raised, a chance to finally prove himself. Perhaps he could learn to hunt
this winter, provide meat and trophies for his house. He'd show them all back
in Chicago.... He reached for the doorknob and was about to surge out into
the night when he heard a low moan. He turned toward the living room.
Margaret stood in the juncture between her bedroom, behind her; the kitchen,
between them; and the living room before her. One side of her was lit by
moonlight, a gilded silhouette facing the living room. She looked puzzled.
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After a moment she turned her head toward her Uncle Don. Their eyes
locked.
Rather than enter a dark room with her uncle, Margaret swallowed the
saliva, which had gathered, to ease her sore throat and went back to bed. She
looked across at her mother's bed. It was flat and still. That information too
went on lay-away and she fell into a white and sandy sleep.
Don walked to the doorway to the living room and searched in the dark, past
the moonbeam, for the source of the moan. Goddamned kids were always
having nightmares, needed to be waked up and shook sometimes. A movement
under the window, Buddy's bed. The goddamned piano player. Too good
for ... A whisper caught his attention. What the hell? The outline of Buddy
Lee's body was huge. He walked closer.
Ruth lay still, the soft pulse of arousal beat in her ears. Eyes closed, she
savored the warmth of Buddy's body. It had been too long. Her bed had been
cool and unwrinkled for too long. Her arms needed stroking; her neck needed
the nuzzling of warm lips. Buddy Lee had the power to make her calm, for a
day or so at least He was a drug, a forbidden narcotic. She could not function;
she drifted, shook apart, without touching. She needed to hold on, let his
strength flow through her, keep her upright in the wind. She saw her mother's
face again, the wind blowing her black hair to one side, her mother's face in the
only picture she had of her, in the dresser drawer but reprinted in her brain.
Half Indian, her eyes sad black, she stands forever in front of a two-story
clapboard house, sepia grey. Her arms hug her body against the wind. Behind
her, on the steps with one of her sisters-in-law, her husband stares accusingly
at the camera. He has work to do. This foolish camera business should come
after the chickens are fed, the eggs collected, the fence repaired. Thelma looks
out at her daughter Ruth who is not born yet. Her eyes droop in apology for
dying at her birth. She smiles to show she loves her.
Buddy, his head buried in her shoulder, whispered again, "Ruth?"
Ruth smiled and opened her eyes. She looked directly into the eyes of her
brother-in-law, Don Coddington.
"You slut," he growled, and strode from the room.
It was fifteen years later that Margaret reviewed the scenes from that
summer in the North Woods, the crucial snapshots, and understood why her
mother had been taken from her and given to the state.
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TURTLES
Pat Geiser
The night the turtles came, the moon was a polished soup spoon, the handle
touching the earth. It was late spring, 1949, and the Coddington boys took the
full moon and the warm night as a sign to play hide-and-seek and make their
cousin David "It" David was usually "It" He took it as a matter of course.
Wandering up and down the abnormally bright sandy driveway and around the
house with his arms outstretched in case he met the Boogie Man, David called
"Olee Olee Ocean Free," a version of the ancient song which had been passed
down to him.
His cousins Douglas and Little Don ( a belated namesake for their father)
crouched first behind the chicken coop to the rear of the house, where Douglas
lit a large cigarette butt he had found the day before on the highway, probably
thrown from a passing Model T on its way to Chicago. He made Little Don
take a puff so as to share the blame if they were caught Then they tiptoed
behind David, mocking him with their arms outstretched, convulsed in silent
giggles. Lounging behind the home base tree, they waited for him to find them
already "Home Free." David always cried and said, "You guys are mean!"
They knew that, so they laughed again. Douglas laughed loudest
The night the family of turtles decided it was time to go for high ground, lay
their eggs and retire their annual obligation to their species, the adults of the
Coddington family had gathered in the kitchen to play poker in the log cabin
built on the same desirable high ground. Buddy Lee had convinced his parents,
Joyce and Don, and his Aunt Ruth that ten-year-old Margaret was clever
enough to sit in. Reluctantly, the others had agreed if she promised not to be
contradictory and provided her own pennies, which everyone knew she
hoarded. Margaret wrapped her brown braids around her head and wore her
green Sunday dress. The Coddington girls were visiting down the road and
missed everything important that night
Just before the oldest newsflash of the century, Margaret was staring at three
aces and two fives, the result of drawing three cards in five-card-draw.
Forward on her elbows, she held the cards close to her face peering over them
at her Uncle Don across the large round table. He had placed four pennies in
the center of the table and was glaring, daring her to challenge his hand. She
loved it. Margaret called with four pennies and then dropped two more on top
from her winnings. She had amassed close to a dollar, much to the
consternation of everyone but Buddy, who admired her style. Whenever she
won, which had been often, she would change the pennies into nickels and
stack them, precisely even, in two piles. Everyone knew she would not offer to
return them at the end of the evening. After Margaret's raise, Joyce, Ruth and
Buddy Lee turned over their cards in defeat. They weren't throwing good
money after bad.
Don sat back on his haunches to restudy his hand. He did not have
Margaret's "poker face." His tight mouth betrayed anger; his raised eyebrows
and deep breaths revealed fear. But as Joyce had learned long ago and always
repeated, "Don was always damn sure just before he was wrong." He reached
deep in his grey work pants' pocket, retrieved two pennies and dropped them
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on the center pile. "Okay, let' s see what you got, little smart ass!"
Margaret laid down a five, then another, then paused.
Don started forward, a sea of hope spilling from his eyes and mouth. "A
pair?!'' he chortled.
Margaret smiled. She laid the aces out, one by one, snapping the cards with
authority each time.
All eyes flew to Don.
Just then the kitchen door to the outside grunted open. Douglas and Little
Don came in panting. "The turtles are here. They've come! Come see!"
All eyes bounced back to Don. "The turtles? We can't miss that!" Don
grabbed the deck, quickly shoveled his hand in with it and threw the cards in
the middle of the table. "We can always finish this another time." Margaret
smiled. It wasn't the money. She had outbluffed Uncle Don and it felt good.
Before following everyone else out the door, she tied her money into a hankie
and dropped it quickly into her dress pocket.
About ten turtles had conquered the twelve-foot embankment to the left of
the cabin and were in various stages of excavation in the sandy driveway that
stretched a short city block to the highway. Another five were still climbing to
high ground and some floated in the flashing water, backpedaling against the
current.
Margaret felt the quietness, the ceremonial elegance of the scene. No owl
hooted. The woods around and across the river were pale blue and void of the
usual mysterious crackling sounds as if all nature were standing watch. The
turtles moved as in a dream, their purpose clear but not logical. They saw the
humans and the brightly lit house, but showed no concern aside from their
strained frowns. They had to do what they had come for.
Each turtle dug, with her front claws, a small pit until she was nose down in
the hole about a body length. Then she crawled forward and up until her nose
was even with the opposite side of the hole and her rear quarters rested near the
bottom to deposit her eggs. The procedure and depth of the hole had obviously
been standardized for some time. Margaret heard the lapping of the river at the
bank and the soft pummeling of sand. She knew the earth was breathing.
Then Margaret heard the beat of bare feet. Douglas was getting bored. He
began to skip in a large circle around the scene, hopping over turtles who were
just breasting the embankment, his arms fluttering like a bird too heavy to fly.
He squawked to the others to join him. Little Don knew he'd better or he'd
suffer later, in some unreasonable way. David stood by his mother, Ruth. She
put her arm around him and whispered in his ear. Big Don laughed to see his
sons so lively. He clapped his hands loudly, yelling repeatedly, "Go boys, go!"
providing a primal drumbeat which grew louder and stronger in proportion to
Margaret's heartbeat
Suddenly, Douglas cut down the middle of the sandy road flipping turtles
out of their holes with his hard bare toes-they floundered, overturned, paws
flailing. Margaret saw eggs emerging like soft white bubbles from pink cartoon
lips. The eggs, suddenly hard, rolled off the turtle' s undersides. Sometimes the
turtle would flip back over only to crush the egg she had just laid. Other eggs
rolled under the running boy's feet, crackling like fire. The turtles made no
sounds of protest.
The others stood transfixed in a damp theater watching a newsreel of the
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war-bodies falling from buildings, a plane crashing in their yard, and land
mines ticking beneath their feet. Finally Ruth cried out and ran into the house,
David following after. Joyce and Buddy started toward the boys with murder
in mind. Don, the patriarch, his anger vented and cooled, suspecting he had
lost control again, yelled, "Okay boys! That's enough now. We've had our fun.
Time for bed." The boys walked reluctantly toward the house. Douglas
strutted, his thin chest warm with power. Little Don hung his head, the
knowledge of shame having been born in him.
Margaret, who already had a knowledge of shame, stood quietly, allowing
the scene to report itself indelibly, recording more evidence of the occasional
madness of humans and the accidental order and beauty of the universe. She
also sensed, somehow, that after the turtles covered their eggs, they would
leave them forever.
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THE DOE
Pat Geiser
On Ruth's last day, the Model T Ford flopped, a Tiddley Wink, down the
Wisconsin road, taking four Coddingtons, an aunt and two cousins, home from
blueberry picking. Just past early morning, the dew meshed with the dust,
making it too heavy to fly, so the old car shivered, black and shiny, against the
brown road. August, of 1949, was unusually warm and still. A rabbit, in the
act of crossing the road, buried his nose in his paws when the ground began to
rumble beneath him, flattened his ears, and never looked up as the black
monster thundered and leapt past him, teaching him the largest part of death.
Along this backwoods road, the land was often thick with black pines,
occasionally exposing swampy, spongy meadows fit only for blueberries and
moss or bare stumpy fields, the trees having been cut and sold for Christmas,
cozy fireplace scenes and new houses in calmer and more sane counties.
Margaret, who was ten years old that year, could see only the top of her
Aunt Joyce's head and one of her hands on the steering wheel from her
position in the back seat of the car. Her cousin Judy was half in her lap, half on
the floor, her knees sideways, braced against Margaret's left leg. Margaret had
been lucky, and determined enough, to get a window seat behind her mother,
on her mother's last day. Her brother David was mostly on the floor as their
boy cousins had commandeered tangled positions on the seat beside her.
Hissing and baring their fangs, they were pretending to be poisonous snakes.
Containers of blueberries balanced on the ledge behind them, between them
and on the floor. Sweaters, shed after the first cool hours, cushioned them from
some of the delirious twists and turns of the car. Looking ahead, Margaret
could see clearly her mother's profile. Staring out the open window, head on
arms, she was in one of her distant moods. Tomorrow she would really be far
away, Margaret thought They were taking her to the doctors, to Chicago. It
seemed as if they had just left Chicago, just come to visit these cousins of hers,
this nest of Coddingtons.
Margaret set her forehead against the palm of her hand and pressed. Of all
mothers, she had to get her, a mother who didn't care enough to be strong, a
mother who would rather be sick and dreamy, a mother who cried over
everything and laughed about nothing. Margaret's stomach hurt; she hadn't
eaten since she learned they were taking her away. "To the psychology
doctors," her Uncle Don had said with his eyebrows squeezing his face into
that stupid look he had.
Joyce gripped the steering wheel, attempting to stay in the hard grooves of
the dirt road, her curly red hair bouncing, a few grey hairs flying in the morning
light. She tried not to look at her sister-in-law on her last day. Crazy-sick Ruth
was leaning on her folded arms out the other front seat window. She had been
unnaturally giddy that morning, now too quiet. Of course her moods had
always, since she'd known her, swung quickly back and forth, but they seemed
to have accelerated since ... Don had ... caught her.... It had to be done.
She had to go. The doctors would help her. She hoped. If not, they had to keep
her, until Bob came back from Germany anyway; until the war was really over,
Bob had said. What about this war, Joyce thought. God knows she couldn't
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take care of her, not after what she had done. Impossible.
Margaret squeezed her right shoulder up a few inches; the rough ride was
creating a sore spot where her upper arm rubbed against the window sill. Her
mother, all frazzled black hair, seemed oblivious to the jumps and turns of the
old car. She had never been this far away before. Why now? Margaret ran her
fingernail along the part in her hair and smoothed the sides down. She thought
if her mother would comb her hair more often, it would be even more beautiful,
not plain old brown like hers. Straining forward, she tucked a few stray hairs
under her mother's long, fat braid. Ruth did not notice.
Joyce forgot to breathe for a few seconds as her memory flashed hot Ruth
had done the unspeakable, so they had not spoken of it. The facts sat between
them on the seat of the Model T like another person too ugly to look at, too
deformed to touch. So Don had done the explaining to Ruth, had sat her down
on the piano bench, paced back and forth, looking over her head out the
window, pointing at the floor and at Joyce for no apparent reason. Joyce had
stood inside the kitchen door, sideways, facing the stove on the other side of
the kitchen where soup was coming to a boil and biscuits were turning a deep
brown and smelled like the house was burning down from within the walls.
Don had outlined the solution. It was simple. Ruth had been naked with
Buddy Lee, had done it with him, Joyce's sweet, genius boy, Buddy Lee. Joyce
stepped on the gas and took a corner on two wheels, then slowed down for the
last five miles to the cabin. Her thoughts were back ten years. They were living
in Chicago on Estes A venue and after only one year of lessons, and after
Douglas had accidentally struck him in the eye with that arrow, from that bow
and arrow set she had bought them, and after losing almost all the sight in that
eye, hadn't he, hadn't he though, climbed up on the piano stool and started
playing by ear? Hadn't he played more and more each year? He was a
wonder.... Ruth had to go. Joyce could not, nor did she want to, picture Ruth
with her son. He was barely seventeen; what could he know about any of that?
Ruth must have taught him.
Margaret licked her two fingers which were sticking together with blueberry
juice. Perhaps, she wondered, if I had helped more with David, crybaby
David. But how could Mama leave him? She had always loved him best, had
walked the floor cradling his squealing body, rubbed his gums with smelly
lotion, kissed his soft ears and said he looked like the Leeds, her relations back
home in Kentucky, the family Margaret had never seen. She envisioned them
all with large ears, fat, white ears.
Joyce swallowed hard and gripped the wheel tighter. Just a few years ago
she had wiped Buddy Lee's nose, pulled a scarf snug about his neck, tied the
tail ends around the back of his coat collar, given him a hug, kissed his warm
red cheeks and sent him off to school or the store or to play piano at the church.
What had Ruth done? She was crazy-sick; that's all. How else could she have
done it? Don was right. She had to go. Don would drive her there tomorrow. It
wasn't their fault she had no one in Kentucky anymore who would take her;
Joyce's brother Bob, Ruth's husband, was in Germany, a guard at the
Nuremburg trials. How could they tell him about Buddy Lee? They had
written about her nerves, her spells, her crying; that was true. The state
hospital down in Illinois had to take her. Bob had agreed in a Red Cross
telegram. Who could pay for those kinds of doctors? Don was right, even
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though he hadn't been right about anything for a long time. Don was right No
other way. Her eyes burned from touching them too often with her blueberrystained palms.
A slippery, indigo hand slid again around Joyce's head from behind, a glob
of blueberries squishing from between stubby fingers, probably Little Don's.
Again, the fingers probed, groped for her mouth. "No thanks, Sweetheart,"
she said gently and pushed the anonymous hand back. Turning briefly, she
inspected the back seat Among the interchangeable arms and legs, a few
heads grinned at her. Enough kids to start an orphanage, she thought suddenly,
and sighed; she counted again, as she had done all morning, her three smallest,
Douglas, Little Don, and Judy, and then Ruth's Margaret and her quiet one,
David, who was buried somewhere. One leg looked like his, the skinny one.
Mother would have to take Ruth's kids now. After all, they were her grandchildren, her only son's, her favorite child's offspring. Don had made it clear.
Grandma Emily had just bought a small retirement home with Grandpa's
insurance money; she could take them. Without Bob's full allotment, Don
would not hear of keeping them. Anyway, Don had found a job just the other
side of Rhinelander, starting Monday, at the mink farm. According to him,
they didn't really need the money anymore. Joyce had argued, but once Don
made up his mind, he never changed it Meanwhile, until all the arrangements
were made, the soft limbs of children meandered around each other in her back
seat, wormed around buckets and bowls and plastic bags of blueberries ...
blue, bluey, bluish, blue-sticky, burning blueberries. She loved berries, making
blueberry pies; she loved children, loved their easy spilling laughter, their soft,
fat gestures, their hardy hatreds and sudden wet kisses, their wild, gypsy
innocence. She had loved Ruth too, for much the same reasons, until, until. ...
She had to go! Joyce sucked the little finger she had caught in the bramble
bush. The tip of a thorn was starting to make it swell. She looked over at Ruth,
still turned outward, her yellow flowered dress billowing, her long black hair
braided loose and careless in one heavy braid quivering on her back.
Ruth cushioned her chin on her arms against the irregular jolts of the car.
The sky above and around the trees was pure white, a hard piece of clay, no
seams. The morning sunlight slid under it to the horizon and then probably fell
off the world into a lake of nothingness. She knew one thing for sure: she
couldn't stay here anymore or she'd slide off too. Her only sanity had been
Buddy Lee. Ruth closed her eyes and brushed a long strand of hair off her
forehead, tucking it behind her ear. Buddy Lee. What had he to do with sanity?
What was sanity, anyway? The airy cloud that possessed her now? Sanity.
She knew she had never owned it, never felt that solid ease that others enjoyed,
that silky way with life, that forward moving, point to point, sweeping gesture,
that sweet knowledge that a day would not fall on her and scatter her bones, a
day without pain or anticipation of pain.
Hazy childhood images floated and flickered alongside the car in and out of
black pines and sudden white birch: a spelling bee buzz of angry words, a
metallic touch of an aunt or uncle too busy to caress that thin, dark child of a
dead sister, their sister coughing up blood and dying while giving birth to a
child of fearful wonder. Ruth saw, lying beneath the trees below the
underbrush, her fear swelling with the years like a milky, lush fungus thriving in
dark, damp soil. The Rhinelander doctor had called it Something Paranoia,
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accused her of having other diseases she couldn't remember. They sounded so
foreign; well, she was a foreigner, always had been, first to the North and then
to her husband and finally to the world. So, she'd better go to the hospital, to
Chicago, to the free doctors. Don would take her tomorrow, Don who never
smiled, who hated her. Maybe the doctors could capture the fear wandering
through her body, lock it up, and set her free. Would she ever be free?
"Blueberries, blueberries everywhere,
Between my toes and in my hair."
Joyce frowned. Little Donald was rhyming again, his main achievement in
life so far. Eight years old and he still couldn't read two words in a row. The
teachers in Chicago had passed him on, and the Wisconsin school system had
admitted defeat But he could rhyme. Boy, could he rhyme. Joyce, with her
limited knowledge of heredity, had assigned this child to Don's family although
she loved him dearly. Big Don had been adopted so who knew what daffy
doodles swung from his family tree.
Margaret yelled, "Shut up and get your foot out of my back!" Douglas, the
older of the two younger Coddington boys, two weeks older than Margaret and
two grades behind her in school, who only read comic books, reached under
Little Don's arm and pinched Margaret in her armpit very close to one
rudimentary breast. Margaret yelled, "Damnation!"
Douglas and Don hissed and then giggled hysterically. She was always
something else! David, Margaret's little brother, Ruth's youngest, tried to use
this diversion to purchase more room, squirming upward. At the same time,
Joyce reached around to hug a body, to restore some peace and quiet, and
cracked David on top of his head. He moaned and sank deeper into the pile.
Ruth, oblivious to the goings-on, was braiding together some chunks of hair
which had fallen down the sides of her face. She kept her eyes on the bouncing,
bloodless dreams out her window. Had Buddy been a dream? Yes, a dream
with music bending in and out, wrapping every thought with pale blue rhythms.
And that first time, when the sun over the river had filled the living room of the
cabin until it might burst and Buddy Lee sat at the piano, notes spilling wild
into the air, she had sat down beside him. The others, she remembered, had all
gone fishing or to town. And his long fingers had stretched and pulled at the
melody, made the room shudder with sun and sound. And she had turned, her
hair brushing his shoulder, sparking, to see his eyelids half closed, and smelled
the moisture which had gathered under his cheekbones. He had not shaved that
day, and he was as dark as the room was light, a boy in the moon who had
seventeen years of breath and skin and music possessing him equally, setting
him apart Ruth felt her hand fall between them, against his thigh. She saw his
eyes close soft, his chin lift to follow the music up and out the window, across
the river, rustling, changing everything in its path.
And Ruth had risen, walked out the back door, climbed up the ridge behind
the cabin, climbed past every new spring shoot, patches of yellows, greens,
sun-crusted logs and other dead things suddenly alive, out of yellow into grey
moss and brown bark, back to orange and a yellow as intense as the breast of
hummingbirds hovering on strands of light And she had sat upon the hill in this
small clearing where she could see the roof of the cabin, the strawberry patch,
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the river, and the river had no current but was simply a loose blond curl.
And she heard the crack of old twigs before she saw him. Before he lay down
beside her, she heard the scurry of small creatures sifting through last year's
leaves and wandering violet. And when he put his hand on her warm, giving
breast, she saw over his shoulder that the wind had stopped and that they were
in a small space in time, a place of forgiveness, a place of reward for
unthinkable injuries, where sweetness and pureness of action were required.
They did not stop touching each other ·until the urgency had gone and the
brown leaves beneath them had broken into thousands of pieces like grains of
wheat and had started easing back to earth again, to their roots.
That summer, Ruth knew, had been remission. Love had held her
suspended, stung into stillness by this newest of feelings, a holding, a caring
that had calmed her nerves, given her a brief glimpse of what had always been
just around the comer. She loved her children, but they were slipping away
from her. David would never be strong enough to love her fully, and Margaret,
yes, Margaret was her judge, already looking at her with exasperation, a
turning of the head while Ruth spoke to her, a tapping of her pencil while she
waited for her to make decisions. Buddy Lee never made demands. His gift
was his energy, his beauty, like his music, freely given ... until Don ... until
Don had discovered them .... Ruth closed her eyes. He had called her a slut.
When Joyce saw the deer around the curve, she jammed on the brakes. The
children squawked in unison as they tied into a tighter knot, rising together,
rolling almost into the front seat like some tangled ball of fishing worms from
the bottom of the can.
"Christ Jesus!" Joyce yelled. "Look at that!"
The children, and even Ruth, stunned by the quick stop, untangled their
slippery blue limbs and looked ahead. A doe and her fawn were bolting across
a clearing. Almost immediately the fawn disappeared and the doe floated and
bobbed, to a height only fear could provide, into the thicket, opposite, across
the small field.
"Hey, hey, where's the baby?
Maybe, maybe, where's the baby?"
"Shut up, you creature," Margaret said softly but with authority. "They
always hide their fawns."
Joyce, who loved surprises, glad for the chance to stretch her legs, pulled the
car over to the side of the road and stepped out, the others following. She
slipped her hand to her lips to signal everyone to be quiet while she scanned the
field before them. A large, black crow lifted, floppy winged, from a jack pine
and called a harsh warning to the human intruders. In golden patches, tall
sunflowers studded the wild grass which waved only slightly in the southern
breeze. Nothing else moved. Joyce walked slowly across the clearing.
Margaret whispered to David who clung to her arm, "The deer has told her
fawn to wait. Her mother will be back for her. I read that last year in school."
Ruth, temporarily half tuned-in to this reality, put her arm around her
daughter Margaret and whispered back, "I'll be back, Meggie. I'll be back."
Margaret stood quietly. She could not look at her mother. How dare she go
off and leave them? Who was to take care of David? Tripping, milk-spilling
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David? Where would they go? She couldn't get sick now. She had to take care
of them. Not that she ever did much, but ... Where was her father? Why
didn't he come back? Were the German criminals more important? How
would they live with Grandma Emily; she was old and wrinkled and tired.
Margaret pressed her lips together and did not respond.
Joyce shouted, "Come look. Here it is! The children trooped forward,
followed by Ruth who suddenly liked the feel of grass against her bare legs. She
looked down, and her yellow flowered dress became another bunch of
sunflowers.
The fawn, a female, lay curled and quiet, and except for the slight pulse in
her side, she could have been a new stuffed toy. Her eyes were wide open, the
pupils dilated, shiny brown coins. When Joyce touched her, though, she
shuddered; her tiny hooves dug spasmodically in the air.
Margaret insisted, "Her mother should come back." Then, as she looked
toward the thicket, she began to doubt. She also remembered reading that
when wild animals were touched, the mother would not take them back.
Ruth spoke with solemn earnestness, "She will be back. Leave the baby
here.''
Cradling the tiny doe, Joyce struggled not to take her, but her resolution
faded fast as she felt the soft, clean furry body against her freckled arms.
"Look at her sweet nose; her ears are velvet. Here! Come see, Judy."
Judy, almost seven, her youngest, dropped to her knees at the side of the doe
and stroked her spotted side. "Can we have her, Mother? Pleeese? I'll take
care of her. I promise. We can feed her with a bottle like we did the baby
goats."
Looking to the thicket, Margaret offered, "The mother might ... " She
stopped and dropped her head.
Joyce decided. Lifting the fawn like a baby, she carried her to the car. David
and the Coddington children followed, impressed by their sudden acquisition.
Ruth and Margaret lingered. Somehow they knew this moment would not
come again and must be seen fully. "Look Meggie," Ruth crooned. "See how
the sun and dew make the flowers shine like gold?"
Margaret stared long at the leathery stalks of the sunflowers, then at her
mother, as weak as the breeze, at her faded yellow washdress, hanging loose,
her wild, black hair twisted into queer, doll baby braids, and finally at the dark
and silent woods. She turned and her mother followed her, separately, to the
car.
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1rs JUST THAT TIME, HONEY
Rochelle Knight
Her mama, J olena, stood at the sink that night, dousing underwear up and
down in gray lifeless water. She was singing a hymn, "Will There Be Any
Stars in My Crown?" She had a beautiful voice that quivered melodiously at
the end of each word, like the quivering string of a violin after the bow has left
it. It was usually cheerful and lively, but tonight it sounded sad, as if the quiver
was caused by some brimming emotion. She picked up the big, square, brown
bar of Fels N aptha soap from the window sill, just over her head. She rubbed it
vigorously on the neck of an undershirt, then placed it back on the window sill.
Here, she changed her tune to '' I Want to Be More and More Like Jesus in My
Life." She began to scrub the shirt between her knuckles, which had become
puckered and ashen. The familiar smell of the soap, coupled with Jolena' s
singing, had all but put the girls in a trance. They sat sprawled around the old,
pot-bellied, coal-burning stove in various positions of comfort and retirement
-their youthful limbs carelessly flung, their skin hot and ruddy from the heat,
their knees spread apart like the legs of young girls often are before they learn
to conceal what lies between them.
Jesse had fallen asleep with her head resting on her shoulder, and was
snoring lightly. Becky was reading Mark Twain and occasionally she stared up
from her book- sometimes as if she were puzzled, and sometimes as if she
were off on some adventure. Valarie was fidgety and restless, first stretching,
then changing her position, then scratching her head, then between her legs,
and sighing, before starting the rotation again.
Jolena watched her from across the room, while drying her hands on the
bottom of her apron ( it was the only dry spot). She saw the brown stain on her
daughter's underpants when she gapped her legs; and she started to hum,
feeling the wetness next to her skin and rubbing her swollen belly with the
palms of her hands. "Valarie," Jolena called in a stern but gentle tone. Valarie
started, sensing trouble, for her mama always called her Val, unless there was
trouble. J olena beckoned, with her index finger close to her face, for Valarie to
come to her. Valarie couldn't figure out what she'd done wrong. Maybe it was
the nickel she'd found while sweeping the floor, which she should have
reported, but instead bought sugar wafers, her favorites. But how did SHE
know? She ate them all on her way home from the store and had brushed the
crumbs from her mouth. J olena now stood two feet from the sink, in front of the
bathroom door, staring across the kitchen table directly at Val, who now
pushed herself slowly from the floor. Or maybe Becky or Jesse had tattletaled
on her, because she had refused to help them gather wood chips and coal
pieces from behind Mike's coal shed, preferring instead to chase and be chased
by Bernard Simpson- round and round the shed, giggling, until finally she was
out of sight of her sister. By now Jolena stood one step up, on the threshold of
the bathroom. She flattened her back against the framework and sucked in her
stomach to allow her daughter to pass into the bathroom, then she closed and
latched the door behind them. With her left hand, she latched the door of the
adjoining apartment of the cold water flat
Jolena sat on the edge of the tub, feeling the cold go straight through her thin
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dress. Val stood before her, her fingers entwined, and looked directly into her
mama's eyes.
"What's the matter, Valarie?" Jolena asked. Her voice was soft, but her
eyes were hard-set and accusing.
"N othin', Mama," Val almost whispered, unwinding and rewinding her
fingers.
"Don' ya feel good?" Jolena probed.
"Yeah, Mama, I feel all right"
"That why you scratchin' yourself there, like that?" Jolena pointed down,
keeping her head erect and her voice controlled.
"I don't know, Mama.... I was just itchin', that's all."
"Let me see," Jolena commanded. Flooded with shame, Val slowly began
to lift her dress, and without looking at her mama, she slid her underpants
down to her knees. She saw the brown stain on her pants and her breath caught
in her throat. Her eyes flew to meet J olena' s.
"What is it, Mama?" Her voice rose to meet the alarm she felt creeping over
her. "What is it!"
Jolena's voice softened even more. "Hush now. Hush." She planted a hand
on her daughter's arm. "It's just that time, child." She tilted her head to one
side, trying to look up into her daughter's downcast eyes. "It's just that time,
honey-you a woman now," she said, smiling sadly. Jolena left the bathroom
with instructions for Val to wash herself good. She returned with a white cloth
folded in a perfect triangle.
"Put this between your legs, child," Jolena said, and walked out of the door,
leaving Val still standing in the same spot, holding the cloth in her hand.
The cloth was as white as clouds and baby soft- a Birdseye Diaper, ripped
in half, which had been washed and bleached again and again. Suddenly Val
felt detached from herself, like walking in a dream-observant but unfeeling.
And from a corner in the dimly lit room, between the adjoining apartment door
and the flush-box of the toilet, with the flush-chain dangling near her face, she
saw herself place the cloth between her legs and float out of the bathroom.
The light in the kitchen had taken on a glaring artificial brightness, and her
sister, who still lounged around the stove, looked like a stranger. J olena' s
humming seemed far off, as if it were coming from the building next door and
the floor below- and drifting upward. Val felt the bulkiness between her legs
and as she walked, she held them so close together that her thighs ached. She
felt blindly along the kitchen table with the palm of her hand, using it to guide
herself to her seat behind the stove. Once there, she curled herself into fetal
position and fell into a feverish and fitful sleep.
Valarie often had memories of times when she felt "pulled apart" from
herself. They were first evoked by a feeling of sorrow and sadness that washed
over her like a spring bath, then plunged deeper; and a tidal wave of emotion
forced an image to her mind. She was still sitting at the counter, holding her
empty glass, when she realized that her sisters had all left the kitchen, one by
one, and were in the living room. She could hear them chatting and laughing.
She shook her head trying to fling the feelings, the thoughts, and the images
from her, but they lingered in spite of her resisting, and the memories, like on a
taped disc, had to play themselves out.
Like the time when she was fourteen years old-when through a rain-
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drenched windowpane, from across the street, she watched two white men
bring Grandpa's body down the front stairs. He was on a stretcher, covered
with a white sheet. He was so thin that his body barely made a hump in the
sheet, and drops of rain made gray sunken splotches over him. Val stood
peeking from behind a white lace curtain of the second floor windowwanting, but not wanting to see. Buttermilk cornbread was cooking in the oven,
and she could smell it browning too fast, but she couldn't move. Then the wind
whipped the sheet off Grandpa's face. It was still and ashen, and his eyes were
open. They stared up, gray and familiar, and Val ducked behind the curtain.
Then one of the men threw the sheet back over his face, lifted his head, tucked
the sheet under, then let it fall to the stretcher hard and stiff with a loud thud.
One of the men opened the black double doors of the wagon, and with one hand
each on the sides and end, by Grandpa's feet, the men slid the stretcher into the
wagon, like bakers shoving bread into an oven. They slammed the doors that
banged loudly, echoing harshly through the gangway of the building, and drove
away fast, their tires squeeching on the wet pavement
Valarie jumped, then turned from the window and took hold of the broom
she'd left standing against the wall, and started to sweep the gray rug that had
pink roses in it, until dust hung in the air like a mist. Outside, the ''a-ca-lob, aca-lob" of horses' hooves on the wet pavement seemed to keep time with each
stroke of her broom. "Frush com-Sweet potatas-Got yo watermelons
'ere." The cry of the passing peddler rose and fell silent to the "a-ca-lob, a-calob" of the horses' hooves. And long after Valarie sat down on the brown
lumpy sofa, holding the broom between her knees, she still heard the peddler's
voice, now very far away, crying, "Got yo watermelons 'ere."
This is how Jolena found her, sitting on the sofa, wheezing and coughing,
with tears in her eyes, and a distant far-off stare. Valarie saw herself sitting
there. She also saw her mama come in and take the burnt cornbread from the
stove, but she didn't feel any of the pain that the girl sitting on the sofa must
have felt.
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NICKEY
John MacPhail
My father was a house painter and an alcoholic. The summer that I turned
eleven years old, he decided that I should start coming to work with him. There
were many small jobs that a boy my age could do, he told my mother; it was
time that I started finding out about the real world.
So I helped my father carry ladders, mix spackling paste, and shake out drop
cloths. But my most important job was pouring him the morning eye-opener as
we bumped along the highway in the old Dodge van with the ladders creaking
and shifting on the roof. Each day my father carefully placed a tall rusty
thermos just behind the driver's seat, and when we were safely away from the
house, he would reach behind the seat-with the absurd cunning of an
alcoholic, his eyes never left the road-and hand me the thermos and say in a
hushed conspiratorial voice, "Here, splash me a little in the cup, will ya?"
The liquid that I sloshed into the red thermos cup seared the air with a nosewrinkling, stomach-churning bite, and I always held my breath as I poured. He
called it "iced tea."
Many mornings, as we rode along in the van with the wind howling through
the broken side window, and the leaky exhaust giving me a small headache
behind my eyes, I would think about other boys who might be going to work
with their fathers. In my imagination the contrast was extreme. These other
boys rode in sleek new trucks, with all sorts of knobs and buttons to fiddle with,
and the equipment in back was sorted and organized, everything in its place,
and these boys had fathers who smiled and joked in the morning, who required
no smoking brown liquid from a thermos, who didn't toss his smouldering
cigarette among the paint cans, who might stop at a doughnut shop or a
restaurant and get a big breakfast and tousle his son's hair and say to anyone
who would listen, "Hey, this here's my kid." A section ofrough road or some
railroad tracks wouldjolt me out of this daydream and I would look over at my
father, at the filthy painter's cap riding high on his head, the grimy overalls, the
tiny flecks of yesterday's white paint on his nose and eyelashes, and if that
wasn't hopeless enough, just about this time he'd hand over the red cup, cough
a few times and say, "Hit me again there, buddy boy."
We were working in a new housing project near Wauconda, Illinois. These
were ranch homes that were identical right down to the brass door knockers on
the front door and the single wind-whipped silver maple on the parkway. Just
down the highway was a tavern. It was a small building of flaking green paint
and missing roof shingles. Though it was right on the highway, and you could
see it from at least two miles in either direction, and though there wasn't a
single bush, tree, billboard, or any other landmark to conceal it, the tavern was
called Rudy's Hideaway. That's where my father and I would wind up at the
end of each working day.
As the summer wore on, I grew to hate everything about the place. I hated
the sound of the gravel under the tires as we pulled into the parking lot I hated
the iridescent blue grackles that were forever searching the ground around the
dumpster. I hated the way the screen door banged behind us, as if pronouncing
yet another doom, and I hated the beer smell, and the body smell, and the
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stacks of clammy cardboard coasters, and the sound of someone sliding a
plastic ashtray along the bar. Most of all, I hated the bartender's bald head and
his insincere sport shirt, and the way he would talk about his children with one
man and pussy with another, and I hated him for coming over to my father and
saying, "Hey Jack, what'll it be?"
That was the pattern for the summer. If I whined and pleaded with my father
to get him to leave, he'd become irate and drink even more frantically. But I
couldn't leave him alone either. If he got too drunk to drive the van, then I'd
have to call my mother at work. ("Hello, could I speak to Vicky please,
extension 217? Thanks. Hello, Mom, it's me.")
Some men came into the bar, had one drink and left. Again contrasts. To go
home and eat dinner at the table with no shouting, no breaking dishes, a mother
who didn't serve the meal with a body trembling in subdued fury, who had time
in the evening to go to the carnival at the shopping center or to the Dairy
Queen, whose hands weren't covered with dozens of cuts and scratches from
working with the machines on second shift at Solo Cup.
I'd drink two or three root beers and play drums on the bar with a couple of
drink stirrers and I'd wander around. There were always several men playing
pool. Muscular men with dirty T-shirts and Marine Corps tattoos who said
"fuck" a lot. Fuckin' house, fuckin' lawnmower, fuckin' old lady. Once a fat
man who had two inches of hairy belly hanging below his undershirt said,
"Hey man, fuck if I'm gonna fuck around with that fuckin' fuckup." I'd check
the bathroom to see if anyone had cleaned off that question mark of shit that
someone had smeared on the wall by the toilet And I'd gaze up at the midnight
blue eyes of the moosehead on the wall and wonder about something so big and
majestic and dead. The time dragged on.
One afternoon, sitting next to my father, I began to squirm. I squirmed as
though I were on fire. I banged my empty glass on the bar. I coughed. I
coughed some more, I pretended I was choking. Nothing worked. My father
was hunched over his seven-seven, not talking with anyone, a scowl on his
face, lost in some unknowable anguish, a couple of wet dollar bills on the bar in
front of him. I looked down the bar to an empty stool far across the room, and
then I closed my eyes and imagined myself sitting on that stool watching us. I
saw both myself and my father very clearly. I could see the smallest things.
The blue paint chips in my hair, the fine dust on my arms. I could see my
father's chest rising and falling beneath his overalls. And then I could see right
through them, past the shirt and undershirt, and I could see that small mole that
sat among the chest hairs directly over his heart. Then, as I sat with my eyes
closed, watching from that empty stool across the room, I saw an older boy
come up out of the hazy late afternoon bar light and sit down next to me.
Quickly I opened my eyes. There was no one beside me. My father sat as
before. Suddenly, I grinned and closed my eyes. He was there again, getting
himself comfortable on the stool. He looked a lot like me. Sandy hair and green
eyes, a T-shirt that said University of Wisconsin. If I'd had an older brother,
that's what he would have looked like. As I watched from across the room, I
could see myself talking with him. He said his name was Nickey. I said mine
was Michael. He said he already knew my name. I saw myself laugh. We
talked for quite a while, about baseball and fishing. My dad had always
promised to take me fishing in Canada, and Nickey said he'd been there, and
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he told me about the northern pike and the big pine trees and how when you
were thirsty you could lean over the side of the boat and drink right from the
lake. I saw myself raising a hand to the bartender and buying Nickey a root
beer with some of my father' s change. Nickey used a straw. I drank straight
from the glass. Then Nickey asked me what was wrong with my father.
" Nothing' s wrong," I said.
" Whatta you mean, nothing' s wrong? He' s drunk, look at him. "
" He' s not drunk, he' s just tired. He works real hard. Sometimes he goes to
sleep when he has a drink. "
" Come on, you' re fooling yourself, he' s not sleeping, he' s had four drinks.
Don't tell me you haven't been counting. You' re going to have to call your
mother. He won't be able to drive. Why are you so afraid to do anything?"
" I'm not afraid. Why don' t you shut up. "
" Oh sure, tell me to shut up. What does that solve? You' re afraid of him.
Admit it. It would be so easy to do something but you' re afraid. Chicken,
chicken, chicken. "
I opened my eyes and slid off the stool. The cash register clanged. Someone
laughed in a deep voice. Outside on the highway a semi truck boomed as it
went over a chuck hole. My father was trying to light a cigarette and grunting. I
watched his useless hands fumble with the matches. I heard Nickey yelling
" Chicken, chicken," and then I lunged and threw myself on my father' s back. I
wanted to dig my fingers into his skin and hurt him. I pounded at the back of his
head, and then I locked my hands around his neck and pulled back trying to
choke him. He was trying to speak and stand at the same time, and then finally
he stood upright and pried my hands loose. I could smell the sweat and the
paint on his overalls. He twisted his body from side to side and slid me off his
back as if he were removing a shirt. When I touched the floor I was too weak to
stand, and I sprawled to my knees and started to cry. I had wanted to shout at
him, but I had no voice.
I saw the paint-spattered tips of his shoes before me and next to them, a
single bright dime. When I looked up, my father was looking down at me with
red-rimmed eyes. His feet were wide apart as if to brace himself against a
strong wind, and his cap had spun sideways on his head.
" Now you get up goddamn it and go outside," he said. When I stood up,
sniffiing and brushing the dust from my hands, I felt the bartender and some of
the other men staring at me, and I held my tears and kept my eyes on the dirty
floor tiles until just before I reached the door when I heard someone laugh, and
then I broke into a run, pushed through the screen door and ran sobbing out
into the parking lot I leaned against the back of the van and beat my fist
against the metal, and then I grabbed a rock and threw it at the tavern, but it
sailed way over the roof. My father lurched from the building and came tilting
across the lot like a leaning stop sign. I moved away from the van and picked
up another rock. " Get in the truck," he said. I didn't move. I thought he would
come after me, but he went straight to the van. He tried three times to open the
door and then he climbed in. He started the engine and raced it unmercifully. I
put my hands over my ears. Nickey was right I was afraid of my father, of the
tavern, the van, the thermos, everything. He backed up in a spray of loose
gravel, then slammed on the brakes and stuck his inflamed face out the
window.
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" Get in here, goddamn it. Right now. " I dropped the rock to the ground. I
could hear Nickey saying, " Chicken, chicken. " When I climbed into my seat,
my father was pouring a drink from the thermos. His hands were shaking. He
finished in two swallows and put the thermos behind the seat "So you want to
go home?" he roared. I turned my head to the window in an effort to duck his
hot stare. " Where' s your mother?" he yelled.
" I don't know. "
" You know where she is, goddamn it. Where is she?"
" I don't know. She' s at work. "
" You' re goddamned right she' s at work. What do you think is gonna happen
when you get home? She ain't gonna be there, is she? She' s working at that
fuckin' factory, isn' t she?" I could feel his sour breath against the back of my
neck. He seemed to be screaming right into my ear.
" You want to eat dinner? Huh? Who's gonna fix it? Tell me that. " I had
started to cry again.
" Please can' t we just go home," I said.
" Sure we can go home. You wanna go home? Fine, let' s go home. " He
floored the accelerator and we spun out of the parking lot and squealed onto
the highway. I kept my face against the window, smearing the tears away with
the heel of my hand. Halfway home my father pulled out the thermos and
handed it to me without a word. As I poured, I thought of Nickey in his
University of Wisconsin T-shirt, telling me about the pine trees and the clean
water.
" Second shift," my father said. " She' s workin' second shift," and then he
began to laugh and pound the steering wheel, and when I tried to hand him the
cup he waved his hand and gasped, " Hold it, hold it, wait 'til I stop laughing."
So I sat looking straight ahead with the cup and the thermos in my lap while the
white line on the road weaved before us as my father struggled to steer. I could
see Nickey clearly in my mind and could see, as well, the houses and factories
and fields beyond the highway, and could see our own house, a!).d even my
room, with my favorite yellow blanket on the bed and the friendly rotund shape
of the dresser. At night when I lay with my eyes open, though I could see all
these things clearly still, sitting there in the van beside my father I had the
strongest sensation that I was at least partially blind.
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STAY AWAY FROM THE WHITE DUCK INN
John MacPhail
Dear Michael,
You're driving east on Highway 14 a few miles from Janesville, Wisconsin.
It's a late Sunday afternoon in August You're hung over from a weekend of
drinking with some friends and you're thinking, maybe just one more cold beer.
You see a yellow Schlitz sign peeking through some willow branches up ahead
on the right As you get closer, you can see some lettering at the bottom of the
sign. In fact, the sign should read, "White Duck Inn," but some of the letters
have been shot away with pellet rifles so what you see is "HI DUCK I." Now
I know you're thinking of that cold beer, but hold it Don't put that turn signal
on. Just keep the car right where it is while I tell you a few things about this
place that might change your mind.
If you enter through the side screen door ( and you will because the front
door has been nailed fast to keep out drafts) you will see a bowl of popcorn on a
small table to your right The bowl is always there on Sundays. But the
popcorn is stale, so I wouldn't take any. The spring on the screen door is new
and very strong, but you don't know that, so the door slams behind you, and
heads rise from beer glasses and swing your way. You're a foreigner, Michael,
the slamming screen door gave you away. For a moment, you have that feeling
of having stumbled inadvertently onto a stage. Straining your eyes to see
through the cigarette smoke and the dim funeral-parlor light, you can see an Lshaped bar in front of you and some booths along the wall to your right A
jukebox squats in the corner beyond the pool table and above it is a yellowed
clock that is twenty-five minutes slow. An old Sylvania television leers down
at the room from its perch high on a corner shelf, but it isn't plugged in.
It might be your inclination to walk forward and take a stool at the bar, but I
wouldn't. This is where the farmers sit This is dairy-farm country, and dairy
farmers are serious drinkers. They work long, hard hours, and that's the way
they drink. They are broad-shouldered, overweight men with red, wind-burned
faces and Oshkosh coveralls. There is an odor about them, redolent of the
barnyard, and that odor has seeped into the fabric covering the bar stools, the
varnish on the bar, and the wax on the floor. If you sit near the men long
enough, then later, back in your car, you'll be asking yourself, "What the hell
is that smell?" And sometime before you get home, you'll probably put on the
dome light to inspect the bottoms of your shoes.
Just stand at the bar and order your beer from Duffy. That's the bartender's
name. He's all right He usually doesn't do any drinking himself except on
weekends and holidays. If you catch him half drunk, about 9:00 on a Sunday
evening, then he' 11 tell you about his son, the one who died in a car crash- two
days later they were still picking pieces of his body from the tree branches
above the road- and about his wife, who's had four operations and the
goddamned doctors can't find out what's wrong with her back. Duffy has a
sister in Coral Gables, Florida, and a brother who's a dentist in Des Plaines.
Duffy wants to open up a baitstore in northern Wisconsin and spend his
afternoons fishing for large-mouth bass with a cigar in his mouth. I know he
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does. He told me.
If you take your beer and tum around, you'll see the booths along the wall.
You can't really tell what color they are, but take my word for it, they're a dark
red, and here and there, slits in the plastic have been repaired with duct tape.
Go ahead, sit down, but not in the first booth. That's Whitey's booth. He might
not be there now, but it's his booth just the same. Whitey is an itinerant
millhand and an alcoholic. He works for two weeks and drinks for three. In the
summer he sleeps in his car behind the tavern. The first time I stopped in, I saw
him sitting in that booth, and I've seen him sitting there every time since except
for a couple of months when he was in the hospital. I like talking to him,
looking over my glass at that scrub-brush bristly white hair and that face full of
desperate wrinkles. I talk for minutes on end, and if I've been drinking
schnapps then my stories get wild-about how my wife left me for a minister,
and how my kids burned down the house, and how my father is in prison in
South America-and all Whitey ever says is "Yeah."
I was sitting with my drink one night when a man and his son came in out of a
hailstorm, stomping their feet and brushing the ice from their shoulders. They
sat down in Whitey's booth. At the time Whitey was in the bathroom,
vomiting. I could hear him above the drumming of hail on the roof. This man
ordered a manhattan, which had the farmers at the bar snickering, and the boy
bought a Slim Jim, took one bite and dropped it on the floor. Whitey came out
of the bathroom and took aim at his booth. He had a splash of urine on his
pants in the shape of a carrot. He stopped in front of the man and his son,
weaving and focusing. The man looked at Whitey's face, at the stain on his
pants, and at Duffy's grin, and he grabbed the boy by the hand and left without
finishing his drink. A couple of the farmers hooted and Duffy said, "You tell
'em, Whitey," but Whitey never said a word. He examined the booth as if it
were infested. He brushed off the table top, swept off the seat, and sat down
carefully. Then he finished the manhattan. Two months later, the Slim Jim was
still on the floor.
Are you still with me, Michael? Still on the highway with your hand poised
over the tum signal?
After you're in a booth and you've finished most of your beer, you're going
to have to take a piss. The bathrooms are past the pool table: men's on the left,
women's on the right Above the men's is a picture of a banana, and above the
women's, a cherry. Yet, there have been mistakes. I was standing at the urinal
one time when a woman came in, shut the door, saw me staring at her, said
"Oh dear, we must be in the wrong place," and went out again. I saw Harold
Schumacher, a pig farmer from Wal worth, barge into the women's room and
then stumble back as the door was slammed in his face. But it was too late. He
had his cock out. He pissed on the door. Poor Duffy came running with the
mop, yelling "Goddammit, Schumacher."
If you do go into the men's room, Michael, you're going to have to hold your
breath. Your eyes are going to water. The green floor tile will feel slick and
sticky under your shoes, and you can just imagine why. There is a prophylactic
machine on the wall that has rusted into obsolescence, but will still take your
money. Though nearly obliterated with time and scratches, you can read
enough of the lettering on the machine to learn that the price for three Murray
Co. Inc. Vel-smooth Condoms is $.15, which should tell you just how old the
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machine really is. There is only one urinal. At one time it was probably white,
but now the porcelain is freckled with strange brown stains. Just above the
urinal, at eye level, someone has carved indelibly into the soft paneling
"Elaine W. she swallowed my cum." There is a larger selection of graffiti
scratched and written on the toilet stall walls, but unless you really have to, I
wouldn't even go in there. Are you still with me?
You would say that the environment in the men's room is, at the very least,
unappealing; yet-and this is especially true in the summertime-this men's
room is home to a wide variety of wildlife. The baseboards are alive with
streams of ants on their way to and from the garbage cans out back. Spiderwebs bloom in the comers and, if no one uses it for a couple of days, over the
toilet seat Wasps come in through a hole in the window screen and disappear
into the ceiling light Iridescent green flies cling to the ceiling, and when you're
standing at the urinal, they land in your hair and on your shoes. Once I saw a
deermouse regarding me from behind the toilet with a nervous black eye. I
blinked and it was gone. I was washing my hands in the rusty water of the sink
(you guessed it, no paper towels) when another man reeled in. At the same
time, we both noticed a small black-and-yellow lizard lying motionless next to
the urinal. The man finished pissing, stepped on the lizard and went out,
leaving me alone to watch the poor thing drag its blue bowels over the floor.
What do you say, Michael? Still ready for that cold beer? I mustn't forget to
tell you about Shirley. If you come in on Sunday night, you'll see her. She sits
at the far stool in the comer. I enjoy talking with her, too, but I sit a couple of
stools away because she smells real bad. Something like ammonia. She's
forty-eight years old, and she's divorced and living with her mom and dad. She
has a daughter who won't talk to her anymore. In her purse, she carries one
half of a five-dollar bill. The other half belongs to a guy she was in love with.
He told her they'd put the two halves together again when he got back. That
was twelve years ago. His name was Ray. He was a welder. Shirley's Sundays
are always the same. She comes in about 5 :00 P. M. and lights a cigarette and
orders a whiskey and RC. She'll take out pictures from her wallet, pictures of
her parents and her daughter (areal pretty girl, Shirley says, but she wouldn't
smile because of her braces) and a picture of Ray. Shirley won't let you see the
picture of Ray until she's drunk, about 7:30. I don't know why. It's no big deal,
just some guy in mechanic's overalls holding a can of beer. Right about 8:00,
Shirley gets up and goes into the bathroom to vomit. You just know she hasn't
eaten anything all day. If you're playing pool then, you can hear her gagging
and coughing, and you'll find yourself talking louder and shuffiing around to
mask her sounds with your own. At least that's what I do.
Did I tell you about the moosehead on the wall that has the name Dave
written above its nose in black magic marker? Or about the time Charley
Swensen pulled a gun on Duffy because Duffy said something about all
Swedes being sex-crazy blondes? I don't think I have to, Michael, do you?
If you're on your way out, having finished your beer, you'll notice that it's
dark now and the welcome light is on above the screen door. That means
insects, Michael, swarming around the clotted bulb. Sure, you can brush them
away, but a moth will fall down your collar. You'll probably find it and get it
out the first time you reach for it, but you won't be sure, and all the way home ·
you'll feel for it. You'll be reaching back awkwardly as you drive. You'll think
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that it's moving around, down by your waist, along your shoulder blades. Am I
making my point, Michael? Why bother with all this? Save yourself a bad
experience. Get your hand away from that tum signal. Seize it between your
knees and hold it there if you must, but don't tum in. These are my people;
they're not yours. Don't you see? The temperature in the tavern is always the
same. The light is always low. It doesn't matter what the weather is. On
Sunday night in the White Duck Inn, the sky is always overcast with the threat
of rain and there are only so many umbrellas. What I'm trying to say, Michael,
is that one time I was sitting with my drink and this guy in a dirty sport shirt
came in and he had this camera and he says he'll take pictures of everyone for a
quarter apiece, and I jump up and push him out the door and all the farmers are
clapping and I'm face to face with this guy in the parking lot and I'm yelling,
"You stupid fuck, I'm supposed to buy a picture of this tragedy?" Michael, for
Christ's sake, keep that car pointed straight ahead. If I'm in the tavern, I'll
probably hear your car going by, and maybe I'll get up and look out the window
at the twin jewels of your taillights receding through the dust of the hot road.
But that's all I'll do, and believe me, it's just as well.
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IN BARD'S ROOM
Polly Mills

In a funky mood, Alison slammed the heavy door behind her and faced Bard
in his room. The smell of marijuana ( of sour farm parlors, Alison had always
thought, of doilies and old men's grey-haired armpits) settled into her sopped
hair. The dry Chicago radiator heat soaked the sting from her cheeks and
insufficiently treated her toes; they were puckered like meat inside her wet,
cow-smelling moccasins.
Bard sat, stoically stoned and sixteen, in the far window end of the room in a
rocker, whittling. The grey rain light from behind made a silhouette of him,
and, because Allie could not make out his mood in the dim light, across the ten
feet of smoky air, her everyday, smart wariness of him peaked. Sometimes the
mystery in Bard made her heart stop.
Sometimes, on the other hand, she thought she was the only one who knew
him well enough to have noticed the exact day that Bard had stopped being a
kid. One night last month he had been out in the black alley, with a kerchief
around his neck, creeping around, playing war with the neighborhood's
smudge-faced eight-year-olds, and the next morning he had been sitting crosslegged in his Fruit of the Looms on his bedroom floor, in front of a big
cardboard poster stolen from a bus, cutting lids with a shot glass for a cabal of
boozy 25-year-olds from Cheryl's Tap on the comer.
Alison, with surly attention to detail, discovered proof all around that
adolescence had come to her little brother like a hobgoblin came in a dream,
like a sneaky, mean surprise. So why was not everyone- Bard himself, she,
their old dad, and all of the block's little kids and big goons who were always
stopping by-at all confused by this proof of sudden change? There were
animal pelts suddenly hanging on the wall between Bard's wide, tall window
sashes; there were old head shop posters drooping down from the ceiling; there
were weapons and war ribbons scattered around Bard's room like old ladies'
knick-knacks in comers, in crannies, and on shelves; there was a smell
distinguishing Bard's room from any in the apartment house like the foulest
recesses of a gypsy medicine wagon. Yet, no one was confused because
everyone, except maybe Alison, knew that Bard got this stuff by five-finger
discount at Protestant church bazaars in Old Town and from garage sales in
bad neighborhoods. And, Alison pig-heartedly believed, everyone pretty much
enjoyed the new hairy spirit in Bard's room, the look of smart-assed, inspired,
total ruination. She worried that the hobgoblin had sworn him to a code of
silence.
Even Bard's books in his room, when Alison noticed them slung in corners
and across his bricks-and-boards shelving and peeking out from his laundry
piled on the floor, seemed to Alison to be striking an entirely new, jive punk
attitude. A fat, red Rise and Fall of the Third Reich sat on the shelf, like a
dozing redneck, under a dented plastic Ronald McDonald cup. A glossy
yellow children's abridged version of The Call of the Wild watched the fish
ominously through the back of the murky aquarium. A liver-colored Bareknuckled Boxing in the Honduras emitted a rebellious stink from its millionyear-old binding. A stack of Guns and Ammo magazines lay curled like an old
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butt-kicking shoe under the silver light coming in through the windows. And at
Bard's big sock-feet, sprawling like a prostitute, an American Mercenary
magazine exposed its golden, two-page-spread quiz. Alison saw M-16 shells
on the page for typographical bullets identifying subsections.
"I voted," she said to Bard, for a good reaction from him, from a want to see
him move, and from a naggy need for any kind of empathetic conversation.
Out in the rain, just an hour before, there had been an ugly line of American
flags, printed on shirt cardboard and tied with bakery string to oak trees that
had led her past the three-flats and dirty, trike-strewn front porches to the brick
Am vets lodge on Faster A venue. Then an even uglier receiving line of
overweight Democratic machine bulldogs had steered her to the unmarked,
dumpster-flanked steel alley door.
"You should have seen it," she told her little brother. "First of all, these
bruisers are standing around like it's The Godfather. I go to pull open this real
heavy door, and so I have to kind of get leverage with my legs, and this guy
with a cauliflower face says to me, 'Hey, sweet hippie ass.'"
Bard laughed wickedly. Johnny Winter was up high on the speakers and
Alison talked fast and loud over the music.
"Just wait till you vote, Bard. This country is fucked up. You go inside this
basement, and there's a bunch of old ladies with big Ohio hairdos, wearing
maroon (her and Bard's least favorite color) and bowling windbreakers, all
hunched up behind a real long row of PTA tables. There's this druggie' s-sized
box of Fannie Maes on the middle table and no one from outside gets to eat
any of them. These old ladies sit there, pinching butter cremes and checking off
names from a list longer than Lucifer's! Ha!"
From the cock of Bard's head in the dull light, she guessed he was smiling.
"Then, this one old dearie, like, she's the only one there who can walk,
comes up to me and ties her arm around my elbow and whispers, all hot in my
ear, 'Are you of age, hon? Show us your registration.'
"So I give her my card. It's new and they, each of the old ladies, say, 'Is this
your first time, Alison?' They all call me by my name because it's there on the
card.
"And then, shit, Bard, before you know it, you hear your own private name,
address, everything, age, and worst of all, your party preference, coming called
down the row of tables out of the raspy mouths of these old, wobbly strangers.
They' re all going, 'Alison Anderson!' at the top of their lungs, '13 3 9 West
Catalpa! Eighteen! DEMOCRAT!'-i t's probably illegal."
"So, you voted for Wallace?" Bard said to piss her off.
"No!"
But she was too caught up in telling her story to notice his tricky intention.
"Then this pig-eyed lady comes up to me and says, 'Why, you live right behind
Arby's Roast Beef, don't you, AL-I-SON. My son and daughter-in-law are
just two house numbers from you- Mr. and Mrs. Dougy Kowalchik,' or
something like that
"'No, man,' I'm thinking, 'Like I know your relatives-I don't even know
you- and I don't want to.' "
Bard rocked slowly. Her butt was planted on the floor boards and she was
making the arms-and-shoulders gestures of bruisers and old women.
"Then the pig-eyed lady, since I just stood there looking at her, says to me,
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as if I were a moron, 'Just go into that booth there, ME-LISS-A; you do know
how to pull back the handle, don't you?'" Alison finished her story with her
knees up and her chin on the shelf they made. She was thinking, in the back of
her mind as she wiggled her warming toes, what her feet would look like if she
really had a name as ugly as "Melissa."
But behind the blue rayon curtain, in the enclosure of the voting booth, it had
been with simple, private, not angry, faith that Alison had poked out the holes
for judges with easy names, for Adlai of course, and for Jimmy Carter, because
she believed in peace and a sort of fairness. She believed in one's right to
artistic expression at the expense of others, and in lyrics to certain songs she
had grown up with. "We are stardust, we are golden, we are here 'cause you
know we're tired, and we've got to get ourselves back to the garden," for
instance, had been going through her head all day.
All the way home then, through the bitter rain that had sagged, then stiffened
her moccasins, the sick feeling she'd got from the vote she figured she had
wasted had been nothing, honestly, to her musical sense of moral accomplishment.
"I voted for that old pacifist Jimmy 'Y'all' Carter," she told him, loudly,
proudly, from a feeling that she, or he, was so far away. "All the rest of our
lives, Bard, I'm going to make a point of canceling every foul-minded political
decision you make. Vote for Wall ace, asshole, see how far you get."
"Fine, bitch," he told her. He Betty-Booped, by running on tiptoes, to his
turntable and back to change the record. The sound of silence frightened him.
Jimi Hendrix's "Star-Spangled Banner" dropped like sleet from the ceiling.
Like spitting, he said then, "Voting is for women and faggots."
Bard's tone seemed to come from nowhere, and Alison, the demon for
detail, needed to see and understand this. She reached far up, to a nearly
standing position, to flick the wall switch above her to summon the bright
overhead light Then she saw that in Bard's eyes was the familiar, albeit
spaced, little-kid's look she had always seen, and that in his hand was a
cherrywood karate death star which he had been meticulously, clumsily
carving.
"Do you think I give a fuck about inflation or Elton John?" he said, leaning
forward in his rocker to shade his eyes from the intrusion of electric light. He
whizzed the star at her; she ducked where she sat, from fear for her life, and the
shuriken stuck perfectly parallel to the floor, into Ezra Pound's throat on the
poster tacked to the door behind her.
"I vote for all the holes to shut the fuck up, hole," he smirked, and she
thought he looked loony.
"Aw, you're more high than I thought," Alison told him. But if things like
this were to break her heart, she'd have been done in long before. These
incidents only made her value this idiot No one else knew exactly what she
cared most about, and, she secretly believed, no one else so much agreed with
her about issues from the heart.
She remembered one morning back in their great, suburban, little-kid days
when Bard, a lousy six-year-old in an Opie shirt, had backed her into a corner
of the kitchen with the bread knife. He had been playing Vietnam warrior again
at her expense, because who else but his own eight-year-old sister would have
been sufficiently frightened of such a squirt? Who else knew the whole family
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mess he had been slashing at? As his knife, at each clumsy swing, had come
closer to her arm, she had dutifully wailed for her life.
He had cut her that day in an accident that had frightened him to his pee-wee
core. And for the piddling amount of blood she had shed, and for the months
that her faint scar had lasted, she had blackmailed him. She had tortured him
morally, intellectually, psychologically, and monetarily as acutely as only a
big sister could.
Just let Bard rip her neck open with his nunchakas, she thought at such times
now; it would be like killing himself, the proximity. The bastard. That was how
she knew her own safety.
"Don't you feel like a shit when you do this shit to me, Bard?" she asked him
as she pulled the death star out of the door and gingerly tested its points with
her pink finger. "If I ever died, you'd be like a zombie," she said, watching his
feet tendons in crusty black socks propel his lazy rocker. "Not that you aren't
one already. This place smells like Aunt 'Lina's old farm house," she said
dramatically, and pointed toward Bard's hubcap/ashtray on the floor. "Don't
you know that all your drug shit is uncool? You're going to be an addict just like
Dad's an alky and Mom's brain is wasted. Why don't you just stop?"
To Alison, solutions came that way, as acts of faith or the ability to walk
away from, if not resolve, personal garbage. Hadn't she been the one to fake
out their mother during their little-kid morning beatings? She had timed the
emotional and physical punches until her one good, small-fry wail would make
Mom stop. Bard, on the other hand, too sentimental to take anything easy,
Alison thought, had, in his Buster Browns and cowboy boots, kicked and spat
and bit back at old Mom until both mother and child broke down into heaps in
Bard's closet. There Alison, bone-tired herself, would be the one to find them.
"Why don't you just stop, Bard?" she asked again, as his whittling knife
grazed the air above the part in her hair, dug a nick out of Ezra Pound's eye,
then slid down the door to the wooden floor.
"I can't," he answered. He got up like an old man from his rocker to change
the record again ("Dazed and Confused" rattled the window panes), then he
came over to Alison to retrieve his knife. He slid down against the door to sit
on hard wood beside her; his long, camouflaged thigh squished against her
purple corduroy. Then he put his chin on her shoulder where its point bit into
her. In a creepy, but familiar-to-her way, he absently drew a series of
swastikas in the wale of her corduroy with the shuriken.
"You see," he said in a deep, grown tone of beginning, "the world is fucked up."
He said, "You can sit in your room with all your pretty, morose paperbacks
and those abstract things you paint that look like guts, Al, but I have to walk
down the streets. Guys have to go out there. I can't just walk down the street
without some nigger or Puerto Rican trying to crawl up my ass, without some
bitch asking me for money," he told her, making eye contact, as if to blame her
for the misdeeds of all bitches in general.
"If I didn't have this stuff to protect myself," he said, gesturing with his chin
toward his bow and arrows on the wall, his knives lined up by function in front
of the murky aquarium stocked with Siamese fighting fish, his nunchakas hung
from a dresser knob, and a mysterious, to Alison, arrangement of tools,
chemicals, and rags on the windowsill, "I'd be just like the other assholes out
there."
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And so Alison knew that Bard was half crazy, but she also knew about the
"assholes": Andersonville's frightening breed of white working-class kids who
she herself worked daily to range clear of.
In this Chicago neighborhood, the butcher knew your important-as-hell
nationality first, which influenced your preference for cuts of meat, and then he
knew your name- and he knew it.
In this neighborhood, people read the trashy Sun-Times only, religiously, on
buses, under awnings in the rain, at speckled Formica kitchen tables at 5:00 in
the morning, then sent their kids off to mediocre schools where Alison had
known and avoided most of them. They were, to her, mean-spirited, hardassed children who spoke the "dese," "dems," and "dose" and dressed like the
7-Up truck drivers and Dominick's grocery clerks she later watched them
become. In this neighborhood, the Anderson family paranoia proved
protective; clearly, she was a cultural misfit ( and so what, she worried, did that
make Bard?).
"Not really, Bard," she ventured. "No, you're not like the fuckheads out
there, why should you be? But you don't have to walk around town like a
mercenary. There's no war. Do you know how dumb you look in those combat
boots and shit?" Right now, after he had vented his murdering-her fantasy
again, and the shuriken was just a toy in his big hand, he would be passive with
guilt for a while, she knew, and he'd listen. She looked into his face beside hers.
It was thin, quiet, red in the light eyes and long nose. It was one version of Bard
loaded with suppressed bad feelings.
"I know you don't feel like a real person around here. This shithole. Who
would?" she said. "But lots of people make it down the street without knives.
You carry a knife," she said dangerously, "you're creating odds that you'll be
stabbed. Don't you see that? If someone bugs you, some redneck talking about
your haircut or something, he's not carrying a knife; he's just an idiot You're
carrying the knife you're going to get cut with."
"I'll just cut the motherfucker first," Bard admitted. "I'm not going to wait
for some bullshit self-defense plea. You don't understand, Allie," he said as he
colored in an especially elaborate swastika on her thigh, "people around here
know that my associates and I are armed, so they leave us alone. It's survival."
"It's not survival," she told him, rubbing out the swastika because it itched
and irritated her on several levels, "there's no war out there, Bard. You read all
your war propaganda; you're brainwashing yourself."
"What do you think you' re doing?" he burned back, with a closeness in his
throat "You dress like Woodstock; you act like Peace and Love are real
things. You' re wasting your life, Alison; you should get a job."
"And you should look out the windows at real people," she said. She
pointed and stood up to move toward the steam-fogged, cold windows.
"People live their lives doing boring shit. So I'm not going to do that. So I just
think they should be thinking about other people sometimes and that, maybe,
they should read more. You!" she said sharply, making a throwaway gesture
at him where he sat like a gargoyle against the door, "think that people should
all blow each other's heads off, leaving a select group of Charlie Mansons who
can travel around together eating the dead bodies."
Bard laughed evilly, generously, at her. Even she grinned, embarrassed a
bit "You're crazier than I am," he told her.
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Then he thought of their mother and said, laughing, "We got a letter from
Mom again from the hospital."
"What did it say?" his sister asked, wiping off a view through the window,
following with her eyes, and with a pea-sized longing, an old Chinese lady
across the street dragging three tiny kids through the electric door at the Jewe 1.
"Are the Negroes still nailing Mom's windows closed?" she said.
"No, now there's just a TV camera in her bathroom mirror, and we're
supposed to tie our medicine-cabinet door open, with the mirror facing the
wall, so that all the government can see is our cockroaches up close."
"I think Nixon should see you shitting," Alison said.
"I think Kissinger should see you changing your tampons."
"You' re a pig."
"You're a phony."
"Where is it?" Allie asked, scanning Bard's littered floor for a specific pile
of pink paper.
Alison's feelings for her mom, by eighteen, were worn so thin and brittle that
she simply believed she hated her. She hated her mom's soft, wavy red hair
beside her own on her childhood pillows. She hated her mom's medicinefucked-over, bottle-green eyes, her mom's long freckled hands always trying to
touch Alison's temples, shoulders, waist. She hated her mother for expecting
so much love from her, for being crazy, for being sane enough to make a kid see
the real loss, for being so fucking, fixedly far away.
"It's by the bed," Bard gestured brightly. For a moment, she thought he'd
get up and pick up the letter, but he just sat there, his knife down, forgotten on
the floor, his legs crossed (Alison thought) like Tonto's.
Bard swore to God he would never let anyone know how this life in Chicago
was making him feel cut away from breathing, speaking, having a heartbeat
His mom, though, in her rambling, pornographic essays from Ward E, could
describe eloquently just how it felt to be a boy and sixteen and a secret crybaby
in your own sleep-tight dreams. He hated how much he loved his cinnamonsmelling mother. He hated how high his heart leapt at each arrival of one of her
rose-colored, loony-tunes epistles.
Alison picked up the letter, then sat down in Bard's butt-shaped wicker
rocker seat She read to him, exaggerating all the "b" s, " 'Dear A and B, How
are my two big, beautiful babies? How is my big brown-haired girl and my
blonde boy?' She's crazier than ever," Alison judged and quickly rifled the
deterioration of penmanship, linear order, and thought which descended
through the next twenty pages. "I don't want to read this. Did you read all of
it?"
"I skipped around. Look at the pictures."
"Ha!" Some of their mother's drawings, especially those of Bard and Alison
as fat-kneed babies, were simply funny. "You really looked like that," she told
Bard warmly, meanly, from across the floor. The top of his head, to her, from
so far away, looked used and abused. A meager homemaker's instinct rose
quickly inside her. "If I go across the street to the Jewel for supper, what do
you want?"
"Meat," Bard said, like Tarzan.
"And chocolate," Allie added like Dorothy in Oz.
"Get some butter pecan ice cream in case Dad comes home. Maybe he'll
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come home later," Bard said.
"Maybe," Alison thought out loud, then, "But, no way, Bard; you know our
alky dad. He'll be out 'voting' all night long."
"Yeah," Bard said with their father's comical head gesture," 'I vote for one
more Manhattan, sweetheart.' "
" 'Hey,' "Alison said in a deep mimic of a male's voice," 'I vote for a little
understanding, kids.' "
" 'You kids keep harping about world peace,' " Bard said. His voice was an
angry son's impression of fatherly failure," 'but don't you think peace starts at
home? Can't we have a little less yelling and a little more quiet here in the
mornings for your dad's sake?' "
"Oh, ho, ho!" Alison said. She gave the finger then, to life, and to the light
coming in weakly through Bard's bedroom windows.
It lightninged outside, and if God or anybody had gotten a good look at them
through the third-floor windows just then, he'd have seen Bard from his slump
against the door smiling up easily at crazy old Alison, zipping her jacket to go
out, smiling as easily back, her shoulders revealing a kind of relief.
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THE GOLD PICK
Barbara Sandler
When Martha Weston entered her psychiatrist's office that afternoon, a
gold toothpick protruded sharply from between her central and lateral incisors.
With her mouth in an "at ease" position, the pick lifted a small section of her
upper lip into a perfect and unmistakable sneer.
Martha had chosen the pick after testing a number of possible contenders.
String, she had found, was too limp. Wire, too painful. Keys, ill-fitting. But the
moment she had slid the pick into place, Martha had known that it was the
perfect way to make her point She had chosen gold for emphasis, of course,
but also to incorporate her extensive background in color design.
Martha arranged herself neatly in the stiff leather chair across the broad
expanse of Dr. D'Effe's antique mahogany desk. She pressed flat the pleats of
her gray wool skirt and cupped the sides of her shoulder-length brown hair
until she was sure that each strand was in its proper place. Then Martha
carefully folded her hands in her lap. She looked across at the doctor but said
nothing. She waited for him to comment on her pick.
Dr. D'Effe smiled at her from beneath his plush graying mustache. His
elbows rested on the edge of his desk and his fingers were laced together, with
the exception of his index fingers which he had poised into a church steeple.
For the first time in the two months that Martha had been coming to Dr.
D' Effe for weekly appointments, she noticed that his fingernails were polished
in a clear, semi-gloss finish.
Dr. D'Effe pumped his index fingers up and down, making the church
steeple appear and disappear.
"Well," he said, over a collapsed steeple, "how are things going?"
"Things are not going," Martha Weston told him. "There is still something
caught between my teeth." She pushed the tip of her index finger hard against
the point of the pick, then jerked it away and, staring at the dent the pick had
left, added, "That desperate sensation is still there."
"I see," Dr. D'Effe answered, his fingers pumping slowly now.
"You quite obviously do not see," Martha said, the pick moving easily as
she spoke, having practiced it like a new set of dentures. "I believe now that
you refuse to see."
The gold pick was not, in fact, what Martha was referring to. The desperate
sensation was much farther back in Martha's mouth, between her first and
second molars. It had begun many months before, following six weeks of
painful root canal work done by a certain Dr. Blyte. Convinced afterwards that
he had left something between her teeth, she had returned to him for many reexaminations. On her own, Martha had dental-flossed herself to pieces. And
tonguing her teeth had soared to the height of a religious preoccupation. The
pain and disruption that this had caused in her normally ordered life had finally
led her to seek out Dr. D'Effe, an expert in the field of exotic pains.
"Now, Mrs. Weston," Dr. D'Effe patronized, "your mouth has been
examined and re-examined by several outstanding dental specialists. We know
there is absolutely nothing caught between your teeth." He smiled into the
point of the church steeple, dividing his mustache so that the steeple seemed to
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be landscaped by dry, bristly brushes.
"Nevertheless, doctor, I still believe there is something caught between my
teeth," Martha said, rubbing the top of her pick.
"I think it would be far more profitable, Mrs. Wes ton, if we concentrated
our efforts on connected matters, shall we say." He stretched his index fingers
up and down as if doing deep-knee bends in preparation for some physical
exertion. "As I recall, you were saying that you'd had your fill of dentists after
Dr. Blyte completed his work with you. That you'd felt intruded upon by the
sickening antiseptic smell of his fingers fumbling in your mouth. And that
you'd despised the way Dr. Blyte had wedged his way into your life. Can you
tell me more about that?"
Martha Weston tapped the tip of the gold pick as one might absently tap the
side of one's head while thinking. For two months now she had been trying to
convince the doctor of the existence of some annoying presence in her mouth, a
presence which had caused her whole life to come to a standstill. Dr. D'Effe
had been unwilling to acknowledge this fact, preferring to hold with a number
of smug and, from Martha's point of view, false psychological interpretations.
He'd handed out these interpretations to her as if he were handing out free
newspapers, hoping to lure her into subscribing for more. Never once had he
related to her sense of panic. Never once had he understood the depth of her
distress. Martha had donned the pick in a final attempt to give substance to her
complaint.
"No," Martha said finally, "I think I've said about all there is to say about
that"
"But, Mrs. Weston, doesn't that suggest something to you? Some
connection between Dr. Blyte' s dental work and your present complaint?" The
doctor twisted the point of the steeple from side to side as if admiring the glossy
windowed effect that his two enameled nails brought to mind.
"Suggest?" Martha repeated, as though the meaning of the word escaped
her. "It suggests, perhaps, that had I not gone to Dr. Blyte I might not now be
contributing to your children's college fund, or your vacation fund, or your new
car fund. There are endless connections, doctor, but none of them seems to be
removing whatever is lodged between my teeth."
"We must be patient, Mrs. Weston. The removal of symptoms does not
happen overnight" He smiled condescendingly, his chin now balanced on the
tip of the steeple. "But it certainly does sound as if you feel that I've wedged
my way into your life, too. Could that be true, Mrs. Weston?"
Martha Wes ton rubbed her knuckle against the underside of her gold pick as
if thoughtfully rubbing her chin. "Yes," she said, "that's true."
"Well," Dr. D'Effe said, a lilt entering his voice, "shall we go on with that,
then, Mrs. Weston?"
"On with what?" Martha asked, swirling her forefinger in aimless circles
around the pick.
"With your feelings, of course! Your feeling that first Dr. Blyte intruded into
your life and now me," the doctor explained, pumping his fingers up and down
excitedly.
Martha Weston fingered the top of her pick as though playing a tune on an
oboe. "Nothing to say," Martha told the doctor, who abruptly curbed the
pumping of his fingers. "Lots of people intrude on me every day-gas meter
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readers, girl scouts, missionaries, survey takers, even policemen selling tickets
to the circus. It's part of life, Dr. D' Effe, you should know that."
Martha stole a glance out of Dr. D'Effe's 22nd-story window, immediately
to her left She discovered a window washer, in full view, peering at her from a
scaffold with a toothpick dangling from between his lips. He grinned at
Martha, gesturing wildly, first at his own pick and then at hers. Martha gave
him a quick nod in conspiratorial recognition of their connectedness.
"Yes, but these intrusions," the doctor was saying, "these things that wedge
themselves into our lives-they give us discomfort, even pain. We want to be
rid of them. Free from the disrupting influence they have on our lives. We want
to rip them out! Be done with them!"
"It's part of life," Martha repeated, cleaning her index finger with the tip of
her gold pick. "But it certainly does sound as though you have a great deal of
feeling about it. I wouldn't mind if we took a few minutes out while you talked
about your feelings." Martha smiled at the window washer who was now
adeptly tossing his toothpick from one corner of his mouth to the other.
"That won't be necessary, thank you, Mrs. Weston," Dr. D'Effe said, a bit
too loudly. His index fingers were now jumping nervously up and down so that
the church steeple appeared and disappeared in rapid, lurching movements.
"My sense of being intruded upon is minimal, both grounded in reality and
nicely under control. I assure you, it does not cause symptom formation."
"I'm glad to hear that," Martha told the doctor, plinking her pick now like a
tuning fork.
"Yes, well, then it seems to me your mother, too, represented quite a
cumbersome wedge in your life. Calling you at all hours. Advising you on how
to handle your husband, your children. Telling you what to wear, what to eat,
almost, literally, how to breathe." His index fingers pumped now in an easy,
rhythmic motion.
"Dr. D'Effe, my mother is one of those unfortunate but unavoidable
circumstances of life. Like insects at a picnic, sunburn on the beach. We don't
give up picnics and beaches, now do we? We equip ourselves with bug spray
and tanning lotion, then go out and enjoy the parts there are to enjoy. I've
equipped myself, if you will, Dr. D'Effe, to deal with my mother and still enjoy
her good parts."
With that, Martha Weston fondled the gold pick sensuously between her
thumb and forefinger, maneuvering it so that it angled up toward the ceiling.
"And your husband, Mrs. Weston, are you equipped to handle him, too?
The way he badgers you? Invades your life like a termite and eats away?" Dr.
D'Effe began restlessly picking at the enamel of his polished nails. The
scratching noise momentarily filled the room.
"You are right, doctor, my husband is a bit overbearing at times, but we all
have our idiosyncrasies. I noticed that you, for example, pick at your nails
when you are tense. My husband needles. We must learn to accept each
other's outlets, mustn't we?"
With the gold pick in a rigid position now, Martha stroked it in a gentle
downward motion, allowing a stream of white spittle to seep from her lips.
"Mrs. Weston, it is clear that Dr. Blyte's root canal work, which you
experienced as intrusive and painful, triggered off your feelings of intrusion
and pain in relationship to both your family of origin and your current family.
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These feelings were unacceptable to you, so you transferred them into a
physical symptom- the sensation of something being caught between your
teeth. It is a psychological symptom that has absolutely no basis in reality!"
By this point, Dr. D'Effe was spitting out his sentences, with his fingers
popping feverishly up and down, down and up to the quick rhythm of his
words.
"Interesting," Martha Weston said, rubbing the white spittle all over the
now slack golden pick.
"Mrs. Weston, please, I find it impossible to concentrate on anything, not to
mention repulsive, talking to you with that thing stuck between your teeth.
Would you please remove it!"
"My point exactly!" Martha said, guarding the pick with the flat of her hand.
"But not the pick, not now!"
"Yes, now!" Dr. D'Effe shouted, jumping up and grabbing for the pick. "I
can't stand it a moment longer! I can't function in my usual orderly way as long
as you have that thing stuck in your teeth!"
"Well, doctor," Martha said, rising and taking Dr. D'Effe' s cold, suspended
hand in hers. "You are finally getting some insight into how I feel." She
pumped his limp hand. "Same time next week? I think maybe we are ready to
begin."
Martha winked at the window washer just as he was lifted to the next level.
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THE WAY LOVE GOES
Kassie Rose
They spun aimlessly through the Kentucky hills, Neil driving and his
daughters, Sarah and Katie, fidgeting in their own worlds in the back seat, and
his girlfriend Lucy beside him with a lapful of maps. To the bystander in jeans
and flannel shirt rolled at the sleeves, standing at a gas pump on a comer in one
of the small towns (population 500) or in front of a Stuckey's Restaurant
(where pecans can be bought bagged and fresh), they seemed to be a family of
sorts, unconnected by a divorce but fallen together by love: father's love for his
two children and theirs for him, and man's love for his mistress.
The trees were green on the rolling hills, covered with the foliage like a flood
of brown, green and blue water spilling down from a bucket off a cloud; and
every so often, here and there, was a bare spot, a shack hung off a rock or
indented in the earth, with a front porch that leaned heavily under brokendown stoves and refrigerators and with a clothesline in the yard breathing
heavily under white underwear. It was sunny, a beautiful start for the Labor
Day weekend.
Sarah untied her tennis shoes and threw them under her father's seat ahead
of her, then rolled down the window and stuck her head out Her red hair flew
like flocks of geese to the north, burning along with the bright sunshine day,
while her face was tight with the lines of a set mouth, resisting its lot in life, and
eyes squinted against the wind. She wished it was just the three of them; in fact,
she originally thought that was the way it was going to be, until Dad pulled up
at an apartment complex boasting mansard roofs and hot tubs and saunas for
its occupants and escorted out of a shiny black door a flouncing woman in
white slacks and red blouse with a pink suitcase bulging at the zippers. He
introduced her as "my friend Lucy who's going to join us." Sarah had felt her
mouth go dry. She sat back down inside the car and sighed. "I don't want to
go!" she whispered over to her sister.
Katie looked up from her nature magazine and met Sarah's straining eyes.
"That's not going to do you much good now," she hissed back. "We're stuck."
"She's ugly."
"Sarah-"
"I saw her pick her nose when she thought no one was looking."
Katie giggled.
"Mom's prettier," Sarah persisted.
"And she wouldn't be real thrilled about Lucy being with us, so don't ever
say anything when we get back home."
"Maybe," Sarah said in an impish voice and looked back out her open
window.
Katie glanced ahead of herself at the tuft of blonde curls rising above the
headrest and wondered about Lucy's voice singing sweetly to the country
tunes on the radio: "That's the way love goes babe, That's the music God
made ... " Lucy and Neil's hands were joined over the emergency brake and
occasionally Katie's father would look over at Lucy and smile, his head
slightly tilted in endearment, as if looking at a child offering him love in a
crayoned picture colored just for him. Katie didn't understand; it just didn't
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seem to fit-here was her father, a distinguished man, always thought of as
godlike, reserved, competent, giving in to the weakness of what she thought
was queer adult love.
Although the road was full of curves in and out of small towns, up and down
and around the hills, dizzying in the twists and turns, Katie bent her head down
into a magazine despite the mild headache she was feeling. The print told her
that continents will continue to drift, that Africa and California will splinter,
and the Mediterranean will disappear. And living things will continue their rise
and fall through a timescape barely comprehended by the common man. She
flipped the page. There is volcanic risk. There is earthquake risk. And the
continents are forever riding the seven major and minor plates of the earth,
forever on the move, unpredictable.
Sarah clicked her fingers and hit a fist into her palm, creating a quick-fire
sound of galloping horses. Her father looked at her in the rearview mirror and
said, " Sarah, please don't. "
She stopped and crossed her arms in compliance but not without rolling her
eyes at Katie.
The car slowed down and rolled into the junction of Plattsville, Kentucky,
that greeted its newcomers with a large white and black billboard simply
stating FIRECRACKER S-LEGAL-BUY over a hardware store, next to a
dime store and a post office, while off to the side a diner advertised brain
sandwiches on a handwritten sign in the window.
Sarah said, excitedly and suddenly, as if in relief of silence, " Wow!
Firecrackers! Let's stop and get firecrackers! Can we, Dad? Please! " About
the same time, Lucy' s sweet voice stopped singing and said, " I haven't had a
brain sandwich in AGES! "
"It's past lunchtime anyway," Neil responded to Lucy, " so let' s stop and
you can have one. "
" But what about the firecrackers?" Sarah whined.
" We' ll do that after lunch-maybe-aft er I think about it, " her father said
authoritatively. " You' re too young for firecrackers. "
" Oh c' mon! " Sarah screamed. "Dad?!!"
Katie looked up at the backs of Neil' s and Lucy' s heads and without
knowing why said, " Did you know that flawed pearls are ground into
medicines, cosmetics, and toothpaste in China and Japan?"
Lucy turned around and smiled at Katie. Her eyes were sincere, her cheeks
spots of pink. " Oh yeah?" she said.
" It says so here under this picture of a barrel of natural pearls," Katie
continued, pointing at the picture. She liked having Lucy's attention. " ' In the
great religions, the pearl stands for wisdom, virtue and wealth,' " she read.
" I have a pearl ring, " Lucy said and offered her hand over the seat. Sarah
jumped back and huddled herself against the door as if craning to draw fresh air

from the open window, her nose pointed skyward. Katie touched the finger
with the smart pearl ring surrounded by diamonds and wondered at its
elegance and at the finely polished nails and smooth knuckles. Not like her
mother's, cracked, chipped, worn with the wear and tear of everyday family
living.
The cook didn't know if the brains were from a pig, rabbit, or monkey. He
said it just came in a package and he cooked it, somewhere outta Cincinnati
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where they killed the sons-a-bitches and put their parts in plastic sacks. He
leaned over the vacant counter toward the table where Lucy munched on her
fried brains between two slices of bread, next to Neil, who kept switching his
eyes out the curtained front window to his Mercedes that was gathering
attention from stubble-bearded, tobacco-chewing, overalled grisly men who
came out of nowhere and circled his car. Never had they seen anything like it in
these parts, except maybe in a quick glance as automobiles swirled in and out
and around their hills looking for vacation retreats; now here was one stopped
in front of them, all polished black and sleek. Neil was getting nervous as the
fingers fondled the rearview mirrors, pressed the chrome, traced the lines on
the grills, flipped the windshield wipers and tried the doors. He thought it was
harmless admiration, but his calf muscles were tight and primed to jump from
under the table. He sipped coffee and ate a wilted dinner salad.
Sarah licked at a thin greasy cheeseburger, sliding her tongue around its
circumference before taking a bite. Katie picked her cheeseburger up and
brought it to her mouth and, on seeing her sister's tongue whip around the bun
and meat, pronounced, "Sarah! Stop it!"
"What?"
"Just eat it You're not supposed to play with your food."
"I'm not," Sarah growled between gritted teeth, quietly, looking at her
father and Lucy to see their reactions.
Katie glared back at her little sister, not wanting to fight, but feeling the need
to be the mother and make Sarah look good in front of their father's friend.
Sarah slapped her cheeseburger down on her plate with a pout, folded her arms
and studied her placemat describing the adventures of Daniel Boone.
Lucy said Sarah and Katie were lucky to have a dad who would take them
on vacation. "My dad wouldn't take me to the corner store, let alone a resort,"
she said sadly in a half daze that took her back to her own childhood. "He was
an alcoholic. Really just a plain old drunk. I'd hear him fall out of bed in the
room next to mine, sounding like a bale of hay fell from heaven, and land with a
thud on our floors, and sometime later in the morning my mom would slipper
down the hall from her room, pick him up and throw him back under the
covers." Lucy took two bold, mongrel bites out of her sandwich while Neil
now permanently stared out the window and Sarah kept her head bowed to the
placemat and Katie paid respectful attention to Lucy's need to talk. She
wanted to hear but then didn't want to hear, feeling a sense of betrayal toward
her mother, she didn't know exactly why.
"Fortunately, Dad amassed a fortune with some mechanical radar device he
invented and sold to the government; so it's not like Mom and I had to worry
about getting him to work in the morning. But you see," Lucy continued,
leaning back in her chair, watching the flies hit the screen door, background
music to her thoughts, she the solo instrument, "I went about my childhood
never even knowing who my daddy was or that he was supposed to be
important to my family life. I just thought God gave us fathers as a sort of, well,
like a wine steward, there to see your glass is always filled but being very, very
unobtrusive."
Neil hurriedly, anxiously, excused himself, scraped back his chair and
pushed through the screen door to the outside parking lot. Sarah jumped from
her chair and followed him, her white, wadded-up napkin falling from her lap
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to the floor like a discarded cottonball. Lucy and Katie harmoniously glanced
out the window to see Neil approach his car, slowly, hands in his trouser
pockets, and with a nodding head begin some sort of dialogue with the locals
swarming around his car like the flies against the screen.
Lucy turned back to Katie and said, "My mother and I had to travel by
ourselves. We went to Cedar Point one Labor Day weekend and she took me
on all the rides. Then to a resort in Canada, one time to the Grand Canyon,
another to New York City." The smile on her face was the smile of that time,
light years away from the flies, the whistling cook at the grill and the thud and
smack of ketchup bottles bursting somewhere in the diner, hidden from sight.
"But she didn't like leaving Dad alone," Lucy mused. Her thoughts finalized,
the brain sandwich fully consumed, and her past reported, Lucy wiped her
mouth and clapped her hands together, wiping crumbs and words away with
motion and sound, shaking her past onto the floor with the crumbs she wanted
out of her way.
The screen door slapped shut and shoved Neil into the diner, weaving
between the three other tables with chairs, toward Lucy and Katie. He put his
hands on Lucy's shoulders, against the red silkiness of her shirt, to signal it was
time to leave. He was grinning widely as if having been told the funniestjoke in
the world by his poker buddies at a game, comfortable in beer.
Katie looked at him, raised her head from her cupped hands, elbows on the
table, and felt strangely that he was not the father she remembered: a hero and
a stranger. Here he was happy, openly showing emotion on his face, casual but
tender in his touch toward Lucy when more of what Katie remembered was
nothing tangible but sensations of distance, long arms keeping affection and
tenderness at bay like long stretches of empty sand beaches along the ocean
front. This openness, willingness to come close and touch, was unfamiliar and
represented change that made Katie scared: what more change would come
following thereafter? What dominoes to follow in the tumble? If it had been her
mother he now touched with such gentleness, massaging the shoulders softly
while waiting for the cook to deliver the bill, Katie would have been mildly
embarrassed, and she wanted now so desperately to feel that instead of this
ugly fear and resentment-s he could not feel positive about what she saw. And
she wouldn't know what to do if her father now changed toward her, became
more loving and affectionate. He was the man who walked on water-"Fill the
bathtub! Daddy's going to walk!" they'd scream throughout the house with
gleeful joy and in fond respect for their father. Katie liked him that way.
Strong. Wise. Powerful. Secure. Now he looked weak, hovering over Lucy,
laughing and joining in with her. Katie felt stings in the backs of her eyes and
indigestion in her stomach.
"I would've done anything to have a great dad like you've got," Lucy said as

she stood from her chair to leave. "You guys should count yourselves

lucky."

They spent three hours at a service station trying to figure out what was
wrong with the motor that died on them in the middle of another small town, on
the road between the grocery store and the post office. Neil and the young boy,
left at the station alone for the servicing, buried their heads under the hood
replacing wires and caps and plugs that Neil kept in supply in his trunk,
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knowing parts are rare in God's hill country, and after five cups of coffee and
two beers, somehow, unbeknownst to them, got the motor rolling again. Katie
and Sarah came back from the surrounding fields with bunches of wildflowers
while Lucy sunned her face and slept against the side wall of the station, her
legs fanned out on the concrete drive.
After several more hours of driving, Neil said it was too late now to try to get
to Jenny Wiley Park that day and it would be best to pull over and get sleep at a
motel and an early start in the morning. "0 K, guys?" he asked, and pulled into
a roadside motel as it became dark, a building all one story and spread like a
snake along a two lane highway, lights flashing TV, HOT WATER,
BREAKFAST CAFE.
Sarah was curled up on the floor with her head and arms pressed against the
seat. She lifted her head and sleepily mumbled, "What's going on?"
"We're staying overnight here," Katie said, looking down at her sister and
glad they were stopping. She was tired and wanted more than anything to
escape into sleep, to get away from the car that seemed hot and stuffy, a
sickbed lain in for days.
"Where?" Sarah asked, rising from the floor.
"THIS MOTEL!" Katie said with a burst of anxious energy and unsnapped
her seat belt.
"Leave the keys," Lucy said as Neil slipped them out of the ignition. "I
want the radio on."
Neil disappeared into the manager's office just beyond the headlights of the
car to get the room assignments and keys, and Lucy leaned her head back
against the seat's headguard and hummed along to the Beatles and
"Norwegian Wood" playing from the radio. Sarah instantly fell back to sleep,
her head leaning against the window, her nose whistling. Katie leaned back in
her seat under her arms folded against her chest, taking deep breaths of the
heavy local air, sour and sulfurous from the burning factories of the local coal
town.
Neil returned to the car. He came to the passenger side and leaned his head
through Lucy's open window to tell her there was only one room available but
it was big and had two double beds. Lucy quit singing, sat straight up as a stick
and asked what he was going to do, said she didn't like it, maybe they should
just drive on.
"We're all too tired," he answered, "and I wouldn't know what we'd do if
the car conked out again in the middle of the night in the middle of nowhere.''
"There's no way!" Lucy's voice rose tremulously. She pushed herself out
the door and the two of them, Neil and Lucy, disappeared from sight behind
the trunk of the car that suddenly flew open.
"It's just one night and Sarah's already-"
"Asleep, I know," Lucy finished for Neil in a forced whisper. "But I just
don't feel comfortable. They're kids, for god's sake!"
Katie listened to their struggling words float from behind her and through the
open windows. And she felt an urge to laugh in tiredness and relief; this whole
day was a joke, maybe the whole weekend would be a joke, and more so,
maybe Lucy and Dad were a joke. The more Katie saw of the young woman,
the more she wondered why her dad liked her, even loved her; she had once
heard him say it. Lucy seemed so ungrounded, living life on a cloud, pearl
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rings, brain sandwiches, radio songs and childish smiles toward Neil; while
Genevieve stood in life like a rock in a swamp, hands digging up and churning
the muck in tears, music, and forthright announcements of love and disgust
"You'd do it if we were husband and wife," Neil said. "I don't understand
what the problem is!"
"That's different I don't know just how, but there's something wrong with
us in the same bed in the same room with THEM!" Lucy persisted,
pronouncing THEM as if Sarah and Katie were helpless intruders, unwanted
pets.
"It's late, and the next motel is another seventy-five miles away," Neil
snapped. The trunk lid slammed down with a thud and a bounce to the car.
"Oh Neil!" Lucy simpered.
"Don't think about it, OK?"
Two double beds were covered with purple polyester patch-quilt spreads;
orange and blue metallic flowers sprayed the walls in an eye-opening glare
once the overhead light was turned on. The shower and the tub were in a
closet-sized bathroom, while a sink, counter and towels were in the middle of
the room between a dresser and a naked rod with three hangers. A tin wastebasket underneath the rod sported a bad replica of Elvis Presley's smiling face
and directly opposite, across the room on the bedside table, was a large, pale
blue Bible that on the cover said, "You too can find Paradise on Earth."
Katie pulled back the covers of one bed while her father laid Sarah down on
the mattress and tucked her in in her underpants and yellow blouse. Lucy
turned out the overhead light and turned on the bathroom light that shed a mild
white shadow into the dark room, like fog across a morning highway, yielding
enough light to see but not too clearly. Katie crawled in beside her sister, she
too wearing only blouse and underwear; she forfeited washing her face and
brushing her teeth in hopes that she might peek in on a private ritual that would
reveal hidden treasures: Lucy undressing, preparing herself for bed, for their
father, smoothing her face with cream, removing makeup, brushing her hair,
her teeth, plucking eyebrow hairs, checking her breasts, her nails. But Neil
slipped into the bathroom and closed the door, shutting off the light, and
whatever Lucy did, she did in the pitch black emitting only sounds of running
water splashing into the sink, plastic bristles brushing against her scalp, a
toothbrush tapped against the porcelain sink. She slipped into the bathroom
where Neil was showering, and for a long time the rhythmic hum of the water
drummed against the shower floor, soap suds splattered against the tiles, and
their voices, a godlike ensemble from the bowels of an old man's cave, echoed
in the stall and put Katie to sleep.
That same rhythmic hum of water kept her dreaming of windshield wipers
repeatedly swishing back and forth on the Mercedes windscreen even though it
was a dry sunny day in the dream, and she was trapped in the car in front of her
house with Genevieve trying to get in, until she struggled out of the imposing
depths and woke, realizing the "shhh-shhh!" sound came from her father's
throat, not the dream, and she wasn't trapped in the car but in the motel room
bed beside Sarah whose head pressed against the pillow, her mouth open and
her nose still whistling. "Shhh-shhh!" Neil kept whispering. Katie gently
turned her head and looked across the dividing space between the beds and
saw her father rising and falling under the purple coverlet, looking like a
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billowing sheet on a clothesline.
"Uh-huh! Uh-huh!"
" Shhh-shhh!"
Katie kept still, fearful in the foreign room filled with the color of midnight
blue and the strange sounds of cars speeding by on the lonely highway~ once in
a while, like a jet of hard spray from a garden hose, and an occasional slam of a
car door in the parking lot.
"Uh-huh!"
"Shhh!"
The air-conditioning was up too high and gave Katie goosebumps. She
wanted to grab more of the blankets off Sarah but was afraid to move and call
attention to herself, so she used her old trick of self-hypnosis and silently
counted numbers in the thousands inside her head while imagining her body
turning into a block of concrete.
The next morning, in the parking lot, under an early morning moon, a dark
grey sky, and amidst cool fog smoking around the car and their feet, Neil and
Lucy reloaded the trunk with suitcases, shaving and makeup kits, and Neil
jovially sang Willy Nelson's "On the Road Again." Katie and Sarah waited
patiently, in a groggy residue of sleep, in the back seat, both hungry for
breakfast, a sip of juice. Sarah innocently turned to Katie with a perplexed look
on her face and said, "Why was Lucy upset last night? She was moaning in her
sleep."
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STRIKE
I. W. Genovese
Frank glanced down the block at the strikers pacing back and forth at the
entrance to the company lot, then down along the far side of the street at the
bars and shop entrances, looking for anyone that might see him sneaking in. He
slipped a spare set of keys from his back pocket, set the bag on the ground, and
opened a padlock on the metal gate. Slowly he pulled it open, listening to the
soft screech of the rusty hinges. He snapped his head around in a panic,
praying that nobody heard the noise of the scraping metal, then quickly
grabbed his bag and slipped in the gate, pulling it closed behind him.
He slipped along the side of the building, sticking to the safety of the
shadows, until he reached the edge of the dock, dropped to his knees and
quietly slipped the bomb from the shopping bag. He folded the paper bag and
jammed it under the tires of the truck next to him to keep it from blowing across
the parking lot and drawing attention to himself. The last thing that he wanted
now was to alert anyone to his presence.
Setting the bottle on the ice, he flopped on his stomach and slid along under
the first truck, dragging the bomb along behind him, as if he were crawling
through a jungle. At each gap between the trucks, he stopped and lay still,
watching the strikers pace back and forth, waiting for any sign of having been
noticed.
He strained to watch the faces and pulled his sock hat off of his ears,
listening to each sound. He felt the chill of the ice beneath him, seeping through
the heavy layers of clothing, but lay perfectly still, thinking that he might have
been seen.
Suddenly, music poured from the door of the bar across the street as it swung
open and belched out its first drunk of the night. Frank nearly lifted off the
ground as his nerves instantly snapped taut. The sounds of Merle Haggard
bellowed out in the background and drifted through the air. The strikers turned
to watch the staggering drunk.
Frank slipped across the space to the next truck and quickly took up a
position behind the front wheel. He produced a wrench from his coat pocket,
loosened a bolt on the frame of the truck, wrapped the wire from the bomb
around the shaft of the bolt, tightened it in place, and tested it by giving it
several quick tugs. He pressed the soft plastic milk bottle between the frame of
the truck and the springs of the front wheel, and made sure that it wouldn't
wiggle loose by rocking it back and forth. Reaching up behind the black rubber
splash guard, he pulled a wire loose from a spark plug on the truck's engine and
replaced it with the one hanging from the top of the bottle of gasoline. He
glanced out from behind the tire every few seconds, constantly checking on the
whereabouts of the other strikers.
Before Frank slipped out from under the truck, he checked each connection
on the bomb, then looked out from behind the tire and slid out into the opening
between the trucks. He skimmed across the ice and slipped under the next
truck and checked for any signs of having been seen before he started for the
third truck.
As he raced back to his car, Frank checked over his shoulder constantly to
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see if he was being followed. By the time he fell into the front seat, he was
gasping for air and his head was throbbing from the headache that had been
building for hours.
When he finally arrived at home, he was too excited to do anything but pace
up and down the halls of his empty house. He tried sleeping, but found himself
staring into the darkness, rolling around and going over every move that he'd
made that night, until he finally jumped out of bed, walked to the kitchen and
grabbed a fresh beer. Hours later he stood staring out the front room window,
watching the sky brighten with the sunrise.
By 5:45, he had changed clothes, jumped in his car and driven along the side
streets. He parked his car a half block from the picket line, guzzled down his
last can of beer and stepped out into the cold air.
The impact of the blast sent the strikers flying off into the crusted snow that
covered the ground around them, as if a mortar shell had landed several feet
from the picket line. As they landed on the snow, they burrowed their faces
deeper into the mounds of ice, like moles, while tiny fragments of smoldering
fiberglass floated to the earth, dotting the white surface around them with black
pockmarks. The red-hot plastic settled on the snow with a soft hiss, and
instantly disappeared below the surface, leaving behind thin wisps of smoke
and a pungent smell that seemed to linger in the air despite the cold breeze that
blew in from the north. Larger pieces of the truck slammed into the fence that
separated the strikers from the company lot, rattling the chain link like the
aftershocks of an earthquake, while the intense heat of the burning wreckage
seemed to warm the air as if summer had suddenly returned in a split second.
Badly shaken, the men pushed themselves up from the ground and stared
back over their shoulders at the flames that leaped high in the air. Tiny
splinters of broken glass sparkled in the morning sunlight as they tumbled
down from the shattered office windows above. The flames engulfed the entire
cab of the truck, leaping out of the empty spaces where the windows had once
been.
The entire engine compartment lay exposed. The fenders and hood had been
blown 100 feet away and melted in their own ball of flames. Black clouds of
smoke swirled up from the burning tires and drifted into the shattered windows
above the truck, or slowly trailed southward over the buildings, dissipating into
the cloudless sky above.
The strikers stood and stared in disbelief and fear at the wreckage that
covered the parking lot. Slowly, one by one, they stepped forward, inching
their way toward a body that lay some thirty feet from the truck, his clothes
charred and smoking. As they rounded the corner of the entrance gate, they
attempted to run, slipping along on the icy surface. Glancing up at the windows
above, the strikers shouted at the faces of the shocked supervisors who stared
out the open spaces of the windows, screaming again and again for an
ambulance and fire equipment
Frank stood hidden from view of the offices, behind a huge post that
supported the company logo thirty feet above his head. He stared out across
the lot at the limp body that lay in the snow and felt a sense of excitement
rushing through his veins. But as the seconds ticked on and the body continued
to rest without any movement, fear suddenly surged through him. He
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wondered if he had really killed the scab. The pulsating sirens off in the
distance, forever growing louder, made Frank's mind whirl, and the urge to run
was only suppressed by his fear of being caught.
Stepping through the gate, he walked across the company lot to within
twenty feet of the body and suddenly froze in his tracks when his eyes drifted
down to a pair of horn-rimmed glasses that sat in the snow, smoldering from
the intense heat of the blast. His view of the body had been totally blocked by
the other men who hovered around it, and he realized that there was no way
that he could live with himself if he stepped any closer and saw the damage that
he had caused. Instead, he looked off toward the truck and saw the charred
spark plug that dangled from two thin wires near the bottom of the engine. He
looked down toward the ground and spotted the charred remains of a plastic
milk bottle smoldering in the snow, and knew that the police would know how
it happened within hours, and an investigation was sure to follow. He stared
back down at the glasses trying to imagine how he was going to cover himself in
this one.
The wail of the sirens outside the gate jarred Frank back to reality. He lifted
his eyes from the glasses in the snow and turned toward the source of the
sound. Two fire engines crept along the slippery surface of the parking lot, each
turning a different direction as they entered the gate, and stopped fifty feet on
either side of the burning trucks. Frank looked back toward the truck and for
the first time he realized that the fire had spread from the original truck to the
two that sat on either side of it He turned and watched as firemen carefully
stepped from the engines and slid on the ice to the hydrant near the fence,
tugging their long white hoses behind them.
Black clouds of smoke lifted from the burning trucks, swirling up into three
tall pillars. People lined the fence around the company lot, peering through the
diamond-shaped squares of the chain link fence, trying desperately to see the
body on the ground. The cars that drove by on the street reduced their speed,
as drivers and passengers alike pressed their faces against the glass for just one
glimpse of what might be happening in the lot.
The supervisors from the ground floor offices poured out of the building
through a side door, covering their faces with handkerchiefs, and slipped along
on the ice gagging from the smoke. The heat from the burning trucks melted the
snow that had covered the ground around them, leaving huge black spaces
where the blacktop showed through. As soon as the snow had melted, it refroze
as clear as glass, building thicker as the water from the fire hoses dripped from
the wreckage.
Frank turned and looked back toward the factory entrance, toward another
blaring siren that vibrated off the walls of the buildings around him. The red
and white flashing lights of the ambulance flickered across the buildings and
faces that surrounded him. The glazed surfaces of the trucks sparkled in the
lights, flashing on and off, like tiny Christmas lights.
With all the activity going on around him, Frank couldn't bring himself to
look down at the body lying several feet away in the snow. His eyes darted
around the entire scene skimming over everything, searching the faces of his
fellow strikers for any sign of them suspecting him, his fear slowly subsiding as
the minutes ticked on. He tried to settle things within his own mind, trying to
justify his actions by telling himself that he had done it all in an effort to help
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his fellow workers. This was what the "big-time" unions did all the time!
Frank stepped closer to the strikers and watched as the mass of men hovered
around the body. Suddenly, the paramedic who knelt directly in front of him
leaped to his feet and Frank's eyes were riveted to the sight that lay on the
ground. His stomach began to rumble, his heart was pounding in his chest as if
it were ready to burst through at any second. Slowly his knees began to
weaken, and his body swayed back and forth, bumping into the shoulders of the
men that stood beside him. Inch by inch he scanned the body, fear shooting
through him.
He stared at the blackened face of the scab that lay on the ground at his feet.
The hair had melted together into a huge black crust from the intense heat of
the blast. Huge blisters stretched across his forehead and cheeks; some lay
open, exposing the pink flesh beneath while a clear fluid dripped down the
sides of his face in little rivulets, glistening in the sunlight. His nylon coat had
melted to the skin around his neck and seemed to blend in as if it were actually
part of his body. The lining of the coat, once white, was reduced to ash from the
smoldering fire that crept through his clothing, and the air around him reeked
of burnt skin.
Frank tore his eyes away, looking up toward the sky, taking deep breaths
and trying to collect himself; then he slowly lowered his head until his eyes
settled on the television news crews that piled out of their trucks double parked
along the road outside the fence. Instantly, cameras and battery packs were
slung over their shoulders and a young female reporter seemed to slice her way
through the crowd, pushing the onlookers aside like Moses spreading the
waters, guiding the way for her crew, and screaming orders over her shoulder
like a drill sergeant.
The reporter stopped thirty feet in front of the burning wreckage, pointing
and waving her arms back and forth over the whole scene, directing the
cameraman, pointing out what she felt to be the most effective angles. He
dropped to his knees on the cold, ice-covered ground, directly behind one of
the firemen battling the heat and flames, and began filming.
The second cameraman followed along behind the reporter like a puppy on a
leash, and took up a position some twenty feet to the right of his counterpart.
The reporter once again began barking orders while she pulled a pocket mirror
from her coat, brushed her hair and checked her make-up, preparing to meet
her public. She reached out and snatched the microphone that the cameraman
held out in her direction, checked her notes one last time, and nodded.
Frank watched over the heads of the crowd, lifting himself on his toes,
wanting to see and hear just what was going on. The reporter stood looking
directly into the camera as the words poured from her mouth, and Frank
strained to hear over the roar of the crowd. He had to know just what was being
said, even though he knew that they couldn't have any clues as to the cause of
the blaze. After all, the fire wasn't even out yet.
Pushing his way through the crowd, Frank inched his way closer, trying
desperately to hear. Policemen swarmed around him like bees, gathering up
the onlookers who had slipped in the gate and pushing them back out to clear
the area. The red and white strike sign tied to the front and back of Frank's
jacket was the only thing that set him apart from the onlookers.
Frank stopped near the reporter, butjust out ofrange of the camera, looking
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around at the thinning crowd. The flashing lights of the fire engines and squad
cars streaked across the faces and the side of the building like the blinking
lights of a marquee. He glanced back over his shoulder at the group of strikers
that hovered over the body and saw several detectives grabbing the men by the
arm, pulling them several feet away. They whipped out small notebooks and
pencils and jotted down quick notes.
Turning his attention back to the reporter, Frank found himself staring
directly into the camera lens. The reporter stood next to him, holding the
microphone several inches from his face. Instantly, fear raced through him.
"I am standing in front of the Blue Star Trucking Company, where an
explosion has just rocked the entire neighborhood. One man, apparently a
strike breaker, entered one of the vehicles that you see directly behind me," the
reporter said, pointing back over her shoulder. "Apparently, the instant that he
turned the key, he was blown some thirty feet from the truck. His condition
remains uncertain at this time. Standing with me is one of the union strikers.
Tell me, sir," she said, turning toward Frank, "do you feel that this was an
attempt by the union to put a stop to the so-called scabs or strike breakers
crossing the picket lines?"
Frank's eyes raced back and forth from the camera to the reporter while he
searched his mind for some safe answer that would keep him from looking
guilty.
"Well, naturally everybody's goin' to blame us, but we didn't have anything
to do with it," Frank said.
He stared over the shoulder of the cameraman, watching the faces of the
crowd that gathered behind the news crew.
"Well, then how do you explain something like this? Trucks just don't
explode on their own, and with the strikers' record for violence in the past,
everything seems to point directly to the union, don't you agree?" she asked,
trying to provoke an argument.
Frank felt himself growing more nervous the longer he stood in front of the
crowd. The thought of having his face plastered across millions of televisions
was nearly driving him insane, and he searched his mind for a way of escaping.
"Listen," he said, "that's something that you'll have to take up with the
union officials. I'm just out here because I have to be." He turned away and
pushed toward the gates, feeling his knees going weak. He concentrated on
each step he took, trying hard not to look nervous or waver as he tried to
disappear from everyone's sight
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WAMPUM LAKE
Marie Ostarello

Jeff loved an audience. Get him in front of a crowd and he'd give em a show
alright Gave a great one Memorial Day out at Wampum Lake. Had to be a
thousand or so partyin out there that day. First day of the season. People hung
out blowinjoints. Tossin frisbees. Flippin chicken legs on the grill. Sellin drugs
or coppin drugs. A few people were freakin out on some bad shit that was goin
around. Their eyes were bulgin and their mouths were droolin like dogs man.
Bad trip. Unusual for Wampum. Wampum was the place to be if you wanted
drugs man. Good drugs. Any kind. You could cop it out at Wampum. Cars
parked next to each other in rows and set up shop. Sold outta their trunks man.
Like a fuckin market. Acid. Tick. Columbian. Beans. Ludes. Whatever.
People just yelled out their merchandise as the cars passed by in a procession.
If they were interested, they'd stop. Check out the goods. And make their
purchase. They didn't even have to leave their cars. It was a fuckin drive-in
drug store man. Kept the rangers busy. Those fuckin pigs. They were at the
gate hasslin people who wanted to get in. Too crowded they kept sayin. Jeff
snuck in on his dirt bike from the railroad tracks behind the lake. It was hot as
hell and Jeff was sweatin like a mother. He wanted to go for a swim. Signs
everywhere posted no swimming allowed. But Jeff never could figure out why
they had that stupid rule. It was a stupid fuck rule and it pissed him off. He
swam anyway. And fuck em if they can' t take a joke. Haw haw. Helbe and
Gray joined him for a party out on the lake. Swam out to the middle with a sixpack a Michelob and a packa cigarettes ( and if ya were cool ya called em
snigs) held high up in the air. They came prepared. Balanced out in the middle
of the lake on a picnic table poundin Lobes and sniggin in their skivvies. When
one of em moved the table tipped and rocked and tossed, and their beers sunk
and their snigs floated away. And who was the fuckhead who moved? Not me
man. Oh, who the fuck gave a shit anyway. They were havin fun. A fuckin ball.
No shit. The yellow ranger cars patrolled the long straight drive that ran along
one side of the lake. All the cars parked along it slammed down their trunks
and closed up shop until the rangers had finished their bad ass patrol. They
waited for em to pass but the rangers spotted the three swimmers out on the
lake. They flashed their lights and barked over the loudspeaker there' s no
swimming allowed, get out of the lake immediately. But Jeff thought they had
alotta nerve. Who the fuck did they think they were talkin to? Don' t them
assholes know we own this lake? Who do they think they are tellin us what to
do? They' re rangers with guns Gray said. Helbe agreed. Pigs. That' s what they
were Jeff thought. And we're gonna show em. Haw haw. Right you guys?
Don't wimp out on me now man. Let' s have some fun. Okay man? Crowds
gathered all along one side of the lake. Jeff looked like the MC at a circus and
Helbe and Gray the clowns. Jeff swept his arm and ta dum! Helbe dove off the
picnic table like a swan. Drum roll please. A sweep of the other arm and ta
dum! Gray jumped and tucked into a back somersault flip. The crowds roared.
Applauded. More people gathered round. Two even stopped shootin tick into
their arms to catch the show. Like wow man. What' s goin on? What's that guy
on man? Must be some good shit. And people whistled and cheered. The pigs
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got pissed off and kept yellin over their loudspeaker. Young man if you get out
now you will be fined but you won't be arrested. But you must get out of the
lake immediately. Do you hear? Immediately. More ranger cars swarmed to
the mob scene like pissed off yellow bumble bees. Helbe and Gray got scared
and swam off to the back shore and escaped through the woods. Chicken shits,
Jeff mumbled. Huh. Arrested. Huh. I'll show em. And now for the highlight of
the show. Jeff turned his back to the crowd, slid his wears down to his ankles
and mooned every last one of em. He wiggled his ass and the crowd roared and
applauded and chicks whistled. One bitch with bleach blonde hair and a fringe
halter top screamed let's turn it around honey, nice ass but I wanna see the
prize. And another agreed and hoped it was a grand prize. Jeff turned around
and faced the crowd and wrung out his wears and twirled them around his
finger like a baton. The crowd cheered and clapped and Jeff bowed and
laughed haw haw cuz he was havin a fuckin blast. Dancin around on that
picnic table. Man from the shore he looked fluorescent His skin was so white
it glowed out there like a lightbulb. When the rangers beamed their spotlight on
him (just to piss him oft) the crowd started puttin on sunglasses as a joke. Jeff
laughed haw haw. He was in the spotlight alright and he was havin fun. So was
the crowd. Dealers took advantage of the confusion and popped open their
trunks and started dealin again. Some guys taped a joint and matches onto a
baseball and tossed it out to Jeff. Good catch. Good joint Jeff toked and
bowed all lit up and laughed haw haw cuz he showed em who's boss around
here alright The rangers swarmed in groups makin plans. The one with the
loudspeaker kept on yellin we've got all day mister how bout you? You gotta
come out sometime and we'll be here just waitin fer yer ass. But Jeff laughed
haw haw. They wish they could catch me. Dumb fucks. Think they're cool cuz
they got guns and loudspeakers. They're a buncha wimps man. The pigs kept
on blarin when you come out, yer gonna be one sorry smart ass. The crowds
booed the rangers and rocked their cars. The F atman sat on the hood of one car
and smashed the tires to the ground. The ranger beeped his horn. Get off my
car you derelict The F atman slid off and the car bounced up and down boosh
boosh boosh and the ranger behind the wheel flew up and bumped his head on
the roof. Fatman. What a slob. The guy had to be 450 pounds man. Nobody
messed with his ass. Not even the rangers. Shit they couldn't handcuff his
hands together if they tried. His arms weren't long enough to fit around his
body. The fat pig. Sold good drugs though. Stashed em between his fat sweaty
rolls. He'd pull up a thick slab a fat and inside there'd be a bag a tuinals or
black beauties. The pigs never found the shit. Smart dude that F atman. He got
the pigs all pissed off while they were tryin to set up their plan. They all agreed.
It was gettin to be a fuckin mob scene and somethin had to be done with that
idiot on the lake. They plotted. His motorcycle was clear around the lake on
the back beach. There was no road that led there so if they were gonna catchim
they'd have to ride over the curbs and onto the field and around the lake to the
back shore. If three cars went around one way and the other three the other
way, they'd have the shit before he knew what hit im. And Jeff watched the
six cars as they rolled and bounced over the curbs and circled the lake. No shit
he thought. They were gonna actually try an catchim. This was gonna be one
helluva race. People scattered everywhere pickin up their barbecue grills and
runnin out of the way. Jeff swam back to the shore like a mother. He swallowed
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water. It tasted like carp. The pigs were gettin closer. They were almost to his
bike when he struggled onto the beach and fuck the clothes man who's got time
now. Gotta show the assholes what it's really like to race. He pounced on his
bike and he kickstarted it and it popped and skipped and snorted. Lezgo baby.
Yeah. He flipped his wrists and roared off head on at the cars and swerved just
inches from their bumpers and laughed haw haw at their confusion and outta
my way mother fuckers haw haw and popped wheelies his wet hair flyin back
cool like and the rangers chased after him like fuckin dildos man around the
lake and into the lake and into each other and the crowds stood on cars and
some climbed the trees and filled the branches way up and the trees swayed
from the weight and some whipped off their clothes and went swimmin in the
lake and dove off the picnic tables like swans and mooned the fuckin rangers
with their white hairy asses and some threw hotdogs and squirted barbecue
sauce at the rangers' windshields when they passed around the lake like
cartoon racers and Jeff laughed haw haw and slapped his knee as one car
plowed into a keg wham foam everywhere haw haw what a fuckin blast. A day
to be remembered alright. Too bad Jeff hadda later the scene man cuz it'd be
fun to hang out an see what happened but Jeff zipped off down the field and
raced away down the train tracks haw haw while the pigs stopped dead at the
tracks and leaned over their yellow car doors pantin and swearin as they
watched him ride away.
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THE CORNER
Richard Cantrall
Never like to talk 'bout sex in this place. You a cripple, you not supposed to
have sex. Can't get it up. Tell you that right away. Can't get it up no more.
Can't have no erection. ' Cept maybe Mitchell. Yeh Mitchell, I know he gets
erections. And then there' s Baker. Baker, he gets them reflex erections. Won't
be thinkin' ' bout no sex. No connection between his brain and what' s goin' on
down there. Just lyin' there and a touch a set him off. Maybe somebody
brushes against his sheet, maybe Squeeky' s puttin' in a new catheter, any kind
a touch' ll set him off. Kinda embarrassin'. He' ll be eatin' dinner and Squeeky
drops the fork on his sheet and picks it up, and pop, fuckin' sheet rises in the
air. Just a reflex. Can' t do nuthin' with it. Leastwise, I don' t think so. Who
knows? Never tried. And the nurses, they don't talk with you ' bout that.
' Specially Twixton. Don't tell you nuthin' ' bout it I know Baker, he' s a
thinkin' ' bout it. Got that picture of that pretty gal on his bed stand. Know he' s
thinkin' 'bout her. Don't say nu thin' 'bout her. Never even looks at the picture.
But I know he' s thinkin' 'bout her. Kinda embarrassin' . Jus' goes pop. Sheet
sticks up in the air. But the rest a us we don' t get no erections, and most
definitely we don't get no ejaculations.
No, them nurses, they don' t want a talk with you 'bout sex. Twixton, you
know she's not gonna talk about sex. Supposed to. Supposed to tell us all about
it-what we can do, what we can't do. Supposed to tell us that. Twixton, she' s
supposed to be the sex counselor on the ward. Sex counselor, what the fuck she
know ' bout sex anyways? Don't think she never even touched a cock let alone
havin' it up her pussy. Probably smelled it though. Probably saves the sheets
from the wards the guys been beatin' off into, saves ' em and takes 'em into her
room and sniffs 'em. Probably the only way she gets off. Anyways, she' s
supposed to be our sex counselor.
Don' t say nuthin' to you 'til you been here a few weeks. Then she takes a
bunch a guys into this little box of a room just off a neuro and turns off the
lights. A screen lights up and it's a movie. She' s showin' us a movie. A fuckin'
sex movie. Twixton turns on a projector and they got this quad on the screen,
talkin' on the screen with this woman 'bout how useless he is, 'bout how he
doesn' t know if he can do anything to show her he loves her, 'bout how he
doesn' t know if he can feel anything at all. Then they go to a fuckin' sex
counselor like Twixton and tell him the same thing all over again. Then they
bring out another couple with the same problem. They sit and tell the first
couple how to do it, how the woman' s gotta be on top, how to have mental
orgasms, whatever the fuck they is. The man says you can still be happy by
pleas in' your woman, and the woman says she likes it better ' cause he takes
more time, and he asks her what she needs. All talk, no action. Not much of a
sex movie. Finally, they show the first couple in bed, and she' s askin' where he
wants her to touch him. But they don't show nu thin' ' cept her touchin' him on
the chest Just show his chest. Like us cripples don' t have no cocks. And then
the fuckin' jerkoff still don' t get it on. He just shouts, " I can' t feel it. " At the
rate they were goin', they'll never get it on. Even in a fuckin' movie us cripples
can't get it on. Fuckin' jerkoff on the screen. Maybe eventually them two,
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they'll learn how to get it on. Don't expect none a us to wait around for the
show though.
The lights come on and Twixton asks if there' s any questions. Mitchell, he
pipes up right away, o' course. Says, " You mean if we can't get it up, we gotta
come down on a woman?" Twixton, she turns red. Hems and haws. Finally
says, " Oral-genital sex is one alternative. " Then Croft pipes in, "We going to
have some kind of demonstration?" Twixton' s mouth drops. Starts to sputter,
but she can't say nuthin'. Finally gets it out. " That will be all for the day," she
says. For the day. That was all period. Never showed no more films. Never
talked to us 'bout sex again. Fuckin' Twixton can't talk 'bout sex. What's the
use a havin' her for a sex counselor? Don't know nuthin' 'bout it.
After that we always joked 'bout Twixton' s dirty movies. Joked 'bout it back
on the corner. The corner' s where we always meet-coffee machine in the
corridor at the crossroads between neuro, PT and the wards. Old coffee
machine, bruised and busted. Don' t work most a the time. Nobody there most
a the time, but after chowtime, hallway's filled with chairs and gurneys; dozen
or so a us guys sittin' there, lyin' on gurneys, chewin' the fat. Always talkin'
'bout somethin'. The corner's the only place we can talk ' bout sex and things.
That's where we cripples can talk 'bout everythin'. Back on the corner.
Some a the guys want a talk 'bout the war. Their war, whichever one that
one was. Croft, he' s always talkin' ' bout the Solomons. 'Bout the jungle. 'Bout
how there weren't any women over there like in Nam, just one old black
woman he saw pullin' a cart a wood and straw. ' Bout how hot it was on the day
his company got mowed down and how he stood up to take the fire to protect
his men and got hit in the spine. Shit like that he'd tell us. Nobody wants to
hear 'bout shit like that. They want a talk 'bout Croft' s penile implant.
You can get it up with an implant Permanent hard-on with an implant.
Kinda like a dildo, only it's inside your cock. Piece a thick plastic, round and
hard, and they stick it up your cock. Croft was the first guy to get one. No more
war stories for awhile after that Everybody was buzzin' round him askin' if
he'd tried it yet, what it was like, what the women thought a it Even Baker was
curious. He' d be there on his gurney listenin' when Croft talked 'bout his
implant. Croft' d be sittin' there in his chair talkin' and you'd see this big, round
hump in his pants. Permanent erection, stickin' straight in the air. Don't know
if I'd like that. Permanent erection. Too much trouble. Gotta wear a sheet or
somethin' over it. Sticks up all the time. And Croft told us you gotta make sure
your bladder' s empty ever' time you get it on. Just don't sound like no fun at
all. That' s what Mitchell says. He don't think it' s no fun at all. But Croft, he
plays it up. " Fellas," he says, " it' s a goddamn shame you don't all have one a
these. Women really go for this big hump of plastic. You can keep them coming
forever. Yessir. Stays hard forever. Better than the real thing. Comes in six
flavors. Women really go for it." That' s what he kept tellin' us. Mitchell, he
shakes his head and laughs at that. Says Croft's a fool. Says them things more
trouble than they' re worth. But a bunch a guys got implants after that. Pretty
soon, the corner' s full a chairs and gurneys with humps a plastic on' em, humps
a plastic on guys, stickin' up in the air.
Then one day, one a them student therapists from the Lutheran College
down the street, she was on the ward. Croft had been tryin' to make it with her
for a long time. We're in the therapy room and she's goin' through some range
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a motion with Croft and then he whispers somethin' in her ear. She laughs and
then she's a starin' down at that hump a plastic in Croft's pants. That hump a
plastic stick.in' in the air. Starin' at it and smilin'. And then she nods her head.
Next thing I know, she's wheelin' him outta the room. They're gone 'bout a
half hour and I'm beginnin' to think maybe I should reconside r 'bout them
implants when all of a sudden, I hears this scream down the hallway. Then I
hear Croft shout, "Oh shit!" I wheel down past the comer and up to his room.
Just then the door flies open and the student therapist runs out Almost knocks
me over runnin' out with her dress unzipped, pullin' up her stockings. Croft is a
swearin', "Goddam n, mother fucking piece a shit Piece a shit" Shakin' his
head and swearin' and lookin' down at the floor where a big hump a round
plastic is lyin' in a puddle a cum.
Later, on the comer, he told us all 'bout it. Told us 'bout how the fuckin'
implant slipped right outta his cock. He was pumpin' hard and fast, too fast,
and it slipped out right in the student therapist' s pussy. He hears it go pop, and
she jumps back, suck.in' in her breath, and there's the hump a plastic stick.in' in
her pussy. He tried to pull it out and she starts screamin' . Jumps up screamin' .
Jumpin' up and down with this hump a plastic stickin' out Finally, she
manages to pull it out. Pulls it out right there in the middle of the floor. Lies
there on the floor in a puddle a cum, hunk a cheap plastic. Then she throws on
her dress and runs outta the room.
Croft never had the implant put back in. Gave up on it. Mitchell never said
nuthin' 'bout the whole episode. Just give Croft a pat on the back whenever
he'd see him. Give him a pat on the back and ask him if he got any more good
war stories 'bout the Solomons. So Croft went back to his war stories and just
as quick as the comer filled up with humps a plastic on gurneys and chairs, it
emptied. No more humps a plastic. And me, I decided I was right in the first
place. Them implants, they're too much trouble.
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ICEPIC K
Junetta Myatt
Charma yne knelt over a huge block of ice on Rosa's porch. Like her hat
shop, Rosa's back porch was cluttered with all sorts of interesting things that
made you stop and stare and try to figure where she got them or why she kept
them. There were plastic grocery bags bulging with scraps of fabric for
patchwork quilts, stacks of newspapers for recycling, mops standing heads up
against walls, rusty buckets, an old, wooden stereo, washboards, family-sized
boxes of laundry detergent, a clothesline strung from one end of the peeling
yellow walls of the porch to the other, and in the comer, a short, neat stack of
round hatboxes.
Charma yne was comfortable in her jeans, gray sweatshirt and purple
bandana When Charma yne's cousin Pat had decided to have hats made for
her bridesmaids, Charma yne had scoured the phone book for a milliner.
Rosa's listing, "Paris Hat Box," had appealed to her, so she'd gone there to
order the hats for her cousin.
Pat-Pat and Rosa hit it off right away. Charma yne and Pat had left the Paris
Hat Box with five hats (that Pat had taken one look at and declared "perfect !")
and an invitation from Rosa. "Bring dem gowns y'all gone wear in de weddin'
so I kin see how de hats look with 'em. But when you come over my house,
dress like you gone do some work, 'cause you is. If y'all wont some a de best
cream you ever wanna taste, y'all gots to work for it. I ain't gone chip no
ice."
The long windows of the closed-in back porch that overlooked the small
backyard of Rosa's building ushered in the hesitant light of an afternoon sun
that was unsure, trying vainly to chase away winter.
Charma yne liked this section of Rosa's house. She could be alone to enjoy
this new task of chipping ice for homemade ice cream; yet she could hear the
story through the door that connected the porch to the kitchen.
"But Rosa, I just can't put up with it any more. That woman is crazy."
"Don't you ever say that again, chile. Nobody call they own mama crazy.
Even if she is ... " Rosa put her hands on her wide hips. "So what you gone do,
baby? This is yo weddin'. What you gone do?"
"Elope, " Pat said simply, head in her hands, elbows on the table.
Charma yne smiled, looking in the direction of the kitchen doorway.
''Yeah, right,'' Charma yne chuckled, still chipping the ice with the rusty and
bent icepick. "Pat-Pa t, she'll probably try to plan that for you, too!" They all
laughed, and then Charma yne went back to jabbing the ice block.
In the kitchen, Pat sat opposite Rosa at the high, '50s-styl e steel and enamel
table.
"Girl, yo mama is just who she is," Rosa said, looking up at Pat "She cain't
hep it none. Just let her be."
"She won't let me be!" Pat protested.
"Look, honey chile, I understand you an' yo mama. I been on bof
sides.... "
Pat looked at her friend indignantly. "You been on both sides?"
"I say, I been on bof sides, baby. I been a daughter once, an' I been a mama
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too." Rosa pushed her chair out from under her a little so she could recline on
the table, her big face resting in the palm of her small hand. Pat leaned forward
the same way.
"You know, my daddy was jus' like yo' mama is. But I jus' couldn't talk to
'im-scared he wouldn't like to hear nothin' I had to say, 'cause he got such
strong 'pinions on everythang." Rosa stood slowly, a smile playing at the
corners of her wide lips.
"But chile, let me tell you 'bout when I wanted to git married off. Dis young
man who took to likin' me, his name was Tyrone, but we called him Ty. See,
my daddy hired 'im ta hep wif de plantin'. Now, my sisters, dey was past de
marryin' age, so you know dey was lookin' out for to git married. So when
Daddy hired Ty to come work wif us, dey like ta near 'bout had a fit. Dey
talked 'bout Ty constantly, 'bout how big his muscles was, an' how dey went to
ripplin' when he picked somethin' heavy up." Rosa and Pat laughed.
"Bessie an' Johnny Mae couldn't do no work when Ty was 'round, dey jus'
stand up dere all day wif dey mouths open so wide <lat all God's creatures
coulda marched right inside!" Rosa put her hands on her hips, laughing, and
turned in the direction of the porch, knowing that since the chipping on the
porch had ceased, Charmayne must be listening.
"How <lat ice comin', baby?" Rosa asked sarcastically, turning to smile at
Pat
"It ain't. I stopped to listen to you," Charmayne said boldly.
"Well, I s'pose it kin wait den," Rosa replied, winking at Pat and turning to
walk back to her chair. She pulled it out from the table and flopped down into it.
"An' now, Ty, he was so fine <lat bof a my sisters wanted 'irn. But see, I
wasn't thinkin' 'bout no cotin' or nothin'; wasn't but fifteen an' Bessie an'
Johnny Mae was in dey twenties, so you know dey was desprit to cote an'
all ... dey liked Ty so much, dey near 'bout scared 'im away. 'Cept he had
took a likin' to me ... an' he needed de money." Charmayne had crawled into
the kitchen while Rosa had been talking, and she paused. Rosa motioned
Charmayne to take a seat at the table next to her cousin.
"All dat time I was jus' mindin' my own bi'ness, washin' an' hangin' de
clothes out e'ry day, pumpin' de water, sloppin' de hogs. I ain't even know he
had his eyes on me 'til my sisters started teasin' me, an' sneakin' 'round hidin'
in bushes an' stuff to watch Ty watchin' me.'' Rosa drew a long breath, looking
at her audience to see if she was getting the proper response. She was. Just like
Bessie and Johnny Mae, Pat and Charmayne were staring wide-eyed, mouths
gaping.
"Now <lat Ty, he ain't said nan word to me ... den one night he come to my
house to cote me. He was wearin' his brown deaconin' suit, an' his hair was
slicked down wif pomade. He done hep my daddy all day long in de fields, den
he come to de house to see me in his Sunday suit, smellin' good wif somethin'.
Mighta been <lat pomade....
"I couldn't b'lieve it when Bessie an' Johnny Mae say all smart, 'Ty at de
door. He come to cote you.' Now you know dey was tryin' to hide that dey was
jealous, and mad at bof me an' Ty, but dey tole me I bet' not be shy. Dey
pushed me outside de door, an' next thing I knowed I was sittin' dere on de
swing beside Ty. I felt up on my head, an' I realize I had on my stockin' cap. I
was a little bit 'shamed, but he ain't say nothin' 'bout it, so I ain't say nothin'
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neither.
"So we swinged for a little bit, den he say, 'Rosie, I wants to cote you.' So I
frowns up an' I say, 'What you talkin' 'bout, Ty? I ain't thinkin' 'bout no boys
jus' yet. An' 'sides, my mama say ... ' An' he stop me an' say, 'Yo mama say I
kin cote you. I done already ask her. An' she say I gots her p'mission to call on
you. What you think I'm <loin' here? I ain't gone go 'ginst yo' mama's rules.'"
Rosa's face had worked itself into a frown.
"So I was quiet den. I figure if he done gone through de trouble to ask my
mama kin he cote me, it was all right wifme, too, den. Den he say, 'You sho' is
pretty, Rosie.' An' he wasn't even lookin' at me. Too shy. So I tole him,
'Thank you, Mr. Ty.' An' he said, 'Don't have to call me "Mr. Ty."' An' den I
say, 'But you looks like a grown man.' 'I is,' he say. 'I is already eighteen. I is
grown. But you kin call me jus' Ty, OK?'
"So after <lat, we was friends. One day, when I was hangin' out de wash, Ty
came up to me," Rosa continued, swinging her chubby leg over the side of her
chair, her blue vinyl house shoe swishing over the linoleum.
"Ty asked me ifl wanted to git married to him. Ijus' hunched my shoulders.
I hadn't never thought 'bout it none. So I jus' didn't say nothin'. He did. He
said, 'I done already asked yo mama, an' she done already say yeah.' I didn't
have nothin' to say, so I jus' looked at 'im an' hunched my shoulders agin.
Fin'lly, I tole him, 'Well, since you so brave, you ask my daddy yet?' Dis time
he looked down at his feet. Wasn't nothin' lef for me to do but commence to
hangin' de wash agin. He said he was gone git de courage to ask my daddy
after supper. Ijus' hunched my shoulders an' smiled at 'im. He smiled back an'
started walkin' down de road to his house."
Rosa stretched her wide body, sighing loudly, then settling back in her chair,
quiet. The girls waited for her to begin again. Pat grew impatient.
"Well?" she said, unable to contain her irritation. "What happened with
your father?"
Rosa paused and stretched a few moments longer, building up the girls'
anticipation.
"Well," she began slowly, satisfied that they couldn't wait to hear the rest of
the story. "Well, supper time came an' went No Ty. So we all went on de
porch-see, it git so hot down South in de summer after supper-an ' de whole
fam'ly just be sittin' on de porch talkin' 'bout de crops, signifyin' on each other,
playin' jacks, an' singin' 'til it got dark. My daddy an' mama an' Big Mama
(<lat was de gran'mama we called M'dear), dey was talkin' 'bout a sermon
Rev'ren' preached, so all us girls went in de yard to play some hide 'n' seek. I
was hidin' behin' dis fat tree stump when I saw Ty comin' up de road. He was
wearin' his deaconin' suit agin. My heart start beatin' real fast, an' I started
sweatin' from de heat, an' 'cause I was scared for him.
"But he had got some courage from somewhere, 'cause he was walkin'
proud. Den he come struttin' right up to de porch swing where de grown folks
was. I came outta my hidin' place and went up to de porch to hear what my
daddy was gone say. Well, Ty asked him for me polite-like an' all, an' I was
proud a him. But you know what my daddy said?" The girls stared. "Nothin'.
So Ty jus' waited, standin' dere wif his hands behin' his back like he was in de
army or somethin'. Me an' my mama an' sisters was gettin' nervous. We all
had flowers an' weddin' gowns in our heads, an' we was waitin' to see if it was
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gone happen. My daddy spit some tobacco in de bushes, den he say, 'What
you want her for? You cain't even take care yo'self yet.' I think my fam'ly was
more 'shamed den Ty was. But he was ready. He say,' 'Scuse me, Mr. Perry,
sir. But I is 'pared to take care yo daughter if you chooses to let me have her
hand.' My daddy jus' reared back in his chair an' said, 'Well, boy, I ain't
'pared to give her away yet.' "
"Least my mother finally said yes to Rodney," Pat said. "Rosa, you know
she made him come back a second time because the first time he only asked my
father. That's the way it's supposed to be, right, Rosa?" Rosa nodded, and Pat
went on. "But at least she gave her consent when he did come back to ask her
permission.''
"See," said Charmayne, "you need to count your blessings more!" The
three women laughed in agreement.
"Do you know that my daddy didn't say nothin' else dat night. Ty didn't ask
him no more, either. Dey jus' kep' work.in' together like nothin' happened. So
we jus' made plans, an' my daddy didn't even git in de way. He jus' let us
be ... until my weddin' day. By den I was all ready for Ty. I couldn't hardly
wait to be his bride. Dat dress was so pretty! Mama made it for me, an' it had
lace all up an' down de front." Rosa was gesturing widely with her arms. "An'
my mama, she made me a hat somethin' like de one I made for you, baby, wif
all de little tiny beads an' stuff." Rosa settled back in her chair, calmer now.
"So fin'lly our weddin' day came, an' I had butterflies all in my stomach an'
whatnot My brother Manon came roun' front wif de wagon when I got dressed
up. He was gone take us in his wagon 'cause we wasn't gone depen' on Daddy,
an' besides, we couldn't find him nowhere. We didn't 'spect for him to give me
away no way, so we jus' went to de church without him. When we come
through de clearin', he de firs' one we see' d. He was standin' front of de church
doors, an' he wouldn't let nobody in, not even de preacher hisself! Now my
daddy never did drink, thank de Lord, but sometimes he got de devil in 'im so
bad he acted like it He stood up dere, hollerin' an' talkin' 'bout it ain't gone be
no weddin'. Well, my brothers was so 'shamed of him dat dey went up dem
steps an' grab holt a his arms an' carried him down de steps to de yard. Dey
took 'im right to dat wagon an' tied 'im up 'cause he was a little bitty man wif a
big mouf. I guess dey figger ifhe was gone ack a fool, dey would too. So Manon
gave me away, an' me an' Ty got hitched while my daddy was tied up in de
churchyard cussin' us. After de weddin' dey untied 'im, an' he couldn't do
nothin' 'cept eat some chicken at de reception.... "
Rosa and the girls laughed heartily.
"So tell us what you did when you were the parent. I know you couldn't
possibly have been as strict as my mother," said Pat
"Well, I don't know, chile. When you have a baby, you want to do all you
can for it You want yo chile to do all he can fo' you, too. You figger you
deserves it ... but naw, it ain't easy to raise a baby."
"I've heard that before, Rosa, too many times," Pat said.
"Yeah, honey, I know that's right," agreed Charmayne.
"Well y'alljus' gone have to wait an' see that for yo'self. You birth a chile in
dis worl' an' you jus' never learn how hard it's gone be to give dat chile up 'til
yo baby want to grow up. It's so hard to let 'im.... " Rosa was silent
Pat leaned across the table, putting her face close to Rosa's. "When did you
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have to let go of your son, Rosa? You never talk about him."
Rosa smiled weakly. "Baby, ain't much to tell 'bout Junior ... he kep' to
his self a lot" She rose and shuffied over to the sink and began playing in the
dishwater.
Charmayne pressed her. "You're the only mother I know who doesn't seem
to like talking about her child."
Rosa turned to face Charmayne, wiping her wet hands on her huge, tent-like,
cotton house dress. Then she slowly put her hands on her hips again.
"It ain't dat I don't like talkin' 'bout my baby," Rosa's eyes flashed. She
softened then and went back to her dishwater. "lt'sjus' dat I cain't sometimes."
Charmayne smiled. "You're such a good storyteller, Rosa. Why don't you
tell us about Junior? I saw his picture hangin' in your room. He's kind of nice
looking. Tell me something about him. What's he like?"
"Look, I don't feel like talkin' anymo'!" Rosa's voice was sharp. A blanket
of silence fell heavily in the room. Charmayne, feeling the harshness of Rosa's
words, left the kitchen and began chipping the still huge but melting block of ice
on the back porch. She could hear Rosa running the tap full force. The ice
block was harder to chip now, and her fingers quickly grew numb. She bit her
lip, listening. Soon she heard Pat's chair scrape across the linoleum, then brief
footsteps. A low sobbing sound startled Charmayne. She was listening so
intently to the sound in the other room that she paid little attention to her work
on the ice.
"He was only sixteen," Rosa was saying to Pat through sobs.
"That's all right, Rosa ... you don't have to tell anymore ... "
"An' it wasn't dat long ago ... see, his daddy jus' died, an' he ain't know
what to do wif hiss elf ... "
Pat's voice was soothing. "Why don't you just sit here, Rosa, and calm
down. You really don't have to ... "
"Yes I do, chile ... I need to tell you, baby ... yo mama, she don't mean no
harm. She jus' <loin' all she know to do ... she love you-you her
baby ... "
The voices were muffied now. Charmayne kept chipping harder and harder,
listening, afraid to move. Both women in the kitchen were sobbing loudly
now.
"It hurt me, baby, it hurt me so bad ... first his daddy had a stroke ... an'
den my boy ... he jus' went off ... I couldn't hep him none ... he, he, he say,
he say he wanta leave me ... "
Charmayne' s knees were damp from kneeling in a puddle formed by the
leaky bucket that the ice was in. Her hands were starting to sting from gripping
the metal icepick so tightly, but she kept chipping and listening.
"He couldn't rest in dis house no more, an' I didn't know what to do 'bout
'im. He was makin' me nervous, an' my patience was short ... so I kep'
hollerin' at him hopin' he'd listen to me when I tole him to stay off de streets
... an' one night he jus' lef me! I didn't know how to keep 'im ... he wasn't
happy here ... ''
Charmayne felt a sharp pain in her thigh, and with numb hands, reached
down to rub the place. Her eyes were glued to the doorway, the source of
wailing and sobbing. Her thigh was wet too, and when she came to herself and
looked down, she saw that it was bloody and that there was a neat hole in her
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jeans.
" They found Junior in a lady's bed. She killed him, Pat, she killed
him ... "

Charmayne' s hands were bloodied, and she slowly stood as though in a
daze, staring at the hole in her jeans, then at the icepick lying in a puddle of
bloody water. She walked slowly to the door, watching the two women
embracing and rocking each other back and forth.
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WINTER GAMES
Steve Myslicki
Everybody else was already gone because it had gotten too cold to play
hockey and the sky was gray and swollen and all the stars were swallowed up,
even the full moon was surrounded by the creep of the sky and it seemed to get
smaller and smaller, and its light seemed to zero in just on the factory walls in
the distance. Everything else-the trees, the street, and the curves of the
creek-were hazy and gray and webbed with shadows. Bob stopped at the
other end of the creek and started makin' snowballs, and I finally got my other
skate off and tried to put my boots on, but I was havin' a hell of a time because I
couldn't feel anything and my fingers were stiffening and so I just tugged 'em
on and didn't lace 'em, and I pulled on my gloves and slid down the hill and
joined the two of them on the ice. Bob was already startin' to heave snowballs
at cars that passed by up on the bridge, but he usually had a pretty lousy arm
and we were standin' about the length of a rink away anyway, so he was lucky
if he made it to the bridge. I grabbed some snow along the edge of the creek,
and Kent looked at me as if he was gonna tell Dad, but I knew Kent, and once
he got going with throwing snowballs, he could be pretty ruthless, and you'd
have to drag him home. We had a couple of rules when it came to snowballin':
never throw snowballs until the lookout has gotten down the hill and signaled
that there are cars coming; never overpack the snowball and never dunk it too
long in the water along the edges of the creek because it gets as hard as a
baseball; and never hit a car that is next to another car because if the driver is
an old lady or something, she might have a heart attack and nail the guy next to
her, and both cars could tangle up and zoom off the bridge and there'd be a
huge explosion, and there's no doubt the three ofus would be dead when we got
home. I started packin' the snowballs and dippin' 'em real lightly in the water
underneath the chipped ice on the edges of the creek, and Kent scampered up
the hill and hung on to the guardrail and looked left and right to see if cars were
coming, and Bob gathered up all the snowballs I had made up and stacked 'em
next to a tree on the shore of the creek 'cause that would be our hiding place.
The wind was blowin' through the tunnel underneath the bridge and I felt it
start to sting on my face, and my gloves were gettin' wet and already startin' to
freeze, so I took the fingers of each glove in my teeth and yanked 'em off and
kept makin' snowballs, and in the distance, past the bridge where the creek
twisted like a snake to the barbed-wire fences of the factory, I thought I heard a
thumping and maybe a few voices, and for a second I thought about that dead
body barrelin' its way towards us, but the wind was hurlin' through the trees
now and the voices coulda just been the bends and moans of branches or
maybe a few of the factory workers lettin' off steam and laughin' at the stories
they had to tell about whores and waitresses that they always seem to talk
about.
Kent scampered down the hill and tiptoed like a reindeer towards us as he
said, "Two coming, hit the second one," and all three of us ducked behind the
tree and chomped on our breath and cocked our fists back and waited for the
slow rush of headlights and the swish of tires on the icy street, and then Bob
stepped out from behind the tree first and threw as the first car zoomed by and
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the second one just entered onto the bridge, and me and Kent timed our throws
at about the same time and by the time our snowballs grazed the moonlight and
burst upon the street, the car was already across the bridge and into the
darkness of the trees. I figured that was it, it was too cold and the snow was too
powdery and it hung in the air too long, and Kent was whining now and hugging
himself as his sweat froze along his bangs and on the back of his peach-fuzzed
neck. Bob scampered up the hill and said he'd be lookout this time, and before I
could say "forget it," he waved over at us and held his arms out past the length
of his shoulders, meaning there was a big one coming. Kent picked up a
snowball and started packing it nervously between his palms, and even from
where we stood in the pocket of the forest we could hear the semi's engines
growling in the distance, somewhere about where the bowling alleys and the
bars were at. I got a little nervous myself because usually guys that drive trucks
are crazy, and they'll gladly spend the whole night look.in' for some unlucky
kids who pegged their van with a snowball, and so I got my runnin' legs ready
and I felt the adrenaline start to simmer in my veins, and as the truck
disengaged and then caught again I waited for Bob to come down the hill. But
he just stood there against the guardrail, the lights of the truck startin' to glow
on his big dumb head and his whip-thin body, and I wanted to yell to him
because I realized now that those voices and footsteps weren't my imagination.
On the other side of the bridge were about six freaks walking on the ice towards
the bottom of the bridge; they were laughin' and one girl was screamin' like all
freak girls seem to do, and even though I could only see their silhouettes under
the bridge, I knew they were big and bushy-headed and their arms dangled
down to their knees and they had cigarettes goin', and now I felt sick 'cause I
knew freaks got a kick out of beating up younger kids. They were leaning
against the center foundation and the moonlight reflected on the opposite wall
at the foot of the bridge and even though I couldn't see exactly what they were
doing, I could see a couple of their shadows on the opposite wall and it looked
like they were wrestling because wild hands were flying and grabbing onjacket
collars and sleeves and still I heard the screams of a girl but they weren't
screams of fear because the wrestling shadows soon blended into one and
everything was quiet as the girl and one of the guys started to goof around, and
the roar of the truck exploded past the darkness of the trees and the lights were
now on the bridge and the shadows against the wall were still going at it and
one of the shadows, the girl, seemed to bend down and get on her knees and the
wall shook like all hell with the weight of the truck, but I could still see the
shadows shiver and I could see that she was down at the guy's crotch and my
breath snagged in my throat as the whistles and jeers of the other waiting freaks
rose above the roar of the truck, and as I realized what she was doing I felt
embarrassed as all hell and I knew Kent knew what I was thinking and I figured
Kent would tell Dad but I didn't care because there was something so
diabolical about the movements on the wall that I couldn't look away, and it
was then that I heard the explosion and the jerky movements on the wall
stopped and I looked up to the top of the hill where Bob stood frozen with his
arm in the throwing position and I heard glass sprinkle along the street and the
truck brakes howled like a dog in heat and Bob took off down the hill and slid
along the ice towards us and I wanted to scream, "Get away from us, the
freaks' 11 see us!" but it was too late, and we all ran down the creek and stopped
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at the end of the shoveled area where the big hollow stump lay in the center of
the ice. Two doors slammed shut but I couldn't see anybody on the bridge yet
because the truck was a little past the bridge and hidden behind the trees. The
moon above the factory walls in the distance seemed to be brighter and fatter
now and everything was much shinier and I figured it must be late and Dad
would probably be wondering where we were, but I didn't want to run just yet
because one of the freaks stepped out from under the darkness of the bridge,
zipping up his pants and looking up to see what happened, and already the
pungent smell of the burnt tires stabbed into my nose; and behind the freak
came the girl and she seemed to be really mad, she was pointing in our
direction and it seemed as ifwe had somehow spoiled a real important ritual or
something because if the guy didn't hold her back, she would have run straight
for us and tried to tear us apart by herself. This really had me bugged; I didn't
want her to come after us but I got the impression, the way she was twistin' and
tryin' to shake loose, that she wasn't in control any more- like freak girls
always are when they get the boys' attention. It was like the freak guys were
too frightened to pay her any attention and so here she was, spittin' like a cat
and tryin' to launch herself at us, and even though I was shittin' bricks and
thinkin' about how I would get my frozen legs to move, I kind of felt guilty
because I envied what those freaks were doing. They were like animals who
hide in the night and mate under the moonlight and howl and scream, kind of
romantic and adventurous, and lately I'd been having feelings of doing the
same thing, course not under a bridge or anything, but bein' able to run free and
not havin' to bother with people or parents who always screamed and glowered
at ya, and as I looked over at Bob I saw that he was smilin' but I don't think it
was because he was thinkin' what I was thinkin'; I think it was just because he
was all bundled up with fear and the excitement of getting even with the
grown-ups. The freaks all waited under the blackness of the bridge, and I could
hear the cracks of their high-heeled shoes on the ice as they ducked their heads
in and out of the shadows and waited for the right moment to take off, and now
the wind whistled under the bridge and blew in our faces and sucked through
the hollow of the stump. Two truckers stepped onto the bridge, one of them was
small and built kinda like a hunched-over rabbit, and he was tryin' to hold back
this other trucker by grabbin' 'im on the biceps, but the other guy was huge and
he staggered around like a bear, and even from where we crouched we could
hear him screamin', "I'll kill 'em, I'll take 'em over my kneessss and break
their backssss!" and the voice was slobbering and maybe a little drunk, but it
barreled out of the depths of the trucker's chest and he was slapping the smaller
trucker away and as they stepped dead center on the bridge the moon rose
higher from the coughs of the factory chimneys and shone like a spotlight on
the bridge and I got a good glimpse of what the big trucker really looked like;
and at that second I felt like we were definitely going to die-we'd never make
it home and I'd never play hockey again or never be able to lie in bed while
Kent snored and dream about having a girl of my own-because the trucker
was about the most evil-looking man I'd ever seen. He held his big hands on
the guardrail with his back blazing from the moonlight and his body framed in
the glow of the light, and right then and there he looked bigger than my dad
and bigger than Frankenstein and his whole body just trembled like he was
charged with electricity, and I saw that his flannel shirt was open to the navel
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and his chest was just bustin' out and he wore a sleeveless hunting jacket and
there was a headband around his huge black-maned skull, but what scared me
the most was his face: even though it was dark and hard to make out, I could
see that his cheekbones were high and sharp like razors and his cheeks bulged
out like fists and his eyes were black and small and I thought to myself, "This
guy looks like a huge Indian!" and now I'm startin' to imagine that he has all
these supernatural powers and he can summon up wolves and rats, and Indians
always scared the hell out of me 'cause they always laugh a lot when they're
drunk on TV and you don't know what they're gonna do 'cause they hate white
people, and as he turned a profile to us and batted the smaller trucker away
again, I saw a trickle of blood curve down his cheek and he looked like he had
war paint on and his eyes were blazing orange and flapping in and out violently
as he lost all control of himself and back-handed the smaller trucker away with
the back of his fist and the small guy's feet lifted off the ground and he sailed
down and crumpled to the street, and the Indian stepped to the guardrail and
bent down to his boot and pulled out a knife which caught the moonlight for a
second and then disappeared as he held it up to the skin of his chest. The first
step he took on the hill he lost his footing and spilled down to the ice, his curses
shredding through the trees and finally he stopped and pushed himself up, the
knife still in his hand, and the moon was higher and it shone on the ice in front
of him bearing his monstrously long shadow, and the freaks under the bridge
were trying to get their footing and run away but their high heels clattered and
echoed and they swore in panic as the trucker stepped completely into the
moonlight, his black hair slick and pasted to his veiny skull, his chest bleeding
from the fall and blood wrapped around the blade, which had accidentally
scraped off his skin, and the freaks were screaming, they were saying, "No, no,
it wasn't us!" except for the girl, she was standing out from under the bridge
with her arms crossed, she wasn't gonna let anybody scare her, and the wind
whistled through the hollow of the stump like a cat hissing and the factory
whistle blew-it was midnight-and the trucker stopped with his knife up and
his left arm stretched out for balance and the whistle ended, and then it was
only the wind blowing through the trees and the knocks on the ice from the
shifting of the trucker's enormous weight, and then one of the freaks yelled,
"There they are, they're right there!" and the trucker whirled and saw us
frozen behind the stump, and his mouth carved open like ajack-o-lantern and
his eyes flickered and the freaks in the forest pushed branches and Bob jerked
up and took off down the ice towards the darkness of the creaky unshoveled
area, and me and Kent got up and I grabbed his arm and we clomped off the ice
and headed into the forest towards the frozen stream path and we heard the
Indian howl with a tangled war cry and the freaks started hooting and swearing
and coming after us.
The branches would dive and slap against my face as I ran down the frozen
stream path that would eventually get us to the abandoned swimming pool. I
could hear Kent panting behind me and he was laughing and crying in a
panicky sort of gibberish and I felt like laughing a little bit too but I held the
bubbling feeling inside of me because I knew once I laughed, that would be it,
I'd lose all control and probably be delirious. It seemed like we ran for miles
through the trees and the footing on the stream path was super treacherous
because the ice was hollow and it cracked between your feet and every step I
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took I winced as if I was going to break an ankle. I was already dead tired and
my shoes were coming off my heels and so I stopped as we neared the fence of
the swimming pool and the crops and crops of houses that signaled the end of
the forest. Kent bumped into me and stumbled against the sloped side of the
path, and in the distance I could hear yells and branches breaking, but we had
lost the freaks on the path. Kent was pasty white and his face was scratched
and swollen, and I looked at him to kind of tell him we had made it, but he was
too busy crying and mumbling that I had let the branches go in his face and his
cheeks were burning, so I told him to go around the pool and go home and he
stood up and his little body waddled down the trail as his words choked out of
his stomach, he was "gonna tell Dad, gonna tell Dad," and I watched him
disappear into the trees. I leaned against the fence of the swimming pool and
wondered if Bob had made it, and then I figured he probably had scaled the
fence and taken the shortcut to his house, which was on the outskirts of the
forest, and even from where I stood I could see their chimney smoking against
the belly of the full-moon sky. The swimming pool was bathed in moonlight
and the brick outhouse next to the wading pool was completely black and
windows were broken and caked with webs. I was about to scale the fence and
take the shortcut to Bob's when I saw the splotches of red on the other side of
the fence, leading straight into the empty pool. I let go of the fence and backed
away as I saw Bob step out of his hiding place in the shadows of the outhouse
and look into the depths of the pool, and then he saw me and he screamed,
"Reggie, get out of here!" But I just stood frozen as Bob jumped onto the
opposite fence and started digging his boots into the small holes and trying to
claw his way up, and from inside the four walls of the pool there was a roar of
pain and anger that knocked me off my feet, and Bob was at the top of the
fence, trying to latch his hands against an unbarbed area, and as the moonlight
swelled on the edges of the pool, I saw one huge hand, the size of Bob's head,
claw onto the cement, and then the second followed and both hands were red
and powerful and then the gruesome face followed, the hair black and wet and
the eyes so small and contorted with anger that it looked as if they had dug into
the folds of his skin, and the Indian lifted himself out of the pool like a huge
spider and his lips twisted in a sneer and his chest and shirt were black with
blood, and Bob was still at the top, his pants catching on the barbs, and the
Indian thrust himself onto his feet and took two savage steps towards Bob and
then he fell face first onto the cement and I could see that one of his ankles
must've been broken, and then he pushed himself up again and toppled against
the fence and all four sides shook and rattled and for a second I thought they'd
fall and take Bob with them, and all this time I was swearing at myself for not
being able to move and a lot of times at night I still torture myself for not being
able to summon courage at that moment, but Bob finally loosened himself and
lost his balance as the Indian shook the fence and it looked as if Bob might've
fallen directly into the outstretched arms of the raging Indian, but he pushed
with his feet off the fence and landed on the other side and the Indian screamed
and crumpled to the cement and before he had a chance to look at me I took off
around the fence and ran towards Bob's house. The Indian just sat there, his
head down, one of his shoes off, and in one of his hands he cradled a tiny bottle
of liquor, which he punched up to his lips and then slowly lowered as his chin
dropped to his chest and his curses slowly oozed to drunken whispers.
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Bob's house was framed in the moonlight, and the snow up on the roof
twinkled like a Christmas card. I walked out of the trees and crashed through
the alley and heard their dog whining and crying in the backyard. The living
room lights were on and the rest of the windows were frosty and black. As I
neared the gravel driveway, I could hear the shouts already, and as I stopped
and looked in the windows, looking for Bob, I instead saw two silhouettes
standing across from each other against the dining room table, their faces and
chins almost meeting in the middle and their arms and hands clenched on the
sides of the table. I couldn't look as the man's hand rose as if he was going to
slap the woman, and I never heard the contact, I just heard the continual
screaming and the dog crying louder now and Bob knocking on the car window
for me to come in, and I opened up and he turned his face away and I closed the
door and still heard the shouts shake against the windows of the car and Bob
told me to lock it up and I did.
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THE WIENIE
Patty McNair

I
A rather unnerving thing happened on the north side of Chicago on Monday,
July Seventh. As usual, Surita Toy slept through the morning. Sometime
around noon she awoke feeling an undeniable pressure inside. As she opened
her mascara-caked eyes, she saw the yellowing drool and muddy makeup
stains on the ratty pillowcase her face was flattened against. She needed to pee.
She hoisted herself from the gritty sheets and straddled the comer of the bed.
Every movement brought forth a different squeal from the rusted coils below
the lumpy, smelly mattress. She opened her legs covered with black fishnet
stockings-holes at the toes and knees and a gaper below the waistband- and
scratched. Clawed, actually. Surita Toy raked her half painted, half peeled,
spiked and broken dirty fingernails into the skin of her upper inner left thighright where the rash started before it traveled upward toward her navel. The
desire to scratch was considerably stronger than the desire to urinate, so she
succumbed to one and momentarily ignored the other.
Her itch somewhat subdued, Surita Toy slid from the beaten bed. The
irritating screech of the box spring assaulted her sleep-sensitive ears like the
yowl of a cat in heat. She hated this old bed. If one passed by it too closely, it
creaked. Needless to say, when she had customers ("guests," as Xaviera Hen
called them) the noise was similar to an el train crying around the bends of
track that surround the Loop.
Surita Toy left the debris of her tiny room-the unmade cot with the overfilled ashtrays surrounding it like candles on a shrine; the tom colored hose
strewn around the room in lumps that looked like neon ant hills-electric blue,
goldenrod, fuschia; shoes scattered strategically like well-placed land mines
waiting for a victim to stumble through in the dark; one scratched metal folding
chair piled high with bras, garters, slips in desperate need of laundering; a
three-drawer chest, each drawer brimming to overflow: papers, clothes,
cosmetics poking out of the openings- and yanked the door closed behind her.
She headed down the long hallway past the other girls' rooms. Neat, frilly
pink four-posters, streamlined hideaways, and fur-covered waterbeds could be
seen through the open doorways. Surita Toy continued on to the door at the top
of the stairs.
The bathroom was occupied. Surita Toy pressed her knees together and
slapped her left thigh to stun the itch creeping there. Xaviera Hen ( the girls
called her "Mother") opened the bathroom and huffed past the other woman.
Surita Toy peed, wiped, scratched, and headed down the stairs to the
kitchen. The aroma of bratwurst and sauerkraut wafted through the air. She
would have preferred eggs, but Surita Toy knew better than to ask Mother Hen
for breakfast when the hour called for lunch.
Xaviera Hen sat at the Formica table smoking and clucking. She did not like
her girls sleeping past nine- after all, lots of guests stopped by on their way to
the office each morning. Xaviera Hen sucked on her can of Old Style Light and
watched Surita Toy slice open a torpedo roll for her brat.
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Surita Toy felt the eyes of Mother Hen on her back as she fished in the kettle
for a sausage. She wished she had changed her dress from the one she had slept
in, aware of the creases and wrinkles and sweat stains circling her armpits. She
tugged at her hem and jerked at the waistband of her stockings, expanding the
hole across her belly.
Surita Toy dipped the aluminum tongs into the boiling water again, bobbing
for a hunk of meat. Xaviera Hen sighed in exasperation. Surita Toy turned
toward her as she plucked a bratwurst from the pot. She plopped the link into
the roll she had prepared, keeping her eyes on Mother Hen's face. Tentatively,
she pulled a chair out from under the table and sat. The springs creaked.
" Brats smell wonderful," Surita Toy cooed to warm the chill in the kitchen
air. Xaviera grunted and lowered her eyes finally from those of her employee
to focus on the stubbing out of her cigarette in the plastic ashtray marked
" Climax Motel."
Surita Toy bit into her sandwich and came away with a mouthful of dry,
slightly stale bread. Must have been a particularly short brat. She peeled back
the bun and inserted her finger, pushing the swollen red tube up to the edge of
the roll where she had bitten-the pattern of her teeth forming a semi-circle in
the crust Surita noticed the feel of the link under her grimy fingertips. It was
not the feel of an ordinary hot dog- slippery taut skin pulled over the machinepummeled and molded meat. The skin moved slightly as she touched it, and
the insides ( though firm) were not solid like those of a bratwurst. It was sort of
squishy and veiny like aSurita Toy dropped the roll and its contents and gasped. It was not a wiener
at all! It was a wienie! Indeed, it was a penis.
The appendage popped out of the bun and rolled across the table toward
Mother Hen.
" What the-?" Xaviera bellowed. She jumped from her chair as she caught
sight of the eyelet at the end of the wienie. Shiny strands of sauerkraut stuck to
the skin in pale contrast to the deep blue veins showing through the semitransparent, bruised-looking flesh. She hollered at Surita from the safety of
the doorway that led to the stairwell.
" Now look what you' ve done! Wench! I have told you a million times to
take it easy on the guests! Not everybody likes the rough stuff, you know. Why
you ... you . . . you tramp! I'll have you know this is a respectable establishment. I don' t know why I ever hired you. Just look at you-those ripped
nylons, that awful dress! I never did understand why you insist on sleeping in
your clothes all the time. And that room of yours- P. U Ever think of changing
those sheets? At least after every tenth guest or so.
" Speaking of guests, I've about had it with the complaints, young lady. Just
yesterday three gentlemen complained of teeth marks on their privates. What
are you trying to do, bite it off? And you don't yank on the damn thing ... "
Mother Hen rattled on in her rage and scolding, punctuating her remarks
with indignant adjustments of her straight-seamed nylons, lacy garters and
rayon lounging robe. Surita Toy was used to this barrage of insults. She tuned
out the braying woman standing at the foot of the stairs and moved closer to her
find lying on the plastic table top, studying the swollen purply-redness of the
dink, mentally measuring the four inches from its small bulbous head to the
end-the part that normally was attached to a male body. How very bizarre.
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Yet, somehow very familiar.
She poked at the thing, watching it roll awkwardly over the surface of the
table, trailing sauerkraut. Using her thumb and index finger, Surita pinched the
skin just below the head and lifted it, as one lifts a kitten by its scruff. Surita
wrapped her unmanicured fingers around the sausage. The texture in the palm
of her hand, the skin still warm and somewhat sticky from the cooking water,
the weight of the phallus sparked her memory. Of course. Surita Toy saw
Richard Less standing over her rumpled bed, three-piece suit still intact with
the exception of the open barn door where the little pony was sticking out its
tiny head.
This was Richard Less' s thing.
Surita Toy brought it close to her face and squinted. She had never seen one
of these in such bright light before, rather ugly actually.
"How could this have happened?" wondered Surita. She was confused,
alarmed. "Mr. Less is always in such a hurry, maybe he forgot to tuck before
he zipped? No, it doesn't make any sense at all."
Xaviera was still ranting as she edged herself around the kitchen, feeling her
way with her hands behind her back, inching along the countertops.
"You get rid of that thing now! I mean now, before the lunch hour rush
starts ... this instant!"
"I'lljust take it up to my room for now," Surita offered. "I'm sure I can think
of something to do with it later."
"Not on your life, sister! This is my house and I'll have no unattached
members hanging around. Besides, if you stash it in your room, it's sure to get
lost in all that garbage and turn up in some other guest's underwear. No, sir.
You take it out of here NOW."
Surita Toy scrambled back up the stairs to her filthy room and pulled two
sandals from the various piles. Luckily, they matched. She found an old
McDonald's bag in one corner, dumped the remnants of a month-old Filet-<r
Fish and the red cardboard french fry container on the floor, and pushed the
hunk of flesh into the crumpled sack.
Surita Toy left the hotel and headed east on Division toward Lake
Michigan, past Cabrini Green and all the night clubs just off State. She
considered dropping the bag in one of the green dumpsters that adorned the
mouths of the alleys up and down the street, but in that area there were too
many starving homeless folks who pulled their meals from those cans. She
could not allow Richard Less' s penis to be eaten like a discarded salami by a
blurry-visioned old bum.
Once down by the lake, Surita Toy thought of tossing it into the water or
burying it under the sand. But at 1:00 on a sunny July afternoon, there was not
even an inch of sand to be seen beneath the multitude of bronzing semi-nude
bodies. And most assuredly, she would be fined if she were seen littering into
the lake-there were dozens of battered white signs posted along the water that
said so.
Casually ( well, somewhat casually she hoped- all things considered),
Surita Toy strolled back up Cedar Street toward State. The tree-lined
residential block of the Gold Coast was quiet, empty of pedestrians. Surita
attempted to dump the bag into one of the huge planters in front of a silvery
highrise, but at that moment a snooty-looking nanny, complete with starched
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white cap, support hose and baby carriage, came down the marble drive and
called, "Say there!" The voice was shrill, nasal, grating like a fine silver fork
scraping across a Wedgewood plate. "I believe you forgot something." She
pointed a white-nailed, knobby-knuckled finger at the grease-stained bag
resting on a bunch of yellow snapdragons.
"Of course," Surita mumbled. "Thank you." She picked up her prize and,
stuffing it into the pocket of her dress, headed to State, took a right, two blocks
to Division and continued west to Clark.
But I'm afraid I haven't told you a thing about the real Surita Toy. I am so
sorry. Surita Toy was an admirable girl in a number of ways.
Like most small town runaways turned hooker in the big city, Surita was a
lazy young woman. How else could she stay in bed all day and make a living?
Her income was mediocre at best, as were her talents, but she had a roof over
her head and food in her belly-and of course, her warm if dilapidated bed.
Surita Toy had her quirks, as I'm sure many in her profession did. After
spending the major part of her waking hours removing her clothing, she insisted
on spending her nights sleeping in her clothes: dress, hose, occasionally even
her shoes. Yes, she was a slob. Notjust sloppy: dirty. More often than once her
more finicky customers commented on this. Particularly Richard Less. "Don't
you ever bathe? I'm afraid one day I'll catch something rolling around in all
this garbage. Woman, you are disgusting, are you sure you've had your
shots?" Surita Toy was never amused by his banter and assured Richard Less
that she was indeed disease-free. Then she would tug him toward her and dig
her toenails into the flesh behind his ears, and her claws into any other area she
desired.
The industrious girl entered the darkened subway stairwell and lowered
herself into the blackness. The cool air from the depths of the city's transit
system sent a chill up her spine, and Surita Toy jammed her fists into her dress
pockets and squared her shoulders against the shiver working through her
small frame. Her knuckles smashed into the bag in her pocket and as a rumble
welled up beneath her feet, she came up with a plan.
Surita Toy zipped down the stairs at the Division and Clark stop, hoping to
beat the train she heard as she flashed her pass at the leering man in the
cubicle. Too late. She heard the thunder of the train echo somewhere far down
the long dark tunnel. An old bum with rags wrapped around his ankles and feet,
shorts from Bermuda, and a calf-length overcoat that had no buttons, collar,
sleeves or lining, released himself from the fly of his pants and took aim. Surita
Toy heard the initial splash as his stream hit the opposite wall across the tracks
and then the muted piddle tum to dribble as the derelict relieved himself
quickly and efficiently. She fingered the crumpled McDonald's bag in her
pocket and noticed the size of her find was quite a bit smaller than that which
the drunk was now stashing back in his shorts. He never seemed to notice

Surita, turned his back to her, and walked further into the tunnel to find a pole
to lean on.
Surita Toy felt relatively safe now. She heard another train roaring toward
the platform and positioned herself close to the lip over the tracks. Putting one
foot far behind the other for leverage, Surita wrestled the sack from her pocket.
She leaned forward with one arm stretched out over the third rail of track, her
face toward the oncoming light The wind shifted and blew her hair back from
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her sweaty brow, her balance faltered slightly, and she held the bag more
tightly in her outstretched hand as if to steady herself. Over the screech of train
wheels on steel, Surita heard the distinct sound of heavy footfalls on the stairs
behind her right shoulder. She glanced back at the "kerchunk" sounds and
caught sight of a man.
"Yo, babe!" the intruder yelled. "Watch it!" He jumped toward Surita as
the train rushed past the pair, crushing the paper bag that had held Richard
Less's wienie under its heavy metal wheels. Surita had barely dropped the bag
and pulled her arm back in time to avoid losing her right hand. She staggered
back from the edge of the platform directly into the arms of the man who had
called to her before.
"Just what do you think yer doin'?" The man shook Surita at arm's length.
She dropped her head in cowardice and stared at his shiny black biker boots
with heavy chains wrapped around them from heel to pointed toe. Neither of
the two spoke for many moments until he shook her again. "Yo, babe. I'm
talking to you. This is city property; just where do you come off throwingjunk
around like that?"
Surita timidly worked her eyes up the man's skinny legs in too-tight black
denims, past the gray wool hunter's socks tucked over his pantlegs into his
boots like legwarmers. She let her eyes flick over the noticeable bulge below
his oversized brass belt buckle that formed the letters "R-A-M-B-O," and up
to the silk-screened fist printed on the black sleeveless muscle shirt. The man
had a bulging chest and strong arms and the red beret of the group "Guardian
Angels." A self-appointed subway patrolman. As Surita saw it, self-appointed
or not, the man was still a patrolman.
Surita reached up to his teenaged face: black, gleaming with perspiration.
The young man stepped back and stood in a tense "at-ease" position, sucking
in his stomach and pooching his chest out even further to demonstrate his
dominance of the situation. He tapped a foot slightly, impatiently.
"Well, I'm waiting for an explanation. Can't you read? Baby, just look at
that sign." He pointed a well-chewed, clean pink-nailed finger at the sign over
the tracks that read "Litterers will be subject to a $50.00 fine."
Fifty dollars would take at least five guests, and Surita Toy was in no mood
to give up that much hard-earned cash. She stepped closer to the Angel again
and ran one of her nubby fingers along the valley that led from his belly button
to his chest, tracing the fingers of the fist painted on his shirt.
"How about a free ride, fella? And I'm not talking subway ... "
"Look, babe-whatever yer sellin', I'm not bu yin'. Get it? Besides, I got
three chicks of my own 'round here that keep me satisfied. I'm not lookin' for
no strange ... and you are strange! Now paws off and let's go back up into the
daylight Seems like you have some explainin' to do."
Surita swallowed hard and blanched. The two climbed the stairs into the
bright sun and here the events of that steamy summer day seemed to melt into
one another.
II

Richard Less slammed his palm down on the off button of the chirping alarm
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clock. He squinted at the digital reading in the semi-dark room. Monday, July
7, 5:30 A.M. He rubbed his hands together as he always did upon waking up, a
warming motion even though he was not cold. It was a habit for which he had
no explanation. He noticed the itch near his groin, the one he brought home
before the weekend from that cheap brothel he visited every Friday afternoon
( whether he needed it or not), and Richard Less scratched the tops of his thighs
and lower abdomen with his closely-clipped, highly-buffed fingernailss. His
expensive manicure did not leave enough length of nail to provide much relief
to an itch, but he scraped away at his skin nonetheless.
Richard Less tossed back the butterscotch down comforter and champagne
satin sheets and narrowly escaped the cloying embrace of his wife, Hope. Each
morning she tried to capture him in her arms and threaten him with lovemaking. As usual, Richard Less was out of bed and in the chrome-adorned
bathroom long before his wife had her eyes fully opened.
The room was silver and white. White fluffy 100%-cotto n towels hung from
chrome rods surrounding the double vanity and sunken tub. A plush white
wall-to-wall pile warmed the soles of Richard Less's feet. The sliding doors
that provided privacy for the bather were made of two floor-to-ceiling mirrors.
The bathroom door was hung with a full-length mirror as well. Another wall of
reflective glass crossed over the long vanity counter. Richard Less positioned
his body to admire the reflections of reflections of his reflection. Not bad for
forty-two.
The lean quadriceps bulged slightly and strained the soft material of his
pant-legs. That's what five miles a day did. He leaned forward a little to
examine the small balding patch at the crown of his head under the bright
fluorescent tile lighting. He adjusted a curl here and there to cover the shining
area. Richard Less straightened up, thrusting his chest out and shoulders back,
sucked in his gut and pulled the pajama top up to expose his washboard
stomach. The health spa tan accentuated the ripples achieved from hundreds
of weekly sit-ups. He stepped backward in the direction of the throne and
released the drawstring of his gray striped Polo pajama trousers, unaware of
the slight rustling sound they made as they hit the extra-padded carpet.
He was about to sit when he noticed the bright red rash spreading there.
Frantically, he drew the pajama top over his head and added it to the pile made
by his pants. He moved closer to the mirror on the door. How awful. The skin
appeared smooth yet bloated from the tops of his thighs to the lower abdominal
muscles just below his belly button. Hip to hip, the redness stared back at
Richard Less from his reflections. He turned to the mirror at his side and saw
the same disgusting rash.
Richard Less fought the urge to scratch at the irritation. He moved even
closer to the full- length mirror and studied the infliction for blisters, broken
skin, bumps, anything one might associate with a rash of this kind in this body
region. There was only redness and that relentless itch. As he studied his belly
and thighs he realized that it was probably not quite as bad as it originally
appeared. The severity of the rash was initially amplified by the absence of his
penis.
THE ABSENCE OF HIS PENIS??!!
Richard Less reached down and groped but felt nothing except taut skin. He
passed his hand from one jutting hipbone to the other and felt the flat surface.
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He turned this way and that examining his reflection in the multiple mirrors
and saw nothing resembling the slight protrusion he was used to seeing there on
his body. Never having been a hairy man, Richard Less wished for some curls
to hide the obviously empty area of flesh.
He must be dreaming, he was sure. He went to one of the white marble
basins and pulled up on the silver handle marked "C." Filling the bowl, he
cupped his hands into the ice-cold water and splashed his face repeatedly. He
wagged his head from side to side, sending droplets across the long mirror and
wet spots to the carpet, and returned to his spot amidst his reflections. Still
memberless. Shaken, yet still somewhat in control, Richard wrapped a terry
towel around his lean waist and tiptoed back to his room.
It is only right that I tell you something about Richard Less. Less is a yuppie,
although he prefers to think of himself as an achiever. He works sixty-hour
weeks to provide his family with a lifestyle that is well beyond their means.
Being named E. F. Hutton's Broker of the Month five months running has
given Richard Less the impression that "When R L. talks, everybody listens."
He is filled with self-importance, desire, greed and ruthlessness- all the key
ingredients of a successful executive. Yet he wants more. His house is largehe wants an addition. His child gets B's- he wants A's. His wife is a size
nine-she should be a five. His Mercedes is an '83-he wants an '87. You can
see the pattern. And as usual, this kind of drive leads to a rather solitary life.
All work and no play, as the saying goes. Although he provides a lovely house
for his family, it is far short of being a home-as the three are also short of
being a family.
Richard Less looked at his sleeping wife as he gently picked the blankets up
off the bed. "Perhaps it fell off during the night," he thought to himself as he
rubbed his hand along the cool satin of the linens. Nothing. He snuck quietly to
the walk-in closet across the room and opened the door. Pulling it shut behind
him, Richard turned the lock on the knob. He snapped on the overhead light
and popped the lid on the hamper. Less reached into the basket and rummaged
through the fabrics, feeling for a solid substance. Nothing. Frustrated, he
dumped the dirty clothes onto the closet floor and, on his knees, began tossing
each piece over his shoulders after sifting and shaking it, pulling pockets inside
out and wringing the toes of the socks. Again, no luck.
Richard Less quietly opened the door and crept out of his bedroom and into
the hallway. A small mirror hung over an antique washstand next to the bedroom door. He took the mirror from its hook and lowered it until he could see
the towel around his waist in the glass. Less untucked the corner of the towel
and pulled it from his middle. No change. A flat, red surface. No penis.
Sprinting to the bathroom again, Richard secured the door and picked up his
pajama drawers from the heap. He jabbed his hand in through the fly and down
each leg, pulling the material up to the pit of his arm until he could see his
fingertips where his toes usually were. Of course, it wasn't there either.
Richard Less wound through the curves and cul-de-sacs of his comfortable
little neighborhood, his eyes surveying the satellite dishes and Mexican
gardeners pushing shiny new rototillers. He saw black women shaking rugs
over colorful flower beds, red-brown boys skimming pools, even an East
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Indian-looking fellow sloshing soapy water over a pair of Mercedes in front of
a four-car garage.
Suddenly he saw a child dressed in red and green pedal full speed past him
on a bright yellow dirt bike. Less was not imagining this- it was his penis.
He watched as the boy jumped a curb and went racing over the grass and
between two large houses-disap pearing ( again) from sight He pulled the car
over and unfolded himself from the interior.
In front of one of the houses between which Less' s penis had passed was a
group of gardeners laughing and drinking beer. Lunch break, no doubt. Richard
Less approached them.
"You guys didn't happen to see a little p---, uh, boy ride through here a little
bit ago, did you?" He had started to say what he was really after, but even a
friendly group of Mexican gardeners would not look favorably on a man
"looking for a little prick."
"Chure, I know who you mean," said one of the men. "He's a Banger boy."
Less guffawed. "What's a Banger boy?" He wasn't sure he really wanted to
know.
"Ju know, Robert Banger. The big house. On Willow. Man's got some fine
bushes over there ... I'd like to get my clippers on that hedge. Wife's not bad
either. The boy, he's one of theirs. They got almost as much kids as they got
money. And they got a lotta money. I seen that yellow bike out back by the
patio. Take a look."
The gardener grabbed Richard Less' s elbow and steered him behind the
garage-Less didn't even flinch under the clammy hold of the man's soilstained fingers. He looked to where the man extended a blackened fingertip
and saw a quarter-acre patio stretched out behind a palatial pink brick quasimansion. And there, with skin as deep a pink as the hue of the house, was
Richard's penis.
The penis careened out of the open sliding glass doors that led from the
house to the patio and bounded onto the bicycle saddle with such force that
Less winced-out of habit, no doubt. Across the lawns and back between the
houses to the street the penis rode, and Richard Less dashed to his sports car in
hot pursuit.
He followed the bike slowly and cautiously, not wanting to attract the
attention of his neighbors. The pair worked their way out of the maze of the
residential lanes and onto a more traversed street of apartment buildings and
mini-malls. The penis turned into one of the shopping centers and headed
toward the day-glow gleam of neon lights lining the window of a video arcade.
The bike was anchored to the rack outside the entrance, and the appendage,
dressed in red and green, spun through the revolving door.
Richard Less maneuvered his car into a spot in the crowded lot, barely
missing a pre-teen punk on a skateboard, grunting an apology as the kid stuck
his head in the passenger window of the car to scream an obscenity and flip
Less the bird.
The temperature was somewhere in the nineties; the Mercedes was a sauna.
As Less crawled out, he noticed that his jogging pants had soaked through with
perspiration, and the strong scent of Cruex assaulted his senses. Less looked
down at his legs and saw the pants glued to his lower half. The hollow V
between his thighs looked odd to Less. He snapped the waistband of his
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trousers, trying to loosen the cling of the fabric from his penisless trunk- but
the pants remolded themselves to his body like fly paper to an insect. He stood
next to his auto and held the pants away from his waist by the elastic, forming a
kangaroo-type pouch for the air to circulate through. Less bent his head low to
peer into the darkness of his clothing to once again inspect the rash and the
vacancy. A blast of a horn and a whiney woman's voice pulled Richard Less' s
face out of his lap.
"Hey, pervert! Whatsa matter, can't you find it? Geez, they oughta lock you
guys up." The middle-aged fat woman in curlers and a station wagon squealed
out of the lot, muttering to herself along the way.
Less turned his attention to the arcade, appropriately named the Snake Pit.
He strolled toward the entry with his hands casually folded below his belly,
over his groin. Once through the revolving door, he pushed past the troop
surrounding the hot and heavy fooseball tournament An unidentified flying
object whizzed past his right ear, and a scrawny girl of seven or so chased after
the runaway air hockey puck. Deep inside the belly of the Pit, Richard focused
hard to find that familiar head amidst the swarm of faces illuminated by the
eerie lights of the flashing, coin-eating machines. A pink glow blanketed the
arcade, giving it a dreamlike atmosphere. Less looked up to find the source of
the rose light and noticed a skylight painted a translucent peppermint shade.
The sun streamed down through the painted panes and flashed off the railing
surrounding the loft-like balcony that made up the second floor of the game
room. Overhangs about six feet deep lined three walls of the arcade- almost
halfway between floor and ceiling. Games of lasers and silver balls hugged the
three walls and challenged the arcade customers. Deep mechanical voices
boomed invitations to passers-by ("BLACK KNIGHT WANTS YOU ...
HO HO HO HO!") and bells and beeps beckoned. Less leaned his head back
and squinted into the pinkened sunlight and spotted it There, in front of a
particularly verbal Ms. Pac Man-its round, red, shiny-bald head just high
enough so it could barely see over the controls of the screen-was his penis.
Richard Less took the stairs two at a time to the little balcony. He
approached the thing step by step, grateful that his penis was mesmerized by
the electronic toy and grateful that the noisy whirs and clangs of the games
surrounding them covered the squeak of his Reeboks on the sticky linoleum
floor. He needed time to think. How would he address this thing? Less really
had no idea how one speaks to children, especially when they are not one's
own. But it was Richard's. Not his child, his penis- surely it must know that.
He studied the squat little being from a distance of the width of two or so
machines. "Short, but thick," Less thought to himself as he always had when
he had studied his penis before. He noticed the folds of skin just below the fat
head, over the scout's collar. As the game increased the level of excitement the
thing experienced, it began to bob in place. With every point scored, the penis
seemed to stand a little taller, flush a little redder. Less smiled in admirationfine- looking specimen. Funny though, he had never noticed that pimply
redness on the smooth skin before. No matter, it was still his penis.
Less cleared his throat. He was at the penis's shoulder. It jumped at the
sudden human sound. The penis turned toward Less with a nasty scowl. A vein
pulsed in its fleshy head. "You made me get eaten, mister."
"Uh, I'm really sorry about that, son." He reached out a hand to pat the
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penis in what he hoped would be a fatherly sort of way. The flesh was hot under
his fingertips. The penis squirmed at the touch.
"I don't talk to strangers," it spat from its tiny purple mouth. With that, it
turned its attention to the cup of soda it had balanced on the railing, guzzling
the liquid and gulping noisily. Sucking up the entire contents of the cup without
a pause, the penis burped loudly and flattened the paper container beneath its
heel with a hollow pop that made Richard Less jump. Heads swiveled to glare
at the noisy thing. Less stood by, embarrassed by the attention drawn in their
direction. Immediately, he cupped his hands in a cross in front of his flat lower
abdomen. He turned his back to the crowd looking up from the lower floor and
moved closer to his penis. He bowed his head and lowered his voice so that
only it could hear his words.
"Now, I'm not really a stranger at all, am I?"
The penis was getting antsy; sputtering, reddening. Richard Less had to try
again.
"Surely you know what you are, who I am? This morning when I woke up
and you were gone, well ... of course, I was quite upset ... I'm just glad I
caught up with you again, at last."
The penis shrunk away from Less's outstretched hand. "I never saw you
before, mister. I don't know what you're talkin' about this morning-I never
slept with you or whatever you're tryin' to say. You got the wrong guy."
Richard was frustrated, hot, suddenly angry. "Damnit! You belong to me!"
He screamed out above the ringing of bells, clattering of balls and pucks. "You
were right here last night," he grabbed his empty crotch, "and I want you back
here tonight, get it? Look!" He pulled the penis by the head with one hand and
pulled on his waistband with the other, intending to show the penis whence it
came.
The room had suddenly grown quite silent as necks craned back on the
patrons of the lower floor, trying desperately to see what the commotion was.
A man in a gray uniform with a patch on the shoulder with the words "Mall
Security" stitched in yellow was making his way up the stairs through the
crowd moving toward the second landing. "Hold it right there, buddy," the
man called to Less. The penis wriggled out from Richard Less' s grip.
Richard turned to the rent-a-cop. "Yer outta here, bud," the gray-suited man
said as he pushed Richard Less back down the stairs and toward the revolving
door." And don't come back, y'hear? We don't like yer kind flittin' around the
kiddies-got it?" The guard trapped Less into one of the compartments of the
door and gave it a whirl. Richard Less tumbled onto the sidewalk. He stood
and dusted himself off and momentarily inspected the tear in the knee of his
pants. He walked back to the window of the arcade and looked in. The balcony
was empty. His penis was gone.
Richard Less was too excited to speak for a moment. He just stood in the
large foyer with his mouth open, hands hanging limply at his sides.
"I got it right here," the young black man repeated, shifting nervously from
foot to foot. "I knew you'd be wanting it, so I brought it along. You know, it's
kinda strange, but there was a north side hooker sorta involved with this whole
case. Scummy little thing name of Surita Toy. You don't know her-no, course
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not, rich classy dude like you. Anyway, cops took her. Serves her right, too. I
always seen her on my patrol, you know-hustlin', grabbin' at dudes. Serves
her right"
The man pulled his hands from behind his back as he spoke and produced a
clear plastic ziplock storage bag. Inside was a small, purply-red tube-at first
glance it could have been a hot dog. But Less knew exactly what it was. He
reached out and grabbed for the bag, but the younger man held it just out of his
reach.
"Well, I guess I'll be givin' you your thing and head on outta here. Nice
neighborhood you got here. Long way from home, though. Cost a good buck to
cab it back to the city, s'pose. I better be gettin', though. Lotta studyin' to do.
Tryin' to get a scholarship for college. Takes a lotta work. I sure wish I could
afford to pay for it myself. .. at least some of it." The man swung the bag
absently as he spoke, waving it over Less' s palm.
Richard Less caught on, finally. He reached into his back pocket and pulled
out his wallet. He flipped through the contents and counted two single dollar
bills, one fifty, and a crisp hundred. He considered giving the guy the singlesafter all, it was his property he was paying for here- but thought better of it.
He looked at the plastic bag in the other's hand again, and in a sudden fit of
generosity, he pulled the one hundred dollar bill from its spot in the wallet and
handed it to the young man. The exchange was made and Less had possession
of his penis. He thanked the other man profusely as he showed him to the door,
latching it behind him as he left.
Richard Less carried his prize back to the bathroom. He began to have some
doubts as he pulled it from the baggie and noticed the smooth surface of the end
where it should attach to his abdomen. What if it did not go back on? What
then? But of course it would go back on.
Less pulled his pants down to his knees along with his shorts. He grasped the
penis in his right hand as he would when taking a leak. He pressed the end to
his body and let loose his grip. Plop! It fell to the soft carpet and rolled toward
the toilet Less tried the same thing over and over, chasing his thing around the
little room as it continued to fall and roll over the floor. In desperation, he
opened the medicine cabinet and pulled a tube of eyelash adhesive from his
wife's cosmetic kit. He slathered the ointment over his belly and tried to secure
his dink there again. No luck. He only succeeded in irritating the rash that was
still there.
Less stuffed the penis back into the plastic bag and went to his bedroom. He
put the baggie under his pillow and laid down on the large bed. Hope walked in
and sat next to her husband. She reached out to stroke his hair. Less flinched
from her touch at first, but relaxed and allowed her to comfort him.
"My poor honey," Hope cooed. "Still not feeling too well, are you? Why
don't you let me call Bill?"
Dr. William Howell lived next door to the Lesses. He had been the family
doctor for years-since the birth of Dickie Junior. Richard hadjogged with the
man on many mornings, but had never seen him professionally. Richard Less
had never been sick. But this was something different Maybe a doctor would
be just what he needed. Less agreed to let Hope go next door and bring the man
over.
Bill came through the bedroom door in his tennis whites. Less got up from
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the bed and shooed his wife from the room. He locked the door behind her and
went to the windows to draw the blinds. When Richard Less was sure that no
one could see what was going on in his bedroom, he pulled his pillow off the
bed to expose the wienie in its plastic bag.
Bill lifted the bag and shook the penis inside. "Hmmm ... " That was all he
said, "Hmmm."
Less prodded the doctor. "Well, Doc? Can you replace it for me? I woke up
this morning and it was gone. Now that I have it back, it just doesn't seem to
want to stick. Can you fix it?"
"Hmmm." And the doctor motioned for Richard to drop his trousers. He
knelt before Less and pressed the proper end of the thing to the area below his
waist. Plop! He tried again. Same thing.
"I'm sorry, Richard. It just won't go back on. My suggestion is that you just
forget about it. Of course, I can replace it surgically, but I don't suggest that.
You never know what could happen when one takes a knife to such a delicate
area. You' re better off without it. Besides, you know how much trouble a man's
penis can get him into, right?" Bill laughed, trying to make light of the horrible
situation. Less was not amused.
"Tell you what," Bill spoke again. "I'll buy this from you. It would help me
immensely in my research ... " Richard Less would not let Dr. Bill finish his
proposition. He was not willing to give up his penis again. Less thanked the
doctor for his help ( or lack thereof) and asked him to find his own way out
Less went to his paneled study just down the corridor from his bedroom. He
pulled the penis from the bag and set it on top of his desk. He stared at it and
tried to sort through the whole thing. He had no idea what could have
happened. He thought back to the previous week. Work had gone well. That is
except for the incident with Howie Long and his assistant Less had stolen one
of Howie's most lucrative clients and was in the process of milking the rich old
lady for everything she had. It was a nice play for Less, everyone thought so.
Except Howie. It seemed that the rich old lady was Howie's assistant's
grandmother. Consequently, some very bad blood was rising between the
brokers. Howie had even threatened to report Less to the proper authorities.
Howie Long had promised to make Richard pay for his selfishness.
Could Howie Long have done this? Some sort of black magic, perhaps?
Richard Less would not normally believe in such silliness, but now he sat at his
desk in his study with his penis sitting on the desktop instead of between his
legs where it belonged. Richard would believe anything.
He wrote a memo.
To:
Re:

H. Long
Missing Member

I would like to take this time to apologize to you, Howie, and your assistant
for the unprofessional way I have handled the account we were discussing last
Thursday. However, I must inform you that I do not believe that my actions
warrant such extreme measures of tetaliation that you may have taken. I will in
the future treat this account as I would one of my own relative' s accounts. All I
ask in return is that you undo whatever it is you have done and allow the return
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of one certain member to its proper place.
Sincerely,
R Less
The following morning, Less slipped the memo onto Long's desk. Hours
later, the assistant returned with a memo from his boss.
To:
Re:

R Less
Memo

Richard, I am grateful for your apology ... and somewhat surprised. On
Thursday you seemed to have no intention of changing your business habits. I
am quite relieved that you have since seen the error of your ways. I will be
delighted to work with you in the future. However, I do not know what member
you are talking about Is this someone from the Exchange, the Health Club,
Jaycees? Please explain.
Regards,
H. Long
Richard knew that Howie was indeed sincere in his reply. He had nothing to
do with the separation. But now what?
Somehow the story of a missing penis had spread across Chicago's north
side. Perhaps it was Surita, or maybe the young man who had found it. Maybe
Howie Long had finally deciphered Less' s memo and started the rumor
himself. Soon reports of sightings reached all areas. One man saw a large
wienie on the bench press of his club. Another saw one leading a tour through
the Museum of Science and Industry. It was widely believed that the penis
hung out at Lincoln Park Zoo, and the line to the reptile house grew longer
each day as rumors of its whereabouts centered on the snake pits. But it was
never actually seen by anyone at all. Not anyone, that is, except Richard Less,
who saw it every night as he pulled the pillow from his bed and made sure that
the thing was still there, safe and sealed air-tight in its ziplock storage bag.

III
Absolute outrageousness is going on in the city. Sometimes there is no logic
at all: suddenly the exact same penis that had terrorized the suburbs in a scout
uniform and on the banana seat of a canary yellow dirt bike turned up, as if
nothing had happened, in its usual spot, that is, about four and one half inches
below Richard Less' s navel.
It happened approximately July 18th. A steady chirp of a bird outside the
Less bedroom window woke Hope just minutes before her husband's alarm
went off. She opened her eyes to the dimness of the early morning light that
filtered through the half-drawn Levolours. Through slits of eyelids, she
squinted past her husband's sleeping form toward the bird on the window sill.
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Hope focused on a lump in the down puff. Tentatively, she reached her hand
across the bed like a whisper and pressed. She felt the solidity beneath the
tentlike bump just above her husband's thighs.
Hope was still unconvinced. Moving slowly, quietly, so as not to disturb
Richard's slumber, she plucked the covers from the bed and began to burrow
beneath them. She tunneled stealthily toward the lump in the blackness below
the bedclothes, inching her way over the width of the king-sized mattress,
sliding on her belly like a snake. Mouth open, she sucked in the dead still air,
breathing the scent of her husband. Polo, Cruex, and an odd smell. Hope
sniffed again. Bratwurst?
Hope felt her husband's thigh against her forehead. She raised her head and
shifted the blankets to let a hint of light into her tunnel. Face to face and sure at
last, Hope grasped at her husband's member greedily. It barely measured the
length of one of her hands from wrist to fingertip, yet she wrapped both hands
around the erection. It had only been missing a few weeks, but it must have
been years since Mrs. Less had last seen it.
Richard Less was awakened by a tugging below his belly. He had been
sleeping flat on the extra-firm mattress; back to bed, arms at his sides, no
pillows. Fearful of what he might ( or might not) find this time, he opened his
eyes gradually and raised his head from the sheet, skimming his gaze down the
length of his body past the bundle of blankets that was his wife, to his toes
jutting out of the bedclothes. He lifted the covers and peered into the
blackness. There, poking through the open fly of his flannels, staring directly
into his wife's eyes, was Richard Less' s thing. He whooped and tossed the
linens back in joy, rolled his wife over and, without stopping to pull his pajamas
down, made love to her excitedly, gently, almost lovingly for the first time in
years. Once satisfied ( and having satisfied his wife), he leapt from his bed and
strutted down the hallway to his viewing point in front of the bathroom mirrors.
In the glass on the door-his penis! Over the vanities- his penis! Multiplied
by the reflections in front of the tub-his penis, penis, penis, penis! He
showered and shaved hurriedly, dressed and bent to kiss his smiling, dozing
wife. He left for the office.
Turning off the expressway at Division, he noticed the girls in spiked heels,
neon hose, too-tight halters and nearly nonexistent minis plying their trade to
the early morning commuters. Between two gray flat factory outlets peeked the
dilapidated marquee advertising "Climax Motel."
Surita Toy pulled open her door at the knock and rubbed her eyes sleepily.
Flakes of a week's supply of mascara freckled her cheeks.
"First things first. Have you changed your linens? Have you bathed?"
Less pushed past her into the tiny room no longer quite so cluttered. The
distinct odor of Lysol stung his nostrils and seemed to waft through the air in a
cloud coming from the general direction of the lumpy bed.
Through a yawn, Surita muttered, "I guarantee, I'm clean."
"You'd better be," Less said, teasing yet sincere. He pulled at his fly with a
zip and pushed Surita back onto her bed, proceeding as always. Surita grabbed
at the small appendage protruding from the trousers, attempting to yank him
into place.
"Hey, hey, watch it!" Less shouted.
Then, with great difficulty, Surita maneuvered her hips below his and pulled
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on Richard's waist, aiming and missing again and again until finally, the two
pressed together, all things in their proper places. In a minute, it was done.
Richard Less drove his Mercedes downtown to his office. He made a quick
pass through the locker room of the health club on the main floor of the office
building. There, in floor-to-ceiling mirrors, he dropped his trousers to his
knees. He shuffied closer to the mirror and once again examined his found
body part Two men sauntered out of the steam room and stole curious
sidelong glances at the man smiling at the reflection of his penis. Richard Less
stared back at the naked men-one of whom was more than generously
endowed-and looked back at his small self proudly. Having done that, he
pulled himself together and rode the elevator to his office.
Before entering his suite, Richard had to make one more stop. He ran into
Howie Long and his young assistant in the john. He b. s. 'ed with them for quite
some time, making a point of pulling himself out at the urinal and spraying his
initials on the porcelain, slopping on both his highly-polished shoes, muttering
under his breath, "So there, you backstabbers, you scum! I won't give up my
accounts, my commissions, so there! I'll churn whenever I feel like it,
whenever!" And from that moment on, Richard Less cruised around the city
and suburbs, strolling through offices and health clubs at his leisure. And all
his body parts stayed intact in all the right places, healthy and itch-free, as
though nothing had happened, showing no hint that anything was ever amiss.
And afterwards, Richard Less was seen smiling, laughing, joking ... chasing
after expensive cars, high-paying deals, and cheap hookers, and was even once
observed going into Woodfield Mall to purchase a display case, although he
had not been awarded any trophies or plaques.
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Poetry

MAKE-UP IN THE DARK
Deborah Lamberty

Behind curtains
expensive trees click and shiver,
bend backwards
in shadows,
in her missing room
exaggerated by black,
important with words and errors.
She has no reflection
in twilight.
Her body talks to her
in endless ways,
each angle a new gift,
unbruised and boneless.
She is herself,
acquired and
eating her voice
that asks questions
and lives,
attractive as a
silent expression.
Her mind unwinds, pushing
and tugging at doors
that work in the daytime,
collecting the light
she always wants
off to watch
the moon move and panic.

AN EXCHANGE
Deborah Lamberty

He thinks of
someone else when
they love,
the nights almost
nightless beyond his
impatience, his face
shaking, disappearing
into her,
black
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as a generous mind.
She smiles in a window,
drops dead in a window,
forward falling
into forward,
the elusive pause.
And outside the trees,
the trees and the landscape
bloom in stiff
motion, unrecognized
in sleep or in snow.
Listening as she speaks,
he is lazy,
expecting the flaws to wash,
to hiss with
each season's weakening.
But she looks like
everything he has
forgotten,
a stubborn impossible
absorbed and moved
by friends,
kissed and dizzy
to be almost,
too distinct to be anything.
This winter is
across the water and
he borrows his answers
before eight o'clock,
one after the other,
until the music ends,
vanishing into itself, as
miserable and unused
as an unremembered city.
It's her darkness
in shadows he
refuses to touch
without darkness,
praying her white lips
will increase
with each meeting
when he remembers only
her past, eye-thick
and involved in her
limbs unem bracing.
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She might want him
invented,
mad as a child
when the destinies
amount to something more
than variety,
less vulnerable than
the blankness she wears
as skin he wants her
to sell.
And the criticisms no longer
make sense.
Together they are useless
with history,
wandering rooms refused
by light
The lick and tug
of soundless escape
is like glitter, dispersed
and observed within movement.
She is picked dry,
an empty stage
repeating herself in a blue dress,
her authority damaged by thinking.
But she wants to extend
to him
in some other country,
realized, suddenly,
without his expressions.
Bursting, she floats
on his fingers
declining in meadows where
the noise of
her eyes leaps
further and further,
understanding she has
no sleep to spend the night.
At times the pain
is still hidden,
an object she compares
with another
like a horizon across
thin water.
She will listen and
know she is something
she can't have,
two voices uttered
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in different patterns
vague between parted lips.
Romantic as fortune,
her occasions are
atmosphere
and afterwards she
stings,
wanting to taste his
acceptance important
with day
turning into day,
the night drumming under.
He touches her, knowing
everything, the pleasure
increasing, vast
with her annoyance.
Her breasts and her
breathing
in the moonlight
falling away,
angled in a mirage
of what's necessary
for surrender.
Not knowing brilliance,
he celebrates in faces
left over from
difficulty, outlining
their separate pasts
held up to failed light
She moves her body
against him like
a lie,
a masked exchange
encouraged by weather,
by the utterings
of sky.
On the outside
is distance and they
can never be tired
of performing,
unraveling choices
with fingers meant
for fire.
And they want it to
end with the quiet
identification of their wanting,
their history where only
one face appears.
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VACATION
Deborah Lamberty
And Mary is tired of
being anyone,
comparing her breasts
to her begging
in this yellow light
She is exaggerated
to be hidden as shame
in smoke,
a blue tint sanctioned
by voyeurs
so shirtless their names
are only recovered
in Spanish.
Fisted and backwards,
there is nothing
between her but
the sound of their
song, a slight choke,
making her faceless
and sudden, resembling
a bony smile,
halted by nowhere.

LANDSCAPE WITH CONFESSIONAL BOX
Dan Lee
no
it was not dark and mysterious
no 3-personed god
and i did not confess sins
of rivers
indians
or taking the garbage out twice.
strands of light
did not play
on the priest's face
like raw spaghetti
i danced with Theda Bara
doing the N onsequitir Kick
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to spanish guitars played by moustaches
and tambourines banged by hair
the sky was crucified blue
and the painter
checked-off Chekhov
as someone he should read
no
it didn't even get dark that night
no blue to orange to black
but they all went home
the music the girl canvas and art
leaving me with the box
mahogany
to crawl into
looking for night
and light kept streaming in
like Medusa hair
but i am still a medieval snake charmer
and i am never absolved

KENTUCKY
Dan Lee
i am ready for you now
you who pull my arms from sockets in august
forcing me fetal in front of tv.
you who wide-open space me like wheat
when i need to be book-slammed
stunned like open manhole underfoot
my coffee machine misses the breath it gives me
in the morning
the kitchen fixtures anticipate my touch
monday through friday
at 7:02 a.m.
and the drain swallows the dirt of my hands
from youwith your banjo coffee breaks
with your bluegrass blondes
and the serenity of your horses
horses
horses
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cherchez la femme:
i am captured in a landscape
with all the grace of someone about to sneeze.
your benevolent piano guzzles my spine
from bass to mezzo soprano
and your silent acreage scares me at night
yet it is you i see in every drawl every hill
you who send me home
breaking my monotony
like an eggshell to the rim of a bowl
you who puncture the malarky
and POW
kentucky
leave me alone with my nomenclature
sitting here
cold floor
wishing for walls

JUST AS LONG AS HE'S HAPPY
Dan Lee
as seen from a bridge
the effect of the earth's rotation
on g
invests your childhood
into a better bank
bigger bucks
higher interest and a
nicer toaster for opening the account
you are no longer that freely falling body
and your karma killed a cop
so you are incognito on a South Side bus
ignoring the woman with the big calves
and the cliche impediment
"Jesus Mary and Joseph"
"Live and Let Live"
"The Damn Nigger''
you laugh at the punk abusing her
"hey lady get some shoes for them crows feet"
but like years
the factories lead one to another
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and the smokestacks take turns
pouting
at you on your birthday
you tum bad like milk and find
the late bloomer on the welcome mat
that kills your conscience with all the subtlety
of that teapot howling in the other room
it exposes
this ingratitude to someone's
sainted mother
like the last stab
fresh and small
and out of fashion
like a tiny sailboat
on the frozen lake

MID-LIFE CRISIS
Christine Christie
Lately, everyone I know is dying of cancer or becoming
a Diane Arbus photograph. Just last week I heard Eddie's
on the nickel back in Jersey, and Ronnie still
limps, his gimpy leg stiffer than wood and getting
heavier. I see John's bald from chemo-therapy and the
rest of us going grey, the color of dust. Art gets constant
headaches scattering his thought into tiny fragments of
bright green crystal. And my father's hands are puffy
shaking so badly now that juice spills dribbling down
his chin to mingle with the puddle by his feet
Went to work and watched Patty's skin dim and her face
pulls up like she's hiding something. Rome's a gray/brown
color reflecting a lifetime eating sugar doughnuts.
The young, homosexual minority couple at the bar leer
into the candlelight until I swear I hear flesh burning.
Peg's washing glasses, her life going round and round like a 45
stuck inside the jukebox. I close my eyes and Kevin floats
by in a dream of denseness, free falling, face down and
desperation purses his mouth like a piglet.
On the way home I drive down the lakefront looking for clouds,
finding rain, and the man in the filling station wears a
blue jean jacket with one empty sleeve dangling like
a white sheet flapping in the wind.
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RELAXATION
Alex Rezakhanlou

You i here the wall curved
White bare with thread
Bring a pillow
Our wallpaper highway dream
Stands a chance against the wind
I sip and shade
My bones of life
Honey-filled archives
On smooth trees
You cut molecules with a flashlight
Bite nails with pale-wide arms
Wait for me by the window
I long for you in the wall

HE WASN'T THE GIRL NEXT DOOR
Christina Dunne

he had rooms
fired his visual imagination
marie, cousin of critics
collected firework art and
great glucose grandfather figures
neatly catalogued on index cards
they found it to be of family disease
and he couldnt understand
why
but the paleness of white satisfied him
in the way no man could
he looked like an unhappy forty-five
of the scientific kind.
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DUPAGE COUNTY BORDER WEST (CHRISTMAS 5:00 A.M.)
Jeffrey S. Kerr

North A venue rolling West
A black cornstalk burning in a closed holiday neon.
Veered off from sleeping golf club Christmas.
The dark huddled shapes of farmhouses.
Silos and legless piano barns stand by the side of
the road ( route 64)
silent as a rotting log
or a rig pulled over for the quick stunned night.
Tree branches naked as ancient war knives or my fingers
that hold the steering wheel far too calmly.
The dark outline of a smooth forest,
like some great dog laying on infant's head belly.
Lightly purple under black hair, ready to jump up on four legs
head and oil-heated eyes
snagging, breathing, numbed stars
on yellow teeth and sty-wrested eyeballs.
The nervousness, in my life
as if a gravel road
alone here driving North Avenue
West
DuPage County border
Closing shy lids to the hard headlights
Dawn's pink invasion crawls with arms spread wide
Upward into night
If nothing else.

PASTORAL
Jon Simmons

Flowers are fine, but they don't stimulate
our minds like the migratory honking of cars
setting off the itch to travel. We, the mobile,
know that meadow-beauty can't transfix us too long.
We need the tremendous strokes of highrises on our eyes,
the great stripes of ambition-the elusive collection
of urges we store-air in mason jars carefully housed
for the view of admiring colleagues.
Ooohs and Aaahs at the range, the depth,
the quality clear and so pristine in a way
confused and wild. An addiction to hyperbole
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reminding us, as putting on coats reminds us,
there is always somewhere else to be.
All those illusions.
The packed-in city-truth is:
we need to minimize, simplify, un-adorn.
To see more. More roads, more stores, more
sensations in the prickly fur of a crowd endless as a wheel.
Masses have their own gravity, drawing us to the conglomeration
gray and undistinguished in its parts but fusing to the brilliance
of huge. The sheer weight of never being alone but part of the knee-jerk
we call events. A cacaphonous social eclair; eat the crust, the cream
is amorphous, chaotic like ideas of beauty or fields of flowers each
regaling only itself.
Hemmed in, hemmed up or hemlocked, we are happy padding bachelors
not married to this life or yours, but traveling in freeway isolation,
willful as ugliness. We recite the modern myth: We are all keys
missing holes. Or fumbled balls or mended clothes, cars made old
with the first scratch, familiar-even dear-but not quite right.
We swerve past potholes and rows and rows of hollow houses. Midwest,
middle class, mediocre, none of the neon excitement we seek. Our way
paved with concrete glitter, refractions of the whole into parts.
Limbs and torsos full of papermill smells pushing us to the next exit.
Caught in bumper to bumper thoughts, we pull over to rest at a slag
heap and look at ourselves.

THE SCENT OF BODILY FLUIDS
Jon Simmons
Unseen
or seen suddenly like a bare butt
exposed when jeans are caught on a nail.
We always assumed he wore underwear. We assumed
shapelessness, mineral flatness. Then
the mercurial surprise of metal
balling in the palm.
A woman on the beach
drops
her tube top revealing
a large round nipple
reflected in mouths gaping
the "O"
of heter-O-sexual eyes
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tumescent with memories of arpeggios
done in the dark.
Vulnerable
A ruthless killer listens to a friend' s
problem. He nods thoughtfully
as he
reloads the gun.
A tear comes to his eye.
He aims
and
women everywhere love him.
Leaving the theatre, they look
for their husbands' tears, the ones
that murdered them in their sleep.
Guessed at
teasing, temptation of possibilities.
Four hundred nickel candies and only one nickel.
Men guess about women.
She will,

She won' t
Possibility yields to fantasy which leads
to intrigue.
Intrigue is to mystique
as ball to glove
ring to finger
suicide to sex.
People guess about people.
Why did the fifty-six-year-old woman
poison her mother,
her neighbor,
and not herself?
Crying in her cell she said she was possessed
by drudgery and an inability to feel her mother' s pain.
Fleshy!
Two boys wrestle on a mat
take-down
escape
take-down
escape
the crowd is quiet as a dusty room, hatefully aroused
as their favorite
is slammed to the mat, but willing
to lose again to see the winner' s sweaty smile erupt
one
more
time.
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Hidden
in fecal darkness heaves a brilliant steam
perishable orange and plain as theft, compelling
as an open secret, sweet and tender
as family gossip
about the aunt who
didn't make it.
All this time,
it was there, waiting
to be touched
be
devoured like the simple
answer
to a difficult
question.
The sort of things people shake their heads over
and mutter,
Of course.
Of course.

I DREAMED NEW JERSEY
Jon Simmons
This numb tongue calls clenched jaw
your name, the intruder, a street sound
a beat and gone long enough to remember
wrapped bathrobe tight. Your name, I
wonder why before even awake I first tum
to the fright of all that no-one
filling the room and murmurs
you exhume from the proper day's rest. How
can I hate your sleep so much, your jig-saw
plans that bag and buckle on the sordid
my-frame. No answer stirring not even
the accustomed hand you immune. But I
cried four days before: shoulders not towels

to grip and watch dancing die- a confluence
you never eyed in the travail of forward.
So
Avant-New York
minimal
and tight fit.
To be good or better? A question larger than women
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drivers, Merry Widow-go-round of luck and lack
the press of lucre, your name pushed I
dreamed departure, dreamed an Island,
dreamed New Jersey reduced by shrubbery.

NEVER NO LAMENT
Heidi Bedeker
Her sigh began in the skin of summer,
its vague belly pressing into her kitchen
like a cleavage,
a lover with two moralities.
She shuttered passion and came out to meet it;
came out to where she thought it was Paris,
came to the chance of some new event in another country,
her bare arms ringing.
It was flame and it was a languagethe cigarette taken in a scarf of smoke
not disturbed but recklessly,
that long yellow sash
and her lover's blue notes around her waist.
She felt filled with dice
but tried to tell the difference between black background
and a perfectly white sky, shivery and blazing.
Night had the stain of a chisel
and the regret of long habits.
The fate of a prima donna echoed her own conscience
and she took death by the mouthful,
heavy in her teeth.
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BRUISING YOU DULL
Heidi Bedeker
This is truck-lung patience,
me in the quartz position
and I say there are no
ceremonies anymore, no end to
ill-fitting houses where your hands
slip from dark suits
and leave subways on my legs.
Your childhood fanaticisms,
your personal pet.
I want you to shave
all day long; I want
to be made a sea-widow,
the refugee of my grease-folded porch.
I'd like to be fantastically mean
but we are in your country song:
my heavy arms closing up the breadbox
and you are hammering; being careful
not to mention Mother; a good ritual.
My good intentions will
seal you up, will leave
blue heads of scar tissue,
a well-earned fireproof.
I turn on the lights
window by window;
waiting for fires,
waiting to throw glass.

GLASS
Heidi Bedeker
Blue arms breaking glass
is the perfect kind of sky.
Sand and blood
are cinematically
correct,
just the geese
flying large in a consonant,
a scour of wet earth
under their shadow.
You said,
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when you saw the Mona Lisa,
you were surprised
at her coffin
of glass.
No one would touch her.
No one would steal the pennies
from her eyes. That summer,
I spilled a bucket of ants
into a cold acid
and called it sculpture.
I turned on the light
and it tobagonned
down the porch.
A bone-white bangle
slid onto my arm knotted
and witty with the veins
in my wrist. That boy,
that boy that you liked,
could shred glass with his hair;
and I clutched my vinyl in alarm.
But it was a trick,
and we laughed in the
petroleum air.
I liked seeing you there like that,
that shawl of neon
roped around your shoulders,
shivering in the dark like that.

MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Jeffrey M. Brown
the train passes and
you cannot see yourself
in the sunlit windows
inside you keep an
erection for the retarded
fellow across the aisle
i am jealous
i want to creep up
to your sideshow
pay my nickle and
ooh at the freak
i am bitter on your tongue
i expect sonnets
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chanted on a lute
but you treat me to
your violetcream
palsywristed intimates
such as the senator
who never takes cocktails
without pineapple and umbrella
and you do not know me
my life is
the rewrite you meant
to bum last thursday
lotus in your rectum
and more
i have lain with
welsh countryside boys
i have blown cobwebs from
the hair of utopias
and i have named
the shade of
my son' s eyes.

MOTHER
Sari Champagne
I talk to her
in English she
replies in rain
rain
rained away
the tongue
of the old
land in the dust
she became much
more like a human
being than myself
just a pestle of bones.
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SEE RULE IN BLUE
Steven Glabman
here on earth,
family lines of leaping knowledge and traits like camels
w/humps
blue eye left hand
inheritants
a romantic writer stays up all night w/his keats cat collection
glasses and
plenty of smokes cranking
out his novel
hear on earth,
days of cheeky white anticipation
conglomerate shoulder
left to whisper
a catalonian love drama
pure wednesday
the color of a weak lake
i bend orality backward,
lost lesson
of intense relation
i' d glory further if i smoked a cigarette, scuba night,
passive roulette
thirty-two haikus missing in action
hung in museum garden
laughing
neon city bladder, hopes for good weather,
suppose,
a portrait tied to life, w/time, mixed media res, in excelsis deo,
an oval square
cordially unconcerned
early blurred
masterpiece
her on earth,
fantastic shackle inside crossword,
coy cannon of sudden,
each day individually wrapped,
absorbine dream, a scream so unabrupt, a schizophrenic watered
down
on mass librium,
beating to a jazz pulse in paint, liquid seep
in eye wateris the weather me
hurt on earth,
once not lank but lean.
obsidian air
noise
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on nerves
or reality
i used to be a bell boy, now i'm a seat belt,
you try to enter the next life,
but fail,
beauty of knowledge for us, sparkles like the nod in an old movie,
poet shy,
away from address,
shambala and
dick van dyke
more affluent influence, cerebral stuff
for ponds
motionless.
the blue planet, the death of breath, alone, wake in ill-fitted fate
and dirt road snake in
kitchen.
i skip lunch, radical as room two-twenty-two,
i' m left panoramic visioned,
everything ending in dissolve,
walking down the left bank of refrain,
i'm a signpost,
rusting,
beer on earth,
caffeine night of logic and shake,
stealing guidance,
a turntable position,
a billow undusted,
undaunted,
yet trusted.
only i can see thru these glasses.
i'm tobaggan sorry
light watt wow and fact
just near a cliff,
disturbed sometime, drifting whirlish
caustic hauntings,
clink of five year past and wail.
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UNTITLED POEM
Steven Glabman
Set me in yellow
lamination.
Brick up the
front door,

and
the

jam
window.

I'm hovering in
over-extension due to
lack of responsibility.
Concurrent with winter's boreal, it's duty. I'm the amigo obligato
Rested,
From
a

weary
trip.
Now look at me,
I can hardly breathe.
My face is hard like cement,
The cheeks are hollow
like hills.
And my eyes,
It's not sovereign sorry now.
I come to this temple not to shrine
Not to beg forgiveness
But to question.
Day by day existence.
I used to bathe in metaphor,
shucking iron from my hair.
Now I study the bumps on my head,
Changing into bright
blue,
and crayon red
It's my stomach and not my head.
You've shown me cluster, and you've shown me matter.
Now I seek answers, not summations.
I was reading L Claudius in my sleep and I fell off a steep
cliff.
Then I decided to question my own authority, as
most young people do.
but only headaches rock.
I slam myself to sleep with FEAR
I slam myself to sleep with FEAR
but only headaches rock.
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A SMALL DEMAND
Karen Murai
We want our fevers
when we want them.
Girls with new haircuts
still buzzing at the neck.
Boys collared with infection
catching kisses in a
rearview mirror. A
little deception, is
always a little nice,
a little hand
calling from a curtain.
Patience mimics age
and is something to be cut
like an umbilical
to leave us
swaying like gospel.
Put your feet on the table.
Watch how hands become
shadow and shadow a
demand. Now. Here.
Over the phone.
Roll out the piano
with the girl slung over.
Let me tell you a movie
only make it silent
Just a lamp, a muzzle,
and a slow dissection.

AUGUST
Karen Murai
I'm holding my breath.
Waiting to break the surface
of this congealed heartbeat.
Listening for the faint creak
of warping floorboards. Here voices
on the telephone are muggy and
suggestive of childhood vacations,
the wild west corrupted by tension
wires, a hum in some nowhere
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highway, asleep on a window.
There were dreams I had that were
probably true. Waking up
in a deserted bowling club I
watch moonlight polish the balls
like planets. Or maybe J was
singing on the el and thought
no one could hear. Everything
takes a slow orbit
My girlfriends wait for
millionaires and thoughts grow
tall and tangled. A hopeful pause
ripens while people stare as if
I have something for thema punchline, a baby, and I am
waiting, still waiting,
for that certain crescendo,
iced and pastel, star party favor,
to lean into the quirky breeze
and let my hair make plans.

BIG WORDS
Karen Murai

I only want the big words,
heavy and without suspense.
Words like "no" and " yes,"
no slender brides bending to will,
no maybes. With the big words
I fill my mouth with winter,
with the big words important as sleep.
I can no longer handle the fluttering
thoughts that smell of smoke and worry,
the subtleties that break the heart.
Let them roll away from me like
glass beads from a broken string.
Spare me from the motions that
echo a distance, like a young girl
holding the truth from her
mother, and ringing within,
or a husband and wife eating silently.
I need big words like a fist in the pocket
I need to feel them as close as a pulse,
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to trace their faces and know
there are some things that always
resemble themselves. I am tired
of too much music. Give me the words
you keep like axes, let me fall
like a tall tree.

SLEEPING CAR
Jane Joritz

i never thought it
was possible
to look at something
with averted eyes
your face foggy
like london
is supposed to be
as it's pulling
away
while my polish legs
do the pogo
around you
i' m still trying
to learn
the tarantella but
one lousy foot
not mine
gets in the way
i want to plunge down
on you
like a samurai
but you are taking
another siesta
it seems there are
no eiffel towers
here
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but there
perhaps in france
women are more seductive
us american girls
so obvious
i think
as i regard
the body there
is no immediate
use for
cold and clean
like german
streets washed
twice a day

UNTITLED POEM
Jane Joritz

i was not trying
to be witty
just drunk
and didn't I
succeed
in my objectives
grandly
and don't you
find me
a little darling
turned lost
soul drowning
but not heartily
you understand
when i shiver
it is as
intentional
as the burning
cigarette
i drop
on the floor
or the drink
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i spill
in your lap

as deliberate as
when i want to
fuck someone
the whole room
knows i'm
not coy about
such things
only compliments
poorly handled
only stumbling
over my own
foot in
the door
only my hand
moving
to oppose
my mouth
don' t you notice
my grand sweeping
gesture
as i continue
to mop
the same floor
but really it's
not my soul
it' s my circus
drowning
it' s a surface
no sleeve
can brush
it' s a fatal
accident
an arched
spine
a continent
an imitation
a mass
a discipline
a number
i practice
alone
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UNTITLED POEM
Jane Joritz
there is something very sinister
about the way things move at night
but heavier rocks than us
have been wielded uphill by
the force of some huge hand.
at least when i try
i can always heave a heavy sigh
and remember all the pretty artifacts
which once dissolved in my mouth.
lately my favorite color isn't yours
as if this is the reason for
all the trouble we've caused.
it's like when you fuck too long
on film, under the influence,
forgetting what it's like
to face someone
in the same light room.
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Stories

LILY
Herman Bingham

I met Lily, my 24-year-old half-sister, for the first time the day my dad and I
picked her up at O'Hare. To tell you the truth, when I first saw her, I was
disappointed. She looked weird, not exactly the stuff wet dreams were made
of. She wore a white peasant shirt that looked like a flour sack with handembroidered slogans all over it Across her front was scrawled "Eat the Rich"
in red and blue magic marker. Her unbelievably long red hair shot out of her
head in all directions.
I had fantasized a wholly different person, more like a centerfold with Mrs.
Robinson's libido. I envisioned a woman who was wild and easy, high-flying,
free-loving, pill-popping, like the hippies on the news: a seriously endowed girl
with tits so big they slid off her ribs and slapped the sheets, a bouncing, kicking,
screaming, writhing, wriggling sex machine with panoramic hips and
gargantuan thighs, with long, extra-long, accommodating legs that could wrap
around me like boa constrictors, tighter and tighter until we climaxed together
in a Vesuvius of violent, paranormal ecstasy. That's the half-sister I wanted.
That's the fantasy that put a railroad spike in my pants for two weeks.
Then there was the reality. We were introduced and did the "My, my, isn't
this all so groovy to have an extra sibling" routine. She was fake. We shook
hands. I tried being polite and bent over to reach for her bag. It was plenty
heavy, let me tell you, but my strategy was to have her indebted to me as soon
as possible. Okay, so she had a head like a pea and looked like she was dying of
tuberculosis, but Don, my brother, had me psyched up for this sexual
encounter and I wasn't about to let all that planning go to waste. Well, Lily
went nuts. I had my hand on her bag and she yanked it away. I fell forward.
Then, I swear to God, she stepped back, opened her mouth wider than the pit
of hell, and HISSED at me, hissed at me twice, and LOUD, too. Right in the
airport. Dad had already started to walk away, but he turned around when he
heard the hissing. Lily just smiled at him and winked. It was sick.
So I let her carry her own bag while I reconsidered my next step. Don had
coached me through this for the past two weeks, and according to him all I had
to do was find the right words and ANY woman would melt in my lap, so to
speak. I racked my brain thinking of what I should say or do as we walked from
the gate into the terminal. My thoughts kept detouring to images of deep,
polygraphic scratches on my back, from butt to neck, with teeth marks bruising
the rest of my body. Eventually I took off my shirt and draped it over my arm in
front of me. (These thoughts created a strain against my zipper.)
We walked through the terminal and into the parking lot. It was hot. Lily
hunched forward a little, struggling with her bag, so I thought I might sneak a
peek down her shirt I didn't see much, but what I could see was obviously the
tips of two adequate icebergs. She swung like she wasn't wearing a bra, and
that was a good omen.
At home, after the obligatory chatter and sandwiches, I stood in Lily's
bedroom, watching her unpack on what had been, for my sixteen years, my bed
(her coming to live with us booted me out of my room). I rocked my top teeth
over the ball that topped the bedpost. Lily's suitcase was spread open on the
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bed. She slowly unfolded her clothes, turning to shake the wrinkles out of a few
things and patting them into the drawers. I straddled the bedpost, tasting the
varnish, bending my eyes to look down her shirt one more time. In my mind I
had her small, lumpy head in my hands, her electric hair streaming through my
fingers. I had her ears clutched so tight ... and I shoved her nose down my
belly and ... HOO MAN!
I wrapped my leg around the post and sucked the color out of the ball.
Standing up straight I said, in my seductive voice that never failed me, " Lily?"
Lily said nothing. She turned away and bent over to reach the bottom
drawer. There was daylight between her legs. Her legs were so skinny her jeans
didn't meet along her thighs. The pants were worn out in the seat and patched
over with what looked like swatches of old bandanas, green and blue and
yellow.
Since I got no response the first time, after she was standing again, I
repeated myself. My strategy was to ask for some playful, noncommittal heavy
petting for starters. That seemed reasonable. I didn't want to come on too
strong at the beginning.
So I was very coy, swaying on the bedpost, giving Lily my best goo-goo
eyes, when I said ( and let me tell you, it was perfect), " Lily, do you like me?"
The tone, the delivery, the volume, the speed, EVERYTHING was perfect;
the sun blasting through the window behind me, the smell in the room from
years of greasing up my dick, all of it perfect. I said it calmly, just like this:
"Lily, do you like me?" with an extra tall lift of one shoulder and an oh-sosubtle tilt of my head. My hair swung just a little-perfect. Even though my
teeth were firmly entrenched on that bedpost ball, every word came out
distinctly.
Lily snapped a shirt without looking at me. " Flip, if you ever get cute with
me, I'll slam your balls in this suitcase and swallow the key. " I was stunned.
" So unless you want to dig through my shit for a week, waiting for the key, my
advice is 'grow up, ' you little worm." She shook her head. " Now open that
window for me and get out of my room. " I stepped back and she spit out a
small laugh. "You' re so transparent. " I crept over to the window, opened it,
and stole out of the room, backwards. I wanted to rethink the situation.
My new room was in the attic. It was the room my grandfather had died in
and it smelled like he still lived there. I flew up the steps, taking two at a time. I
thought, " You know, Flip, in her way she' s telling you that she wants it "
That' s what Don would have told me. In fact, he predicted she would play
hard-to-get at first. Don told me that she'd have to say no at first or else she'd
look like a slut. That was logical. Plus, it' s like an unwritten rule that women
have to say no when they mean yes. According to my brother, if Lily had said
yes right off the bat, she'd have been mocking me, making fun of me, not
serious at all. So actually, I had her right where I wanted her. Things were
working out perfectly.
I surged up the stairs, burst into my room, and wiggled quickly out of my cutoffs. I kicked them across the room as I fell back on my bed, taking matters into
my own hands, so to speak. I rewrote history, or better, I prophesied, picturing
in my mind the glories of things ( oh, yes, Lily, that' s it) as they certainly would
be (OH YES), no matter what she pretended. My balls would be slamming all
right, but not in her suitcase.
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Later in the week Don asked Lily if she wanted to go to a frat party with him.
He was home for the summer, but drove down to Evanston once in a while if
"something really big" was happening. It was only a forty-five minute drive.
We were having dinner when he asked her.
Lily had a mouthful of food. "What's a Hairy Buffalo?"
"It's great," Don explained. "The guys go out and buy a new garbage can
and clean it out, and then everybody brings a lot of alcohol and they just pour
it all into the can and we all drink it until it's gone."
"That sounds very unsanitary, Donald," my mom looked at my father.
He said, laughing, "Oh, I'll wager the alcohol kills all the germs, no?" My
brother and he laughed together. "But how do you regulate the taste?"
"That's just it, Dad. You don't. That's the whole idea; it's different every
time." Don was leaning over his plate with his hands in the middle of the table.
He was enjoying his famous rapport with Dad. Then my dad said, "Take your
brother."
Don stopped laughing. "WHY?"
Dad rubbed his chin and stared out the window in the living room. "I don't
want you driving home drunk and I don't want your sister spending the night in
a fraternity house."
"Well, you didn't ask me," Lily said. Mom shot her a glance.
Dad looked around the table. "Flip can drive the Cadillac pretty well now.
That way you won't have to worry and neither will I. He drove quite well to the
airport the other day, and I just think it's a good idea if he goes with you."
"Maybe he doesn't want to go," Don said.
My dad said, "Well, do you?"
Everybody was staring at me, but I was miles away in my mind. Lily sat
close to my left and throughout dinner I had been sneaking peeks inside her
sleeveless top. The light from the chandelier dove in and out of her buttons. All
through dinner I had joined together the quick glimpses of her tits into a kind of
fleshly jigsaw puzzle. I needed only a few pieces to complete the picture.
"FLIP!" my mom and dad shouted together.
"YES!" I shouted back. My fork shot from my hand into the comer of the
room.
The fraternity house waited at the top of a hill. The sky was gray with a haze
so thick you couldn't see a star to save your life; and the gnats slowly buzzing
around the coach lamp at the curb sounded more like they were wheezing with
asthma. The house was colonial, much like our own, except ours had a
driveway circling the front. Their driveway shot straight back to a garage.
I involved myself in a game of euchre with some fraternity brothers I knew
from before. My partner and I were winning when some pimple-faced pledge in
a red vest asked me if I had seen my brother. I hadn't. The pledge told me I
better come with him. The brothers around the table hooted and cat-called,
saying they weren't letting me out now. The red-vested pledge said my sister
had been puking in the bathroom for a half hour and somebody better get her
out of there. Before I could say I didn't have a sister, one of the brothers was
lifting the back of my chair and telling me to go get her. "People want to get in
there," he said.
The red vest led me from the card room through the living room, past the
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fireplace and piano. We stepped over a couple going at it on the floor and
walked to the back of the house.
Lily's face lay on its side, stretched out like a small dogjust hit by a car. She
was twisting the handles over the faucets, alternating hot, then cold. She used
the lift rod between them as a plunger, trying to chop up the saturated chunks of
food that swirled around the stopper. It didn't work. Only the water went
down.
The red vest and I lifted her from the toilet and dragged her back the way we
came. We dragged her over the couple on the floor, over innumerable pillows
and plastic cups, and out the door. Don had already been planted on the lawn,
face down, arms and legs stretched long. I thought, "Who are these people?"
meaning my brother and Lily. I propped her up against me while I kicked
Don's shoes. It was sickening. I felt her up a little and thought, ''I don't even
want to do this any more." I dragged her half-way down the hill and dropped
her. She folded up and fell over. I looked at her, then up at my brother. They
were pathetic. I got the Cadillac and stuffed them in, Don in the back, Lily on
the floor in the front.
By the time I pulled into the driveway I was sick of them: sick of their smell,
their singing, their stupid jokes. I walked into the house ahead of them. They
followed, carrying each other, each loudly whispering to the other to be quiet.
Inside the house they separated and Don stormed the bathroom. I braced
Lily against the thermostat in the hall, giving her a little sadistic shove against
it while Don took the longest and noisiest piss I ever heard. Lily slumped
forward so far that her shoulders nearly touched each other. Her head wobbled
like one of those plates about to fall off its skinny stick. I kept moving my hands
just to try to keep her balanced. I swear to God I accidentally grabbed her tits,
but let go right away. She lunged forward and slapped me across the face. I
shoved her back against the wall. The whole house shook. She spat at me and
slid down the wall into a heap.
I heard Don splashing water on his face and mumbling prayers or vows, but
it was too dark in the bathroom to see anything. Suddenly my mother was
standing in the hallway, knotting the belt of her robe. She said everything with
her eyes. I shrugged. Mom opened her mouth to say something when a slow,
loud fart reverberated from the void, followed by a long, sincere "aaaaaaaah.''
Don laughed through puffed cheeks as he hung on the door frame, tipped a
salute, and propelled himself head-first into his bedroom.
Mom smoothed the back of her hair. "Take that girl to her room, Flip. See
that she doesn't break anything. I will speak with you in the morning." She
turned and faded away.
Through Lily's bedroom window I saw the palest pink dawn. The earliest
birds peeped and whistled in the street It was all so beautifully set up for me. I
was going to do it. I thought for a second that maybe Don had planned it this
way for me. Maybe he got Lily drunk to help me out. It didn't matter. Dad
would be up soon. I had no time to lose.
I sat her down on her bed, the bed that was really MY bed. I let her flop back
on the bedspread and went to shut the door. I heard my name. My heart
stopped. I stood at the door with my ear pressed hard against it, listening. I
heard my name again. It was coming from Lily.
"Fah-Lip? Fah-Lippo," she sang. "Y'gotta take my eyes out."
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I knelt beside the bed. She tilted her head back to look at me but found it too
difficult She tried rolling over, first one way, then the other. " C'mon, Fah-Lip.
Be a good little brother." Her breath was atrocious. " Help me take out my contacts. " She reached over her head and let her hands fall on my face. I stood up.
" C'mon, mon Flippairs. Help me get these things out " Now she was
pawing at her eyes and waving her hand for me to come to the bed. It was
unbelievable. Completely drunk, completely ready. Completely mine.
She was breathing heavy, the way drunks do before they pass out. I had a
painful fist in my pants, so I unsnapped them and tugged them down. It seemed
like it took me forever. I was sweating from nerves or the heat, I don't know. I
took off my shirt. I figured " If someone comes in now, I'm dead anyway," so I
took off my underwear. I was up like a rocket on the Fourth of July.
It was time. I fingered her collar and followed the buttons down her flannel
shirt I was sixteen and she was twenty-four. I slid a finger inside the top of her
jeans and popped the button. She yawned and arched, stretching her skinny
arms up to the headboard. I put one knee on the bed. Hoo Man! My dick was
dribbling. She arched again, groaned. Her lips buzzed, and her eyes opened
half-way. With her arms stretched wide, she slowly curled them around me. I
bent forward to unbutton her shirt.
I felt her fingers on my ears, tighter and tighter. She was hurting me. She
pulled my face down and my head and eyes and ears exploded. Like hearing
the sea through a sea shell, I heard the soft sound of tearing cartilage. I couldn't
pull my nose from her mouth. I went blind. I couldn't scream.
Suddenly my head reeled back as if weightless. My hands covered my nose,
then pressed my ears, then flew back over my nose. My lungs were on fire. I
was blind and on fire. I didn' t see Lily jerk back her knees, but I heard the bed
squeak and felt her heels ramrod my groin. I fell, but to avoid the dresser and
the noise, I twisted myself forward and slammed against the ball on the
bedpost. I tasted the blood and dirt in the rug.
I tasted myself whispering, "What am I going to tell my folks? "
I rolled onto my back, wedged between the dresser and the bed. I fingered
my nose. My nostrils were already swollen shut. Lily' s legs jutted from the
bed, dangling over me like the banners of an occupying army. I listened to her
slow laughter as I squirmed on my elbows. Her foot slapped my chest Tears
burned my nose. It hurt to clench my teeth. I patted around the floor for my
clothes and turned on my side to crawl away. The sun was nearly up and I saw
the hair at Lily' s ankle. On hands and knees I felt no disgrace. In the fact of
time and eternity, what is one battle?
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THE DEVIL'S CLOSET
Charles Joseph Laity II
The Devil's Closet is the smallest of three pits in the western part of hell; it is
the one most exposed to raging flames and blinding smoke and showering
molten rock, but it has its advantages. It is surrounded by walls of glowing
coals, shaped much like a closet One can never say which wall is top and
which wall is bottom, because a demon can walk on any wall as easily as a
mortal can walk on the earth- up, down, upside-down. The walls are solid, but
they can be penetrated. Demons can pass through them with permission
without their physical bodies, if they are being sent to the earth with some
diabolical deed to perform-though not many of the prisoners in the Devil's
Closet could be trusted with such errands. The Devil's Closet is not supposed
to receive ordinary sinners, only those damned to hell who had, at one time in
their physical life, a dedication to goodness, but who have fallen without
repenting before the death of their physical body. I would say the Closet
contains somewhere near a sextillion of these sinners. Many of them I have
never met because they are sentenced to long terms in the House of a Million
Deaths. As the sinner's physical body dies, the spiritual energy is sent to
whatever destination seems fit In my case it was the Devil's Closet I came out
of the tunnel, into a space containing large floating bubbles, and was pulled
right through the wall of the Closet.
Each sinner, as he enters, is given back the form of his or her physical body,
for two reasons: one, so the sinner cannot pass through the wall again to
escape; two, because it would be too much like the upper world (heaven) if the
sinner didn't have the burdens and limitations of the physical body. Each
sinner is given a physical body which can experience pain, but which never
gets damaged by the pain; otherwise, the body would burn to ashes in one day
of walking the scorching coals of the walls. Each sinner is given a small barrel
which floats within the smoky atmosphere. The barrel is filled with petroleum,
and the sinner is to sleep in this barrel at night
The orderly for the section of barrels which I had been assigned to was, in
his physical life, I've heard, a Dr. Drake, who was a tiny, sneaky man who had
hacked and sliced and diced his entire family, in the name of God, before
taking his own head off with a front loading rifle. The orderly had a long,
slender tongue which he used as a whip to keep people in line. It was the
orderly' s duty to see to it that each sinner was completely submerged in
petroleum through the course of each night. Somehow, the orderlies and the
guards knew when it was night and when it was day, even though darkness
always prevailed in hell. And in hell there is no sense of time. The petroleum
kept the sinner's body weak and tender. There would be no revolting in this
part of hell, with prisoners whose flesh was softened each night by a soaking in
oil. My own skin grew so tender from that petroleum that just bumping into
another sinner, which was a hard thing not to do, caused excruciating pain.
Our physical bodies were only given to us to hinder us. There was no real need
for them. We could not die; we were already dead. So keeping our heads under
the petroleum for a night ( a night was equal to a year in the way we perceived
it) was of no danger to us. It only tormented us.
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The plan they had for me was this: I would spend one-hundred-thousand
days in the Devil's Closet, and then, if my suffering was great enough to make
me abandon all hope in goodness, I would become an ordinary sinner ( no
longer a special trial case) and they would send me off to the darker parts of
hell, where screaming and crying is the only sound. I did not plan on breaking.
I did not plan on sticking around long enough to be broken.
Upon my entrance, I was greeted by the head guard, who was a big brute
with eyes everywhere on his body-where his nipples had once been, on his
knees and elbows, tiny ones which blinked constantly on the lobes of his ears,
replacing all his fingernails and toenails. (He would spread his buttocks and
peer at me with one big blue eye, only because he knew the sight of it shook me
up so much.) The head guard wiggled his smoking finger at me as I passed
through the wall into the heat, and my flesh and bones formed around me
again. "Lark," he said, "I believe you will behave yourself in the Devil's
Closet. Don't give me any trouble, and your torture will only be severe. You
were a man of God on earth; you are a demon in here. Go on to your barrel,
now. I will see you later." He gave me the number ofmy barrel, 690,000,909,344,721,045, and his hundreds of eyes watched me go.
It is funny. There were some demons there on that day who had been there
fifty-thousand of those long days, and they still hopped up and down, trying not
to touch the scorching coals of the walls. And I, walking to find my barrel, felt
the pain of it on the bottoms of my tender feet, but I walked steady and straight.
I reminded myself that I was already dead, that pain didn't matter anymore,
that all this could be considered an illusion designed to torment me. There
were stacks of barrels, rows and rows, and I had to climb over the tops of
thousands of barrels before I found mine, surrounded by six others. As I
climbed into my barrel, the six heads poked out of the petroleum around me
with a quiet trickling sound. The faces studied me. There were two blacks, two
whites, and two Chinese. One of the blacks knew me well. He had been in
France when I had sponsored a great Easter carnival and celebration. He had
been a professional armed robber who had confessed to me. He used to walk
into grocery stores and line everyone up kissing the wall- men, women,
children- and then shoot them all once in the back of the head before taking
the money. This is what made him professional, he said; he never left any
witnesses. Even though he was a very dangerous man, he was a good man to
sleep next to. Something about him inspired sympathy and confidence.
"Wha'dup, Lark?"
"How are you, Washington?"
"Ain't nothin' but a thang. You'll get used t'it, sorta."
The orderly arrived, and the six men dunked back down into their petroleum
for the night. I was on my way down, to avoid the snap of the orderly's tongue,
when the smoking demon called me back up. "You are all moved in, I see," he
hissed. "Tomorrow morning you will go with Washington to weigh the gunk.
Each day a new bunch of gunk arrives to be weighed, and this will be your job
while you are here."
"What is gunk?" I asked.
The petroleum, up to my chin, began to boil. I dared notjump out, and I was
too proud to scream. "Do not interrupt me again," the orderly hissed. "Sleep
in boiling oil tonight, and you'll think twice about interrupting me again."
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Later I would learn from Washington that gunk is everything that goes into
the human mouth which never was meant to go into the human mouth.
Cigarette smoke. Liquors. Drugs. I was to help weigh the gunk, which seeped
through the walls at night, and then I was to compare the weight of the gunk
with the weight of temptation that had been issued for that day, tempting
people to put these things in their mouths. I then had to come up with a
percentage of how much of the temptation had been effective. It was not very
complicated, but it was very messy.
"I know you want to escape," the orderly said as I boiled in the petroleum,
"but I am not going to worry about it. Escape is impossible from the Devil's
Closet. If you try to escape, I' 11 put you in the House of a Million Deaths. You
already are spending your weekends there, but I'll put you in all week if you try
to escape. Got it?"
"Yes, sir," I said, and at that he put his hand on my head and shoved me
down into the boiling petroleum, which spurted and splashed with the heat all
that night I made the mistake of trying to breathe, but soon learned that it
wasn't necessary. It hurt not to breathe, but it hurt worse to have boiling oil
sucked into my nostrils.
My weekdays were to be spent shoveling and weighing gunk, and my
weekends were to be spent in the House of a Million Deaths. After weighing
fifty tons of gunk, which we shoveled up onto great scales, and which reeked of
chemicals, alcohol, smoke, urine, and even semen-here a strip of paper LSD,
there a puddle of whiskey, and there a pile of cake which must have been
stolen-I spent the rest of the day ( day is the wrong word to use here; time goes
so slowly in the Closet) wandering around the pit with Washington, who knew
every inch of it. An old woman with scarred and drooping breasts crossed our
path as we were walking, and she stuck her tongue out at me and then started
slapping herself wildly across the face.
"That'air was a grade school teach who had sex wit'er kids," Washington
informed me. "That's'ut put'er here. You're here fsex sins y'self, but yours
wes jes man-woman stuff, 'cause you wes a priest. She has a worse time here
than you."
We also met the bastard who, for his own kicks, filled aspirin capsules with
poison and planted them in supermarkets for people to buy. He was a
repulsively large, fat man, who reminded me of my own murderer, and who
was being beaten with a flaming stick by a man who was no wider than an eel.
"Out there," Washington said, pointing down at the wall which we walked
on, the same wall I had passed through upon my entrance, "out there is where
th' energy of evil is stored. Y' see, jes as the memories of violent deaths are
stored in th'House of Millions of Deaths, and jes as the gunk people put into
their mouths seeps through our walls and is stored here, so is the energy used
for evil reasons stored in th' space outside this wall. Th' energy floats 'round in
bubbles. You saw 'em when you came through th'tunnel? There'us a bubble
there jes for you, from all th' energy you used for evil."
"I saw them," I agreed.
"There's a bubble for th'man who killed you, too."
"I believe I saw it," I said. "It was one of the larger ones."
One day a spirit from the upper world came through the wall. He was
brightly lit in that dark and smoky burning pit. He was so bright that demons
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hid their eyes. I was shoveling gunk onto the great scales when the spirit
approached me. Although any spirit from the upper world has the right to enter
any part of hell at any time, this remarkable spirit was the first to enter the
burning depths of the Devil's Closet I was assured that no guards would come
to torture me as long as the spirit of light was so near. The light did not bother
me. It inspired me. I did not belong in hell. He walked with me to the same wall
that Washington had pointed out
"You have friends in the upper world," he said. "They are planning your
escape. They are each willing to sacrifice their life in heaven to help you
avenge your early death. Your friends are the other victims of this murderer." I
listened closely. "I don't know how you will get through this wall, but I have
faith that you will. I cannot help you with tha~ however. I can tell you this: the
tunnel through which you passed at the time of your death-it opens every day
at that time ( as everyone's tunnel does). This is a secret I will be punished very
severely for exposing. If you make it through the wall, you only need to wait
until that tunnel opens for you. It will open like an eyelid. You can pass back
through i~ leaving your regained physical body behind, and you will rise again
on the earth."
"How long have I been here?" I asked.
"Three days from now it will be six years. I know it seems like much more.
Each weekend in the House of a Million Deaths must seem like six years to
you. It has taken me this long to find you, Lark, to pass on this information that
your friends, who continue to grow in number, in the upper world, gave me to
give to you.''
"Well, I ask that you tell them something from me in return," I said, filled
with hope and faith. "You tell them I will escape. I will escape in three days! I
will break through this wall no matter what You tell my friends to be ready.
You tell each of them to go through their own tunnels before me, and to each
take part of the evil that is floating around outside this wall, that my murderer
has used, back with them. Tell them to make sure that my tomb is open for me
when I rise, and tell them to get my murderer to my tomb at midnight-the time
of my death-if they haven't killed him by that time. At midnight my tunnel
will open, and at midnight I will rise. If any innocent person should die on that
day, he should be sent back with some of that evil energy, and I will take
responsibility. I will return to hell after my escape. I will return to carry out my
punishmen~ which I fully deserve, but I will be bringing a partner with me!"
"I will pass on this message," the spirit said, and before leaving me, he
offered me one warning: "There is no guarantee, even if you do manage to
escape these walls, that your death will be avenged. You can take this man's
evil energy back with you, but it is possible that this man is capable of an even
greater evil. If he should conquer you, you will be punished for escaping, along
with all your friends for abusing the secret of resurrection. And your murderer
may live long enough to repent his sins."
"I will be satisfied if, when I rise, I can smile down upon this man's corpse.
Tell my friends that Tell them they need not wait until I rise to put an end to
this evil man's life. If this man doubles his crimes, he will get double the
punishment in hell. You must help, though. You must speak to my friends, and
to any innocent person killed as a result of this coming day."
"I will. But there is no guarantee that you will win," he said, and he drifted
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through the wall as if the wall did not exist for him.
"Tell them to be ready in three days!" I called after him. "Tell them to take
this man's evil back to him!"
As I slept ( slept, also, is the wrong word to use, for the nights are really spent
staying still and acting asleep in the petroleum, though fully conscious), I
thought of my escape. This was the night, and the time was coming soon.
Seven times daily and nightly I could feel the waves pass by, coming close to
the Devil's Closet on their way to the upper world. These waves were the
prayers of the mortals on earth for those damned in hell. I had been asking
sinners for the last three days if they also felt the waves. Most didn't know what
I was talking about. But there were a few, those who had been priests like
myself during their physical life, who nodded and winked, between shovels of
gunk. One of the guards, a slimy pile of trash with fire seeping out of his pores,
began whipping me and telling me to stop talking and to shovel more gunk. So I
shoveled and thought. Now I stuck my head up out of my petroleum barrel and
looked around. A voice came from behind me, hissing, "Do you want your oil
boiled?" I turned and saw the orderly looking down at me, hovering in the
smoke.
"I heard a voice," I said, and I was about to be struck by his long tongue. "It
was a voice from outside the wall, I think a prayer, for a Dr. Drake. I don't
know who this Drake is or why this startled me," I said, and I started back
down into my petroleum. He quickly called me back up.
"I, I am Dr. Drake," he said proudly. "You heard a voice?"
"Yes. I was a priest I can interpret the passing prayers."
"I demand that you tell me what this voice said. Come, come out of your
barrel and stand here and talk with me," the orderly said.
I climbed out of the barrel, dripping oil, and I stood on the edge of the barrel
looking up at the demon.
"What did you hear?" he said, shaking me by the shoulders.
"It was a prayer," I said, "but I couldn't make it all out. Maybe if we go
closer to the wall I can hear it better."
"A prayer, you say. For me? Yes, let's. Come," he said, dragging me by my
arm to the wall. We walked up the wall, walking to the middle of it, and I went
down on my knees and put my ear against it.
"Yes, there it is. I hear it again. It is for a Dr. Drake. A wonderful man. A
man who deserves to be forgiven of all his sins. It is from, from, uh, uh."
"From who?" he said anxiously.
"I can't make it out. If only I could get closer."
"No, that is impossible. The only way to get closer would be to pass through
the wall. You can't do that."
"Well," I said, pretending to think, "maybe if the passing prayers could be
brought closer to the wall. But, no, I should just go back to my barrel and sleep,
right?"
"Wait, wait, wait. I will go through the wall and see ifl can use some of the
energy to make a breeze to push the passing prayers closer. Then you can
interpret them for me."
I agreed. The orderly passed through the wall into the space beyond it where
the bubbles of evil energy floated around, and where the waves of the prayers
passed. "These prayers feel terrible to me," I heard him complain, and then,
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"but wait, yes, I am using some of this energy to cause a breeze, and-yes, it is
working, I think, they seem to be getting closer to you, they may even pass
through the wall for you to hear real clear!"
I had faith that my brother, a most powerful man, was praying for me on this
evening, and as the prayers passed through the wall, I was filled with the
energy of their goodness, and that was all I needed. I broke out of my physical
body and passed through the wall with a great shine of light that blinded the
orderly, and I could see as I soared the blinking lids of the countless tunnels
leading to the physical world. There was my tunnel opening. I flew through the
space, and I saw that bubble which I recognized as Willy Brown's evil, smaller
than when I first saw it, but still very huge, and I took it with me, hoping it
would be enough. I soared toward my tunnel as it opened, but as I grew nearer
it began to close on me, and demons and guards were coming out from the
Devil's Closet after me. "No!" I yelled, "my Lord God, not yet! I will suffer
for eternity in hell, but don't close this tunnel yet! Think of the children!" As I
approached the tunnel, the lid seemed to be opened no more than the width of a
sliver.
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PHOENIX RISING
Diane Williams

Willie Lee Witherspoon's full mouth curved into a half-moon, and her face
firmed and blushed like summertime peaches as she leaned back into a scent
that soothed her. Aunt Clytemnestra had dropped dollops of batter onto a
greased cookie sheet, making cake samples for Willie Lee, Willie Lee's sister
Phoenix, and Phoenix's little Langston, and now they were baking slowly in
the old Kenmore a few feet away.
Every week Clytie baked cakes. Cakes for Sunday supper. Cakes for
relatives and friends who were wrestling sickness in their own warm beds or
being held hostage in some city hospital. Cakes for the new neighbors moving
in up the street or for the old neighbors moving out down the road. Cakes for
funerals ( German chocolate), births ( angel food), weddings ( apple surprise),
divorces ( coconut), birthdays (chocolate). Willie Lee closed her eyes and blew
out twelve pink candles on a thickly-frosted chocolate cake, smacked her
scintillating memory, and readied her mouth for a taste of the moist sugariness
browning in the oven.
Hoping to stir something inside Clytie's story-telling soul, Willie Lee turned
sideways in her mushy vinyl chair and dared to put one of her red-socked feet
on a comer of the Formica-topped table. When Clytie got mad-righteously
indignant, she would say-she would never lay leather belt to bare bottom. She
would simply tell stories, weave honeyed webs about how things were
different, better when she was a girl; and Clytie' s tales- sometimes as
fattening and creamy as the butter frosting on her cakes-were often the only
things separating Willie Lee from the boredom that hovered over their small
house, their whole town, on sleepy, dusty, summer afternoons.
Clytie bent over her mixing bowl at the opposite end of the table. She beat
the batter as though it were a stallion and she its trainer, trying to tame it with a
pinch of this and a dash of that into a German chocolate cake. She always wore
swollen, milky dresses that draped her mud-pie body like a choir robe, dresses
that were as pure and white as her homemade mint ice cream or the Reverend
R C. Caryle' s woolly beard. She always wanted to look ready for the Rapture
-which, she knew, could come at any time now.
"Willie Lee, chile!" Clytie's nostrils flared, almost flattened against her
face. Sunlight ricocheted off the pearly refrigerator in the comer behind her
and haloed her body. "I done tol' you time an' time agin 'bout yo' feets an' dis
table, ain't I?" She waved her long-handled wooden spoon, her staff of truth, at
Willie Lee, bits of batter flying off and landing on Willie Lee's pug nose.
"Well, ain't I?"
Willie Lee nodded. She replanted her foot on the linoleum-checkerboard
floor, crossed her liquid-brown eyes, and tried to lick the batter off her nose
with the tip of her fat pale-pink tongue. Three-year-old Langston, who had
been patiently pushing his Lilliputian fire engine back and forth along the edge

of the table between Willie Lee and Clytie, squealed when he looked up into
Willie Lee's clownish face. Glee shut his eyes. Shiny, hard, red as a
Washington State apple, his truck clanked like Clytie' s silver spoons being
spun in a washing machine each time he propelled it.
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"Willie Lee, chile, sometime you vex mah very soul. Why you always do
the thang I as' you not to? Sometime I don' know who worse-you or dis
chile." Clytie pointed her spoon at Langston, who squeaked and nudged his
truck along with a chubby finger. "'Sides, you settin' a bad example fo' the
boy, an' the good Lawd knows he's got a bad 'nough example in his own
mama." She nodded toward a room up the hall.
"Awwwww, Clytie." Willie Lee sighed and slumped in her chair. She
watched Langston. His eyes as big and blank as saucers, his mouth crumpled,
he tried to yank the head off the tiny fireman driving his truck. "Not now."
Clytie tapped her spoon on the edge of the mixing bowl.
"The truth is sho' nuffthe light, Willie Lee, an' I thank we all hen in the dark
lately." Clytie' s cheeks puffed in and out like bellows as she tried to muffie a
ripening smile. "Did I evah tell you 'bout ol' Stump Neely?" She liked to tell
Willie Lee stories. Willie Lee always seemed to listen, always ummed and
ahhed at the right times. "01' Stump usta put his feet up on tables,
too ... "
After Willie Lee's and Phoenix's mother- the only one of the Warner
women who had the nerve to get divorced-had done the expected, had
waltzed out of the house on Saturday morning and onto a train bound for no
place in particular with a man who meant nothing to her in particular, Clytie
was the sister who had tried to do right by the children, raise them, nurture
them like her rubber plants. Clytie somehow always knew that it was too late
for Phoenix, only eleven at the time of what the men in town came to call the
Great Escape. She had already been bent by a bad wind. But Clytie worked
hard to salvage six-year-old Willie Lee, dragged her to church, made her wear
starched petticoats on Easter that scratched her bare thighs, taught her how to
sew, cook, clean, molded her into a real woman. It wouldn't be Willie Lee who
ran off in the middle of a steamy night to Chicago- never a letter dropped, a
postcard sent, a phone call made-and returned with a dark little boy who had
curly black hair and empty black eyes and skin as pale as buttermilk.
"No, Clytie." Willie Lee found her smile again. "No-tell me about old
Stump."
Clytie plopped her spoon into her batter and wrung her hands in her apron.
"Well, chile, ol' Stump-whose given name wuz Eddie-he wuz a gamblin'
man, a pool hall hustler who like slow whiskey and fast women. He like to love
'em an' leave 'em. Dat's why it kinda amaze ev'rybody when he settled hisself
down long enough to git hitched." Clytie slipped her hands into the patchwork
oven mitts on the table and stepped over to the stove. "He married a purty little
ol' gal named Mae Ann Wilkins. Mae Ann wuz only 'bout seventeen when ol'
Eddie charmed her wit' his pomade an' his toilet water an' his eyes as hot an'
black as tar." She drew down the creaky oven door, and wet heat slapped her
face. She blinked and nodded and umhmmmed as she checked the cake

samples. They were done. ''Eddie musta drooled over Mae Ann furst time he
seed her." Over her shoulder Willie Lee watched Clytie pull out the cookie
sheet carefully, watched Clytie's ample buttocks wrestle under the whiteness
of her dress like bear cubs wrestling under fallen leaves. Willie Lee found her
smile again. "She had eyes sticky an' sweet an' brown like honey, an' her skin
wuz like straw, soft an' yella, an' her hair wuz always hot-combed an' hangin'
down on her shoulders."
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"Hmmmm ... she does sound real pretty."
"Cut like a Coca-Cola bottle, chile." Clytie set the cookie sheet on top of the
stove, lifted up the oven door, and yanked off the mitts to put them on the table.
"Y'all kin have 'em soon as dey cool." Langston giggled. Clank clank clank.
Clytie mopped her damp forehead with the hem of her apron and returned
limply to her place in front of the mixing bowl. "Anyways, Eddie charmed dat
girl right to the altar, an' I swear he sho nuff lived to regret it ... "
Clytie' s voice goose-stepped up the hall, under the closed door of Phoenix's
room and into Phoenix's ears. Phoenix flipped over in bed, kicking off the
covers, and sprang up like burned bread in a toaster. She rubbed her eyes,
groaned, and the bitterness from another bad night out churned in her stomach.
Phoenix had always wanted to be the heroine of a romance novel, to be
swept away on a wave of passion, to make love on a speeding locomotive. She
always wanted to succumb to a man-not just any man, but a mysterious
foreigner, a soldier, a sailor, an ex-convict, a side of beef who had not had the
legs of a good woman wrapped around him in a long, long time. He would lose
himself inside her until they both roared like the engine. Or maybe the engineer
himself, in his striped overalls and silly cap, would take her. He could have her
at full throttle, let the train run by itself, crash through crossings, crush farmhouses, terrify horses and pigs, fly off into outer space. And she would come,
come, come ... During their seventh orbit around the sun, they would pause,
smolder, sip champagne out of dining-car crystal, smoke French cigarettes,
and sink into lust all over again.
But instead, Phoenix had to settle for a Chicago el train conductor, a man
with a baggy, watery-gray uniform, sheepdog hair, a handlebar mustache, a
greedy grin, and a greasy voice that satisfied her much more than the small
bulge he packed proudly in his pants. He looked good in the shadows of the
neon-lit motel room, good enough to devour like a full-course country mealplate-licking optional-but all he gave her in return for her fresh-baked desires
were a disconnected phone number, a son who bore his quiet good looks, and a
bad case of heartburn.
Now Phoenix spent most of her days eating and sleeping on a weary bed in
the center of a room that Clytie' s junk had claimed. Pieces of Clytie' s lifephotograph albums, books, phonograph records, dishes, Christmas ornaments,
fabric, thingamajigs that belonged to missing whatchamacallits-waited to be
recalled in dusty foodstuff cartons along the cream-colored walls. Sometimes
in the stillness of the night, sometimes while Langston slept curled into her
body like a soft question mark, sometimes while she tried to savor and to forget
the tartness of her own needs, the boxes sprouted feet and claws and marched
toward the bed, armed with the heavy past.
The shade was down, but sunlight tiptoed in around its edges and poked
through its pinholes to dot Phoenix's long legs like lemon drops. A breeze
kissed her face like a shy lover. She gaped, stretched, scratched like an ape at a
vague itch beneath the blue and red football jersey she liked to sleep in. It was
the last thing her last old flame had given her before he flickered out She
leaned over to turn on the old Zenith radio perched on a carton beside the bed.
A new group called Lickety Split crooned, moaned, groaned their latest hit
single, and Phoenix turned up the radio, crawled out of bed to open the door,
making sure that Clytie heard the song.
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"Why did he regret it, Clytie?"
"Well, Mae Ann mighta been the purtiest thang this side o' Greenwood, but
she wuz also the meanest. Dat woman had a temper would humble a grizzly."
Then she heard the song.
Sexy, sexy, sexy girl
Yo' love is like pancakes
Baby baby baby
Hot off the griddle
Syrup on top
Butter in the middle
Willie Lee shifted in her chair, battling the temptation to snap her fingers,
pat her foot, shake her shoulders with the beat
"Lawd ha' murcy." Clytie shook her head, strands of still-black hair
escaping the bun sitting like a bagel on the back of her head and cascading
down her nape. "When I was yo' age, Willie Lee, we didn't listen to filth like
this. We had a little pride an' respect for ourselves." Each word of the song
picked at the bleached bones of her morality like a vulture picking at a carcass,
searching for fleshy scraps of indignation. "You young girls today ... " Her
voice trailed off like a wisp of smoke. A new story was on its way up from the
depths of Clytie's memory to replace the one she had begun, but it snagged
itself on something in Clytie' s chest and sank quietly to the bottom of her
memory again. She looked up and into the eclipsed eyes of Phoenix, who stood
in the doorway of the kitchen, arms folded across her breasts, feet crossed at
the ankles.
"Go on, Auntie. Wasn't you tellin' Willie Lee another story?"
Willie Lee tried to silence Phoenix with raised eyebrows.
"Clytie was telling me about Stump Neely, Phoenix." Her voice broke off in
chunks and clattered to the floor. "Stump-Nee-leee."
"Oh, the jackass who married Mae Ann Wilkins? She cut his foot off one
day 'cause he kept puttin' it on the kitchen table. Whacked it right off with an
ax while he was sleepin'." Willie Lee sank in her chair and bit her lip and
avoided Phoenix's face. "Awwwww, did I spoil your story, Auntie? Did I?"
Phoenix's words dripped with saccharine. "Well, I'm surely sorry. But I just
know you've got another story down there somewhere in your trunk. You've
got millions of them." Langston didn't look up at his mother. He pushed the
truck harder, faster; it clanked louder, louder. Phoenix rubbed her forehead.
"Langston, take that damn truck in the front" Langston grabbed his truck and
ran past Phoenix to the living room.
"Must you give everybody hell in this house 'cause you're hung over?"
Willie Lee licked her lips, amazed as her own outburst.

Phoenix's eyes flashed like matches, and a grin spread across her dark face.
"I likes that in you, girl. Ha!"
Clytie began to beat her already submissive batter again.
"The funeral's tonight, Phoenix."
"Whose funeral, Auntie?"
"Halsey Primo's, for God's sake. You is comin', ain't you?"
"Why should I?"
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Clytie put a hand on one of her hourglass hips. She looked like the porcelain
pitcher she kept in the cabinet until company came.
"If you don't come, ev'rybody'll thank it's true what the folks is sayin' 'bout
you.''
"So?" Phoenix shrugged. "Let 'em talk. I like it when they talk, when I'm
the only thing on their twisted little minds. Makes me important. Don't it,
Lee?" She winked at her sister, and Willie Lee sighed. "If it wasn't for me,
folks wouldn't have nothin' to talk about on these hot days. You wouldn't have
nothin' to talk about."
"Lawd ha' murcy." Clytie looked up at the ceiling. She expected to see the
Lord's mercy hanging there in great supply and ready to rain on her.
"Lawd ... "
"I'm gonna take a shower, and in case you interested-and I know you
are-I'm goin' over to the G & G Grill and have somethin' cool to drink."
"You comin' home tonight?" Willie Lee looked up and then away.
"Langston missed you. He slept with me, and he hates sleeping with me, but
you didn't get in till almost four o'clock."
"You keepin' my time now? Ha!" Phoenix turned on her naked heels and
strode back to her room, hurling words like bricks over her shoulder. "I'll be
back when I get back-and not before."
Willie Lee and Clytie stared at each other for a moment.
"Lawd ha' murcy," Clytie said, and bent again to the batter.
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POTE
Lincoln Davis

Jane Target's fourteen-year-old son descended the stairs one winter with a
blanket wrapped around his fevered shoulders. He appeared before her at the
dining room table, where she had just finished sealing her last Christmas card
of the season.
"Mom, it feels like there's a whole continent dying in my rectum."
Mrs. Target led Pote back up to bed with a glass of apple juice and made him
promise to stay put this time. Stay put and stop thinking so much, she thought.
The boy was going to worry himself to death. Pastor Block had gone just a little
bit too far this time. Two sermons in a row on black people. First he's talking
about the new blacks in Swirling Pond, moving in from the city to find a better
life. Just pretend they're like you and me. They don't want a handout; they just
want to feel welcome. Then maybe their kids will stop bringing knives to
school.
And then, the very next Sunday, a special collection for the starving blacks
in Africa. We ought to feel ashamed pretending like they don't exist Here we
sit with our big Sunday dinners, while they ... and we call ourselves
Christians. Poor little Pote dropping his whole allowance in the collection
plate, while he can still hardly even chew from the time the black kids from
school beat him up in front of the 7-11 and took his last week's allowance. No
wonder the boy is sick. Jane Target stopped thinking for a moment and sunk
down onto one hip with disgust, looking down into the kitchen sink. She was all
through peeling, but she had to cut out so many brown spots that they didn't
even look like potatoes anymore.
Pote took a sip of the apple juice and crawled across his bed to look out of his
attic bedroom window. It looked down through a tree and onto the loading
dock of Swirling Pond Hospital across the street It was almost four o'clock
and he knew that it would only be a minute before he would hear the heavy
metal door of the hospital kitchen open, and his hero would appear on the dock
to practice his chaka sticks. There he was. The tall, fiercely-boned black man
who held out his arms when he walked, as if ready to draw a pair of sixshooters. He wore the simple orange uniform of the hospital food service, and a
hair net that sparkled like chain mail against his afro. Draw. The black man
reached an arm down the inside of his pants and Pote reached his arm beneath
his bed. They each produced a 2½-foot chain, with a pair of wooden handles at
each end. The black man raised his chaka sticks slowly above his head and
pulled the chain taut. Pote did the same, excitedly swallowing his own saliva,
kneeling by the window, waiting for the routine to begin. He had the routine
down. Let go of one of the sticks. Let it fly under your arm, catch it, let the
other end go, do a figure 8, under the other arm, reach behind, let it slap against
your palm. It took about four seconds. Hold it for another four. Start
again.
Down at the other end of the block, Juanita F ealing' s whole front yard was
thick with steam. She stood at her kitchen sink, fumbling with a bunch of the
longest, fattest carrots the Dominick's had to offer. As she watched the steam
from the hospital laundry fill up her kitchen window, she suddenly wondered to
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herself, "Are they killing off those sick people's germs in those dryers, or are
they just sending them out into our oxygen supply?" She gave the carrots
another good rinse, and flipped on the little TV set on top of the fridge. During
football season, she had to use the little TV in the kitchen. She could hear her
husband all the way from the den, in the midst of a touchdown:
"GO you black muthuh fuckuh! Run! Oh baby! Lover! Wee-hee hee!"
Her husband Roland had something funny going with the black race, she
decided. It didn't matter if they were on television in a uniform or not She and
Roland would be on a shopping trip to Sears, or at the Swirling Pond Mall, and
for every black male above the age of twelve that came within fifty feet of them,
Roland would have to tum around and stare, with a stupid smile on his face like
he was expecting, any minute, the guy to pull out a bat and hit a home run, or
go out for a pass, or slam dunk his packages into the mall fountain, or
whatever. Roland didn't care a damn that the mayor of Chicago was trying to
get rid of the city's crime by sending all the blacks out to suburbs like Swirling
Pond. Roland seemed to consider himselflucky that they were moving in. Next
thing he'd be going up to them for autographs. And his grammar! "Don't be
interruptin' me durin' d' game now, baby." To think they both graduated from
Swirling Pond High School back when there wasn't a black person for fifty
miles around.
Juanita was getting angrier by the second. Lifting the television cord to get
into the freezer for an ice cream bar, she remembered exactly what it was that
had broken the camel's back. Last Friday. After parking the car and walking
around the side of the garage with her groceries, she saw the biggest black man
she had ever seen, in a shocking orange jumpsuit. And that scar on his cheekshe was too terrified to scream. He had just stood there! Looking at her!
Holding that chain above his head! She had to stand in front of the television to
tell Roland about the incident: "He could have wrapped those things around
my neck! I dropped the groceries because of it and I'm still picking specks of
dirt out of the margarine! We'll end up with dysentery! Roland," she had said,
"the next thing you know there is going to be a rape!"
Roland replied, "Have you had a look at yourself lately, baby? A rape
would be a compliment to you, if you ask me."
Juanita was not deeply hurt by this comment. In fact, it was the first sign that
Roland had shown in years that he really noticed or cared about her weight.
She was relieved. It seemed the perfect excuse to do what she had been
considering ever since the previous Sunday after church. She had made out a
rather large check to the Swirling Pond Church African Relief Fund after
Pastor Block's rousing sermon about starvation. But she had not put it in the
collection plate. She had thought about it over donuts in the coffee hour after
the service. Who was to say that our lifestyle was really better than theirs?
Who were we to impose, she thought, reaching for another donut, with our
money, she thought, as her belt grew tighter, with our money which is the main
source of corruption in our own lives?
Now she had the answer. Now, standing before Roland slumped in his
football chair. Now, as she ripped the check into halves, fourths, eighths, and
sprinkled them in Roland's lap, she declared, "Only the strong survive, dear."
It was the afternoon of July 4th. Pote was curled up in the living room
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watching an old movie on channel 60, an old movie from the fifties, back when
the Latinos were such a popular race. " JIVARO. F emando Lamas, Rhonda
Fleming. Hot Latin lover sweeps white maiden off her feet and into sin in the
jungles of South America. He used every trick on every girl," the TV guide
proclaimed. Mrs. Target came in to check on her son.
" So what are your plans today, Pote?"
" Nothing, Mom. "
" Well, it' s the Fourth of July! Aren't you going to go running around with
Kevin and Jim like you did last year?"
" I don't like Kevin and Jim anymore, Mom."
" Why not, honey?"
" They' re jocks now, Mom. They make fun of me because I don' t act like a
black guy. I guess I'm a woosey 'cus I don' t pull on my crotch and stuff. "
" So what are you going to do?"
" There isn't that much to do these days, Mom. Except wait around to get
bombed by the Russians and stuff."
" Well why don' t you do something fun with the kids from church?"
" They all smoke pot, Mom. And I would too, you know, I really wouldn't
mind except that it makes me sneeze. I guess I'm allergic. "
" Well, we' ll have to go see Dr. Good about that, maybe get you on some
kind of medication. But .. ." Jane Target rolled her dishtowel into a ball and
placed it in her lap as she sat down next to Pote. " I wasn' t going to tell you, I
thought you'd have something else to do, but Mrs. F ealing called a few minutes
ago and she is desperate for a babysitter for little Ralph and Suzie. Her regular
girl, I mean her regular sitter, is at a picnic."
" Oh, Mrs. Pealing. She was our Sunday School teacher last year. We
always used to play tricks on her and stuff. She' s so funny. She' s so fat and
she' s easy to scare. "
" Well, good. I'll call her back and tell her you' ll be there. She said Roland
should be back with the kids in about an hour. " Pote' s mood was lifting.
He decided to go to the Pealing house early, and finish his movie over there.
Maybe scare Mrs. F ealing with his homemade chaka sticks. The last thing he
wanted was to be considered the " new girl. " He' d give her a good scare.
Pote stood on the F ealing' s porch, knocking on the door and breathing the
flatulent smell of the hospital dinner kits for five minutes before letting himself
in through the kitchen. He heard the television coming from the other room and
followed the sound. It was his movie. Rhonda Fleming was talking about her
new Latin lover: " Every time he holds me I hate myself! Every time! Every
time! "
He walked into the dining room. He could see Mrs. F ealing' s bedroom,
closed off from the rest of the house by a pair of closed French glass doors.
" He' a a liar! A cheat! A thief! And I love him! "
Mrs. Pealing was standing in front of the bedroom TV, in a bra and a flowerprint skirt, chomping on a Fudgesicle. Mojo, the family dog, was lying beneath
the dining room table, drumming his huge heavy tail on the carpet in a slow
rhythm.
Pote did not say a word as Mrs. Pealing opened the French doors and began
to walk around the table towards him. She seemed to be in a trance, caught up
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in the drama of the movie, perhaps. She was barefoot. She held up her hair in
back with one hand and huge hoop earrings dangled at her neck. She took tiny
steps, almost dancing, heaving her breasts like a National Geographic woman
in time to Mojo's tail.
It was too late for Pote to go back outside and knock. Too late to even clear
his throat. He went ahead as planned, snatching the chaka sticks from his back
pocket, and thrusting them above his head and looking fiercely down at the
half-naked Mrs. Fealing, shouted, "BOO!"
The dog's tail stopped pounding. Mrs. F ealing looked up at Pote with her
mouth stretched back, unable to scream. Her next reflex was to cover herself,
though she chose to place her arms across the naked bulge of her stomach
rather than the sunburned tops of her breasts.
Pote just stood for a moment, watching chocolate ice cream drip from her
hand to her foot. He was in over his head now.
"Give me that Fudgesicle."
Juanita took a sharp breath, and her eyes widened. Then she gave him the
Fudgesicle.
"I'm sorry. I thought you were my husband."
Pote said nothing. He rolled up the chaka sticks and put them in her hand.
Juanita fondled them with recognition, then pressed them to her bosom. "I
better go and put something on before I catch a cold." She went back into the
bedroom, grabbing a blouse from the antenna of the television, then let the
chaka sticks fall, first one handle, then the other, onto her bed.
Pote gave his crotch a good yank, feeling the Fudgesicle melt in the other
hand. He said to her before Roland returned with the kids, "You just call me
any time you be needin' somebody to take a Fudgesicle off yo' hands."
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LEAVING THE P. I.
Richard Wilson
Nelson West walked in the golden hue of twilight engulfed in the putrid, fetid
stench oozing from Shit River. The river, little more than an open sewer, was
the dividing line between the American naval base at Subic Bay and the
Philippine city of Olongapo. What would he say to Alice? he thought,
oblivious to the crowd of sailors and marines swarming past on their way into
town. Nelson shoved his hands deep in the pockets of his civilian, fatigue-style
cords and followed their flight up N agasasay Boulevard. Across the bridge he
could see the neon flashing along the strip, and already the dirt street was
becoming crowded with jitneys and trikes. Beyond the rooftops the mountains
rose purple-tan against the soft azure sky.
How could he say goodbye without causing a scene? he wondered as he
started across the concrete bridge, wet hair and beard glistening in the dying
rays of the evening sun. Man, she's only a hooker. Fuck worrying about a
scene. But he winced at the thought, knowing she was more than that to him.
How much more he was afraid to ask. He did know sex was better with her
than with any other woman he'd been with and that their relationship ( yes, that
was the right word) had lasted longer than any of the others, too.
He passed behind the backs of those who had stopped along the rail to toss
coins to the pubescent virgins below until he found an opening near the center
of the bridge and filled it, something he did every night when they were in port
before going on to see Alice at the Astro Club. The iron rail felt warm and
greasy with humidity. Nelson silently cursed the navy for not allowing them to
wear T-shirts off base and rolled back the cuffs of his black shirt, cursing
himself in the process for not buying something lighter.
A staccato chatter rose from below and Nelson bent over his forearms and
looked down at the junior-high-age girls standing in their sampans and
homemade rafts lined up side by side across the breadth of the river. All the
girls were dressed in white, holding butterfly nets to catch the coins, all reciting
the same limited litany: "Hey sailor, throw me coin. Throw me peso."
Why tell 'er tonight, he wondered. Why not put it off'til the end of the week?
Hell, for all you know we may be back again in six weeks just like usual. But he
had a gut-level feeling they wouldn't and he knew the longer he delayed, the
harder it would be. So, ya just tryin' to make things easier for yerself? he asked.
Aw, come on. You know yer leavin' sooner or later. You've known that all
along. Now ya gotta tell 'er tonight.
He didn't know what to tell her though. Rumors of a cease-fire had been
flying since Christmas, but nothing had come of them yet, and they had
continued to remain on line bombing every day. It was the middle of March

and this was their second time back in the P. I. since the holidays. They were
scheduled to return to the line at the end of the week, though the Captain had
hinted over the ship's P.A. at muster that morning that they might be sailing for
Hong Kong instead; that was a major policy change.
There's no way they'd give us two weeks off the line unless the war ended,
Nelson thought as he watched an errant coin land in the water behind one of
the girls and three or four dark-skinned boys in cutoffs dive into the murky
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water after it. When they did he remembered his mother's warning about
playing down by the sewer when he was a kid, how she always scolded him and
worried about him catching typhoid. Now he found himself thinking about this
same thing and adding cholera to it and wondered how many would live to be
his age.
The thought and the hopelessness of the situation overwhelmed him and he
found that thinking about his own problems was easier. So what ya gonna say?
he asked. She's gonna wanna know why and ya don't have an answer. Oh, for
Christ's sake, just tell 'er. She's a hooker and has probably heard it a million
times already. Shit man, she's probably got the same arrangement with half a
dozen other guys. What about Tin-can Man? Tin-can Man was a picture he'd
seen his first night with Alice back in September tucked into the corner of her
vanity mirror. He had asked her casually who he was and she had said it was a
boyfriend on a destroyer, so he knew from the start he wasn't the only one she
favored. But she had also promptly taken the picture and put it in the drawer
and he never saw it in the mirror again. Far as you know, Tin-can Man may be
back in the States by now. None of which makes a damn bit of difference, he
reminded himself. The fact is yer gonna be leaving soon and ya have to tie up
yer loose strings so they don't haunt ya the rest of yer life. Ah Jesus, give me a
break, man. What'd ya think this is, a fuckin' soap?
"Hey! Magumba-muboy."
Nelson blinked and found himself staring at a short, slender girl looking up
from directly below. For a moment he thought she was yelling at him and was
about to answer when he realized she was looking at the guy to his right.
"Throw me coin, magumba-muboy."
"What the fuck's 'magumba-muboy' mean?" the stocky guy next to him
asked his buddy on his right.
"Fuck if ah know," his buddy said with a hillbilly accent squeezed through
big yellow horse teeth. "Maybe she wants ta suck yer dick."
"It means beautiful pig," Nelson said quietly, lacing his fingers together and
drooping them over the rail. He knew by the flattops and sidewalls that the two
guys next to him were marines and he could tell by the tone of their voices they
were looking for an argument.
"That some kinda insult?" the stocky grunt said, glaring down at the girl.
"Not really," Nelson lied, wanting to cool out the belligerency rising in the
marine. "Consider it an affectionate endearment."
The marine' s glare softened to a leer as he continued staring at the girl.
"Throw me coin, magumba-muboy," she said again.
"I'll throw you this," the grunt said grabbing his crotch and thrusting his hips
forward. "How'dja like that, Cherryface? How'dja like nine inches of prime
beef, and I ain't talkin' none of that stinkin' monkey meat either." The two
marines laughed and the girl turned away angry, scanning other faces along the
rail for an easier mark. "Hey, Cherryface!" the grunt yelled when he realized
he was being ignored. "You want coin?" he said digging into his pocket,
coming out with a peso and holding it up for her to see. "You want peso?" he
said, waving it back and forth. "Here. Catch!" he shouted and deliberately
threw it over her head out of reach, sending three or four little Philps diving into
the murky depths of slow death again. "Sorry, Cherryface. I never was any
good at basketball."
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"Fuck you," the girl said vehemently.
''I'd like to oblige ya, Cherryface, but I already promised your big sister I'd
fuck her tonight, and I'm runnin' late," he said, moving away from the rail with
his buddy. "So long, Cherryface. See ya in about five years-maybe."
"Fuck you, asshole GI Joe," the girl said to their retreating backs, but the
grunts were already disappearing in the crowd.
You said it, sister, Nelson thought as he watched them heading into town,
the old shame sweeping over him again. He hadn't really understood the term
"ugly American" until he got to the P. I., but standing on the bridge night after
night it had become crystal clear.
"Hey sailor, throw me coin," Nelson heard a soft, quiet voice say, and for a
second he thought it came from within his own head, his brain mimicking the
phrase he'd heard a thousand times, but when he looked back to the river he
found himself staring into a pair of dark, beautiful almond eyes belonging to a
tall girl with jet black hair halfway down her back. "Throw me coin," she said
again in the same soft voice, and Nelson found himself half wincing, half
smiling in return.
He wasn't in the habit of throwing coins himself, couldn't afford it, he said,
but something in the girl's voice had him reaching into his pocket now and
drawing out a large silver peso. But when he got ready to throw, it suddenly felt
terribly light and awkward in his hand and he was afraid it would shoot
ridiculously out of his fingers, land in the water, and the girl would think he was
just like all the rest of the assholes who made life difficult for her. So he held the
coin up to her, gave her a good sight of it as if he were a pitcher teaching her to
catch, and leaned unnecessarily far over the rail and carefully chucked it into
her net. The girl smiled shyly up at him and he felt warm and waved and smiled
in return, then slowly turned and headed up the street toward town.
The light was fading fast now as he walked past the last couple of rinky-dink
honky-tonks without neon signs. The pink had turned to gray and would soon
be black. He walked only a hundred yards or so, then stopped. He stood at the
edge of a shabby residential neighborhood. Somewhere straight ahead, he
thought, then left, then ... He couldn't remember how to get to Alice's. It was
always dark when they went there, huddled close together in the snug canopied
sidecar of the motorcycle that served as a taxi in Olongapo, and even though he
tried to pay attention sometimes, the streets twisted and turned and all looked
the same after dark. And yet it's only a five-minute ride from the club, he
mused.
When he reached the front door, he hesitated once more, still not knowing
what to say. "Go on," he murmured. Play it by ear. Get it over with. Nelson
ambled inside, but froze again as he reached the foot of the stairs and looked up
the wide wooden steps to the landing where two girls were smiling at him and

beckoning with their arms.
"Come up," the nearest one said. "We party. Get married tonight, divorce
in morning." They both giggled, but Nelson shook his head and turned away
staring at the base of the dark-stained, slated wall that always reminded him of
an upper hall in a nineteenth-century saloon.
Right now, though, he was only concerned with what he imagined would
take place upstairs if he went. Staring at the base of the wall where it met the
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first dirty step, he saw himself climb those steps and shake off the two sirens at
the top who wanted to know if he had a girlfriend there- telling them, yes,
Alice, Alice Cruz, number twenty-seven. He saw himself pushing through the
swinging saloon doors and stopping just inside the large, dimly lit room.
Stopping and standing there hesitantly, looking over the tables for Alice,
seeing the faces, the girls staring back, the ones without men curious, but
holding back because he was obviously looking for someone special; they
could see it in his face, his eyes, dark, penetrating, intense. He was even aware
of how he looked to them, tanned a deep bronze, his black bushy beard shining,
fresh washed and curled tightly to his face, his dark hair, long for a sailor,
swept back, parted on the side and shining too, thick and rich like an Arab's.
And then she saw him a split second before he saw her sitting at a table across
the room with several other girls waiting for things to heat up, waiting for
customers. He saw her coming to him, weaving her way between the tables,
cutting across the open dance floor in her long, sequined, emerald green dress,
sleeveless, low-cut, slit up the sides. She was smiling and as she approached
held out her arms and he, automatically opening his for the embrace, kissing
her warmly, as usual, as if nothing had changed, except he couldn't smile and
she knew, looking into his eyes, that something was wrong, something had
changed, and that something was his leaving and this was goodbye.
Nelson found himself staring out the door into the busy street, suddenly
aware of the noise and movement of taxis and feet. "I can't tell 'er," he
muttered and rushed out the door, afraid to turn around, fearing in his reverie
that she might have appeared on the landing, might have seen him standing at
the foot of the stairs, and was at this very moment racing after him.
It was nearly a block before he slowed to a normal pace and dared cast a
furtive glance over his shoulder. In the crowd behind there were only strangers,
but he continued up the sidewalk, walking against the flow now and having to
step aside for long moments to let a string of G Is pass. Finally he got tired of
swimming upstream and leaped the trench to walk in the street. I need a beer,
he thought, as he walked along beside the mounded dirt. "Fuck that shit," he
spat. You just need some fucking guts. What the hell you so afraid of? Get back
there and tell 'er.
He spun on his heels and started doggedly for the Astro, but only got twenty
feet before he slowed to a shuffie and then stopped altogether. "I can't," he
exclaimed with a sigh, thrusting his hands in his pockets and throwing his head
back in exasperation, staring at the veil of dust hanging above the street. Why?
Why was he afraid to face her? He had never been afraid to face a woman in
his life, never afraid to tell one just what he thought. But he'd never had to say
goodbye to one he cared about either; he'd simply walked away.
Suddenly he felt very weak; he knew ifhe went up there she'd go to work on
him, and he knew if she went about it right, subtly, with words and soft
caresses, not whore like- grabbing at the crotch, tugging on his arm, whining,
"Buy me drink. Buy me drink"-she'd succeed. She'd succeed in getting him
to sit down and have a beer, succeed in getting him to dance, where she'd hold
him tight, rub up against him real close, close enough to feel her softness, smell
the rich coconut oils in her hair, smell the musk of her moist, dark skin: then
she'd have him. She'd have him for the night and the whole thing would start
over tomorrow, except it would be harder because she'd make him promise in
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the morning, make him promise to come back that night, and seal it with an
extra-good fuck, during the course of which he would promise. In the melting
mist of orgasm he could hear himself say, I promise. I promise. Oh baby, I
promise. I' 11 be back. 0 h baby, I' 11 be back.
A taxi horn beeped and he jumped back to his senses. "Come on! Get your
fucking head outta yer ass!" he shouted at himself between clenched teeth. If
yer gonna act like a geek get outta the fucking street But he stayed, hugging the
ridge of dirt, wandering idly in the direction of the base without intending to go
there.
After a block or so he noticed the old woman's stand, but kept on walking. A
short way past it her words came back to him. "You buy for girlfriend?" he
heard her say again and stopped Why not? he thought It might make things
easier if I come bearing gifts. Right Mr. Big Spender, won't even buy her
cigarettes or a second drink, all of a sudden comes waltzin' in with a teddy
bear-and she don't know what's up? He saw the same scene in his mind
again, the realization on her part only slightly delayed by the advent of the
bear, but the end result the same; worse even.
He was standing there looking back at the stuffed animals when he saw the
kid come from behind the stand and put something in one of the racks. The kid
can deliver it! The thought flashed through him like a magnesium flare. Pay 'im
a couple pesos and ... You fucking shit. You think that'll solve anything? You
think you can buy her off or something? Buy yourself? Just spend a little
money and no more problem? No more guilt?
But while he was deriding himself his feet were taking him back toward the
stand, and suddenly he was in front of it and the woman was smiling at him
again with her gold teeth and the kid was taking him by the hand and drawing
him closer. "You come back," the woman said. "You buy bear?" Nelson
found himself nodding, looking at the woman, looking at the kid, who was
staring back up with those soft brown eyes, so large, so white. "You want this
one?" the woman said, taking the pink and black panda from the shelf and
holding it out to him. Nelson nodded again. "Twenty peso," she said.
Twenty pesos, he thought, snapping out of it. The price of a drink. It's all I
ever spend on her anyway. He stooped slightly to unbutton the thigh pocket of
his cords and extract a twenty. He handed it to her and she gave him the bear.
"For girlfriend, no?"
"For girlfriend," Nelson said. The kid was still standing beside him and he
dug in his other pocket for some change, coming up with two pesos and an
American quarter. "Listen," he said, squatting beside the kid. "Do you know
where the Astro Club is?" he said very deliberately, pointing up the street in
the direction of the club, the kid following his finger and turning back nodding.
"OK. I want you to take this to the Astro Club, upstairs," and he pointed his
index finger in the air and jabbed the sky a couple of times. "Upstairs. See?"
The kid nodded again. "And give this to Alice. Number twenty-seven. Got
That?" The boy shook his head again. "Good. This is for you," and he handed
the kid the coins and the bear. "Now go," he said, and patted him on the rump
like a coach, sending him dodging and weaving through the crowd like a
halfback, clutching the bear like a pigskin, its legs and arms flapping bye-bye.
Nelson watched until he disappeared into the crowd.
It was dark now, black overhead. He wandered a few feet down the street in
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the direction of the base again, wandering aimlessly, adrift, then stopped and
looked back up the street. He could just see the upper story of the Astro, a
blank wall, but in his mind he saw the kid dash through the front door and
clomp up the stairs the way little short-legged kids do, holding the rail with his
left hand, clutching the bear to him with his right He could see the girls
standing on the landing, laughing, teasing him as he came up, asking him in
Tagalog if he had a girlfriend there. And he, looking them in the eye until they
quit laughing, until one of them asked him who he was looking for, and he
saying Alice, number twenty-seven. And one of them offering to deliver it for
him, but he shaking his head and standing steadfast until another takes him by
the hand and leads him through the swinging doors into the club, leaving him
standing there, just inside the door, alone, in that empty space by the door,
while she goes off to find Alice. Standing there for everybody in the joint to see,
to stare, to laugh and joke. The girls giggling, the drunk sailors laughing their
horselaughs, the bartender elbowing his partner in the ribs, jerking his head
toward the kid, his partner smiling, making a knowing joke. And then Alice
coming across the floor to him, bending down in front of him, smiling, and he
knows it is her without having to read the name tag pinned to her dress,
automatically holding out the bear to her, everyone in the bar thinking she is
his. She takes it and he turns to run, but she shouts and he turns around,
standing directly in front of the swinging doors, and she asks him who gave him
the bear and he, in Tagalog, says the tall man in the black shirt with the hair on
his face, and then he is gone, clomping down the stairs as fast as his legs will
carry him, the smile fading from Alice's face, eyes glazing. "Fuck!" Nelson
muttered, still staring at the blank upper story wall. "Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!"
People looked at him from the sidewalk, but he didn't care and squatted beside
a sewer tile, flat-footed, arms draped over his knees, and picked up a clod of
dirt. Why did he have to get involved with her in the first place? he thought and
crushed the clod between his fingers, then opened them slowly and watched the
dirt trickle out like grains of sand pouring through an hourglass. Why did he
have to go home? What was back in the States? Nothing. Not really. Nothing
at all.
Nelson flung the remaining dirt down and looked around. What was he
going to do? The night was still young. A beer would taste good now, he
thought, but then the thought of having to fight off half a dozen strange new
hookers turned him sour. For the first time in the P. I. he didn't feel like getting
laid. What the hell, you in love with 'er or something? he asked himself,
standing up and dusting his hands together. No, he wasn't in love. He liked her,
but he wasn't in love. He'd known from the beginning he'd have to leave some
day and he'd guarded himself against it. So if he didn't love her, why was he
afraid to face her? What was he guarding himself against now? "Losing face,"
he mumbled, stepping over the ditch back onto the sidewalk.
He stood there at the edge, frozen, watching the crowd go by. Why couldn't
he be like all the rest? Why couldn't he simply fuck her until the day they left
and forget about her? Somehow he had trapped himself, bound himself up in
the web of his ego by promising himself that tonight would be it- and now he
couldn't face her for fear of surrendering to her, losing face to her, of needing
her more than she needed him. The thought was like a dagger to the heart.
That's it, isn't it? he thought You can't face 'er because you know she's
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stronger than you and you can't live with the thought of it It all boils down to
politics, doesn't it? Dirty, stinking, fucking politics! You couldn't just say, "It's
been great fun, but I think it's best to end it now, I'm gonna miss ya," or
anything like that, could ya? No! Ya gotta end it your way. On top. In control.
Always in control. Mr. Cool. Get out while the gettin's good. Get out before ya
get hurt and don't look back. The only fuckin' power ya got is the power to
walk away?
He saw his reflection in the glass of the California Club, slack-jawed, eyes
bright and wide, pain showing in the tiny crow's feet that had grown and
stretched all the way to his hairline. People kept walking back and forth in front
of him, but the image kept staring back and his last thought kept echoing in his
head. The only fuckin' power ya got is the power to walk away? But with each
reverberation the question faded until it became a statement The only fuckin'
power ya have is the power to walk away. And once more he found himself
moving up the sidewalk-a gainst the grain.
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BILLY
Mark A. Smith

Nobody ever came flat out and said they thought it was Sandy's fault No
one even hinted at it when it was discussed in the break room after Sandy had
gone home. No oblique insinuations of her guilt were made in hushed tones in
the privacy of the back of the ward, or across a bath slab. But everyone, even
those who weren't there when it happened, and even those who didn't work on
Green Ward, knew Billy aspirated on his peas because Sandy had gotten
frustrated and tried to shove them down his throat too fast They had all
watched the ferocity with which Sandy fed when she was pissed off. She did
nothing to hide it She cursed and pried and shoveled until all the food was in a
stomach or on a bib. But everyone fed too fast sometimes, and everyone had
their moments of irrational anger at a resident And everyone liked Sandy. She
drank with them. She laughed and bitched and gossiped with them; and
everyone could understand her frustration with Billy, so no finger of accusation
was raised. Instead, a sense of common guilt pervaded the ward-partly
because, considering the brutality with which Sandy fed sometimes, the whole
thing was inevitable, was doomed to happen eventually, and no one had ever
said anything to her or tried to stop her; and partly because they all knew that it
could have happened to them instead.
Billy was awful to feed. He'd spit and blow, flail his head around and clamp
his jaw. Coaxing and coercion couldn't convince him to eat when he refused.
Something, some evil quirk in his brain, made him flatly refuse nutrition. The
strange thing was he really wanted food. On rare occasions he'd gobble
greedily. But these times were few and fast-lived, usually only lasting for
several bites. These times only dangled a gleaming ray of hope under the
feeder's nose (and Billy's), then quickly yanked it away with a sputtering blast
of pureed carrots or mashed potatoes. He wanted food all the time, but the selfdestruct mechanism, that strange and horrible flaw in his brain, prevailed.
Billy came to 12 Green in the dead heat and sweat-it-out humidity of a
Michigan July, three months before he choked to death on his peas. He came
from the Center infirmary, where he had spent the last year and a half getting
worked on by the resident orthopedic surgeon, a small nasty man with a nearly
uninterpretable Eastern European accent. Everyone called him Samurai
Orthopedic Surgeon, partly for his gruff, guttural, unintelligible speech, but
mostly for the wide, flat, pink, zig-zag scars that traversed a leg or arm of
almost every one of the seven hundred residents at North Center. Alex had
been told that Dr. B. had spent the last twenty-three years at the Center
perfecting this supposedly revolutionary technique of the zig-zag cut that was
supposed to heal better and cause less scar tissue. But whenever Alex thought
about it, he also thought about the pencil-thin scars hidden under Louisa's
breasts, looking so much like the natural fold that he hadn't even noticed them
until he made some comment about silicone breasts and she had pulled up her
shirt to show him the scars, sobbing, hiding her face in the shirt. The scars on
the retarded kids looked brutal and unsightly by comparison, even though
Louisa's scars were the result of a social brutality much more profound than
one hack surgeon experimenting on a group of severely retarded people.
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Billy had caught his arm in the bars of his adult crib on 7 Blue and busted his
right humerus just below the shoulder. He was constantly in motion, swinging
and thrashing, and none of the pins and staples and whatever else they tried
had held. Soon the end of the bone had worked its way out through the top of
his shoulder, out into the alcohol-and- urine stench of the hospital air, and the
surgical incisions refused to stay closed. So they gave up even trying to suture
them, an irrepressible staph infection set in, and it was a hell of a mess. They
sent him to 12 Green because 7 Blue refused to take him back in that
condition.
He arrived at 12 Green in a high-backed orange wheelchair, thrashing in his
restraints-or rather, trying to thrash. The twisted bedsheets that tethered
every flailable part of him stopped what would have been grand wild
movements, a jerking like a dog in hot pursuit hitting the end of his leash. Billy
was skinny, too skinny. His body looked like something a Japanese would
make of bamboo and tissue paper. Every ounce of nourishment put into his
frail body was burnt up by his frantic self-destructive actions.
When all the transfer forms were signed and the snotty, white-clad infirmary
aides had left, Sandy and Alex took Billy to the central area of the ward. Alex
slowly pushed the chair through the ward, leaning over the back and trying to
get a feel for this new kid by contemplating him from above.
"Hi, Billy," he said, "nice to meet ya."
Billy turned his head sideways, then tipped it back onto his shoulder so that
he was staring into Alex's face, about a foot away. Billy had a scared, frantic
look in his eyes, but his face looked somewhat resigned.
"Welcome to Green Ward."
Billy turned his face forward again and eked out a thin, high-pitched "Hi."
Over the next couple of weeks, Billy kind of settled in, or rather, the aides on
12 Green kind of started to get used to him. Through his waking hours he was
in perpetual motion, squirming and jerking, always restrained, tied in with
sheets or bagged down, but always in motion-gradually, like a war of
attrition, loosening those restraints no matter how secure they were. Most days
he would manage to get an arm or a leg loose at least once or twice. The aides,
giving a bath or sitting around up front at nap time, would hear a rhythmic
crashing or a dull thudding start, and Billy would start crying out because he
had no control over it and wanted it to stop, and an aide would go over and retie
whatever it was that got loose, tighter this time; and maybe they would put a
safety pin in the knot this time hoping that it would hold better. But there would
be some new bruise or cut or scrape, and it would have to be noted in his chart,
and an incident report would have to be filed. The charting was no big deal, but
it served to heighten the sense that each time this happened it was a defeat, a
failure.
Now it's hard to stay fresh in that kind of a situation where rewards have to
be searched for, picked out of the rubble, and scrutinized to be sure that's what
it really is. You say that the reason you do it is because the money's good and
you're used to it, you're comfortable, but the real reason is that you still want
to be able to care. You still want to believe that all the compassion that made
you feel so good about yourself isn't gone, hasn't dried up like some lonely
spring in the middle of the badlands. And you know you can still care because
you've done it before, and even now sometimes you feel it welling up, enriching
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and soothing with a swoon like the first day of spring. But it's hard to give when
you don't receive, and it's hard to put out when nothing ever comes of it
Billy was different somehow. As the aides got to know him, they began to
see him as more than just this horrendous burden. And they began to
appreciate his presence because he could do something that no other kid on the
ward could do. Billy could talk. They could tease him, and sometimes he
would tease back. He could tell them what he wanted. Just the fact that he
could acknowledge their presence was something that greatly endeared him to
them, and Billy became the favorite of several aides on the ward, of whom
Sandy was one.
Sandy would sit on the flotation mattress next to his head, talking to him like
he was her child, stroking his sandy, disheveled hair. She went out of her way
to see that his needs were met, and she tried to make sure the other aides went
out of their way too. But her caring and affection were a double-edged sword.
She took it as a personal offense when he hurt himself. It was almost as if he
were hurting her. And the rapport that they developed also increased the
frustration Sandy felt in dealing with his problems. After a while she began to
direct the anger back at him.
That day, Sandy was doing what she had to do to feed Billy, because he
wasn't cooperating. One hand on the side of his face to hold his head still, she
was prying his jaw open with a spoon between his teeth. Through the handle of
the spoon she could feel the steel abrading and grinding against his enamel.
Holding his mouth open by pressure from her thumb on his jaw, she put the
food all the way back into his mouth, applying pressure to the back of his
tongue with the spoon to try and make him swallow, scraping the food that
spilled out over his lip from his chin and reinserting it.
But then with a mouthful of food, he got his head free, turned, and with a
sputtering blast, blew ground beef all over her shirt She turned red with anger
and, not even bothering to brush off her shirt, pried his mouth open again and
started shoveling in mashed potatoes as quickly as she could. Billy flushed and
started to cry. He didn't make any noise- he couldn't for the potatoes-but his
eyes filled and tears began to roll down his cheeks. This made her madder.
When the potatoes were gone, mostly onto his bib, she began shoving peas in.
And with a gasp for breath that was abruptly cut short, he inhaled them.
Sandy immediately realized what had happened. Both faces, eyes meeting
no more than a foot apart, simultaneously filled with wide-eyed terror. Her
pulse raced, and the tingle of adrenalin rushed through her body. She thrust a
finger into his mouth, deep into his throat, scooped the remaining peas out,
then watched, expecting him to regain his breath. But he just sat there
squirming in his bonds, mouth gaping open wider than it had ever gaped, his
face turning redder and redder. She was so scared that she forgot what to do, so
even though she dreaded other people knowing what she had done, she yelled
for help.
Janet came first, calmly setting the tray she was carrying on the floor, then
telling Sandy to get behind the chair and hold it steady. She placed the heels of
her hands on Billy's abdomen, right below his ribcage, and leaning into it with
all her weight and strength, she shoved. The chair tipped backwards-Sandy
staggering, then bracing herself better. But nothing happened to Billy, no
sound, no cough. He wasn't squirming anymore. All the muscles in his body
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were tensed and straining, as if the frozen open gape of his mouth had spread
down through his body; and he was profoundly red, looking as if at any
moment his skin would rip open and he'd burst with a mighty "kaboom."
Alex was already there, and when he saw nothing happen from Janet's first
shove, he pulled out a pocket knife and frantically started cutting the sheets
that Billy was tied in with. Janet kept shoving on his diaphragm. Alex got the
restraints cut and yanked Billy out of the chair. As he pulled the boy into his
arms, he felt the body go limp. Reaching from behind, Alex clasped his hands
over Billy's diaphragm and yanked, but there was no air in his lungs to push the
food out Billy dropped in his arms, no longer supporting himself at all. Alex
pulled harder and harder until the green-twig-snapping sound of breaking ribs
made him stop. He laid Billy on the floor, put his lips to the boy's and tried to
blow the food down into his lungs. It didn't budge.
Finally Janet said, "No heroics, Alex."
He stood and looked down at the boy, blue, glassy-eyed, and dead.
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THE DREAM MACHINE
Thad Vassmer

I once knew a Mrs. Agnes Glumpki, who lived in a ratty two-flat in my old
neighborhood. She weighed a staggering 312 pounds, and the pink and green
garments she wore clung to her tightly like sausage casing. Her husband was
sleeping around with some tramp from the touring company of"Oh Calcutta,"
and her three sons, Butch, Rocco, and Meat, were heroin pushers for the local
grade schoolers. You would think Agnes didn't have much to look forward to,
and in any ordinary case you would have been right. But Agnes Glumpki, who
never once held a job and never had any friends and never once thought of
taking the fourteen-year-old purple nail polish off her toes, had a miracle
waiting. On a raw October day, as the howling wind whipped the clouds
senseless, Agnes collected all the money her husband ( the bum) had ever made
in his entire life, and acquired a dream machine.
The dream machines.
I remember them well. Cool, boxlike apparatuses, you had only to listen and
you knew they were there. Dark metal breadboxes, which pulsed with a gentle
hum that suggested they were alive. Compact, black miracle-makers which sat
on your nightstand, whose advertisements in the Sunday paper read, "No
Blinking Lights, No Bright Colors to Distract You!"
I had secretly watched them being used thousands of times. Before retiring
to your nightly sleep, all you needed to do was attach the two thin black wires
that ran from the front of the machine comfortably to your forehead, pressing
the two suctioned pillow disks at the ends of the wires to your skin. You would
proceed to place both palms on top of the smooth black top of the box, feeling
the coolness of the machine's surface, letting the box feel the warmth of your
flesh. Then in a wonderfully mystic, childlike way, you simply WISHED.
With eyes clenched tight, you wished for great love affairs, you wished for
grand adventures, you wished to be reunited with loved ones long lost. And
soon it would be the box feeling like warm flesh and your hands like chilled
metal, as the machine, with the subtlest of clicks, acknowledged all your
desires, your wants, your cravings.
The dream machine, the ever-so-patient dream machine, would wait until
the pillow and the caressing sheets and the thick mattress had done their job,
gently rocking you into a peaceful slumber.
And then the miracle began. Through a single black wire, the experiences
would pour forth: golden sunsets, powerfully blue oceans, the candy laughter
of children, the pops of champagne bottles, all rolling into your head, all as you
had wished, to be mixed with your dreams. The second black wire dutifully
monitored your physical and mental status, toning things down if the
excitement was about to pop your heart into a useless, broken balloon,
saturating the situations even more if you weren't getting your money's worth.
It was all quite a clever system, this box which let you program your dreams.
Now Agnes Glumpki had only to lay her pudgy, chocolate-smeared palms
on top of the shadowed, humming box, and reality would soon melt away like
thawing gray slush. Dreaming, Agnes was the sought-after model of the
century, offered millions of dollars just to appear on a magazine cover. She
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would politely giggle at the many handsome men who joined her in bed each
night, telling her how slim and beautiful she was. When she was making
appearances at the many glamorous locations around the world, men dropped
to her feet like pleading animals, wishing- no, begging-to kiss her beautifully
manicured purple toes.
When the dream machines first became available to the public, I was young
and living in the slums of some city whose name I can no longer recall. The
buildings were all tall, black and ugly, and hordes of garbage traveled the
streets more readily than the people did, so who's to blame me for not
remembering? Every city was the same back then, decadent mixing pots with
the people all on full boil. I, as most of the people in my particular environment, knew little of these wonder contraptions, and we picked up what little
information we could find on them by snatching up the paper advertisements
which tumbled along in the dirty breeze down our street The words would
scream out to you-"Happiness," "Contentment," "Joy," "Pleasure,"
"Serenity" - and if you wiped the dirt away you could see the tired, sleepyeyed smiles of the satisfied customers. At the bottom of each advertisement in
tiny unobtrusive lettering, you could read the words, "Manufactured by the
Soft Dream Cream Company, Offices Spread Across the Entire World."
More and more people bought the dream machines, and more and more slept
with happy dreams caressing their brains, never wanting to awake.
I shrugged and tossed the advertisements back to the wind, and continued
making my living as I had always known how to do: by stealing. Wallets,
watches, and purses were my source of income, and it was in the court of my
actions that I first came in contact with the dream machine.
I was stalking a common middle-class neighborhood. I moved over the
evening grass as easy as a slithering snake, coming to the dark side of a house
which sat in the shade of the full moon. With the gentlest of tugs on the outer
wooden frame of one of the windows, I found it unlocked and proceeded to
open it The house inside lay perfectly still and dark, and I slithered through
the opening and, once inside, let my limbs move out as probes to test the
soundness of my footing. As I walked down a gray hallway, stopping still as a
statue periodically to take a listen, I saw that the door at the end of the hallway
was ajar just a crack, and through the thin opening I could just make out the
image of a large wad of bills lying on top of the dresser.
I quietly entered the bedroom, half surprised at my bravery, and there on a
small bed was a large, fat man, snoring loudly but peacefully on a worn,
tattered mattress. You can imagine my surprise when I looked and saw a large
refrigerator set up next to the dresser, humming loudly and shuddering
periodically as the chill of freon ran through its mechanical bones. A strange,
thick smell swirled about the room, and with my pupils fully dilated like a cat's,

I could begin to see mounds of beer cans lying about, with stale, acidic liquid
still slowly dripping out of some of them. Scattered around the bed were piles
of half-eaten sandwiches, and runny, gray egg salad lay partially hidden under
split-open bags of potato and com chips.
The pungent, vinegary smell of urine emitted from a doorway which I
assumed led into the bathroom, and it was then I noticed the two winding trails
which cut through the cans and the bags and the food, or simply matted them
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down in patches of flattened compost There were two of them. One led to the
refrigerator, the other to the bathroom. I remembered later that the first
impression that this strange environment gave me was that this man lived in his
bedroom. I later knew I was right.
Then I heard that sound, that gentle hum which rose softly yet firmly over
the mortar blasts of snores and the oily coughs of the refrigerator. It was a
consistent, pleasant drone, and it played so easily through my head that it was
hard to distinguish it at all. Looking over to what I assumed was the origin of
its source, a small nightstand next to the bed, I could see nothing but the faint,
boxlike outline of something very dark and very mysterious.
A second before curiosity was to lead me over to that dark object, something
caught my eye, an image I will never forget as long as I live. It was set up so
perfectly as to be a scene from a movie, but there it was right in front of me, in
real life. A thin, dull shaft of moonlight fell across the sleeping man's mouth,
giving perfect illumination to what I saw.
A smile.
A smile so perfect, so peaceful, so contented, it could not have been broken
in a million years. And from that single, simple smile, I knew this man would
not wake up in my presence, nor want to wake up in my presence. From that
moment on, I never felt any fear in prowling through a stranger's house ever
again, as long as the dream machines sat at their bedsides, as they assuredly
always would. My curiosity extinguished, I snatched up the wad of bills from
the dresser. And yet the man remained happy, smiling contentedly in his bed.
And still more dream machines were purchased, billions upon billions, as
their popularity spread across the entire globe, into obscure villages in Upper
Volta, into the snow-scathed mountains of Nepal, into the blistering
wastelands of Western Australia. The entertainment business-the playhouses, the movie theaters, the art galleries-had all but become totally void of
patrons. Even the Louvre had become nothing more than an emtpy warehouse
of colorful relics, and the owners were in an uproar. It was rumored that the
owner of a particular theater chain had sent out an army of saboteurs to bomb,
crush, and destroy the Soft Dream Cream factories where the dream machines
were manufactured, but in all truth, no one really knew where the factories
were located, so the saboteurs could do nothing. Finally, reluctantly, all the
owners of the playhouses and the movie theaters and the art galleries, with
their heads bowed low in shame, purchased their own dream machines, and
again heard the roar of the packed houses and the excited whispers of the
reverent patrons.
Now I would find a dream machine in almost every household I entered, no
matter where I traveled. And it came to be that when the wishes were through,
and the morning called for awakening, the people would turn over in their beds,
the sleep still dancing in their eyes, and place their palms on top of the machine
again, falling right back into their programmed slumber, never awakening,
never wanting to awaken. They missed their jobs, neglected their duties,
snored off their responsibilities, for why rise from bed when life was being run
so perfectly by the machine?
I moved assuredly, swiftly, through their houses. I needn't be quiet as a
mouse anymore, I could move about casually as they lay smiling in their beds,
taking their gold, their silver, their dull reality, and stuffing all into my black
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bag, patting the dream machines thankfully as I left.
Outside in the real world, businesses failed; everyone had what they wanted,
and the storekeepers were in bed anyway, dreaming of the millions of dollars
they were making and feeling the cool water of the Riviera as they gently
dunked their toes off the sides of their yachts.
Outside in the real world, the churches and the temples and the synagogues
were empty; the people had all the salvation they needed, and besides, the
religious men were in their beds, helping Moses up a steep step or making
Jesus lightly chuckle.
Outside in the real world, fires burned angrily at unsuspecting buildings, but
the tenants didn't mind. As their skin bled, boiled, and blackened, they dreamt
of the warm Mediterranean sun, gently tanning them into a pastel, leather
brown. As the black smoke from a thousand burning buildings billowed
outward into the atmosphere, making the sky a shifting slate of gray, the
firemen could not be found; they lay in their cots with their fire helmets cocked
on their bedposts, dreaming of cool waters and lime green icicles.
I live on a quaint little island now far out in the Pacific. I no longer steal, for I
am rich beyond my wildest dreams. I have everything I could ever possibly
want and spend my days living out my fantasies whenever I see fit. I don't
know if the dream machines are still in use. Sometimes I sit here and wonder,
wonder about those cheerful, smiling faces that I passed by so often. They
were so happy; the entire world was finally happy, even though it was all
concocted by a little box which lay by their heads. But fantasy happy or real
happy, what is the difference if you are truly content? But then, I would
inevitably decide that it is better to live one's happiness than dream it I take a
sip of my cool drink and lay back in the sun. I have no dream machine.
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SINGS A BLUE HERON
Amanda Colby

I sauntered up the front steps of the house where I lived with my younger
brother Jesse, our pa and his ma. There ain' t nothin' to say about our ma 'cept
she' s dead. I stopped at the torn screen door to the kitchen. Just about all the
screens is torn up, but Pa says he' ll fix 'em as soon as he gets some time.
Pa and Mamo were sittin' at the table whisperin' somethin' about Tammy Jo
Snell bein' sexu' ly molested. I didn't know much about sex ' cept what I
learned from watchin' Hansels' chickens. Hansels had them a rooster that
showed those hens as much mercy as a hungry cat'd show a two-pound mouse.
That rooster would screw them hens ' til the backs of their necks were bare and
bloody from his beak. Well, this cock was too much for twenty hens, so
Hansels up and gave him to Corzines, who had two hundred chickens. That
banty rooster must' ve thought he was in hen heaven 'cause he screwed 'til it
killed him a week later.
I walked into the kitchen like I hadn' t heard Pa and Mamo' s grown-up
secrets.
" Howdy, Red," Pa said, mussin' my hair. He used to tug my pigtail until I
chopped it off. Just got tired of it swingin' from my head like a dead snake. And
there' s no use for a dead snake.
" My hair ain' t red, Pa, it's yella like Fiona' s tabby. "
" Fiona?"
" Ma ' ew fwend," I mumbled through a mouthful of Mamo' s chocolate
zucchini cake. " We' s goin' fishin' after lunch. "
The first blacks on our block had moved into the house next door, where the
Camp bells had lived. Mrs. Campbell had eleven kids. When one of them was
naughty, she'd hike ' im over her shoulder, climb a ladder set up against a pole
with a little platform on the top where a big birdhouse used to set, sit the kid on
this, climb back down, take away the ladder, and leave the kid fifteen feet in the
air, cryin' his brains out
Once she left little Esco up there, and it started to rain. Pa got pissed as a
trapped badger and climbed up his own ladder and got the kid down. Well,
little Esco got namonia, and Mrs. Campbell said Pa gave it to him.
One day some men came and hauled all them kids away. And Mrs.
Campbell stood in the doorway swingin' her whiskey bottle, sloshin' the booze
onto her dress and onto the porch, and screamin', " Good riddance! Good
riddance! "
Then the pigs came and took her away.
So the new family moved in, and they built a new birdhouse for the pole.
" They have a girl your age, Sammy," Pa told me, " so you be real neighborly
and make her feel welcome. "
I walked next door and seen her sittin' on the porch, and I wondered if it still
smelt like Jim Beam. She was holdin' a gold tabby. The girl was bigger than
me, and the top of her head looked like a burnt cornfield.
" Wa' s your name?" she asked.
" Sammy. What's yers?"
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" Fiona. Fiona Fellini," she said, cockin' back her head like I oughta been
impressed.
" Fellini?"
" I's Italian," she said, prouder than before.
" Ain't no such thing as an Italian nig," I said.
" ' Talians like pasghetti, don't dey?"
" I s' pose. "
" So do I. Dey has ini' s on da ends of der names, don' t dey?"
" I s' pose. "
" ' Talians is dark, ain't dey?"
" So?"
" So I is Italian. "
I didn't argue. (Pa wouldn't have believed it.) " Do you like to fish?" I didn't
see much use in livin' on the river if ya didn't fish.
" Yep. I likes carp," she said.
" Carp' s garbage fish," I said. " Walleye' s the best "
" I likes carp. "
" Well, me and my brother are goin' fishin' after lunch. You wanna come?"
She poked out her big lips ' til the upper one almost plugged her nostrils, then
she smiled. " Yup. "
" See ya at one o' clock. "
Fiona offered the carp she had caught to Mamo.
" No thank ya, Fiona, we got plenty of nothing already. "
Plenty of nothing was Mamo' s definition ofleftovers, usu' ly white beans and
ham. Fiona didn' t seem to mind leftovers. She ate a bigger bowl of white beans
and ham than Pa did.
" Dem was the best beans I ever ates," she exclaimed. " My mama shore
never cooked like dat. "
" I ain' t ever seen your ma," I said, realizin' I hadn't even thunk of it before.
" Oh, my mama she don' t never leave da house," Fiona said, stuffin' beans
and ham between her big brown lips.
" Is she sick?" Jesse asked.
" Shore is. Sick right up here," she replied, pokin' her finger between the
black cornrows.
" You mean she' s a loony? " Jesse asked.
" That ain' t no way to talk to company, son," Pa said. " You apologize. "
" Dat' s aw right. She is. She' s as loony as a loony bird," Fiona said, laughin'
like she just made up the funniest joke in the world. '' She jus' sets in her rockin'
chair rockin' back and fo' th, back and fo' th, jus' rockin' my baby brother,
' cept-" Fiona got real quiet and leaned forward, and her eyes bulged, and she
looked like the boys when they set ' round the campfire to tell spooky stories to

the girls, and right before the scary part their voices get real quiet, and they
lean forward, and their eyes bulge, then ... " ' cept der ain' t no baby. " At this
she nodded her head, and I could imagine her sayin', " It' s da trute, y' all, it' s da
trute. "
" Good Lord, she lost it," Mamo said sadly.
" Well, why don' t she try ta find it?" asked Jesse.
" Mamo means the baby died, Jesse," I explained.
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"Shore did," Fiona replied. "Died while takin' Mama's milk; died right at
her bosom."
That night I sat on the foot of my bed and breathed in the damp night air. I
could taste the chive fields. Pa came in to kiss me goodnight.
"Pa," I said finally. "What's 'sexu'lly molested'?"
Pa sighed heavy, and I wondered if his breath smelled like chives. "You
have yer ears ta closed doors again?"
" 'Twasn't closed. Screens ripped is all," I said, then wondered if Pa would
be sure to fix 'em now.
"Well, Sammy, it's when someone, usually a grown-up, takes advantage of
another someone, like a child, in a bad way."
"Like Tammy Jo Snell?" I asked.
"Like Tammy Jo Snell," he said sadly.
"Will she be all right, Pa?"
"On the outside. But it might never stop hurtin' here," he said, pokin' his
head like Fiona had, and I wondered if Fiona's ma was hurtin' there, too.
"Who done it?"
"No one knows. Tammy Jo won't say. Won't say nothin'. Now don't be
thinkin' about stuff like that," he said, pickin' me up and throwin' me back onto
the bed. "Get some sleep."
"I love you, Pa," I told him as he covered me with the cool sheet
"Ditto, Red," he said in a sad way and left a moist kiss on my forehead.
"Yer sister is comin' today ta visit for the weekend so Mamo needs you to
pick up some things at the store," Pa told me while I washed the breakfast
dishes.
I liked when Em came to visit. She'd tell me all about the city and how some
people were so rich they got to eat meat every day. I'd only been to the city four
times. Pa' d take me each year since I was eight when he'd go to buy supplies at
a big bait warehouse. 'Cept I never seen no rich folks. Just some bums and
dirty kids playin' in the streets-just like here.
My favorite thing to do was go to the Italian part of town to a little green, red,
and white building with a big sign that said Mario's Lemonade Stand. It wasn't
lemonade like me and Jesse sell in the summer in front of the bait shop.
Mario's lemonade was like wet snow, yella snow, like snow shot with dog piss.
And the lemonade had real chunks of lemon that I'd suck on 'til my lips
screwed up real tight. And there was all different flavored lemonade. Like
coconut and watermelon and cherry. And I thought I wouldn't mind livin' in
the city if I could have me a lemonade stand, Sammy's Lemonade, and drink
lemonade 'til my lips screwed up forever. Or maybe I'd open up a stand in my
own town since it didn't have one, probably' cause it's depressed, as Pa calls it.
I'm not sure what it's got to be sad about, but Pa is never wrong.
Jesse went to the store with me. I take him everywhere. I guess I'm kind of a
ma to him, so I take him to the store and sometimes buy him black likrish whips
to make him happy.
I liked shoppin', but didn't much care for Mr. Carpentar, the store owner.
He was a big man with a big belly that hung down over his belt in front And his
top lip was always sweatin'-even in the winter.
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"How are you, honey?" he asked me.
"She ain't yer honey," Jesse said.
"Just fine, thank you," I said. "Don't be rude, Jesse," I told him like a good
momma woulda, even though I didn't care if he was rude to Mr. Carpentar or
even if he was to spit on his shoe.
"Quite the little man, aren't you?" Mr. Carpentar said, smilin' big at Jesse
as if Jesse was a big mean dog gettin' ready to take out a chunk of big fat belly.
Right then I wanted to take a hankie and wipe the sweat off the man's lip. He
eyed the ham we had hauled up onto the counter.
"Em's comin' to visit," I explained.
"How nice." Mr. Carpentar smiled big at me this time. "Tell her I said
hello."
Jesse frowned, and I dragged him out of the store before he really did bring
home a chunk of belly right along with the ham.
I reckoned Em was one of the prettiest women in the world. Her brown wavy
hair always shone as if the sun was shinin' on it even when it wasn't. And she
dressed nicer than Amelia Waters.
'Melia always bought the same outfits the plastic people in the store windas
were wearin'. I figured she could stand in the store winda with her matchin'
clothes and waxy-skinned arms and paint-chipped face and no one would
know the difference.
But not Em. She was real.
Jesse and I walked into the kitchen. Mamo was showin' Em how to make the
lattice on a pie.
"Ya got ta do it ginger-like," Mamo said.
"Gingerly, Grandma Speak more ladylike," Em corrected.
"Ginger-like, ladylike; what's the difference? I don't need no fancy talk ta
show I'm a lady. Whad'ya think God gave me tits fer?"
Emily sighed and left the room.
"She sure is prissy since she's been livin' in the city," Jesse said.
Mamo only smiled.
"She ain't prissy," I explained. "She's refi-i-ined."
"Where'd you find that word, Sammy?" Pa asked.
"A sugar box," I replied, not feelin' as smart as I had. "It's when all the
crap's taken out and just the sweet, white crystals is left. That's Em. Sweet,
white, refined sugar."
I left the kitchen feelin' very pleased, as if I had just told a roomful of doctors
the cure for dyin'.
"Wanna go walkin', Em?"
She smiled over her love novel. "Sure, Samantha."
We walked along the river holding hands. I thought if I held her hand long
enough, some of her might flow through her fingertips into me.
We stopped. There was a body sprawled on the bank.
"0 h, God," Em choked.
She grabbed my arm as I started toward the motionless thing. I nudged the
body with my foot. It grunted like a tired hog waked from sleep and scrambled
to a nearby tree.
"I'm sorry, Rat," I said. "I thought you was dead."
I pulled one of Jesse's likrish whips out of my pocket and walked slowly over
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to the withered bum. "If you don't like it, I hear the bass do."
He grabbed it and slumped away.
Em looked disgusted, like she does when Mamo sucks her dentures at the
table.
"Are you happy, Sammy?"
I didn't know what made her ask that, but I didn't feel like tryin' to figure it
out so said sure. "Sure, I'm happy."
"Well, how would you like to come and stay with me a couple weeks?"
I thought of all the Italian lemonade I could drink in two weeks but reckoned
it wouldn't taste as good without Jesse or Pa there to drink it with me.
"Maybe," I said.
Later, Pa told Em it would be real nice for me to visit the city a while. I heard
him mumble somethin' about breakin' me in to a better life.
I laid in bed that night thinkin' about how Pa was always sayin' there was
nothin' better than a simple, slow-paced life. And I knew Pa was never wrong.
So I didn't understand what he had said to Em. Maybe it had somethin' to do
with me tellin' him we ran into ole Rat Pa never minded Rat before but told me
he wanted me to stay away from Rat from then on.
The day before my trip to Em's, Jesse, me, and Fiona went fishin'. We
baited our hooks with likrish as we watched ole Rat downstream fightin' a bass
with his homemade pole.
"I's tellin' you he won't catch no bass wit likrish. Da only one dat likes
likrish dat much 'roun' here is you, Cottin Baw," Fiona told Jesse.
"Likrish does so work," Jesse argued.
"Does not," she said, bendin' her long skinny body down to meet Jesse's.
"Look," I said, pointin' at the sky.
A large heron circled a small, weedy island, then swooped down real
graceful and landed on the rocks, like a big feather driftin' down from the
pillowy clouds.
"I bet it gots a fifty-feet wing span," Jesse said.
I imagined climbin' onto its back and askin' it to fly me away. Maybe even to
heaven.
"Lookit him now!" Jesse yelled, pointin'.
The bird straightened its curvy neck and lifted its bill high in the air, pointin'
almost north like a dime store compass.
"I bet he's gonna sing," Jesse said, gettin' excited.
"Herons don't sing, Cottin Baw," Fiona snapped.
"Why?"
_
" 'Cause dey only sings when dey's happy, and dey ain't never happy 'cause
dey' s hungry and has to eats bugs and little fish and dey has to do dat 'cause
dey is po'."
"I heard we was poor, but we don't eat bugs," Jesse spit.
"Well, the Milla's does, Cottin Baw. I seen 'em wit my own eyes," she said,
pointin' to the bulgin' whites. "I heard dey even eats rats."
While Jesse and Fiona argued, I thought about Mr. Miller bein' poor but
always singin' in church, forcin' the songs through his nose like strainin'
molasses through a hankerchif, and liftin' his hands to the Lord as if he was
glad to hand over to God his last red cent or at the very least his red blistered
hands. And how when there's no supper, we sit on the bank around a bonfire
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with only Pa' s stories to fill our empty bellies. I knew the Millers did eat bugs,
and maybe Fiona was right. And maybe we didn't know what bein' happy
really was.
I couldn't sleep that night. I wasn't sure if it was excitement or maybe I was
scared-scared of leavin' Pa and Jesse and Mamo, scared of the big city
buildings and fast cars and faster people and the rich folks who ate meat every
night. Scared they wouldn't even notice me. Scared they would notice me and
shake their heads and say, " Look at that poor little girl. She is probably an
orphan. She probably lives under the street and eats rats. "
I was sweatin' under my covers, and my eyes wouldn't stick shut, so I
quietly ran downstairs, careful to run along the sides because they creaked less
than the middles. I wasn't hungry, and the house seemed asleep itself, so I
didn't tum on any lights and wake it up.
But the night was awake. It should' ve been since it slept all day. The crickets
was awake, too, playin' lullabies to the trees that rustled in their sleep, and the
wind was snorin' softly like Jesse does when he rolls onto his back, and his
mouth falls open.
I stood in the dark and closed my eyes. I imagined if anyone came outside
and looked around, they wouldn't even see me 'cause I'd be part of the night.
Somethin' moved in the bushes, and I figured it was Fiona's tabby. I thought
about fetchin' it, but the dark wouldn't let me go, and I didn' t want it to. But
suddenly, I had to break out of the dark, like fightin' to get out of a bad, bad
dream, the kind you feel might swallow you up forever if you don't wake
yourself up. I had to wake up 'cause the hands were grab bin' at me and the
arms were squeezin' the breath outta me, and I tried to scream and thought of
Mamo sayin', " The cat gotch yer tongue?" And I imagined Fiona' s tabby
runnin' into the bushes with my tongue clenched ' tween her teeth like a dead
mouse. Then I thought of Tammy Jo Snell, and began to scream and scream
' til I couldn' t scream no more.
Lights went on in the houses, and the hands stopped grabbin', then began to
stroke my head. But then I realized the hand strokin' my head was Pa' s. Mr.
Fellini was standin' by us holdin' a woman who I thought was Fiona, but it
wasn't, 'cause Fiona was standin' by Jesse and Mamo and Mr. Perkins from
across the street, and the whites of her eyes were glowin' in the bright
moonlight
Mr. Fellini sat at our kitchen table, and he looked so sad I forgot about how
scared I'd been and felt so sorry for him I coulda cried. He bent his head down
'til I thought he' d bum the tip of his nose in his coffee.
" I is sooo sorry. ljus' don' t know what gots inta her," Mr. Fellini mumbled.
" She' s usu' ly real tame-jus' sits and rocks," he choked, then started sobbin'.
" Don' t worry, Mr. Fellini, " I said. " I'm OK. "
He lifted his head, and the tears ran down his face and a few stopped on his
big, tremblin' lip. " I hates ta lock her in her room. She been so good. Jus' like
a little girl rockin' her dolly. "
When he left, Mamo said, " That' s just the way crazy peoples are. They'll do
OK fer a spell, then cross the fence, and POW!-they can't climb back over. "
Then she started to tell us a story about a man that lived down the road from
her when she was my age and how he used to run around his yard neked,
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screamin', "Git 'em off, git ' em off! " and roll around in the dirt and take a
switch and beat- I saw Pa shake his head.
" It' s too late fer stories. Sammy needs her rest She has a trip tomorrow,"
Pa said.
I had forgotten. I remembered how scared I was in the yard, but I knew I'd
been more scared before I'd even left my room.
In the morning, I kissed Mamo and Jesse good-bye while Em tried to
convince Pa to keep the envelope of money she' d left on his desk. Em wasn' t
rich, but she had herself a good job up in the city sprayin' parfume on shoppers
in a big fancy store. But that envelope was like a white flag wavin' in Pa' s face
like a shakin' finger sayin', " You poor dumb man. Look at them kids of yers.
You ain' t providin' enough for them kids. You think they can live on yer love
and yer dumb stories and yer good 'tentions?"
They went through this every time Em came. They' d argue, Em would say
somethin' like, " Use it for Samantha' s schooling," or, " Buy Jesse some new
clothes. " He'd finally agree, then they'd give each other a clumsy hug. It was
like some church ritual between a nervous sinner and God.
Our train bounced along the tracks as if it was gonna bounce right into the
backyards of the houses we was passin'. ' Course the folks in them houses
probably wouldn't have noticed. Their yards was full of rusty cars and bright
colored children' s toys that looked like gum balls stuck in a pile of dog crap. I
wondered where the rich folks' houses were, then figured rich folks wouldn' t
want no train runnin' behind their perty homes and bouncin' into their yards.
The first morning, Em took me to the store where she sprayed people to
cover their real smell. We rode the movin' stairs. I figured they were the best
part of the whole place.
I didn't much like the store, 'cept for the candy section. Em bought me a
giant caramel apple for three whole bucks. The rest of the week we went to
museums. One with dinosaur bones. I wondered if I ever starved to death or
some thin' and became 'stinct, if some million years later my bones would be
stuck together in some museum.
The best day was when we went to Mario' s, and I ate coconut lemonade 'til
my tongue was so numb I couldn' t taste no more. It even numbed my stomach.
I imagined my lemonade stand and how I'd sell it real cheap to poor kids to
numb their stomachs so they wouldn' t know they was hungry.
A week passed. One night I was la yin' in bed think.in' about the fun I'd had
and how bein' with Em was so nice. Then I started to cry. I barely ever cry. I
wanted to go home.
Pa called the next morning.
" I'm comin' home tomorrow, Pa," I told him.
" No, Samantha, I want you to stay a while longer," he said.
The tears that all of a sudden wanted to burst outta my eyes just fell in a big
heavy lump to my stomach. " But-"
" Put yer sister on the phone."
I slowly handed the phone to Em, thinkin' I might hear Pa say, " Wait,
Sammy. You come on home if you want. " But he didn't say nothin'. As I
walked away, I heard Em say, " Oh, God. "
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I knew it was a bad thing to do, but I quietly picked up the phone in Em' s
room.
" -next door. Happened last night. I don' t want Sammy to know yet, " I
heard Pa sayin'.
" She can stay with me as long as you want, Dad. "
" This town ain' t no place to raise a child. I thought I could make it good for
them, but-" Pa started to, what I guessed was, cry. I had to guess ' cause I
never heard him do it
His sobs busted open the lump in my gut and tears fell onto my clothes as I
stuffed them into my sack. I left a short note for Em, and sneaked out the back
door. I ran down the crowded streets toward the train station, past the honking
cars, past the tall buildings, past the shoppers and the beggars.
After a few minutes on the train, I wanted to get out and run home, so I could
feel like I was gettin' somewhere, not just sittin' and waitin' . Not like I was in
some bad dream runnin' and runnin' but not movin' . The train finally pulled
into my town an hour and a half later, and it took me twenty minutes to run
home.
I stopped outside our open kitchen winda, tryin' not to breathe too loud. I
didn't want Pa ta know I was there. Fiona' s pa was inside.
" When the sher' ff seen ole Rat carryin' Fini outta da trees, he toad him ta
set her down and move away. " Mr. Fellini' s voice was low and so quiet I had
to listen extra hard. " I guess ole Rat jus' panicked and started to run. Dat' s
when da sher'ff shot ' im. He hit ' im, but Ratjus' kept a-runnin' down the bank
and inta the water. Dey' s draggin' fo' him now. "
I ran next door and into Fiona' s house. I heard somebody sob bin' and found
Fiona in the comer of the pantry huggin' her knees and rockin' back and forth.
I stood there a long time, not blinkin', afraid the sound of my lids knockin'
together would be loud enough to crack the air right in half.
" You hurt?" I finally asked.
She didn' t say anything.
I squatted beside her, huggin' my knees, and we rocked back and forth what
seemed a long time. She stopped. I stopped.
· She collapsed onto her rear and hung her head. " Ooo, I'm gonna bum in hell
fo' what I done! " she wailed.
" Whadja do?" I asked.
She caught a breath. " Can' t tell. "
" Why not?"
Fiona rubbed her crotch and whispered, " He' ll hurts me again if I does. "
" Was it Rat that hurt ya?"
" N aw. He jus' found me hidin' by the trees and picked me up is all. "
" Then who was it hurt you?"
" Can' ts tell-I-I! " she whined.
" You better!" ! yelled, not carin' ifl cracked the whole damn world in half. I
was all of a sudden bumin' up inside. " You want someone else, or me, or Jesse
bein' hurt next?" I hugged her tight. " Our pas will watch out for us. I promise,
Fiona. "
I reckoned Jesse had seen me run to F ellinis', ' cause he ran into the house
fast, past Mrs. Fellini rockin' in her chair, like he was afraid she might snatch
him up and never let him go and sing lullabies to him forever.
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"Pa wants ta know why the hell yer home and ta git to the house now," Jesse
blurted.
But I didn't have to git 'cause Pa was in the doorway. He looked at me
crouched down by Fiona. Looked at me like I was the one who'd hurt her. So
to make up for it I said, "I got her to talk, Pa, I promised you and Mr. Fellini
would pertect her, she says she'll tell who done it Pa, she says she'll tell, won't
you, Fiona? She'll tell."
Fiona rolled her eyes up at her pa, who was standin' next to Pa, but she
didn't say nothin'. Only Mrs. Fellini's rockin' chair said anythin', soundin' like
some little bird tryin' to talk human but only squeakin' and squeakin'. Tryin' to
tell Fiona to explain what had happened, tryin' to tell Mrs. Fellini there wasn't
no baby in her arms, tryin' to tell me why.
Fiona licked her snotty lip and told. Mrs. Fellini's arms dropped to her
sides, and she began to cry.
Pa ran to catch Mr. Fellini, who was headed for the town grocery like a
greased pig shot out of a cannon. Jesse and I followed behind. Mr. Fellini
busted through the store's screen door, slammin' it back so hard we didn't hear
the familiar slap of it springin' back. Jesse and I peeked around the door jamb,
tryin' to quietly gulp in air through our burstin' lungs.
Mr. Carpentar stood behind his counter, surprised as a new park statue that
just got crapped on.
"You hurts my little girl!" Mr. Fellini growled. He looked about to kill Mr.
Carpentar, but instead he froze funny, and Pa had to hold him up.
Mr. Carpen tar's lip looked like it was covered with a diamond mustache. He
laughed, but no one had said nothin' funny.
"Don't rightly know what yer talkin' about, Mr. Fellini," he said smart-like.
"You couldn't pay me to touch a nigger." A bead of sweat ran down his fat
head and hung from the tip of his nose.
Pa stared at Mr. Carpentar with the meanest look I'd ever seen. Pa never liked
him, but he told us it was a sin to hate people. Right then, I knew Pa was sinnin'.
I watched the drop of sweat just hang there. The room was so stuffy I
thought no one was movin' 'cause the air was just too thick, but it wasn't as
heavy as the quiet.
"Fiona told us it was you, Carpentar," Pa said.
The drop of sweat fell and Mr. Carpentar collapsed to the floor behind it.
Me, Pa, and Jesse sat on the bank as the sun set. The sunsets on our river
must be the pertiest on the earth. I once heard someone say the sunrises in
China are the pertiest in the world. I s'pose that's because their sunrise is our
sunset.
"Look, Pa," Jesse said. "The clouds caught fire."
The orange blaze spread slowly downstream as we threw rocks into the
glowin' river. The unfamiliar song of a bird rippled the air like our rocks did the
water.
For what I guessed to be the first time in my life, Pa looked puzzled. "Now
what could that be?"
I smiled, decidin' to forgive Pa for not knowin' everything after all. But I
knew. I knew it was a blue heron.
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WHAT THE CHILDREN REMEMBER
James A. Wiggins
About one year before he moved his family out of their basement apartment
into their first house on the south side of the city, Isaac Larson came home late,
drunk, and severely beat his second wife.
" ... and how many times, bitch!, do I have to tell your hard-headed ass I
don't want you fooling around in my damn pants pockets, huh!!!" Isaac gritted
his teeth, the friendly gap between the upper front teeth no longer friendly, and
pointed his fist at Mildred who stood on the other side of the bed, her
nightgown torn off her narrow shoulders, her back pressed against the dresser.
As Isaac stalked around the foot of the bed toward her, Mildred felt a chill
burning in her bowel.
Nine-year-old David and seven-year-old Yolanda were huddled together in
the dark hallway on the floor outside the closed door of their parents' bedroom.
They knew better than to open that door, not only because their mother had
trained them not to in times like these, but also because of their own fear of
unleashing a whirlwind of stinging physical hurts upon themselves from their
father. Powerless to rescue their mother, they had screamed and cried
hysterically during the past hour, distracting Isaac every now and then from
pelting Mildred's face long enough to shout at the closed door: "Get back to
your room! ... Now! ... Goddamn it! ... I ain't goin' to tell you kids no
more!" And they would scamper, dressed in pajamas and crying: "Okay,
daddy, we're going!" Seconds later, they would return again to their vigil
outside the bedroom door, huddled together on the floor screaming along with
their mother.
Isaac hoisted his pants and unbuckled his belt "Why? Answer me that,
woman! Why are you so damn hard-headed? I come home for a nap and leave
my pants hanging over there on the chair, and I wake up and find seven dollars
missing out of my damn pocket. What the fuck do you think I am, some fool or
somethin'?" The belt dangled at his side. "I don't work my ass off out there in
the streets just so you can go into my pockets anytimes you please."
Mildred had already surrendered up the seven dollars, but that gesture
wasn't enough to prevent what had been happening during the past hour.
"Please! ... don't hit me any more!" Mildred mumbled. Her lips and nose
had been butchered raw; blood was spattered over her cheeks. "I won't go in
your pockets again. I promise!"
"That's what you said the last time, bitch!" Mildred had never thought of
her husband as a violent man, and tonight was the first time he had raised a
finger to her. Isaac rolled up his shirt sleeve with his free hand; half of the black
belt was wrapped around his fist. Mildred's swollen eyes and the bruises
around her neck were not enough injuries to satisfy Isaac. Watching Mildred
inch her way back into the corner wall, knocking the lamp off the dresser with
her elbow, only increased his drunken desire to paint her black, blue, and red.
Turning his shaved head quickly over his shoulder, Isaac yelled again at the
closed door: "I thought I told you kids to stay in your room!" Four bare feet
were heard scurrying off down the hall. Yolanda's wailing was several pitches
higher than David's.
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The lamp on the floor cast vertical bars of light and shadow over Isaac's
body. To Mildred, he looked crazed. His gaze was intense and menacing.
Perspiration streamed down his dark face, and his hairy fingers tightened their
grip around the belt as he stepped over the lamp shade.
"Please! ... Don't! ... Please don't!" As if propelled from behind by an
uncoiling spring, Mildred made a daring leap across the bed in an attempt to
reach the door. But her body collided with Isaac's in mid-air, and they both fell
bouncing on the dishevelled mattress. Even as Mildred's legs kicked wildly
and her arms swung up to protect her face, Isaac managed to saddle himself
over her jolting hips and repeatedly slapped her with his backhand. Screaming
and crying, the kids ran through the opened door, jumped on the bed, and
pounced and tugged on Isaac's arms. Stunned and angered by this intrusion,
Isaac leaped to his feet, heaving his shoulders and swinging his arms
backward, catapulting the kids through the bedroom: David went somersaulting
over the foot of the bed; Yolanda slumped upside-down in the armchair.
Mildred lay between his parted legs, her tom nightgown exposing her breast
Reaching for the belt that lay partially hidden among the sheets and blanket,
Isaac shouted, "Okay! ... I've had it! You hard-headed kids are going to get
it!"
David and Yolanda bumped into each other as they dashed through the
doorway, screaming as they ran for the dubious safety of their bedroom.
Suddenly a loud, snapping sound was heard, followed by a hideous howl and
numerous curses of "motherfuckers" as Isaac's body hit the floor in the
hallway with a resounding thud, bringing two framed pictures, landscape prints
of the Swiss Alps, from the wall crashing down on his head. He had tripped
and broken his toe on David's toy police car. "Goddamn! ... Oh, Goddamn
it! . . . Shit!"
Seizing this opportunity, Mildred ran into the hallway, leaping past Isaac's
grasping hands as he lay there moaning. She led the kids out into the early
morning spring light.
Drexel Boulevard was still and unpeopled. They ran and walked, and ran
and walked some more, all three barefooted, with Mildred in her nightgown
and the kids tailing behind, each holding one of her hands and dressed in
pajamas. And as they continued walking, they would glance over their
shoulders for any sign oflsaac. Just as they were about to cross 37th Street,
going nowhere in particular, they were stopped by a police car.
Before Isaac told Mildred Johnson that he wanted nothing more in life than
to spend the rest of his days on earth married to her and being a father to her
two-year-old son, he had just rented an unfurnished apartment on St.
Lawrence Avenue not far from 47th Street and the DuSable Hotel where he
worked evenings as a bartender. It was the summer of 1948, and Isaac had
spent most of the weekend cleaning up the mess left by the previous tenant,
buying and hauling used furniture up four flights of stairs with the help of
buddies, and hanging up green bamboo-patterned wallpaper in the front room.
It was with a deep sense of accomplishment that Isaac stepped back to
admire his work, when the wallpaper began peeling itself off the wall. His
coffee-colored eyes followed the slow curling of the textured paper as it
buckled and then snapped and hissed on its downward crawl to the baseboard.
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The paste was too weak, too much water mixed up in it, he thought, wiping his
hands of dried paste on the butt and thighs of his jeans. He surveyed the room
again: sofa and matching tweed love seat against the wall by the window,
stained-oak cocktail table, brass pole lamp, and an assortment of empty paint
cans, brushes, one foot ladder, soiled drop cloths, beer cans on the hardwood
floor, and last night's barbecued rib bones scattered on last year's Chicago
Tribune in the comer. "Fuck it," he said out loud as if his buddies were still
there, "I'm through! This is it for tonight!"
He walked down the freshly painted green hallway, careful not to rub his
elbows against the wall, toward the kitchen. To his left was the bathroom, and
he entered and admired his shirtless body reflected in the mirror covering the
entire wall above the sink. This morning Isaac had decorated the other walls
with pale-green tile. He admired his muscular chest with its sparse, wiry black
hairs that formed a solid line down his taut abdomen and then dispersed
downward in fan-like fashion south of his navel. Arms and shoulders were
lean, and their muscles were in sharp relief. And he was only thirty-three.
Isaac unbuckled his belt and unzipped his jeans. The front edge of the sink
barely touched the tip of his relaxed penis. He rubbed his face, deciding not to
shave the coarse, black stubs that felt like a sheet of tiny needles beneath his
fingertips. His skin was a shade darker than his growing beard, making a nice
contrast that he knew turned many women on, especially Mildred. Isaac did
not consider himself vain, standing there naked, but he sensed within his own
sexuality the attraction women felt for him. He knew that Mildred was crazy
about him.
Reaching behind the plastic beige shower curtain, Isaac turned both hot- and
cold-water faucets on while feeling with his other hand the rushing spray of
freezing water. As he pulled back the curtain farther and lifted his foot over the
ledge of the tub, Isaac released a loud, vulgar fart Immediately, he smelled the
stench and was glad the bathroom door and window were partially open. He
was also painfully sensitive about passing gas, even while alone. But this
particular fart startled him with its violent abruptness. There were no body
signals warning it was coming. It simply exploded into the bathroom as if of its
own volition, and for a moment Isaac thought someone else had sneaked into
the bathroom behind him and farted. It alarmed him even more so because he
did not want to pass gas while making love to Mildred tonight It was time, he
decided, to take a shit first
Nothing happened at first as he sat waiting. He wiggled on the seat and
reached back and spread his ass apart, thinking as he did this that when it does
decide to come, there will be less shit to clean from his ass in the shower.
Except for a few short bursts of silent gas, all that could be heard in the
bathroom were Isaac's own strenuous grunts. And as he strained, the pressure
in his head increased, his facial muscles contorted, and his eyeballs bulged

outward in a fixed, unfocused stare as if they were on the verge of popping out
of their sockets. Some five minutes had passed, and still nothing much had
happened. Isaac stared down at his feet and noticed how long his toenails were,
remembering that it had been two months since he had trimmed them. He
wished he had brought a newspaper or magazine in with him-anything that
would help divert his mind from its wild imaginings whenever he defecated.
But the more he tried to ignore these prompting images, the more demanding
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they became for attention, tyrannizing his consciousness. Focusing on the
speckled brown and yellow floor tile for mental support did not help push away
from his mind' s eye the lobby of the Du Sable Hotel. And because of that,
Isaac soon felt the unpleasant sensation of sitting naked on the toilet in the
hotel lobby as faceless hotel guests walked in different directions, passing by
him without saying a word as if he were not sitting there. He saw clearly in his
mind the long, graceful Victorian stairway that led to the upper level for room
reservations and transportation to Chicago' s Loop and the Union Railroad
Station. A few yards from where he sat, Isaac could have seen, if he wanted his
mind' s eye to wander in that direction, the open entrance to the pub where he
served dry and wet martinis to slick city black folks and their rich city Jewish
friends. A huge crystal chandelier hung in the lobby, and beneath it Isaac was
stinking up hell and damnation.
" Hey ... Isaac! Fine job you' re doing," Mr. Leakey, his Jewish boss,
shouted across the vast lobby, rushing in Isaac' s direction, followed by another
man. When he finally stopped in front of Isaac and looked down, Mr. Leakey
smiled, a gold tooth flashing, and seemed not to have noticed anything out of
the ordinary. Nor did the other man standing beside him seem to think or act as
if anything was unusual. Reaching up to shake Mr. Leakey' s extended hand,
Isaac let loose a perky wet fart.
" Thank you, Mr. Leakey," Isaac said in his imagination while trying even
harder to focus on the present time in the bathroom. He searched desperately
in his mind for anything, including other thoughts and images involving
Mildred, to stop the growing humiliation and embarrassment he felt in the face
of his own fantasies. He reached and closed the bathroom door, hoping that by
doing so he would stop the cinema from running in his mind. But the movie
continued.
" Oh ... ah, Isaac, I want you to meet Mr. Saltzman. He' s our new hotel
security director. "
" A real pleasure to meet you, Mr. Larson," the man said with a long
southern drawl as he extended his hand and stared into Isaac' s hairy crotch.
Isaac felt extremely self-conscious holding Mr. Saltzman' s sweaty hand.
" Likewise," Isaac grunted, releasing an explosion of gas and a rapid-firing
ooze of hot fluid with hard shit balls, splashing water up from the bowl against
his ass. He felt his asshole burning as hot, sticky liquid criss-crossed his
buttocks and dripped from his scrotum and dangling penis. The hotel lobby
smelt of beer and rotten hard-boiled eggs. Then suddenly, " Mr. Larson, your
conduct here in this respectable hotel lobby is despicable and detestable,"
screamed Mr. Leakey. Mr. Saltzman just stood there offering Mr. Leakey a
facial expression of support and mutual indignation at Isaac' s behavior. Then
Mr. Leakey shouted, "You' re fired!"
Isaac could no longer remain passive and silent in his own imagination. The
images were too real to ignore. " I don't give a fuck about you or my motherfuckingjob, you fat-ass son of a bitch! " Isaac shouted simultaneously in both
mind and bathroom. Then he released an even louder explosion, this time
without the pellets of shit. It was a forceful burst of hot acid shit-juice. " And
your mama can lick my asshole! " he screamed at Mr. Saltzman.
He jumped up and flushed the toilet without looking into the bowl, deciding
to clean the underside of the seat tomorrow morning.
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Under the warm shower, Isaac allowed the water to hit his broad back and
trickle down and around his butt, legs, and feet A bar of soap wrapped in a
washcloth was worked vigorously in the crack of his ass. His soapy fingertips
felt the fecal particles, some new, others that had dried and clung to hairs since
yesterday. His dating Mildred had made him sensitive to the importance of
hygiene in this area of his body. With her slender fingers, Mildred had
communicated without uttering a word that she loved to fondle his ass.
Mildred Johnson. She had the most inquisitive hands Isaac had ever allowed
to touch his private parts. He thought about the first night he had slept in the
dark of her bedroom, the cool sheets, and the roar of the southbound Howard
"L" mingling through the open window with the soft, silvery light of moon and
stars upon the aroma of barbecue coming from Bob's Steak Joint some two
blocks away. But most of all, Isaac remembered enjoying in that cool darkness
the tender yet firm, determined grasps of Mildred's hands massaging his erect
cock and taut pouch. And with only a suggestive push of her delicate hands
against his hips, Isaac turned over on his stomach and felt her slender fingers
dancing between his crack, twisting hairs around anxious fingertips, forming
long spiraling short braids that were pulled until he felt the pain. They even
parted his cheeks, allowing his anus to feel the warmth of her breath, the wet tip
of her tongue. While standing motionless under the shower, Isaac could not, as
much as he tried, form an image of her body in his mind. It seemed to him that
he spent a lovely dark evening with only a pair of hands scented with the
fragrance of a thousand wildflowers gone mad from inhaling their own
intoxicating, perfumed mist. After quivering slightly above his ass, they would
descend into the humid recess between his anus and scrotum. There, the tips of
her fingers, even her sweet, delicate pinkie, would flutter for life like those
trapped butterflies in an ether jar Isaac recalled staring into as a school boy
growing up in Greenwood, Mississippi. They were busy hands; they were
crazy hands. They were also gentle, soft, and knowledgeable. They were hands
that, without the slightest warning, pinched, pulled, slapped, and clawed the
flesh of his unprotected rump. And most importantly for Isaac, they were
hands capable of inflicting exquisite pain without being asked.
While still under the shower in deep thought, Isaac remembered them as
feminine hands, nimble and self-directed and worlds apart from the body that
owned them, worlds apart from the woman who he had met only three weeks
ago in the hotel bar. They were silky-smooth, a beautiful light brown, slightly
reddened from too much sun. They wore no jewelry, but they were demanding
hands, used to getting what they wanted. Isaac had sensed, in the mangled
darkness and body heat of that night, the loss of his self-control, the loss of his
power to say no to Mildred's hands. There was nothing else left for him to do in
her bedroom that night but surrender. He was enslaved and agreed to marry
her and be a good step-father to her baby son who slept quietly in his crib not
far from her bed.
"Mildred's hands," Isaac whispered like a prayer under the shower.
Their touch upon his skin was both moist and fluid, stimulating and
lingering, teasing; they were sensual.
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GUILT
Mark Braun

The idea for going to the golf course was to make some money. Right in the
middle of the course was a duck pond. People were always losing balls in the
muddy puddle. All you had to do was wade in, fish around with your fingers in
the muck, and you could find fifty or sixty golf balls. Then you could take them
over to the road that led to the course, put up a sign, and sell the balls back to
the golfers at a quarter apiece.
As Buzzer and me walked toward the pond, I watched the storm growing out
to the west. It was a real warm still night It was too hot to wear a shirt, so I had
left it at the house. Buzzer had left his at my house, too. The humidity of the
night made the night still and quiet. You couldn't hear the thunder from the
storm yet, but the lightning flashed around the sky.
The size of Buzzer bouncing in the cool walk of his made a strange muscle
tightness in my chest. I knew he wanted me to ask him. He always liked to talk
about how awesome he was. I felt a light head pain as though static electricity
had knotted my hair. There was something different about that night "Howbig are your arms anyway?" I mumbled.
"Relaxed or flexed?" Buzzer drawled.
"Both," I said. I looked at my own forearms and biceps. They were bigkind of-but nothing like Buzzer's.
"Relaxed they're fifteen, flexed they're seventeen and a half," Buzzer
answered, pumping them up to the larger size. There was something elegant
about Buzzer's size. He wasn't just muscular, there are a lot of guys at school
who are big. It was the graceful way he carried himself. Nobody would ever
think of calling him "Moose"-he wasn't neanderthal or slow in his style.
We got to the pond and sat down on the east bank. Buzzer pulled out one of
the two bottles of whiskey he had swiped from my father's liquor cabinet. He
took five big gulps and handed the bottle to me. I took two short gulps before
the burning in my throat tightened my chest, and I couldn't swallow any more.
I pulled the bottle from my lips-waited for the fire in my chest to go awayand then I took another slobber of scotch.
" How do you do that?" I gasped when my eyes focused again.
"What?" Buzzer said, leaning gracefully on his elbows, aimlessly eyeing the
pond like an eagle looking for its dinner.
"Drink that fast," I said.
"Practice, man," he drawled. "Practice."
The lightning flashes were jumping around the sky by the Beltway, but it
looked to be a good half an hour to an hour before it would hit the golf course.
The lightning reflected on the calm water of the pond. The pond was about a
hundred yards across, but there was a little island in the middle, where all the
ducks probably were. There were two small trees on the island, too. You could
hear a couple of the ducks squawking contentedly.
"Tell me about your stepmother? What happened?" I asked. I sat there
waiting to be bit by the mosquitoes. There were always a quadrillion
mosquitoes around the pond. I slapped one that bit my right side.
Buzzer took another heavy drink of scotch. He was laid back on the bank
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and he started doing leg lift isometric exercises- raising his legs six inches
from the ground and holding them for a fifty count The stomach muscles
showed the boxlike definition, but there wasn't any straining on his part When
I do that exercise I always end up shaking with the tension, and panting as I
strain to hold my legs as long as I can.
"She hated me from the beginning." His big chest heaved slowly as he
lowered his legs and started to do sit-ups. He did one hundred before he said
anything again. "When my father and she came back from their honeymoon,
she said that she ain't in love with me. She said I should go and live with my
real mother instead. 'Course, I was falling down drunk when they came back,
and my father was real pissed about the week-long drunk I'd been on. I was
only thirteen when they got married. My father slapped me so hard he knocked
a tooth loose and gave me two black eyes." Buzzer nervously strummed his
right thumb and fingers in a steady flapping noise against his leg. "Everything
that went wrong was my fault."
"Like what?" I took the scotch bottle and took two and a half swallows. I
meant to take three, but the last one dribbled down my chin. The little blades of
grass on the backs of my legs and back felt like needles.
I had this funny pain. It wasn't a drunken pain, it was more like an ache. My
eyes felt heavy and I couldn't help staring at the magnificent body of Buzzer's.
It made me feel strange to do that. It was so perfect. I was scared of Buzzer.
Not because he was so big and could beat me or anybody up. I was scared of
something else about my feelings for who he was and what it meant to me.
Buzzer was now doing push-ups quickly. He was cracking them off like he
planned to do a million of them without stopping.
"How' d your stepmother blame you?" I asked. We were talking real quietly,
not like we did in school when we wanted to be cool and impress everybody.
"Like she kicked me out of the house once, because my father and she had a
fight and she said she wanted to discuss it without my being around. She said
she didn't want to be ganged up on. She said she didn't have enough love to
share with both my father and me, and somebody had to go."
"So you left?" I took a short single gulp of the whiskey. Buzzer took seven or
eight slugs of the stuff.
"My father slugged me a couple oftimes to loosen me up and then he tossed
me out the front door." Buzzer gave a short laugh that could almost pass as a
grunt from his exercises. "I got him back good for that one, though." Buzzer
reached under his cut-offs and idly scratched himself. "I flattened his car tires
and ran a key through the paint of his car. I ruined the whole paint job. I took an
Exacto knife and tore up the car seats, too."
"Shit," I sighed. I knew Buzzer wanted me to be impressed, but I thought
that was a dumb thing to do.
"The whole time they were married she kept saying that she didn't love me.
She hadn't married to have a thirteen-year-old son, or an instant family. She
married my father because she loved him and she didn't have enough for me."
There was a change in his voice. A hardness came into the whisper. The
lightning from the thunderstorm had moved closer, and his body was pumped.
The whole golf course seemed to be under the glow of a fluorescent light that
wasn't going to turn on, but was flickering and sputtering. A couple of
roamings of thunder passed over us.
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"My father came to me and said he wanted to send me away- military
school, a school for troubled teens, a ranch in Wyoming. The only reason he
couldn't do it was that he was paying double alimony."
"The asshole," I said. The electricity of the storm made Buzzer seem more
like something I'd read about in mythology during my freshman English class.
All the natural grandeur and ease of his muscles and the rebellion against his
father and stupid stepmother made him very charismatic and romantic.
"He kept on telling me how I was worthless. I was something out of his past
that he wanted to forget. He said I was what was wrong with both his marriages. Children just get in the way."
I felt horrible about what Buzzer was telling me. I felt like when my mother
chopped onions-you know? Right before you start crying and your nose starts
running and the tears feel real heavy around where you find sand in the
morning in your eyes.
"Why does every adult hate me?" Buzzer asked with a sort of whining cry in
his voice.
I didn't want to tell him about my parents. They kept telling me how he was a
bad influence on me and how I shouldn't be friends with him because he had a
lot of troubles.
"I mean, I know my father hates me." Buzzer took a long drink of scotch as
if in a toast to his father's hatred. "My mother can't have me around. She just
doesn't have room for me anymore." He took another guzzle. "My stepmother couldn't stand my guts." He took five big chunks of the scotch out of
the bottle and let it slide down his throat. "Even the school and teachers hate
me. They think I'll kill somebody at school. They think I'm fucking crazy."
I understood how lonely he felt The lightning flashed and the air was
charged with the smell of rain and tension. There was an emotional static
electricity that made my feelings stand on end. It was just Buzzer and me
caught together and alone in the emotional electrical storm. There wasn't any
escape. A long rumbling roll of thunder that made everything vibrate as the
storm moved closer.
"I gotta tell you this." I was scared. I knew I had to tell Buzzer, but I didn't
want to. It wasn't like when I tried to not lie to my parents or anything. It was
something I felt I had to tell him. "I like-no-I love you, Buzz."
"What are you, some kind of fag?" Buzzer asked.
I shook my head. "Not like that, I don't think-more like a brother."
Everything was in close, too close for me to sit there with Buzzer. I got up
and walked to the edge of the pond. I realized through the blur of the booze that
my parents might be mad if I came back to the house and all my clothes were
wet. I took off my cut-offs and undershorts and waded into the pond.
"Nice start of the tan, Kevin," Buzzer called.
"Ya gonna come in, too?" I asked over my shoulder.
"Not yet. I gotta get more drunk." Buzzer had finished off about half the
bottle himself. I knew I was drunk, so I figured he was getting there, too.
Buzzer stood up and watched me as I began to feel in the mud for the golf
balls. I did it wrong, though. I was squatting in the water, feeling around with
my feet and hands for the balls in the muddy bottom, but I should have gotten
my back in the water. I could feel the light pinches of mosquitoes on my back.
The feeling of being nude and skinny-dipping felt fantastic. I felt as strong as
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Buzzer-big and powerful, sealed within my own completeness. The thrill of
skinny-dipping and being me made me feel like Hercules or somebody.
Another flash of lightning and a slow growl of thunder shook the pond.
When I found about five balls, I stood up. "Hey! Buzz! Catch!" I called, and
flung the balls at him. He was supposed to catch them and put them in the
plastic garbage bag we had brought along, but he was too drunk to do it. He
somehow found them in the grass, maybe because there was so much lightning
by then that there was enough light to see things.
The second time instead of throwing the found golf balls, I got out of the
water and came over to put the balls into the bag myself.
Buzzer started laughing.
"Just what the fuck is so funny?" I questioned, swiping the bottle out of his
hands and finishing it off. There was only about a shot glass worth left.
Buzzer pointed towards my dick and laughed. "Look at that!"
I had half a hard-on starting. I felt the flame of embarrassment race through
me. I wanted to dive back into the water.
Buzzer eased past me and walked over to the edge of the water. "I wanna
catch a duck," Buzzer slurred as he looked at the duck island in the middle of
the pond. "I wanna wring its fuckin' neck."
Buzzer took off his cut-offs too, and then backed up a step or two and ran to
the edge of the pond and dove in. It was a racer's dive, just barely breaking the
surface of the pond. It was elegant, as perfect as an Olympic swimmer would do.
Just as Buzzer broke the surface of the pond and began swimming as fast as
he could towards the island, a tremendous flash of lightning blasted across the
sky. One of the type you could see every little nook and scratchy tum of it. And
an explosion of thunder, so loud it sounded like a cannon shot off right next to
my ear.
"Wow, that was close," I muttered to myself, figuring it hit a tree nearby.
Buzzer eased himself out of the water when he got to the island, but the noise
he made when he got out of the water startled the ducks and they jumped off the
island and swam to the far side of the pond. He stood on the island, drunkenly
confused. He stood there and the lightning made him seem like a warrior, a
gladiator, some mythological Thor. His body glistened from the pond water. I
felt a longing in my body to look just like he did then. I realized that my dick
had grown to a full erection as I stared at Buzzer standing there so massively
handsome on the island. I was so scared I was a queer that I started to shake. I
had to shut my eyes so I wouldn't stare at him.
It started raining. Not just mist, but huge drops, like mothballs that slapped
at my face and body. The rain hit my chest, stomach, arms, dick, thighs in
pounding chunks. The wind was roaring around my ears at about fifty or sixty
miles an hour, and the rain tingled as it hit my skin. I felt the slickness of the
wet grass under my feet. The rain and wind touched me as though they were
like some giant machine that worked to seal me into complete ecstasy. Nobody
else could've ever felt like that. Ever!
I was shut into myself, all alone to myself. I couldn't even keep my eyes
open because the rain was smashing my face. When the rain let up a little, I did
a little splash dance, destroying puddles like a little kid on his way home from
school. I fell twice as the slippery grass made me lose my footing. The second
time I fell I went flying, my right leg going one way, my left the other, my arms
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flailing the sky, like a nude hockey player that got crosschecked in the face. I
was laughing and then I realized that Buzzer wasn't laughing. Just where in the
fuck was he? Buzzer was on the island lying down, sort of curled up. I thought
maybe he had been struck by lightning or something.
"Hey! Buzz! You OK?" I called, but he didn't move.
I waded into the pond with the rain slapping at the top of my head and
pricking me on the shoulders. I hit three golf balls with my toes as I got in as far
as I could before I did a belly flop and started swimming. I had to stop three or
four times to get my breath by yanking my head out of the water, and then
lunged on towards the island. I thought I was going to drown.
Buzzer had rolled over onto his back by the time I climbed out of the water,
so I knew he was just passed out from all the scotch. I was coughing and
wheezing and spitting out water when I crawled onto the island. I was all out of
breath and came real close to upchucking my cookies. I felt the barf burn up
my throat as I choked, but I didn't throw up.
I laid down beside Buzzer. Everything smelled of that clean, musty, fresh,
bitter smell of a summer thunderstorm. The lightning continued to flash and
the thunder to pound around, but the severe part of the storm had passed by. It
was still raining pretty hard, though.
I took a long look at Buzzer. I guess I had a chance to see him. It was
different to see somebody without their talking. You weren't influenced by
what they said or did. Seeing Buzzer passed out on the island let me strip away
a lot of the act he put on. He was just a scared, frightened, lonely best friend. I
loved him. All my fears of being queer for thinking that didn't change how I felt
about him. I was never more scared of my feelings.
Buzzer's hair had started to bleach out to the blondishness of summer. His
face was in a straight calm, not smiling, but more like the sneaky look of his
when he was planning some number against authority. His whole body looked
powerful. His chest and arms were strong and firm. They were the biggest I'd
ever seen on any high school kid. All the little boxes of his stomach muscles
were flawlessly defined. I slid my left arm over my stomach and felt the tightness of my own stomach muscles, but they weren't nearly as big as Buzzer's.
Buzzer's face was calm and regular, with high straight cheeks. His eyebrows
were thin and looked like they were penciled on, not too long or bushy
neanderthal, or too thick either.
It was different from the locker room peek at school. I don't know why, but
looking at other guys' dicks at school isn't any big deal. Everybody does it, you
have to look at something, even though you don't like to. I'm not a fairy or
anything like that, but at school it just seems like we are always comparing size
and stuff with other guys. I never got turned on doing it or anything. Buzzer's
was big but natural for his size. I felt myself get hard again, and I hated myself
for it I thought about using our weapons on girls. When would we get a chance
to do it? My dick really started throbbing and got big and thick (not as big as I
thought Buzzer's would be in the same condition). The rain was still coming
down and I thought of how great I had felt when the rain had hit me before. I
had to do something about the physical aching in my member. The lightning
made Buzzer look like a statue. The rain made droplets on his body. I don't
know why I did it I feel super-guilty about it now. I can't even explain why I
did it. There was something about love for a friend. There was something about
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feeling what his body felt like. I lightly touched Buzzer's left bicep, traced
lightly with the end of my finger the veins as they popped out of his arm and
down onto his forearm to his wrist. My erect dick was throbbing. A flash of
lightning lit up the southern sky and the thunder seemed to roll south to north.
My erection slapped against the top of my hip. Buzzer's arm was opulent. I
wanted to touch his chest, to see if it felt as hard. I pulled my hand back and I
accidentally brushed my erect manhood's head. I felt a strange urge to want to
hug Buzzer, but I quickly suppressed it because it scared me. I took my left
hand and pushed his wet hair off his face and back over the side of his head and
over the top, sort of feathering it out to look like it did when it was dry. I just
couldn't stop myself. I felt guilty, alone, scared, frightened, petrified.
"Oh-oh-oh," I whispered, and rolled over so my back faced Buzzer. Ijust
tugged at myself twice and I came. I spasmodically jerked my hips and the cum
came pouring out on my right hand all sticky and gooey. I sighed heavily and I
felt a lead weight of pain in my stomach, and a lightning arc of heavy pain and
guilt in my head. I looked over to Buzzer to see if he had seen or heard what I
had just done, but he was out cold. I crawled over on my hands and ran my
right hand in the pond to wash the cum off.
I crawled back and laid down again next to Buzzer, but I closed my eyes and
locked my hands behind my head so I couldn't touch him again. I thought.
Buzzer was completely alone and scared, too. He didn't really have a father.
He had an adult who came and went, mostly went I wanted to be as free as
Buzzer was- to do what I wanted, to defy my parents, to defy school and be
cool enough- like him. He was the freest, coolest, handsomest person I knew
or would ever know, but he was also the angriest I knew I envied him for his
body. He needed that body for a shell, though-a big brick wall to protect
himself from being hurt. He told me before about all the times he had fistfights
with his father, and he needed that muscle bulk for protection. My mother was
right when she told me I envied Buzzer and wanted to be just like him.
I could feel the little pricks of a drizzly rain, and could see the flash of the
lightning through my eyelids. My mind went into overdrive. I had to grind it
into my head that I couldn't tell anybody about what I had done. Nobody
would understand. They would all think I was gay- homosexual- fairyfag-queer. Maybe I was. That would be awful! How could I tell anybody how
I felt? I felt the salt of tears in my eyes and a heaviness in my nose. I fell asleep,
comforted and frightened that my best friend was passed out beside me.
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GARAGE SCENE
Carolyn Fisher
He bends over her body as it reclines on the motorcycle and begins to lick up
the beer he'd poured all over her. Her head lolls back over the handlebars and
she gazes upside down behind her at his junk-filled garage. She's thrilled. She
feels like a tramp princess and that's a wonderful way to feel. Raising her head,
she watches him drinking up a pool of beer from a hollow between her breasts.
His moustache drips beer. He catches her looking at him and immediately
brings his mouth to hers for a kiss. She laughs in her throat as they kiss, her
face getting a beer scrub from his moustache. She lies back again, amazed at
how comfortable he managed to make her when he'd stretched her out over the
motorcycle.
Now he steps back to admire her. "Garage queen," he says. "You wanna be
a garage fuck? I wish you could see how beautiful you look." And he begins
rummaging through a pile of stuff that's leaning against one wall, saying, "I
may have a mirror here. I used to." And he does produce a dusty, greenish
mirror, which he wipes off with a rag and holds up for her to see herself.
She can't believe it. She's sprawled over the motorcycle with her head
somewhere on the handlebars, and the whole thing looks so wonderful. There's
enough sunlight from the broiling September afternoon filtering into the garage
to turn her skin a warm golden color. Everything is muted and softly blurred
except her eyes, which shine with excitement. She smiles at him, but he's
looking at something on the other side of the garage. He replaces the mirror,
walks over there and returns with a little wooden baseball bat-a souvenirtype bat
"Meet Louisville Slugger," he says, beginning to insert the bat between her
legs, and she's scared, she's tense, she's stiff-why does he want to do this?
"Relax, just relax," he says over and over until eventually she does and the
wooden handle is inside and he twists it around and around and it feels so good,
so she tightens up on it and loses herself to the feeling of it and doesn't know
anything else until she's scooped up by him and lifted off the motorcycle and
carried over to a chair, which is lying on its back. He places her in the old
armchair as if it were upright and she were sitting in it, which leaves her lying
on its back, her thighs sticking up along the seat cushions, her knees bent back
over the chair's legs. Louisville Slugger is still inside her and she reaches down
to remove it, but his hand gets there first and he grabs her wrist, saying, "Leave
it there. It's good there. We just need something to bring you up higher."
He wanders off again. She's a little scared and confused and she struggles to
get up out of this awkward position. But he's back with an armload of
newspapers and he half-helped her up, only far enough to slip a big pile of
newspapers under her back, then another pile under her head. Now she's lying
on the newspapers with her legs still thrown over the chair seat, but the added
height has brought her hips up to his eye level as he kneels between the chair
legs.
"Comfortable?" he asks, fussing with the arrangement of the newspapers.
"Yeah, but-"
"Good." He bends down and kisses her for a long, long time. She relaxes,
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feeling better, and writhes a little in her new position. He rips open another can
of beer and takes several long swallows. Then he holds the can to her mouth
and she raises her head and manages to take a sip. He crosses to the other side
of the garage and begins examining the sprawl of hardware on top of an old
workbench. She lies watching him, admiring his naked body, hard muscles
under soft skin that she enjoys so well and wants to feel on herself.
"Come over here," she says thickly, wanting him bad, but when he comes to
her he has rubber tubing in his hands and begins to tie her wrists together,
stretching her arms over her head.
"Don't!" she cries, twisting away from him, but she' s no match for him and
her hands are tied. He ties the two ends of the tubing to the leg of an old dresser
behind her. He has two more pieces of tubing with which he ties each of her
ankles to a leg of the chair she's draped over. She is wary and watchful, not
speaking. He is more drunk than she'd realized; he's totally absorbed in
everything he's doing, almost too focused. She knows he clearly sees the
ragged edge of the rubber tubing and her ankle bone beneath it, knows also that
he really doesn't see her. But she tries anyway, saying, "Honey, these hurt.
Untie me and let's you and me get next to each other." But another part of her
mind tells her no, no, it is way past time to be pining for the missionary
position, sweet, sweet conventional lovemaking with a comfy cuddle session
afterward. She'd surrendered that on the motorcycle when she'd been a
spreadeagled angel covered with beer.
And indeed, he pays no attention, just crouches between the chair legs and
begins twisting Louisville Slugger. She is determined not to react. He won't tie
me up like this and have that satisfaction, she thinks, making every effort to
blank all sensation out and staring up at the old wooden beams of the garage
roof. But he's all over her, forcing her to react, biting, sucking, tickling, teasing,
and she's moaning, moaning. Louisville Slugger is removed and something
else is slowly making its way inside her but she can' t see what it is. When she
lifts her head to look, she can't tell what it is and it feels cold and smooth and
she's moaning and half-screaming. Sweat is pouring down her face and into her
ears. And will someone out in the alley hear her? And would that be good or
bad? Does she want someone to come busting in here and make this stop?
Make this stop!
"Stop!"
But he shushes her by kissing her, mumbling through his moustache,
"Wanna be a dirt queen?" Then he stands over her, straddling her, and she
looks directly up at his cock and he lowers himself and forces her to take him in
her mouth. And she's so afraid she' 11 gag, so afraid, so afraid, but there' s
nothing else to do but hold onto a little piece of sanity, and so she stares
intently at a rusty saw hanging on a nail on the wall to her right. And just as
abruptly he stands over her again and his cock is an angry red color and now
he's twisting that thing inside her again. She realizes that it is another piece of
the rubber tubing, and it almost hurts, almost, but slowly it' s changing and she
knows and he knows and now they're really working together and she's
straining for that last inch, that last sweet inch that will put her over the top,
and when she, screaming, makes it, her insides double up like a clenched fist, a
second later straighten out like a sprung switchblade. And it keeps on like that,
keeps on, and it keeps on over and over but getting further and further apart till
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all that's left is a warm rocking inside.
As her breathing slows back to normal, she sighs and tells herself that now
surely he'll untie her and she looks up to find him staring down at her as he
lights a cigarette, and she sees the look in his eyes and knows it's not over. She
begins to plead with him to at least untie her hands, but he's not listening, not
listening at all. She falls silent He smokes, watching her. Then he takes the
rubber tubing and uses it to give her an all-over spanking. The hollow rubber
cylinder strikes her flesh, then sort of bounces back off. It hurts but not too
much. When he spanks her breasts with it, though, it really does hurt and she
cries out in pain. So he spanks them with his cock instead.
"This better?" he asks, and she begins to cry, she just can't take any more.
But there is more: there are fingers and bottlenecks and screw drivers and the
rubber tube again, this time covered thickly with some greasy guck from the
workbench. And she' s moaning with pain now, but she knows there's a place
she can get to where there'll be no pain and where none of it will matter. She
can almost see this place, not quite there yet but it's up ahead and it's worth
working for, straining for; it will be all right there. Exhausted and covered with
sweat, she wearily closes her eyes and is surprised by the blinding white light,
she' s almost made it at last, soon nothing will hurt her, and she draws a breath
to steady herself. But she's slowly becoming aware of something else here in
her safe place of white brightness. There is sound here too, and it is a mixture
of many sounds which slowly separates into different voices. One voice
emerges, and it is a woman' s voice saying you'll go to hell if you do that, you'll
bum in hell, everyone has to pay for their sins, do you understand, all of that is
sinful and you' ll bum forever. And there' s a man' s voice, sententious and
ponderous, saying, no no that isn't a good idea, not the proper thing at all, not
what you should be doing, and a whole babble of screaming voices coming
from nowhere into the white light, most of them saying No No Don't You
Can' t You Shouldn't You Mustn't Don't Go Here, Fuck There, Lick This,
Suck That-until they all blend into a screaming chorus of No No No, voices
raised in terrified anger, no faces only voices. And now she' s being stretched
out on the floor and her hands and feet are untied and he's inside her and the
voices are being replaced by his orgasm noise- a sourtd like an asthmatic train
pulling up to a stop- and somewhere she gets the strength to wrap her legs
around his waist, her arms around his neck and pull him to her at last he's here
it' s over it' s over he' s coming it' s over.
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SUMMER NIGHTS ABOVE MY BACK ALLEY
Laura Good

I usually smoke alone, and only in the summer. August tests my tolerance
for heat and a life in humid, slow motion. When the dog days provoke my
melting point, I take refuge on my roof. My roof where breezes blow through
my body and where dreams soothe my mind. My beautiful roof, where I linger
on menthol cigarettes and toy with the essence of feeling and being cool.
Long after dark has swallowed the steamy dusk and suffocated my room, I
slip out the back screen and stealthily begin my climb. I squeeze through a
rusted black maze of ancient iron fire escapes, balancing on precarious rotted
wood ledges, making no sound and leaving no trace of my midnight jaunt.
Getting closer to the top, I stop for a moment on a suspended grating and
breathe. A damp draft of air funnels from below, making my lungs moist,
pushing me up. Closer, I grab a gutter. One huge, stretched step and a thrust off
the grate and I'm there, balanced and silent. The warm gravel welcomes me,
massaging my feet as I stand. Broken beer bottles flash amid a litter of
crumbled brick. Cautiously, I step forward; I breathe and breathe. I fill my
chest with all moving air and all the dry air I can until it inflates me and floats
me. I breathe in and out and in and out until I drift down and settle into a deep,
airy rhythm. Finally, safe and relaxed, I light up, greet the incredible view and
begin my peace.
I stroll three stories high, above eight converted lofts, one German bakery
and the trendiest gourmet deli east of the river. Trash cans rattle down below.
Just some old drifter as usual. The dumpsters in my back alley have the best
trash in the city. That's why the bums come. Most of the tenants here don't
mind too much.
I doubt if those bums ever see me looking down from above as they pick
through day-old bread and my old fashion magazines. There's only one light
down there: the exact reason why I take my trash out only during the day. That
light is so crusted over with zapped bugs and alley grime that it hardly shines
any more. It just sort of dimly glows on hunched backs tearing through plastic
bags, exposes mumbling, cursing life forms smothering in ragged wool and
mismatched shoes.
I gaze into that crusty purple light and listen to the faint sounds of tearing
plastic. I lean over the stone ledge and quickly twist around as a gust of wind
blasts in my face. It rushes against the back of my head; an image escapes from
my mind. I see two forms slowly fade into existence in the comer of my roof. I
can see them so clearly: a man and a woman. They're right over there in that
comer near the heating vents. They're clutching each other, inseparable. He's
pressing her against the warm gravel and tar paper. She's wearing peach. Her
flowing peach chiffon flutters on the gravel while her crystal earrings jerk back
and forth, swaying and glowing, making hazy golden designs against the black
sky. They're furiously touching as if they're stealing this moment. Both of them
thieves, sweating and hurried, neither one resisting this stolen escape. It's so
secretly intimate. Too intimate. I feel like I shouldn't be watching but, God, I
have to. I've got to remember this one. I take in a cool sip of air and try to think
hard. I open my eyes wide and try to remember what she's wearing and how
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they're lying. It's too late; they've been discovered. They clutch each other
tighter, fusing together before they fade into the brick.
Trash cans clang down below. I jerk around and see that it's just some bum,
causing some sort of ruckus. He's muttering and swearing to himself as he
crookedly paces around one of the dumpsters. He spews forth a loud chorus
damning the world and then his speech gradually trails off into a few softer
stray words and cracked sighs. He plunges his arm into a mound of bakery
trash and surfaces with an armful of stone-hard dinner rolls. After unsuccessfully trying to gnaw into one, he bursts into a loud swearing stream and begins
throwing the inedible stones around one by one, hitting garbage cans and
boarded-up windows. With each throw, a louder yell and a harder clang. One
by one he pitches them in all directions until his supply is quickly gone. He
stands still for a second, swaying unsurely on two skinny legs, and drops his
head to his chest. Muttering to his stomach, he slowly takes a step and moves
on through the alley.
It's time to light up again and let the cool smoke lift me up. I look up into the
dark and try to find the moon. I know it's somewhere, behind one of those highrises or running clouds. A moving blur passes my eye, to my left in that comer.
They're making love again. This time she's against the brick. Her eyes are
closed and her face is all tense; she's whispering something. I can't hear it. I
want to hear it but there's too much wind. Peach is blowing everywhere,
flapping in his face and creeping around his knees. Her neck stretches as her
hand digs into his thigh. Her eyes are glowing wet lavender: she's crying. I
want to hear what she's whispering, what she's trying to say, but I can't. His
head buries into her shoulder, getting lost in the flying peach. I squint hard,
looking directly at her, listening as closely as I can. It's too much, I tried too
much. First his body begins to disappear and then hers. Her chin tilts toward
the moon and looks like smooth ivory. The last thing I see is tears, her slow
purple tears flowing under the moon, gradually becoming transparent as she
finally fades away.
I'm crying. I don't know why but suddenly I'm crying and sobbing. I've
traced her steps a thousand times. I've laid on the warm gravel; I've braced my
back against the crumbling brick. I've tried willing her man into existence. Too
many times ...
He appears out of the steamy porch light wearing a white T-shirt and worn
jeans and smells like singed, green grass. He comes from behind and grips my
arm and bums a cigarette. He grabs me. I'm surrounded by the moist flesh of
hard arms. He starts kissing my neck and blows menthol in my hair, finally
pressing his forehead into my shoulder. There's a crash down below; in an
instant he's gone, dissolving into the wind.
Shopping cart wheels rattle down the rocky alley asphalt. Just another
drifter of the night. This one's bundled up to his head. Around his thick waist of
wool is a makeshift belt of frayed rope. He leans on his cart, almost slumped
over the front He rattles down the alley in a jagged path stopping and starting,
getting stuck in a rut, pushing hard, swearing, and then finally moving on. If
there wasn't so much expressway traffic, I could almost distinguish what he's
saying. His hushed, sporadic monologue is a constant speech of meaningless
phrases. He crashes into a hidden dumpster and falls to the ground. Slowly, he
grips the shopping cart tightly and somehow manages to get himself up,
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surprised and delighted at his find: a mound of loaves and dry German pastry.
He tears through the plastic, desperately delving into his feast.
I've always been alone up here, except once. It was with some former
boyfriend. I really thought, all right, I' 11 try and share this with someone else,
I'll see how it feels. The romance of the whole situation strangled itself: a
windy summer night, an eyeful of stars and a silky moon. It made me feel
wistful and transpare nt and unreal. But to him, it was just a nice roof, a nice
roof with a "great view."
Breezes blow up here. Warm pulses of wind. I can only pick through my
mind for a chance gem of wisdom that will suddenly connect all of this. I
rummage through my images of too much melancholy up here and all that trash
down below. I wonder how I can silently watch in acceptance from my sacred
perch. The absurdity of life is only surpassed by our fate of living through it, I
think. I have my world on a rooftop while people revel in my trash below.
Menthol blows through my teeth. Such is life. The smell of baking bread
surrounds me. What a life it would be, having no permanency, no deadlines, no
luxury of observing life with such gross assumptions from breezy rooftops full
of frustrated dreams. Such a life, where there's beauty in the sound of ripping
plastic and distant traffic under hazy streetlights. I audience my alley on
summer nights, alone, and blow smoke to the stars.
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MEDIC
Ron Biviano
The shiny, cold, light-green tile floor is flecked with small, white sworls.
Nine large tables are constructed of roughly-hewn, unpainted 2 x 2's and 2 x
4's. They are covered with white, one-inch mattresses that are fastened to
them at each end with gray canvas straps that disappear under the wooden
tops. Fluoresce nt lights on the ceiling are in shiny metal fixtures; their
reflected, harsh illumination makes it possible to read even small print in any
corner of the room.
On one of the tables sits a twenty-year-old Negro with a very dark
complexion, dressed only in a green T-shirt and green boxer shorts. There is a
vertical two-inch gash on the left side of his forehead; a small amount of blood
oozes like red honey from this fissure. Just below his hairline, also on his
forehead, is a horizontal three-inch wound from which flows white, glistening
matter that looks like tapioca pudding. This substance slowly drips down his
forehead, over his eyebrows, onto his cheeks, and then lands on the front of his
dark-green T-shirt. Both of his hands are at his sides, grasping the splintered
wooden table. His head droops forward. "Can you save me, Doc?" he pleads.
Standing before him is a young Caucasia n man in a brush cut He is wearing
a white T-shirt, green battle-fatigue trousers, and unlaced, polished, black
combat boots. A stethoscope's black tubing contrasts sharply on his snowwhite T-shirt; he pulls it out of his ear with his right hand and allows it to slip
around his neck. With his left hand he slides off his glasses and wipes the sweat
from his face with his forearm. He has never seen such fresh brain before. In
the past it was always a solid, grayish-white mass in a bottle of formaldehyde
-an inanimate, inhuman object to be studied. Students would be huddled
around this jar, shifting their glances from the pickled brain to words and
diagrams in textbooks. But now this is the real thing. Ten seconds ago it was
living inside his cranium, functioning as a human computer; now it is slimy,
white crud dripping down his face. And the guy is talking to the doctor as
though it's rainwater, not his life, sliding down his face.
The BAS bustles with activity. I. V. bottles hang on metal hooks with lifepreserving fluids channeling directly into veins through transpare nt plastic
tubing. All the tables are occupied with bloody, wounded Marines. Two or
three ambulatory soldiers may sit at one table; the more seriously wounded lie
alone on a table or on the floor. Corpsmen and doctors now have to look where
they step because of the many young men on the floor on their backs, each
man's location marked by an inverted I. V. bottle whose umbilical vein signifies
life to the body it enters.
The young doctor looks at the black boy who pleads for his life. But the
doctor cannot look directly into his eyes because according to the rules of
triage, the boy must die without receiving medical attention. You must first
save the ones with a halfway decent prognosis. As the boy slumps forward
into the doctor's arms, the doctor sees a river of blood pouring from the base of
his skull. The back of the green T-shirt is soaked with blood that extends onto
the boxer shorts into a pool on the thin mattress. There is a hole in the back of
his chest on the left side, but no exit wound on the front The doctor picks him
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up with one arm under his knees and the other cradling his back. Easily, the
near-dead, skinny Marine is transported to a corner of the room; one minute
later he is dead. Quietly, without a mourning mother, without a clerical eulogy,
without any tears from anyone, without any human solace, all alone in a
corner, he closes his suffering eyes for the last time.
When the doctor returns to the table, the corpsmen have already helped a
young white boy onto it-in the sticky, warm blood of the dead Marine who sat
there ninety seconds ago. This young fellow is also talking with the doctor and
the corpsmen. His right eyeball, deeply lacerated in two places, hangs by thin
cords of muscle on his right cheek. Inside the dark socket where his eye should
be is a pool of bright red blood. A regularly pulsating, crimson stream bubbles
in the pool like a fountain. The doctor cannot identify the exact location of the
artery because of the profuse hemorrhage that fills the orbit. He blots with his
left hand, Kelly forceps in his right hand ready to ligate the bleeder. But again
and again his attempts are futile. By now the crimson tide is all over the
Marine' s face, covering the doctor's hands, and flowing down the doctor's
forearms to the tips of his elbows, where it drips onto his boots, trousers, and
the green floor. The situation is getting more and more serious. The guy's eye
is gone-that's for sure. But now his life is in danger if he continues this
uncontrollable hemorrhaging. A corpsman starts an I. V. Another doctor
attempts what the first has been unable to do, but he, too, is unsuccessful.
Meanwhile, the boy tells the doctors that he will be getting married when he
gets out of the Marine Corps in two months, and he hopes his girlfriend won't
mind having a one-eyed husband. The patient is remarkably calm. He has
unbelievable confidence that the doctors can do anything. But he is getting
noticeably weaker from all the lost blood.
An older, third doctor rushes over, voicing his contempt for the unsuccessful
younger doctors. He yells for supplies and starts to work in the dark hole full of
blood. He stops swearing about the other doctors and begins to sweat heavily;
his attitude becomes visibly more humble as he, too, proves himself not to be
infallible. Cooperatively, he steps aside when the first young doctor walks over
with a black, 3-0 silk suture on a needle-holder. The young doctor plunges the
hooklike needle into the now-reticent patient's eyebrow at one end and pulls it
out at the other end. As the suture is tied tightly, the eyebrow is hideously
puckered, but the bleeding finally stops. Only the needle is cut off; the suture
itself is left twelve inches long, and a red tag describing the Marine' s medical
condition is tied to the free end dangling on his chest. A Med-Evac chopper
hurries him to an ophthamologist, who the next week tells the general medical
officers that although the Marine lost his right eye, he went home to marry the
girl who was waiting for him.
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GOIN' ABOUT BUSINES S
Mike Kirk

Mike,
Man, I just saw this fine bitch walking down the street with this big ass. I
honked my horn and pulled up behind the bitch and started shootin' to her. I
said, "Hey baby, you sho' lookin' good in them jeans. Come here so I can read
the label." The bitch was an iceberg though, man, one of them square girls. I
just cruised real slow alongside of her as she walked. The bitch was trying to
act stuck-up, talkin' about, "No thank you," and throwin' her head up in the
air. Man, I don't know about these bitches. They don't know a good nigger
when he comes along. Man, I had my bad white three-piece on, I just had my
car waxed, I had just got my curls together the other day so I know I was
lookin' tough.
Man, let me ask you somethin'. Where's all the jobs at? I've been goin'
round knockin' on doors and the honkeys ain't talkin' about shit One stud that
owned a restaurant gave me an interview for a dishwasher job. This muh
fucker was sittin' at his big desk with pictures of his ugly-ass kids on it. His ole
lady was ugly as hell too, but I wouldn't mind fuckin' the bitch. He sat there
with his bald-headed ass lookin' over my application, noddin' his big head and
smokin' a square. Then he asked me why I didn't finish high school. I said,
"Man, I just ain't have no time," and pulled my shades down over my eyes
'cause I didn't want him to see how red they was from gettin' high. Then the
muh fucker said that they're lookin' for somebody with a high school education
for the job. I said, "Man, listen. I know how to wash dishes. I don't need no
diploma for that." He looked at my application again and read aloud the time
the cops picked me up. He looked over the top of these little funny lookin'
readin' glasses he had on, and asked me what that was all about. I lied to the
fool and told him it was over a parkin' ticket, 'cause he would have thrown my
black ass otta there if he knew I went to jail for arson. I guess I got past that
question 'cause he began lookin' it over noddin' and shit. Then he put my
application down and sat back in his chair while taking off his reading glasses.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Jones," he said with his pot belly sticking out in front of him,
"but I'm afraid I can't use you in this position." I asked him, "Why not?" and
he said it was because of my lack of experience and education. Man, I jumped
up and slapped the pictures of his family across the room. I heard the glass in
the frames shatter when they hit the wall. This redneck mother fucker didn't
know what to do, his mouth and eyes were wide open 'cause he wasn't ready
for that. I said, "You jive time, poo-butt ass mother fucker, you just don't
wanna hire no niggers. That's what it is!" He didn't know what the fuck to say.
He tried to push a button on his little intercom box and get the security man,
but as he was reaching for it, I slapped that to the ground, too. It busted in little
pieces. I said, "What you gonna do now, muh fucker?" removing my blade
from the vest of my three-piece. I leaned over his desk and put my blade to his
throat I wasn't going to cut him though, 'cause I didn't want his damn blood on
my pretty white suit I just caressed the blade against his pale white throat. He
was sweating like a pig and begging me not to ice his ass, saying he has a family
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to support. I told him, "Shut your ass up," and put some pressure on the knife
like I was going to really cut him. "I should cut your spineless ass up for having
such an ugly slut for a wife.'' He was almost in tears now, man, so I decided to
leave the fool be. I pulled my blade back slowly, folded it back in and tucked it
carefully away in my vest pocket. He kept his eyes on the knife the whole time
I did this. He said, "Why are you doing this to me?" I said it was 'cause I didn't
like his goddamn looks, and, "If I ever hear about you callin' the police on me,
I'll come back here with my blade and stick you like a pin cushion. Dig?" "I
dig," he says, glad as hell that I was going to let him live. I sneered at the punk
and walked out, slamming the door so hard that I almost shattered the glass in
the door. I guess my threat worked, 'cause he didn't send the cops after me. I
ain't bothered loo.kin' for no job since then. Nobody wants to give a stud like
me a break.
I'm just kickin' back, takin' it easy at my mama's crib now, man. My aid
checks is all the money I can get. The old lady's trying to get me out of the crib,
sayin', "Why don't you get your scrawny little black ass out there and make
something of yourself?" I just play that shit off and go about my business. Well
Mike, man, I thought I'd just let you know what the mother fuckers in Chicago
is talkin' about. Let me know what's happening with you. Later.
Tyrone
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HOW TO SUCCESSFU LLY HUNT GROUSE
Bill Hein

To many people, the arrival of fall means more than the end of summer, the
beginning of football, and the World Series. The season brings with it the
opportunity to venture into the great outdoors and take part in a curious ageold ritual known as hunting. In this particular instance, grouse hunting.
It may seem to some that this would be a relatively easy thing to do. That all
it would take is a gun, a few minutes of free time on an autumn afternoon, and
the cold-blooded intent to take aim at a poor, defenseless creature quivering in
fear and blow it to smithereens- splattering its vital parts across the countryside. But with our crafty adversary, the grouse, this simply isn't the case.
The ruffed grouse is a formidable denizen of the hardwood forest. This
upland game bird is approximately three to four times the size of the common
pigeon and is second only in preference among sportsmen to the pheasant. The
rewards of the hunt are a culinary delight rivaled only by Thanksgiving turkey
or goose with all the trimmings. Add to that the satisfaction that you just didn't
saunter down to the corner market and plunk down your money for this bird;
you braved the elements and brought him back on your own.
With its rusty brown and black plumage, the grouse blends into the forest
carpet of dead leaves and twigs. Its eyesight and hearing are acute. Lightningfast once it takes flight, it presents a difficult target. The bird twists and darts
around the big tree trunks, putting as many of them between you and him as he
can.
The grouse's home is usually the most inhospitable of places the forest has
to offer: a jigsaw puzzle of twisted trees and vines. Dry twigs, scattered over
the ground, are ready to snap underfoot and reveal your presence. Thorns
reach out from bramble patches like razors, baring their edges to rip and shred
your clothes and flesh. Holes where trees once grew are now covered over by
seasons of unraked leaves, lying in wait to twist the wayward foot or ankle.
Clumps of spiny-edged burrs hang everywhere. A jumble of old, rotting logs
clutters the landscape like a scattering of children's toys, and just as easy to
trip over.
Into this me lee of nature, we cast the solitary hunter: stumbling, cursing, and
sweating out of his comfortable armchair and onto the home turf of the grouse.
So, as you can see, the grouse is not without his defenses.
Before you begin the actual hunt itself, it's necessary to get outfitted with the
proper attire for this trek into the wilderness. Since it's fall, it's going to be a
little brisk in the early morning hours, but you don't want to overdress as far as
warm clothing goes, as about an hour of strenuous exertion climbing up and
down hills and ridges will prove. To begin with, you'll need a sweatshirt and a
durable pair of pants. Blue jeans will do, but brush pants would be better.
These have several advantages; among them they are tan, camouflaging you

from the grouse's keen eyesight. On the front of the legs, from thigh to boot,

they have a thin flexible leather outer that slides easily over brambles and
protects you from thorns.
Next, a good well-worn pair of high-topped leather boots. I advise wellworn; if you' re breaking in a brand new pair of boots, blisters are a possibility
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because of the stiffness of new leather. Now, you'll need a hunting jacket. This
is essential, and notjust any old jacket will do. A huntingjacket should be light
brown or tan in color, providing more camouflage. It should also have deep
pockets for storing ammo and other necessities, and most important, it should
have a feature known as a "blood pocket." This aptly named pouch encircles
the entire lower quarter of the inside of the jacket from about hip level to the
hem. It's lined with plastic and easy to clean. It is into this special pocket that
you place any birds that you might shoot.
Imagine the predicament the hunter would find himself in if he had to carry
the fruits of his labors in hand. Besides being messy, the dead bird would
occupy his free hand, the one not cradling his gun, and prevent him from
trying to bag another bird should the opportunity present itself. Also, on the
way back home or to the car, usually quite a distance over rough ground, he
would look a little like a tightrope walker, teetering and balancing, gun in one
hand, bird in the other, trying to navigate logs and ravines without losing his
balance.
Our next step is to select a weapon for you. A shotgun is the essential tool of
the trade. Shotguns come in many sizes, from the smallest, a four-ten, to the
largest, a ten gauge. For our purpose, we'll select from three gauges between
the two extremes ( a four-ten being too small to have much effect, a ten gauge
being so large as to leave no bird to cook)- a twelve, sixteen, or twenty gauge,
the middle-size bores easily handled by man or woman, each having enough
"knock down" power to do the job.
Finally, we come to the shotgun shells. These shells resemble small, stubby
road flares with low brass collars. They're filled with what is known as shot.
Shot is actually lead or steel BBs packed tightly above the explosive charge or
powder. If you've ever played marbles, you're familiar with steelies. These
shiny silver marbles are basically the same thing as "buck shot," what deer
hunters use to bring down big game. Since you're not going after deer or
moose, and you could see daylight through any grouse felled with buck shot,
we' 11 go with something more practical; a size five or six shot should do. These
are about standard BB size, and there are about one hundred or so in each
shotgun shell.
Options you may consider before setting out are a hunting hat or" lucky" hat
if you happen to have one. Some hunters swear by them, or at them if nothing
else is handy. Another option is a flask of brandy. This may prove invaluable
in the field if it's a slow day and no grouse are sighted. It may also help soothe
ruffied feelings if you fire at a bird and accidentally come too close to another
hunter.
Now that you're set as far as the trappings go, you're ready to pay a visit to
the local woods. As you cross the stubble of the cornfields in the early morning
sun, the woods loom ahead as a giant patchwork quilt. Red maples mingle with

the golden shimmer of aspen and brown of the majestic oaks. The air has a
sharpness to it, a subtle hint of the winter yet to come.
You approach the shadows of the trees and pause for a moment to load your
gun. With your left hand, hold your gun by the upper stock underneath the
barrels and open the breech by shifting the small lever just behind the barrels.
A small metallic snap breaks the silence as the cold-blue tubes shift down on
their hinge and open away from the wood of the gun stock at a forty-five degree
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angle. Reach into your pocket and take out two shells, one for each barrel, and
slip them into place in the firing chamber. Then close the chamber by raising
the gun barrels until they snap back into place with the stock.
·
At this point, the safety mechanism should be engaged. It is usually just a
small button located behind the lever used to break the gun down for loading.
Make absolutely sure that this button stays on "safety" until you're ready to
shoot. Too many unfortunate incidents have happened because of failure to
check this. If somewhere on your journey into grouse country you should trip
and fall, as sometimes happens, and your shotgun comes to rest with a jolt,
barrels pointing at a strategic spot of your anatomy, you'll be glad you
remembered this tip.
You cross over the fence, carefully avoiding the barbs on the wire, and move
into the depths of the woods. You can recognize the grouse's territory on sight.
Just find the meanest, most God-forbidden tangle you can find, and wade right
on in. In making your way through this briar patch, you'll make so many twists
and turns that after a while you'll feel like the human pretzel. This sometimes
leads the hunter to curse or grumble, which is also known as grousing.
The proper way to hunt this bird, if a dog is not available to flush them out
for you, is to walk a few paces, then stop for a moment or two. It is your hope
that the bird will take to wing while you're standing there, ready for it. That's
your hope, but it hardly ever happens that way. Usually, the case is that you're
bent over in a squat position, trying to go under some obstacle with one hand
out in front protecting your face, when the bird chooses to thunder off in a
flurry of feathers.
The real skill involved in bagging a grouse is your ability to shoot a bird on
the wing. The grouse hunter must coordinate a series of separate movements
into one smooth action as he sights the bird, takes aim, and pulls the trigger. At
the first sound of the bird's lift-off, you turn to face your quarry. At this instant,
your thumb will push the "safety" off to the "fire" position. As you see the bird
clear the brush, raise the butt of the gun stock to your shoulder. Make sure to
firmly plant it in the fleshy portion of the shoulder, not on the collar bone or on
the ball of the shoulder as this will affect your aim, and the kick of the gun going
off may seriously bruise these vulnerable parts.
As the butt plate of the stock nestles squarely into place, press your cheek
against the upper portion of the gun stock just behind the breech and look down
the barrels to the bead ( or sight) between the barrels at the opposite end of the
gun. This shows you what you're aiming at. If the grouse flies diagonally in
front of you, right to left or left to right, put the bead slightly in front of him.
This is called ''leading'' your target. By placing your shot in front of the moving
target, the grouse will fly into the spray of BBs and tumble to the ground.
However, if his flight path takes him directly away from you, lay the bead of
your gun directly on your quarry and smoothly squeeze the trigger.
If this all sounds relatively easy, don't underestimate your opponent He has
a fairly good idea of your intentions; don't expect him to hold a pose for you
like you're taking his picture. If you're lucky, you'll see him as a small brown
blur for just a couple of heartbeats, then he's gone.
An added advantage that your prey has over you is the element of surprise.
This crafty little guy has been alleged to be the source of some near-fatal heart
attacks of hunters who weren't prepared for the sudden thunderclap roar of his
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powerful wings.
Don't be discouraged if, after repeated efforts, you fail to bag one of these
woodland creatures. I've known seasoned hunters who've come back many
times empty-handed. But the lure of the woods on a clear autumn day, with the
promise of a succulent roast bird on the table, keeps them coming back.
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LUGGAGE
Steve Halm
Sometimes when I am alone there is something I have to admit to myself.
There is something about round luggage that turns me on. I can't really put my
finger on what it is, but there is something definite that I like about it It could
be the soft feminine roundness of its shape that I find exciting. Or perhaps it's
the delightful plaid patterns that round luggage comes in. Daring checks of red
set against sturdy grays and greens in a traditional yet well-traveled-looking
plaid.
Sometimes this tum-on causes problems. Especially in airports. When I'm
in an airport I'm in Utopia! I'm surrounded by beautifully round, sensuous
luggage. When I see it I want to go up to it and hold it. And when I hold it I
want to take it to my car. But just for a little while. I mean after all it does not
belong to me. I promise myself to return it. I just put it on the front seat and
buckle it in. Sometimes we go for drives. Other times we go to the lake and
listen to the radio. On special nights we go to Taco Bell through the drive-thru.
As much as I mean to, I never really get around to returning the luggage to the
airport. I know it doesn't belong to me and that I stole it, but I can't help it. I
can't stop myself. I hide the luggage in my house and at last count I had thirtysix pieces of round luggage. You have your basic round suitcases and the
smaller overnight kits and bags. (I also sort of get into round drum luggage that
drummers transport their instruments in. I have fourteen drum sets by the
way.)
Thank God I've never been caught. But I know I can't go on like this. I've
built three additions onto my house for more space but the luggage just keeps
growing. There's just something that's not normal about all this.
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THE HAWAIIANS AND CAPTAIN COOK
Mary Hanley
While glancing through an old grammar school history textbook, I stumbled
upon this explanation of the demise of Captain Cook:
... After leaving Kealakekua Bay, Cook realized he would have to return
to Hawaii to repair the sprung topmast On February 14, 1779, he was
killed in an unhappy scuffie with the natives ashore.
How ironic that one of the most traumatic events in Hawaiian history, an
incident that not only resulted in turning the island's culture inside out but also
brought an abrupt end to the brilliant career of one of the greatest explorers
ever known, should today, two hundred years later, be summed up simply as
"an unhappy scuffie with the natives." Of course, since most grammar school
history textbooks attempt to cover everything from the Big Bang to Watergate
in 350 pages, usually nothing less than world conquests or major-scale wars
weigh in at more than a paragraph. And where's the logic behind that?
Wouldn't it be more enriching for young students to delve outright into only a
few complex historical events, investigating each occurrence as fully as
possible, rather than just turning the poor whelps into Trivial Pursuit junkies
with volume after volume of sterile names and dates?
Therefore, I feel it's my duty, my sacred responsibility even, to sprinkle
some breezy verbs into the vacuum of nouns and numerals that make up the
bulk of grade-school history. And what better place to start than with the
unfortunate account of Captain Cook's fatal run-in with the fickle Hawaiian
natives?
Although the story behind Cook's final voyage contains enough plot twists,
eerie coincidences and local color to flesh out an above average B-grade
adventure movie, there's more to this tale than a boatload of Englishmen
traipsing around the tropics. To really understand the Captain's grisly fate, we
must first familiarize ourselves with his adversaries, the Hawaiians.
The Hawaiian Islands form the northwest point of the vast western Pacific
triangle containing the scattered islands that make up Polynesia, with New
Zealand and Easter Island constituting the southwest and southeast points,
respectively. Because all the Polynesian Islands relied exclusively on the oral
tradition to chronicle their histories, oftentimes myth and fact became so
intertwined as to appear indistinguishable. Correspondingly, the Polynesians'
distorted view of the passage of time defied most Western attempts to slap
precise dates on important pre-discovery events. To most of the Islanders, who
based their religions heavily on ancestor worship, the past served as more than
just a timeline for easy reference; for them the past was a living presence that
was completely unavoidable in day-to-day life. Tagging numbers onto the
backs of their ancestors would probably seem ludicrous, if not utterly incomprehensible to them, but that isn't to say they didn't have some sort of
chronology. Hawaii, in particular, provided fodder for the storyteller/poets
where "current history" was concerned.
Because of its plentiful vegetation, agreeable terrain, and large size, Hawaii
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soon became the island of choice for many of Polynesia's highest ranking
chiefs and priests. Who'd want to be high chief of a swampy little volcanic zit
like Mangareva when you could have half of Diamond Head and all the
coconuts you could ever want right at your feet? After a period of time, the
influx of Polynesia's elite caused a rift between the upper and lower classes,
which eventually resulted in a feudal system much like medieval Europe's.
But, though it's safe to assume that the Hawaiian peasants enjoyed a
somewhat higher standard of living, not to mention better weather, than their
European counterparts, they weren't so fortunate where the political climate
was concerned.
During the last few centuries before the island was discovered by Cook, the
nobility and priesthood surrendered themselves almost completely to the
unscrupulous pursuit of power. The laws, which included the intricate and
oppressive religious taboos, bore heavily upon the common people, and their
administration became more or less a matter of favoritism and arbitrariness.
Not surprisingly, the Hawaiian people reacted with outbursts of rebellion
which the priests and chiefs, in turn, attempted to choke by strengthening the
already constrictive taboos and by increasing the number of human sacrifices
in an effort to intimidate the people into submission. These extreme measures
resulted in a vicious circle of unrest among the people, and more importantly,
close to total isolation of Hawaii from the rest of Polynesia.
In short, Hawaii, during the last few centuries before its discovery by
Captain Cook, played host to an oppressively feudal society where the priesthood and nobility managed to avoid large-scale revolution only by imposing
strict taboos on the peasants and by manipulating the religious mores of the
common people. These measures resulted in a fairly delicate balance between
blind religious faith and political upheaval in the lower classes, a balance that
could easily be upset by interference from outside sources. Wonderful, so now
we can get on with the meat of this story.
When Captain Cook's ship, the Resolution, and his consort ship, the
Discovery, set sail on July 12, 1776, the object ofthis, his third major voyage,
was to examine at close quarters the northern Pacific coast of America for a
possible Northwest Passage. On his two earlier voyages, Cook discovered
many northern Pacific islands and successfully managed to win the trust of the
natives, while collecting all sorts of geological and navigational information
about the Northern Hemisphere, and his excursions into Antarctic waters
provided proof that a continental land mass did exist beyond the pack ice that
had stopped so many other explorers before him. Although he'd started life as
the son of a middle-class laborer, Cook's successes soon made him the toast of
English royal society.
The expedition began with the two ships passing through the Cape of Good
Hope, then sailing toward New Zealand and the Society Islands. On January
18, 1778, Cook and his crew stumbled upon the Hawaiian Islands, where they
stayed briefly before sailing north along the American coastline and then later
past the Bering Strait. By that time winter had begun to set in, and Cook
decided that the Resolution and the Discovery should spend the cold months in
Hawaii.
The ships retreated from the icy northern waters and managed to reappear in
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the midst of the Hawaiian Islands in December of 1779, almost a year to the
day since they'd first discovered them. Unfortunately, the hostile weather
conditions forced Cook and his entourage to circle the islands for the next six
weeks, until the storms finally let up and a safe anchorage became possible.
But during the weeks spent afloat, Cook's crew, many of whom had sailed
loyally with the Captain on previous voyages, had become restless and
anxious from the lack of pork rations aboard and a somewhat high incidence of
venereal diseases among the men. Cook himself tarnished his sterling reputation as a devoted and fair shipmaster more than once during his third
expedition. Once, when the crew refused to drink a sugar cane beer, concocted
by Cook and several of his officers, for fear the stuff may have been injurious to
their health, the Captain promptly outlawed all grog on board and stomped
around for days afterward convinced that he had a full-fledged mutiny on his
hands. Most of these disturbances were petty and blew over quickly, but it
became clear to all on board that it would be in the best interest of their own
frayed nerves to land the ships as soon as possible.
That chance finally came on January 16, 1779. Cook, after sighting what
appeared to be a secluded bay off the coast of the main island, took advantage
of the agreeable shift in weather conditions to send one of his officers, Capt.
William Bligh (yes, the same Mr. Bligh destined to get booted off the Bounty,
but that's another story), to scout around the area to see if it would make for a
safe anchorage. Always the brown-nose, Bligh piped up enthusiastically that
the natives had seemed exceptionally friendly on their last sail through
Hawaii, to which Cook harshly retorted, "Whatever the nature of the Indians,
if it is a safe anchorage, I shall resolve to anchor in it. " Coming from the man
who had, over the last twenty-five years, gained the trust and respect of
islanders all over the Pacific with his "beads and bangle" diplomacy, a
statement of this severity must have seemed somewhat out of character.
As Bligh led his small fleet of scout ships toward the bay, he and his men
were treated to an unusual welcome. The calm waters were suddenly besieged
with a roaring throng of native crafts, sailing toward Bligh' s ships from points
all along the shore. Within moments, the Englishmen found themselves
surrounded by a bustling armada of canoes, each bearing about six Hawaiians.
Bligh' s men started loading their muskets in alarm but were ordered by Bligh to
stop; instead of wielding spears and clubs, the natives were waving feather
streamers and white banners, and the roar pounding in the Englishmen' s ears
wasn't a war cry but rather the Hawaiians' ecstatic religious chants and
welcome songs. Stunned, the British sailors gaped as the animated brown
natives cruised by the scout boats, swinging their paddles in the air like batons
and bowing their heads reverently toward the baffied oarsmen as they passed.
Even Bligh found himself at a loss to explain the behavior of the Hawaiians;
they seemed to be celebrating a festival, but with a fervor that even an old

seadog like the captain wasn't familiar with. Then again, the British had come
to expect big welcomes of this sort from the Polynesians, so Bligh eventually
dismissed the spectacle as just an elaborate greeting.
Bligh's boats managed to maneuver their way out of the fog of canoes long
enough to inspect the bay, which was dominated by a black cliff some fourhundred feet tall made of volcanic rock. A monolithic slab that almost looked
like polished ebony, the cliff appeared to plummet straight into the sea but
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actually had a narrow beach of black rocks and pebbles at its base. Later, they
learned that the bay's name, Kealakekua, meant "path of the gods," referring
to the great slide from the cliff to the water.
Meanwhile, Cook and his men on the Resolution were astounded by the
scene unfolding in the water below them; at least 3,000 canoes, by Cook's
estimate, had crowded into the tiny bay and thousands of swimmers darted
between the drifting crafts. Since the outbreak of venereal disease among his
crew, Cook had outlawed native women on board either the Resolution or the
Discovery for fear the illness would spread throughout the islands, but despite
his chivalry, Hawaiian women, some with small children clinging to their
backs, were diving from their canoes, paddling to the Resolution and crawling
nimbly up the side of the ship. Before long, the deck was swarming with
natives. The women showered the happily bewildered crew with leis and
flowers and promptly helped themselves to the eating utensils and loose nails
(iron being a precious commodity among the islanders). Many of them stayed
on board the entire duration of the Resolution's Hawaiian stop, a situation
Cook eventually resigned himself to.
On his return from scouting the bay, Bligh informed Cook that he had
"found a bay in which was a good anchorage, and fresh water, in a situation
tolerably easy to be come at" As the Resolution sailed in closer to the shore,
Cook was astonished at the island's beauty. Kealakekua Bay, a small crescentshaped inlet stretching about a mile and a half from point to point, began as a
white beach, continued further back from the tide as a lush, fragrant tropical
forest, and ended in a massive black wall of jagged cliffs striped with
waterfalls. Further beyond the barrier of pocked volcanic rock stood distant
snowcapped mountains where sparkling blue rivers snaked from deep valleys
and crevices along the hills of hardened lava. But what immediately caught the
Captain's attention were the strange movements of the natives ashore.
Observing the scene through a telescope, Cook saw thousands of Hawaiians
amassed on the clifftops, staring out at the ships and waving white banners.
The beach was carpeted with brown bodies dancing frantically or bowing
toward the water; the trees were alive with natives flying feathered streamers,
and the waters of the bay continued to fill up with swimmers and canoes of all
sizes. Cook and his crew were used to Polynesian excitement, but the
Hawaiians gave the impression of being on the brink of mass hysteria.
As soon as the Resolution was moored, Cook wasted no time in having
himself rowed ashore to meet with the Hawaiian chiefs. Accompanied by only
two of his officers, Cook found himself met on the beach by two solemnlooking priests, clad in long robes and brightly feathered headdresses and
gently waving tall white poles. The priests, repeating the words "Lono, Lono"
and gesturing with the poles, cleared a path for Cook and his men through the
milling throng of bodies, all of whom covered their faces and prostrated
themselves at the sight of the Englishmen. A narrow avenue through the crush
allowed Cook to stride easily past his supine admirers, but he realized that as
soon as he'd passed, the natives struggled back to their feet, staring wild-eyed
and shouting "Lono!" All he had to do to see the entire crowd go down in
unison was turn his head back at them, as though there was magic in his glance.
He kept himself amused for the length of his walk by looking behind him every
few moments until the entire throng, close to ten thousand natives, were forced
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to crawl after him, groveling on all fours. Hundreds were trampled.
They ended up at the center of a huge open temple, or heiau, decorated with
human skulls and giant grotesque wooden idols that grimaced down at them
from atop long wooden poles. Once they'd finished with a long, tedious
ceremony and a massive feast, Cook and his two officers passed through the
village on their way back to the ship and were baffied and fascinated by the
sight of men, women, and children with their heads pressed to the
ground, chanting "Lono, Lono.... "
What Cook didn't know at the time and never lived to find out was that the
Hawaiians believed him to be the incarnation of their God-king, Lono, and his
arrival was being celebrated as the greatest event in Hawaii's history.
According to legend, Lono would someday return from his mystical travels
during the season of abundance and relaxation. His giant canoe would sail
clockwise around the island, and his arrival would be greeted with white
banners and elaborate ceremonies. Cook had arrived at the appointed time,
and because he'd decided to sail slowly off-shore for better trading, the
Resolution had traveled clockwise around the island. The standard white flag
that flew from the mast was taken by the natives on shore to be an acknowledgement of their white banners, and to top it off Cook had anchored his ship at
Kealakekua, "The Path of the Gods," just as tradition had Lono parking his
own miracle ship in the legendary bay.
According to Hawaiian historians, the first islanders to spot Cook's ship
were a couple of elderly fishermen: "What is that great thing with branches?"
asked one. The other replied, "It is a forest that has slid down into the sea."
The god Lono' s canoe would be like an island for one man, the poets felt, and
the "gods" they saw on the distant ships were every bit as fantastic as the
prophesies foretold: "The men are white; their skin is loose and folding; fire
and smoke issue forth from their mouths; they have openings in the sides of
their bodies into which they thrust their hands and draw out iron, beads and
nails.... " The sheltered Hawaiians were more than ready to believe Lono had
come for them at last, and Cook's timing couldn't have been better. Over the
next two weeks, the Captain's actions, amazingly, conformed perfectly with
the legend of Lono, and Cook's own happy acceptance of his deification by the
natives only strengthened the Hawaiians' belief. With all this in mind, it's no
wonder that the reception of the Resolution traumatized the Hawaiians into
near mass hysteria. Although the natives performed their rituals and
ceremonies constantly and followed the taboos as the priests commanded, no
one was ready for the arrival of an actual god, particularly not the priests or
chiefs.
A few days later, Cook learned that the King of Hawaii had arrived at
Kealakekua Bay and wished to visit him. Cook graciously welcomed the
monarch, and soon afterwards the canoes containing the high priests and

important chiefs began pulling up to the side of the Resolution. The important
islanders all wore headdresses made of feathers and elaborate cloaks, and as
their canoes approached the gangway, they stood up solemnly and began
chanting.
The King himself remained seated as his canoe came alongside the
gangway. He was an old, bent man, almost too weak to stand by himself, and
covered with festering sores as a result of a life of unrestrained kava consump-
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tion. ( Kava is a drug made from a local root, widely used in the King's time
among royalty, the priesthood, and trendy Hawaiians with clams to blow.) He
was cloaked in a long cape of bright feathers, and he wore an extremely
elaborate feather cap. The King was hoisted aboard the ship, as were his sons,
his nephew, Chief Kamehameha ( an intimidating character with long hair
pasted down all over his face and back), some priests, and several other
important chiefs.
Cook waited patiently, but wearily, for the ceremonies to begin. After a few
short chants the King, shaking badly, and without any assistance from his
sons, tore the cloak from his shoulders and placed it gently on Cook, then
placed the feathered cap on Cook's head. The tiny man, several heads shorter
than the Captain, even with Cook's pronounced middle-aged stoop, still cut a
dignified figure as he looked up into the Englishman's face through red,
watering eyes and grinned. He was clearly very happy.
By the end of the two-and-a-half week stay on the island, Cook decided it
was time for the Resolution to be moving on. As things stood, the Hawaiians
had burned out themselves and all of their natural resources, including their
livestock and the supply of fresh fruit. It was a busy, emotional two and a half
weeks for them, and though the event had given them a great amount of
satisfaction, they paid a huge price for it. Some of the natives signed their
situation to the crew by rubbing the Englishmen's stomachs and pointing back
to the ship harbored in the bay: "You've had your fill; it's time to go." The
crew had thoroughly enjoyed their stay, and many didn't feel ready to leave,
especially since Cook had completely lifted his ban on native women the week
before. Some Hawaiians began to grumble that their taxes were going to feed
gods with men's appetites, referring to the sailors' lust for mortal women. The
death and burial of one elderly British seadog added to the suspicions building
up among some of the islanders, but when some of Cook's men raided the
heiau for firewood and walked off with several wooden idols, the Hawaiians
were openly irked. Fortunately, the Resolution and her crew were gone by the
next morning.
After leaving the island, the Resolution continued north until February 8,
when high winds caused the ship's foremast to split. They couldn't go on in that
condition, and Cook decided that the only safe anchorage in the vicinity was
Kaelakekua. Realizing that the Hawaiians may have been cleaned out during
their last visit, Cook waited a whopping two weeks before returning to the bay
for repairs.
Everyone on board the Resolution was aware of a profound change in the
bay's atmosphere; no canoes bobbed on the open water, and the cliffs were
altogether abandoned of watchful natives. Some time passed before a few
priests came out to meet them in canoes, and then little by little the bustle
returned to the bay. Only now, there seemed to be a tide of hostility brewing
just beneath the water's surface, and many of Cook's men became uneasy.
When the King was informed of Lono' s return, he became "greatly
dissatisfied."
The next morning a cutter was found missing from the ship, and Cook
decided to take aggressive action against the thief or thieves. Knowing of the
Hawaiians' lust for iron, and what he felt to be a natural tendency among the
Polynesians to be light-fingered, Cook had an islander found in the vicinity of
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the crime executed to set an example. When the cutter still didn't show up,
Cook decided to take the matter straight to the King. Accompanied by ten of
his officers, Cook stomped ashore and promptly inquired of the high priest
whether he might be granted an audience with the King. His wishes were
granted, and he was led to a small grass hut on the outskirts of town. Inside
were the King, his sons and Kamehameha, all of whom seemed amiable by
Cook's account, and very sorry about the stolen cutter. The King ( sly devil)
suggested they call a meeting of the townspeople on the beach in an effort to
retrieve the stolen item. Cook ( the dope) agreed.
The tiny monarch, supported by a son on either side cradling his elbows,
cried out to his people in Hawaiian as tears rolled down his blistered face. He
and Cook had decided that the King would stay aboard the Resolution, kind of
like collateral, until the cutter was found. By this time, a crowd of some threethousand natives had amassed on the beach, and a hostile murmur began to fill
the air. The same natives who had two weeks before prostrated themselves in
Cook's presence now angrily waved clubs and spears in his face, and some of
the others held swords that they'd stolen from the ship. "He has killed a chief!"
came shouts as word of the executed "thief," who was actually an innocent
and real popular guy, spread among the seething throng. "This is war, this is
war!"
Considering the situation, you might think Cook would drop the whole
cutter business and get back to the Resolution as quickly and discreetly as
possible. Instead, for reasons forever lost to the mists of time, Cook decided to
go ahead with the original plan and taking the King's arm from a shocked son,
began leading the old man toward his rowboat. The suspicious murmur of the
crowd suddenly exploded into a deafening roar. The Hawaiians closest to
Cook, taking his actions as a threat to their King, began to advance on the
Englishman. The first blow was delivered by a native standing timidly in back
of the Captain. A single whack to the back of his head from the native' s club
left Cook dazed and on his knees. "Look," some of the Hawaiians shouted, "a
god doesn't bleed." Although Cook managed to drag himself up and stagger a
few yards, he was no match for the furious mob. After they'd slammed his head
against ajagged rock at the water's edge, the Hawaiians hauled Cook's lifeless
body up on the rocks and took turns beating it with clubs and stabbing it with
daggers, all in plain view of the British sailors who watched horrified from the
deck of the Resolution.
After a week of patient negotiations, Cook's officers on the Resolution were
finally able to recover their beloved captain's body for a proper English burial.
Well, sort of, anyway. Cook's remains arrived wrapped in plantain leaves and
smelling of salt, which the priests had used in an attempt to preserve the
following: Cook's hands, a thighbone, his skull-minus the lower jar-and
assorted vertebrae, and odds 'n' ends. The chiefs and priests had divided up
Lono' s remains among themselves for the power they thought lived on in the
dead flesh, so the English only got the leftovers. Kamehameha himself proudly
ate Cook's heart, hoping to assimilate his god's power and courage. Shortly
after, Kamehameha became King of Hawaii.
That, in condensed form, is the story of Captain Cook's final voyage and his
ill-fated exchange with the Hawaiian natives. Neato, huh kids? The only
problem is, why would the people of Hawaii mercilessly slaughter their most
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revered, beloved god? Wouldn't the natives, being as religious as they were, be
terrified that Lono would seek revenge on them for their terrible crime? It's
questions like these that tum this episode from a quaint fable about tact into
something a bit more complex and political. The Hawaiian lower classes, as
you may remember from paragraph six or so, were in a constant state of revolu
tion, held in check only by the religious taboos imposed on them by the priests.
The peasants saw Lono as their one great hope, a military-type leader who
would once and for all free them from oppression. The chiefs and priests didn't
even bother arguing with this, since the taboos and traditions built around the
Lono legend were so complex and intertwined that the chances of someone
actually fulfilling the prophesies were slim indeed. Of course, no one expected
Cook to show up that winter, either. When Lono/ Cook appeared in their
midst, the Hawaiians were split between the peasants hailing their liberator
and the upper classes gasping at the imminent collapse of their entire social
and economic system. The tension ofLono/Cook's first days in the bay was to
traumatize even the most hardened of the island's cynics, but it couldn't
compare with the betrayal of having their own messiah-after cleaning out all
the island's natural resources, every female in the bay, and the taxpayers'
entire well of funds-just sail off into the night, leaving his faithful throngs even
more oppressed, more hopelessly in debt to the priests and chiefs than they'd
been in recent history.
When Lono/ Cook returned two weeks later, he sailed right into a trap that
he'd unknowingly set for himself. Considering the betrayed rage most of the
peasants probably felt at the time, Kamehameha's political shrewdness
couldn't have been timed better; the people were under the kind of emotional
strain that could've ended in revolt had they been better organized. When
Kamehameha ate Cook's heart, he in effect became the New Lono and was
able to tell the people what they wanted to hear in their time of need, thus
assuming ultimate power for himself and his class. It's no coincidence that
King Kam is remembered fondly today as Hawaii's greatest king, the man who
introduced free enterprise and W estem trade to the "backward" Polynesians,
and thus the person ultimately responsible for Hawaii's vast contributions to
modem society-most notably those wonderful "Go Hawaiian" commercials
featuring Donny and Marie-and a booming tourist trade that I'm sure we've
all felt the brunt of at one time or another.
So there you have it, the history of Hawaii in a nutshell. If just one small
child reads this and learns something, I'll know my destiny has been fulfilled.
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WHY BLACK BOYS PIMPWALK
Wanda M. Welch
After the sun had set and darkness had enclosed my neighborhood of
Ingleside, and after everyone had eaten dinner, you could see the sidewalks full
of kids playing games. And in the streets you could see teenagers sitting in or
on cars, their loud music playing while they tried to conceal their liquor from
their parents who were either looking out of their windows or sitting on the
front porches.
This was a usual summer evening, when the air was hot and dry and there
was not a breeze to be felt. On the steps of my building sat my neighbor, Mr.
Jonas, and a friend of his who lived in the building to the right of ours, Mr.
Davis. They were the two oldest people on our block. They had lived on
Ingleside for at least fifteen years each, which was why they were such good
friends. Every night when the weather was good they would come out and play
chess. And they would talk. When they would talk, some ofus teenagers would
crowd around the front steps of our building and listen to the two old men.
Mr. Jonas, who looked the oldest of the two, was usually the teller of the
stories we would hear. I can remember him sitting in his old wicker rocking
chair, with a black derby hat covering the white hair and the bald spot in front.
As he talked, he would always rub his white beard, as if to see if it was still
there. Mr. Davis would sit on his milk crate, with his face set in a thoughtful
look, and he would shake his head in agreement to whatever Mr. Jonas said.
He would always cross his arms and lay them over his pot belly, only
uncrossing them to scratch his gleaming bald head.
Well, one summer night, after Mr. Jonas and Mr. Davis had played a game
of chess and were sitting on the porch, just talking about the day's events, they
saw a young man walk by. He wasn't just walking by, he was doing what most
of the young men of the neighborhood called pimpwalking.
Pimpwalking is the walk done by the coolest dudes in the neighborhood. It's
like a strut or a dance, where all your weight is put on one leg, and you sort of
slide your other leg. It's sort of like limping, but you do it to a beat, as if you
said one ( step with all your weight on one leg), two ( slowly slide that other leg
up behind it). Now, your shoulders have to go back and forth with each leg, so
if you start off with your right leg, you start off swinging your right shoulder
from behind. You also have to slide that left shoulder up to meet your right
shoulder when you slide your left leg up. You have to mellow out and get
relaxed with it, you know, look cool with it Like the young man who walked by
our building the night Mr. Davis and Mr. Jonas were sitting outside. This guy
was doing it to a tee. He was so cool with it that he caught Mr. Davis's eye.
"Zeek," Mr. Davis called to Mr. Jonas, "will you look at that? I ain't never
in my life.... What is he doing?"
Mr. Jonas looked at the young man pimping by. "He is doing what is now
called pimpwalking, otherwise known in them biblicals days as limpwalking."
"Say what?" Mr. Davis asked.
"J.D." (That's what Mr. Jonas called Mr. Davis.) "You losing yo' hearing?
I said he was pimp/limpwalking, and it come from biblicals days."
"Zeek, you must be getting crazy," J.D. laughed.
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Zeek rubbed his beard and looked as if he had been insulted "I knows what
I is talking about"
"Yeah, so tell me what you know, Zeek," taunted J.D.
"You see what that boy was doing?" He looked at J.D., shaking his head.
"Well, what he is doing is a gift A gift from God hisself, gave it to us black
folk. It's in our blood, come from generation to generation. You used to do it."
Before J.D. could say different, Zeek said, "Don't dispute me 'bout it, 'cause
you did. You don't now, 'cause you a ole man, but you did when you were
young. Hell, I used to, and I was the best when it came to pimping. I didn't
know then like I does now, but it's a gift from God."
J.D. crossed his arms and nodded his head. "You right I did pimp when I
was young, and I was one of the best too. I ain't never heard 'bout no pimping
being no gift from God, though."
"It's a gift from God if yo' name ain't James D. Davis and mine ain't
Ezekiel Isaiah Nehemiah Jeremiah Obadiah Jones," Zeek said.
J.D., me, and the group that had gathered around the stairs all asked,
"What?"
"That's right, and them's biblical names. So is James. Right, J.D.?"
J.D. agreed as he uncrossed his arms and scratched his bald head. "Yep, but
what I wants to know is how come pimpwalking is a gift from God."
"It all happened 'bout the time Moses came on the scene." Zeek paused
when he heard some of the younger kids' parents call them to come home.
"It all started in Egypt, when Pharaoh (that's what they called the boss
man-you know, the king), anyway, when Pharaoh had made all us black folk
slaves. That's the only reason we got black folk anyways, befo' that everybody
was white. We didn't get black folk until the Pharaoh came along, which
means he did do something good.
"When the Pharaoh came along, he saw that there was two different kinds of
white folk, those who were religious, and po', and those who were rich and
never prayed any time. So, Pharaoh said to hisself, 'Why not make those
stupid po' white folk slaves, so us rich people can get richer?' So, that's what he
did, he made the po'-white-religious folk slaves to the rich-partying-white folk.
He put a heavy chain attached to a iron ball on every man's ankle, and sent
them to make statues of Pharaoh hisself(Pharaoh was very vain), and to make
beautiful houses. Pharaoh sent the women into the fields, some to plant grapes
for wine, and others to plant food. The women didn't have the ball and chain on
their ankles. The Pharaoh tried, but the women wasn't strong enough to carry
that ball and chain, so he had more guards watching them. After a long time of
working in the dirt and the sun, a strange thing started to happen to the slaves.
They skin started turning dark, and they started to get blacker than Pharaoh
and the other rich white folk. The Pharaoh loved it. The more different the
slaves looked, the better.
"Time went on, and God looked down at them from his mountain that he
lived on. (He had just got back from vacationing on a volcano in Hawaii.) When
he saw his people, who had prayed to him all the time, had been changed and
made into slaves, he gave them three gifts: hope, the ability to mellow out, and
strength. So the slaves had hope that one day they would be free. They had the
ability to mellow out, so that after a day's work they could go home, relax, cool
out. They had strength, so that the mans would be strong enough to push
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around those stones to make houses and statues, and to carry that ball and
chain they had around their ankles. As for the womans, he just kept them
strong enough to plant food.
"Now the mans, who were already strong from pushing stones and carrying
that ball and chain around their ankles, got more muscles everywhere. In their
arms, their chests, their legs, and yes, down between their legs too. Not to
offend any of you young ladies, but this is all true as I live and breathe. Now
what you got here is the slave mans walking around with a ball and chain
around their ankles, plus that extra weight ... well, you know where. So all the
slave men started walking with a limp.
"Meanwhile God saw that Pharaoh and the partying rich white folk did
nothing but sit around while the slave worked. So God said,' 'Cause y'all sit
around so much, I'm gonna put the mark of what all sitters should have, a flat
behind!' So God gave Pharaoh and his people flat behinds, and gave the slaves
limpwalking-otherwise, therefore, and hereafter known as pimpwalking.
"Soon after, though, Moses come on the scene and got the Pharaoh to let the
slaves go. Those slave mans walked away, strutting, in their cool mellow
pimpwalking, saying, 'Ain't no thang, 'cause we cool and free!'
"After the slaves were set free, they made homes for theyselfs, got married
and begot kids all over the place, only to find out that the sons of slaves would
always inherit what they then called limpwalking. Most inherited-well, you
know- too much between their legs, too.
"That's how come black boys walk-or should I say pimpwalk-like they
do." Zeek smiled a satisfied smile to J.D., and before J.D. could say anything,
Zeek continued, "All you have to be is a cool black boy-po', rich, dressed
any kind of way, in any kind of weather ( though it's harder to do in the snow).
Oh and you also have to have ... well, you know. But nowadays, times are
changing, and you see a lot of races changing characteristics. I wouldn't be
surprised to see a white boy or a Chinese boy pimpwalking down this street."
J.D. finished scratching his head and crossed his arms across his belly.
"Well, Zeek, some parts of your story, I do agree-"
Zeek interrupted J.D., "Moses was the most pimpingest pimpwalker of all
time. You don't think fo' a minute that he just walked around with that stick just
to tum it into a snake?" Zeek rubbed his beard as he sat and looked into the
sky. "Man, is it hot"
"You can say that again," J.D. agreed.
That was the signal to all of us crowded around the two old men that storytelling time had come to an end. No use asking them to tell more stories. We all
knew there would be more hot dry summer nights to come, for us and hopefully
for Mr. Jonas and Mr. Davis. Listening to those stories made me happy to
know that a time had come when I was no longer called inside the house when
those two started talking.
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VANITY FAIR
Karen Roupe

It's 4:00 A.M., the store is open five hours early, it's a Sunday. I stumble in
bleary-eyed, half of me hung over, half of me still drunk from the party I'd left
only two hours ago. "Hurry up, you're the only cashier here today, hurry! The
customers are waiting; they want service.... " Red's face is half an inch away
from mine; it appears to be a balloon-like, contorted shape. He keeps giving me
orders, and as he does his face is billowing in and out, as if it were made of
cloth and being blown by a slight breeze. Red continues screaming at me in his
infuriating Southern accent
Terrified by his ghostly image, I run towards the stairs to go get my smock. I
reach into the unknown darkness of my locker and realize I'm slowly being
sucked into it, like a milkshake through a straw. I open my mouth to scream,
but no sound comes out at all. The next thing I know I'm standing upstairs in
my repulsive blue smock.
I look around me, and there are lines and lines of yuppie women in tailored
suits with paisley scarves, and attache cases, pounding their copies of Vogue
and Vanity Fair on the register while chanting my name. I tum to look in the
next aisle and there are millions of men in blue pin-striped suits and beige
raincoats tossing copies of the Wall Street Journal to each other and
screaming in unison, "Ring us up!"
My mouth drops open; I am too terrified to move or even speak. I tear
myself away from the magnetic energy that seems to be bonding me to the
register and run towards the door, when I'm suddenly confronted by Red, two
Reds. I look down and notice that these two Reds are atop dogs' bodies. There
are two bald, beady-eyed Red animals snarling and growling at me. This was
too horrifying; I let out a blood-curdling scream and dash to the other side of
the store. The yuppies are still chanting, their numbers doubling by the
second.
Red now magically appears before me, minus the dog torsos. He takes a pair
of metal handcuffs and slaps them on my feet, chaining me to the register.
There is no escape for me now.
Billions of Vanity Fairs and Wall Street Journals are being sold. Money is
being thrown at me from every possible angle, even from the empty cash
register next to me where a yuppie man's face keeps popping out from inside
the cash drawer throwing money at me. I frantically attempt to toss it back, but
do not succeed.
Hours and hours of chanting, Vanity Fairs, and Wall Street Journals go by.
The chanting finally grows quieter and there's a strong wind rushing through
the store. Suddenly black, white, brown, even purple fur coats are flying
towards me, as ifl were being attacked. I catch glimpses of young-looking old
women in tennis outfits. I begin to hear their screams. "Caviar, escargot!
Caviar, escargot!" I immediately recognize them as the Gold Coasters. I
scream back at them, telling them we don't carry those things. They hear me
and the fur coats increase in numbers, whipping past my face and sticking onto
my body.
The customers begin screaming and laughing and chanting, louder and
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louder. It becomes deafening to the point where I can no longer cope with it.
Out of nowhere Emma, my fellow cashier and confidante, appears. She
hands me a bottle of Bacardi and sings to the tune of "It's a Small World":
"Drink your troubles all away/ Drink them all away today." I savagely grab
the bottle and take a swig, a long one.
I wake up and it's 6:15-1 have an hour to get ready for work. I also have a
tremendous hangover.
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THE BETRAYED REVOLUTION
Carlos Morales
There was only one thing that I wanted: an electric train. "An electric Lionel
train, please," I wrote the three Wise Men. Then I signed it, "Carlos,
December 1958." Carefully, under the Christmas tree, I placed the white
sealed envelope containing my request for the train. I figured that at ten years
of age, I was responsible enough to take good care of my belongings, and that
the Wise Men, wise enough to know it, would grant my expensive request
I stepped back from the Christmas tree to admire its decorations and gladly
noticed that my strategically positioned white envelope stood out among the
envelopes from my parents, brother and sister. "Ten more days before
Christmas, and tomorrow is the last day of school before vacation," I
whispered enthusiastically as I walked to one of the living room windows.
Throughout the neighborhood, each home was lit up with Christmas
decorations. The damp, cold winds from the north had made their presence felt
in the northern shore of Habana. The temperature had dropped to the midfifties, twenty-five degrees too cold for warm-weather acclimated Cubans.
"This is definitely Christmas," I thought Then an intense flash lit up the night.
For a split second, it seemed as though the entire neighborhood had been
bleached. Immediately a loud boom shattered the silence. I heard glass
breaking, and metal pieces crashing to the ground.
"Rolando, los muchachos," I heard my mother asking my father to look for
us. All the lights went out as I kept looking out the window. Then, on my wrist,
I felt my father's firm grip pulling me down to the floor. "Una bomb a." A
bomb had been planted by the urban revolutionary underground.
"I'll see if anyone is hurt; close the door behind me," my father said to my
mother, as I looked out the window with my eyes just above the windowsill.
Since early autumn, throughout the nights, bombs had been exploding,
usually on secluded corners, and civilians were never injured. It was one of
many tactics taking place against Cuban dictator Fulgensio Batista. In 1952
Batista was an underdog presidential candidate. When it became obvious he
would not win, he overthrew the Cuban president, Carlos Pn'o Socarras, in a
military coup.
Engulfed in corruption and avarice, Batista ruled Cuba with a heavy hand.
Anyone suspected of anti-government activity was tortured and machinegunned down. The press was heavily censored, but many "bolas," rumors, of a
revolution circulated. Throughout the island, government personnel were said
to have been kidnapped and executed by anti-Batista revolutionaries.
Clandestine anti-government literature began to circulate.
One night, as we drove through the narrow streets of old Habana, from the
back seat of the car, staring out the window, I saw on a rooftop the dark
silhouettes of two men against the moonlit sky. They threw two heavy sets of
chains that landed on the street's electric wires. Bright sparks sizzled and the
street lights went off. "Revolutionaries," my father had said to my mother,
speeding away, and I, not disclosing what I had seen, had taken a deep breath
and felt part of the revolution.
"But now the revolution has moved into our neighborhood," I thought. A
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bomb had gone off, setting a car on fire. It had, for a moment, stopped my
heart, then made it beat harder and faster. I was scared as I looked out the
window. In the dark night, I saw the fire's golden glow dance on the walls of the
houses. It illuminated our neighbors as they carried water buckets to the fire.
In horror, some of the women covered their faces with their hands.
Minutes later, after the fire had been extinguished by our neighbors and fire
trucks, my father returned home. "No one was hurt. A car was destroyed. It
belonged to a Batista sympathizer," he said.
The big metal pieces from the car had struck an electrical transformer,
knocking off the neighborhood's electricity. The night grew darker and quieter,
but the excitement within me kept me awake. I had heard the explosion and
seen the fire, but what intrigued me was the aftermath. I wanted to see what a
bomb could do. Finally, my father agreed to take me to the site. With a
flashlight in hand, I explored the car's charred, twisted chassis, hood, and
fenders. The trunk was missing, and under it was a five-foot crater. The smell
of burnt rubber and steel permeated the area. Completely silent, some
neighbors were also inspecting the bombing. They walked around the car,
leaning over it, looking inside, and squatting to see under the twisted mess.
"Powerful," said a tall, skinny man who was standing by the crater.
"Si," most everyone replied as they gathered around him.
After a few minutes the silence was broken again. "Fidel," someone said,
affirming who was responsible.
"Not only Fidel, but also the underground," someone continued.
"The underground are university students," another added.
"Intellectuals," said a young man, pointing a finger at his forehead.
"Peasants and professionals from every field," said an old man with a
trembling voice.
"Buenas noches," my father said, as the group dispersed.
That night I didn't clos~ my eyes. In bed, I lay confused with the excitement
of Christmas and war. For me the war was no longer something I saw at the
movies, or read about in history books. The war now was real and it had
extended from other regions of Cuba into my front yard.
The following morning, in front of our home, my brother and I were picked
up by our school bus, "La Salle Jesuit Academy" written on its side. As the
bus slowly drove by the bombing site, to get a better look all the students were
on their feet I sat quietly, looking the opposite way at the Christmas
decorations. "Christmas," I thought happily, as the bus picked up speed.
The school day was very short, half a day, merely to exchange gifts among
the students and to attend Mass. What had really attracted my attention that
day had been the bus rides to and from school. From the bus I was able to see
the contrast, throughout Habana, of Christmas and war displayed side by side.
On some street corners, Batista's army trucks were full of soldiers who closely
watched and searched the Christmas shoppers who were suspected of revolutionary activities. "Viva la Revolucion, Viva Fidel!" were favorite slogans
written on the city walls. If caught, the punishment for writing the slogans was
incarceration or death. Most of the Cuban population was convinced that an
essential change of government was needed to replace the corrupt dictatorship
of Fulgensio Batista. The revolution was welcomed with open arms and to
unify its strength, a strong leader was needed. Fidel Castro came to be that
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leader.
Fidel Castro's father was a Spanish immigrant who owned a sugar plantation exceeding twenty thousand acres in Cuba's most eastern province,
Oriente. Castro was born out of wedlock, his mother was his father's household servant; they were married after Castro's birth. His childhood was spent
among peasant children. With his father's determination that his child should
receive a good education, he sent Fidel to one of Habana's best Jesuit private
academies, Belen. He became an excellent student, debater, and a formidable
athlete in track and basketball. In the exclusive private school, his inbred
peasant-boy qualities earned him the nickname of "bola de churre," dirt ball.
He entered law school at the U niversidad de la Habana. On and off campus,
Castro was always among the most hopeful Cuban politicians. It was in these
circles that Castro had some contact with communist students. But his
allegiance belonged to the Ortodoxo party, whose members were drawn from
the middle classes. The party's ideology was to end all political corruption in
Cuba's government.
In 1951, the Ortodoxo party leader, Eduardo Chibas, committed suicide.
Many felt that Castro could replace Chibas in the 1952 elections, but before
Castro assumed control of the party, Batista had completed his coup d'etat,
overthrowing the government of Prio Socarras. 1
Discontented and bitter, a year later, on July 16, 19 5 2, Fidel Castro, with a
handful of men, launched an attack on the military fortress, Moncada, in
Santiago, Oriente. Batista's military power was able to counterattack the small
army, and Castro, with his followers, including his brother Raul, was
imprisoned in the Cuban jails on Islas de Pinos.
Two years later, Batista pardoned most of the political prisoners. Castro
was released from jail and sailed for Mexico in May of 19 5 5. Disassociated
from all the anti-Batista movements, Castro proclaimed that Cuba could only
be freed with a well-organized, armed invasion, and that such an attack had to
be conducted under his leadership.
In the winter of 1956, Castro, along with an army of about eighty men,
landed on the southern coast of the province of Oriente. As the men made their
way inland, they were ambushed by Batista's forces. Almost completely
annihilated, Castro's army was reduced to twelve men. Among the survivors
were Castro, his brother Raul, and Ernesto Che Guevara. Lucky to survive,
Castro saved the lives of his men by leading them into the refuge of the
mountainous jungle in the Sierra Maestra. It was from this stronghold that
Castro exhorted the Cuban population to fight, with arms in hands, against the
despot Fulgensio Batista. 2
Batista's army was strongly disliked by the peasants; the soldiers were
known as the "casquitos," helmets. They committed rape and stole whatever
they desired. This was in strong contrast to Castro's forces: they paid for their
provisions, and promised the peasants that someday they would own the land
that they worked.
Castro's forces grew larger and more experienced in guerrilla warfare. They
were winning battles against the strong military forces of the government.
Many battalions were sent to the jungle, and the number of their casualties
kept increasing. B-26 bombers kept dropping their bombs, but somehow the
guerrillas kept evading them.
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"How can Castro's forces battle against the better-equipped Batista army?"
was everyone's question. It was then that Castro and his forces came to be
regarded as the true folk heroes of the revolution.
From the mountains, using radio communictions called Radio Rebelde,
3
Castro began to denounce the U.S. military collaboration with Batista. On
Christmas Eve, 1958, I wrote in my diary: "My family from Matanzas [the
province adjacent to Habana] won't be able to attend our Christmas Eve
celebration. The fighting against Batista has spread throughout the island.
Main highways are closed. Fidel is winning."
As the Cuban population celebrated the arrival of the New Year, 1959,
Batista surprisingly fled the island at 2:40 A. M. At 5 :00 A. M., I was awakened
by the loud screams of our neighbors. "Se fue el monstro!" (The monster is
gone.) The church bells began to toll as the masses poured into the streets in
triumphal celebrations. Most of Habana's casinos, symbols of American
organized crime, were attacked. The gaming room tables and furnishings were
thrown out into the street, where they were set afire. As Batista fled the island,
many of his close allies were left behind, falling into the hands of those who
sought vengeance. Some were beaten and their homes ransacked. From
Oriente, Castro proclaimed Cuba "free territory in America"
The atrocities committed during Batista's regime were numerous, and
throughout the island most of the population was seeking revenge. One of our
neighbors, a Batista follower, was dragged out of his home and pushed into a
car that sped away. On January 6, the Wise Men's day, I received the Lionel
train; but it was the revolution that attracted all my attention.
When Castro arrived in Habana on January 8, the beatings continued, and
in a televised message he urged everyone to stay calm. "It is time for peace."
He pledged that every one of the Batistianos was going to face the nation in
trials. "If found guilty of inhumane atrocities, all of the corrupted men will be
brought to justice." Castro also assured the Cuban population that the new
government would provide improved education, promote racial integration,
and enforce freedom for labor unions. Castro also said that for the first time
4
Cuba was free from foreign countries.
Upon assuming power, Castro's actions and pleas for peace were wellmanipulated to ensure that his regime would maintain complete control over
the island. He claimed that the revolution was over, and made a plea for any
fighting to stop. "It is time for peace, why carry weapons?" was his slogan. In
one of his long discourses advocating peace, Castro urged everyone to stay
calm and to surrender all privately owned weapons at the civic centers. For
days, as people sang Cuba's national anthem, weapons were disposed of
throughout the island. For Castro, his deceptive plot of disarmament had
worked undetected. He had succeeded easily in creating an unarmed, defenseless population. The threat of a counter-revolution had been greatly
diminished. "We must work towards a common goal, replace social and
economic differences with peace and prosperity," Castro declared.
"That sounds like communism," my father whispered to my mother, as we
watched the weekly televised discourses.
"Communism," I thought, worried. That was the term used in our school to
describe the Soviet Union, a country with a government that suppressed
human freedoms. Every time I inquired about communism, in school or at
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home, I was told not to mention the word, ever again. I felt that already I was
suffering oppression. But my fears were quickly lifted when the United States
was the first government to recognize the revolutionary government of Cuba.
American newspapers, magazines, and television also gave their approval.
Castro's government reported that it was to provide the Cuban population with
an American democracy-style program. 5
In February, knowing that the entire population was stripped of weapons,
Fidel Castro began the executions of Batista's sympathizers. Castro recanted
his promise of fair trials. All that was needed to request an execution was a
filed complaint, and if no one defended the prisoner, the death sentence was
immediately approved.
Early one Saturday in February, I turned on the television, hoping to find
western cowboy movies. Instead I saw a middle-aged man standing alone with
his back against a wall. He was wearing a white suit with a matching panama
hat. He seemed very disturbed as he lifted his hands in front of his face. I heard
the popping sounds of firecrackers as his body jerked back against the wall.
The hat flew off, and his face instantly became rubbery, like a burst balloon.
As his body slid down, it smeared bloody pieces of flesh against the wall.
Suddenly someone must have hit the television camera, as the entire image
blurred. As the scene became clear again, a man holding a handgun appeared
next to the fallen victim. As he knelt next to the dead man, he pointed the gun
down to the ground and fired a shot I was breathlessly petrified. I had never
before seen a show so terrifying. Then a nervous male voice came over loud
and clear. "Ladies and gentlemen, justice has been done. You have just
witnessed the execution of the Batistiano assassin, Sosa Blanco." I had seen a
man lose his life, on television, right or wrong, for justice. I felt it should have
never been televised. I vomited when I realized that what I had seen was a
human' s brain splattered against the wall.
For days, I turned on the television, uncontrollably, to witness another
execution. For many days the executions were shown: the distortions suffered
by the bodies when struck by bullets, eyeglasses shattering, men defying fear
and accepting destiny by smoking cigars; others, with bravado, smiled and
waved good-bye.
I felt mentally and physically sick. Afraid to confess the cause of my illness,
I was taken to the family doctor. "It's nerves," he said. I felt pressured to
confess. "I won't tell anyone, not even your parents," my doctor said. But I
never was able to see any more executions. Somehow, after the doctor's visit,
the television broke down.
Within three weeks, two hundred men were executed. The televised
executions were strong statements of the Castro government's direction:
submit to his rule and doctrine, or face death. Especially discontented with
Castro's direction was Camilo Cienfuegos, one of the original eleven rebels
who showed great popularity with Castro. Cienfuegos always feared a
totalitarian government and communist influence. 6 More and more revolutionaries disappeared from public view and the population began to fear they
were incarcerated or had been executed.
In the fall of 1959, Castro announced that Camilo Cienfuegos was to
conduct special tasks for the government But Camilo Cienfuegos ceased to
exist when his death in an airplane crash was announced by Castro. "Lost at
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sea," the headlines read. For many days, search parties continued over the
deep waters and beaches. Castro openly mourned Cienfuegos' s death. But
soon after his disappearance, two well-known communists were appointed to
the positions of high-ranking officers-Fidel Castro's brother Raul and Che
Guevara, two promotions that Cienfuegos had been strongly opposed to.
By the winter of 1959, Fidel Castro became more antagonistic towards the
United States. His strongest claim was that American privately owned
enterprises had corrupted Batista by subsidizing his government Castro
claimed that his anti-American, anti-imperialist perspective was parallel with
the nineteenth-century ideologies of the beloved Cuban patriot and hero, Jose
Marti. 7
With the slogan, "Cuba si, Yankees no," Castro launched the nationalization of American-owned properties that resided on Cuban soil. The population
believed that Castro's program of intervention was to take from the rich and
give to the poor. Castro declared that his government was for the people and by
the people; that when a peasant was given a piece of land to own, whatever his
land yielded was to be given to the government, but since the government was
for him directly, he was the beneficiary of his labor.
In 1960, with the crash of an American U-2 reconnaissance plane on Cuban
soil, Castro denounced the United States with accusations of their aggression
and espionage. With U.S. and Cuban relations at a low level, 8 Castro signed
an open-trade agreement with the Soviet Union. During the summer and fall,
Castro's regime nationalized both foreign and domestic private enterprises.
Religion was declared an anti-government activity. My father lost his business
and our school was forcibly closed down.
Food, goods, and services became rationed. Outside stores we stood in long
lines, occasionally for days, often finding out there was nothing to buy. The
Soviets who frequented the island became Cuba's first-class citizens. They
were always able to acquire the rationed provisions, without waiting in lines.
When Castro ordered a reduction of personnel at the U.S. Embassy in
Habana, the Eisenhower administration promptly terminated diplomatic
relations with Cuba. In the summer of 1961, after the failure and controversy
surrounding the unsuccessful Bay of Pigs invasion, Castro's government
became a more formal ally of the Soviet Union.
On December 2, 1961, Castro proclaimed his government to be communist
and militarily-backed by the Soviet Union. 9 Discontented and oppressed with
life in communist Cuba, many citizens emigrated to the U.S. On August 30,
1962, my family was among those emigrants. As we were leaving behind our
country, family, friends, memories, and hearts, authorities called us "worms"
of the lowest form, "crawling to the American imperialism."
On the island, the wars had been fought to give Cuba its independence, to
free the government of corruption, to give its citizens an equal chance to
prosper. Today Cuban citizens live oppressed without freedom or human
rights, without provisions, souls, or dreams. Cubans currently live behind and
under the iron curtain of the Soviet Union. Wasn't independence, prosperity,
and equality what we Cubans fought for? With Cuba as a Soviet satellite, we

accuse Castro and his current followers of the betrayal of our revolution.
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1 Conversations with Rolando Morales.
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5 Welch, 161.
6 Ibid, 15.
7 Jose Marti, Our America: Writings on Latin America and the Struggle
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BOOKSTORE
Joel Shepard

"Catherine had a natural and healthy curiosity
for the perverse in all its forms."
J.G. Ballard, Crash
Vague gray faces pass through the store while fluorescent lights blaze with a
white hum. A young boy with bad acne pages through a copy of Fetish Times.
Several lumpy old men are gathered near the gay sex magazines-HOT
BALLING BOYS ... IN THE NAME OF LEATHER A man is bent on
his knees, peering at a plastic-sealed copy of something called Where the Men
Are.
No one speaks. The only sounds come from the blaring black-and-white
television the clerk is watching, and the moans and groans from the peep shows
in the back. Back there, blankly shifting figures shuffie from peep show to peep
show. Quarters jingle in loose polyester pockets.
A man enters a dark booth. He shuts the door behind him with a dull thud,
then clicks the metal latch closed on the inside. More sounds of jingling
quarters-one is dropped to the floor. It probably won't get picked up. The
floors inside the booths are usually littered with cigarette butts, bits of toilet
paper, spit and sperm.
The booths are ancient looking and made of cheap plywood. Inside, there is
a cold, black metal chair with chipped paint The customers lock the booths
from the inside with a small latch. There is a small white screen in front of the
chair where the super-eight film will be projected. The films are grainy and
probably more than several years old. Each is about ten minutes long. The
story is always the same. Boy meets girl. Girl gives boy blowjob. Girl and boy
fuck. Boy comes on girl's face. One quarter buys you about a minute and a half
of this hot action.
The place has a dull reek of cigarettes, dust, sweat, and flesh. Everything
you touch seems to have an oily, metallic feel. A fat old man with thick glasses
sits solidly behind a glass counter near the front. Underneath the counter is an
assortment of dildos, lubricant creams, little rubber cock rings, poppers, funky
condoms and Acu-J acks ( electrically-operated ejaculation pumps that fit over
the penis). Gene Simmons once described the perfect girl as one who is three
feet tall, has no teeth, and has a flat head so that you can set a drink on it I
think of this whenever I'm in one of these god-forsaken adult bookstores.
On the wall behind the fat man is a display of bondage gear, including
handcuffs, wrist and ankle restraints, flimsy-looking leather whips, and leather
scrotum pouches. A typical high-ticket item might be a black leather hood with
zippers on the mouth and no eyeholes. And no store would be complete
without my personal favorite, mouth gags made of just a leather strap and a
medium-sized rubber ball.
The boy with bad acne puts down the Fetish Times and goes through a
doorway on his left. You can now hear a radio blasting pop songs. In this room,
there is a huge, enclosed wooden structure. There are doors all the way around
it in order to enter.
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The boy picks an open door, goes in and locks the door behind him. He puts
four quarters in a small metal box, and a partition slides up in front of him,
exposing a small glass window. Behind the window, two women are dancing to
a radio sitting in the corner. Neither of them have anything on except highheeled shoes.
Neither of the girls can dance at all, but that doesn't concern any of the
customers in this place. It wouldn't matter to them if the women started square
dancing with each other as long as they could still see their crotches. The
dancers make most of their money on tips from the men watching through the
windows. Several men slide dollar bills through small slots beneath their
windows. One of the dancers then strolls over, snaps up the dollar bill, and
spreads her fried egg crotch-in an extremely unerotic manner-b efore the
man's window for thirty seconds or so.
You get to watch the dancers for about three minutes when you've paid your
four quarters. However, after about two of those three minutes, one of the
dancers will come over to your window and rap expectantly on the glass,
pointing with an angry face at the tip slot. Sometimes they give you the finger.
Little old men are intimidated by this and give generously, stuffing sweaty
dollar bills through the slots. Often they'll masturbate on the money first,
feeling as though they're giving the dancer a special gift
The boy's partition slides down back over the window. He checks his hot
little pockets for more quarters, regretting the money he gave to the Salvation
Army Santa that afternoon. Only four coins left-just enough for the bus
home. He snaps the oily latch open and leaves the booth.
The boy walks briskly through the store, pulling his coat collar tightly
around his neck. On the way in, he had taken a few moments to browse through
the aisles, checking out the new titles. But not now. He keeps his eyes on the
floor.
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HOW TO SLOW DANCE WITH A COWBOY
Kim Geller
If there is one thing I am grateful for in my life, it is that I was born a female.
Not because I love pink and party dresses, and not because if there was a war I
wouldn't have to go, but because being born a female I automatically acquired
the opportunity to experience a thrill no male child could ( or would want to)
feel, the thrill of slow dancing with a cowboy. It is not an experience most girls
know about or have had, and this is a shame because they are most certainly
missing out. So, although it will not be fair to the males who read this paper, I
am going to explain to the girls the absolute right way to slow dance with a
cowboy.
First and foremost one must realize that slow dancing with a cowboy is not
merely a few minutes of meaningless grappling to a warped ballad-it is an art.
If you keep this thought in mind at all times, your quest for the ultimate in
titillating thrills will become much more attainable.
The very first thing to take into consideration is where to go to meet your
cowboy. This is an important decision because if you choose the wrong bar the
consequences could be disastrous. You might have to be willing to do a little
traveling. In my opinion, the best place to meet the most rugged REAL
cowboys is a little place called The Dirty Boot in Kerreville, Texas. I choose
this as the ideal place because any guy who hangs out at The Dirty Boot is not
someone you would ever bring home to your mother, which by the way brings
me to my next rule: if a cowboy asks you to dance and he looks like someone
you'd introduce to your mother, not only refuse the dance but leave the bar
immediately- you' re definitely at the wrong place.
Rule number two has to do with dress. There is no particular dress code;
HOWEVER, it is important to exude the right sort of sleazy-but-sweet
attitude. If you are at the right place, it will be dark, so colors are unimportant
-but make sure the clothes you wear are snug. Also, I like to wash my hair
with Spring Rain shampoo and conditioner because I have found that cowboys
love the smell. I don't recommend a lot of make-up, but it is important to be tan
because tan skin is warmer to the touch than pale skin. Only one who has slow
danced with a cowboy knows how important heat is.
When you first walk into your cowboy hang-out it is important to make eye
contact with and smile to the bartender. Once you have the bartender on your
side you pretty much have it made in the shade. It is the bartender who most
probably will be responsible for getting you noticed by saying things like,
"Whew! Get a load at whatjust walked in!" (Not the sarcastic version of that
saying. If you' re somewhere where the cowboys are smart enough to get into
sarcasm, leave immediately- you're in the wrong area.) Or, "Now there's
some flesh I'd like to get into." It is these comments to the regulars he is
bringing beers to that will start the ball rolling.
Remember, when you walk in, don't sit at the bar. Take a seat at a table for
two between the bar and the little dance floor. The jukebox should be
diagonally in front of you and around twenty feet to the right. The first drink
you order should be a shot of something strong (I strongly recommend Jack
Daniel's) and never on the rocks. Not only will this drink relax you, but it will
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also establish you as the kind of woman who can drink Jack Daniel's straight
and for some reason this will impress the bartender. Whatever you do, no
matter how bad it tastes, drink it in three swallows and DON'T MAKE A
FACE!
After the shot, order a beer and sip it slowly while soaking up the atmosphere.
Do not get drunk. Getting drunk will tum your slow dance with a cowboy into a
"taking out the garbage" kind of thing. Also, if you're drunk you might end up
getting a lot more than a slow dance and, well ... that's another book.
Anyway, while you're sipping your beer ( actually you oughtn't sip but rather
nurse) don't be afraid to glance around and see what the scene is. Don't look at
anyone or in any direction for an extended period of time as you want to give
the impression that you're a little bored. It is important, however, to remember
who is where and which cowboy appears the most interesting.
Slowly glance back at him. You needn't stare because he will notice this
second look right away and most likely act upon it. Now focus your attention
to the floor in front of the jukebox. Keep your eyes there until you notice a pair
of beat-up, scuffed, broken-in cowboy boots. Again glance up at your nowchosen cowboy. Make eye contact and give the smallest smile that you can
give. He will tum around and put a dime ( yes, if the jukebox costs 25 cents a
play you're at the wrong place, and leave immediately) in the machine. He will
punch in two rectangular buttons and a man with a deep voice, singing a very
sad, very slow song, will be heard.
Now, and this is important, focus your eyes on his boots again. Notice how
they are slowly striding towards you and revel in the rhythmic dull tapping
sound they make. When they are finally directly in front of you, have your gaze
move lazily up to your cowboy's face. On your way up notice the faded
softness of his jeans and the hardness of his rodeo muscles underneath. Notice
how many times the T-shirt looks like it's been washed and pause for a moment
on the tanned, well-developed arms. Look at his thick neck and now look at his
face straight on. The perfect cowboy face is handsome but weathered. His
features will be almost clumsy-looking but not in an offensive way. He should
look comfortable-like a worn-in, faded flannel sleeping bag on a chilly
December night.
When he asks you if you'd like to dance, his voice will be low and direct.
Look him square in the eyes and nod your head "yes." He will now hold out
his large, cattle-steering hand, and you take it fearlessly. Follow his slow,
cockroach-killing boots to the dance floor and now face him. He will take your
left hand and put his other arm around you. If his palms are sweating, excuse
yourself to the women's room or telephone because real cowboys do not have
sweaty palms. His arm will feel strong around you and he will pull you in close.
If you listened to my advice about the shot, now is the time you will be glad you did
There is no use giving any more instructions now as the cowboy takes over
and there is very little else to be done. The only other tips I can think to tell you
are: don't breathe hard, don't ask him ifhe has a girlfriend, and don't ask who's
singing. When your face is close to his neck be sure and smell him-in my
opinion there is no better smell than the neck of a cowboy. It will smell clean
and a little spicy with the faintest bit of sweat (NOT perspiration-sweat). If
you detect that teensy, faint smell of sweat, then congratulations! You have
caught yourself a real live cowboy!
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MENU BOARD LANGUAGE : POETRY WITHOUT A LICENSE
John Hand

There is another television commercial being aired for yet another breakfast
special. A prominent, proper-looking gentleman walks into an International
House of Pancakes and waits to be seated. A cute, typically outgoing waitress
with double dimples doesn't sing to him, but suggests that he have their new
breakfast special, "The Rooty-Tooty, Fresh and Fruity Breakfast Special." It
is pictured as a meal like any other breakfast special, except that they drop
your choice of fruit on top of your pancakes. The gentleman turns pale at
hearing the name. "Why, I think I would be embarrassed at saying such a
thing," he says. The big-eyed, smiling waitress tells him, "Well,join the club."
The gentleman looks into the capacity crowd in the seating area. Just as he
looks, the entire crowd lift their heads from their cooked-to-order eggs and
choice of fruit, and they all look at the man like he was about to tell them what
E.F. Hutton thinks are hot stocks. But they all have funny-nose glasses on!
Then the commercial ends with another description and picture of the "RootyTooty ... "
Nowadays prepared food is being advertised and marketed with as much
care and money as a $10,000 Buick. People are paid to name foods.
Specialists are hired to create an image for it. This large-scale work order even
filters down to the privately owned neighborhood hot dog stand whose owner
refuses to call his hot dog by its real name. Instead he calls it a "Dr. Dog" or a
"Franksville Single.'' This is supposed to lift their food above and beyond the
generic name, make it sound bright, give it a personality of its own, tell them
it'll defeat the Nazis. I've never seen a Mr. Submarine talk back, though I have
seen hungry people talk to it.
All this verbal hype of food was destined to come. It was only a matter of
time until the flood of English language felonies washed over the fast food
business and drowned it. Competition has forced chains to rely on imagemaking for their food since basically everything cooked in two minutes tastes
the same whether it is flame-broiled or fried. And to keep up with the chains,
the local grill has to follow suit, or else fall behind and become outdated. They
want the names to stand out, to ring out, and then they want people to run out
and eat it The trend seems to be getting worse, with the language becoming an
offensive weapon that could be ordered to meet any command. The "RootyTooty, Fresh and Fruity" exemplifies that. You know things are getting bad
when a restaurant advertises its food and publicly admits right there on
videotape that everybody would be embarrassed to order it.
There is a true story that George Will tells in his essay, "Printed Noise,"
another observation of degrading restaurant language. It's about a man who
walks into a Burger King for lunch because it's close to his office. He waits his
turn in line, and when he finally comes face to face with the girl in the floppy
hat, he orders a ham and cheese sandwich.
The girl says, "C'mon, mister, you mean a Yumbo, right?"
The gentleman says, "The ham and cheese. Yes."
Then the girl gets irritated and upset She grinds, "It's called a Yumbo. Now
do you want a Yumbo?"
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He says, "Ham and cheese" again.
The girl stammers and says, "Look, I've gotta have an order here. You're
holding up the line. You want a Yumbo, don't ya? You want a Yumbo!"
The man shakes his head and blows out a sigh. He turns around and walks
out, bumping his way through the herd of incoming customers. He would
rather starve than call his ham and cheese a Yumbo.
The hungry man has stronger convictions than most of us. But think of ithow many times have you wanted to order something, but didn't want to say it
in public, so you ordered something else? It happens to me all the time.
Twisting the language to sell something doesn't always buy an English major.
I usually prefer a chicken filet sandwich over a hamburger, but at one place
in a mall, I would've sounded like a conductor hanging over a railing and
yelling "All Aboard for Chicken City!" That's what they called their chicken
sandwich. So instead, I had the "Grand Junction" which I think was a cheeseburger. The name of this restaurant was "Burgerville Junction." The counter
girls wore overalls, bandanas, and floppy engineer hats. They even had an
electric train whizzing around a mountain in a big glass booth with grease
splatters on it It was just like the real thing, about as authentic as Petticoat
Junction. Come to think of it, they had two chicken sandwiches (maybe the
other one had a tomato on it). The second was called the "Chicken Club
Hills," which is most likely a terrible, cheap play on words of the nearby town
of Country Club Hills. Their chiliburger was appropriately named "Chilitown," a stop I didn't get off at And when they put a strip of bacon on a
cheeseburger, they called it the "Bae 'N' Cheese Ranch," and charged 20
cents more for it. If it wasn't for the full-color pictures of the food on the menu
board, with a 25-word description of each sandwich, I wouldn't have known
what I was ordering. At least they called a Coke a "Coke."
Bardin H. Nelson, in his essay "Seven Principles in Image Formation,"
knows what people need. They don't go to a store or a restaurant just because
they ran out of something or are hungry. He states:
People have hidden urges or desires which have been repressed or buried
in the subconscious area of the mind. Build an image around a product
that satisfies these needs, and people will buy the product. ... The more
striking the attraction used to gain attention, the better. Reinforce an
image by clear-cut, simple imagery such as catch phrases or slogans.
Fairly continuous repetition of slogans or catch words is necessary for a
long period of time.
So what restaurants and fast-food places are trying to do is satisfy the urges of
people. When people are really hungry, don't just offer them a common, flimsy
hamburger; let them have a "Whopper," or a "Big Mac," or a "Burrito
Supreme," or even, as I found at a South Side bar, a "Thunder Humper." All
these names create an exaggerated image of the same old ingredients slapped
together in a few different ways.
Nelson also tells marketers to "enable individuals through the imagery to
escape the known and to conquer the unknown. Allow them to experience the
magnificent, and thus escape the small perimeters of their daily lives." That
makes me feel really small and pitiful, but in order to profit, businesses and
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restaurants must perceive the public as being underfed, desiring, and uncared
for. Then their objective is to lift us out of the dungeon of our daily lives. With
the present rate of image formation, in a few years we won't have any grasp on
reality, but instead will be living on cereal boxes and break-dancing hamburger
commercials.
In my unique study of restaurant language I have divided the food names
into two categories, the image-makers and the poetic. Some may be a combination of both. There is a tendency to lean towards the use of the imagemakers, since rhymes could get boring and become just another passing cliche.
With images, there is a much wider sphere of possibilities to draw from,
anywhere from mysterious insects to rockets.
Enter the Styx Drive- In, Harvard, Illinois. There is no business college in
this rural crossroads town, but much can be learned about it at its local drivein. What is sad about this place is that its nostalgic '50s drive-in look has been
turned into a sit-down, drive-through, fast-but-slow-food eatery. On their sign
next to the highway, the placement of their main meals has curious absurdities.
It reads, "Chicken Tacos," and underneath that it reads "Fish Ribs" (with a
wandering "s" on Ribs).
Besides the menu board, the most striking things inside are the individual
coat trees at each booth, the chromed beauties sprouting next to the booths like
miniature high-tension wire towers.
On the menu board a surprise is in store. Yes, they actually serve something
called "The Surprise." It costs $1. 78. What is it? Well, of course you have to
order it to find out. "That's why they call it 'The Surprise,' " the girl with the
greasy apron says.
"Did anybody ever order it?" I ask.
"No," she says, wiping her hands on her apron, "not since I've been workin'
here."
"How long is that?"
"A couple months."
Fantastic! I look for interesting names and find one that sounds like a grabbag at a Christmas party. No wonder no one ever ordered it. I contemplate
ordering it and learning the secret of Harvard, Illinois, but then again I feel
quite content by being mystified- and stupefied- not discovering what it
would be. It's probably something with big, protruding eyes that desires badly
to return to its green, murky water rather than get squashed in a sesame seed
bun. I order the shrimp.
Below "The Surprise" on the menu board is "The Challenger." "What's
'The Challenger'?" I ask her.
She smiles, blushes a little, and twists the bottom of her greasy apron. "It's a
hamburger," she says.
"Oh," I say, "I didn't know," although I had a good idea. Ah ha, I think,
then the "Twin Challenger'' must be a double hamburger. They make a piece
of bovine, greasy meat sound like the space shuttle, a triumph over all doubt,
and orbiting high, high above the earth, with an American flag on its tail. A
giant step for mankind. A beef patty on a bun. There's a car called "The
Challenger." And maybe a motorcycle. It's a heavyweight boxer with
billowing nostrils and a mean left hook. It's a knight in shining armor-what an
image! It's a hamburger with cooked-to-order onions. If I ate one I would be
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swept away from reality by a rocket.
Another notch down on the menu board and we find the "Wing Ding."
"Wing Ding" sings like a tuning fork in your head. You'll be hearing it echo for
days. It's poetic. And though it may help to sell more chicken parts, it's a
cheap utilization of the power of words. It may be sad, but it's the true state of
the assault on the English language by restaurants.
Menu Board Poetry Broken Down
The names of hamburgers, hot dogs, chicken parts, and many other foods
can be poetic, but only as far as phonetics, rhyme, and other basics. It is only
poetry for profit, to persuade consumers to buy a product as in any advertising
campaign. There are no true poets who invent names like "Thunder Humper"
and "Pizza Puff." The ones who pen these names are part of an industry that
exists on profit and bottom line, not art or epic tales. They worry more about
the minimum wage going up, or a new kid not putting enough ice in a soft drink.
The restaurant industry is exploiting the sacred grounds of poetic literature in
order to control the minds and stomachs of the public. This is how they do it:
Rhyme: Rhymes are fun; they hint at pleasure and harmonize. They are an
effective memory stimulant. "Wing Ding" will linger in your head for months.
"Grand Slam" slams into your head and stays there. Something like "Very
Berry Strawberry'' should be in a Mother Goose fairy tale, but grown persons
have to say it if they want strawberry ice cream. The "Rooty-Tooty, Fresh and
Fruity" rhyme should be repealed for over-indulgence and immaturity. But all
these rhymes aid in the memory of the names they contain. They help you
remember them, whether it's a voluntary act or, more commonly, involuntary.
Rap music and break-dancing are artistic-menu rhyming is not
Alliteration: "Ding Dong" was one of the first Repetition of a single sound
is also a memory aid, but in my opinion even more immature than rhyme if all
you want to do is represent a hamburger. Ninety percent of all restaurants will
have alliteration on their menus; you could easily order anywhere and say,
"I'll have the alliteration, please." And here's what they would come out
with: "Pizza Puff," "Mississippi Mud," "Big Boy Burger," "Rocky Road,"
"Super Sub," " Taco Terrifico," "Hearty Hoagie," and so on. John Milton
used alliteration in Paradise Lost to give his verse some punch and vitality.
Restaurants use it in the same way. But Milton was writing about the morals of
man, while "Mississippi Mud" is about a bucket of green ice cream.
Personification: The man-on-the-moon principle meets the McNuggets.
Talking chicken parts have a New Year's Eve party. There's Mr. Submarine,
and one New York restaurant even names sandwiches after second- rate
celebrities, such as "The Morey Amsterdam" and "The Phyllis Diller." I
couldn't eat anything that wore hair like her. To give edible substances human
qualities is cannibalistic. But just as Michael Jordan can sell Chevys, maybe
other stars can endorse fish filets.
Making a few words represent a thousand: This is where a poetic device is
used in image creation. A word like "challenger'' could mean dozens of
different things. "Chilitown" connotes an actual town on the map, with a water
tower and everything. It makes people think of small towns, down-home
goodness, and red-and-white checkered tablecloths. One word can conjure
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many different images in an impressionable mind. It allows people to" escape"
the perimeters of their doldrum lives.
All of the above is poetry without a license. It is poetry in bad faith, not for
the sake of literature but for profit To begin with, if a restaurant has ·good food,
why would it need hype and image-making to sell it? The places with the best
food, I noticed, don't have to give it an image or an exciting name to promote it.
The food sells itself.
What we need is a watchdog agency to monitor and check the cheap, bad
taste poetry in restaurants. "Rooty-Tooty" would never have made it to prime
time television. This agency would save the public from being manipulatedmillions of people wouldn't be exposed to such horrible use of language. If we
allow this type of language to be the norm, what will happen to the integrity of
English? It would mean the end is near. This agency would not censor poor
taste in restaurant language; it would only advise the perpetrators of the
humiliating consequences to the language and to the minds of intelligent
people.
If you are what you eat, how many strange people are walking around city
streets as "Thunder Humpers"? Kids will soon be talking in McDonald's
gibberish. I heard a black man say as he returned from a McDonald's, "Hey, I
see they got those McN uggets now for us McN egroes." See what I mean? It's
a shame and a moral crime that researchers, marketers, advertisers, and
restaurant owners have to resort to subliminal psychological tactics in order to
sell more food than their competition. People will eat regardless, won't they? It
is a fight for hungry mouths, with the language as the chosen weapon.
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COTTON FIELD DOLLS
Cynthium J oho son

Are you tired of white Cabbage Patch Dolls that do nothing? Well, ABPAgainst Black People-presents ... Cotton Field Dolls! Cotton Field Dolls
are strong, black, obedient, and come with their own headscarves! That's right,
folks! The Cotton Field Dolls are equipped! No longer will you have to go out
into the fields. Just send our dolls and watch them work! They pick ten tons a
day, and Cotton Field Dolls come with their own cotton gin! If they should try
to run away, just pull out the whip-our own added feature-and beat the
daylights out of'em! They're guaranteed to stay put! For your added pleasure,
the Cotton Field Dolls will sing every Negro spiritual ever written, and if they
run out, they'll write their own!
Yes, folks, the Cotton Field Dolls are the greatest invention since the Negro!
Why bother with long lines and high prices? For your convenience, we put the
dolls on a pedestal and let you bid! And, please, don't worry about adoption
papers, 'cause the Cotton Field Dolls automatically take on your last name!
To own your own Cotton Field Doll, just write P.O. Box 1995, Negro Lane,
We Shall Overcome, Alabama 60633. Order yours today!
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SANTA
Andy Dick
The Santa raised his corn cob pipe to his lips, pursed them, and inhaled as he
rocked back in the oak rocking chair provided for his comfort. At least he looks
content, I thought
"He really looks bored, Daddy," my son said, yanking lightly on my hand.
He did. I just hadn't noticed how glazed his eyes were and how predictable his
movements were. My head gradually tilted to the left and my face resembled a
basset hound's as I grew more and more sorry for the old man. I caught myself
before I fell over and gave my son a quarter to put in the Santa Snax Machine.
"Go feed him," I said. My son ran to the machine, put the quarter in, and
cranked the chrome handle. Into his cupped hands fell three sugar cookies. My
son looked at me, and I motioned with my head to give the cookies to Santa. As
he slid the cookies under the iron bars, Santa stopped rocking, stood up, and
moved towards the treats with painful arthritic steps. He picked them up and
winked at my son. He then went back to his chair and slowly nibbled at the
cookies. I thought how sad it was that he didn't get milk with his cookies.
That's what he used to get at our house when I was a kid. I supposed that the
milk would curdle if it was left out in the sun. Instead, Santa sipped from his
water fountain that sat next to his chair like a dentist's seat. I read the metal
plaque posted on the bars aloud to my son while he watched Santa munch.
"Santa Claus [Saintus Nickus]. This specimen is rumored to be the actual
living Santa Claus referred to in" A Visit From St Nick" and a variety of old
Christmas tunes. Believed to once be believed in, this rare species, consisting
of only one man, thrives on milk (provided by the zoo), cookies, and a good
tobacco for his pipe. Although slow and tired in appearance, it is rumored that
this fat man once flew through the night each December, leaving presents for
kids and lookingjolly. Remember, stories like this are fun to listen to, but they
are only fiction."
I looked over at my son who was still watching Santa. The lump in my throat
returned. The same lump I got when I read the Easter Bunny's plaque and
looked in the cage to see a rabbit that just didn't care. The same lump I got
when I watched the tooth fairy pace the bottom of her cage in a schizophrenic
pattern. The same damn lump I got as I watched the zookeepers force-feed
Cupid. I couldn't take it anymore. This was no zoo, this was a prison. A madhouse! I grabbed my son's hand and pulled him with me as I picked up a rock
and broke the lock on Santa's cell. I flung the door open and stepped back.
Santa stood up and walked through the open door. He took a long deep breath.
"Thanks," he said, walking past us. I ran to the other cages and cells and let
all of my childhood dreams and memories free. I opened the last cage, and as I
watched the tooth fairy fly into the sky, I turned to my son and said, "Do you
believe in Santa Claus?"
He gripped my hand tighter. "I do now."
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HOW TO BUILD A REALLY GOOD CAMPFIRE
George Orlowski
So there you are, in the middle of some beautiful forest somewhere. That
special person of your dreams is snuggled next to you and you both are
overwhelmed at how many stars can actually fill the sky. Both of you, being
from the city and practically virgins when it comes to the great outdoors, have
managed so far to survive in the woods. Your tent is set up in a good location
( with no rocks under it that will try digging into your spine as you sleep
comfortably at night), your food is stored safely in a sack swung over a tree
branch so that no animals will get at it, and of course you brought enough wine
to help keep the setting in a romantic mode. Everything seems to be in order for
the weekend. But wait, it's getting pretty dark out now and a cool breeze is
beginning to blow. You try snuggling around a big army surplus flashlight but it
just doesn't fit the bill. What you need at that precise moment, right before
your partner cools off a little too much, is a FIRE! Don't worry, they're easy to
build and well worth the effort, especially on a "get to know your pseuder-lover
a little bit better" camp-out So don't worry anymore, because now I'm going
to tell you HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN CAMPFIRE!
Being an Eagle Scout, I have built many fires in my lifetime. From small
cooking fires in the middle of Death Valley to raging bonfires in southern
Michigan, when it comes to campfires I've built them all. But my favorite
campfire and the type I'm going to explain to you, because it is by far the most
used ( especially for seductive purposes), is the small tepee fire.
The first thing to remember when building a fire is to build one only as big as
you can control, and for heaven's sake don't use all your firewood at once or
you're going to be stuck with a pile of smoldering embers in about an hour.
Besides that, you'll have to leave love buns by the fire all by herself while you
go out hunting for more wood in the forest (not the smart thing to do).
Secondly, you'll have to get supplies for your mini-inferno, supplies like wood,
dry pine needles or minute twigs that have dried thoroughly, and, of course,
matches.
The firewood is the most basic if not the most important aspect of the
project, so don't screw this part up! Be careful if you stay at a State or National
Park not to get caught picking up firewood in their forest, because if you get
caught picking up kindling by a ranger, they'll slap a $1,000 fine in your face for
picking up a simple piece of birchwood. So, if you're staying at a governmentrun park, buy your firewood at the ranger station; help keep the damn
capitalists in business and help keep yourself out of debt If you aren't staying
at a State or National Park, walk into the densest part of the forest and find
yourself some nice dry firewood. The best kind of wood to get is dead branches
still on the tree. You'll find these off the ground so they won't even be damp,
and even if it rained, these branches will be the driest because the existing
branches will shelter them from the rain. Make sure to get a couple armloads
full of wood; otherwise you'll run out too quickly and what I mentioned earlier
will end up happening. And for God's sake don't get all your wood as thick as a
wrestler's thighs; get all different sizes so your tepee will burn evenly.
Thirdly, you're going to need some dry pine needles or minute twigs.
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MAKE SURE THEY'RE BONE DRY because this is what you'll start the
fire with. If the pine needles or twigs are even damp, you'd probably have
better luck trying to light a brick on fire. Make sure the twigs are the size of a
pencil lead or smaller, or you're going to be there all night trying to light the fire
and your love buns is going to be on her way home.
Lastly, you'll need some matches. I recommend the wooden blue-tip
matches, for you can light them on just about anything, and in case they get wet
you can dry them out, whereas paper matches come in a smaller quantity and
look like army oatmeal if they get soaked
By now you should have a pile of varying-sized firewood, some nice bonedry pine needles and/or minute twigs, and some-or should I say a lot of-dry,
ready-to-bum matches. And if you're lucky, a beautiful, ready-to-be-seduced
partner waiting anxiously by the pile of supplies. TIP: Always act confident
when building a fire; even if you don't know what you're doing at all, you'll
look like a true woodsman putting all your supplies in order-always a good
way to impress that special person.
Start out by clearing an area about five feet in diameter and removing all
flammable objects from its perimeter, like leaves, sticks, and cans of white gas
for cooking. If you don't clear an area, you two will probably end up in an
intensive burn unit at the local hospital for a longer stay than your whole trip
was planned for. SO BE SURE TO CLEAR AN AREA, and for God's sake
make sure there aren't any tree branches hanging over where you want to have
your fire; otherwise you're going to have a lot of explaining to do to Smokey
the Bear when he finds out you burned down his house.
Next, after clearing an area, make a big pile of needles and twigs in the
middle of your five-foot diameter circle. Don't worry about spreading them out
too much; you want a PILE of needles and twigs, not a layer.
Next, start laying the smaller sticks in criss-cross fashion on top of the
needles and twigs. Slowly start increasing the size of the sticks until you have a
cone-shaped pile of wood called a tepee.
Now comes the fun part. Light a match and stick it inside the pile of needles
and twigs. One match should do. If your needles and twigs are dry enough, you
should see the beginnings of a beautiful evening.
In a minute or two, the smaller branches will catch fire. Now' s a good time
to open the bottle of wine, take a swig, and cuddle up with your partner. If you
did everything right, in about an hour the both of you should be "sleeping" in
only one sleeping bag next, but not too close, to a beautiful, crackling campfire
of seduction.
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BEYOND STEREOTYPES
Mary Moritz
They can be found sleeping in doorways, on park benches or in train
stations. Their outstretched hands beg for change as America's citizens make
their way to work and back home again. These are the nation's homeless. Their
actual numbers are disputed: recent Housing and Urban Development
estimates put the figure at between 250,000 and 300,000 but the most
commonly accepted figure, endorsed by the National Institute of Mental
Health, is between two and three million (Holden, 569). However, no matter
how common a part of American scenery they have become, the nation as a
whole appears to be ignorant and uncaring in regard to this class of people,
largely unconcerned with their plight and the circumstances that force them to
live on the streets.
A rheumy-eyed, scraggly-bearded wino slumping against a doorway. A dirtcaked mental patient, muttering to himself as he searches for a warm space to
spend the cold winter night. These are the most commonly accepted stereer
types of the homeless. But the faces of the homeless are changing, becoming
younger and more feminine. The average age of the homeless has sharply
decreased to the mid-30s and the fastest growing segment is families, usually
young women with two or three children (Holden, 569). Furthermore, these
new destitute often confute the stereotype: they don't sleep on park benches
with shopping bags bulging with their worldly possessions. In fact they often
appear no different than anyone else on the street, looking as if they are on
their way to work or home. The new homeless are economically dispossessed:
families who are not making ends meet, young men and women who have
fallen on hard times, and single mothers who have been forced to choose
between paying the rent and buying food for their children.
Kerry Alston looks like any other student as he makes his way to computer
class. But when Alston leaves the classroom he returns to New York City's
Fort Washington Armory where he shares a gymnasium-sized room with nine
hundred other men. After losing his job as a security guard a year ago, and
being forced out of his apartment by his roommate, Alston found himself with
no other alternative than the shelter. Says Alston, "When I first got to the
shelter, I wondered what I had gotten into. I had never been in anything like
this-the odor, the dirt, people all over the floor. Then I realized I had no
choice" (Time, 27).
Rachel Hanson, 43, was a housewife in Anaheim, California, when her 19year marriage ended in divorce a year ago. Her four-bedroom house was
foreclosed upon, and with no skills and minimal savings she was forced into
living in a car in a campground with her three children. The family had been
living there for eight months when shelter workers discovered them. "My life
simply fell apart," Hanson says. "I had everything. Why I even had a
microwave oven" (Stengel, 27).
These are just two of the many case histories of America's homeless
population. What is especially significant about them is that they depict the
side of homelessness that many of us are unfamiliar with, whether by simple
ignorance or by consciously looking the other way. Homeless people seem to
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be easier to deal with when they are thought of as derelicts and winos, as
opposed to "regular folk," like the kid across the street or the family next door.
Even President Ronald Reagan claims to believe that "the homeless are
homeless, you might say, by choice" (Bassuk, 45). Actually, Mr. Reagan is
being too modest; his administration has had quite a bit to do with the
situation.
It simply cannot be ignored that national economic conditions are
responsible for forcing people like Kerry Alston and Rachel Hanson onto the
streets, and that they keep the number of homeless growing by 25 percent
annually. One obvious factor is unemployment, which reached a peak of 10.7
percent in November 1982, its highest level since the 1930s. Further
intensifying this is the lack of low income housing available. A recent analysis
of the federal government's Annual Housing Survey by the Low Income
Housing Information Service indicates that, while the number of renter
households with incomes below $3,000 a year dropped by about 46 percent
between 1970 and 1980, the number of rental units available to these people at
30 percent of their income also fell by an estimated 70 percent. Meanwhile, the
median rent paid by those households in the lowest income bracket rose from
$72 a month in 1970 to $179 a month in 1980. According to these figures, 72
percent of an annual $3,000 income is needed to cover housing expenses,
leaving $71 a month to cover all other living expenses (Bassuk, 41). In New
York City, for instance, the number of single-room dwellings dropped from
170,000 to 14,000 in 1971 due to the tax abatements enacted for condo
conversion. Between 1978 and 1984, New York units renting for $300 or less
were reduced by 715,000 units (Holden, 569). Finally, federal funds have
been slashed by 78 percent since 1980, indicating that HUD has virtually
abandoned the situation.
The case of Christine McDuffie, 37, bears witness to the lack of low income
housing. Forced onto disability after a 1985 illness, she moved from New
Jersey to New York with her 17-year-old son Paul, hoping to find public
housing, as had been promised to her. Unfortunately, the promised housing
never came through and mother and son were forced into a city shelter, while
she tried to find a job and a landlord who would accept a welfare tenant ( Time,
27).
Further explaining the increase in homeless families are the cuts in Aid to
Families with Dependent Children. In Massachusetts the primary income for
up to 90 percent of homeless families is from AFDC, but while low income
housing declines, so do the AFDC payments. The average rent for a one
bedroom apartment in Los Angeles is $491 a month, yet the average AFDC
payment to a mother of one is only $448 (Stengel, 28). This leaves a shortage
of$43 a month in rent alone, not to mention buying food and other necessities.
A mother often has no other choice but to move her family onto the streets
where she can at least afford to feed them.
Finally, recent cuts in government benefits may also be responsible for some
people living on the streets, but a lack of data makes it impossible to draw
definite conclusions. The Social Security Disability Insurance program
awards payment to workers who are physically or mentally unable to perform
any kind of"substantial or gainful work" for which they are qualified, whether
or not such work is available where they live. However, in 1981 the Reagan
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Administration launched a "crackdown on ineligibility" after a report by the
General Accounting Office stated that possibly 20 percent of those people
receiving benefits were ineligible. By the time the administration finally halted
its review in 1984, due to charges that truly disabled people were losing their
benefits, between 150,000 and 200,000 people had already been wiped off of
the rolls (Bassuk, 41).
However, the newly homeless are still greatly outnumbered by the mentally
ill homeless, who comprise an estimated 25-50 percent of the nation's street
population; some studies indicate the figure may even be as high as 85 percent.
Of these people, 35 percent are schizophrenic and 10 percent suffer from
clinical depression. An additional 25-50 percent suffer from drug and alcohol
abuse problems ( Time, 103 ). These figures indicate that many of the people
living on the streets, possibly even a majority of them, are in a psychotic or
drugged-out stupor. Yet they roam the country, unprotected and unsupervised,
often posing a serious threat to both themselves and society.
The roots of the mentally ill homeless problem reach back into the 1950s,
when the new wave of psychoactive drugs made the possible rehabilitation and
reintroduction of the psychotic into society seem especially hopeful. By the
civil rights movement of the 1960s, deinstitutionalization was a hot social
issue. It was an admirable idea, closing the mental hospitals, many in terrible
condition, and welcoming the patients back into society where they would
have more humane living conditions and greater respect for their civil rights.
Also, rehabilitating patients in a community setting promised to prove cheaper
than operating large state hospitals. In 196 3 President John F. Kennedy
signed the Community Mental Health Centers act, and what had before been
therapy, getting patients out of the hospital and into the community, became
policy (Time, 103).
Deinstitutionalization was a well-intentioned idea, but it fell through before
it was even close to culmination. The first step was accomplished: the patient
population at state and county hospitals is now less than one-fourth of its peak
level of 559,000 in 1955. However, the intended housing, job training and
transitional care were never provided, and the existing centers are primarily
capable of treating patients with phobias or minor emotional disorders, rather
than those with serious mental illnesses (Maloney, 55-57).
Further complicating matters are the legal reforms of the 1970s which
severely limited involuntary civil commitment Right to counsel, right to
treatment, and limited duration of stays were installed in the courts, while the
vast majority of states dropped their standards for involuntary commitment,
focusing on the person's danger to himself or others instead of his need for
treatment (Holden, 1253). These reforms were enacted to defend people
against unnecessary institutionalization, and were also well-intentioned;
however, they have resulted in a mentally ill class that is unable to function
independently in society, is unwilling or unable to seek help, and has taken to
living on the streets. There they remain, in inhuman conditions and with no
counsel. Unfortunately, it is often only when a mentally ill person becomes
violent against society that society takes notice. For instance, a 19-year-old
New York girl who pushed a woman in front of a subway train had been
recently released from psychiatric treatment, against doctor's recommendations, by a court order (Holden, 1253).
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The "out of sight, out of mind" philosophy can be applied to the homeless
population as a whole. The nation appears generally unconcerned with the
circumstances that tum a person onto the streets, and the conditions that they
live in while on them. The most immediate concern of the general population
appears to be "how to keep the homeless out ofmy neighborhood." And every
major city has its own horror stories: in New York's Greenwich Village,
residents have placed barbed wire over the hot air grates in the winter to drive
the homeless from the neighborhood; in Fort Lauderdale, the city commissioner has suggested thinning the street population by sprinkling rat poison
on the garbage; in San Diego, a shelter has been destroyed by arson ( Time,
103). No one incident is worse than the others, for all reflect the widespread
opinion that the homeless are not actual people, just nuisances and eyesores
who deserve what they get
The city of Santa Barbara vividly illustrates this line of thinking. This
prosperous oceanside resort city of 75,000 is located twenty-nine miles from
the ranch of Ronald Reagan, and its citizens obviously share their neighboring
president's opinion about the homeless. The people of Santa Barbara have
taken aggressive measures against the city's approximately 2,000 homeless
people, whom they refer to as tree people, after Fig Tree Park where many of
them live. In 1979 a ban on sleeping outdoors after dark was passed, followed
by a 1983 ban on drinking in public. Grocers sprinkle bleach on garbage to
deter hungry vagrants, and county election officials even went so far as to deny
voting rights to anyone without an address ( a state appeals court struck this
down) (Time, 29).
What makes Santa Barbara especially exemplary of the nation's view
towards the homeless is the wealth its inhabitants live in. It must be a striking
sight to see a scruffy man or woman begging in the city's fashionable shopping
district, or sleeping on its neatly manicured lawns. The city mainly harasses
the homeless, rather than using some of its abundance to help them. The mayor
of the city, Sheila Lodge, has refused to fund more shelters, saying, "the
general public has its rights too," and, "we don't want to become something we
aren't"
This thinking has taken on an especially violent tone with the murder of
Michael Stephenson, an unemployed house painter and the second homeless
person to be murdered in the city in nine months. Stephenson was stabbed
seventeen times and his throat was slashed; charged with the murder are two
18-year-old cadets from Santa Barbara's Northwestern Preparatory School.
One of the students has admitted to the killing, but defends himself with the
explanation that he was looking for some gang members who had harassed
fellow students (Time, 29).
The homeless of America are, for the majority, not homeless by choice.
They are victims of society: people who have fallen on hard times, or are
suffering from mental illness, or physical disability. As a supposedly civilized
society, the United States should be focusing on how to lessen the number of
its citizens sleeping on the streets, not simply on how to push them into another
area.
Lawsuits offer the only real hope for the homeless. "As a group that is
insulated from full participation in the political process," says Doug Lasdon,
founder and director of New York's Legal Action Center for the Homeless,
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"they don't get a fair portion of government distributed resources. Most of the
resources available to the homeless today are the result of legal actions"
(Time, 27-28).
Politically, the homeless are a non-issue, for they are mainly a non-voting
population. Politicians claim that the diversity of the group and their
complexity of problems make it impossible to suggest anything but patchwork
remedies, such as food stamps and temporary shelters. But what is actually
needed are programs that will introduce them back into society, on a
productive level, through job training and job placement, as well as financial
assistance that offers eventual security, rather than short-term relief.
As for the mentally ill homeless, broader commitment criteria appear to be a
solution for part of the population, but this issue is being debated heatedly.
Those against broader commitment claim that hospitals will be swamped,
patients' civil rights will be impinged upon, and abuses will be rampant
Another remedy is the development of less costly, community-based treatment centers on a wider scale. Such centers would allow the mentally ill to
function more independently in society through job training and available
supervision. The patients would not be forced helplessly onto the streets with
no counsel.
There are no immediate solutions to the problems of the homeless, but what
is certain is that society as a whole must rethink its sentiments. The homeless
must be thought of as human beings, not nuisances, who need their fellow
citizens' respect and concern, not their blame and hate. The nation must
accept some responsibility for the situation its homeless have been forced into,
and act as the civilized society it claims to be.
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WEEKEND MARRIAGE LICENSE
Robyn Morgan

This is to certify that on the _ day of ___ , 19_ , _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will be joined together in Weekend Wedlock.
This license is void two days after the above date. Neither party is responsible
for any pregnancies, abortions, support, alimony, V.D., hoof and mouth
disease, crabs, herpes, AIDS, hangovers, headaches, soreness, nervous
breakdowns, hurt feelings, pissed-off husbands, wives, lovers, or promises,
that may have occurred during this marriage ceremony. It may be performed
by any bartender, waitress, cab driver, hotel clerk, maid, spectator, friend, or
bum that may be handy. Take the pill. Give 'til it hurts. Have a ball. Do it all.
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CRAB FEVER
Valerie D. Peterkin

Once a year, the same season every year-the flower tree turns cherry
blossom pink, the nightbird sings at two A.M., honeysuckle scents tantalize
your nose, and the air irritates your romantic itch-crab fever circulates faster
than fire put to fuel; but these crabs aren't the ones you get from satisfying your
itch. Crabs are an art, a process of culinary delight; and only those who master
the craft will understand the difference between a plate of food and a delicacy.
Count on crabs to cure that romantic itch!
From your main stash, carefully select half a dozen or more crabs; use
newspaper to carry them in. The heavier the crab feels, the more meat it has. A
lightweight large crab is virtually meatless, whereas a small heavy crab is
abundant in substance. For chauvinists ( woman or man) you may choose your
crabs according to sex. AV-shaped flap on the stomach of the crab indicates a
female; a flap shaped like a champagne glass is a male.
Now you've got your crabs, so take a seat; place your crabs about one foot in
front of you. The territory between you and the crabs is your working area.
Alongside it, place your mallet, paper towels, cold beverage and finger bowl.
This entire area should be covered with newspaper. To clean up, all you will
have to do is lap the newspaper around the empty crab shells and discard in
one neat bundle. Lining with newspaper also prevents the table from retaining
the crab's smell and seasoning-which can stain and dye-on its surface.
These seasonings tum the crab's backside to a pumpkin-orange color when
steamed, but the stomach shell remains white. The crab can only be cooked by
steaming. If undercooked, the meat will be gel-like and rubbery; if overcooked,
it will be mushy; cooked just right the meat is silky-pearl-white chunks of
tempting delight
Always start opening the crab by removing its legs. Both the left and right
side of the crab's body have three thin hind crawlers (pointing down and
backwards) located at the bottom. They have no meat and are about two
inches in length. The crab's body has one larger-sized crawler (pointing out)
three inches in length and one grasping claw (pointing up) about four inches in
length. The grasping claws look like scissors that have perforated edges and the
blades are curved inward to look similar to a pointed "O." Just as the average
human has one left arm and one right arm on each side of the body, the crab's
claws are also paired in this manner-matching grasping claw for grasping
claw, thick crawler to thick crawler, thin crawler to thin crawler. Only the
grasping claws and larger-sized crawlers have meat in them.
To remove whatever legs are left, pull them off at the joint attached to the
crab's body. To do this, hold the crab so that the stomach faces you (the white
side). Unless you giggle when the doctor gives you a needle, do not hold the
crab at the bottom or sides; hold it from the top along the flat-bodied portion
with the thumb on the stomach and the other four fingers on the back. There
are sharp projections on the left, right, and bottom sides of the crab's protective
hard shell that bear the sting of alcohol applied to an open wound when they
prick you. Once punctured by these needle-like points, you'll think twice about
holding the crab any other way than from its top on the flat-bodied portion.
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Even the giggler at a needle will wince with pain when the seasonings get into
the wound caused by the crab-shell projections. If you're holding the crab
correctly, give a quick, snapping motion backward to disconnect the crab's legs
without any hassles and pain free. Now you are ready to use the mallets to
hammer the legs open or utilize the tools you have readily available: your
teeth. You can pound them, crack them, break them at the joints, pull the claws
apart, do whatever you want, but get that crab leg open. You will appreciate
the effort once you've tasted the meat inside the leg. If you're just not that
ambitious, place the legs in a separate pile. They can be used for crab soup
later-the Cadillac of stews, chowders, puree, bouillon broth and the like.
If you have a mallet, know how to use it While talking to a native Marylander (both of us now living in the Midwest), I learned how the ignorance of
using such a tool can make the user look like a fool and can throw onlookers
( who know what they're doing) into a frenzied fit The Marylander told me she
was in a restaurant in Chicago that imported Atlantic crabs. Her attention
turned to two guys who obviously did not know where to begin with the tenlegged creature. They literally pounded the crab's entire body with the mallet.
Only use the mallet on the crab's legs. Believe me, if you have to use the mallet
to open the crab's body, you' re doing everything wrong. What these two
fellows ended up with was mushed meat that had to be picked off bits and
pieces of orange-colored shells-hardly worth the effort.
Tired of dealing with small rewards? Let's get to the meat of the matter. Hold
the crab again so that you will not get punctured, stomach facing you. With your
free hand, take your thumb, place it in the flapped area that is attached to the backside and covers and laps over to the stomach. (This is the V or champagne glass
outlined figure.) Press down, and up, and back with your thumb. The entire backside shell will come off. Tum the crab around and you will notice yellow stuff in
the middle, brown stuff that looks like skin outlining the yellow stuff, and on both
sides of this, fuzzy stuff which seems to be pointing towards the middle.
Hold one side of the crab in one hand, the other side in the other hand; bring the
two portions together by pressing inward and the thin white shells will crack and
break. You will be left with two portions, one in each hand. Make sure you take
off the fuzzy part and throw away immediately. The crab's filters are not to be
eaten, for they may create severe stomach sickness and illness. If you choose
to eat the mustard, the yellow stuff, look around the edges where the two portions were parted and remove the curly white noodle-like strings that are
located there; these too cannot be eaten. The mustard may taste bland by
itself, but when eaten with the crab meat, it sizzles. The meat of the crab is
located within the shell's cavities.
Turn the crab to where it was parted. If you selected properly, the meat
probably popped out like a jack-in-the-box when you split the two portions.
And there's still probably more meat where that came from. With thumbs on
the inside of the shell's walls, tear open and apart; the bulk of the meat will be
exposed. This is the breaking point of crab fever. The final and necessary steps
have been taken to break the heat. Pop the pearly-white clump of meat into
your drooling mouth. Crabs have a distinct succulent, buttery, freshly-cooked
taste, a taste you'll come back to year after year after year, a taste guaranteed
to cure the romantic itch of crab fever.
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A COMBINATION
Suzanne Peranteau
The cement walls of the slaughterhouse had seen thousands of pigs and cows
clubbed and hung, the corpses stripped of skin and entrails, and the remaining
flesh and bones, dripping with the blood of the animals which drained into a
large metal hole in the floor. The walls had seen thousands, but the little boy
was experiencing all the new hideous sensations for the first time and
becoming progressively more nauseous.
He wasn't particularly upset about the corpses; he had seen whole fresh
meat before, when his father would come home with halves of beef for cutting
up and freezing in the cellar. But one slaughtered pig had taken his attention.
The animal was hung and draining like the rest, with its belly split open and
intestines removed, taken to the scrap meat section. The skin, ears, and feet
remained, however, and its reddened eyes bulged out as if staring for a better
view of its murderers. The stench of the fresh meat filled the boy's nose as he
watched the pig, its lolling sharp tongue hanging limply, its snout still wet with
mucus.
One of the workers removed a steel skewer, roughly eight feet long and four
and a half inches in diameter, from the wall. He took a soft cotton cloth from a
nearby table and carefully wiped it clean. A sliver of sunlight caught the steel,
and the skewer's polish flashed and shone brightly. The pole came to a long
sharp point at one end and appeared to have notches, as if for some sort of
attachment at the other. The hog on the meathook swayed back and forth
slightly as if making a last, post-mortem attempt at protest.
Another worker assisted the first in spearing the skewer through the dead
hog's corpse. The boy turned and vomited as the sharp tip stretched the skin
and, with another thrust, punctured through. The men unhooked the meat,
wrapped it in plastic and paper, then bound it tightly. They carried it out to the
pick- up truck where they loaded it as if feeding the mouthlike gate of the truck
bed.
The little boy was wrapped up in a blanket and set gently on the front seat,
and from there he could hear the men chuckling softly with his father at his
"little mishap." "He'll get used to the sights and smells real soon; why don't
you bring him next week?" one of the spear-carriers said to his father. The boy
tried to compose himself, to say that he wasn't afraid, but he could only retch in
response as his tear-filled eyes again met the unflinching eyes of the pig with
the steel rod probing its body. The hot sun intensified the acrid smell of vomit
seeping into the rug on the floor of the truck.
When he arrived home, his mother held him tightly to her bosom. He cried
out his shame and confusion while she rocked him in her arms. He was given a

hot, soothing baking-soda bath. The warm, bone-colored porcelain tub cradled
his small body while the softened water lapped pleasantly against his skin. He
breathed the rising steam and lay quietly, watching the slight ripples across the
top of the water shifting directions, back and forth.
His mother came in to drain the tub and carry him to his room. He brought
her his underwear and pajamas in a familiar ritual and stood before her in
complete cooperation while she dressed him for bed. She brought him
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downstairs and together they sat on the porch, the paint peeling off the wooden
rails, and watched the dimming pastel glow of the late summer sunset
Finally, she held her hand out to him and he took it. She told him that it was
time. They went up and rested on his bed, the overhead light illuminating the
pages of the bedtime story and his mother's hair as it fell forward from her
shoulders. His father came to tuck him in. Feeling he had somehow failed, the
boy resented him for intruding into the serenity of the moment, but his father
only smiled and gently touched his face as he wished him sweet dreams. His
mother kissed his forehead and called him "Punkin," then left him in the dark,
her shadow drifting after her down the hall.
Later, the hog's bleeding body came lumbering out of the basement, and he
could hear its labored breathing and see the distorted figure turning to travel up
the stairs. The picture faded, and then he was outside in a green grassy field
with stacks of hay dotting the ground around him. The sunny day grew cold
and gray, and the smell of raw flesh and blood pierced his nostrils. He was
hanging from a meat hook and could only stare as the bloody hog approached
him, breathing heavily through its slime-covered nose and carrying a long steel
spear. The hog rose up on its hind legs, and the boy could see the entire interior
of its body. It lifted the spear, and he saw that the tip was made of a very long,
sharp yellow tooth.
As the hog thrust, the boy screamed and awoke in a cold clamminess. His
parents rushed in, his mother's face strained and worried, his father looking
annoyed as he adjusted the burgundy velour terry tie of his bathrobe. His
mother soothed him, brushing her hands over his face and hair. She asked him
if he was all right, and he nodded. She cooed to him, telling him over and over
that it was just a dream. His father called him "Slugger'' and reassured him;
then they left the room.
When he awoke some time later, there were sounds of people that he didn't
recognize. Someone in the kitchen was giggling. He rubbed his eyes and
padded down the carpeted stairs. He went unnoticed by a couple wrapped
around each other, through the kitchen and out the back patio door, using all of
his strength to push it open wide enough for him to squeeze through. He
couldn't see his father or his mother, but from where he stood, he caught a good
glimpse of the horrible dead pig, turning over and over, suspended by long
poles stuck firmly in the ground.
He tried to get closer, gazing around as if in a daze, looking intently for the
faces of his parents. He was almost tripped over by an oily dark man, one of the
workers at the slaughterhouse. The dark man looked fatter now and was
dressed in a garish Hawaiian shirt with a popped button where his belly
swelled out. "Well, look who's here." The man grinned a wide yellow grin,
then laughed a loud drunken laugh as he related the boy's story to the witchylooking woman next to him. She was pale and bony, her skeletal fingers in a
viselike grip around her glass in one hand. With the other, she was passing a
long brown cigarette to and from her pinched coral-colored lips.
They laughed louder, until it rang in the boy's ears. He winced and turned
away to catch the bluish-white gaze of the dead pig. The pit below was dug into
the manicured lawn. It was filled with glowing embers and streaks of flame, the
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orangeness blending with the eerie sodium lights illuminating the alley. The
fire licked upwards, and the grease from the pig rolled off its body onto the
furious fire, which hissed and smoked. The smell of the cooking meat
tantalized the hungry boy, but the pig's eyes accused, never relenting. He
wanted to take the poles away and give the pig the courtesy of going up in
flames all at once, like a funeral pyre. He impulsively ran to the bushes where
he could search for his mother without having to look at the pig, or at the men
who had butchered it Alone in the shadowy dark, he hugged himself and
waited for his mother.
Strains of music filled the air, mingling with the scents of bug spray,
perfume, grease and summer heat, and forming invisible patterns above the
heads of the guests crowded into the backyard of the flat white house.
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FOREVER MAMA
Denise A. Moore
Four thick cornmealed catfish sizzled in a covered, heavy black skillet of
bubbling deep grease behind Fannie Faye Franklin who stood in the perfectly
squared kitchen ironing a pair of jeans on the dinette set's kitchen table. An
RC. soft drink bottle, half-filled with water, sat on the table next to a stack of
plates that were white with a bouquet of pink roses nestled in a bunch around
the rims. Fannie placed her thumb over the top of the bottle and held it over the
jeans, letting the water drip from the hem to the waistband, then placed the
bottle back on the edge of the table.
She rolled the iron across the jeans and the steam rose as the water sizzled,
making her face hot and oily. She reached up and wiped her brow with the back
of her hand, letting her long thin fingers crawl across her bangs and brush them
back off her forehead. Her long nappy bangs stood up straight and scattered,
hooding her head like a tilted sunvisor.
"Y'all, please quit playin' 'round the table where your sister's tryin' to do the
ironin'," Fannie's mother Lola said to her younger daughters, Flora and Lisa,
with a fearful and warning tone.
She was leaning upward in her wheelchair that stood in the pathway dividing
the kitchen from the living room, watching the girls as they played gleefully
beneath the table.
They were playing house, with Flora, the oldest, who was eight, being the
mother and Lisa, seven, playing the daughter. They walked jet-black dolls with
pecan-brown skin and curly hair from beside the table, where they sat at the
front wheels of their mother's wheelchair.
Lola Franklin was a mere thirty-six, but sickness had aged her face and
body to the likes of a woman near sixty. She had lost both of her legs to
diabetes at the age of thirty-one, and the once firm, shapely bowed limbs now
looked like a packaged roll of liverwurst They were as brown as allspice,
meaty at the thigh, and just below where the knee would have been was a
patch of flesh bunched together and stitched up tightly, like a cat's asshole.
"Don't tell 'em nothin', Mama ... I'm gonna go outside and break me off a
switch, the size of a tree, and whip 'em 'til they can't sit down,'' Fannie said,
looking down from her ironing.
The children glared up at her with large blue-black eyes of disbelief.
Fannie always promised to whip the daylights out of them, but she never did.
She wasn't their mother, no matter how much she tried to be. No matter how
well she washed and ironed their clothes, cooked good meals, read them
stories, kept them and the house neat and tidy, walked them to school in the
early morning and picked them up at the end of the day, she was still only
Fannie, their older sister. Only Fannie, who was forced to quit school once she
turned sixteen to take care of them and their mother. Only Fannie, who was a
child herself, but forced to be an adult, a hardcore mature adult. Only Fannie,
who would always be the one to do what Mama couldn't do anymore.
Lola laughed, covering her rotting teeth, which had turned concrete-gray
and were chipped at the ends. Lisa walked the doll up in front of her mother
and held it up, hiding behind it.
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"Fannie ain't gonna whip us, is she, Mama?" she asked in a squeaky voice,
hiding her face.
Lola looked at the doll and shook her head, laughing again. She loved the
way the girls still played house, like a child just learning the joy and pleasure of
the game of pretending to be an adult
Lisa's short ear-length hair was braided into two rope-wide coarse braids
that laid on the back of her head. A single thinner yet longer braid laid in the
front, resting on the side of her temple, and a red grosgrain ribbon was tied in a
neat bow on the end of it. She wore a red and white striped romper that was tied
in bows on each side of her shoulders.
"I can't promise you that, Lisa. It's dangerous for y'all to keep on playin'
'round that hot iron," Lola said, looking at Lisa as she eased the doll down
from her face.
It contented her the way the girls had not grown up too fast, the way Fannie
had performed a triumphant and victorious job of keeping them in a child's
place. She flicked a button on the side of her wheelchair and unlocked it,
rolling back an inch or so.
"Now, come on up here and give Mama a great big hug and kiss and ... I
don't want no sugar from no doll, I want some sugar from Mama's little girl,"
Lola said with her arms stretched out as though Lisa was a bird and she was
waiting for her to fly into her safe nest.
Lisa dropped the doll and it hit the shiny tiled beige floor, hard. She hopped
into her mother's arms and landed in the middle of her lap. The chair squeaked
and rolled back from the force of the jump.
"Now, come give Mama a kiss ... right here," Lola said, pointing a shaking
finger into her sunken left cheek.
Lisa stared at her mother's cheek. It wasn't the cheek that she had kissed
when she was smaller, or even a year ago, for that matter. The cheeks she used
to sail wet slobbery kisses upon were full like filled balloons. The cheek she
was about to kiss now was only a paper-thin shield of flesh, laying loosely
along her jaw. It was wrinkled and not as brown as it used to be, but somewhat
lighter. It smelled of medicine; in fact, her mother's whole body reeked of
medicine. The medication that she had to take every day, some by mouth and
the other by Fannie's poking her mother in the arms, thighs, ass or anywhere
that wasn't sore from where the needle had been stuck previously.
"Go on, give Mama a kiss ... and if you' re a good girl, I' 11 tell Fannie to cut
you and Flora some of that peach cobbler Miss Evans made us ... after we
eat,'' Lola said, smiling.
Lisa smiled back with excitement, the kind of excitement that only a child
could have, that only an innocent, vulnerable heart could display. She reached
up and kissed her mother's sagging jaw, then wrapped her arms around her
mother's neck in a hold that lasted for a minute. Lola returned the hug,
throwing her weak arms around Lisa's waist and holding them there firmly
with all the strength that she could conjure up.
"Girl, git your butt down off Mama's lap. You know she ain't strong enough
to hold your big behind, Lisa. Now git down, you ain't nobody's baby
anymore!" Fannie shouted with anger from the table.
The jeans were finished, pressed, starch-free and folded neatly as though
they had been done by a professional dry cleaner. Fannie walked past Flora
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who sat on the floor beside one of the maplewood chairs. Flora wore a mintgreen sundress with painted ivy vines and white sandals. Her hair was pulled
back in a single braid which rode down from the middle of her head to the top of
her neck. She spoke to her doll, repeating Fannie's words with sheer mockery
and sarcasm.
"Git down, Lisa!" Fannie ordered, ignoring Flora and tugging at her sister's
arm as Lisa eased off her mother's lap.
''Oh, Fannie, honey ... she's all right I asked her to give me some sugar.
Sure enough, she ain't nobody's baby but her mama's, and her mama's always
gonna have the right to git a kiss from her baby. Now, ain't that right, Lisa?"
Lola asked, not expecting an answer from the child, and she gently swatted her
behind.
"Now, go on play with your sister," she ordered.
"Flora!" Lola said loudly and sternly, and Flora looked up at her mother
quickly with a fear that she was about to be scolded.
"You still my baby, too. Now come on over here and give me a kiss," Lola
said with a grin, aware of what Flora had thought when she called her.
Fannie stood beside her mother, observing the way she handled the girls,
like they were priceless what-not figures of crystal, standing in a shaking hand.
She was too easy with them now, too timid. It was like she thought that the girls
would somehow forget about her. Forget that she, not Fannie, was their
mother. She actually behaved as though she thought that the girls would lose
their love and respect for her, now that she was sick, weak and helpless.
"Mama, you too easy on these two, nowadays. They been so bad, I can't
even sit down and catch my breath good without havin' to holler at one of
them."
Fannie stared at the three sets of eyes that were fixed on her like a firm grip.
"If it ain't them fightin' one another, it's them fightin' with the neighborhood
kids or messin' up the house when I spent all day cleanin' it" Fannie spoke
with speed as she spat out the words of the girls' mischievous behavior.
"Or this, or that," she continued breathlessly.
"Oh, my big girl, you're just tired," Lola said, patting Fannie's arm. "It's a
lot on you, tryin' to take care of me and these little ones. Come the end of
summer, I'm gonna see if my sister Emma will come and stay with us, for a
little while, so you can take a rest," she said, looking up at Fannie with a
soothing smile.
Fannie welcomed the thought of having help. She had become tired, though
she was only in her mid-teens. At the end of every day, after everyone had
eaten supper and after Mama had had her injection of insulin and all were fast
asleep, she would sit in her bedroom window, feeling like a middle-aged
mother. All she wanted to do was take care of Mama until the day when one or
the other of them died. She had no social life, no friends like the other girls her
age, she only had Mama. Sick Mama, no-legged Mama-and Lisa and
Flora.
"Oh, Mama, Auntie Emma is comin'?" Lisa shouted, jumping up and down
while sucking her thumb.
"Now, just wait a minute here. I didn't say that she was really comin'. I gotta
ask her first She may be workin' or somethin'," Lola said.
"Mama, I sure hope she is comin', 'cause I'm tired of Fannie tellin' us what
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to do," Flora began, standing next to Lisa.
"Now stop that, Flora Ann Franklin! Your sister is supposed to tell you
what to do. Always remember she'll never tell you nothin' that ain't right and
that ain't good for you. Now go on back to your playin'," Lola said, but
without a smile; instead, her face with blackened eyes showed seriousness and
firmness for the girls to move along. "Now, y'all go on back over there and
play, before you make me mad."
"Mama, I got dinner ready," Fannie said, walking over to the stove.
Fannie had learned to cook and cook well-how, neither she nor her mother
knew. She had learned to manage the making of three meals a day, all on a
measly one hundred and forty-five dollars worth of food stamps that the
welfare allowed them at the beginning of each month.
"Child, I ain't really hungry yet," Lola said nonchalantly, rolling the
handmade brown, yellow, blue and orange quilt down from her lap until it slid
to the footrest of the wheelchair. Even though it was early July and hot enough
to make your brows sweat and make you want to try an aspirin for relief, she
had kept the quilt over her for most of the night. She complained of having a
chill, even in the steamiest of heat, but Fannie knew that it was only an excuse
to hide her missing legs and the dangling slabs of flesh that hung now where
they used to be.
"Hummm ... this fish is gonna be good, Mama. I didn't use my own cornmeal batter, I bought some of that yellow cornmeal batter from Ike's Fish
Market," Fannie said with her head down towards the golden fried fish.
"Well, whatever you cooked up, honey, I know it's gonna be good," Lola
said, looking at the back of her daughter, who gracefully moved around her
kitchen like she was the woman of the house now.
Fannie wore a black T-shirt with her name printed in white letters across the
back and baggy-fitting jeans. She had an orange and white striped dishcloth
slung across her left shoulder, like a head waiter in a fancy restaurant.
"Flora, go on and move the iron and start settin' the table," Fannie said,
taking the fish from the skillet and laying it on a tray that was covered with
paper towels.
Flora and Lisa played with their dolls on the floor beside the table again.
Flora had not even blinked when Fannie asked her to set the table; instead she
simply pretended not to hear her.
"Flora! I said git up and set the table, now. Don't let me have to tell you
again!" Fannie yelled without even turning around.
"Flora, git up, honey, and do what your big sister said. She got supper all
ready for you. The least you can do is git up and set the table when she asks
you to," Lola said.
Flora rose from the floor slowly, like an old woman rising from a rocking
chair at the end of the day. She mumbled to herself as she unstacked the plates
and made four settings. The iron was still plugged in and the bottle sat on the
end of the table closest to where Lola was sitting.
"You can just stop all that fussin' to yourself, Miss Flora, 'cause I ain't
through with you yet! Git over there and make some-" Fannie began and
turned to her mother who was watching Lisa as she sat walking her doll under
the kitchen table.
"What kind of Kool-Aid do you want, Mama, grape or cherry?" Flora
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asked.
"Oh, any flavor is fine with me. They won't let me have enough sugar to
enjoy it, so all it's gonna do is wet my mouth anyway," she answered, not
taking her eyes off her youngest.
"Make it grape, Flora," Fannie said and turned back to the stove, mashing
potatoes with a fork.
Flora had almost finished the setting. She had only to put a fork down on
Mama's place, then she would be done, free to go back to her playing, she had
thought. Now Fannie wanted Kool-Aid made and she didn't even like grape,
and even though she was the one to make it, she had no choice in the matter.
The iron sat next to Lisa's place, near the edge of the table. Lola s~ifted her
attention and began to watch Flora, the way she performed her duties, rushing,
with her hands jerking from one thing to another. Her wide saucer-flat nose
was covered at the tip with beads of sweat that looked like tiny clear-colored
warts. She had always had a mean streak, a mean streak that went far beyond a
child's anger. She had the temper of an outraged adult at times, the times when
things didn't go her way, and Lola knew that the sweat on her nose was a sure
sign of her meanness. She had heard the superstitious saying that a sweaty
nose is the sign of a mean personality.
Without turning to the walnut-brown paneled wall behind her, Flora angrily
reached back, ripping the iron's cord from the socket The table started to
shake and the iron tilted over, banging on the floor as a piece of cream-colored
plastic broke off. Flora jumped back, avoiding the iron, and Lola wheeled
quickly over to the table to keep the bottle from falling and hitting Lisa.
"Lord, I done told y'all to be careful," Lola said breathlessly, rolling
towards the table. "I better move this bottle right now," she said, grabbing the
pop bottle with her veiny hand.
Just then, Lisa stood up and hit the table with her elbow, and as Lola
grabbed for the bottle, it smashed hard against the edge of the chrome tabletop,
breaking. Bits of glass lay scattered on the floor like hundreds of pear-green
raindrops.
"Ah shit! Excuse me, Mama ... but Flora is too mean. Just look at this
mess," Fannie said, dropping the fork into the pot of potatoes.
She rushed over to the three of them and immediately lowered herself to the
floor, starting to pick up the glass.
"See ... see, I told you, Mama. That gal is just mean and hateful. See how
she pulled the iron out of the plug. I just know it's broke now. She needs a
good-'' Fannie started while kneeling near the front wheels of her mother's
chair.
A penny-sized splotch of blood splashed in front of her, hitting the end of a
large piece of glass.
"Mama, you cut!" Fannie shouted, jumping up.
There was a long, sharp, half-moon-shaped piece of glass lodged in Lola's
wrist, near her yellowish-colored palm.
"Oh God, Mama!" Fannie shouted with her eyes bucked and her hands
cupped over her open mouth. She stared at the blood that was as thick as gravy
and dark as a plum as it oozed from her mother's arm and dripped to the floor.
Lisa and Flora gazed at their mother's bloody wrist with wide and
unblinking eyes of fear. They both wanted to scream, to speak, to cry, to run
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out of the house, but neither could move. They could only stand and watch the
blood spray the floor, a deep-deep-red, as the hump of glass stood implanted in
their mother's wrist
"Just pull it out, Fannie," Lola said calmly, but afraid herself at the sight of
the blood that ran from her arm like a running faucet.
"But Mama, it's already bleedin' so bad. I think I better go over to Mrs.
Evans and call an ambulance before we take it out," Fannie said frantically,
rubbing her trembling hands up and down her thighs, all the time staring at the
glass in her mother's wrist
"Now, now, baby, we better go on and take it out now. It really don't hurt
bad, it's just the bleedin'," Lola said.
Fannie walked up and ripped the piece of glass out swiftly and without
warning. It was sharp and jagged, and it pierced her hand. The blood shot out
and covered the floor, designing it like the lines on a road map. Fannie grabbed
the dish towel from her shoulder and threw it on Lola's wrist
"Flora, stop just standin' there like a fool and git over here and hold this on
Mama's arm-tight! I'm goin' over to Mrs. Evans and call the ambulance,"
Fannie said, running to the door.
It was dark and still as hot as it had been at noon. Fannie pounded on the
Evans door, but there was no answer. The rust-colored brick house was dark
and quiet as the sea at midnight The Evanses' car was not parked in front of
the closed white garage door as usual.
She had no time to think. She ran back to the house and found Lisa under the
table screaming with her thumb jabbed in her mouth. Flora stood over her
mother trying to stop the bleeding. The blood oozed through the dish towel,
making it hard to tell whether it was she or Lola who had been cut Lola had
passed out and lay slumped over in her wheelchair, nearly falling out
"Oh my God! She's fainted. Come on, y'all, we're gonna git her to the
hospital if we have to roll her there. Lisa, git from under that table, crying like a
baby. Come on!" Fannie ordered, lifting her mother underneath her arms and
easing her back up into a sitting position.
"Flora, run to the bathroom and git a towel. Make it two!" Fannie said,
pushing the wheelchair out of the door as Lisa held her shirttail.
She had no idea how she was going to get her mother to the hospital, but she
knew that she had to because all she wanted to do was to take care of Mama.
The sky was navy blue and it looked like hundreds of yards of crushed velvet
fabric with a pattern of starry sequins spaced across it
"We really walkin' Mama to the hospital?" Lisa asked while tagging along,
still holding on to the end of her sister's shirttail.
Flora walked beside Lisa, holding her free hand as Fannie pushed the
wheelchair quickly down the street. She needed to push faster, to hurry, but
she also had to be careful, careful not to spill their mother's limp body that was

slumped to one side onto the ground. Lola's arm was still bleeding, and the
blood soaked through two royal blue bath towels that were wrapped loosely
across her wrist She had not come to, not even when the girls had tilted the
wheelchair while rolling her over the threshold, not even when the breezy night
air kissed her face, and not even now as she was being rolled quickly down the
deserted street with enormous whitely-shining streetlights.
"Yeah, we're gonna walk to the hospital," Fannie answered, annoyed and
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stern as she eased the wheelchair around the curb at the corner of Fourth
Street
"But I'm gittin' tired, Fannie. Is Mama gonna be awright?" Lisa asked,
looking over at her mother's slumping profile.
"Yeah, Mama's gonna be fine, we just gotta hurry up and git her to the
hospital," Fannie said and looked over at Flora who hadn't spoken a word
since they left the house.
She was angry with Flora for pulling the iron from the socket and making.it
fall. Angry for her wanting to get her way at all times, for not speaking to them,
for not being old enough to really be a help to her-for that matter, simply for
not being the oldest. But mostly, she was angry about her mean streak.
The bright lights of a car beamed from behind them, casting a glow across
their bodies.
"I think someone wants to give us a ride, Fannie," Flora said in a low and
timid tone.
" Could be, or it could be just some ole ignorant man tryin' to rap. Just keep
on walkin' and don' t either of y' all turn around," Fannie ordered, continuing to
walk.
The horn rang out loudly, forcing Fannie to come to a halt. She turned
around, holding her hand over her brows to protect her eyes from the blinding
headlights.
" Y'all need some help?" a man' s hoarse vo_ice asked loudly from the driver' s
window of the car, and his voice was comforting to Fannie, like the caress of a
warm hand being slid gently across a chilled face.
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ALL THE ANIMALS IN THEIR CAGES
Geraldine Martin

"You know, Lucy Ann, you could 'pass,'" her mother had said that day, as
if she'd never said it before. "Now, take this, and-try to make something of
your life." Her voice was cold, but it carried a pleading undertone. It suddenly
occurred to Lucy Ann, as she stood facing the tall blonde woman on the other
side of her father's dark bronze coffin, that, in her way, her mother did care.
The room around them was crowded with people, mostly the dark Haitians of
her father's family, but neither one of them appeared to see anyone else.
"And Lucy Ann, lose that weight-at least half of it If you have to go into
a hospital, I could manage to pay for it. You'll end up with your father if you
don't" Lucy Ann was not sure what to make of her mother's rare reference to
her father. He was, or rather, had been, dark and handsome and slim. What did
her weight have to do with him?
"Mother, what was it about Dad?" she wanted to ask. But she didn't.
Instead, she had reached out her hand, without looking, and taken the piece of
paper her mother was holding. She felt as though the dead man was watching
them. So she kept her eyes fastened on an antique gold filigree brooch her
mother was wearing pinned at the neckline of her black dress. Its intricate
filigree netting surrounded a carved scene in gold of two lions in battle. Both
stood on muscular hind legs and wide paws of gold, biting and snarling into
each other's faces, so that all you could see was their open mouths and
snapping, jeweled eyes. Their front paws were engaged. The brooch was large,
almost ugly, and certainly very old. Where had it come from? Lucy Ann
wondered irrelevantly. She continued to study it and to avoid looking again
into her mother's dry eyes, carefully made up in dark mascara under her
artificially blonded hair, which was piled high in waves bolstered by stiffening
spray and topped with a small chic black hat with a widow's veil that Lucy Ann
found offensive. Her mother was handing her a trust contract, deliberately and
symbolically, she later discovered, across the still face of her adored, darkskinned, Haitian father, lying amid the white satin of his coffin. No other image
remained in Lucy Ann's memory from that week of events, but her mother had
left for California without saying goodbye. So, on the advice of her father's
lawyer, Mr. Dobson, Lucy Ann had accepted the trust proviso and come to the
University of Notre Dame for an advanced degree, where she more or less
"passed." And she had quit using her favorite "us black folks" phrase that so
infuriated her white "lawyer-lady" mother.
At first, she'd lived in the graduate women's dorm on campus, near a small
lake, St. Joseph's, there. Then Mr. Dolan, her stiff Bostonian professor who
walked with one lame leg-the result of an untreated club foot-suggested that

she might actually finish her lagging dissertation on the sermons of Jonathan
Edwards if she stayed alone in his house for the summer, giving him and his
family a chance to go on an extended vacation to the Rockies. So Lucy Ann
had moved into lily-white suburbia-well, not exactly suburbia-but one of
South Bend's better residential areas-on Rockne Drive, no less-amid a
cluster of Cape Cod houses. They were all white, and all neatly tucked into
large, green, manicured grounds with tall bushes and evergreen trees. And red
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and white and pink geraniums lined all the window boxes.
And then, of course, there were the animals- the main reason why the
Dolans could never get away: the two young sons' science projects dominated
the house. There were two African turtles, donated by a nun-aunt from the
Barbadoes; one American turtle; three African toads, from the same biologyteacher aunt; two American toads; three brown furry gerbils playing in their
cage; and two tarantulas, one black and the other brown, on either side of a
wall in their common glass cage. And there was the free- roaming cat, Cicero,
brown and white. Lucy Ann had special instructions for each of them. Their
cages were all neatly lined on the other side of the kitchen bar, opposite the big
color television in the family room, the sunniest room in the house, just off the
patio.
Lucy Ann had to catch and hold the ugly, mud-green and brown toads while
she changed their water under the screen netting every other day, as they eyed
her headily from the tops of their heads. She had to hold the turtles, too, in her
gloved hand, as she changed their water and washed the rocks clean of
excrement and green slime, while they pulled in their heads and tails in an
attempt to look like rocks themselves. She had to feed them all. And she had to
clean the cage of the gerbils each week. They would wake from their daytime
sleep and rustle around, jumping on and off their metal wheel. And then, she
had to take a big oven basting syringe and drop water down on a wad of cotton
for the tarantulas. They did not need any food, she was told. Which turned out
to be a lie. In the middle of the night during her second week there, the black
male tarantula, with his huge hairy legs and underside erect, had climbed the
dividing wall between himself and his mate and completely devoured her. Only
a few dark brown, tom appendages remained lying in her cage the following
morning.
Three weeks into her stay, Lucy Ann was sitting in the blue parlor of the
Dolans' house, waiting for her mother's sister, Aunt Lydia, to pick her up.
Lucy Ann was dressed for the funeral. She knew who would be there. Mostly
her mother's family; it was, after all, her mother's funeral, and just short of four
years after her father's. Lucy Ann leaned back on the cushioned, deep rust
velvet sofa and slipped off her black high heels, planting her stockinged feet
into the plush blue carpeting. It felt good. Suddenly she caught sight of her
reflection in the ornate mirror that hung over the fireplace. In spite of her bulk,
Lucy Ann knew that she had a pretty white face, framed by brown curly
ringlets that were not kinky. The rounded contours of youthful fat behind her
transparent skin made her look curiously childlike, and her wide blue eyes with
their long curling lashes behind her thick glasses also made her look young,
though Lucy Ann was thirty years old. She was, however, not just corpulent;
she was obese-and she knew it. But even her large body, sloppy in its fat, had
a childish quality. Her stomach protruded in a way that had always reminded
her mother of the middle stages of pregnancy. Her mother had been further
disgusted, she knew, by her daughter's boast that she was a good "lay."
Indeed, from the onset of puberty, Lucy Ann had opened her loins to every
black man who seemed to want her and who was not repelled by her youthful
fat. Lucy Ann stood up as Aunt Lydia and Uncle Stan drove up in their small
brown Buick. It was time to go to the funeral.
At the funeral home on Chicago's west side, Lucy Ann was approached by
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her cousin Gretchen. Gretchen was a cool blonde with such finely chiseled
features that she invariably wore her hair pulled back in a French twist in order
to accentuate her classic profile. Actually, Gretchen had been christened
Barbara Ann, but she took the name Gretchen when she married a Wisconsinborn German factory owner and went to live with him there in Oconomowac,
near Milwaukee. Lucy Ann could never remember the name of the place, or of
the German husband.
"Poor Lucy Ann!" Gretchen cried, "you must be devastated. To lose your
mother so soon after ... " She stopped just short of adverting to the "colored"
Haitian father. Gretchen surveyed Lucy Ann from behind the black netting of
her veiled hat Lucy Ann wore no hat; her longish black dress reached well
below her knees and was draped loosely, with no striking features except a
discreet slit on one side of the skirt and the indiscreet decollete neckline. Lucy
Ann looked distracted, but not devastated. She moved on.
Beside the white coffin Lucy Ann's half-brother stood, accepting sympathy
from the others. Lucy Ann watched him from the doorway before she
approached him. Tall, thin, blonde, and just nineteen, he was dressed in a
somber gray suit, and his long hair fell down around the collar of his suit coat.
Lucy Ann didn't really know him. They had never lived in the same house.
Now she wondered what he was really like, what his problems were. In the last
row of chairs sat her father's wife and mother, the only black people in the
room. "Except me," thought Lucy Ann, "I'm black, too. And I won't let
these," her head moved to include the twenty or more people in the room,
"forget it either."
Her mother's second husband was there: big, broad Leo, drunk as usual. He
approached Lucy Ann now, folding her in his massive arms and blubbering
down into her cleavage. "He did that on purpose," she thought distastefully.
"Poor dear Lucy Ann," he gulped. "You're all alone now. How'll you ever
manage?"
"I've been managing for twenty years now without Mother," she reminded
him drily.
"You just lean on me," he went on soporifically, ignoring her words. "Lean
on Uncle Leo." And he gave her cleavage another long look.
"How could she come to her mother's funeral dressed like that?" she heard
from behind her. She turned. It was Gretchen and Lydia, talking with their
backs to her.
Lucy Ann looked around the room. Several big flower stands flanked the
coffin. Mostly from her mother's legal associates, she decided. A huge cascade
of red and white roses lay over the bottom part of the casket with huge gold
letters that spelled MOTHER draped over them. From Tim, the half-brother.
Lucy Ann had sent a small bouquet, but she could not see it. On either side of
the coffin, a dim warm glow shone from two brass sconces that were attached
to the wall. The rest of the room was lighted by indirect lighting from the
ceiling.
Mr. Lloyd, the undertaker, stood in the background, dressed in a discreet
black suit, smiling pleasantly and sadly on the gathering.
Two women she did not know approached Lucy Ann. One was silver-haired
and highly powdered, and the other was about fifteen years younger-about
forty, Lucy Ann guessed-and had her dark brown hair pulled straight back in
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a severe bun. Both wore black suits and rimmed glasses. The older woman was
slightly heavier, almost stocky, and her shoes, Lucy Ann noted, were heavy
black oxfords.
"You must be Lucy Ann," they both extended their hands at once. "We
worked with your mother for twenty-five years, before she moved to
California. She was one great real estate lawyer," stated the younger.
"We want you to know how really good she was," said the other. "She told
us you may go into law when you finish your English degree. We hope you
will. Our firm still misses her careful work."
"I hadn't thought much about it," Lucy Ann responded, wondering in one
comer of her mind how she could ever get her bulk around a judge's bench or
the witness stand. "Yes, I DO have to lose weight I will," she promised,
addressing the still, blonde figure in the white coffin.
And the afternoon went on, until it was time for the minister- a sallow
young man of about twenty-four whom Lucy Ann had never seen- and did not
for a minute believe her mother had ever seen either-to give the final blessing
and prayer. He would be one of Tim's friends-maybe a lover-Lucy Ann
thought as she eyed her half-brother knowingly. He looked the type. Then Mr.
Lloyd stepped forward to ask them all to withdraw. His assistant would be
taking the coffin down on the elevator to the crematorium. No one would be
there for that They left
Lucy Ann was glad to be alone again, in the Dolan house, with the animals.
She stood in the middle of the blue room for a moment, looking around
uncertainly. She lit a cigarette, and then crushed it almost immediately into an
ashtray on the coffee table. The ugly spot stood out-the one dirty mark in the
immaculate room.
She heated up and ate a large cheese and sausage pizza, fed the animals, and
sat down at her typewriter. She typed straight through until midnight, stopping
only to look up a note here and there, or to eat a chocolate or drink from her
eternally handy can of Coke. Then she said good night to the animals in a
slightly more kindly manner than usual, ignoring the cat's plea to get out She
went upstairs to the guest room where she slept It was a spare, dark room, in
spite of its three windows, containing only two twin beds, two dressers, a chair,
and an ugly orange throw rug on the highly polished hardwood floors. Nothing
suggested rest or comfort in the room, not even the narrow bed with its blue
cotton bedspread.
Lucy Ann slept fairly well here most nights. Tonight, however, she was
disturbed by a frequently repeated dream. She found herself back in the
strange large apartment where she had lived while she was in college. It was
one of those old homes in the Hyde Park neighborhood of Chicago which had
been made over to accommodate several students and so yield a higher total
rent than one family could have paid for the same space. Only in her dream the
apartment was slightly different It had a large center space which was brightly
daylit by a huge skylight It was not rectangular and had no halls, but was
hexagonal in shape, with each wall having an alcove where someone slept. Her
three roommates were there, but so were two others, strangers. Each alcove
was curtained off for a little privacy, and the center space was the common
living space. There didn't seem to be any kitchen or bathroom, but there were a
sink and a table in the middle of the big space. The alcoves were dark, and hers
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was messy as usual, with piles of clothing, shoes, books, magazines, and
papers strewn all around. A bright orange bedspread hung over a pole that
extended from one side of the alcove to the other. She felt that she wanted to be
out in the brightly lighted space all of the time, and not in the dark, messy
alcove. In that middle space, friendly, odd-looking creatures, which were
really outsized mice with chalky white bodies and big, funny, blue ears, ran
and played. Their colors reminded Lucy Ann of the big pieces, or chunks, of
blue and white chalk that trainmen used to throw to the waving kids as they
huffed their way by on the old Rock Island line near her home. Strange men
kept coming through the apartment. They entered various alcoves, and she
would hear loud fucking noises. A black man she did not know paused at the
orange draping of her alcove and motioned her in. She went, feeling, even in
her sleep, a tingle of desire in her crotch. She lay on the bed in the slip she was
wearing in her dream ( although she almost never wore a slip in real life), pulled
it up above her mounded stomach and waited. She noticed that her lower
calves were nicely shaped. They did not look like the legs of a fat person. The
dark man whose face she could never see in her dreams had his pants off and
was coming toward her. He plunged in hard, and she cried out in pain. Finally,
the strong odor of sex told her that he was finished. As he withdrew, he left a
trail of sticky mess, and Lucy Ann turned to one side to get a towel to clean
herself. When she turned back, he was leaving. As he pulled aside the orange
curtain, she saw his profile-strangely familiar. He looked like her father, not
now so dark, but light and handsome. His dark eyes swept her face without the
smile in them that she remembered in her father's. Instead, they were indifferent, dismissing her with their wide sweep. He left.
At five o'clock in the morning she was wide awake. The rising sun glowed
yellow-orange near the horizon. She got up and dressed quickly, pulling her
jeans up over her bare legs and bottom, squeezing in her fat with the zipper,
which caught painfully on little bits of flesh. She pulled a loose lavender smock
over her head, brushed her curls, and walked barefoot out into the yard and
down the drive. The dew on the grass felt good juicing up between her toes. She
reached the road and began walking around the addition, looking over the
silent, sleeping houses. Most of them were bigger and grander than the
Dolans'. All of them had large carpet lawns, carefully trimmed shrubs and
bushes, punctuated with a variety of colors-mostly in petunias and
geraniums. Some of the yards had pink peonies on full bushes lining their white
fences. She turned back.
Her time at the Dolans' was coming to an end, and she was pushing to finish
her work. She had another dream about her father. He was sitting in his old
beat-up armchair, in no room at all, but just in the middle of a hazy space. He
was dressed in a sharp grey tweed suit and lounging easily with one long lean
leg casually crossed over the other. He looked at Lucy Ann severely and said,
"You know, you'll never finish that thing. How many years has it been now?"
"Only four," Lucy Ann defended herself. But she resented his nagging her,
and she vowed that she would show him. So in the days that followed, she did
not go to the zoo. She kept typing. And she finished it, though the last two
chapters were kind of skimpy and really didn't say much. Still, she'd written
over three hundred pages. She had to stop somewhere. She hated Jonathan
Edwards.
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She left the three hundred pages piled neatly on the kitchen table for Mr.
Dolan to read when they returned. They would be back in the morning. She
packed her clothes and put them in the car in boxes and bags. She put in her
typewriter and books. She fed the animals. She walked around the house and
discovered, to her horror, that for six whole weeks she had neglected to water
the geraniums in the front of the house. They were all dead. They could not be
any drier, browner, or deader. She had never really looked at the front of the
house until now. Everything else was done. She wrote a note on a piece of
typing paper to the Dolans thanking them and telling Mr. Dolan that her paper
was finished and ready for his reading. She apologized for the geraniums in the
front and reported on each of the animals. She told them how the black male
tarantula had climbed over and eaten up the female.
And then she left. Cal would be waiting for her in town. But instead, she
headed the snub-nosed hood of her car down the road toward the South Bend
airport and away from Notre Dame and the city. Only then did she reflect that
she really did not know where she was going, or even where she would sleep
tonight.
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BURNING MIDNIGHT DOWN
Sioban Flannery
"I don't know why we hadn't realized something before. I knew I smelled
smoke, but it could have been just another burnt dinner in one of the apartments." Mrs. Reid is still talking, but I'm no longer listening. I watch flames
licking the dry wood of the back porches of our apartments. Black smoke is
billowing through the sky and hovering over the expressway like an angry
swarm of bees.
"I'm glad I'm not in there," I say, and Mrs. Reid gives me a look, somewhat
like a goldfish, her mouth shaped into an "O'' and the mind working overtime
trying to get the words out. I start to tum away from her and she finally mouths
the words that were stuck in her throat
"You have to go back inside," she says. "You have to go back to where you
belong.''
I look at the three-story structure and the flames. The wood is making this
terrible clacking sound, and it groans just before pieces of it break off, sending
showers of burning cinders into the air.
"Are you crazy?" I yell, but my yelling attracts the attention of the firemen
and neighbors who are milling around in the alley and getting in each other's
way.
"You have to go back in, miss," says a smoke- and perspiration-drenched
fireman, his eyes shining like a cat's from his ash-blackened face. I tum, and
there is a mob behind and around me.
"You can't get out," they're starting to chant. "You can't escape."
I realize that it is not a game, and I start to back up slowly, wondering what
is wrong with everyone. I can feel the heat on my back, feel the sweat running
down my backbone, feel the smoke entering my lungs, and I cry out It starts as
a child's cry and continues until I realize that my scream has become the wail
of an ambulance siren.
The dream always ends that way. Now I'm alone in my apartment, feeling
my heart beating like a metal hammer in my stomach and neck and skull. I lick
my lips, but there is no moisture on my tongue, and even though I'm tired, I
decide I have to get a glass of cool water. I feel perspiration on the right side of
my body and check with my hands to see if any of the areas between my cheek
and thigh are wet. Some are, so I sit up and get my bearings, letting the
dizziness pass through me and waiting for my vision to clear, and finally I
swing my feet over the side of the bed and push myself off the mattress with my
left arm.
I walk slowly, letting the pins and needles and numbness play over my right
side. I enter the bathroom and reach for the light, and then I hesitate. I always
do. I can see my outline in the mirror with the lights off and I want that
shadowy figure to remain in the darkness. I can just tum on the faucets and fill
a paper cup with cool water and drink it and never tum on the lights. Yet even
as I think this the dream comes back, and I reach for the switch violently,
almost losing my balance. Then the light is on, bright and glaring, and I'm
squinting my eyes and turning half my face away from the mirror.
Beautiful. Blue eyes, blonde hair, smooth skin. Everyone always told me I
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was beautiful. A good girl and a beautiful child. I let the water run cold into the
sink, and then I fill the cup. The gasping, sucking sounds I make when I'm
drinking the water half scare me, yet I fill the cup twice more and then let the
water run tepid while I fetch a cotton cloth from below the sink, along with
vitamin E cream.
Here comes the hardest part, I think, and pull my nightgown over my head. I
rinse the cotton cloth in the tap and then look before I dab it on the skin.
Purple wax. That is what I think of every time I see the massive keloid scar
that runs from my right eye down to the top of my right thigh. "Lava face" is
what the high school kids next door call me when they think I can't hear.
They're right The scars look like lava or wax dripping down the right side of
my body, and it's a bumpy, twisted, red, blue, and purple-tinged liquid. I sigh,
wishing that ten years ago they had had the technology they have today for
treating bums. It would look horrible, but better.
I don't remember the trip to the hospital, and have only the vaguest recollection of the porch collapsing on me, trapping me in flames. When I question
if there is a God, I search my memory and thank Him that I don't remember
more. I place the wet cloth against the skin, gently, since it has already been
oozing tonight I barely feel the cloth on the skin, and what I do feel is nothing
like the feel of the cloth on my still smooth-skinned hands. Again, I'm used to
it, but I can't help wondering why the scarred tissue does not behave more like
regular skin. After all, it is still skin.
I pat down lower by my neck and rinse the thought along with the cloth.
"Disfigured," I hear a man's voice say, and I tum quickly, feeling the
unrelenting tug of the skin-turned-wax all along the right side of my body.
There is no one there, although I heard the voice so clearly I thought someone
was standing inches away from my elbow. There is no one there.
I'm used to being alone and actually prefer it I can never forget what has
happened to my body, since its continual tugging and twisting and oozing and
dripping haunts me every waking moment, but I don't like having to contend
with the reactions I get on the street. "Disfigured" I don't mind, but "monster''
and "freak" I do.
Ifl'm in a good mood, I can laugh about the boys who pull up beside my car
at a red light and yell, "Beautiful!" out the window. They aren't being
sarcastic; they just can't see the right side of my face, and I know that if I tum
my head their way, their leering looks will tum to dumb cow looks, or
grimaces. The light never lasts long enough for them to regain their composure
or I'm sure that they would start to say something smartass, or give me those
pitying looks that make my teeth sink into my tongue. Pity I don't need; I feel
enough of it for myself and don't need any more from the outside. I rinse the
cool cotton cloth again and dab at my right shoulder all the way across to my
collarbone. It's like running your hand over a detailed relief map of the
Rockies.
I never ride the bus, except as a last resort. I think I've done that maybe ten
times in the past ten years. It's not bad in the wintertime, because of the
scarves hiding my mouth area. The most the other passengers can see is the
ragged skin around my right eye. But vanity is a small price to pay. It is the real
physical pain that prevents me from riding the buses. At times I cannot bend
my right arm at the elbow since the bum went right to the bone, and the bone is
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now partially fused. The tugging of the keloid is especially painful ifl move too
fast, so I have to maintain the gait of a woman of seventy, and bus passengers
do not have much patience for that I have nightmares about being bumped
against on the right side, because most of the time that skin is painful even
without being touched. The keloid is heavy and puts a strain on all the
surrounding tissue, so even if I do pamper myself, I often find livid marks
where the keloid meets the regular skin, and on a cold day the keloid turns a
strange, creamy blue with pink and red flecks. On a hot day the keloid turns an
angry red and raises up in welts.
"I can't win for losing," I mumble as I rinse the cloth again. I dab around my
right breast, which is only partially scarred, and the nipple is still intact I dab
gently, pressing the cloth against the skin for as long as possible. Some of the
stinging sensations are starting to fade now, since water seems to be a natural
refresher for the skin.
"At least I don't have to be worried about wrinkling up in the water," I once
joked to Mary, my best friend for fifteen years. I remember her eyes as I said it,
and I know that she is horrified to hear me say it, and that she has probably
already heard someone else say it
I feel something warm running on my face and look into the bathroom mirror
to see if it's just sensation or if there is more liquid running from the scar. I'm
crying. I rinse the cloth again and dab the salty water from my cheeks. This is
pretty normal, too. I cry when I can't accept what has happened to my body, or
when I feel I have been treated unfairly for not being beautiful. That happens a
lot.
I dab around the ribs, where the scars stretch into irregular fingers that snake
into little scarlet ribbons and then into tough, stringlike ribbons of white.
"Never let them tell you that looks aren't important," I whisper fiercely to
the mirror. I wear hooded sweaters to the store in the summer, and that attracts
attention too. Young children usually cry if they haven't met me before, and
employers will not give me ajob if I'm visible to the public. I've got a goodjob
now, handling the account billings at an insurance underwriter's company. I
always wear blouses with frilly collars to the job, and try to wear the bulk of my
blonde hair over to the right side so it will hang and partially hide my face. I
even wear rose-shaded glasses-pa rt of my humor escaped the fire.
"The fire ... " I hear my voice whisper up and down the tiles of the
bathroom. I stop for a moment and listen to my heartbeat It is a slow and
steady sound, and I'm wondering how many times I wished it would stop. Then
I hear the water streaming, and I remember that I have a job to finish. I squeeze
the cloth through the water and let it lie on the skin of my hip. Little trickles of
water run down the full length of my thigh and pause briefly at the knee cap
before wavering and dripping down to my toes. I study the area just above my
hip in the mirror and trace the outline of the letter "F."
"The scarlet letter," I say aloud and smile. I had nicknamed it after the first
skin graft in the hospital.
The hospital, with its too-brightly-colored walls and the squeaky rubbing of
soft soles upon tiles. Like a newborn, I met my life as it is today. Pain but
living. Living but in pain. Now just living pain.
I feel the warmth through my fingers from the cloth and rinse it again, this
time putting a glob of vitamin E cream on it and dabbing along the entire
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length of the scar.
"The scarlet alphabet," I amend, and wonder ifl, like Hester, would refuse
to remove it after these past ten years.
"Fuckin' yeah I would remove it I'd take my own skin back, perfect and
healthy. Damnit! I'd take someone else's skin as long as it wasn't burned!" I
know my voice is way too loud, and that it is well after three in the morning,
and I hope my neighbors haven't heard. I rinse the cloth to clean it and then
hang it over the towel rack. My mind is half here in the washroom, and half at
work with Mrs. Finch, my employer. She'll ask me how I slept, because I know
I'll look tired in the morning, and she'll try again to get me over to dinner to
meet a blind date.
"He's dying to meet you, dear." I can hear the condescending tone, the toosympathetic look in her eyes, made larger because of the glasses she wears.
She says, "Listen, you're a lovely girl, and you can be so happy."
I tell her, "I'm as happy as I can be, and I don't need to be married." Then I
get that too-sympathetic look.
"I'm as happy as I can be," I say again, and reach for the light switch with
my right arm. The skin feels as if it's going to tear; but I keep reaching, feeling
the weight of the keloid pulling on my cheeks and ribs and hip and arm; but I
keep reaching until the light is off. As I feel my way back to bed in the dark, I
hear a siren in the distance. It grows louder and louder, and I stop and hug
myself from a chill; and the siren is already fading, leaving a filtered red glow
to shine briefly in through the bedroom window. The noise and light fade and
finally die out
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PLAYBOY INTERVIEW: ZEUS
Sung Koo

A candid conversation with the king of Greek gods about mythology,
religion, love, science, and steam carpet cleaners.
Before we have a chance to talk to Zeus, Hera, Zeus's wife of many, many
years, tidies the spacious penthouse apartment that overlooks downtown New
York City. This place would remind anyone of what Mt Olympus might have
been like. It is sparsely decorated with Greek warrior statuettes. In the right
corner of the room is a sunken den and above it, two crisscrossed laurel leaves
suspended from the high ceilings. Otherwise, the scene is like any of the other
houses seen on "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous." The one item that sticks
out like a sore thumb is the army of steam carpet cleaners in the far left corner.
Currently, Zeus is working on a novel that attempts to capture his life
through the eyes of a modern man. It is appropriately titled My Life Through
the Eyes ofa Modern Man, and will be distributed by Random House late this
summer. When I asked Hera about the progress of the novel, her face lit up,
and she said, "It's the best thing he's done his whole life. He's finally come out
of middle-age syndrome."
Then Zeus came out from behind two large wooden doors and the sun struck
him perfectly on the forehead like a well-fitting hat. He was truly the god I had
respected from literature and much more. The very air in the apartment
actually swelled and an aura encompassed him as he approached me. His
presence formed words around him: charisma, strength, all-knowing.
As we sat in the sunken den, Zeus's white beard glistened in the sun. His
eyebrows wrinkled and he asked me if I was intimidated by him. Of course, I
had to confess that he was awesome, if not too awesome. To ease the tension,
he demonstrated his shape-changing abilities. First he became a swan. Then,
in rapid succession, he transformed himself into a frog, a bull, a shower of
golden coins, a pygmy, a sardine, a bear, a parakeet, and finally a stick of
butter ( which is his favorite existence).
This helped to alleviate the tension between us, but the point still remained,
this man was a god. This man had seen the beginnings and the ends, and it was
evident in his eyes and stance. When it came to giving interviews, Zeus was a
pro.
Zeus, who has been known as a father figure to each of us psychologically
and physically, was the greatest lover known to mankind, although his
infidelity to his wife is a factor in his life that he dismisses as "youthful fluff."
Some even critique Zeus as being a harsh god for his unjust punishments. Then
there was a time when Zeus received bad press for being the god who wanted to
stifle the growth of mankind. When Prometheus stole fire from Mount
Olympus and brought it down to the mortal world, he was severely punished by
Zeus. When finally confronted by the newspapers, Zeus skirted the issue by
simply stating, "So what are you going to do? Sue me?"
Since his beginning, Zeus was a rebel. As a child, he overthrew his father,
Saturn. Saturn had developed this nasty habit of devouring his children
because an oracle had proclaimed that one of his offspring would overthrow
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him. Zeus's mother, Rhea, did not enjoy this cannibalism, so she tricked
Saturn into swallowing a stone wrapped in swaddling. Zeus was raised
somewhere in the woods, and when he returned he freed his brothers and
sisters from his father's stomach. Under Zeus's mighty leadership, the young
gods defeated the Titans for the rule of Mount Olympus. Here they reigned for
many, many years. Hades chose the underworld, Poseidon chose the ocean,
and Zeus chose the heavens. This began a golden time in Greek history.
But now, it is hard to imagine that this very god was responsible for these
actions. This is a new Zeus, a person who has mellowed over the years. It is
hard to pin an age on him, for he looks as if he is a healthy fifty, but as we all
know, he has been around since the dawn of time. Now he is merely a reflective
god, proud to be the father of so many.
Even his infamous rivalry with Odin, king of the Norse gods, has been
lessened with age and maturity. This war has been as ridiculous as the LennonMcCartney feuds in the seventies. Yet, Odin still rattles his pans and still
complains and conspires to deflate Zeus's overblown ego. (See "Playboy
Interview" with Odin, Feb. '82.) He has even resigned himself to his fate of
being a mere underling to God. "We're kind of like the USFL of gods," Zeus
quips lightheartedly.
Finally, when the interview ended, we parted on Madison Avenue. His last
words were, "See you on the cover," which seems an appropriate way to begin
this interview.
PLAYBOY: Our cover shows you in character-comfortably overlooking a
world and laughing. Is this how you see yourself?
ZEUS: Sure, why not? There was a time when all this was new to me. A
time when it was all fresh. You know, this god thing. Sometimes I feel this
youthful fascination just from staring from this apartment
P: We thought we'd start with your background and work our way up
through yourZ: Nobody gives a shit about where I grew up and all that Even I don't give
a real shit. When I read an interview and it gets to the part where the person
grew up, I tum the page.
P: OK, what about your future?
Z: As you know, I've been working on my novel for the last ten years. I
never realized how writing about your past could be so self-consuming. It's like
eating yourself from the feet on up until there's nothing left.
P: Are there any authors that you admire?
Z: Believe it or not, although I hate to admit it, I'm not very much of a
reader. Hera's the reader in this house. Man, if we both read books, could you
imagine how many books we'd have?
P: So what do you do for entertainment?
Z: Oh, you know, television's fine. Once in a while, I like to catch a movie.
Something like Rambo, one of those hero movies. Anything in the epic vein.
That's where excitement lives for me.
P: So basically, you like movies with an epic godlike feel to them.
Z: Sure, doesn't everybody?
P: This question has been constantly on my mind since I first found out I was
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going to interview you. Are you omniscient, omnipotent, omnivorous, or omnicooL or what?
Z: I'm not omniscient, and I'm glad that I'm not. Could you imagine
knowing every single thing that happened on television? Bo-ring. (Laughs
heartily.) If anything, I'm omni-sexual. I'll have sex with anything.
P: Speaking of sex, can you talk about your best sexual experience?
Z: Sure. My best sexual experience (looks around the room nervously) has
been with my wife of many, many years, Hera, of course. Otherwise, why
would I still be married to her?
P: Should we talk about something else?
Z: Yes, by all means. Do you want to hear an analogy I came up with? Being
mortal is like putting on an album; it has a definite beginning and it eventually
ends. I can't understand why people don't live like madmen. What do they
think? Do they think that they have a second and third chance at life? I just
want to set the record straight That type of thinking and living is hazardous to
your state of being.
P: Do you think you're being a little too self-righteous in saying that?
Z: Hades, no. I'm a god. I can say anything I want
P: That sounds like the Zeus of yesteryear talking.
Z: Whoops. It's hard to change your life completely. When you're an
immortal, it's hard to take anything seriously. You know, you start thinking,
nothing can happen to me, and you have this holier than thou attitude. It can't
be helped.
P: So what are the other gods up to?
Z: Well, Bacchus has been inspiring many American Indians and Irish
folks. Overall, I'd say he's doing the best of all the gods. People love to party,
and he thrives on it Apollo and Hermes have been searching for the truth of
art. (Aside) If you ask me, artjust is, until someone breaks it (Laughs) By the
way, Hermes was just over here a while ago dropping off some mail from
Greece. Athena, well it's hard to say, with all this rampant idiocy running
loose, I would have to think that she's on a long vacation somewhere far away.
Aphrodite and her kid are spreading the gospel oflove. I'll tell you though, with
the AIDS epidemic, I wish them all the luck. Speaking of AIDS, that's all
Hera's doing. She figured with AIDS, most husbands will remain faithful to
their wives. You know, the old woman can be a bit overbearing with these
morals and lessons.
(Hera, who is still tidying up the room, enters the conversation.)
HERA: I heard that
Z: Sorry about that, honey. It's just that this guy's asking me about the other
gods.
H: Have you told him about our sons?
Z: Oh yes, how could I forget. Ares. Man, he's having a field day. If you
look at the papers, he's responsible for the Northern Ireland situation,
Afghanistan, Libya He's certainly gung-ho about this whole thing. And
Hephaestus, well, he's gone on to bigger and better things. He's into this whole
computer craze. At first he was just playing with computers, but now he's into
making them and programming them. It's awfully hard to talk to him about
anything else. You know, I'll ask him, so son, what's up? And he'll say Apple
this, or IBM that Talk about your communication gaps.
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H: That's no way to talk about your son.
Z: I think I hear the phone ringing in the kitchen. Could you get it?
H: I don't hear anything. Oh, I get it Sorry, if you had wanted to interview
me, you would be doing it Excuse me.
( Hera leaves and goes into the kitchen.)
Z: I'd like to go back to that question about best sexual experience.
P: Sure, anything you want.
Z: My best sexual experience was raping Europa. It was so symbolic. Have
you ever made it with a bull?
P: I can't say that I have.
Z: You've got to try it It's the most intense experience ever. It's sex at its
passionate high, full of energy and lust
P: I'll remember that How about this controversy about whether you
fathered Aphrodite or whether she came from the foam of the sea?
Z: To be quite honest, I don't remember. As you well know, I've been
around, and I just don't remember.
P: How about Athena?
Z: How could I forget? Athena is my favorite. Gray eyes and all. One day I
had the most persistent headache and it wouldn't go away. And back then, they
didn't have Tylenols or anything, so I cracked my head open to lessen the
pressure. Then-shazam-o ut comes Athena, all dressed in armor. I had a
hard time explaining her to Hera, but it was worth it.
P: How's it feel to be the first and only man to give birth?
Z: It's an OK feeling. You know, nothing too big. Only, this is a chance to
clear the air about this business about me being a sexist I am not a sexist.
Everyone is equal, except for some. Being a god, I am obviously not an equal,
so if I come off as a sexist, excuse me.
P: While you' re on the subject of clearing bad air, what about all the bad
press you received for being an unfair god?
Z: Moi?
P: Well, there was that whole Prometheus thing. One report states that you
were trying to suppress the growth of mankind.
Z: It's so easy for people to take things out of context. I was merely being
overprotective. Must be the mother inside of me.
P: Could you expand on this?
Z: A lot of people think that I didn't want man to have fire because I was
jealous that the common man might transcend to the level of a god That's all
bullshit. If man ever had the balls to do that, I would beat the crap out of them.
I was just concerned that man was growing up too fast, and I was probably
right. Look at all the fires that have resulted in massive deaths. I was just being
overprotective. All of mankind are my children. I didn't want to see them
destroyed by fire. I'm usually not the type to say I told you so, but in this case,
I was right.
P: I couldn't help but notice, but what is this obsession with steam carpet
cleaners?
Z: Sakes alive, I love this stuff. Probably one of the most ingenious technical
breakthroughs man has ever done on his own. The steam carpet cleaner just
symbolizes for me how science keeps making room for science. I mean, you
invent something like carpet, and then you have to invent something to clean
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the carpet, and then you have to invent something to clean the cleaner, and so
on. It's perpetual motion at its best
P: What other inventions do you see in this light?
Z: The garlic press. Taffeta and rayon. Those food processors. Most of the
inventions that I like are kitchen utensils. I don't know, must be part of growing
out of middle age.
P: Do you think there will be a time when the Greek gods will make a
comeback?
Z: It's really up to the people. If I had control over them, I would definitely
say that we'd make a comeback. The people would have no choice. ( Zeus
chuckles.) As it stands, though, I think it's fine with us. We are always present,
and if someone needs us, they just have to pray to us and we' 11 respond.
P: You mean, all one has to do is pray to the Greek gods and they will
respond?
Z: Yes. It's just that we're so out of date that no one ever uses our names.
Except for people who read Wonder Woman or Shazam. But then they don't
even use our names with sincerity.
P: If there was anything you could change, what would it be?
Z: I was ready for that question. You seem to ask everybody that question. If
anything, I would change that whole Prometheus thing. If I could do that all
over again, I would have just given Prometheus a lighter and said, "Be cool and
don't do anything I wouldn't do." The minute you start injecting fear into
mortals, the thing you fear will most likely happen. As a matter of fact, any
mothers out there who happen to be reading this magazine, remember this.
P: How would you describe your book?
Z: Well, it's a light, satirical view of the gods' world through the eyes of a
mortal. The whole reason for this book is to restore faith in man in their gods. I
understand that this is a tough goal, but I think it's necessary to spread this
gospel. Man needs something real to believe in. Not this pseudo-high-tech
movie crap that makes them go ooh and ahh.
P: When you look back on your life, how do you feel?
Z: I feel that all that I have done was necessary to get to the point where I am
now. I really do not have any regrets in life. I would gladly do it all over again,
and you know what? I could if I really wanted to.
P: When we asked Odin this question, he was rather bitter.
Z: (Winces) Did you have to mention that name?
P: Sorry, but I was hoping that this would lead to your opinions on the other
mythologies.
Z: Sorry, I no longer talk about that. It would be as valid as talking about the
Beatles if Pete Best had stayed on.
P: Well, it sure has been a great pleasure talking to the king of gods.
Z: Yes, this was very enjoyable. We have to do it again sometime. Anytime
before you die would be fine with me.
P: Thank you.
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IN THE NURSING HOME
Chuck Rudnick
"It's a miraculous machine," said the staff doctor to the reporter while
pacing around the machine and petting it gently as a master might pet his dog.
The reporter yawned, seemingly bored with the machine, which the doctor
was now tinkering with, bending to tighten a bolt near the floor, then reaching
up to flex a thick rubber belt The doctor performed these tasks proudly, like an
artist putting the finishing touches on a painting, then stepping back to admire
his work. "It's ready," he shouted to the orderly, and gave the okay sign with
his thumb and forefinger.
The orderly shivered with rattling teeth as he supported an old man with one
hand, his other hand buried deeply in his pant pocket The old man slumped
forward with his chin in his neck, his bare feet turning blue on the cold concrete
floor of this foul-smelling basement room. One might have thought that if the
orderly released his grip on the collar, the old man would fold to the ground like
a punctured balloon. Yet, when the doctor spoke, the old man slowly turned his
head toward the conversation, although without his hearing aid he could make
out only a faint murmuring sound.
"It's rather chilly down here," said the reporter, instead of asking some
question about the machine as the doctor had expected.
"Yes, yes, it is chilly," said the doctor, brushing off his greasy hands, one at
a time, on the sleeves of his aqua-green coat "It's chilly now," he continued,
"but I recall the days when our former administrator was here. Then-and
those were good days-then a crowd would gather right here in the basement
of the nursing home to witness the mercy killings. And with so many bodies
gathered together, the basement would become warm and we would have to
fan ourselves with our hands. People huddled here around the machine, and
stood, on tiptoes, all the way back there." He pointed around the room which
was now pitch black, except for the small area lighted by a sixty-watt light bulb
that hung over the machine. "Back then, there were many lights hanging from
the ceiling, and colorful bunting- red and green and yellow- hung from the
ceiling as well. The new administrator did away with all of that He tries very
hard to improve the Home, constantly writing memos-do this, do that-but
the former administrator was so thorough in his plans-well, some things are
impossible to improve upon. This machine, for example, was the creation of
our former administrator. I helped build it and even suggested a modification
here and there, but the credit must go to him alone. Did the new administrator
explain this machine to you?" The reporter shook his head slowly, much to the
delight of the doctor who could now explain the workings of the machine.
"This machine consists of three parts," he said, leaning against it like a close
friend. "This main part is the 'seat,' these two side parts that move toward each
other are called the 'compressors.' "
"The compressors?" asked the reporter. He was sitting on a cold metal
folding chair, daydreaming, staring over the machine into the darkness of the
basement. His arms were folded across his chest, his legs crossed, and still he
was so cold it was hard to concentrate on anything but keeping warm. He was
especially impressed with the doctor, who was so wrapped up in his speech he
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seemed unaware of the cold.
"Yes, the compressors," said the doctor, "quite an appropriate name. They
compress, you see, compress together. But I'm going too fast I mean to
explain the entire procedure to you before it happens. Not only will you enjoy
it better, but once the machine is working-it's old, you see, and in need of
lubrication-it will creak and rattle so loudly, we won't be able to speak above
the noise. Here on the seat is where the old man will sit. These straps on the
arms of the seat and around the legs will hold him in place."
"Is that a leather chair?" asked the reporter, straining his eyes in the
darkness.
"Yes, yes it is," answered the doctor, quite pleased with the reporter's
sudden interest in the machine. With a quick wave of his arm, he invited the
reporter to move in closer. "It's genuine cowhide leather. This unfortunate
stain here on the seat is from human excrement It seems that at some point
during the procedure, the person loses control of the bowel and bladder.
Amazing how it happens to everyone, every time. That explains the foul odor.
I have thought of cutting a hole in the seat, like a toilet seat, so that the waste
can fall to a bedpan below. A good idea, but, oh well, there is never enough
time or money."
The reporter now sat on the edge of his chair, leaning forward with his
elbows on his knees. The single bulb shed a pyramid of light around the
machine. The seat was oversized and the compressors were two flat metal
boards that hung vertically on each side of the seat, to the left and right of
anyone who would sit in the seat There were dark red stains on the faces of the
compressors, blood stains spattered on the gray metal like an abstract painting.
On the floor behind the seat was a small electric motor, and trailing from the
motor like a long tail was a thick cord that slithered on the concrete and
disappeared into the darkness.
The doctor noticed the reporter's roving eyes, and he smiled and stopped
talking, allowing the reporter to observe the machine in detail. The orderly and
the old man also turned toward the machine, their attention drawn to it by the
sudden silence in the room.
"So, the old man sits on the seat," said the reporter, and blew his warm
breath into his cupped hands.
"Yes," said the doctor. "And once seated, the orderly straps him in tightly.
Look at the old man. He's so frail he would slump in the seat without the
straps. And that would be no good-as you'll soon learn why. You've noticed
that the machine is electric. When the old man is in place, I turn on the switch
and the machine begins to operate. First, the seat folds in the middle, like one
of those fancy folding chairs where the arms come together. You have seen
such a chair, haven't you?" The reporter nodded yes. "At the same time, the
compressors move together with three-horsepower strength. And then
enlightenment comes to even the most ailing beings. Watch the old man's face.
His eyes and lips will open in wondrous comprehension of the merciful
apparatus at work. A moment that might tempt one to wish to experience the
feeling oneself. Anyway, the old man will be squeezed to death between the
compressors in a matter of seconds. Quite painless, we presume. They now
have trash compactors that work in much the same way, although our former
administrator thought of this first But surely the new administrator has told
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you some of this. He didn't? Well, then I must explain everything in detail, and
I'm most prepared to do so. I have here an historic photo"-he patted his
breast pocket-"taken by the former administrator himself."
"A photographer as well, was he?" said the reporter. "He must have been a
talented man."
"Indeed he was," said the doctor, nodding with a glassy-eyed look of deep
respect He wiped his hands clean on his hips before reaching into his pocket
and removing the crinkly old photograph by its edges. Holding the photo
between his left thumb and forefinger, which formed a capital C, he held it up
to the light bulb. "Our former administrator designed this machine to do away
with those patients- I call them patients-who are beyond help. This is a
photo of the very first mercy killing."
Kneeling slightly, the reporter glanced up at the photo, squinting as he
looked directly into the shining bulb. It was a sepia-toned photo that reminded
him of the photos he had seen of Nazi death camps. In the center of the photo
was the machine, folded together, the compressors separated only by a
deformed human figure that was wedged tightly between them. In the photo's
background, huddled all around the machine, where there was now nothing but
darkness, stood a crowd of people so terribly out of focus it was impossible to
tell the men from the women.
Now the doctor used the edge of the photo as a pointer. "It was the former
administrator's genius to engrave the word 'MERCY' on the inner sides of the
compressors," he said, tapping the bloodstained engravings on the metal
boards.
The reporter gazed left, then right at the word "Mercy" that was etched into
the metal like graffiti. Then he glanced at the old man who stood shivering,
drooling a string of saliva. The reporter was troubled by the pitiful sight "Does
this old man know he is a mercj-killing victim?" he asked.
"There is no need to tell him," the doctor said. "Don't you see? He will/eel
the mercy upon his body." Again, he indicated the engravings on the compressors. There was a pause, then the doctor continued: "Look at him. Does he
know anything at all? He can't stand up without the support of the orderly. He
can't eat without being spoon-fed, and even then, he dribbles food down his
chin like an infant He wets the bed two, sometimes three times a day. Look,
he's wet himself just standing there. What would we tell him? What would he
understand?" The old man licked his dry lips, then coughed up phlegm that
settled on his shirt collar.
"What about his family?" asked the reporter.
"His family," chuckled the doctor. "If he had a family he wouldn't be here.
Ifhe had a family, then they would feed him and clean up after him and do with
him whatever they pleased."
"But how then do you choose these patients-as you call them-to die?"
The doctor realized that he was losing the attention of the reporter, so he
moved closer, blocking the view of the old man, and said, "I alone make the
decision, for I was the former administrator's assistant in such matters. True,
the new man has attempted to interfere in my decision-making power, but I
have succeeded-and will continue to succeed-in fending him off. My
method is simple: when the patient can no longer follow the rules of the Home,
the patient must die, mercifully. You want the details of this case? Very well.
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This old man slept in the stairwell, he fed his medication to the pigeons, he
appeared at breakfast in his longjohns, he defecated in the drinking fountain!
So you see, this old man must die. Not as a punishment so much as a merciful
gesture of compassion. Understand? Now, let me finish explaining the
machine."
He led the reporter near the light, and again held up the photo, pointing to a
figure standing near the machine. "That's me," he said proudly. The reporter
could not see the face, but he recognized the doctor in the photo by the way he
stood with his stomach in, shoulders back and hands on hips. The old man
turned to look at the photo, but through his nearsighted eyes, all he saw was the
light bulb reflecting off the glossy paper. The doctor pointed to the lower
corner of the photo. "The compressors can be regulated very easily," he said.
"If the patient were a huge, heavy man, I would tum this knob to level ten." He
pointed to the knob first on the indistinguishable photo, then turned, knelt, and
pointed to the actual knob on the side of the seat "Only once did we need the
power of level ten to properly compress the patient. He was a terribly obese
man, easily 300 pounds. When he sat in the seat, his round shoulders touched
the sides of the compressors! He was that large! But for this patient, for this
skinny old man, level three will be more than satisfactory. I'll demonstrate."
The doctor, after carefully returning the photo to his breast pocket, walked
away from the machine and vanished into the darkness, his heels clicking
loudly on the concrete floor. The reporter heard a box tumble to the floor; then
the doctor emerged carrying a large watermelon. "I'm not just doing this to
show off, mind you," he said, "but I must test the workings of the machine
before we proceed." Placing the watermelon on the seat, he flicked the switch
and the machine roared on. The seat folded together, and then the compressors
surrounded the watermelon on both sides, squeezing it and spraying its cool
juices onto the face of the old man who watched the proceedings with an open
mouth.
The doctor stopped the machine and nodded to the orderly who responded
by unbuttoning the long row of buttons on the old man's nightshirt Then he
stepped behind the old man and stripped the shirt from his frail frame. The old
man fell to his knees, shivering in his nakedness, but now the orderly lifted him
and led him to the machine. The doctor picked up the old man's nightshirt and
used it to brush the watermelon pieces off the seat. "It's better without the
clothes on," explained the doctor. "You see, the clothes can get tangled in the
machinery." The orderly was now strapping the old man into the leather seat,
which was cold and wet from the watermelon juices. The old man's head was
shaking violently and his knobby knees were knocking together, until the
orderly separated his legs, strapping them to the legs of the seat The large seat
dwarfed the old man, and the heavy metal compressors towered at his sides,
casting dark shadows on his body. Suddenly one of the wrist straps broke. The

orderly stepped back and looked at the doctor for some direction. With his
back to the reporter, the doctor approached the machine and said, "See, see,
something is always breaking on such a sophisticated machine. No problem,
though. I'll use my necktie to secure the arm." He unravelled the paisley tie
from around his neck and wrapped it tightly around the old man's arm and the
arm of the seat "Some things do change," he said as he finished tying the knot
"Our former administrator had a special fund set aside to keep the machine
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maintained. That fund, like our former administrator, is long gone. But I still
keep the machine running. Somehow I do."
The reporter thought to himself: it is always so difficult to report a story
such as this objectively. His job was not to decide whether the mercy killing
was right or wrong; his job was to report the news-who, what, when, where,
how.... Were he to denounce the mercy killing or actually try to stop it, his
critics would say to him: you are a reporter, so just report! Yet he was appalled
by the injustice of the procedure before him and he was tempted to break the
rules of reporting. No one could suppose that he had any selfish motive here,
for the old man was a stranger who meant nothing to him, except that he was a
human being and this procedure reeked of inhumanity. Perhaps people would
appreciate his views on the subject Certainly the administrator would, for it
was plain to see that he too condemned the procedure.
At that moment the reporter heard the doctor cry out in rage. He was
kneeling before the old man, tightening the leg straps, when the old man began
urinating all over him. "Damn the new administrator!" cried the doctor,
standing quickly and brushing the urine from his thighs. "Now my clothes are
drenched." With a wave of his hand he indicated to the reporter what had
happened. "Have I not explained to you that this procedure weakens the
patient's bowel and bladder? So, I tell him, the old man mustn't eat or drink for
a whole day before the mercy killing. Even then, as in the old days when the
fasting rule was observed, the old man would still empty himself on the chair.
But not so violently, and not so prematurely! But the new administrator does
not follow the rules. Instead, he allows the patients to throw a farewell party for
the old man! A party! Just last night they were eating cookies and drinking fruit
juice in the old man's room. There were eight or ten patients in their green
nightshirts huddled about his death bed, moaning and crying, offering presents
of flowers and candy. Our former administrator would never have allowed
such nonsense. Not in the old man's room. The place to say goodbye was down
here, in the basement Our former administrator made it mandatory to attend
the mercy killings, although most of the patients were no doubt pleased to
attend, for then they could say their final goodbyes while hugging and kissing
the old man or the old woman who was strapped into the machine. It was very
touching. Now the new administrator forbids any patients to attend. So they
say their goodbyes the night before. As I said earlier, some things do change.
Last night I saw a skinny, bespectacled old lady helping the old man drink from
a paper cup, and I said, 'Don't let him drink tonight!' But the old lady kicked
the door closed with her foot, leaving me out in the hall. Fine, I say, fine. Let
the old man eat and drink, I will have no qualms about it, but then give me the
money I need to redesign the seat with a hole in it, as I have described to youthe money I have begged for for the last several years."
The old man had buried his chin in his neck, and the orderly was busy trying to
clean the small puddle of urine at the foot of the machine with the old man's
nightshirt The doctor moved toward the reporter, who instinctively stepped
back, but the doctor seized him by the shoulder, leading him into the darkness.
"I need to speak with you on a very important matter, alone," he said. "May I?"
"Of course," said the reporter, very much aware of the doctor's cold hand
on his shoulder.
"This incredible mercy killing procedure, which you have the honor to
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witness, has at this time few supporters in our nursing home. If it weren't for
me and a few others, the new director would completely wipe out the tradition
of our former administrator. It is all I can do to keep this tradition alive. During
our former administrator's lifetime, the nursing home was full of supporters. I
carry on the tradition, for my belief in the former administrator is strong, but I
cannot sway the nonsupporters. My power of persuasion, compared to his, is
nonexistent If you were to go to the cafeteria today, on the day of a mercy
killing, you would hear people condemning the procedure. The new
administrator has brainwashed these people. Now I ask you: because of this
administrator and the people who influence him, should this ingenious
machine, the work of a genius of a man," - he leaned out of the darkness and
pointed to the machine-" should it be allowed to perish? Could you allow that
to happen? Well, it will happen, it's happening right now as we speak. My
power is being questioned by the new administrator who is presently holding
conferences to which I was not invited. Things are changing too rapidly. I long
for the old days, when this room was filled with eager onlookers. Our former
administrator himself would help strap the patient into the chair. Then, with a
wave of his red handkerchief, he would signal to me, to me; and I would do my
duty and set the machine in motion. It was an honor. The mercy killing began
and the crowd hushed. As the compressors collapsed, the people bowed their
heads, many closed their eyes, thinking: God bless the merciful! In the silence
one heard nothing but a single, high-pitched scream, and then the efficient
compressing of flesh and bone. With dignity we all cherished the look of
peaceful understanding on the patient's face; together we saw the end of pain,
the end of suffering. Those closest to the patient would drop to their knees in
thanks; yes, the suffering was over. Oh, how I long for those days."
The doctor, carried away with his fond memories, had begun to whimper
and he wiped away his tears with the back of his hand. In the darkness, the
reporter could barely see the doctor's crying face, but he heard the sniffling and
so he bowed his head, deeply embarrassed for the doctor. The orderly had
finished wiping up the puddle and was now cleaning the machine with the same
dirty nightshirt The old man's head shook, his teeth rattled, and his hands
gripped tightly onto the arms of the seat, so that his bony knuckles turned
white. The orderly wiped a drop of urine from the old man's leg and the old
man raised his eyes to the orderly and grunted-his way of saying thank you.
The doctor quickly regained his composure. "No need to be melancholy,
now," he said, "I know that times change. Regardless, the machine is still
operating, even though it sits in this lonely spotlight And the mercy killings do
continue, even though this room that was once warm and alive is now so cold
and deathlike. We used to employ several orderlies just to hold back the crowd
of people who were always pushing forward, trying to get closer to the
machine. The orderlies would stand in a circle around the machine, arm in

arm, forming a human fence. Now there's just me and the one orderly, and I
often question whether he's needed at all."
The reporter, not caring to make eye contact with the doctor, stared over the
doctor's shoulder toward the machine. The doctor thought he was anxious to
get back to the machine, so he started walking in that direction. Suddenly he
stopped and turned to the reporter, saying, "What a pity it would be to abolish
all of this ... what a pity."
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The reporter remained silent The doctor moved closer to the machine and
stood there with his stomach in, shoulders back and hands on hips as if he were
posing for another photo. Then he turned toward the reporter, and with a halfsmile said, "I was in the administrator's office when he telephoned you, when
he invited you to witness the mercy killing. His motives are no secret to me, I
know him all too well. He is using you as ammunition against me, and I
compliment him on his meticulous plan. He knows that you are an influential
man, a man admired by other men. Perhaps your particular background is such
that you disapprove of mercy killings, or perhaps you approve of mercy killings
but prefer a simple pull-of-the-plug approach to the use of such a machine as
this-especially a machine that is so old and worn-now, with that in mind,
isn't it logical ( so thinks the administrator) that you might object to my
methods? And taking that a step further, isn't it logical that you would vocally
object to my methods? (Again, I'm trying to think as the administrator thinks.)
True, you are a reporter, so it would not be your style to be openly critical of
the procedure, but the administrator is also well aware of that fact. He needs
no lengthy essay from you to make his point He will read your story between
the lines and surely he will find a phrase or two to serve his purpose. You'll
write your story and he will read it, sitting behind his oversized desk, leaning
back with his feet propped onto the desk, reading by the light of the sun shining
in from the window directly behind him. There will be patients in the office ( as
there always are) who wait on the administrator like so many slaves-lighting
his pipe and dusting his shoes and answering his telephone so that he doesn't
have to reach to the far end of the desk. He'll read your story aloud, stopping to
re-read such seemingly innocent phrases as these: 'The mercy killing victim
was unaware of his fate,' or 'The machine resembles those torture chambers
used in fifteenth-century England.' These statements, which I might add represent good, accurate reporting, are just that-a report on the procedure and not
a condemnation of the procedure itself. But watch how the administrator will
twist your words. I can see him getting up from his leather chair and pacing
around his desk, I can see the patients rushing to push back his chair, to make
room for his pacing, I can hear his voice- a deep, monotoned, calculating
voice-and this is what he says:' A world-renowned reporter, an expert in the
field of euthanasia, has written that our old mercy killing tradition is inhumane.
It is based on this opinion, the valued opinion of such a learned man, that I
must, by virtue of the power delegated to me, condemn the mercy killing
procedure and halt the procedure from this day hence.... ' I think you begin to
get the picture. Of course, at this time you may wish to speak up, claiming
emphatically that you did not call the procedure inhumane; in fact, quite the
opposite (you may wish to add), what could be more humane?-but by then it
will be too late. You won't even get near the administrator because his patients,
like bodyguards, will separate you from his highness. You'll wave your hands,
perhaps even shout, but a patient will offer you a freshly brewed cup of coffee
or a hot, buttered biscuit and you'll be silenced as you eat or drink-and that
will be the end of me and the end of the tradition of the former administrator."
The reporter raised his palm and halted the doctor's speech. "I do
appreciate the compliment," he said modestly, "but surely you bestow upon
me more power than I have. If the administrator is so positively against the
procedure, as you seem to believe, then I may be witnessing the very last
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mercy killing, and you may very well be saying goodbye to your former
administrator's tradition, with or without my help."
The doctor exhaled deeply, inched forward toward the reporter and while
staring at his shoes said in a slightly shaky voice, "I ask you for one simple
favor: help me against the administrator."
Again, the reporter halted the doctor's speech. "Stop this," he pleaded. "I
have told you I cannot help you, nor will I hurt you, in any way."
"Again forgive me, but you are wrong," the doctor said. The reporter saw
the doctor's face reddening. "I will tell you how you can help me, I have
thought it out thoroughly. I know your power of persuasion is great, you think it
is not. Either way, for the sake of saving this tradition, shouldn't we carry out
my plan to its fullest? At least listen to my plan. The first thing you must do is
avoid giving your opinion of the procedure today. Say nothing, unless you are
asked a direct question, and even then, answer in generalities. Make it quite
clear that you do not care to discuss the matter further, that your story, when
published, will tell all You needn't lie, you needn't be rude; instead be
mysterious, be teasing in your responses, such as: 'Indeed I did witness the
mercy killing,' or 'Yes, I understand the machine in full detail.' The
administrator will falsely interpret these responses to mean that you were
repulsed by the procedure, but that is all part of my plan, for when he reads
your story, ha, what a shock he will receive! You see, I plan to be there when he
first reads the story. In fact, I will hand deliver it to him saying,' Sir, here is that
story concerning our mercy killing procedure, it has just been published.' Of
course, the room will be filled with patients and the administrator will be
anxious to read the story at once. If he doesn't instantly begin reading, I will
suggest that he do so, saying, ' Why don't you read the story aloud, sir, for all to
hear?' The administrator will pat me on the back as he always does and thank
me for the suggestion. Then he will speak to the crowd in his office. 'The good
doctor here,' he will say, 'has just handed me the published story concerning
our old mercy killing tradition and has suggested that I read it aloud.' Of
course, the old people will encourage him to read, for they will sense in his
voice that he wants to read. Then he will begin reading the story, your story,
and as he begins to read, I know I will have to bite my lower lip to keep from
laughing out loud. Don't hold back in your writing! Make it an epic story, a
strong yetpositive account of the procedure you have had the honor to witness!
Or perhaps it is more your style to be more subtle. Very wel4 then, write a
short, biting essay-how very effective that will be! I will make the
administrator read every word aloud. I' 11 stand in the rear of his office near the
door and often shout, 'Excuse me, sir, could you speak up, sir, we cannot hear
you here in the back, sir!' And when the last word is read, the administrator
will finally admit that the old way is the right way, the only way. What do you
think of my plan? You do like it, don't you? You will help me carry it out, won't

you? ... Won't you!?" And the doctor slammed down his foot on the concrete
floor so loudly that it attracted the attention of the orderly and the old man who
were still shivering from the cold.
The reporter had made his decision long ago, for his morals could lead him
to only one decision. Stil4 he paused for a moment, turning toward the
machine and tightening the knot on his necktie before saying, as he had to,
"No."
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The doctor moved closer to the reporter and stared into his eyes. "Perhaps I
did not make myself clear," said the doctor.
The reporter stared back coldly and said, "You made yourself perfectly
clear. I simply do not approve of your procedure. Don't feel badly, though. It
was nothing that you said that altered my opinion. In fact, I was earlier
considering whether I should attempt to stop the procedure-it appalled me so.
I considered pleading to the administrator, who, you have convinced me, has
the ultimate power in this nursing home. True, I am impressed with you; you
are a man of strong principles and convictions. But I am not here as judge; I did
nothing before to kill the procedure, and I will do nothing now to keep the
procedure alive, and nothing you can say will change my mind."
The doctor said nothing, turned toward the machine, and then, kneeling, he
glided his finger gently over a greasy chain. The orderly and the old man met
eyes, both squinting curiously as if questioning the events taking place at that
moment The old man attempted to speak, but no words, only a dribble of
saliva, fell from his quivering lips.
The reporter knelt next to the doctor and said, "I have not yet told you what
I plan to write. I will write a good, accurate report, as you suggested, but I will
neither condemn nor praise the procedure. The administrator may interpret my
story in whatever way he pleases, but again, I think you exaggerate the
importance of my story."
The doctor stood quickly as if awakening from a nightmare. "So, nothing I
can say will change your mind," he said, rubbing his chin as one does when
contemplating great and deep thoughts. "Well, well, well," he finally said, "so
it has come to this." And he clasped his hands before his chest as if in prayer.
"It has come to what?" asked the reporter, but got no answer.
"Release the old man," said the doctor to the orderly in a stern, matter-offact tone. The old man sat up in attention, unable to hear the doctor's words,
but well aware of the fact that the orderly was just then loosening the straps
that bound his legs. When the first strap came off, the old man, for the first
time, forced a smile from his withered face. Was it possible? Was the torture
over? Would he now be allowed to return to his friends upstairs, to his warm
bed? Had the stranger somehow changed the doctor's mind? It mattered not,
for the old man, in his quest to live, was struggling with all his might to stand
from the seat.
"Easy, easy, old man," cried the doctor, "there's no rush now, we'll help
you up." And he signaled to the orderly with a quick wave of his hand to do so.
The old man was now standing on his own, nodding his head foolishly up and
down, turning first to the doctor, then to the orderly, and finally to the reporter
who noticed a tear on the old man's cheek.
The doctor, who from then on ignored the orderly and the old man,
approached the reporter, again producing the old photograph and showing it to
the reporter. "Look at the faces of the people crowded around the machine,"
he said.
"I can't make out the faces," said the reporter, "they're all a blur to me."
"Here, here," said the doctor, shoving the photo into his face. But when the
reporter shook his head and shrugged his shoulders, the doctor held the photo
up to the light bulb, reached into his breast pocket, found a ballpoint pen, and,
with the tip of the pen, pointed to the faces on the photo. The reporter squinted
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into the light, making a polite effort to see, but from every angle the faces were
still but a blur. Now the doctor began to tap the photo with his pen,
accentuating his every word with each tap. "The people are all smiling," he
said. "Surely you can make out at least one smiling face." The reporter
reached for the photo, but the doctor pulled it back. "The people were all
smiling," he repeated. "If you can't see it, then you must believe me, for I was
there."
"Fine," said the reporter. "They were smiling, you were there."
"They were smiling," said the doctor, "because they knew that mercy was
upon the patient Now nobody smiles; now nobody even comes." Just then the
doctor knelt down to the knob on the side of the machine that regulated the
power of the compressors. He struggled to move the knob, turning it in his
fingers as one might tum a combination lock, for the knob was rusty and badly
in need of oil.
The reporter stood with arms folded, watching the doctor who was
silhouetted in the dim light from above. Behind him, the orderly found the old
man's nightshirt on the floor and he shook it out, holding it far from his face to
avoid its foul urine odor. When the old man put on his dirty, wet nightshirt he
stood a bit taller, perhaps feeling a new sense of dignity from no longer being in
the nude. He struggled with shaky hands to secure the row of buttons that lined
the front of his nightshirt, putting his arms to his sides when the orderly stepped
forward and buttoned the shirt for him.
When the doctor had finally adjusted the knob to where he wanted it, he
stood, stepped back, circled the machine, tapped it and kicked it gently like a
man surveying a used car, looked under the seat and then at the old man, noting
that he had put on his nightshirt The doctor then used the sleeve of his own
coat, making a sweeping gesture to clean off the dirty seat, then took off his
coat and began to unbutton his shirt. As he stripped the shirt from his body, the
photo fell from his pocket, landing at the reporter's feet "You may keep it," he
said, and pointed down to the photo." A little something to remember me by."
The doctor quickly stepped out of his pants and his underpants, kicking them
firmly into the darkness behind the machine. Then he kicked away his shirt,
and the pens that were clipped to the breast pocket clattered on the concrete
floor.
Now the doctor stood completely naked, completely still. The reporter was
amazed at how the doctor was still unaffected by the coldness, for he, although
fully clothed, still felt a strong chill in the air. By now, it was obvious to the
reporter what was going to happen, but as he had stated earlier, he was not here
as judge. If this was the way the doctor chose to handle the situation- the
inevitable end of his tradition- so be it The reporter, who was also a man of
strong principles, would, in the same circumstances, act in the same way.
The orderly and the old man looked on in wonder. The orderly moved

toward the reporter and bent down to pick up the photo, which the reporter
quickly took from him and shoved into his own back pocket Now the old man
was enjoying himself, giggling and pointing at the naked doctor. Now it is his
turn! And he giggled some more.
The doctor moved toward the machine and one could see that he was
hesitant to sit on the cold, filthy seat, but he quickly overcame it and sat down
hard, splashing on the wet leather. Gently, he passed his fingertips over the
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compressors, reading the engravings like a blind man reading braille:
MERCY.
Now the machine was ready, although the straps, and the doctor's necktie,
hung loose from the arms and legs. The old man grunted and pointed to the
straps, for he felt that they must be fastened onto the doctor as they were on
him. The doctor nodded to the orderly, giving him the order to fasten all the
straps but the necktie, for he would need his right arm free to reach the button
that would set the machine in motion. Once strapped in, the doctor, with a
smile, reached his arm down, found the button and turned on the machine. The
compressors began closing very slowly, and as the reporter watched, he heard
the crunching gears roaring in anger.
Because the machine made so much noise, even the old man, deaf as he was,
brought his hands up to cover his ears, only occasionally moving one hand to
point out some detail to the orderly. Now the reporter was bothered by the
orderly and the old man. He planned to stay to the end, to watch the doctor die,
but he could find no reason for the other two men to remain in the basement.
"Take him upstairs," he shouted to the orderly. The orderly, an expert at
taking orders from anybody, began to lead the old man toward the stairs, but
the old man, in his desire to watch the machine, had to be dragged away.
Just then the machine made a crunching sound. All three men turned toward
the machine. Were the compressors about to compress the doctor as they had
compressed the watermelon before? No, it was something quite different. The
motor was spewing a trail of smoke and the air smelled of burnt oil. A chain on
the side of the machine jumped off its gear and rattled to the floor. But the
compressors still moved slowly together. In all the commotion, the orderly and
the old man had stopped near the stairway and they both watched the machine
in amazement
The reporter, on the other hand, felt deeply troubled: the machine was no
doubt falling apart; he felt he must now aid the doctor who was so helpless.
Suddenly the doctor let out a long, sustained scream as the compressors forced
his shoulder blades together. The reporter wanted to do something, if possible
stop the machine, for this was no efficient and merciful killing as the doctor had
described, this was plain murder. He knelt and stretched out his hand, pushing
the button that had started the machine. But the machine roared on. He
grabbed hold of the black cord and yanked it with all his strength, but the cord
was bolted to the far wall-the former administrator had thought of everything.
The doctor continued to scream at a noise level equal to that of the screaming
machine. The reporter unstrapped the doctor's legs, then his one arm; and
pulling the doctor by his ankles, he turned to the orderly and the old man and
cried, "Help me!" The two men stood frozen near the stairway, barely visible
in the darkness. Alone, the reporter began pulling the doctor off the seat, noting
a bloody rib that protruded through the doctor's chest. And then, as the
doctor's head slid down onto the seat, the compressors squeezed one last time,
crushing his skull and silencing his screams. The reporter let go of the doctor's
ankles. The doctor now lay half on the floor, half propped on the seat, with his
head wedged tightly between the compressors. The corpse's face stared up at
the single light bulb, eyes open, lips and cheeks grotesquely pushed in,
capturing the final look of horror.
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***
As the reporter, with the orderly and the old man at his side, walked down
the nursing home hallway, the orderly pointed to a room no bigger than a
broom closet and said, "That was the former administrator's office. Not
always, of course, but in the end."
The reporter went near the door and pushed it open, feeling as if he had
stepped back in time. The room was dark, spotlessly clean and empty, save a
simple wooden desk, a wooden chair and an antiquated typewriter on a wobbly
wooden stand. Behind the desk hung a faded oil painting of a thin man with a
black wax moustache.
"That was the former administrator," said the orderly, referring to the
painting. Below the painting hung a brass plaque which the reporter had to
kneel to see. The inscription read: HE SET THE RULES OF THE HOME. HE
FOLLOWE D THE RULES HE SET. AND HIS MERCIFUL SPIRIT SHALL ALWAYS
RULE.

"He ended up here in this office, lonely, his powers all but taken from him,"
said the orderly. "The doctor never told you about that, of course, because that
was what he was most ashamed of. It was he who came to this office at times to
dust and clean, to preserve the memory of the former administrator. Nobody
else would."
The reporter sat in the wooden chair behind the desk and reached behind
him, opening the Venetian blinds. Light flooded into the room and the reporter
took a small note pad and a pen from his inside coat pocket and began to write
his story. The orderly and the old man made their way behind the desk and,
looking over the reporter's shoulder, attempted to read what he was writing;
but he shielded his words with his hand and soon ordered the two men to leave,
which they did, shutting the door behind them.
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NIXON'S NOSE
Maureen Morley
Artie sprinted down the hall of the dorm, the grayish lump he cradled like a
football bouncing against his forearm as he ran past a room with stiff, dubbed,
teenage voices from some Sunday afternoon Japanese sci-fi slithering under
the door; a second with a French language record hissing out, "Comment
allez-vous?" between skips and clicks, and a guy barely stammering out "Tres
bien, merci," before the record clicked and asked him what he'd like for lunch;
and a third with the door half open, revealing a freckle-faced girl in shorts and a
football jersey, nose into her typewriter, eyes scanning the keyboard in search
of the letter she wanted, her index finger poised in the air ready for the kill. She
and the other were totally indifferent to the scene two doors down, except to
know that it was very, very noisy, and that the same dozen or so people floated
in and out all day long, and that it was Cassie's room, which meant simply that
whatever the hell they were doing in there, they weren't supposed to be doing it.
The residents of Danner Hall-Second Floor had grown accustomed to potluck drug all-you-can-eats consisting of herbal tea with acid-laced sugar cubes
and hash sandwiches. They'd gotten used to the chicken races down the halls
where two of Cassie's cohorts would steal down to one of the nearby farms on
the outskirts of campus, nab two hens, smuggle them squirming under their
jackets up to the second floor, paint numbers on their backs, and hold them tight
while someone laid a line of chicken feed mixed with grass down the hall at
two-foot intervals. Then they'd let go of the chickens, throw down side bets as
the birds pecked their way along the pot and began to wobble and fall into the
walls; the first chicken to make it to the other end was the winner. Of course,
the guys racing them usually had to shoo and squawk at them along the way to
keep them moving forward when they got a little dazed, and often they would
end up tossing their chickens over the finish line. The next day, some cheerleader would inevitably wake up to find a zonked-out chicken sitting on her
face in bed. And the other people on Cassie's floor had even learned to sleep
through the screaming midnight meetings of the campus subculture to
overthrow whatever they hadn't overthrown for the last couple of weeks, and
they'd close their doors and crank up their stereos and try not to get involved.
But Artie wanted to be involved, because as outlandish as Cassie's crowd was,
they were popular, and as outlandish as he was, he wasn't
He stopped short in front of Cassie's door, the worn soles of his loafers
skidding an extra inch or so on the carpet His eyes stared straight into the
yellow construction paper sign on the door and its pink block letters which
spelled out: "Caution-Peace Under Construction" with the o's in "caution"
and "construction" turned into peace symbols. Artie shook his head, thinking,
these cretins have no grasp of the subtleties of true art, and he jostled in his arm
his own contribution to the May Day Peace Rally-a papier-mache Nixon
nose to clamp onto the matching Nixon head being built inside, and he thought,
patience, my man, patience.
He pulled his feet together on the floor, arched his back, and stood erect,
ready to make his grand entrance. He knocked. And waited. No answer-no
scuffiing of feet, no passed-along exuberant squeals of" Artemis is here!" -
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permeated the door. Just Don's doleful strumming out of "Blowin' in the
Wind," collective bursts oflaughter, and above all, Cassie's voice barking out
orders to her troops.
Artie cleared his throat and knocked again, feeling very alone in the empty
hallway-like the guy who's not invited to the party next door. But he was
invited, he remembered; so he decided to skip the formalities and slowly
twisted the knob and pushed the door open, mousily peeking through the crack.
Immediately, the sounds rushed at him like they were shot out of a cannon, and
he jerked the door back the smallest bit and clutched the nose tighter under his
arm before plunging in.
Once inside, the head loomed before him like some ancient Tahitian god. It
was a huge gray globe perched atop a square of red plastic milk crates pushed
together, and seemed to fill the entire room; and a foul odor-the same one
that rested on his Nixon nose, only ten times as strong-seepe d out of its skin.
There were about nine people around the head, patching spots, spinning it
around like a greeting card rack in a drugstore, brushing on more glue, but
Artie didn't spot Cassie. He could still hear her, though, and he followed her
voice around to the left of the head to the other side of the room.
"You call that matted?! Gandhi had messier hair than that!" Cassie tugged
down on her sweatshirt and knelt on one knee, but was far from proposing to
the faces of the hair committee that looked dumbly at her from their tight little
circle under the window. Cassie waddled on her knees into the circle, grabbed
up a cluster of eight-foot strands of brown and black and gray yarn from the
floor, and frantically ripped, crumpled, knotted, and twisted them around each
other as if she had been doing it all her life, while the circle of hair-committee
mouths fell open and squeaks of maternal anguish slipped out of those who
nursed blistered knuckles from meticulously cropping the precisely measured
segments of hair.
"Well, why don't you just do it all yourself, then?" cried Sarah Ann,
sweeping her blond hair away from her face so that the neat little hair-ribbon
bow that sat on the top of her head slid down to her ear. Near tears, she
climbed over the head of the girl next to her and wormed her way into the
crowd, sucked into a vacuum of people, it seemed, and somewhere behind the
huge, gray presidential bulb that was growing in the center of the room, a door
slammed. Cassie was also wondering why she didn't just do it all herself; it
would surely come out better than anything this group of neanderthals could
create, but there was the time crunch and even a head of hair made by cheerleaders was better than no head at all. Still, she was glad to be rid of Sarah
Ann. She was a majorette who had only joined the project because the
decoration committee for the Spring Dance was all filled up. Besides, Sarah
Ann's absence created a few more feet of space, which meant at least that Meg
wouldn't have to work smashed up under Cassie's desk anymore. There was,
after all, the risk of permanent spinal damage to consider. Space was really
getting hard to come by. She had to move her stereo, her TV, and reluctantly
her pile of junk into Jolson's room, which in turn forced him to move in with
Harding and Steve, and if things got any worse she'd have to take the posters
down off the walls.
Stretching her arms out like a cat, Cassie strummed several rows of yarn
towards her body with both hands, almost expecting them to spring back in
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place as if they were the strings of some giant harp. She elbowed one of the
other girls out of her way to give herselfroom and began to braid the yam while
Don, curled up pow-wow fashion on the comer of her bed against the pale blue
wall, plucked out an instrumental "Little Boxes." He buried his face into the
neck as he played, his chin scraping up against the curve. And along with the
fresh coat of sour-smelling varnish that floated off of it came something else
from deeper within-the wet, musty smell of Grandma's basement or a closet
gone bad. That smell had invaded Don's guitar a couple weeks ago when he
was playing outside and fell asleep on the lawn, not waking up until the
downpour came, the earlier drizzle having already done the damage. Now,
whenever he smelled that odor, he felt like a neglectful parent, and it depressed
him so that he would stop in the middle of whatever song he was playing and
strum out some melancholy dirge he had learned as a child. He did that now,
never lifting his head from the neck, as Cassie and the others looked up at him
and then at each other, rolling their eyes and returning to their work, for they
knew that no amount of coaxing could draw him out of it until he was good and
ready, which could be in a minute, an hour, or perhaps the entire weekend,
especially now that the skies were clouding up.
Artie made his way over to the bed where he hoped to get a better view,
almost losing the nose to a sideswiper as he went Behind him, nine people in
jeans and cutoffs and T-shirts feverishly volleyed tools and supplies around the
grayish-white Nixon head.
"Gimme a rag!" Sam shouted. A stiff, blackened rag sailed over the top of
the globe and slapped him in the face. It was so hard from paste that it scraped
his cheeks, and when it dropped to the floor it stood up on its edges. "Thanks,"
he yelled, whipping it up and wiping off his hands.
Steve wanted more newspaper. An arm appeared from around the head and
rattled half a newspaper in his direction until he snatched it away. "Who's got
the joint?" Harding asked. Within seconds, three in varying stages of demise
made their way to his fingers.
Skeller kept pasting layers and layers of newspaper onto his area of the head
until Jill happened to glance up from the side to see that Nixon had grown a
tumor the size of a watermelon over by where his left ear should be. "What are
you doing?" she screamed. From where Skeller was standing straight in front
of it, it looked fine to him and he told her so. "Oh, never mind," she said,
spinning the head in her direction and scratching off the layers piece by piece.
Skeller merely grabbed a warm beer from the floor behind him and swilled it
down, watching Jill with a lazy grin on his face.
Steve got down on his hands and knees and spread more sheets of dry
newspaper around the base of the still damp head. "In case it drips anymore,"
he defended to the impatient Sue. She lifted her feet one at a time, and he
slipped a page under each. The dizzying ammonia-pasty smell rising from the
carpet cut into his nose and eyes and dried out his mouth so that he was forced
to finish his rounds holding his breath with his eyes crunched shut; he roamed
off course and crawled right into a pair of knees wrapped in black pants. Artie
looked down, said, "Hi Steve, seen Cassie?" Steve shook his head no and
Artie stepped over him like he was so much furniture.
Balancing on the edge of the bed ( it was the only free spot in the room,
except the spot Meg had vacated under the desk), Artie could now clearly see
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Cassie bent over on the floor below, and he called out to her, "Cassie." Don
wiggled and adjusted his guitar to suit the new dent in the mattress and
continued playing his unrecognizable dirge. Artie called to Cassie again and
again, but she paid no attention; so he took the foot-long papier-mache nose in
his left hand, gripping it with his thumb in one nostril, and jabbed her in the ass
with the narrow end of it Cassie felt the poking, jiggled her ass to shake it off,
and squatted down on her haunches to splay the yam some more, while the
hair committee sat, yawning, chins in hands, fingering their own hair for
consolation.
Artie poked her again, this time in the side of her waist, so she nearly
doubled over to one side and was forced to turn around. She looked up to see
Artie stooping on the bed behind her- his black goatee sloping down at her like
a slalom track. If there was anyone she didn't want to be interrupted by, it was
Artie. He had interrupted her all week long-knocking on her door in the
middle of the night, waiting for her outside of class- always to ask her about
that fucking nose he was making, and whatever the question, she always had
the same answer for him: "Just do it!"
And now here he was again. "What the hell do you want?" she as~ed.
"Look," he said, pushing the nose at her with both hands- a proud father
holding out his newborn son to the relatives. Cassie fell back and caught
herself on one hand with the grayish nose coming at her, more of that
sickening, inky-pasty smell hovering around it
"Very nice," she said.
Artie's face sunk. "Is that all you can say? Very nice?" Artie said, pulling
the nose back under his wing and stroking it
"Uncommonly nice," she offered. "A plethora of niceness. It's an ear,
Arthur. What's there to say?"
"An ear! You barbarian. It's a nose!" His goatee ruffied in disgust.
"Anyone can see it's a nose!" Cassie cringed in anticipation of the "It's as
plain as the nose on your face" that she figured was coming, but it didn't come.
Artie was too angry for that. "And if you wish to address me with a formal
name," he said haughtily, "please use Artemis."
"Let me see it ... Ar-thur," she said, drawing the" Ar-thur" out as long as
possible. She stood up, massaged her kneecaps as they cracked, and motioned
for him to give her the nose. He hesitated, cuddling it protectively. "C'mon,
c'mon," Cassie said, sticking out her hand none too demurely-every bit a
loan shark waiting for payment She could have kicked herself for ever letting
an art major in on the project They have no concept of reality.
Artie slowly extended the nose to her. She yanked it away by the bridge and
slapped at it and flipped it over and peered up the nostrils. "A thousand
apologies, Artemis," she said after the inspection was complete. "It is indeed a
nose." He smiled in triumph. She tossed it back into his hands. "It's just not

the nose." Artie was mortally wounded. How could she be so cruel, after he'd
slaved, sketch after sketch, scale models, cramped fingers?
"It's a beak," Cassie went on. "Nixon's nose isn't a beak. It's a ... it's a ... "
She traced a path over her own nose and then some. "It's a lemon wedge." She
grinned, happy with her conclusion.
"I was doing my own interpretation. Don't you allow for artistic license?"
Spare me, Cassie thought, all prepared for Artie's lecture on how his nose
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represented the struggle of the masses against tyrannical rule, but if he were
thinking along those lines, he never got the chance to expound on it.
"Whoa, whooaa, catch it! Shit!" Cassie and Artie looked over to see the
giant, gray, soon-to-be-Nixon's-head egg topple over on one side, six people
scrambling around to catch it, and Steve laying more newspaper, amid shouts
of "Skeller, what'd you have to go and lean against it for ... I didn't. .. you
asshole ... hey, hey, hold it, I got it, okay, wait, wait, wait ... all right ...
what an asshole." Cassie rushed in and braced her shoulder with all the others
against the head.
Artie grinned and muttered to himself, "All the king's horses and all the
king's men ... " Don cranked the knobs on his guitar, his ear pressing up
against the neck as he flicked at the strings. The girls of the hair committe~
hardly glanced up; they were concentrating on twisting the yarn exactly the
way Cassie had done it.
The milk crates creaked as Cassie and the group pushed the head back up to
its original position and ran around to catch it in case it toppled over on the
other side. After steadying the president's head, she marched back towards
Artie muttering about hired help and then continued past him to inspect
Nixon's hair.
Artie poked her in the spine. God, that was really beginning to grate on her
nerves. "What do you want me to do now?" he asked.
"Make a new one ... a lemon wedge," she said with a shrug, thinking it to
be quite clear.
"I spent six days making this one," he said.
She turned to face him in disbelief. "We only spent two days on the whole
head."
"And it fell over," he pointed out Everyone was still working on the head,
only now they kept one hand steadying it at all times.
"That's because it didn't have the proper nose to balance it," Cassie threw
back at him, never to be outdone in a match of wisecracks.
Artie was no competition and so took the nose and slammed it down on her
foot It didn't really hurt, but Cassie was naturally melodramatic and grabbed
her foot in pain. The nose rolled into the bed of hair ( inciting some quick
shrieks from the girls), and since Artie was ignoring her mock suffering, and
was instead winding his way toward the door-wherev er it was-Cassie
scooped up the nose and lined it at his back. Both the head and hair committees watched silently as the nose bounced off his hip and wobbled under
Steve's chin as he was picking up papers. Artie grabbed it up and stormed out
of the room with a nod and an Oliver Hardy "hmmph" at Cassie.
Cassie took no notice or thought She just clapped her hands together
saying, "Okay, Sam, you're off head; you're on nose. Let's start painting this
thing so we can get the hair on, people." She stopped and peered more closely
at the ash-white egg. "Nah, don't paint it. It looks more lifelike this way."
Everyone agreed and they began the rest of the artwork. They painted in
bloodshot eyes and thin lips and stubble over the chin. The paint and paste
fumes were getting so bad they had to evacuate for a while, because people
were starting to faint. Sam brought in the nose- shaped like, well, a wilted
lemon wedge. And that was tacked on. Then the ears went on, and the hairstrategically matted and ratty and hauled back in a ponytail. Harding, the joint-
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maker, attached his papier-mache joint to the lips along with a chunk of steelwool smoke. Finally, it was finished, right on time for the May Day Rally. A
five-foot-high bust of Nixon with long hair and a red heart painted on his
cheek, toking on a joint through a thin- lipped grin, and the paper banner
beneath that read, "If ya can't beat 'em, join 'em."
Cassie gave a long humbling speech about how she couldn't have done it
without them-neither she nor they believing a word of it And then on to the
parade. It took all of them to hoist the head onto the small, metal, wheeled
platform they had rolled in. The rest of the floor fought their curiosity as they
heard a collective grunt, a thud and a squeak, and a group exhale emerge from
that room down the hall. Steve was nearly trapped underneath the head while
trying to retrieve a stray page of newspaper, but there were no injuries, only a
few cheap glue highs, and they wheeled the president to the door, humming
"Hail to the Chief." Harding was at the helm and he pulled the platform by the
handle through the doorway and kept going, while the other eleven watched
deadpan as the platform slid away and disappeared down the hall and the head
slammed against the doorframe and fell backwards, minus one ear that rocked
to a halt on the carpet, and still wearing its silly, stoned grin.
Cassie choked back tears; five others tried desperately to push the cheeks in;
a couple of girls straightened the bow around the ponytail; and Sam snapped
the joint off the mouth, planted his foot on the nose, and said, "Sooo ...
anyone got a light?"
The others were ready to cash it in right there, and Cassie would have too, if
notice didn't come later that afternoon that the May Day festivities had been
called on account of rain and would take place the next day instead. The Nixon
head was trashed; no question about that, but they had another twenty-four
hours which Cassie took as a sign from God, so she re-gathered her troops, and
told them they would come up with a new entry to the Rally or die trying.
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THE FOOT
Jennifer I. Oliver
Man, I tell you this is a crazy place full of crazy people. Speaking of crazy,
let me tell you what happened on May 1st Clay Ray Morris went home for
lunch about noon, and, Lord, what a mornin'! You see, Clay had gotten this
posh job on the A venue at Saks Fifth as a shoe department manager. Now
Saks ain't Payless. We're talking quality shoes for high-class folks who have
the bucks to pay. Clay dressed the part to the hilt Today, he had on a gray
pinstriped, double-breasted suit with a saucy maroon tie. He polished off the
outfit with gray suede loafers. Man, Clay was sharp! His hair was cut low and
fine, his black mustache nicely trimmed. He looked so good, you almost forgot
he was just another street boy on the weekends.
There were rich witches flying in on their gold-plated broomsticks, and Clay
was the only man on the floor that morning. His last customer before he
booked was this obese Jewish lady, about 4 feet 11 inches, who had to top the
300-poun d mark. She toddled off the elevator in a floor-length black mink and
huffed her way into the shoe departme nt Clay knew she was trouble the
minute she walked in. If there was one thing he could not stand it was a fat
woman. They were always a bad omen, and this one took the prize.
After she squeezed ( and I use the word in the fullest sense) into the chair,
she demanded to see the newest and most expensive line of pumps in snake.
"What size, madam?" Clay asked in his suave, charming manner. She
hissed out a size and flicked her diamond-bedecked hand at him to shoo him off
to his duty.
"Cow!" Clay whispered under his breath as he walked back into the
storeroom. He came out with a stack of the best snake imaginable and knelt
down to help the lady off with her shoes. She had slithered out of her mink and
sat there in a mint green dress, her gray-blonde hair (bleached of course) pulled
into a bun that emphasized her four chins. She eyed Clay like a cockroach she
wanted to stomp and uttered not a word as Clay helped her into a nice blue
gator. Her big toe barely made it in, but she grunted and pushed as if she knew
she was gonna get into this baby.
"Uh, madam, maybe you should try a larger size," Clay suggested (I might
add quite nicely).
"It's the style, I know what size I wear. You just do your job! Get me
another style," she hissed again and flicked her rocks at him. Clay wanted to
bite every finger off and spit the diamonds in her face, but that was Clay baby,
cool to the end. After the third pair with no success, the woman finally decided
to try a larger size. She gave a gigantic push. Clay was afraid she would fall out
of the chair. But after two pushes she squeezed into a size eight, the fat on top
of her foot sticking out over the edge.
"I'll take these," she hissed, huffing a little from exerting all that energy.
Clay didn't bother to ask whether she wanted the shoes wrapped; he quickly
put the pair she came in with in the box and rushed to the counter to ring the
shoes up. When he got behind the counter, his assistant had just arrived. Clay
had had about enough and booked.
When the boy hit the drive he felt about ten tons lighter and was in a hurry to
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get home. You see, his sister, Dee, was cooking up some collard greens and
hog mauls, Clay's favorite dish. After he parked in the driveway he hurried
toward the house, in the mood to dine. His keys jingled in the lock as he opened
the front door. His senses were immediately assailed by the smell of the
aforementioned dish and the sound of the radio playing the noon "hot mix" on
'JPC. He followed the smell down the carpeted hallway that doubled as a
picture gallery, then turned left into the kitchen.
He almost collided with Dee gyrating to the beat of the music. Her head and
butt moved in about five different directions, her dark hair flying in her face.
There were only two words to describe Dee, SHORT and FAT. Clay watched
her strut across the floor with a dishtowel twirling above her head and almost
lost his appetite. Before he did, he quickly walked over to the stove, took the
soup ladle off the counter and dove into the bubbling black pot with hungry
relish. Dee, her spasms finished, thrust a bowl and spoon in his face as he
proceeded to eat directly from the pot
"Don't be sick, man!" she berated him. "Eat like decent folk." There she
goes again. He wanted to throw a ladle full of greens in her face. Instead, he
snatched the bowl from her hand and scooped a generous portion of greens into
it Spotting a humongous piece of hog covered with greens, Clay scooped it
out. He lifted it to his nose and sniffed adoringly, then slid it into the bowl,
bundled contentedly over to the table, and plopped in his chair. Dee looked on
in disgust as he drooled into the bowl and stuck one finger in to sample the
juice. The boy was ready to dig in and take a plug out of that prize pork piece
when he looked at it and saw a touch of red at the tip.
"Ain't nothin' worse than a half-cooked piece of poak!" he yelled over his
shoulder while he scraped the greens off the meat with his spoon.
"You tryin' to knock my cookin', boy?" Dee yelled as she peered into the
refrigerator. Clay knew better than to rile Dee about her cooking, but we'll
chalk that up to his bad morning. The look on Clay's face changed from
distaste to puzzlement and from puzzlement to horror as the tip of what he
thought was a hog piece began to look more like a big toe. With his thumb and
index finger he pulled the meat into full view.
"My God! It's a foot!" he whispered as he stood up, mouth wide as a hooked
fish.
"Clay? You never did answer me!" Dee yelled from inside the refrigerator.
She came out butt first and turned to face him with a pl~te in her hand.
"AAAAAAHHHHHH!!!" she screamed, and dropped the plate. Clay,
startled by the scream, dropped the foot at the same time the plate shattered on
the floor. The foot hit the bowl and toppled its contents all over the table.
"You, you, you sickie! You scuzzbag! You vermin! I knew this would
happen, all those pictures of women's feet on your wall. Scuzzz! I hate your
guts!" Dee yelled at Clay, her voice getting louder at every word.

Clay plopped down into his chair and scratched his scalp, totally dumbfounded. Green juice dribbled over the side of the table and soaked into his
gray suede shoes. The foot sat there in the middle of the table and dripped and
congealed with the rest of the mess. It looked half cooked, Clay thought, as he
stared at the brightly painted toenails. A minute diamond and gold ring was on
the baby toe. Clay recognized immediately who the foot belonged to-that
fabulous dancer who came in on Tuesdays and Thursdays to buy cobalt blue
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alligator pumps.
Lana Lynette was her name, and she had the best looking feet this side of the
Avenue (and the rest of her wasn't too shabby either!). Yeah, Clay
remembered that babe. She'd come in with a flourish of mink, her black hair
pulled back in a French braid that emphasized her high cheekbones and olive
complexion. And she had the biggest almond eyes, the woman was a brickhouse! She would walk in and ask for every alligator pump in the place,
especially in cobalt blue. She was Clay's A-number-one customer. The man
looked forward to Tuesdays and Thursdays. He even marked it on his calendar
in red. After she cased the place she would set her petite little body in the chair
and would almost drive Clay crazy wriggling her toes in his face. He would
sneak a tickle and caress her foot every chance he got. And she would just
giggle and say, "Oooh sir, if I didn't know better I would think you had
something for my feet!" Then she would laugh uproariously as if she didn't
mean a syllable.
But wait, Clay man! We've got to get back to reality. Her foot was cooked in
a pot of collard greens and hog mauls, and you don't know how it got there!
Clay wiped the smile off his face and broke out of his daydream. He tried to
think what he could do, but couldn't come up with anything. Then Dee made
him take swift action.
"You better get that foot the heck outta here now! You's an idiot, I don't
know how Mamma birthed the both of us and how you got that job of yours
'cause you just incompetent!"
"N aw, Deena, wait, we can toss it in the garbage disposal." You knew Clay
was bitin' tall when he called her by her full name, but Dee wouldn't have any
of that stuff.
"Get the heck outta here afore I lose my 'ligion and say somethin' I'm gonna
have to repent about! And take the foot with ya! Sweet Laud, I'll never eat
greens again!" Dee threw her hand on top of her head in a mock swoon and
leaned over the counter as if she was going to drown. This consummate piece
of acting undid Clay. He grabbed a dishtowel from the table, wrapped the foot
in it and booked in a hurry! The man was totally doused. He didn't know what
was going on, he just knew that he had to get rid of the thing and fast He
hopped in his vehicle and prepared to take a short run before returning to work.
But where are my manners! I haven't told you all I know about Clay Ray
Morris. Clay, like any American black boy that lived on the street, had a fetish,
and Clay's happened to be feet He had a camera hidden behind the desk at
work and with the help of his assistant manager, he had the best feet on film.
Yeah, Clay had it bad, and it had finally caught up with him. But poor Clay had
had it bad from the beginning, how would you folks like to live with Dee? I
mean the poor fella assumed he'd get a little peace and live his own life once his
mamma died, but Mamma was a crafty sister. She'd left a stipulation in her
will that him and Deena had to share the house for two years or until she got
married ( as if any decent man would). Otherwise Clay couldn't inherit
anything-including the house. He dreamed of the day when he could kick her
out on her ear and have the house all to himself.
Anyway, the boy was doing sixty on LSD in his red Fiero. He rolled down
the window and decided he'd toss the foot in the harbor and give the fishies a
good dinner. He just happened to look in the rear view mirror and saw the
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familiar blue lights of a police vehicle ( Clay didn't play with the fuzz, the boy
had too much sense). He pulled over and opened the door real slow, then
dropped the foot He stepped out of his ride and smoothly kicked it underneath
the car. He felt quite pleased with himself.
Then the police pulled in front of him. The first cop was a brother, tall and
decked in his policeman's blue with Foster Grants in place on his nose.
"Goin' sixty on the Drive, eh? How about we see your license, bro'," he
said as he pulled out his citation book. His partner, a short dumpy white dude,
bumbled up next to him and looked my man Clay from tip to toe.
"Eh, I was sure he dropped somethin', Lee," the dumpy one said to the
brother. "What ya drop, buddy?" Both cops stared at Clay and waited for an
answer. My man turned white (well, for a black boy, maybe an ash gray).
But wait now, things are kind of getting fuzzy here and I can't rightfully say
what happened next ...
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SHOOTI NG UP
Joey Pickering
There's not much to it. You've got to find a place to hide, especially if you're
in public. If you're a customer at the bar, the bathroom 's all right, if it's not too
crowded. If it is, try your car. If you' re the bartender, or you know the
bartender, the stairs to the basement will even do, as long as there's some light.
But either way, shooting up's not as dramatic as you think. It's like running
bath water, really: a nice easy stretch of your leg into the water, the settling of
your shoulders against the tub back and feeling it heat up-and the quick
access of letting your knees, when they get chilled, into the water.
There's not much you need either. A vial of something white: speed,
cocaine, heroin, or any street derivative you trust. There's actually nothing
pure on the streets any more, pal, so pick a dealer and stick by him. And when I
say him, I mean him-you 'll find no broads in this business.
The other things you'll need are a needle, a spoon, a piece of tissue, and a
lighter or match. You've probably always heard that you need something to tie
your arm off with, but actually that's optional. I've seen people just shoot up by
skin popping; or they've become such pros, and so thin, that it's not hard to find
a vein.
So find a private place with some light Melt whatever you've got in the
spoon simply by using a little water and the lighter. Hold the spoon steady on a
flat surface by either pressing a thumb flat on the handle to make sure it doesn't
rock, or holding the rounded part itself. Tap some powder into the spoon base,
then dip your finger into clean water and fling a drop or two in with the powder.
Or you can use the needle to do this by sucking up a little water, then letting a
drop or two plunge out into the powder. But make sure all the water's
completely out of the syringe before you use it on yourself.
Now gingerly pick the spoon up and hold it firmly. You should probably pick
the straightest person to do this, since spoons will often wag in a high junkie's
hand, as if he's a one-year-old in a high chair. Flick your Bic lighter and wave
it under the spoon. The powder will melt as easy as real snow. Once it's
melted, soak up any excess water. This surrounds the melted powder because
it's not as thick a liquid. Very delicately take the tissue and ease it around the
spoon, as if you're carefully mopping up the tears from a child's eye.
Now, push the plunger in on the needle. All the dangers you've heard about
dirty needles are true. But most junkies will swear that a needle really does last
for a while, and they'll use it over and over, carry it in their sock day by day. So
watch for it, and know the habits of the person you shoot with.
Suck the mixture out of the spoon into the needle by slowly drawing the
plunger back out You've got to do this slowly and steadily; if you don't, you
run the risk of drawing air in. Too much air in the bloodstream will kill you.
You might actually have to draw the mixture in a couple times before you feel
satisfied that not too much air's come in.
Then, just like in the movies, point the needle up in the air, and tap the side
of it with a flick of your finger. This will pop some of the remaining bubbles.
Squirt a little off the top, but not too much. You've paid a pretty penny for this,
remember? And you want as much in your vein as possible to get you back up
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to that level of "AH" again.
So you're ready. If you need to, tie your arm off in the middle of your biceps
so your veins become distinct If you're squirmy, or you've never shot yourself
up before, let the other guy do it Most people don't try this on their own the
first time, anyway. I've seen junkies just go for it, they're so accustomed to the
routine. And I've seen them literally use their own hands as that cord, gripping
their friend's upper arm as tightly as they can. Anthony did this once to David,
whose upper arms are huge. Anthony barely comes up to David's chest, and
he's tiny and frail. He had to get up on his toes and squeeze with all his might,
his face grimacing as if in pain.
There are other dangers you need to be aware of. You might easily shoot that
stuff in, but be careful drawing the plunger back out What you might get right
back out is your own blood. And if you try to plunge that back in, who knows
what you'll pick up from that needle? And you might start really bleeding when
you pull the needle out. Most likely, until you get used to the action of
manipulating the needle, you'll bruise. So act like you're in the doctor's office,
and have another piece of tissue ready. Place it on the hole and press with your
two fingertips. This puts pressure back on the wound, and forces the blood to
flow in its natural direction. Fold your arm up- this will help alleviate some of
the bruising.
When you shoot up it's always a good idea to have handy a place where you
can sit down. Sometimes that rush can hit you pretty hard. You might think
about being near the bathroom or an alley if you' re doing smack for the first
time, or even for a couple of times afterward. Smack can sometimes make you
really sick, even if you just snort it up. Whatever your rush, you just gotta be
careful. Don't get too over-confident about it. Remember, this might be the
thing that'll kill you in the long run. But like they say-everything in
moderation. Be careful and stay clean.
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SMELLS: AN ESSAY
Sandra Goplin

In fifth grade, we spent a week studying the five senses. Afterwards, Mrs.
Greenlee gave us a creative writing assignment "Imagine," she instructed us,
"that you woke up one day without the use of one of your senses. Write a
composition about what it would be like to go for one whole day without
seeing, or whatever." It occurred to me that it would be nice to go for a whole
day without seeing Mrs. Greenlee, with her blue hair and cat-eye glasses,
standing behind that desk like a prison warden. She rapped loudly on her desk
with her pointer to get our attention and added, "And do NOT write about
losing your sense of smell. Stick to one of the REAL senses, one that would
make a real difference in your day." It crossed my mind that it would be nice to
go a whole day without smelling Mrs. Greenlee, too, because she had the worst
breath of anyone I knew, and she wore so much old-lady perfume that you
could hardly breathe when you stood next to her. Maybe she was afraid we
would put that in our compositions if we wrote about the sense of smell.
Until fairly recently, Mrs. Greenlee's opinion-that the sense of smell isn't
worth much consideration-was shared by the science world. Yet man has
used his sense of smell and been affected by the smells around him as long as
he has existed, like the rest of the animal world. Some historians even believe
that man is still around today because of his smell-that "protoman" smelled
so bad that no prehistoric beasts were interested in eating him. 1 Smell plays a
perhaps less dramatic role in our lives today, but does that mean it's any less
important to us? Americans spend over three billion dollars a year on perfume
alone, and virtually every product we buy is scented, from cosmetics to
furniture to automobiles. 2 Researchers now know that smells affect everything
from our buying habits to our sex lives to our moods and how well we do our
jobs.
Perhaps the effect of smell we are most familiar with is the power it has to
stir our memories. "Nothing awakens a reminiscence like an odour," Victor
Hugo wrote, and it's a fact nearly anyone can attest to. You need only to catch
a whiff of burning leaves, or fresh lilacs, or the cologne of your first love to
know that smell and memory are closely linked. When I smell cloves, I am
magically carried back to the Christmases of my childhood, when my sister
and I made spicy pomanders to give to our relatives. We poked whole cloves
into the skins of firm, ripe oranges until they were completely covered, then
attached satin ribbons so the things could be hung in the recipients' closets to
make their clothes smell nice. Our relatives thanked us profusely for the lovely
gifts, but most never used the pomanders. We knew, too, because anyone who
kept a clove pomander in their closet smelled like a walking spiceball. Those
who told us they used their pomander, but didn't, smelled like liars, because
they didn't smell like cloves. The smell of cloves also transports my mother
back to her childhood, making her shudder as she recalls the days before
Novocain, when a trip to the dentist meant gripping the arms of the chair and
chewing cloves to ease the pain. When my grandmother smells cloves, she
remembers the pharmacy where her father worked, where as a child she would
perch herself on a salt barrel and watch him work while she sucked on penny
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candy.
Zoologist Arthur Hasler was haunted by the way salmon always returned to
their birthplaces to spawn. When he returned to his childhood home in Utah
after the Second World War, a rush of fragrant mountain air not only whisked
him back twenty-five years, but also gave him the idea he needed to solve the
salmon mystery. The smell of the air, he said,
suddenly evoked a flood of memories of boyhood chums and deeds long
since vanished from conscious memory. The association was so strong
that I immediately applied it to the problem of salmon homing. The
connection caused me to formulate the hypothesis that each stream
contains a particular bouquet of fragrances to which salmon become
imprinted before immigrating to the ocean, and which they subsequently
use as a cue for identifying their natal tributary on their return from the
sea. 3
Salmon smell their way home.
When air crosses our olfactory surfaces ( two mucus-covered, dime-sized
areas in our upper noses), its scent is picked up by the five million cells of each
surface and shot directly to the brain's limbic area, the part associated with
emotion. The olfactory nerves lead right into this "feeling brain," bypassing
the "thinking brain" in a way that sight and sound nerves don't This accounts
for the immediacy of odor-related memories; the brain reacts emotionally
4
without involving regular thought processes. Mountain air zapped Hasler
right back to his childhood. Opening a jar of pickles once zapped me back to
mine. It was like I was in high school again, the year my brother worked at the
Gedney factory. He would smell so much like pickles that we could always tell
when he came in from work, even if he arrived while we were asleep on the
second floor. If you put your nose into a jar of Gedney dills, cover the rest of
the opening with your hands, and breath in for a while, you'll know what our
house smelled like that year, just from Kevin's clothes. Opening that jar
brought back that whole year. Listening to Elton John records in Kev's room.
Being jealous that he had a real job and got to drive the car. Laughing at our
mom because she thought his pickle-saturated clothes smelled like marijuana
and worried that he was "involved with drugs."
Animals also associate their experiences with scents. Norwegian rat pups
respond chemically to the presence of their mothers, and can tell their own
mothers from other female rats by smell alone. A study using rat pups who
were taken away from their mothers at birth showed that the same responses
could be duplicated by training the rats to associate certain smells with
mother-like activities. The scientists pumped peppermint-scented air into the
cages whenever the rat pups were being fed or brushed. Eventually the rats
associated peppermint with mothering activities, and would respond to the
peppermint-scented air the same way that the control rats responded to the
presence of their mothers. The control-group rats had no reaction to the smell
of peppermint 5
Like the rats who could identify their own mothers by smell ( even if their
mothers seemed to be made of peppermint), humans also associate people with
their characteristic scents. An infant only a few days old can recognize the
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smell of his own mother's breast and will turn his face toward clothing his
mother has worn, but away from clothing another woman has worn. 6 Scientists
say that each person has his own scent, as individual and distinct as his
fingerprints. 7 This natural smell-combined with what we eat, drink, smoke,
and wear-registers (usually unconsciously) in the perceptions of those
around us, and "even though others repress awareness of them, they are
probably registering attraction or repulsion at some subconscious level. " 8
Janet Hopson, a science writer who has studied how scent affects our sex lives,
believes that a sense of "odor homogamy" is an important part of sexual
attraction. "A would-be partner's gestalt-the sum of skin, hair, glandular
scents, perfume, tobacco, foods, and home and workplace smells-must seem
familiar and comfortable. " 9
Animals use smell not only to avoid mating with relatives, but also to choose
the best, strongest partners. A pregnant mouse who smells a strange male
mouse's urine within a few days of becoming pregnant will abort, because the
smell of a new male implies a new leader in her territory. If she gives birth to
the deposed male's offspring, the new leader will kill the pups. She aborts to
cut her losses-to avoid a wasted pregnancy.
Female brown lemmings can smell the difference between males who have
recently won a battle and those who have recently lost. The males fight for
access to the females, and seem to smell different when they win. When given
the choice between a winner and a loser ( assuming both males are still capable
of mating), the female will use her nose to pick the winner-the more aggressive male. Because lemmings suffer from crowding and overpopulation,
10
aggressiveness is a trait needed for survival. This ability to smell success may
once have been a key factor in human mate selection as well. Women have a
slightly better sense of smell than men have, and some researchers believe it is
a trait left over from the days when survival of the species depended on the
female's selecting a healthy mate. A man's smell was an indicator of his
health. 11
Perhaps it is because we don't need to sniff out healthy mates anymore,
because we are not using our noses for day-to-day survival, that our sense of
smell is so involved with our emotions. Our noses are free to work without our
conscious thought, storing up memories without analyzing the smells for
survival.
Compared to most animals, human smelling capabilities are weak. Sheep
and deer can smell humans a mile away, and law officers have used American
snapping turtles to sniff out the corpses of murder victims which were dumped
into deep lakes. 12
The actual area of most animals' olfactory regions is huge compared to
those of humans. The two smelling surfaces located in the upper noses of
humans are each about the size of a dime. The same surfaces in the nose of a
fair-sized dog are the size of a large, unfolded handkerchief and cover most of
the inside of the nose area. 13
Even though our sense of smell can't compete with that of most animals, the

human nose is surprisingly sensitive. A single receptor cell in the nose can be
stimulated by as few as eight odorous molecules, and we can consciously smell
something with as few as forty molecules crossing the olfactory surfaces. In
studies, humans are usually able to smell the scent of an ordinary, clean
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footprint on blotting paper. Good cooks can tell by smelling whether a dish is
properly seasoned, or whether meat and produce are fresh. A woodworker I
know can distinguish between different kinds of wood by their smells. A friend
who works in a beer-testing facility can tell more about different beers by
smelling them than he can by tasting them.
Perfumers, the scientists who develop perfumes and fragrances for other
cosmetics, have noses that are trained to distinguish between various perfume-like fragrances, but most cannot tell the difference between other smells any
more than any average person can. It is like a birdwatcher who can identify
features of birds that an ordinary person can't even see; he doesn't have better
eyesight than a non-birdwatcher, but is simply more aware of birds'
characteristics. With practice and training, a perfumer can distinguish up to
ten thousand separate odors. He will use over two thousand ingredients
regularly, and can identify about half of these by smell alone. 15
Most humans are not very aware of smells. We seem more interested in
getting rid of our natural smells than in using them. We don't take pride in the
smells that once saved us from predators, and most of us consider the term
"body odor'' something negative, even repulsive, rather than the attractant it is
for the rest of the animal world ( and for early man). Obviously, human
attitudes about our smells changed at some point, probably with the beginning
of civilization and the development of cities. Until about ten thousand years
ago, humans traveled in bands of five or six families, small groups in which
everyone knew everyone. When some of these bands settled to form the first
permanent villages, people had to deal with a new phenomenon: strangers. In
these larger groups, with all these strangers in close contact, something had to
prevent "unwanted sexual activity," sex with the wrong strangers. In the small
groups, the elders had controlled sexual access. Now social codes, rituals, and
laws served this purpose. Clothing became more modest and concealing,
women learned to sit with their legs together, and people started to de-scent
16
their bodies, to rid them of sexually stimulating natural odors. Regular
bathing came from the need to be less sexually appealing, not more. We moved
a step away from our animal origins.
As ancient cities and cultures grew, class distinction made different people
smell different. The wealthy and powerful didn't do hard labor. They had the
time to bathe all day, and the money for ointments and perfumes. Smelling
clean and fragrant became a mark of aristocracy. Smelling natural was the
11
mark of laborers and slaves. Later, Napoleon would epitomize the fastidiousness of the new bourgeoisie, carrying kilos of eau de cologne on all his
campaigns. In fact, fragrance was so important to him and others that its trade
was responsible for the creation of the Silk Route to China and many overland
18
and sea routes to the East
Though man had been concerned with smell for a long time, it was nearly the

tum of the century before scientists began to study it, and then it began almost
by accident The French naturalist Jean Henri Fabre found the cocoon of a
Great Peacock or Emperor moth, one of the largest and most beautiful
European moths, and took it home. The first night after the female moth
emerged, Fabre heard a fluttering of wings, and forty male Emperor moths
flew in through his window to circle the female's cage. For eight nights in a row
the males fluttered in, 150 of them in all.
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Fabre was determined to find out how the males tracked down his single
female, and he began what would become years of experiments with moths. He
cut off males' antennae to see if that stopped them from finding the females. He
moved the females' cages around, hid them in cupboards, and surrounded
them with saucers of petroleum, lavender, and other fragrances to mask the
females' smells. Still the males always found the females. One day, Fabre put
a female moth inside a bell jar but inadvertently left her tray of sand and sticks
out in the room. When the males flew in, they went straight for the tray and
ignored the lady flying around in the jar. Fabre figured out that everything the
female touched with her distended abdomen retained some mysterious love
juice. "This was her lure; her love philtre!" Whatever she touched attracted
the male. 19
In 1934, in the woods of Czechoslovakia, a researcher put eighty-five
female moths into sixty-nine matchboxes, tied the boxes to trees, and
surrounded the boxes with flypaper. In just over two weeks, almost ten
thousand male Nun moths were stuck to the flypaper. Other sex traps
followed, baited with both live females and mashed female abdomens. Male
moths, marked and released more than two miles away from the captive
females,
followed
odor
trails
to
find
the
females. 20
Mammals use their natural odors as sexual signals. Male dogs go nuts over
the smell of a female dog in heat. Billy goats get their "goaty odor," a smell
that conveys sexual readiness, by urinating and even ejaculating into their
goatees. White-tailed deer bucks ejaculate on the ground and wallow in it to
absorb the smell. Porcupines urinate on their paws and present them to
females in courtship. Some male camels, deer, and horses sniff and even drink
the urine of females to assess the females' reproductive condition. "They swill
it in their mouths and draw back their lips and nostrils in a characteristic
grimace, a posture thought to increase sensitivity in the same way wine tasters
swill wine about in their mouths to increase the reading of its flavor. " 21
Sows must smell androstenone, the boar steroid, before they will assume the
arched-back posture necessary for mating. Farmers who want to inseminate
their sows without a real live boar can buy Boar-Mate, androstenone in an
aerosol can. The farmers go down a row of sows, spraying Boar-Mate in each
sow' s nose until she arches her back in mating stance. Then he artificially
inseminates her. 22
In 1959, German researchers coined the term pheromone (pronounced
fear-a-mone) to describe the sex attractants that moths and other insects
secrete into the environment The word comes from the Greek and literally
means "to transfer excitement.'' In its strictest definition, the term pheromone
applies only to insects. Smell and sex are closely linked in the world of higher
animals as well, though, and the word is sometimes used loosely in this
context. Animal behaviorist Chuck Wysocki said, "If you take most any
developing animal and expose it to odors from the opposite sex, you can
advance the onset of puberty. Female animals living together in a cage
menstruate together-the effect of odors. If you expose female rats to the odor
of males, you shorten and regulate their cycles. And in male rats exposed to
female odor, testosterone will surge. " 23
It was only a matter of time before scientists moved from studying animals
to studying the effects of smell on humans. In 1971, psychologist Martha
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McClintock reported that women living in a group situation, such as a
dormitory, would begin to menstruate together. Two other scientists, George
Preti and Winnifred Cutler, found that the one thing which interfered with this
menstrual synchrony was the introduction of men. Cutler, a biologist
specializing in the menstrual cycle, had already found that women who
regularly had intimate heterosexual contact were more likely to have regular
cycles, menstruating about once every 29. 5 days. Women who had sporadic or
no sex were irregular.
To test their theory that smell was responsible for this menstrual synchrony,
Cutler and Preti collected daily underarm secretions from a group of women
who had regular menstrual cycles. Every day, they rubbed the extract under
the noses of women in a separate group. Within three and a half months, the
two groups had achieved menstrual synchrony- their cycles matched. In
another experiment, they rubbed underarm secretions from male donors under
the noses of females with irregular menstrual cycles; in just a few months, the
women had an average cycle length of 28.3 days, close to the cycle length of
sexually active women. It was some smell in the underarm region, Preti
believed, that "regulated hormones to enhance fertility," the way pheromones
do in other animals. 24
Several years later, a California researcher came up with what he called
"Essence of Genevieve" to explain why menstrual synchrony occurs. A
colleague of his ( named Genevieve) had noticed several times that her
roommates' cycles would change to match hers, never the other way around.
Tests which applied Genevieve's underarm secretions (the "Essence of
Genevieve") under the noses of volunteers showed that, sure enough, her cycle
would dominate and alter the cycles of other women. 25 Genevieve's case is an
example of what scientists call ''olfactory coercion, the strong bending the will
of the weak through the sense of smell, " 26 the same principle by which the
smell of the stronger male rat's urine will abort the offspring of the weaker rat
Just as women respond to the smells of men, men respond physically to the
smells of women. A British scientist living alone on an island collected and
weighed the beard hairs from his electric shaver every day and discovered that
his beard grew "much faster" each time he returned to shore and encountered
women. 21 Other scientists had similar findings and traced the cause to smell,
using tests much like the underarm-secretion tests used to study menstrual
synchrony.
As the research on insects was used by the pesticide industry, the research
on humans and smell was quickly snatched up by the perfume industry. This
research, along with the loosening of sexual restrictions in the 1960s and the
"new" idea of natural scents being sexy, led to the popularity of "blatantly
erotic perfumes" such as musk. 28
It was in 1970 that I went to Connie Schulte's slumber party. Among my
friends, fruit-scented perfumes and a singing group called the Monkees were
all the rage. My best friend, Tina, had the whole set of Wild Tropic kissing
gels, and I had a set of Monkee cards (like baseball cards but with pictures of
the Monkees). Tina's favorites were Tangy Tangerine and Michael Nesmith; I
preferred Positively Pineapple and Davey Jones. Connie's older sister (who
was in the ninth grade and rumored to be fast) was the hit of the party with
something she called musk. It was more expensive than our fruit perfumes, she
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said, because it was rare. It was made from the testicles of boy antelopes, so it
was dirty-you know, sexy. We looked at each other knowingly, each of us
pretending to know what testicles were. She told us that musk was the coolest,
and that the smell offruit was going to be splitsville real soon. We believed her,
because it was she who had first told us that boys stick their tongues in your
mouth when they kiss and that all our parents "did it." Then she told us the
Monkees were for babies and that Neil Diamond was a real man. We all
promptly adored Neil Diamond and switched to musk.
In 1983, a cosmetics company called Jovan introduced a cologne
formulated on the pheromone principle, to "drive humans into frenzies of lust
over members of the opposite sex." 29 Just three years earlier, a team of British
scientists at the University of Warwick discovered what they thought was the
long-hoped-for human pheromone, alpha androstenol. Jovan incorporated this
substance into its new fragrance, named it Andron, and spent ten million
dollars to promote it. In a testimonial for the fragrance, a woman reported,
after smelling it on a man, "The scent went through my body ... I wanted to
let my animal instincts run free ... My eyes were lighted with lust ... My
mouth started to fill with saliva.... " 30 Apparently, this woman's reaction to
Andron was the exception rather than the rule; after only a mild initial success,
Andron lost its popularity and fizzled out
It isn't likely that a universally appealing scent will be discovered or
formulated, because humans ( unlike lower animals) respond to scents in
society-influenced ways-our responses are learned, not instinctive. 31 Dabbing
perfume from a twenty-dollar bottle won't make you smell any better than if
you dabbed it from a jelly jar. You may think that you do, though, and that's
what sells perfume.
My sister and I used to gaze adoringly at a bottle of Evening in Paris
perfume that our mom kept on her dresser. It was cheap perfume, but the bottle
itself was graceful and elegant. Dark, dark blue glass, curved at the top to form
a long, slender neck, with a silver, teardrop-shaped cap that our mom would
slowly, slowly twist open. With the touch of her perfume-moistened finger to
our earlobes we were off, twirling in Paris in the arms of our true loves, gliding
across the floor in crisp gowns, spun around by adoring, handsome young men.
French men. Men as elegant and graceful as the letters that spelled out
Evening in Paris on the silver label. Not printing, but beautiful, round, fancy
writing, the letters gliding across the bottle with scrolls, flourishes, and
curlicues, as we floated across the floor like princesses. We twirled, we
danced, we held our heads high and let the headiness of the attic, the
mothballs, the perfume, and the breathlessness of our imaginations make us
swoon.
We may not be ready quite yet to pipe the smell of that romantic passion into
our homes, but we have certainly come far enough to take the sense of smell
more seriously than did Mrs. Greenlee. As fifth graders, we didn't argue with
her when she told us smell wasn't a "real" sense, but she was wrong nonetheless. Sure, we could lose the sense and survive, but not without missing a
big, important part of our world. Smells are responsible for a whole range of
memories, physiological reactions, and emotional stimulation. You can't get
much more real than that
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JAZZ DREAM
S. S. Gordon

He materialized in a swirl of smoke on the stage, under the blue light He
picked up his battered horn, he raised it and blew, blew into it with the power
running through him; his body flowed upward, he had the control. He swayed,
each note sustained, held, moved up, up, higher and higher, then plummeted
down the register without a breath. His tone floated like the smoke-laden air,
the sweet scent of pot raised one eyelid to a rainbow. The bass man beat,
plunked, tugged, slapped with a rhythm, like the pulse of a happy child
running; the drummer accenting each radiant note as the beat bounced off the
billowing hairs on his head, each one quivering in sync with the mellow throb;
the piano swelled, trilled, moaned, rocked, as the disembodied fingers of the
jazzman flew, faster and faster over the dull ivory keys. They were high, high,
high, and it was all there, they had it, they transcended the shadowed room.
The trumpet raised, hot yellow in the blue light, mellow yellow, a splash of
diamond light splattered at the curved bell and flicked into his left eye as the lid
popped open on an upper C above E. Oh it was a beautiful shiny star of a
diamond, dancing up, up with the sound, the beat, the glory; he blew and blew
without effort, an endless supply of tone and as he blew he felt himself rise up
from the stage, up, up, curling, slithering like an elongated fluid coil of ribbon
toward the round hole in the patched ceiling where the tin chimney used to be,
up into the star-struck sky beyond. He popped through, swirling, whirling, up,
up into the open air. The sun was rising way off on the eastern horizon, paling
the darkness, and the blue-black on the west was a miracle of mystery,
obscure, beckoning. He heard the distant, muffied twang of the bass and the
thwap-pop as he sucked through the hole and zipped, rotating, spinning into
the blue-gray clouds in the lightening sky, over the slanting rooftops below,
over the steeple of the old church, with its golden cross glowing in the eastern
light. He heard the drummer pop through as the insistent beat changed from its
softened subdued pulse to its nearby energetic, seductive timbre; each of the
jazz quartet sucked up through that old familiar hole, thwoop, phrasing,
syncopating, modifying in contrapuntal, brilliant, collective modulation from
internal transport to the limitless sky beyond. They bounced, floated, grazed
the rooftops like soap bubbles, carnival balloons, as they were propelled higher
and higher into the buoyant air. This was hot it should be, how he always knew
it would be as his body strained in sensual pleasure, surpassing his expectations, his dreams of joy, of splendor.
The sky turned pale blue, striped with pink and yellow clouds, stretched like
gauzy tissue paper over the light surface of the dawn. He was aware of the
morning smell of early blooms, sweet morning glory. The cock crowed on the
caved-in fence of the old lady's chicken coop; an engine coughed as the
garbage man shuddered the old truck awake. He saw the three-legged card
table floating, floating, angled against the fading blue-black night sky. His
trumpet was gone and he dropped like a bird's feather onto the floating wooden
chair. Charlie, Sam, and Pete were there. The deck of cards glowed like hot
coals on the scarred wooden surface, its jewel tones flashing as Sam dealt each
hand. The table and four chairs and the men soared over the emerging city, the
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awakening city, the drab and dull city below. They flew like a puff of smoke, a
jet trail, slowly turning and floating like a leaf on the surface of a breeze-swept
pond. He heard a baby cry, the sound insistent though filtered through the hum
in his head. He saw the table dip and drop as each player picked up his cards.
He tried to call out, to stop them from beginning their game. He felt the
downward pressure as each card was fitted into the fanned hand of his friends.
His own lay in a heap untouched. He heard his voice; the "Don't" echoed like
a fog horn away off on the distant shore line, and he knew they had not heard,
he knew the time had come, that the earth was going to claim them again and
he leaned back grabbing each side of the chair with his hands as he thrust his
chin, his head, his body upward, fighting the pluck, drop, downward pull as the
cards were put in place. He was in a tunnel, black as the satin-smooth water
that puddled around him. In the distance a feeble bulb of pumpkin-yellow light
flickered and flamed as he heard a woman's voice whimper in his ear, its
wheedling tone scraping in his head like a nail file on a blackboard; and he slid
into the soft water trying to swim in its shallow surface toward the beckoning
light, away from the voice that kept saying, "Get up. It's time to get up. It's
your tum. The baby's crying. The bottle's in the fridge, just heat it for a
sec ... you know ... it's your tum ... it's your tum ... you promised." He
twisted away, pushing at the damp body, sweating in the heat of an early
summer morning. Hands were reaching out of the watery pools surrounding
him. He recognized his father's, gnarled, oil-stained, and the broken pinky
waving like a tiny limp flag as it claimed his attention. He saw the disapproving
look, the lined jowly face reflected in the clear surface of the nail as it flapped
before him; he heard his trumpet, clear, cool notes mocking him and he knew
that it was out there waiting for him if he could only get to the light. The
arthritic crooked knuckles of his mother's fingers grasped at his wrists. He
flailed at the dark water, and he saw her hurt, disappointed look, framed in the
circle of her thumb and forefinger as they tried to hold him. A sea of hands
forested the water between his writhing body and the tunnel's end and he knew
they would pin him like a memo to a corkboard if he didn't get away; like a
marble on a roulette wheel he spun, whirling till he fell into the slot and through
it back into his dream.
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MALAAV
Jeffrey M. Brown

On Sunday evenings, around six o'clock, Malaav would stand before the
full-length mirror in his cramped bedroom and scrutinize his handsome
twenty-year-old body. It had to pass the test or Malaav would not work that
evening. He checked for carelessly made scratches, wrinkles under the eyes,
dirt under fingernails, pimples that hadn't disappeared with his teen years,
diminishing muscle tone, diminishing anything-anything that could have
lessened the beauty and power of his young features. It was not a matter of
vanity but of business: the better he looked, the better business he made for
himself. Malaav knew the grind. He always passed the test with high honors.
And then it was as if he were a product on some assembly line. One thing
meticulously done after another. First, he would take a shower in the rusty stall
that his absent-minded mother was forever intending to have remodeled. He
would run the water ice cold, as cold as he could stand it, no matter the
temperature of the evening. The cold water always jolted him, knocked him
ready for the night A slap across his body that started a tingle. As the cold
water cascaded down his body, he would thinnk of how hot he would be in just
an hour's time and would tum the shower handle to the left for a stronger jet of
the stinging water.
Then he would dry himself. But not the hair. He allowed the hair to dry on its
own sweet curly brown time, because then it dried into pretty, tight Creole
curls. Sometimes those curls alone would bring in business. Malaav never used
lotions, for they left a bitter taste on his sweet skin, but he splashed cologne on
his neck and shoulders. The cheap cologne you buy in any five-and-dime. _It
smelled like sugar mixed in vinegar. Malaav didn't care, as long as the scent
presented a semblance of sophistication.
His clothes too were always the cheap kind: thrift shop wear. But they
looked good because Malaav had the body to give them form. He knew that he
was making the clothes look good, so he saw no point in being extravagant
when it came to buying them. He liked the clothes to hug his body. The blue
jeans. A size, maybe two sizes too small, they showed off his firm rear,
presented it, like a divine gift to the world, and Malaav saw no point in wearing
underwear.
Next on the assembly line were thick white gym socks, high-top sneakers
and a black, waist-length leather jacket. The jacket depended on the weather or
Malaav' s mood: when he wanted to look tough and dark he wore the jacket;
otherwise he went without it or wore an innocent-looking windbreaker. The
clothes made him look younger. Eighteen? Seventeen? Younger, and Malaav
knew it. The younger, the better. That was part of the business. With the
clothes and the look just right, Malaav would then be ready to go.
But still there would be one more station on the assembly line-his momma.
And she was never a problem. All Malaav had to do was tell her he was going
to work. He had convinced her that he had gotten a part-time job on West
Circle Street; so he would tell her he was going to work and you could not have
called him a liar. His momma always believed him. She always believed what
she wanted to believe. He knew how to handle her. He knew the grind.
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And then he was out. On a bus. And then the subway. And then below a
streetlight on West Circle Street, where he worked Sunday after Sunday after
Sunday. He always stood under the same streetlight, with his back against the
hard pole, his weight shifting from one leg to the other, his hands plugged into
the pockets of the tight blue jeans.
It never took long for the business to start. Men would walk past Malaav and
eye him and ooh and aah and wonder what price for such glory and dig their
hands instinctively into their pants pockets to make sure their wallets were
there, just in case. Some men would drive by in cars, and they too would ooh
and aah, and if they wanted to get a closer view they would steer up to the
street curb.
Those men liked Malaav. His curly, boyish hair. His honey-colored skin,
smooth as eiderdown. His topaz, chameleon eyes that changed shades by the
season. His long, gently muscled, lithe body. Especially his sinewy legs. He
could always give them a thrill by walking a beat between the row of streetlights on Circle. He would strut down the street, his legs gliding out before him,
his back straight but youthfully relaxed, his gypsy eyes staring straight ahead
nonchalantly, and the willing-to-pay men would ooh and aah.
But what the men most liked about Malaav was his no-nonsense attitude: he
wasn't aloof-on the contrary, he was refreshingly agreeable-but he let them
know with a few words or a quick gesture that he meant to get down to business
and didn't have time to play games. His clients liked that Malaav knew it. He
knew the grind. It didn't make very much difference to him. He only did
business with the men who could pass for good looking. Sometimes in the
dense bushes of the nearby city park. Sometimes in the back seat of the man's
car. Sometimes on the muggy sheets of a bed in some hotel room. Sometimes
at the man's home-but that was only with familiar customers. Malaav
couldn't have cared less, as long as he was back on the street in an hour with
fifty dollars in his pocket.
And on Monday mornings, after coming home at 4:00 A.M., after four or five
fifty-dollar throws, Malaav would kick off his sneakers, sigh, pitch his spent
body onto his bed, and feel comfort in knowing that the coming days would be
his to spend as he liked. Until Sunday.
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THE ABORTION CLINIC
Susan Phillips
By 9:00 A. M. all the couches and chairs are full. The women have checked in
at the desk at the front of the room, some alone, most with boyfriends or
spouses, and received a packet of documents. The girls, for most appear to be
young, and women are reading the material and filling out forms or talking with
their companions. Those who are alone read, sip coffee, watch the others or
stare at the floor. The atmosphere is polite, serious, but friendly. There is a
bond here, a sisterhood. There is no laughing here, though; nor is there crying.
The time for crying and laughing is over. This is suspended time; this is time
out when your life comes to a halt, and you take a day out to spend it in the
abortion clinic. As you look around at the faces, you know that for some this
day is hell. For some, the end of a dream or the end of a nightmare. For others,
a chance to start all over again. And for a very few, it is nothing at allabsolutely nothing-only an office call, as easy as going to the dentist
The changing room is lined with small lockers on one side and curtained
cubby holes for changing on the other. There the women shed their street
clothes, put on light blue hospital gowns, and struggle to tie up the strings in
back. They tuck their shoes and folded clothes into a locker and pull on a pair
of light blue bag-like things on their feet The sign on the wall is a reminder to
take a sanitary napkin into the waiting area. The chairs that line the walls in
this waiting room are like long lounge or reading chairs, the kind with leg and
foot rests that come up and that can recline. A blanket is folded on all the
empty ones. Some of the women here are reclining, covered with blankets, with
their eyes closed as if asleep. They have already had the procedure and are
recovering. The others are sitting, waiting, mostly reading paperbacks or
magazines. The very young girl is here now, waiting, trying to read Catcher in
the Rye. She looks at her watch. It's 10:45. She takes in a deep breath,
unconsciously trying to mount her fear, and then yawns.
A nurse is offering 7-Up or tea in paper cups to those with blankets and later
makes the rounds with the blood-pressure arm-band thing. She lifts a limp arm,
tucks it under her own armpit, wraps the dark cloth, squeezes the airbulb with
short hard snaps that send gaspy wheezes across the room, and intently peers
at the gauge as she eases up on the pressure. She checks her watch and records
something on the little file card attached to each chair arm. The noise of the
suction machines can be heard very plainly. It sounds like a clean-up crew
furiously working in short intervals. First one goes on, then another. Then one
stops. Then they're all going at once. Then it's all quiet for a moment, but
usually the loud whirrings fill the place. It's not a pleasant sound: harsh,
unremittingly industrial. It's the technological answer to one of woman's
dilemmas.
A red-headed nurse whose uniform is too tight and too short comes through
a curtained doorway. She looks around, spies the young girl and almost in a
whisper says, "Johnson?" and beckons the girl to follow with her finger. The
girl follows. Her blanket falls to the floor. You judge your turn is next, but you
try to read recipes for wok cooking in the magazine you've pulled from the
rack. You're surprised at your own physical state right now. Your palms are
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sweaty; you're very nervous. Just like at the dentist before all your wisdom
teeth came out. You hope you don't have to suffer like that. Your face swelled
up twice its size. No amount of pain killer helped, and you lay on the couch
without eating for three days. It won't be that bad, you tell yourself.
Too soon now your name is called. The curtain is drawn back for you to
enter a very small sterile room which barely offers enough space to slide
around the metal table that dominates the center. A nurse helps you step up at
one end between the high-flying metal stirrups that look like antlers as you sit
down between them. "Slide back," she motions to lie down on the papercovered pad. "Put your feet up here."
The doctor enters. Out of the corner of your eye, you are aware of the nurse
preparing a very long needle for the shot that will dilate the cervix. You can't
help tensing against it as it's administered by the doctor. He comes to your
side, feels your wrist, looks down into your face with his kind dark eyes and
you wonder what kind of man he is. All at once, over the loud suction engine
noise from an adjoining cubicle, you hear a woman's deep plea. "Doctor ... "
was all you heard, but the pain in the voice runs like a shock through you.
Your doctor returns to the far end. Your eyes are on the ceiling. The nurse
holds your hand. "I'm going to insert the tube now," he says. You feel a hard
narrow object slowly being pushed into your vagina. "It won't take long....
It'll just be a minute," you think to yourself and you crunch your eyes closed.
Your other hand grips the table as the noise starts to tear you apart
At first, you feel only a little tugging that doesn't hurt, like someone pulling
a Band-Aid off your arm. Then it gets more intense. The ripping sensation
grows to pain. It feels as though your insides are being yanked apart, like the
woman in the fabric store who simply rips down a length of cloth. The pain
keeps increasing and suddenly, there's something else: fear. You panic. Your
eyes fly open to the doctor's face. He is intent upon his work. You lift your
head and try to draw your knees up to your chest. You've got to get that thing
out of you, but you can hardly move. Now it's your turn to gasp, "Doctor ... "
You picture your uterus being sucked into this tube, inside out, bloody lining
first. It's being severed from the adjoining organs. Your whole insides are
going!
The noise continues like a monstrous buzz-saw. You wonder how much
longer you can stand it. You want to writhe and scream but somehow you keep
control. Your nails are in the doctor's wrist. He looks at you and has become
your enemy, your torturer, your murderer. He won't stop. The noise is a roar in
your ears; a bloody curtain courses over your eyes. There is nothing but the
pain. It is way beyond childbirth pain. It's pain you didn't know exists.
Then you hear the first faint decrease in the engine noise. Like a lawnmower
that's been turned off. You know it's over. The whirring softly tapers off and
almost against your will, all your muscles relax. Your head rolls to one side
and your eyes close. It's over and you just want to lie there- not to move, or
think, or face the day, or the walk into the waiting room. It's over and you just
want to lie there.
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HOW TO MAKE CHANGE
Bruce Fox

If you've ever wanted to go into business for yourself but never felt up to
peddling underwear or gold chains door to door and if you don't mind flirting
with the Criminal Code, then there may be a place for you in supermarket and
department store fraud. It is a thing so simple and clean that the lamest crook
has little trouble clearing $30 an hour.
The fraud is so easy it's pure pleasure, plain and simple. It would make the
greatest non-believer drop down on all fours to kiss my snakeskin boots. The
crime simply put: walk into any grocery or department store and walk out with
groceries or new sneakers and $10 or $20 more than you walked in with, and
nothing under your coat or tucked inside your underwear.
You first must decide that this is the career for you. Point that mug at the
mirror, shoulders back, now say it: "I want to be rich. I want tons of money."
What's holding you back? Has anyone come up to you recently and dragged
you by the collar to say that they want to give you a job where you can make
$2,000 a week, pay off that new car in a couple of months?
Remember this. Be clean, modern. Don't dress like a grown- up little boy in
your Sunday best. Hopefully you are not ugly; handsome is better (trim those
shaggy eyebrows, clean the dirt from under your fingernails-got it?). I can see
you now: a lean gray Italian-cut suit with sharp lines and the faintest flecks of
pink, black button-down shirt, and ( why not?) a white silk tie. Bop around the
house until you are confident in your new threads. Say it: "I am a gangster. I
thrive on crime." Shoes? Alligator, of course; they're snapping mean. Wear
jewelry if you must. Be sure that it is well appointed, not flashy.
For your first effort it's best to start with a store in which you shop regularly.
I like grocery stores. I love to eat and I love grocery stores with large gourmet
sections.
Imagine yourself there before you even walk into the store. This is
important, essential information. Push your cart through the aisles slowly and
select only a few items which you really want for dinner: say, a steak which
you had the butcher prepare especially for you. Place it carefully in the basket
on the little seat that is reserved for children so that no harm will come to it.
For a vegetable, how about fresh asparagus, and perhaps wild mushrooms at
$15 a pound? A bottle of wine or a six-pack of imported beer and a loaf of fresh
French bread should do it. Wheel your way toward the express line and take
your place there.
At this point it is good to make eye contact or, better yet, exchange greetings
with a few of the other customers. Hopefully, a line will form behind you. You
may allow someone with a single item, such as an old woman with a box of
prunes, to move in front of you. This is good public relations. You are coming
to the critical point in time and you want to assure yourself that those behind
you will support you in your cause. When that shopper behind you runs his
cart up on your heels, don't get bent back. Be sure to accept his apology
gracefully. Smile, and say to him, "No problem, pal, anybody can make a
mistake." If the son of a bitch does it again, be sure once again to show
everyone in line what a gentleman you are. (Wait until you are both outside
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and then you can rip apart his grocery bag and spill all of his stuff onto the
sidewalk.) Never forget this or you'll lose all support from other shoppers.
You'll be a brute, a wiseguy, a mother-joiner in their eyes, and they will most
certainly take the side opposite you if given the chance.
Your moment comes. Shoulders back, a quick deep breath. Plant your feet
firmly and at a slight angle; that is, so you are facing the cashier and the person
behind you in line at the same time. Don't pay any attention to the amount on
the register. You may, if you wish, at this point check the price of an item with
the cashier to demonstrate that you are a conscientious shopper.
Above all, smile. Don't overdo it, however, and have her think that you
harbor lewd thoughts, or worse.
Brace yourself. Slip the wad of money from your coat or pants pocket.
Perhaps you might thumb through it, carefully examining the cash, maybe
placing all the bills in ascending order. Be sure that a couple of hundreds are
visible-but discreetly. You're not buying a racehorse or trying to impress a
drug dealer.
Hopefully, you know beforehand the amount of your purchase, at least
within a dollar or two. You've selected your purchases with care so that they
cost under $10 or over $20 and less than $30; otherwise, there's nothing to be
made. Now, under$10, you can say that you've given her a twenty and so your
profit will be $10. Over $20, you can say that you've given her two twenties
and thereby realize $10. Increments under $10 become complicated and are
unprofitable, and $50 bills ( although it can be done but by an expert) are rare
and usually there are not many in the cash drawer.
When the time comes to ask for the rest of your change, pause briefly. Let
her close the cash drawer or catch her at the moment when she is about to close
the drawer. Don't ever put your hand near your pocket so that she can accuse
you of pocketing some of the change. Examine the receipt Hold it over your
head to the light.
Now say it to her. Use any words you like. Smile a little. Extend your hands.
Examine the change and receipt again for her benefit Tell her, "You shortchanged me, lady. I gave you a twenty and you gave me change for a ten." If
she looks at you critically, tell her, "Listen, if you need money, you could ask
me for a loan." Tum then to the person behind you in line and arch your
eyebrows. Be firm. Repeat your accusation for her slowly with the authority of
Clint Eastwood. Sixty percent of the time, this is as far as you'll need to go.
She' 11 be embarrassed. One old-timer was so good at intimidating cashiers that
he needed only to give them his rabid dog face. The top lip curled upward and
the slightest amount of spittle rolled from between his lips to his chin. You
know, he made out almost every damned time. You may roll your eyes now in
the direction of the nearest shopper. He'll most likely give the cashier an
accusing glance as she dutifully hands you the rest of your change.
With the surly cashier you must waste no time. Raise your voice. Show her
that you are fearless. Demand that she call the manager. If you happen to know
his first name, all the better. Remember to be observant Look for little signs
that give the manager's name. In some stores the manager's picture is there for
you as well. So much the better. If it ever comes down to counting receipts,
look disgusted. Complain about the hold-up. Put your hands up into the air as
if they were arresting you; wave that wad of cash so that everyone in the store
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can see it and shout, "You've got me. Go ahead. Arrest another honest
taxpaying citizen." If all else fails, you may also leave a phony business card
and tell them to mail you your $10, you've got clients waiting. That's certainly
true enough.
There are, of course, many techniques which you will learn and develop on
your own that will make the process even easier. Distracting the cashier at the
right moment can take her mind from her counting. When the time comes to
accuse her of giving you the incorrect change, there will be a certain amount of
doubt in her mind already. A smile, your profile (if you're blessed with good
looks), even a song can work to your benefit. Another friend was all poise and
charisma with a chiseled chin and cheekbones, deep dark eyes and luminous
teeth. He would lean across the counter until he and the cashier were cheek to
cheek, or nearly so, and then he would whisper the melody of some love song
into her ear. As ridiculous as this seems, it worked more often than it didn't.
Learn to judge the character of the cashier by the way he or she dresses, by a
casual word, their poise, or lack of it. You'll know then how to treat the cashier,
whether to smile, to talk or to keep your yap shut.
If by chance you come across a cashier who places the bill on the register
until the change is made, don't panic, don't throw your groceries into your
neighbor's cart and walk out of the store. Accept the challenge. You may treat
it like any other encounter. Perhaps the phrase, "Do I look crazy to you?"
when challenged by the cashier will give you an advantage. Square your
shoulders, make sure to project your chin into space. Drill your eyes into the
cash register in search of the twenty you gave to her. You'll know that you've
become an artist when this is no longer difficult
Remember, always, when visualizing the event beforehand, to picture
yourself pouncing on the door opener with an extra $10 in your hand, your
dinner in the other, and a large grin on your face. If by chance a police car
passes, you will no longer feel the urge to break into a run. Why should you?
You're just making change.
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WINNIVILLE FUNERALS
Robin Morgan
In 1929 in Winniville, Mississippi, a funeral was a major event. In addition
to the family, people would come from miles around to attend the funeral. And
even if they had only seen the deceased once or twice in their lifetime, or if they
had simply heard of the deceased and/or the family, they would stand over the
casket weeping buckets of tears. "Nubbies" they were called, which was short
for Nobody Knows Them.
Many times the Nubbies would have to stop in the middle of their grieving to
ask, "What was his name again?" And then, as if the very mention of the
deceased's name caused them greater sorrow, they'd bury their faces in their
pocket handkerchiefs and fill the thin cloths until they were sopping wet.
I suppose it was all the pomp and circumstance that got them so involved.
Flowers were laid out by the thousands. The music, always sweet and sad, was
sung by a choir dressed from head to toe in angelic white. Everyone else, even
distant-distant friends of friends of the family, dressed in black. And it seemed
that it rained before, during, or after every burial. "Tears of the spirit," folks
said. No one ever thought that maybe it was the recycling of the evaporated
water from all those tears shed by the townspeople.
They simply attended as many funerals as humanly possible. And afterward
they would return to their homes and discuss their memories of the deceased
over an elaborate meal. And if they had no memories, they would make them
up.
"I heard he was a good man," one person would say.
"Naw, I heard he was a drunkard," another would interject.
"Sho' nuff?" They'd all look surprised, as if they never would have believed
it of Mr.... Mr.... Mr. What's-His-Name. Then they'd dive into their
heaping plates of collard greens, fat back, and yams. But not ever before saying
grace and including a special prayer for Mr. What's-His-Name and his poor,
poor family.
The family of the deceased would invite close friends, neighbors, and the
Nubbies who hadn't had time to fix a proper burial meal back to their homes
for supper. It was common knowledge that this was the place to be if you
wanted a real feast. In addition to the usual greens and such, there'd be fresh
baked bread with heaping mounds of butter on top, cakes and pies that would
melt in your mouth, and fresh preserves of all types. Endless tables of food
would be set in and around the house. And the good dishes, if there were any,
were saved for occasions of this sort.
If anyone showed up who could play the guitar or harmonica, sometimes
there'd even be music. If anyone started playing, it was a sure bet that several
would gather around and break out in song. The others would sit around with
their plates in their laps, rocking back and forth to the rhythm, tears dangling at
the tips of their chins and falling to rest in their plates of greens and navy beans.
If the widow or widower got up to go to another room for any reason, she or
he was always accompanied by several people in case the bereaved fainted.
And the bereaved usually did at some point during the feast No one ever
thought it was strange that the bereaved never fainted at the burial site where
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the ground was usually wet and muddy.
Just one fainting spell was all it took. Then the "fainting disease" would
travel around the room faster than flu germs in an incubator. And those who
were still standing were rushed out of the house as if those who had taken
charge wished to quarantine the area before anyone else was infected.
The ones in charge ( usually church officials who were accustomed to
handling people who fainted in revivals and such) would then cover the women
in white sheets and neatly tuck the sides under their legs. Then they'd prop
both the men and the women's feet on large pillows and kneel over them
fanning their faces while another church official flung droplets of water from
the tips of his fingers on their eyes and foreheads. This would eventually bring
them around, almost in unison. And with the fainting completed, the feast
continued. Seldom was there more than one fainting session per funeral.
They would eat until the last morsel of cake had been consumed, the last
sliver of pie was disposed of, and the last bit of pot liquor had been sopped up
with com bread. If it appeared that, by some strange twist of fate, there was
going to be food left, they'd whip out the plate covers and the guests would
divide what was left and take it home. Usually, only close friends and
neighbors received this privilege. But if a N ubbie asked for a plate, he was
sure to get one.
The clothing and personal effects of the deceased, which had been gathered
together the night before, were also distributed among friends and neighbors. It
was, of course, considered poor taste for anyone but the family and friends of
the deceased to ask for particulars with regard to these items.
At sunset, the crowd in and around the house usually thinned out considerably. The Nubbies (usually the first to arrive) were always among the
last to leave. No one thought much of this, as most people were sure that they
were simply trying to gather as much information about the deceased as
possible, so they could set the record straight among the townspeople. Most
people thought of this as a noble thing.
When the last stragglers were finally filing out of the door, the family and
friends would wait, wading in nervous tension, for the prophetic statement that
was sure to come. For at that time, most people in those parts fancied themselves as amateur soothsayers of sorts. And sure enough, some thin voice
would ring out, "I wonder who will be next. You know death always comes in
threes." And they'd all look around at each other accusingly.
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BULIMIA
Rochelle Weber
Every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday, Susan entered the ladies' room
at Marshall Field, trying not to look as furtive as she felt. The ladies' room was
long and narrow, with walls painted an institutional pink and a faint smell of
urine and pine-scented disinfectant in the air.
A slender woman in her mid-twenties, platinum blonde hair fashionably cut,
Susan always carried two pink boxes from Heinemann's Bakery, tied closely
with string.
She glanced around the room and busied herself at the mirror until a
customer left the third stall, washed her hands, and walked out. At last, Susan
was alone. She chose a stall in the center of the room, entered and locked the
door. After hanging her purse on the coat hook, she removed her sweater and
hung it over her purse. Sitting carefully on the toilet, she slowly and quietly
pulled the string off of the first box. The grating of the string seemed immensely
loud in the small, echoing space. She paused as the smell hit her-the rich,
lush, brown smell of freshly baked chocolate cream pie.
She daintily lifted a curl of chocolate from the fluffy, white, whipped cream
top and dipped it ( as you would a potato chip) through the cream, into the stillwarm chocolate filling. She sighed as her mouth filled with the velvety-smooth,
rich-tasting pudding mingled with the cool, milky taste of the whipped cream.
Susan used the chocolate curl as a scoop until it began to melt between her
fingers, then ate it and selected another one.
The chocolate curls worked as utensils, until she had eaten all of them. With
only half of the pie gone, Susan resorted to finishing with her fingers. She ate
frantically but carefully, trying to be as quiet as possible and trying not to make
a mess. She leaned over the pie on her lap to keep from getting chocolate on her
blouse. The minute she heard the door swing open and the murmur of voices in
the store, she stopped eating and sat frozen, holding the creamy chocolate
pudding in her mouth, waiting for the other customers to leave.
Eating the crust was always difficult. She was careful not to drop any
crumbs on the floor or on herself. It was very important that no one see her or
hear her eating. She couldn't leave any evidence at all-no stains or crumbs on
her clothing.
She ate both pies as quickly as she could. Finally finished, Susan closed the
boxes and carefully retied the strings so that it would look as though she simply
had taken two pies into the ladies' room and brought two pies back out again.
She couldn't let anyone suspect that the boxes were empty.
This was always the hardest part. Susan sat still and listened for a minute;
hearing no sounds, she bent down and checked under the stalls for other feet.
Satisfied that she was completely alone, Susan removed her blouse and hung it
over her sweater and purse. Then, kneeling before the toilet, she held her hair
back with her left hand and stuck the index finger of her right hand down her
throat She wiggled her finger around until she began to gag and finally vomit.
Having eaten the pies as quickly as she could, Susan hadn't given them a
chance to begin to be digested. They weren't yet mixed with the acids in her
stomach and hadn't started to curdle. They tasted and felt just as good coming
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up as they had going down.
When the spasms stopped, Susan flushed the toilet, put her blouse on, and
left the small cubicle to rinse her mouth. Although the pie hadn't mixed with
her stomach acid, there was still enough acid coming up at the end to cause
tooth decay. She then sprayed her mouth with Binaca. Susan went through
almost as much Binaca as pie, because she was afraid someone might smell
something unusual on her breath- traces of the chocolate or of the acid.
After retrieving her cashmere sweater and purse from the hook, she combed
her hair and fixed her lipstick before leaving the ladies' room. She always
carried the empty pie boxes out of the store and down the street for several
blocks, tossing them into a trash basket in a quiet area. Temporarily sated, she
would tum toward home.
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WINONA, MINNESOTA
R. J. Restivo

This old steamboat stop and railroad siding on the Mississippi River in
southeastern Minnesota was once a place I despised and disdained. Here I felt
isolated from everything contemporary, trapped in a seedy section of the past.
Yet, with a jolting unexpectedness, Winona came to be the place I felt the first
powerful contractions that would eventually push me out of adolescent selfabsorption and into the world. Since then, Winona has become a point of
reference, a source of renewal, a place of ceremonial return.
When I was eighteen in the early '60s, in Winona's dark days before chain
stores and fast food franchises lit up the interstate, I came to this town to attend
St Mary's College, a Catholic men's school situated on a high, level plain
called Terrace Heights. The school looked down on the town and up at the
steep, wooded hills humped up on the other three sides of the campus. My high
school had been taught by the same religious order who ran St. Mary's ( the
Christian Brothers); and popular teachers would bring in brochures and
encourage us to consider this small Minnesota school. I'd finally chosen St.
Mary's because my most important high school friends planned to attend.
When my parents drove me and my belongings up in the early fall of 1963, I
laid eyes on the territory, the town and the campus for the first time. I was not
impressed.
Back home I'd begun to steal into Chicago's night city, alone or with a few
quick friends. There were real artists to walk by on Wells Street, laughing,
scratching their beards, quaffing wine with their friends around a card table in
the shadow of a stoop. Every night, dark cool jazz worked both sides of Rush
Street, while the tuxedoed theater manager of a small "art house" could come
down the aisle and explain Fellini's title 8 ½ before the picture rolled. At
Second City they made jokes about Ahab and the whale and said ''no shit!" on
stage before the lights went out, and I was proud to catch on and laugh hard.
The silver-bellied strippers on State Street made me feel sorry for somebody I
couldn't quite identify; but we'd go back anyway. And the built-for-traffic-butemptied-out 3 :00 A. M. streets belonged to me and the caramel voices of the
female DJ's on WSDM.
Winona, by comparison- but there was no comparison. The town was
terminally hick. Winona was featureless. Plain. Dowdy. The bluffs weren't
nearly as impressive as the Prudential Building, Chicago's summit at the time.
And even on clear nights they splintered distant radio signals into static. You
had to content yourself either with the polkas they played on WKNO or with
maddening silence. On campus there was a curfew for freshmen and lights-out
on weekdays at 11 :30. In 1963, students were not permitted to have cars. If on
a Saturday night you wanted to go downtown, you boarded a lit-up, rattling bus
that rocked all the way up to campus, circled around a tree at the
administration building, paused long enough for its folding doors to sigh open
and snap shut, then hauled back down the way it had come. The old theaters on
Johnson Street showed Hollywood movies you'd seen two years before. The
bars, somber places like the Labor Temple, not too particular about !D's or
anything else for that matter, drew doggedly unhappy people. Haircuts were to
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be had on Third Street at a place called Hurry Back, a pool hall and
barbershop combined. While you sat on a black vinyl couch to await your tum
to be butchered, you could look at True Detective with its pictures of partially
decomposed corpses and models posing frightened and clutching tattered
blouses. As for the rising and falling countryside stepping back for miles in
every direction, it merely served to confirm the hopeless sense that I'd been
plunked down in the middle of nowhere.
If, at the time, I had had a premonition that for most of the following twenty
years, I would return to Winona for the sheer delight of it, I'm sure I would
have considered ending my life.
As we approach Winona sailing along the highway that conforms to the
sinuous course of the Mississippi River on our lower right and the undulations
of the steep, wooded bluff walls on our left, we come around yet another bend
and confront Sugar L-Oaf. Unlike the other minor mountains crowded along
Minnesota's Highway 61, with their grassy, tree-studded tops and gently
sloping lines, Sugar L-Oaf stands alone, rising up from a marsh and thrusting a
craggy chimney of naked rock one hundred feet or more above its high, mesalike top. It more resembles a rude, man-made monument hacked from stone
than it does the scoops and swells left behind by the eroding glacier-melt And
that's exactly what it is.
In Indian times, this bluff possessed soft contours and a gradual slope that
looked like the round caps worn by the French fur traders. According to
legend, the Sioux chief, W a pasha, and a party of his braves first came upon
this bluff when they were passing through this area in pursuit of a rebel faction
of their tribe. W apasha and the others immediately recognized it as part of the
formation the French called Barn Bluff that was located upriver near their Red
Wing home. Astonished by this discovery and convinced the rebels somehow,
through magic, had removed the mountain to this location, W apasha
reclaimed it, declaring the bluff to be his cap for all time. Thus the bluff came to
be called W a pasha's Cap.
Many years later, when Winona's industrial boom included a hot market for
the local limestone, the John O'Dea Excavating Company quarried off the top
of W apasha' s Cap, leaving behind a chiseled rock chimney the townspeople
dubbed Sugar Loaf. The taken stone became building blocks for basement
walls and sheets of smooth sidewalk. And the castle-tower shape of Sugar L-Oaf
came to preside on postcards leaning in wire racks by the checkout counter at
K-Mart.
Neither the postcards nor the mountain itself made much of an impression
on me while I was an underclassman. In fact, it wasn't until the particularly
challenging winter of my junior year that my eyes began to open up and I found
myself in an extraordinary location. When that happened, my attitude toward
Winona turned from disdain to enthrallment.
That year, someone had a '47 Ford, beetle-black with springy threadbare
bench seats. As long as there were four or more people to give it a running
shove, the car ran amazingly well despite the weather. It was necessary,
however, during that brutally frigid period, to start it up every few hours and to
get it moving, especially early in the morning. It became a ritual of sorts for five
of us to get up at 4:00 A. M. or so, drag on layers of thick clothes, trudge out to
the wide-open, wind-swept parking lot in the dark of pre-dawn, lay our gloved
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palms on the sloping back of the beast we called Behemoth and, while someone
sat at the wheel and fiddled with the pedals and the key, we'd lean into it until
we got it crunching, then rolling slowly, then faster until we were running away
from the white plumes of our heavy breathing. At some point just this side of
exhaustion, the engine would fire and pump its smothering exhaust into our hot
faces. Then we'd pile into the car and take off down the deserted highway
toward the still, dark, west side of town, to St Mary's parish church on
Broadway.
Although somewhere around sixteen I stopped going to Mass and defining
myself as Catholic, this was something special. The small, chilly, stone
Gothic building was lit up as though for an evening novena. Besides us,
attendance was sparse-a few bareheaded, big-eared old men up front and a
half dozen rosary-smoothing old women in babushkas, scattered in lonely
pews. Monsignor McGee mumbled through the Mass in Latin, although the
trend then current was to conduct services in English with, if possible, a guitar
accompaniment
After the brief Mass, we'd shove off for the Happy Chef, the 24-hour, tileand-F ormica restaurant on the interstate. There we'd crowd around a small
shiny table cluttered with white breakfast plates and wide-mouthed coffee cups
clacking in their saucers. What our conversation could have been at that time
in the morning in 1966 escapes me now. Instead, it's the sky that comes back
clearly. Every few moments I'd raise my eyes from our goings-on to look out
the glass wall of the restaurant to check on the progress of the sunrise.
Gradually, the eastern sky would come up a cobalt blue and contrast with the
black silhouette of the bluff tops wavering down the highway. It was both eerie
and wonderful to see that the mountains had been standing all night back of the
dark. And as the sun rose, its oblique rays barely skimmed the east-west face
of the bluffs, exposing the snowed-over surface under the stubble of their trees
and casting their contours into deep, blue shadows.
One morning as I looked out, I imagined myself sitting waist deep in the
snow high up on the bluffside with my arms around the trunk of a slender birch
behind my back. This image was so vivid that I could see the entire countryside
from that vantage point. I looked down on the small square building of the
Happy Chef, with its window wall glinting gold, and with its noisy and forgettable moment taking place out of sight inside. Then I was suddenly back on my
chair in the restaurant among my friends. I found that I could shift these points
of view at will. One moment I would be the viewer on the bluff looking down on
the restaurant and the humming, silver-backed semi lining past it on the
highway, the highway itself as thin and familiar as the crease in the palm of my
hand. And the next moment I'd be the viewer at the table witnessing the upfrom-below perspective. Through the shimmering snow cloud settling behind
the truck, I could see the broad, round-topped bluff with a small figure clinging
to its side. Yet I felt that I was actually neither one of these points of view, or
rather both of them at once and an infinite number more besides.
The obvious struck me like a punch in church: reality existed in layers- in
levels-from the sub-atomic to the cosmic. It was wide, yes; but, more
importantly, it was deep. Time had direction, all right; but it wasn't left to right.
As in rock stratification, time was expressed in superimposing layers; UP, it
seemed, was future, DOWN was past. It was as if you'd gotten off the elevator
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at your floor (Now) and went about your business perhaps aware of what was
going on around you, but oblivious to the activity on the floors above (Future)
and those below ( Past). All that was to happen from the first flash to the last
glimmer was happening now. But almost all of it was going on out of sight of
one's sliver of perspective. I was definitely on to something here, I thought,
something essential; but then the authority of this experience, the heightened
awareness in two perspectives, began to fade. Thinking about the experience
only seemed to chase it farther away.
It didn't occur to me at the time that the extraordinary terrain, the tall
powerful bluffs, the vast openness of the sky and the depth of the valley, might
have something to do with this odd happening. I was overlooking the obvious.
The obvious was not lost, however, on the early white explorers of this
landscape. Lt. Zebulon Pike led an expeditionary band to explore the
Louisiana Purchase (1803). In 1805, when he and his party came up the river,
Pike wrote in his journal:
On the right, we saw the mountains we passed in the morning and the
prairie in their rear; like distant clouds, the mountains at the Prairie
LaCrosse, on our left and under our feet, the valley between the two
barren hills through which the Mississippi wound itself by numerous
channels, forming many beautiful islands, as far as the eye could embrace
the scene; and our four boats under full sail, their flags streaming before
the wind. It was altogether a prospect so variegated and romantic that a
man may scarcely expect to enjoy such a one but twice or thrice in the
course of his life.
When Henry David Thoreau visited the territory in 1861, he attained a
different point of view by climbing a bluff but was likewise enchanted by the
place: "Too much could not be said for the grandeur and beauty of the region."
Indeed, the Dakotas ( the Sioux), who had lived on the prairie sandbar that
would someday be Winona, found the territory difficult to give up. In 1851,
they sold it along with the rest of southern Minnesota to the U.S. Government
and agreed to move their encampment to a temporary reservation in northern
Minnesota. Nevertheless, for years they remained at Keoxa (their village):
... the rolling hills and valleys and extraordinary natural setting of
southeastern Minnesota acted like a magnet on those who contemplated
moving. Chief W apasha himself was especially reluctant to depart the
Winona region because he had lived among the scenic hills and trees of
southern Minnesota for most of his life.
For fifty years, Keoxa had been the summertime camp of the Dakotas under
Chief Wapasha. At this place, Watpah Tonka (meaning "big river'' and
referring to what is now called the Mississippi) flows west to east, forming the
north boundary of the nine-mile-long prairie. The land recedes southward from
the river in a low, level plain for about three miles before it runs into the walls
of the bluffs.
The Indians, whose population reached perhaps four hundred, fished the
river and the lakes, hunted antelope, elk, buffalo and bear, grew small
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quantities of maize and gathered strawberries, cherries, grapes, blackberries,
acorns and other uncultivated foods. During the summer, W apasha' s people
slept in 16 x 60 foot lodges built of logs arranged vertically like a stockade
fence. Most of these stood near the river and the strange, round, earthen works
left behind by the so-called Moundbuilders 2,500 or more years before. The
Dakotas sheltered from the winter in the tepees they assembled on the most
thickly wooded islands in the river. Twelve upright wood poles were leaned
together in the familiar cone shape and tied near their tips. Animal skins,
perhaps six or seven layers of them, were sewn together over the slanted poles
to make up the walls of the tepee. Finally, the Indian women spread pine
boughs over the earth floor and covered them with bearskin. Early white
frontiersmen who accepted the hospitality of the Sioux found these tepees to be
quite warm even during the most severe winter nights.
After 1542, the year DeSoto, as Mark Twain put it, "glimpsed the river,
then died and was buried in it," the white man became an apparition more or
less familiar to the Dakotas. W apasha traded furs to the French to get guns for
shooting game and Ojibways (Chippewas), the blood enemies of the Dakotas.
And missionaries came among the tribe. The most famous, the Belgian priest
Father Louis Hennepin, expressed disgust for the Indians' lack of cleanliness
and he was scandalized that the Sioux "urinated in public with no compunction." On the other hand, in the estimation of the Dakotas, their European
guests were unhandsome and impolite to the point of rudeness.
Over time as other Indian tribes and the white man's settlements crept
westward, game grew increasingly scarce. More and more, W apasha' s tribe
depended for subsistence on trade with the white man. The government sent
agents but the Sioux could not be induced to take up farming. I suppose, like
me in 1963, the Dakotas could not adjust to so slow and quiet an existence.
But despite his resistance, W apasha was drawn into the white economy. As
even small game began to peter out, he took to selling land for money he could
use to acquire the white man's goods. In 1851, W apasha III ( whose original
name had been Upsetting Wind), signed the Mendota and Traverse des Sioux
treaties delivering southern Minnesota to the government of President Millard
Fillmore for a consideration of six cents an acre.
In return, the Dakotas promised to go to live on land in the north country.
But many of the Indians snuck back from the reservation and tried to scratch
out an existence in unwanted backwood valleys or wet bottomlands. And
white settlers reported seeing the solitary figure of W apasha himself haunting
the dirt streets of the new town, reflecting on the white man's plank buildings
and his mysterious industries.
With the actual Indians disappearing from their lives, the settlers showed a
sudden fondness for Indian legends. None was more popular than that
associated with the Princess Winona, the woman after whom the town had
been named. Chief Wapasha's child was given the common Dakota name
Winona which means first-born daughter. As the legend goes, Winona was
considered the tribe's loveliest maiden. A certain young hunter, enchanted by
her beauty, night after night played his flute within her hearing, and Winona
fell in love with him. The hunter went to his friends and relatives and managed
to beg livestock and other valuables with which to purchase the princess from
her parents. But despite Winona's entreaties, W apasha and his wife rejected
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the suit. They had in mind for their daughter to marry a certain brave from
another of the tribe's clans, a warrior of high prestige who wore many Ojibway
scalps.
Even Winona's friends encouraged her to submit to her parents' ambition
for her and to accept the warrior who, they pointed out, was a magnificent
catch. But Winona remained obstinately broken-hearted.
On a trip upriver to Pem-ves-gha-mday (Lake of the Mountains, now called
Lake Pepin), her family and her friends once again criticized the princess for
refusing the attentions of the warrior. The party was camped at the foot of a
limestone bluff that towers more than five hundred feet above the lake water.
Winona climbed this bluff and from the edge of the summit she called down to
her parents and friends, bitterly recriminating them for preventing her marriage
to the one man she loved. As she began to sing her death-dirge, the swiftest of
the tribe's young men raced up the mountain. Before they could reach her,
however, she threw herself over the cliff to her death, and "that form of beauty
was in a moment a mass of broken limbs and bruised flesh."
Now suicide among Dakota women who had been disappointed in love was
not unusual. What distinguishes the Winona legend, apart from the status of
the princess, is her chosen method. When their love had been thwarted,
Dakota women would sometimes go off and quietly hang themselves; they
were not in the habit of diving from clifftops down onto the horrified tribe.
In Life on the Mississippi, Mark Twain recounts a different version of the
story. Twain tells of his steamboat putting in at Lacrosse on its way to St. Paul
and picking up a man who had been a tour guide on the upper Mississippi. The
guide told Twain the Winona story but his tale had an entirely different ending.
In his version, Winona climbed the bluff, upbraided her parents who were
standing below, then threw herself down "and dashed them to pieces."
According to the tour guide, Winona herself survived the leap in fine condition, found her love and ran away with him to live happily ever after.
Twain, who found sentimentalized Indian tales to be "exceedingly sorry
rubbish," liked this version of the Winona legend and called it an" admirable
story."
One day in early 1966, the clear glittering winter ceased and was replaced
by a sorry, in-between season that dragged on and on. The hard-pack dissolved
into gray, lumpy slush. Dreary white skies drooped down and mingled with the
hills. Day after gloomy day, school work went on in an increasingly cranky
atmosphere. Roommates developed deep silent hatreds that now and then
broke into expression. About 10:00 or so at night during yet another somber
and lethargic dormitory evening, a brisk, violent rumbling would bring students
out of their easy chairs or away from their desks and flying down the hallway.
They'd find a couple of hard-breathing, red-faced roommates on the floor of

their narrow room, their furniture scattered away, locked in some preposterous
hold, trembling with exertion and grunting fiercely, yet quietly, through
clenched teeth. The two would be relieved to have the fracas broken up and, as
if they'd been purged, they'd quickly go about picking up their room with a
cheerful nonchalance. Then the dorm would sink back into its dead stillness.
And the next day would be sunless and the low skies would flow like smoke.
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THE ENCHAN TED PAIL: A FOLK TALE
Laura D. Allen
Once upon a time all men pumped the water and all wives received it in
silver buckets. That was the way of the world and no one ever questioned it but
once.
It happened in the town ofN--. A man and wife who had just recently been
married had been going to the pump together nightly for a time when the wife
began to find this arrangement was not suited to her. She tried to smile up
sweetly at him, but the weight of the water falling into the bucket was a strain,
and each night the water seemed to get heavier than it had been the night
before. The man did not notice the strain in his wife's sweet face as he barely
noticed his wife at those times. He was too busy pumping and meanwhile
talking about himself and what a day he had had that day. In fact, it was
difficult to tell who spouted more, the pump or the man.
At last, one night, the wife asked the man if she could try the pumping
sometime.
"A man receive water from a woman? The world just doesn't work that
way!" cried the man. "Besides," he added, "you haven't the strength. Wives
weren't made for such things."
Still, that did not put an end to the issue. She brought the subject up each day
over his breakfast. Then she began bringing it up over his lunch and pretty soon
was bringing it up over his dinner, too, until he could not eat a meal in peace.
And when she held the bucket, she no longer smiled up at him prettily. She
would wince and complain or look very sullen, pouting so hard that her lower
lip resembled a shelf.
One night, furiously angry with his wife for all her complaining, he pumped
that silver handle for all he was worth and sent torrents of water down upon
her, nearly drowning her. After that they were both quiet for days and he was
more tender toward her than he had been in months.
Yet, after a time the man's wife began giving him long looks again and he
guessed he knew what those were about. So, finally, the man decided he would
take the issue upon himself to end and he went, secretly, to see a sorcerer.
"Use this silver pail," the sorcerer said, handing the young man an
enchanted pail, "and agree to your wife's request. This will put an end to her
foolish ideas and return you two to your proper state. But, mark me," he
warned, "do not gaze upon your wife while she is pumping the water, or you
will be undone."
The young man assured the sorcerer he would heed his warning, took the
pail, and went off swinging it happily.
That night, after switching the new pail for the old, he called to his wife.
"Come! Why don't you pump tonight? I am tired and fain would receive the
water," he said. Scarcely able to contain her joy, she sprang up, kissed him,
and grabbed hold of the handle of the enchanted pail. So, together they ran
down the hill to the pump, swinging the pail between them.
A joyful and grateful wife is a beautiful and tender creature. So joyful and
grateful was she that her husband almost regretted having begun the trickery
that would raise her foolish hopes, then crush them. Still, he felt she had to be
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put in her place.
So, at the pump he took the bucket handle firmly, went down on one knee
beneath the spout, and fastened his eyes on the sight of a nearby hill. Then his
wife began her pumping. No sooner had a trickle come from the mouth of the
faucet than did the pail flip over upside down-o f its own accord- and refuse
to receive the water. Instead of filling the pail, the water drumme d against the
bottom of it like fingers thrumming on a kitchen table.
"What's this? The bucket is perverse!" said she. "This water is surely as
sweet as any you've pumped, yet the pail will not drink!"
Again she tried, putting her back and shoulders into it This time the water
gushed more strongly from the pump, but the bucket flipped up and over as
before, refusing the stream a second time. This time the cold water ricocheting
off the metal hit the man full in the face, just as if a cold hand had slapped him.
It stung, but it was not enough to tum his head.
Finally, with a slight tremble in her voice, his wife announced she would try
one last time before giving up. She was mightily determined to make a success
of the situation. Well, as always, the first water from her pumping that fell
upon the pail caused it to flip over. But this time the splashing water wet the
man's shirt just as his wife's tears often had after she had had a trial of some
sort And the man turned away from the hill.
Who can say what tempted him to tum? Perhaps he had to see if his wife
were crying or not Perhaps the tremble in her voice moved him. Some think he
wanted to steal a glance at a wife so filled with brave determi nation- and
making such odd grunting sounds. Others have conjectured that the sun, which
was setting behind the hill, might have flashed so terribly bright that he had
thought only to escape its glare in turning his head. But he turned and, intentionally or not, he looked up at his wife. In that moment, he was undone.
He had never seen anyone like her. He hardly knew her as his wife. Never
had she been so radiant Never had she been so glorious. With her hair wild as
fire, her cheeks aglow, and her whole body working in a rhythm, she was more
beautiful than she'd ever looked when she had smiled sweetly up at him with
every strand of hair neatly tucked in place. He gaped at this woman as if seeing
her for the first time. He was proud of this woman for the first time, and God,
this was a woman to be proud of. Ah, unfortunate man, to see the woman in
your wife too late!
No sooner had he looked than did the pail drop aright to receive the water.
Seeing this, the woman threw back her head with relief and joy but didn't forget
the work at hand. Nearly straddling the handle, she began to ride it as though it
were a silver stallion. She rode wild and free and the pail was greedy for her
water. It seemed never to get its fill before its mouth gaped still wider.
All the while the avalanching water beat the pail about, the man tried to keep
the thing steady. Icy torrents that missed the bucket stripped the grass from the
hillside, drenched the ground, and soaked the man until he shivered cold.
Finally, he let the bucket rest on his knee for support, but the pounding water
drove his leg right into the mud as easily as a hammer pounds a post That's
when he tried to rise up and pull his leg free, but the pail on top of it was as big
as a washtub by then and the mud was too slick and soft to give him good
footing. He slipped and fell backwards into mud deep as a down bed and before
he could pull himself out of it, the fast-growing bucket stretched over him like
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an immense tombstone. He glimpsed the stars, the bright moon, and the
woman's rosy face. Then, all was darkness. The weight of the water was upon
him, crushing him and pressing him deep into the suffocating mud.
Heedless of this, the woman rode on wild and free for the rest of the night.
With her head tossed back laughing and her wild hair flying free, slapping her
back, she rode. And all night long the icy torrents burst from the faucet with the
force of water breaking through a dam. The moon and stars flickered and
flashed in the quivering darkness. And the silver pail grew larger and larger
until, at last, it was a silver-rimmed pond that filled the entire valley and
looked, for all the world, like a large hand mirror custom-made for the sun to
fix its hair in.
Finally, just at sunrise, the woman slipped off her silver steed and dropped
to her knees on the shore of the silver-rimmed pond. Feeling on fire, she
cupped her hands and, dipping them into the dawn-gray water, drank cold,
cutting gulps. As she drank, the rising sun changed the pond to silver. In fact,
some say that for a few minutes the new, still pond became a perfect mirror that
the twin sisters-sun and woman-paused to gaze into. Some even say that the
flushed and wild-haired twins acknowledged their mysterious kinship with a
happy, giddy, almost wicked smile. But no one knows anything for sure except
that the sun rose, and the woman rose too, and each began her day.
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THE WHIPPING
Greta R. Ross
Donald was waiting for her at the bottom of the stairs, telling her that Daddy
was on the porch. They both knew that the longer Daddy waited the meaner he
got. Donald walked backwards in front of her, taunting her, making her worst
fears even worse. "You look just like Pigpen. Boy, are you gonna get it." He
started singing, popping his fingers and dipping his head, "Ain't no way you
can hide."
He had almost attained his desired effect, for her large gray eyes now floated
in tears. "Shut up!" she screamed at him. "You just shut up, Mr. Peabody."
Donald stopped, narrowed his eyes, and spoke to her through clenched
teeth, "I hope he beats the dirt off of you."
"Mr. Peabody, Mr. Peabody, Mr. Peabody," she said smugly, and with
each enunciation she inclined her head forward a degree until finally her
forehead was just barely touching his chin. He hit her. More of a shove really,
for she had to grab the banisters to keep from falling. She didn't hit him back;
she pushed past him and ran up the stairs, and Donald, not wanting to miss
anything, was not far behind her.
Two steps from the top she saw her father sitting in the farthest corner of the
enclosed porch. Slowly she finished the last two steps; he didn't even turn to
look at her. She stopped at the head of the stairs still holding the banister for
support. Donald walked past her and sat opposite their father, but she did not
see him. She saw only her father. "Hello, Daddy," she said to the large, sternlooking man. He turned to look at her, but she did not run outside of herself.
She tried but she couldn't She was trapped-inside and outside.
"Go get me something to whip you with," he said.
She walked slowly to the screen door where her mother stood just inside.
She cast a pleading look at her mother. The way the condemned look at the
executioner in that final moment. A final resigned yet pleading look. Her
mother looked helplessly at her. No help there.
She proceeded to the kitchen, the first room of the apartment The apartment which was one long hallway interrupted by rooms. She could take hours
to find something. I'm not going to get the razor strops. He didn't say get the
razor strops. He said "something." She walked through the kitchen to her
bedroom, the bedroom she shared with Nita. She stood in the doorway of her
room, just looking. Looking at the two twin beds, at the neat made-up bed
which was hers, and at the messy unmade bed which was Nita's. She had slept
in Nita's bed since Nita went away. That way it always looked slept in, like
Nita was still there. She walked on past her bedroom, through the living room,
to the bathroom. There she pulled two barber's towels off the side of the
hamper which was just for Daddy's towels. He could whip her with these, she
thought, and she began to go back to the porch. She was as far as her bedroom
when she turned around.
She went back to the bathroom and replaced the towels, and proceeded once
again through the apartment until she reached his shop. There on the lone
barber chair hung the notorious strops. She took one, then another, thought
about it, and took all five. And doubled them up. Then she walked over to the
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coat tree and took two hangers. She had devised a weapon. I'm not going to
cry, she thought. I'm gonna let him beat me and beat me 'til his arm grows
tired, then I'm gonna kill him. Yep, he hadjust really better enjoy this because
I'll be the last person he ever whips. And she threw her head up and her
shoulders back, walked defiantly to her father and handed him the weapon.
"Donald, go to your room," her mother said, for Donald had taken a box
seat.
"Mr. Peabody," Nete whispered as Donald reluctantly walked past her into
the house.
She turned to face her father. He had looked shocked for an instant, only for
an instant, but she saw it. It didn't matter. She wanted him to whip her now. It
would give her more of a reason to hate him. She knew what to do. Calmly she
laid herself across his lap. She waited for that first strike. The first strike would
be the worst, it would be the definitive strike. It did not come. What came was
her father's voice. "I'll let you go this time, but don't go against me again."
She didn't get up right away, but lay there puzzled. Then slowly she slid
herself off his lap. "Put these where they belong," he said, handing her the
strops. He did not look at her.
When she was a much older woman, when he was being laid in the earth, she
would remember this day, and she would try to forgive his ignorance and
understand her hatred.
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COMICBOOK REALITY
Harold C. Holt

Superheroic comic adventurers have been a dominant force in America for
about fifty years ( the first being Superman, June 19 38 ). Comicdom, however,
has changed drastically from the way it was back in the '40s. Titles like The
Justice League, The Fantastic Four, and The Avengers have been forced to
share the spotlight with such new titles as X-Factor, Power Pack, and The
New Mutants. Individual characters that were colorful, full of depth, and said
a lot about the world we live in like Captain America, Captain Marvel, and
Flash are slowly being overrun by multitudes of slight newcomers: Psychlok,
Star Brand, Cometman, Vibe, and Espirit ( the first Mexican superhero).
There are several causes for what seems like a downfall in comics, but one
big cause seems to be the decrease in the amount of seriousness with which
most writers/ creators treat their mainstream comic issues. In a 197 8
1
interview, Mr. Stan Lee, editor/publisher/ ex-writer for Marvel Comics
Group, when asked how he felt about some of the characters he wrote,
commented, "I identified with Spiderman ( alias Peter Parker) because he was
real. He and his Aunt May had money problems just like my family did. Often,
his need was desperate, and he was faced with a choice of doing the selfserving, expedient thing and doing the right thing. He wasn't a paragon. Once
or twice he slipped. Hey, he was only human, but I could tell he learned from
his mistakes, and in the end, he always chose to do the right thing."
Spiderman quickly became one of the top three characters in Marvel
Comics (the others being Captain America and The Incredible Hulk), and
Stan Lee carefully endowed him with a strong level of seriousness and human
nature, as he faced the all-too-real problems connected with living. Spiderman
wasn't presented simply as a dashing superhero with dynamite insect-like
abilities. When in his civilian identity as college student Peter Parker, Spidey
had a life as real and as normal as anybody else's. When he broke up with a
girlfriend, the situation was treated realistically. Peter reacted the way anyone
else would in the situation. When he ran into problems involving his schooling,
such as passing mid-terms, or attending boring lectures, we as readers were
allowed to experience what he experienced, and they were down-to-earth
sensations that the "common man" could easily relate to. This type of comic
writing didn't allow the hero's superhuman abilities to somehow "fix"
everything and make it right Instead, these problems were presented as
realistically as if they had actually happened.
One particular downfall in Spiderman's life involved the accidental death of
his girlfriend, Gwen Stacy. 2 The event was very emotional and unforgettable
for the young hero. It still haunts him to this day. The concept of death was
something that had always been treated seriously in comics, and therefore
wasn't toyed with. "It's a part of life that can't be ignored, even in

2

See article page of X-Factor comicbook, "Bullpen Bulletins" (Marvel Comics Group,
1986).
Gerry Conway, Amazing Spiderman, issue 121 (July 1973).
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comics," says Marvel Comic writer Chris Claremont in a 1983 interview.
That attitude doesn't seem to carry any weight in comics at present.
In October of 1980, Marvel comics suffered a grave loss. A superheroine
called The Phoenix committed suicide in issue 137 of The X-men. The X-men
were super-powered mutants who had banded together to do good for the
world. Through a series of further cosmic mutations of her ever-growing
psychic abilities, Phoenix, formerly known as Marvel Girl, had become an
evil, demonic entity who was forced to consume the energies of galaxies for
sustenance. Realizing that her very existence was a danger to those she loved
and cared for, she allowed herself to be shot down by a nuclear laser-blaster of
otherworldly creation. Her death stunned comic readers everywhere. It was a
classic landmark in comic history, voted the most dramatic event in the history
of Marvel Comics (see Comics Interview, Nov. 1981).
In 1986, a comic called X-Factor hit newsstands and comic shops everywhere. It promised the return of the original X-men. The title's first issue
offered a cheap, two-bit excuse for an explanation of how Jean Grey, The
Phoenix, had managed to survive. According to that issue (X-Factorl), the
Phoenix-power was a separate, living entity from Jean Grey. The accident had
completely destroyed The Phoenix, but had placed Jean Grey in a nearlifeless coma that was like suspended animation. No earthly machinery could
detect her vital signs, no matter how advanced our technology had become.
Presumed dead, Jean Grey was buried. In February of 1986, her body was
discovered beneath New York Harbor by a member of The Mighty Avengers.
Jean Grey was wrapped in some sort of life-preserving cocoon. This weird
resurrection-explanation seemed like a hokey, overnight, big bucks scheme to
older readers who took The Phoenix' s death very seriously. Younger readers,
however, sent in letters expressing thoughts such as " Great comic! I want to
see more of the new lady, Marvel Girl!"
Of what use is stirring up a nation of comic readers by killing off a muchbeloved hero, only to invent some overnight scheme to revive this character for
money-making purposes? Have comics reached the point where absolutely
anything goes? Why have a world where people can die today, but be alive and
well next week or next month? Comics don't necessarily have to be brutally
graphic and realistic, but they shouldn't mock realistic concepts either. Even
young readers should have to face the fact that everybody dies. Writers should
set themselves a boundary between how much a character's superpowered
abilities can affect their actual lives, and the "average" problems that all
humans must deal with.
3

Diana Schutz, " Chris Claremont Interview," Comics Collector(Krause Publications, Nov.
1983).
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BRUNCH
Joy Marshall

It was Sunday. And Sunday meant the whole too-damn-large family having
to be in close quarters for hours and hours. It meant getting awakened too early
from a warm and tranquil bed full of blankets and dreams by Mom's shrieking
voice. After six kids, she never spoke at a normal volume to any of us. "UP!"
she ordered like a dog trainer. "UP, kids! It's after eight o'clock!" Then she
added as an afterthought: "No more than four minutes each in the bathroom!"
We were a one-bathroom family until I was nine-and-a-ha lf years old.
Then it meant getting dressed for church, the aggravating rush through
messy dressers and along closet floors for socks that matched and underwear
that still had live elastic around the waist Then we ran downstairs, colliding
with the dog or somebody's school science project ("Rock and Roll and the
Effects of Vitamin B ") that were inopportunely on the staircase, and went out
back to pile into thg rusty blue Ford F airlane. The older neighbors would
observe us hurrying into the car and sneer out their kitchen windows at our lack
of dignity.
Between waiting for the bathroom and hiding under the covers from Mom
for just five more minutes, no one was ever ready early enough on Sunday
mornings to actually find time to eat breakfast-exc ept for my father, who
arose at some mysterious hour and drove off alone in his own car to church,
leaving my long-suffering mother to ford her way through the chaos which was
us. So you knew that you were going to be starving for the three hours until
brunch, and you hoped your stomach didn't start to make erupting volcano
noises in the middle of the sermon, because then for sure your oldest brother
would jam you a hard elbow in the ribs.
On Sundays, one of us kids would always be too slow getting dressed, and
somebody would just have to go back to sleep one too many times, so as Mom
was starting up the old car and gunning the engine, she'd strain her neck around
to look in the back seat and count the heads and always come up one short.
She'd sigh disgustedly and roll her eyes up towards God-who-was-the-onlyOne-who-could-get-her-through-this-morning, although she had to have
known already that we wouldn't ever all be ready on time. My mother had this
love-hate relationship with God. Admittedly, He had blessed her with six
healthy and beautiful children. But then, He had also lied to her: He promised
that she wouldn't get pregnant if she just used rhythm faithfully.
So Mom would ask "Who's missing?" with that Sunday-morning sigh. She
really didn't know which kid wasn't there because we all looked alike to her on
Sunday morning. The kid sitting next to the door would have to run back in the
house and holler up the stairs, "John-NEE! Hurry UP! We're in the car!"
Your voice would echo up the high wooden stairwell and into the corridor
where us kids had our rooms. You would be surprised at how hollow and empty
the house now seemed compared with sixty seconds earlier. "Okay,
cooooming!" Johnny's, or whichever kid's, voice would precede him as he
came galloping down the stairs three at a time with his shoes under his arm and
soap still on his face.
It was crowded in the car, but when you grow up in a family of eight, you
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naturally expect these things. Things like sitting with half your butt on the door
handle and half on the car seat. Things like getting kicked in the shins,
accidentally, by your big sister who was adjusting her nylons for church. "Shit!
I have a run!" she'd discover, then belatedly clamp a hand over her mouth.
Then we had to listen to Mom's admonitions all the way from Fifteen Mile and
Woodward A venue to the church parking lot. "Barbara Ann! What did you
say? And in front of your little brothers and sisters! I know you kids think I
don't know how you swear, but I have heard you, and now I've even heard you
right to my face!" We all looked studiously out the window as though she were
not addressing us, but some other blaspheming kids.
We observed the cars full of dressed- up families on their way to thy
churches along that stretch of Woodward. First, there was the Mormon
Church of Jesus Christ and Latter Day Saints, then Christ Church Cranbrook
Episcopalian Church, then the Birmingham Unitarian-Universalist Church,
then ours, all in fierce competition for the longest name. I wondered how
people selected which church to attend. Was one more fun than the others?
Which one did God like best? That was back in my innocent youth, before I
realized that these were not decisions consciously or logically arrived at.
People went to the same church that their moms had dragged them to when
they were six years old, and they had just never stopped going.
Then it was the church service, a ceremony which I can remember little of,
except for the interminable minutes spent staring out of the long white-draped
windows in the worship hall until it was time to sing the doxology. I had some
terrifically potent daydreams during those sermons, but they ran more along
the lines of summer neighborhood games or being a French princess than
anything remotely Christian. I did love singing that final hymn; I would belt it
out in my little voice that kept switching to a lower key when the notes went
above high "C." "Oh, let us stand in celebration!" were my favorite words,
because soon we would be home and church would be over. The preacher sang
with me, booming into the microphone in a memorably loud and monotonal
chant His horrendous singing voice was a standard church joke.
Afterwards, it was a relief to leave church and drive back home to eat
Sunday brunch. I can still envision the old family house in the suburbs of
Appleton, Wisconsin, as clearly as if I had just walked out of it, as though if I
spun around on my heel quickly enough I could surprise it just as it looked
almost twenty years ago. By this trick of the mind, I can catch the kitchen in
mid-brunch, suspended in time.
There were always too many bodies in our crowded kitchen, too many
brothers, sisters, parents, and self-invited neighborhood kids squeezed into
plastic chairs and crowded around the little red linoleum table. The oldfashioned wallpaper was peeling back in the corners of the room, as was the
red linoleum floor tile. The wooden cupboards closed with latches of wroughtiron hardware that squeaked and clicked as Mom opened and shut them in the
process of gathering dishes, salt and pepper, frying pans. The ritual of Sunday
Brunch was about to begin.
Mom would preside at the stove while we brought in chairs from the back
porch and interrogated the neighbor kids about how they had spent their
glorious hours of freedom that morning while we had been boxed up in pews.
We would be taking turns with the Sunday comics, which Dad would have
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judiciously tom into four sections before surrendering them to us, the animals,
in order to allow the most readers at one time-that is, to prevent as many
arguments as possible. Mom got the frying pans going while our dog Blackie
bounded around the kitchen in a frenzy over having all of us in one room at
once, trying to jump onto our laps although she was a boxer and way too big.
Mom would unceremoniously pass the food over to us in any order just as
soon as it was ready. The shortage of chairs meant that one kid would be sitting
on the counter eating bacon while someone else was squatting on the floor
sneaking bacon to the dog waiting under the table, and Dad just cowered by the
broom closet, reaching into the middle of the crowd for doughnuts. Mom
would have only a moment to sit down on the metal stool in front of the stove to
butter toast or slurp her coffee; then she would have to stand back at the stove
to attend to the pancakes or stir up the scrambled eggs that were starting to
stick to the skillet, or reach over to the toaster to drop in more white bread, or
cut up some more grapefruit because "Rob dropped his on the floor and the
dog already licked it, Mom." She never had a moment's repose during those
"Sabbath-Day-of- Rest" meals-which, I now suspect, were entirely my
father's idea-always frying up more bacon and eggs because we all ate like
starving horses. So she kept cooking and cooking for us while occasionally
opening up the oven door and poking at the ham or roast that was sweating
away inside like it was still alive, as she tried to simultaneously satisfy our
current appetites and prepare Sunday dinner for our magically regenerating
appetites that would demand satiation in less than five hours.
Dad, clutching one or two half-eaten chocolate doughnuts, would be making
humble efforts to inspire a family discussion on the sermon that we had not
listened to that morning. We were too busy to answer, stuffing our hungry
faces with that healthy and bottomless hunger of active kids and fighting over
the comics, and an older sibling would be picking on one of us younger ones for
how we ate or acted stupid in church or picked our nose during the doxology,
until Mom could bear the acrimony no longer and shouted, "Stop it!" Silence
fell like in a noisy classroom when the assistant principal walks in with a
paddle in his hand. "You're spoiling everyone's meal!" she scolded, genuinely
angry.
Then we were quiet and timid and brooding for a bit, while eyeing the
doughnuts in the center of the table to make certain to get our share of them,
until someone said: "I already read this section! Who's got the one with 'Dick
Tracy' and 'Believe It or Not'?" and that would break the ice and one of us
would hug Mom and she'd sigh and say, "Okay, forget it," and we'd return to
our real selves, our noisy and social and always-ready-for-a-laugh-or-anargument, big-family selves. Because that was what life was about, laughing
and fighting and running races and turning the house upside down, when you
were a kid in my family. That was in the days before anyone went away to
college or ever really started thinking about non-existent things like The
Future, or Why Should We Go To Church At All?
Being the youngest, I was somewhat on the outskirts of the brunch activity. I
was always the last to get the comics, or to be consulted for my opinions, or to
be included in the bike ride or the game of kick the can that the others were
planning for that afternoon. I sat in the chair next to the toaster, because only I
was small enough to squeeze into that particular comer, and felt very small
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indeed. The current of talk swept over me with too much force to resist it. I
would let myself be pulled along in the undertow of the words and actions of
Older Kids.
I would eat in silence, at first observant and all ears. Then I would gradually
slip into a reverie and daydream myself away, out of that noisy kitchen. I still
retain those daydreaming habits that began during Sunday sermons and
brunches. When city life gets too goddamn tough for me-one of those days
when foreign cab drivers try to run me over just for sport and the CT A driver
lies to me about where his bus route ends up- I find myself treading water in
the liquid of memory. I get nostalgic, actually, for the childhood with my
suburban family, the childhood that I once was so eager to outgrow.
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CHOCOLAT E BUNNIES, WARM BEER, AND YOU
Brian R. Dunne
I am sitting in the corner of the hospital room, staring at the cream colored
walls. Flowers are everywhere, and so dominate the room that they are
practically offensive, thereby defeating their own purpose. I am busy cracking
the knuckles of my fingers and looking at the palms of my hands. They are
mediocre hands, and cannot perform any miracles. While the world is busy
finding new ways to destroy itself, and rebuild, and destroy itself once again,
these hands are far too busy with the washing of dishes.
So I sit in a metal folding chair in the corner of the hospital room and wait to
see if Barb will live. I watch her breath, the slow, bated breath of an unresolved
struggle. I watch her with these burned-out eyes, eyes that have seen far too
much to ever be optimistic again. Her breathing is rough, irregular, and her
face is a ghastly white. I listen closely, and sometimes late at night I think I
hear her calling my name, and leaning towards the bed I expect her to open her
eyes and smile. But she never comes to consciousness, and I am left like a man
standing barefoot on the beach, watching the ebb and flow of the ocean.
During the day, the room is always crowded. There are always nurses filing
in, changing pillowcases and bringing buckets of water to nourish the flowers.
Doctors file in and out and exchange knowing glances, heaving collective sighs
of disbelief at their patient's chances. Her parents are here often and sit for
long hours at her bedside, wondering exactly where it was they went wrong.
They have spent more time with her in the past three days than they did in the
previous five years. Her father stares at the bed, and I get the feeling that he is
not really here. He is back in his garden, tending his beloved roses, entangling
himself in his green and orange colored garden hoses. Mother is staring at her
little baby, and thinking how dreadful she looks, and wondering if perhaps she
can smear some rouge and make-up on Barb's face. I look at them, trying to
have our eyes meet, but they don't seem to know I'm in the room. Barb's little
brother is sitting on the floor, tugging on his mother's leg, and complaining of
hunger. He is probably thinking of his sister's bedroom and the extra space
available for his trucks and toys.
I sit and wait for the night. Everyone goes home, and I am allowed to sit with
Barb, waiting for the end to come. But the end does not come, and the heat of
the quiet desperation of hope runs through my body.
I am looking for Jesus Christ. I am willing to talk now. I am ready to believe
that a superpower exists, one with the ability to hand out love and mercy. I
believe in Jesus Christ now, and am conscious of the fact that he alone can
save Barb. I sit alone in the metal folding chair, in a darkened corner of the
hospital room, convincing myself that my life is not a shambles, Barb is not
dying, and twenty-five years of atheist thinking was all a waste of time.
We were happy once, or at least as happy as two pessimistic people can be.
We would smile at each other an awful lot, and practice telling each other
meaningless lies. It was not love, but rather deep respect for each other,
brought on by the realization that we were both lost souls, destined to wander
the planet aimlessly. But we were happy in our ignorance, and glad of our
independence from the pain that love can bring. And then Barb tried to kill
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herself.
She made a real poor attempt at suicide. Her attempt was so unoriginal,
trying to bring on death by cutting her wrists. Her parents found her in the
bathroom, bleeding all over their new maroon plush rug. But this suicide
attempt was not a total surprise to me; it was the culmination of years of
inward struggle. Barb felt she had the worth of a spent piece of trash, and that I
was only hanging around because I liked the way her little buns wiggled when
she walked. It is true, I did like the way her little buns wiggled, but there was
more than that. She was real, and I felt completely comfortable around her.
When I think back to all of the laughs that we had together, I can't help but feel
that some form of love was existent, and that it would have grown stronger.
Barb spent eight months in the mental hospital. In an 8 x 12 windowless
room, she was allowed to mumble incoherent phrases to the wall, and to pee
into her white polyester pajamas. They chopped the hair from her head in what
looked like violent persecution with a butter knife. They would feed her scraps
from dinner on paper plates without silverware. They would talk outside in
barely audible voices, standing in the hallway and making scratching noises on
her door with their feet. They tried to climb inside her head and rip out her
brain, so they could fondle her memories and molest her inner thoughts.
Barb told me all of this afterward, and although I had trouble understanding
why the mental ward would do this, I had to believe her. Her parents put her in
the mental ward because they said she tried to kill her little brother and was a
danger to herself and society. I honestly don't believe she tried to kill her
brother; she never gave that little bastard a second thought And besides, if she
really wanted to rid the world of that small headache, she would have asked me
to help, because she knew of the deep love I had for him.
So after leaving the mental ward, Barb was not the same person. Our
relationship, which had been growing for some time, suddenly seemed to drop
into the big toilet bowl. We no longer had long talks into the night, sipping wine
and finding each other's erogenous zones. Barb grew farther and farther away,
until the blood of her body was leaking on the bathroom floor.
The metal folding chair has put deep creases in my lower back and thighs,
and I feel terrible from my steady diet of Camel cigarettes and machine coffee.
While I wait for the vision of Jesus to appear, my brain keeps flashing back to
when I was ten years old, on Sunday mornings in the dead of winter. My
mother would be shoving a cigar box in front of my face which contained
about twenty equally ridiculous looking, skinny bow ties. I would have to pick
one out, strap it on my neck, and tromp off to the local church, knowing full
well all effort would be wasted on me. I did not believe then, and I do not
believe now. I am asking Jesus Christ to appear on a dare.
While the morning sunlight was sucked into the open spaces of the hospital
room, and without my ever having told her that I loved her, and with a bedpan
by her bottom and a tube running from her body, Barb died and left my life
forever.
I remember when I was growing up and we used to play tackle football on
Saturday afternoons in the fall. We would get eight or ten guys together and
have a pretty good time. And I remember that there was a neighborhood boy
named David who would play from time to time. David was rather big for his
age and insisted upon having the ball thrown to him most of the time. I can
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remember like it was yesterday, stepping back in the pocket, looking all across
the field for a receiver, and reluctantly throwing the ball to David again. He
would always make a spectacular dive for the ball, arms flying, legs spinning in
the air. Head-banging, gym-shoes-in-different-directions type of collisions.
And after all of the "wow ... geezus ... did ya see that ... David ... are you
okay ... what a dive ... geezus ... did ya see that ... wow ... " the ball
would be lying on the ground, an incomplete pass. It was fourth down, and
although it was a great try for the ball, you still had to punt. So you punted.
And so with the swollen sunlight bouncing off the cold flesh of a girl I barely
knew, I decided to punt, and Jesus Christ left my life forever.
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DRIVE-IN
Fran Mason
Movie light flickered over the faces and windshields of three hundred
teenagers in cars from Calico and surrounding smaller towns. Stevie
Whitman's old Buick held four people. Stevie and his girlfriend, Bridget, sat in
the front seat, Bridget on Stevie's lap, Stevie's beer can on the dashboard.
Marie Wallace and Leroy Perkins sat in opposite corners of the back seat,
looking out the windows. Marie watched the light play over the other cars in
the drive-in, with her hands resting palms down on her knees, while Leroy
picked his chin and squared his shoulders a little more than usual. In a white
Dodge next to Stevie's car, one couple also sat far apart while the other couple
necked passionately with the windows rolled up. Marie could just see their
silhouettes from behind, and abruptly realized that all four of them appeared to
be girls. Leroy touched her arm with the popcorn bucket and she jumped and
stared at him.
"Have some popcorn before it's all gone, I'm makin' inroads," he said,
giving her a friendly, white-toothed smile. He had white-blond hair and a way
of thrusting his neck up and forward when he talked. Marie looked down at the
popcorn and didn't want any, but its smell drifted up at her and she had some
anyway. It hit her what Leroy had said-"I'm makin' inroads" -and she
laughed. His mother was a librarian.
On the huge movie screen, a man was in the shower and looking horrified at
his skin, which writhed and bubbled up from the inside.
"I saw this picture before," Leroy said, and held Marie's hand in both of his
on her knee. His hands were dry and rough; hers were warm and moist. Marie
was a tall, thin girl with fine black hair to her shoulders and round wire-rimmed
glasses. She had lived in Calico all her life and this was her last night there; her
family was moving to Chicago the next morning. She and Leroy watched the
movie and listened to Stevie and Bridget giggling.
"Huh, Bridgie? Huh?" Stevie was saying softly, in the high-pitched tone
people use to calm skittish animals. Bridget glanced back to see if Marie and
Leroy were watching, and Marie looked out the window into the next car, the
Dodge. As she watched, the faces of the couple in the back seat came together
slowly. She recognized one of them; it was Colleen Baker. Colleen was three
years ahead of Marie in school. She had artsy-looking short red hair and was
rich and aloof without being at all unbearable to the other girls. It was said that
she got all her clothes from expensive punk places in New York through mailorder catalogs. Her father was a famous novelist.
Leroy now had his arms around Marie's waist. She craned her neck to see if
Colleen was actually kissing another girl, and who it was. She thought she
would be able to do this without disturbing Leroy because, like all boys, when
his technique switch was on "go" nothing short of fire or flood- and nothing so
insignificant as body language-wo uld make him give up his pursuit The
person Colleen was kissing was a little bit shorter than she was, but this could
have been due to a trick of the car's seat springs. He or she had a delicate nose
and chin, and shaggy hair that looked as if it had been cut that way on purpose
and wasn't just a grown-out mess. Colleen had never been known to have a
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boyfriend, but then nobody knew anything really solid about Colleen because
she wouldn' t let you.
" Hey, Marie," Leroy whispered. " Whatcha lookin' at?" Marie turned her
head fast. Leroy leaned his body across hers and stared, goggle-eyed, out the
window into the field of curved car window reflections in the dark.
" Nothing! " Marie said loudly. "Why?" She glanced into the other car and
saw that the couples were just an indistinct blob right then.
She traded places with Leroy to make out with him. They put their arms
around each other tightly and kissed almost as well as Stevie and Bridget were
doing. Marie was able periodically to peer around Leroy' s face into the Dodge.
Stevie and Bridget were breathing hard and so was Leroy. Marie was wideeyed. If anyone Marie knew would do that sort of thing, it would be Colleen
Baker. Colleen was a myth-maker. She would lead anyone to believe anything
about herself as long as it was exotic. For instance, she had never come out and
said that she smoked pot with her parents, but she would drop hints into
conversations about parents or pot that would lead the imaginations of high
school girls in that direction. Marie had overheard Colleen and a group of girls
talking about " queers" once, and Colleen had become impatient with them all
for squealing " Eeeeeeew! Groooooosss! " loud and long. " I think I know more
about it than you guys do," she said. "In our neighborhood in New York there
were a whole bunch of homos-like more of them than us, practically- and
they were all really nice. "
" Eeeeeeew!" was the group response.
" What would you guys do ifl told you I was a lezzie?" Colleen asked. " You
couldn't hate me, because I'm already your friend. Oh, forget it," she said in
sudden disgust, and walked away from the group.
Talking about it was one thing, but doing it-Marie shuddered, but couldn't
stop looking into the white car. Whenever she was afraid Leroy was about to
ask her what the matter was, she would grab the sides of his head between her
hands and kiss him more passionately.
Near the end of the first movie, the girls in the Dodge were still making out
and Stevie announced a need to " drain my main vein. "
" That beer, man," said Leroy in his gravelly voice, and gave Stevie a smile
to indicate that he was in the know about such biological matters. Stevie and
Leroy got out of the car and walked to the rear of it. Two of their friends, Wally
and Mike, emerged from a red Mustang parked next to Stevie' s car on the left.
When the boys were finished, all their girlfriends got out of the two cars except
for Marie.
" Hey, Marie, what' s the matter?" Bridget' s perky voice didn't match her
bland, freckled face, which peered down at Marie through the window.
" Arentcha going to get out and stretch your legs? I'm going to the ladies' room,
why dontcha come with me? You can help me carry the food on the way back.
I'm just craving a hotdog, aren't you? I'll bet the guys are! "
" No, I reckon I'll get out in a minute. You go on. " Marie knew she'd have
better chances of finding out who was in the white car if she got out, but the
four boys and a few others were milling around among the cars now that the
final credits were on the screen. Marie was developing a knot in her stomach. If
the boys saw what was going on inside the Dodge, hell would break loose. She
did not want to be among the faces the girls saw when they looked out Even
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though they were asking for trouble, what they were doing didn't seem like
something anyone else should presume to recognize.
" Hey, who' s in this car? This here looks like Scotty Farrell' s car?" Marie
heard Stevie' s voice and twisted around to see what was happening.
" Farrell! Hey, FARRELL! Make her wait, man! Come on out here! " Stevie
shouted, and swaggered up to the white car when he got no answering shout.
He abruptly thrust his bony face up close to the driver' s window so that the
seat of his tattered jeans was all Marie could see.
" Fuckin' A, man! What the fuck' s goin' on-Wally! Leroy, man! Get over
here! " His voice was shrill with astonishment. He backed away, pointing, then
recovered himself at the same time as Leroy and Wally leaped onto the trunk
of the car and bounced like monkeys. Their sneakers covered the white surface
with dozens of broken, dusty footprints.
" What' s he doin', man? What's Farrell doin' in there?" They flung
themselves on their bellies over the car' s roof and peered in through the
windshield upside down. " Hey, there' s justa buncha chicks in here, Steve!"
" Fuckin' LESBIANS, that' s what! Fuckin' dykes are in there makin' out
like wild fire, man!" Stevie pounded on the driver' s window with his fists,
yelling and screaming. Marie leaned forward and repeatedly pushed her
glasses up on her nose. She felt as if she had brought all this on by thinking
about it.
Several other boys gathered around the Dodge. " Queers? Where? Hey, it' s
that rich bitch and her crowd. Yoo hoo! Colleeeeeen! Leeeeeesa! Hey, babes,
it' s girls' night out, is it?" Six boys, offended to their very souls, danced and
shrieked and drummed with their hands and feet on the white Dodge. Inside,
whoever was in the driver' s seat started the car. It began to back up across the
narrow driveway between rows of cars. The knees of the boys on top of the car
all buckled at the same time as they lurched with the movement. A few of them
jumped off and the others saw a bouncer walking toward them in a bright
orange windbreaker. They all scrambled into Wally' s Mustang and Stevie' s
Buick.
"Oh boy," Leroy was saying as he climbed in beside Marie. Bridget sat
placidly back down in the front seat, loaded down with hotdogs and popcorn
and having missed everything. Stevie leaped into the driver's seat and
screeched the car out onto the roadway. No one answered any of Bridget's
questions. Stevie stuck his head out the window and screamed "Whooo-eee!"
at Wally, gunning his Mustang in front of them; Leroy hung his entire body
down to the waist out the back window; and Marie sat back in her seat with a
bucket of popcorn on her lap and an expressionless face, apparently deaf to all
the commotion. The uproar in the drive-in died before many people took note
of it-and, like a small sigh of relief, the white Dodge pulled quietly back up
into its place, undisturbed.
The two cars full of teenagers roared through the maze of roadways in the
drive-in and finally exploded out onto the highway. It was midnight. Woods
closed in quickly on both sides of the road as they left town and zoomed, radios
blaring, along Route 67 toward Tupelo, the next town over. Marie relaxed and
let her body jiggle with the motion of the car. All that was picked up by the
headlights were the blacktop road with the double yellow centerline and the
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first few skinny trees at the edge of the woods. Reflective yellow road signs
with zigzagging black arrows came into view far off as faint specks in the
darkness, and grew brighter and brighter until they glared like things in a
dream. The red dots of Wally's taillights bobbed in and out of view as the car
went up and down hills and around curves.
Marie grew tired of straining her eyes into the opaque woods and thought
about Chicago instead. Chicago was the opposite of this; it never got dark in
Chicago. You could look out your window any time and see people living their
lives under bright lights. On the streets, instead of being confined by the woods,
you drove in a straight line with the sheer brick walls of buildings rising up on
both sides like a canyon. Her dad described Chicago as broad and sparkling,
but all Marie could imagine was black smokestacks and loud car horns. She
knew she'd be there to stay in less than twenty-four hours, after a long drive
through the big daytime of the Midwest. Her dad had told her, tracing his finger
along the map on the dining room table. They would leave the woods behind as
soon as they got on the Missouri road. In five hours they would thread through
St. Louis and cross the Mississippi River. Immediately the land would no
longer be raw and hilly and red, but flat and green. The interstate highway
would run in an infinite straight line until it ran right into a cloud, a thunderhead looming over miles of Illinois farmland
There was a small, L-shaped outdoor mall in Tupelo, and on Friday and
Saturday nights the edges of its parking lot were lined with cars full of
teenagers. Everyone was drinking or eating something and sitting on the hoods
of all the cars. Across the road from the parking lot were the same dark woods.
Marie kept thinking about what she'd seen in the white car; not about the boys'
reaction to it, but the thing itself. She could hardly keep a conversation going
with Leroy and Bridget They were filling Bridget in on why she had come back
with the food to see six boys bouncing on a little white car; Stevie was passing
around to everyone else the news about Colleen Baker and her friends.
Everyone assumed that Colleen was the ringleader even though she was in the
back seat of someone else's car.
"I'm not going to get to see what happens Monday at school when you all
have to face each other!" Marie complained.
"You mean when that rich bitch and her GIRLFRIENDS have to face
US!" said Stevie, rolling his eyes and giving a gesture of contempt with his
beer can.
"I'll write and tell you what happens, Marie, if you give me your new
address," offered Leroy, standing close to Marie's knees as she sat on the car
trunk.
Marie appealed to Bridget, who sat beside her smoking a cigarette. "The
boys were the ones- I mean, they were leaping all over Colleen's car; it was
like they were loony all of a sudden, you know what I mean?"
"What!" Bridget squealed. "Those creepy little lezzies were making out in
there and you don't think they deserve everything they get? That Colleen, I
always had my suspicions about her!"
"Who was in the car with her?" asked Marie, after a few minutes had passed
and Stevie had gone off to join a beer-drinking game.
"Lisa Riley and that freaky girl that wore the yellow jeanjacket to homecoming," said Bridget. "Stevie said he didn't recognize the other one."
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Leroy thrust a beer can into Marie's hand. "So, Marie, are ya gonna give me
your new address?"
"Sure, Leroy." Marie smiled. "I'll sit in my new room in between a whole
bunch of rows of houses that all look the same and write to you while I die of
pollution." She held the cold beer can against the inner crook of her elbow and
stared off into the woods, where the coyotes were howling far off. She knew
who the girl was who wore the yellow jeanjacket It was Wendy Caulfield,
whom Marie had liked since sixth grade but had never gotten to know.
Bridget stared at Marie. Every time Marie looked over at her, she looked
away. "But Colleen and Wendy looked so pretty together!" Marie thought it
so loud and sudden that for a second she thought she'd said it She kept seeing
the delicate nose and chin and shaggy hair of Wendy, and the shiny red hair of
Colleen with the movie light flickering over it as their mouths touched. Marie
ran the fingertips of one hand across her cheekbone, down the ridge of her long,
narrow nose, and over her chin, and saw that Leroy was watching her.
Everybody else was in on the beer-drinking game on the trunk of Wally's
Mustang. The car radios blared Southern-style rock-n-roll from KCMG in
Calico, the only rock station within 70 miles. God, I'm some kind of a freak,
Marie thought. This is what I'm taking away to Chicago with me-what's
going to happen to me there?
"Hey, Leroy," she said. "Come sit in the car with me."
Leroy was drifting around the edge of the game, but he said, "Sure!"
He grabbed two more beers and climbed in after Marie.
"I don't want to move to Chicago," she told him. "We're supposed to leave
in-" she looked at his watch-"three and a half hours."
Leroy sat as straight as he could to be taller than Marie and put his arms
around her. "There's gotta be something good about it," he said.
"Well, my dad's always saying he'll be having to come and peel me off the
beach. I don't know whether to believe him or not. He says there's jillions of
trees and flowers and you can walk to the lake and go swimming, but if we get
there and everything' s all gray and there's one poor stunted little tree and the
lake's full of trash, I reckon I'll not even bother to unpack! Sorry," she said
hastily, seeing that Leroy was staring at her in open-mouthed confusion. She
took her glasses off and kissed him. They necked until the rest of the party ran
out of beer and decided it was time to go home.
Marie walked into the empty house with her head buzzing from the three
beers she had drunk with Leroy. Her brother and sister and father were in
sleeping bags on the living room carpet, and another bag was laid out for
Marie. None of them wanted to sleep alone in a bare, empty room. When she
crawled into her bag, Marie accidentally kicked her sister Kim and woke her
up. Kim was a year older than Marie.
"Hey, what're ya doin'?" Kim mumbled.
"Sorry," said Marie as she reached over Kim to put her glasses by her
shoes.
"Hey, you stink!" Kim exclaimed, coming fully awake. "You've been
drinking beer!"
"No I haven't Go back to sleep," said Marie, and giggled. "You know I
don't drink, smoke, or swear. God damn it-"
"I left my fuckin' cigarettes at the saloon!" chanted Kim in a whisper, and
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Marie laughed out loud and couldn't stop. Kim grabbed her and put her hand
over her mouth.
" You know what, Kimmy? " Marie whispered as soon as Kim let go of her.
"Colleen Baker and Wendy Caulfield are lezzies, and so is Lisa Riley. "
" Oh, you little pervert! " Kim whispered back.
" No, I'm serious. I saw them making out at Johnson's. The prettiest girls in
our school are lezzies, can you believe it?"
" YOU are! " Kim said.
Marie felt as if she'd been hit with a bucket of ice water. " No I'm NOT. I
wasn' t doing it I was making out with Leroy Perkins!"
" YUCK! No way! Leroy Perkins looks like a leprechaun! You weren't
makin' out with nobody, you were watching those lezzies. "
" Shut up, Kim. " Marie turned over in her sleeping bag and faced the other
way. The porch light shined through the newly washed front windows and
made big, lonely rectangles on the carpet.
" Marie," Kim said, " Dad's gonna kick your butt for being out till three
o' clock. He didn' t even go to bed until midnight for runnin' around, getting
stuff together, and he was mad as a hornet Plus you' re gonna have a hangover,
prob' ly, after sleeping only two hours. You and Dad are gonna be a real pain in
the you-know-what to be in a truck with for eleven hours. "
" Go to hell," said Marie to herself, and continued to lie awake long after
Kim had gone back to sleep.
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WEST OF EDEN
Laura Mazzuca

The band stunk, for one. The amplifiers were cranked as high as they would
go, and they couldn't accommodate all the noise from those discordant guitars.
Nancy and Eileen and I were sitting at a table in our grammar-school
lunchroom. Or should I say Nancy and I were sitting- gaping. There was this
big moosey broad who had Eileen by the collar of her new yellow pantsuit I
mean this broad was a real Milk- Bone muncher, strictly from Ken-L-Ration.
She had sandy brown hair in two preposterous pigtails tied with fuzzy pink
yarn, and she was all over freckles, and her teeth went in about twenty different
directions. And she was ragging at us in very nice language.
"What the hell are you talking about my friend like that for, you fucker?"
she bellowed.
"Hey, watch the material, huh?" Eileen objected half-heartedly.
"Yeah, we saw you givin' our friend the finger, asshole, so don't play
dumb!" The moose's henchgirls were sniggering in the background at our
obvious discomfort. One of them was a sawed-off runt we went to grammar
school with, only now you could hardly recognize her face under all that DayGlo-colored Maybelline.
"We don't know what you're talking about," Nancy piped up, sounding
squeaky and scared.
"Bullshit!" bellowed Lassie. "We' re gonna kick your asses in, you fuckers."
Nobody in the lunchroom was listening to the band. Instead the whole joint
was staring at us. Among the starers and laughers were some decent-looking
guys. One of them had a fall of beach-boy-blond hair slanted over one blue
eye. I was devastated. So much for making a good impression.
The evening had started out okay. Hey, we were high school kids now,
returning to our old school in what we'd hoped would be a blaze of glory. We
could afford to be condescending about the old dump, to laugh about the lousy
lunchroom that did extra duty as a dance hall and auditorium ( in fact, that's
what it was euphemistically called by the Sisters of St. Joseph). Now we went
to high school, where there were three separate facilities for lunchroom, auditorium, and gym! So if we swaggered around a bit, it was only because we'd
just gotten out of this school as big bad eighth-graders not so very long ago.
And we looked cool. Eileen had taken her hair out of curlers right before we
left, so it looked curly and a little ratted on the top. True, she couldn't see much
because she'd taken her glasses off to show her blue eyeshadow. But I had
contact lenses, so I could describe stuff to her. Nancy had her long hair in a
ponytail, and wore a skirt and blouse. I was trying to project an image of blase
insouciance, so I was the only one wearing jeans.
We had been eyeballing the guys, and telling dirty jokes, and acting
generally cool. So maybe we did get a bit rambunctious. Maybe we did make
some loud comments about the female competition. So what? It didn't mean
they had to jump all over us.
Physical confrontation terrified me. I talked big, but I was a wimp. This
broad looked like she poured milk over nails for breakfast and wiped her mouth
with a two-by-four. So I just sat there watching her manhandle Eileen's new
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yellow pantsuit, hoping that ifl closed my eyes she might not be able to see me.
It seemed to work. The broad and her entourage swaggered away to a table
on the other side of the room where they continued to glare at us. The three of
us stared at each other, seeing different versions of fright in each other's faces.
"Those bitches!" whispered Nancy. "What were they talking about,
anyway?"
"Jesus, I thought that broad would never let go," gasped Eileen.
"Let's get out of here," I said. There was nothing else on my mind.
The band was playing an anemic medley of songs from "Tommy" ("See me,
feel me, touch me, heal me") as we got up to leave. Some weirdo chick was
alone on the floor doing a deranged form of interpretive dance, waving her
arms around and arching her back like a drunken swan. She was the only one in
the place who wasn't looking at us and laughing.
We slunk out the back door, trying not to run and blow our cool completely.
The night was crisp and Halloweenish. The moon was a creamy yellow. We
didn't talk much; we were all too embarrassed. We had had big plans for
tonight-dancing with cute guys, running into old friends, listening to a real
live band, acting cool. Instead here we were, a half-hour after we'd arrived,
slinking out in shame. Chickens!
The old school was dark except for the colored lights in the lunchroom. It
looked blue and grown-up from the outside, like a real nightclub or disco or
something. The windows on the second floor were glassily black. It seemed
funny to be seeing the school like this, as outsiders, like our parents or other
grownups. But we sure didn't feel like grownups now.
We walked fast Eileen's house was across the street from the school's
convent, and the sooner we got there, the better we'd feel. We could order a
pizza, maybe, and drown our sorrows in mozzarella and orange Fanta while
watching "Creature Features."
Just as we reached the front of the convent, the unthinkable happened.
"There they are! Let's get 'em!" I turned around and saw that the light in the
first floor girls' john ("lavatory" to the nuns) was on. Four silhouettes-three
moosey, one runty-were standing in the window's yellowish light. The next
thing I knew the window was spewing forth those figures. The moosey broad
and her henchgirls came flowing across the school lawn like puke, laughing and
yelling-chasing us!
"Shit! Let's run!" Eileen yelled. In my mind I was already halfway across
the street and up the big wooden porch of the old Jasin house. It was like crosscutting in some B-movie. I didn't turn around to check on the proximity of the
broads, my friends, or anything else, just kept running like hell. Thirty-fourth
Street looked like a calm river with the streetlights glowing on it, and no cars in
sight Across the river was the inviting Jasin porch, looking normal and safe
and at least a million miles away. I could hear the broads yelling at us, getting
closer. Worst of all, I could hear them laughing- laughing at the cowards that
we were. But once my feet got moving, pride didn't enter into the matter.
I think I hit the front porch first. My footsteps banged on the wooden steps
with a hollow sound, Eileen's and Nancy's drumming a similar beat of
cowardice behind me. The broads had veered off, still cackling, probably
heading back to the dance and more sadistic fun and frivolity.
"Chicken! Chicken! What a bunch of assholes!" The screams faded off into
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the darkness. We banged at the front door frantically. Mrs. Jasin pulled it
open, a look of surprise on her face as we pushed past her. Of course she was
surprised. We were suppose d to be having a blast at the dance, not coming
back home a half-hou r after leaving.
"Girls, what's wrong? What happene d?"
We all started babbling at once, stepping over each other's sentence s in the
same way we'd scrambl ed over each other to reach the sanctity of the Jasin
house.
"We didn't do anything! I mean, we were just sitting there, and these
broads -"
"That Santini creep we graduate d with was one of 'em. God, did she look
like a slut! And the one grabs me by the collar and starts using real bad
language, Ma-"
"You can't reason with animals, that's for sure. They chased us! They
jumped out of the window and chased us!"
"Say, say, what's all this ruckus?" Eileen and Nancy's grandmo ther
creaked into the living room, stern old face pulled down in wattles of
disapproval.
"Some girls were picking on them, Mother, " said Mrs. Jasin. "For no
reason at all!" Mrs. Jasin looked perplexed, her face an older, sweeter version
of Eileen's , complet e with pug nose, Irish eyes, and deep-dis h dimples. But
Granny wasn't quite so naive. Her brow furrowed suspiciously. You sure as
hell couldn't pull the wool over Granny' s eyes.
"What did you do? Did you start up with them first?" she interrogated.
"No, Granny, honest! They started it, for no reason at all!" Nancy could be
a convincing liar at times. Eileen, on the other hand, seldom got away with it.
Nancy was a whiner, and for some reason it made her more believable. Eileen
was a blatant, full-time irritant; Nancy did it on the side.
By this time we had calmed down enough to get mad. Safely inside Fort
Jasin, we could afford to wax indignan t over our plight. The more we thought
about it, the more innocen t we became. We played up the sluttiness of the girls,
their abusive, filthy language ( unlike ours!), our total innocence. And the more
we talked, the more indignant we got. Our version sounded complet ely
plausible. In our minds, the menacin g broads were practical ly wielding switchblades, chainsaws, and machine guns.
Mrs. Jasin was equally angry. She saw her girls as clean-living, rightthinking young women, a bit genteelly poor perhaps, but basically good girls.
We played up the image. She didn't know about our frequent forays into shoplifting at Prosch' s Pharmac y, our filthy language, our constant incarcer ation in
Detentio n Hall at school, our blatant disregard of authority, our delibera te
mocking of the nuns and teachers at school. We were learning a lot in high
school. She grew angrier and angrier (in a ladylike way, of course) as we tatted
tirelessly at the truth. Granny just waddled back into the kitchen, muttering,
"Kids today are just a bunch of hoods that need a good slapping -down." Mrs.
Jasin "had a good mind" to call the police, the nuns at the school, and the
parents of the girls involved. This we discoura ged vehemently. Being chickens
and assholes was bad enough, but being squealer s would put the seal on our
death warrants.
I didn't sleep much that night. After telling my parents about the evening of
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horrors, I lay awake and listened to them rehash it downstairs in the kitchen
( site of all family crises), drinking their bottomless cups of Boston-style coffee
and validating my fatalistic feeling that this wasn't just an isolated incident but
the first in a long, endless string of harassments.
" You look too much like a hippie!" my mother had yelled. " That' s probably
why they're picking on you! " In her eyes, this was probably true. I had worn
fading jeans and a sweater to the dance, in a time when jeans were still
associated with Haight-Ashbu ry. But my hair was only shoulder-length, and I
wasn't wearing beads, a headband, or any other hippie accoutrements . I may
have thought of myself as a little left of center, but I wasn' t to the point yet
where outsiders could see this just by looking.
My father, who had never realized before just how wimpy his daughter was,
just shook his head, lit another in an endless chain of cigarettes, and said, " We
should have never moved out of the old neighborhood. You would have grown
up tough there. "
So I was a double disgrace to them! A degenerate hippie to my mother, and a
snivelling, lily-livered " suburban punk" (the foulest of epithets!) to the old
man.
I tossed and turned, my brain churning out horrors in Technicolor and
Cinemascope. By Monday the word would be out all over Morton West High
School that some creep from the "all-girl Catholic high school" ( spoken in a
sarcastic whine) had gotten into a " rumble" (shades of West Side Story!) with
some tough, cool Morton West chicks. They'd be combing the streets for me. I
was dead meat. My parents would find me trussed up and teetering on the
doorstep like James Cagney at the end of Public Enemy, dead, and I'd fall into
the doorway face first and break my already sizeable nose.
My fear was that the runty broad, who lived only a few blocks away from
me, would spot me getting off the train on my way home from school. If she
wanted, she could stand on her comer and watch me, like a cool, tough cat
watching a snivelling, wimpy mouse. Then she would signal to her greaser
friends and have the load of them beat me to a bloody, whimpering pulp before
the railroad crossing gates even went up again. No matter that the runt and I
had been friends in grammar school. It didn' t count for anything now. She was
a " greaser" and I was a " duper. " It was worse than the Montagues and the
Capulets, the Jets and the Sharks, Cubs fans and Sox fans.
The following Monday when I got off the train after school I was a different
person. I was wearing dark glasses, which always seemed to work in spy
movies. I also wore a raincoat over my telltale Catholic school uniform. It was
a little hot, but effective. Then, to throw any troublemakers off even further, I
used a " fall," a hank of fake hair dyed to my color, in a way that made my
shoulder-length hair look a lot longer. I was also careful to disembark with a
clump of older commuters-t he old safety-in-num bers trick. No greasers
( runty or otherwise) were in sight, but I felt security behind my disguise.
This went on for about a month before the terror and, more importantly,
humiliation of that night began to fade from my memory. I gradually gave up
the dark glasses, the raincoat, the fake hair. There were other things to worry
about now. Like, was I going to flunk Introduction to Physical Science, or
what? And, how the hell could I conjugate verbs in French when I was barely
capable of doing it in English? And, how did that Pat Stack in my math class
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get her eyeliner to look like Barbra Streisand' s? Mine always ended up looking
like a raccoon cartoon character.
My bravado began to return. Eileen, Nancy and I, who for a while wouldn't
speak above a low murmur if there were tough-looking broads around, began to
revert to our usual loud-mouthed, profane manner. Things were back to
normal.
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STOPPING AT BALISTRARI'S
Arnie Raiff

The truck rattled and sputtered its black smoke as it bumped along down the
middle of Harrison Street along the old streetcar tracks in the center of the
cobblestones, the rails a thin gray parallel line of metal. There was no streetcar
clanging down the street Ben pulled alongside one of the new diesel buses and
leaned past David to gaze at it. They were stopped at Kedzie Boulevard. Ben
looked the bus over from front to back as if he were studying it He read the
advertisement along its side. It showed a young woman in a sleeveless blue
dress tilting her head back and taking a long cool drink of Coca-Cola; her
blond hair was caught in the wind. Bright, red Coca-Cola circles were on either
side of her and underneath the words: "Things go better with Coke." Ben
pulled himself upright behind the steering wheel and turned to David with a
smile: "Like to have one of those drinks when we get to Balistrari's Grocery,
David?" David smiled back at his father and he could feel the muscles in his
arms tighten and that feeling of being high up fill him again with a giddy delight.
He puffed out his chest and smiled back at his father and he felt warm inside
again like it was a special day. He sat very still now with his hands tucked underneath his legs against the black plastic seat The flies buzzed around him but he
didn't move. And the truck percolated at the stop but the thought of a cool
Coca-Cola at the next grocery stop made him want to be very still and hopeful.
Ben pulled the truck across Kedzie Boulevard in front of the diesel bus,
crossing the intersection ahead of it and its foul-smelling smoke. A trolley bus
stood at the cross street with hard strands of coiled wire caught in a cable high
above near the lamp posts. The coiled wire was caught on rollers and moved
with the bus as it glided to a stop next to the curb. And as the passengers
boarded and left the bus, David watched them as if he were watching a movie.
They had a dreamy, hot, steamy appearance in the bright sunshine.
Squeaking, the truck rumbled over the old streetcar tracks towards
Lawndale A venue, where the Balistrari Grocery Store stood on the comer,
tucked into the side of a massive yellow-brick building. Ben knew when he
made his first stop that he had to convince Balistrari that the new frozen
products were worth stocking. For Ben, the sales part of the job was a promotion. This promotion was the first step, he thought Fifteen years on the trucks
was more than enough. Strikes, low pay, and the back-breaking work was
finally too much for him at forty-six. Next year, he wanted out. He wanted off
the trucks for good and to work from behind the steering wheel of a company
car-those sleek new Ford sedans. And he'd be wearing a suit instead of the
thick cotton freezer coat. Two years ago, he had been caught between two
trucks and had broken both legs. They still ached every time he walked or
climbed in and out of the cab. Next year no more trucks, he thought to himself
again.
He looked over at his son, who was hanging out of the window and waving
his arm out the side of the truck. "Get in here. You want your arm cut off?"
And David pulled himself inside, quickly putting his hands under his legs like
before. For a moment he'd been lost in the breeze as the truck rolled along.
Ben jerked the truck to a stop and rolled it in next to the curb in front of
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Balistrari' s. He took his metal clipboard from the seat and jammed open the
door, which squealed on its hinges. He pulled his 5 foot, 10 inch frame down,
hitting the running board with his left workshoe while David clambered out the
other side. The brightness of the sun made Ben squint as he crossed in front of
the truck and then moved along its side to the back doors.
He stood behind the truck, checking the items he'd try to sell to Sam
Balistrari. He glided his pencil along the page and made a few checks next to
some. David stood next to his father with growing impatience. He could feel
the heat seep into him. When the truck was moving there was some excitement, but he couldn't stand still. He bounced on his toes, pressing his hands
inside his jeans pockets. He hoped his father would suddenly swing the metal
doors open to the freezer so he could jump inside and get out of the heat. He
flexed his muscles like he was in front of a mirror and he was a strongman.
He'd show his father how strong he was. Ben looked at him with a smile:
"Come on, strongman, let's check out the stock. I'll introduce you to Sam."
And Ben laughed to himself because the pleasure of having David with him
was coming back, making the day special to him too. A wave of giddiness
caught him as he swung his arm around David's shoulder and drew him
towards the grocery store.
Balistrari' s Grocery Store smelled of oldness. Dust-lad en boxes of Cheerios
and Wheaties, stacked almost to the ceiling, stood side by side. Next to them
were yellow boxes of Arm and Hamme r baking soda and baking powder, also
mounting to the ceiling. Then more boxes. Boxes of Oxydal detergent in
rainbow colors and bright orange boxes of Tide and the white fronts of Ivory
Flakes with a cherubic baby's face on the blue and white front cover. All dustcovered, dulling their colors. Next to them hung a wooden pole with metal
pinchers at the top end. Balistrari, a small chubby man, used the pinchers to
grab the boxes off the top.
The other smells of cheese and Italian meats greeted the boy and his father
as the door, chiming open, announced their presence.
Balistrari stood behind a white marble-hard counter where he was intently
marking with the stub of a pencil a brown paper bag that lay flat on the counter.
An elderly woman stood looking down at the pencil scratching out the
numbers, watching him mark the numbers to make sure he wasn't making
mistakes. She looked over her spectacles that she wore low on her nose. She
had on a clean, faded green cotton dress with large white flowers printed on it.
Her black shoes were laced to the top, the heels thick and elevated. The shoes
looked like men's shoes. She wore silk stockings that were rolled down to her
ankles. The dress hung down just above the rolled-down stockings. Balistrari,
just finishing up his addition, wore a butcher's apron over his shirt and pants.
"Do you want me to put your groceries in the paper bag, Mrs. Batko, or
should I just put them into your shopping bag?" He pointed to the blue cloth
bag that she held at her side.
"Put them in the brown bag first. I use it for garbage." And then she pointed,
impatiently wagging her fingers at the bag on the counter.
"Fine, fine, Mrs. Batko." His voice was louder than necessary. "You're
sure you wouldn't like to try the new frozen orange juice?" He looked at Ben,
who stood next to the ice cream freezer. "Specia l price just for you-thi rty-
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nine cents. You tell me if it doesn't taste just as good as fresh squeezed. " He
was already putting the Ivory Flakes and the bottle of milk into the brown bag
with the baked beans and the cans of peas and com.
" No, no, my husband says it tastes like chemicals. You sold me it last
week. " She shook her head and then added, " What, you can' t get anyone to try
it, Mr. Balistrari? Your wife doesn't like squeezing oranges?"
Balistrari smiled at her. " My wife loves the stuff. I drink it every morning.
Better than fresh. Better than squeezing! You squeeze and only a drop comes
out. Your husband shouldn' t be so finicky. " He finished putting in a small bag
of oranges and asked her to hand him the cloth shopping bag. " Last chance.
One can could last you a whole week. "
She handed him the bag and smiled. "Okay, okay, give me a can but if he
don't drink it, it's the last time. Maybe he' ll get used to the taste. A whole
week, tch, tch, tch. Go on before I change my mind. "
Balistrari walked from behind the counter to the ice cream freezer and
brought her back a can. " You owe me four dollars and twenty-nine cents." She
handed him a five dollar bill. While he rang up her sale, she looped the cloth
bag around her pale arm and let it hang there. He handed her the change and
she put the loose coins in a small change purse and stuck that in her bag as well.
" Remember, tell Max not to be so particular. Have a nice day, Mrs. Batko. "
She smiled. " Good morning, Mr. Balistrari. "
When she turned towards the door, she noticed Ben and his son standing
near the ice cream freezer. Without paying any attention she swept past them,
holding her bag tightly against her dress. Ben watched her leave the store. He
was mildly pleased that she took the orange juice and he wondered if he could
sell Balistrari the latest frozen foods on the market. The door chimed when it
opened and closed. The heat from outside wafted into the damp grocery store.
Ben went up to the counter while David looked eagerly at the baseball cards,
bubble gum and candy stacked behind a glass case next to the counter. He was
thirsty. He moved down the aisle to where he could see the heads of PepsiCola bottles and Coke bottles and K-O pop and Orange Crush.
" Good to see her take that orange juice, Sam. But you can't beat fresh
squeezed, we all know that I thought she might not take it That stuff 11 sell,
you'll see. " Ben could hear himself talk and he hated the sound of his own
voice. The sound reverberated inside of him but he knew he' d get used to this
selling stuff. He had to get used to it. He couldn't work the truck anymore.
" How' s sales on the orange juice anyway? How' s the peas selling?"
Balistrari came from behind the counter and walked over to the freezer and
opened the top. " Come here and look for yourself. "
Ben walked over, his clipboard against his chest, and peered down into the
dark freezer. Twelve bright orange cans sat one on top of the other in stacks of
six. He looked at his clipboard. He had given Balistrari twenty cans two weeks
ago. " So you sold eight That ain' t too bad. I'll replace the eight. How' d the
peas sell?" Balistrari flipped open another compartment. Only two cans of
Birdseye green peas lay at the bottom. " Great," Ben said and winced and
looked at his clipboard again. ' ' I gave you twenty-four of those. How about
another case? I got something new for you. "
Balistrari flipped the freezer lid shut. "A case sounds good but that orange
juice. I don' t know. Maybe next time. Maybe after I sell out what I got. What' s
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new?"
Ben walked back to the counter with Balistrari and laid his clipboard down.
" Sam, the vegetables could sell good. I got green beans and com. No salt to
preserve them. Healthier, Sam. How about a case of each? First case be a little
cheaper, you know. "
Sam Balistrari liked Ben. He'd known him for years and he'd been using
Beatrice products all that time. He always liked to make Ben's job a little
easier because over the years Ben took back damaged products with no
questions asked. It was a business relationship built on trust. So while Sam
studied how he'd make room for the new frozen foods, he stared at the boy who
hovered around the soda cooler. " Ben, you never introduced me to the boy. "
Ben looked over at David standing by the cooler. " Sam, that' s my son
David; okay if he takes a pop?"
Sam touched his chin like he was thinking it over, but he was actually
thinking about what to say to the boy. He finally walked over to the cooler,
leaving Ben back at the counter. The smell of cool, stagnant water came up to
him while he stood next to the boy. " So you're Ben' s helper today, hey? " And
Sam extended his hand to the boy. David took his hand tentatively, shyly, and
tried to look around the heavy-set man to his father. " What kind of pop you
want?"
David tried to look around Sam again but his vision was blocked. " Pepsi, if
it' s okay?"
Sam reached in the cooler, took a blue and red Pepsi and popped off the
metal top on the opener at the side of the cooler. He handed it to David and
walked back to Ben, who was checking his order. " I'll take those cases from
you. I'll have to make room for 'em in the freezer but if I can sell those frozen
peas I guess I can sell frozen com and frozen green beans. Give me the two
cases and another case of peas but none of that damn orange juice. Maybe this
winter when oranges are scarce the stuffll sell but I gotta have room for ice
cream in this heat. "
David stood by the cooler, slowly sipping his pop and watching the men,
who stood down the aisle. The door suddenly swung open, sending off another
peal of chimes.
A black man and his son came into the store looking around as if it were their
first time. The man, dressed in overalls, wore a cap with the visor pulled down
shadowing his eyes. His boy, who held his hand, was dressed much like David,
with sneakers, jeans and a white T-shirt They walked slowly down the aisle
towards the counter where Ben and Sam stood going over the order. Sam was
behind the counter making out a slip to give to Ben and Ben was marking his
price sheet, about to hand it back to Sam, when the boy and his father reached
the counter. The boy broke away from his father and walked sullenly down
along where the glass case held the candy, baseball cards and bubble gum.
When he got to the end of the case, he looked up and saw David, who was
sipping his pop and staring at him. Their eyes met momentarily and then they
both \ooked away from each other. They looked down at their gym shoes as if
they had suddenly been embarrassed by an unwanted intimacy.
Sam raised his head to look at the black man, who removed his cap and was
about to speak when Sam interrupted. His voice was thick, harsh and low and
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it seemed to hiss through the dark grocery store. "What's your business here?"
The man held his cap in both hands and twisted it and turned it around in his
hands. "There's that sign outside," the man said.
Sam turned to Ben and looked at him as if they shared a secret Ben stood
there next to the black man holding his pencil poised at the sheet "What
sign?" Sam shot back.
The man kept turning the cap in his hands and there were specks of dried
yellow paint on his hands and you could see the paint clearly as he turned the
cap. "That sign about needing somebody to deliver groceries in the neighborhood. I ain't had regular work in a long time. Me and my son there could share
the work." He turned his whole body so he was looking at his son while he
finished his sentence.
Sam shot a look over at the boy, who looked down at the bottles of soda as if
he wanted to ask about them. He sweated profusely and looked at David, who
suddenly stopped drinking and held the bottle at his side trying to hide it. Sam
kept looking at the boy standing next to the cooler. "Hey, get away from there,
boy. You come over here where I can see you. Been lots a kids coming in here
and taking pops without paying for them." He turned to Ben when he said this.
The boy shuffied over to stand next to his father. "You don't have any
reason to talk to the boy that way. He don't want to take nothing from you,
mister," the black man said.
Sam looked back at the man. "Don't tell me how to run my store. I been in
business almost twenty-five years. Nobody ever come in here to tell me how to
run my business and nobody's gonna start telling me how to run it now."
The man shifted the hat around and around in his paint-splattered hands.
"About that job," he asked.
Sam leaned down on the counter now with the palms of both hands, his arms
stiff, and looked down at the boy. "What job? That job got filled yesterday.
Yep, I got a little kid in the neighborhood to run those groceries for me. Musta
forgot to take the sign down. There ain't no job and if you ain't gonna be buying
anything you can see I got business to take care of here." Sam turned to Ben.
"I'll take those cases." And he handed Ben a slip of paper.
David held the pop by the neck at his side. The man put his cap on his head
tightly, so it shadowed his face again. When he put his hands to his sides they
were balled up in fists. Ben could see the fists from his side of the counter and
David could see them from where he stood, but Sam had turned his back to the
man and was putting away the price list Ben had handed him. When he turned
around again, the man turned as well and took his son's hand and walked down
the aisle towards the door. "There's nothing good for us here, son." The door
chimed when he opened it, and it closed after he and his son had gone out.
Sam's heavy face was red with anger. "Damn it, Ben, this neighborhood's

no good, I'm telling you. No damn good. If I don't get outta here soon.... ''
Sam folded his arms against his chest. "That must be the tenth fella that's
come in here for that job since I put up that sign yesterday."
Ben said nothing and he was about to start for the door to fill Sam's order.
But he couldn't help asking. "You mean that job's still open?"
Sam looked at Ben and chuckled under his breath. '' Of course it's open. You
think I'd hire a damn nigger to work here? Why, those good for nothings steal
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everything I own."
Ben said nothing. He looked at the floor. He had to do business with Sam
and he knew it. And David watched, still holding the bottle next to his side.
"What's he gonna do?" he wondered to himself. Ben stood there and took a
breath and looked back into Sam's eyes. Sam stared back insolently as if to
dare Ben to challenge him. And Ben whispered almost under his breath, "The
neighborhood is changing, Sam."
"What?" Sam shot back the question.
And Ben, holding the clipboard at his side, said again, "The neighborhood is
changing, Sam." But Ben's voice was unnaturally loud.
"You're damn right it's changing," Sam affirmed. "And those people don't
belong where they ain't wanted."
It was another challenge to Ben. Ben looked around uncomfortably and saw
David dumbly holding the soda at his side. "David, finish up that pop; we gotta
get those cases outta the truck." David balked. He stared down at his hand as if
frozen to the spot "Damn it, David, I said finish that soda now. We've got
deliveries to make."
And David, shocked into action, drank the soda down in a gulp, though he
wasn't thirsty. He drank it down, put the empty bottle next to the cooler and
followed his father to the door where the chimes rang when Ben opened the
door. Ben waited there for David to join him, holding the door open. And as
David walked down the aisle to reach his father, he realized that the day had
suddenly lost some of the magic he had hoped for. The heat from outside
smothered his breath and he felt blinded by the sun's sudden glare when he met
his father at the door. The chimes rang again as the door closed behind them.
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BARBARA LEE, THE WORD PROCESSOR
Caroljean Leonard

Everything I am today, I owe to my mother. Even when I was very young,
she inspired me. In fact, I can still remember how she used to sit me on the
kitchen stool each morning and braid my hair while offering new proverbs for
my consideration. Attitude-not life-is the enemy, she would say. And no
woman has to submit to misery. You can get whatever you want as long as you
don't quit trying. To bring her point home, she'd speak loudly and firmly, all
the while tugging at my long hair, raking the comb through the tangled strands.
And I would sit there with my mouth hanging open while her cheeks turned
rosy and her blue eyes glistened with a fury I had yet to match.
Thus, it was Mother I thought of when I began to have problems with
Barbara Lee, the woman I had hired to replace my former credit manager. And
it was Mother I called on, may she rest in peace, when Barbara Lee turned out
to be one of the weirdest employees I'd known in my fifteen years as business
manager at Blueblood Hospital.
But perhaps, before I go on with Barbara Lee's story, I should explain how I
happened to acquire her as an employee. After years of business as usual, the
hospital administrator got some crazy idea we should improve public relations.
The urge overcame him so suddenly, he bristled with the conviction of a bornagain Christian. His was the only way, the right way, he told us; and of course
no one could argue because he was the administrator. What brought on this
new attitude, I can't say. All I know is one day he walked into the business
office with an architect, and said we'd be moving to a new office on the ground
floor.
What I didn't realize was that he intended to put us in the old stock room. In
order to get there a person had to pass the cafeteria, blood labs, medical
records, radiology, operating rooms, recovery rooms; then enter a concrete
tunnel which led to the service elevator, morgue, and finally, the old stock
room. The room itself was walled with salmon-colored ceramic tiles. There
were deep holes all over where stock shelves had once hung. The floor was a
dreary, gray linoleum. The only door led to the hall; the only windows
bordered the asphalt parking lot. The minute she saw the new office, my credit
manager turned in her name pin and quit, which is why I had to hire a
replacement.
Though my credit manager didn't take to the new office, I had two other
employees who were willing to give it a shot These two went by the unlikely
names of Wacky and Jiggles, names conferred on them by employees who
have long since left the staff. Still, a simple description should explain the
reason for such names. Wacky, my insurance clerk, was the perfectly harmless type. She was a tall woman with skin the color of creamed coffee, long
black wiry hair, and a pipe cleaner shape. She'd been with me longer than any
other employee, and she could put the earliest of the early birds to shame, since
each morning she attacked her work with a shatterproof concentration. More
than anything, I admired her ability to cut through red tape. She had a knack
for finding out where the insurance companies stashed the dough and insisting
they send it pronto. Unfortunately, her energy waned each afternoon. I'm not
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sure why, but some claimed she took her lunch on the service dock, where
much of the housekeeping and maintenance department was known to enjoy
the wicked weed at the noon hour. True, her large brown eyes were always
bloodshot when she came back to the office, and her pupils were about the size
of dimes, but this could have been due to the great amount of work she had
completed in the morning. Whatever the cause, her eyesight dwindled in the
afternoon and she couldn't work unless she donned her favorite mirror-lensed
sunglasses. Even then, she appeared to work in a daze and sometimes sat at
her typewriter, fingers to the keys, staring in dead silence as though she
expected the machine to dictate. But far worse was her tendency to burst into
laughter for no reason, to find the tiniest things amusing as hell. When I asked
what it was that had her tee-hee-heeing like some pre-adolescent school girl,
she would only point to a bare spot on the wall and laugh all the more. Her
knobby shoulders would quiver, her lips would twitch, and she'd sputter
nonsensical phrases before waving me away with one hand and assuring me
she'd be fine, tee-hee-hee.
I did try to admonish her occasionally, because it seemed it wasn't only her
eyesight that quit in the afternoon, but her memory, too. Often, files we
reviewed in the morning disappeared when I returned them to her after lunch.
Then we searched wherever we suspected the missing treasures might have
been placed: in the wastebasket, beneath her desk, and so on. While we
hunted, Wacky tittered breathlessly, as though we were playing some hilarious
game. And when the files turned up in the least likely places-under the ditto
paper, behind the coffee maker, in the bathroom sink- I began to think I was
the victim of a prankster.
The day a file turned up in one of housekeeping's laundry bins, I seriously
considered canning the woman, but I couldn't go through with my idea. For
some reason, it aroused a feeling in me akin to that of putting the family dog to
sleep. How could I turn my back on someone who had shown such loyalty and
devotion? How could I look into those warm, brown eyes and tell her she was
through? For that matter, how could I watch her walk out the door with her tail
between her legs, instead of with the gold watch she deserved? So I came up
with another idea. A bit of brainstorming made me think she might agree to a
decrease in hours. After all, not too many of us are suited to a full day's work
behind a desk. I explained she'd still be eligible for sick pay and insurance
coverage. And I suggested she return to school, promising I'd ask the
administrator if Blue blood would pay for any business courses she undertook.
Unfortunately, Wacky refused to abandon her work. Her cheeks paled at the
mere suggestion of a decrease in hours, and she levelled her Bic at the stack of
forms on her desk, insisting her work would never be completed if she left the
office at noon.
"Besides," Wacky told me, "you once said you only trusted me to handle
your phone calls while you're away from the office. What about those afternoon meetings you always have with the coordinator? Who'll be in charge of
the phone then? Don't you need someone cool and calm anymore?"
"But the files, Wacky. The missing files."
"Hey, I'm just as unhappy about the files as you are. But we've never lost
one for good. And don't forget my age. Of anyone here, you ought to know age
is hard on a person. So maybe my memory's going, but that's no reason to
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come down on a woman who knows she'll be useless soon enough."
This last remark pained me most of all, because Wacky was about my agesomewhere around the age of thirty-nine- and I knew our fears were the same.
The day would come when some younger soul would show us to the door
simply because we'd reached the golden age of sixty-five. I thought that was
entirely unfair; therefore I allowed Wacky to remain a full time employee, but
I saw to the afternoon files myself.
Jiggles, second on my list, was a lusty-looking woman with bleached blond
hair that framed her head like a horseshoe and flipped slightly at the ends. Her
oversized breasts, whittled waist, and muscled thighs resembled those of a
Barbie Doll. She dressed in mix and match outfits, to~cashmere sweaters
and skirts of pale pink, creamy beige, powder blue-which flattered her figure
all the more. But Jiggles was not a woman to be toyed with. We got a taste of
her temper, frequently, after we moved to the new office, because hers was the
broken window; and though she tried an assortment of props to hold it openrulers, pencils, yardsticks, books, and so forth-she was never satisfied with
the air flow. Sometimes, it would seem she had things arranged suitably, and
she would sit down, return to her work, only to rise a few minutes later in a fit of
heat and fury, a mushroom cloud on the desert floor. Then she'd yank her prop
off the sill, let the window slam shut, and tum her back on her desk. Next she'd
grab a pencil or two from Wacky' s desktop caddy and snap them in half, whip
the ragged pieces into the trash, and curse till the blood filled her cheeks and
her mouth went dry. And when it rained, no work got done, because she spent
hours sopping up the water with paper towels, hospital gowns, surgical
sponges, or anything else handy at the time. When maintenance arrived one
morning (two big-bellied men with their hair slicked back and their caps in
their hands) to fix the hinge, they dropped so much rust and soot on her desk
that she shooed them away, calling them incompetent bimbos who were more
interested in looking down the front of her sweater than in repairing a hunk of
corroded metal.
Like I said, the maintenance men came in the morning-when the male
scent and Jiggles's mood never mixed. Had the same fellows appeared in the
afternoon, Jiggles would have been sitting on their laps while they went about
their work, because, in reality, Jiggles was rather fond of the opposite sex. In
fact, you might say she couldn't keep her hands off them. What they looked
like, what their age or health was, what they felt for her, mattered not Men
were men, and they had the hardware to keep her happy.
I can't say I understood Jiggles's motives. Loneliness must have driven her
to do what she did, because each day she would come to the office resolved to
quit men. She would limp to her desk, dragging her humongous leather
handbag behind her, one hand at the base of her spine. Then she'd ease her
fanny onto her chair, like she was afraid she'd discover a pin buried in the
cushion, bend forward, and moan as though she suffered stomach cramps.
Next, she'd spread her legs and rub her thighs, stroking them from hip to knee
and knee to hip, as though she'd just been put through a thirty-mile march.
"How can something that brings on sweet surrender at midnight leave you
feeling so godawful stiff in the morning?" she'd ask us, before vowing, "Never
again, I say. They're too rough for me. From now on, I'm going out to dinner
with women."
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All morning, her aches and pains lingered, but by noon she was always
much improved. Indeed, once lunchtime came around, she would be back to
her old ways, sniffing the air for some evidence of the passion fruit.
But let me move on to Barbara Lee, the only applicant for credit manager
willing to take the job after seeing the office. True, she had no experience with
credit work, but she knew how to operate the word processor and was quite
good at that. In fact, she handled the word processor better than my old credit
manager, a woman who had always resented the change to modem systems.
Anyway, the work wasn't really all that difficult and involved patience more
than anything else. And Barbara Lee certainly looked like the patient type. In
fact, the moment I saw her, I was reminded of my Sunday school teacher,
because Barbara Lee sat with her frail, white hands folded in her lap and spoke
in soft, angelic tones. Her dress was impeccable-a gray wool blazer and skirt.
Her white linen blouse was buttoned to her neck, free of any ribbons or bows.
She wore her mousy brown hair in a knot atop her head and pinned up the loose
ends with several bobby pins. Her skin was chalky, but clear, and her eyes
were steel gray. Seeing her, I figured it would be best to get her around Wacky
and Jiggles as soon as possible, to have a little of her saintliness rub off on
them, so I put her straight to work.
I had maintenance move the filing cabinets from the wall opposite my
employees' desks to the center of the room. In effect, this divided the office in
two, and my desk was no longer readily visible to my staff. Once the file
cabinets had been moved, maintenance hauled Barbara Lee's desk to the
vacant wall. There she was, stuck with a view of nothing but a tile wall, and
though Jiggles and Wacky were close at hand, her desk reminded me of a
forgotten island off the sunny coast, small and unappreciated. I worried that
she might change her mind and look elsewhere for a job, but she seemed
unaffected by being the only one without a window.
In fact, she never complained, but remained quietly at her work, head down,
shoulders rounded. By mail call at eleven forty-five, she always had a stack of
notices ready to go out In addition to that, she worked straight through the
afternoon with the same degree of concentration. Therefore, like a weary
parent, I sometimes pointed out her prize behavior to the other two. "Look," I
would tell Jiggles, "Barbara Lee doesn't let a little thing like fresh air keep her
from working. Why let such trivia matter to you?" Or to Wacky I'd say,
"Barbara Lee appears to have found some means of sustaining her energy
through the day. Perhaps you should ask her the secret." Naturally, Jiggles
and Wacky resented my remarks, but when Barbara Lee proved to be an odder
cookie than I first suspected, they stood by me, proving their loyalty once
again.
It wasn't until the end of Barbara Lee's first pay period, about two weeks
after she began work, that I realized something might be amiss with the
woman's thinking. "Listen to this one," Jiggles said, as she stood before my
desk with the bi-weekly computer payroll sheets in her arms. "Barbara Lee
refuses to use the time clock, and I have no idea how many hours she put in."
With that, Jiggles stepped toward the front of my desk. Her breath quickened
and her nostrils flared as she asked me how I intended to handle this problem.
We walked to the new credit manager's desk. "Barbara Lee," I said,
speaking in the same loud, firm tone my mother used to use, "did I forget to
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show you where the time clock is?"
"No," said Barbara Lee, "I know exactly where it is-first floor, inside
personnel's doorway."
"And do you understand that you are supposed to clock in each day when
you arrive and again when you go home?"
"I was told that."
"Then will you please remember to do that from now on?"
She placed her fingers on her keyboard and looked straight at her screen. "I
see no point to clocking in," she said.
This flip reply threw me completely. I placed one hand over my breastbone
and took a step closer to her desk. "Barbara Lee, is there some reason you
don't like using a time clock?"
"I see no point to it," she repeated.
Behind me, Jiggles huffed like a heated bul~ and I knew I better resolve this
matter quickly. "Barbara Lee," I tried, "we keep records of everything here,
because we never know when we'll be audited. You probably don't realize it,
but auditors are rather fond of records, files, expense sheets, and that kind of
thing. From now on, I'd appreciate it if you'd do your part to keep the auditors
happy. Use the time clock."
And with that, I turned away from her desk and smiled at Jiggles as I
brushed my palms together and assured her the problem was solved. But the
next morning, upon arriving at Blueblood, I punched the time clock for
Barbara Lee, and punched it again in the evening, because I figured it was
easier to do that than to have an ongoing battle between Jiggles and my credit
manager.
Now, if this had been my only trouble with Barbara Lee, I'd have no reason
to relate this tale, but just about the time we discovered she saw no point to
using the time clock, she also began to linger in the cafeteria and be slow about
returning to the office after coffee breaks. The first time I noticed this was
when she failed to appear at a meeting I had arranged with the manager of the
Bullterrier Collection Agency. Thinking Barbara Lee had merely forgotten to
come at the appointed hour, I walked around the filing cabinets to call her, but
her chair was tucked beneath her desk, her word processor was shut off, her
blotter was free of any paperwork, her mail was stacked neatly in her Out
basket, and her pens and pencils stood in her plastic caddy. If I didn't know
better, I would have sworn she had called it quits for the day.
I turned on my heel and asked Wacky where Barbara Lee had gone, but she
had no idea, because she'd been so absorbed in her insurance work, she hadn't
even noticed it was time to take a coffee break. Then I turned to Jiggles, who
was counting out aspirin on her desk, muttering about some fully illustrated
manual her date had shown her the previous evening.
"Barbara Lee?" asked Jiggles. "I have no idea where she is, but I don't
blame her a bit for skipping your meeting. I wouldn't have any use for that
fellow either. Nothing but bruisers and beaters-that's what they are. All of
them! You'd do better to send him back to his agency, because he'll only take
advantage of you."
I left Jiggles to her aspirin counting, confident she would have sung a much
different tune about the visitor in my office had it been later in the day. As I
walked the length of the ground floor, I looked from room to room, hoping
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Barbara Lee would be somewhere in the vicinity, but I didn't find her until I
reached the cafeteria. There she sat, alone in the windowless room, at the
thick, round table in the most distant corner. Her eyes were on the coffee cup
resting before her; her hands folded in her lap. There was no one else around.
The cafeteria line had been closed until lunch. In the kitchen, someone was
stacking dishes noisily. I couldn't understand why she'd want to sit there, but I
assumed she didn't even notice the putrid green walls or the aroma of twicebaked lasagne.
"Barbara Lee," I said, as I approached her table, "don't you know coffee
break is over?"
"Oh, I know all right," she said, lifting her head when she saw me coming.
"Well, why aren't you back in the office?"
She shrugged.
"Are you ill or something?"
"Not at all."
"Then why aren't you at our meeting with Mr. Green?"
"Mr. Green, Mr. White, Mr. Brown," she said, shrugging again. "Nobody I
care to meet.''
"But he'd like to meet you."
"I see no point to it."
Once again this reply threw me. "Barbara Lee, didn't you tell me you feel
fine?"
"Exactly."
"But your thinking seems a bit fogged today."
"I'm sure it's not."
"Then come meet Mr. Green, because it's in your best interest. It's you
who'll have to speak to him in the future and you who'll have to win his respect.
You don't want him thinking of you as some scatterbrained child. Come shake
his hand and tell him about your work."
Barbara Lee didn't budge, and there was something about her, an aura of
despair, which led me to think she was hiding some ailment She dropped her
shoulders, hung her head, and stared at her coffee cup once again. I began to
wonder if she'd set too great a task for herself, tried too hard to prove she was
capable of the job. She seemed to need some sympathy, so I told her, "You say
you feel well, but you look tired. It might be best if I make some excuse to Mr.
Green and invite him back on some other occasion."
She nodded then, but didn't meet my eyes, so I asked her to finish her coffee
and come back to the office. Then I bid her goodbye and hurried back to my
duties.
During the next few days, I was preoccupied with a fiscal report the
coordinator had demanded, and I didn't pay much attention to Barbara Lee;
but one afternoon, I heard her phone ringing and ringing. When I could stand it
no longer, I went to see why Barbara Lee wasn't answering. Once again her
desk was abandoned, but this time I didn't waste any time asking Wacky and
Jiggles where she might be. Instead, I marched to the cafeteria. There she sat,
once again all alone at the big round table in the far corner, elbows on the table,
head in her hands, leaning over a full cup of coffee, forlorn as a man who'd
spent his last penny.
I stood behind the chair across from hers. "Barbara Lee, coffee break is
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over. I want you back in the office this minute. Your phone has been ringing
constantly. Someone must be very anxious to talk to you."
She glanced up long enough for me to notice the tears in her eyes, the downtrodden expression on her face. Then she lowered her head and began to shake
it from side to side woefully. Strands of hair had broken free of their pins and
hung about her collar. Her finger, bony and bloodless as chickens' feet, clung
to her cup. The gray suit she wore to work each day needed a pressing, and
there were flecks of ink and coffee on her lapel. It was then I realized I hadn't
really taken a good look at her in quite a while. Obviously, something serious
was troubling her. But what?
"Barbara Lee, you look exhausted," I said. "Is there anything I can do?"
"I'm afraid not," she droned, as she stopped shaking her head and heaved a
sigh.
"Would you like to see a doctor?"
"I see no point to it."
"What about the chaplain? He's a nice enough sort. Want me to find him?"
"I really see no point in bothering the chaplain."
She began to shake her head slowly once more, like a battered soldier
waving a flag of surrender. I could hardly bear to watch, and I had no idea what
to do. Doctors and priests had always worked as a last resort for my mother.
When her own advice and good cheer didn't bolster a troubled soul, she'd
automatically wheel in a godly man.
"Barbara Lee, I'd really like to help you," I said, but she offered no
response, only sat there shaking her head. "I wish you'd tell me what's wrong."
"I see no point to it."
"Maybe you'd rather discuss it in my office."
"I see no point in discussing it now."
By then her answers had exhausted me. "Very well," I said, "then I'll go
back to work, and I expect you to return to your desk within ten minutes."
Back in the office, her phone was still ringing. For some reason, Wacky was
so out of it, she didn't even realize where the noise came from. Instead, she sat
at her desk, grinning at her typewriter as she held her Bic in one hand and
waved it about like a symphony conductor.
"Wacky," I said, "that's not a radio you hear, but a phone. Why don't you
answer it?"
She turned and giggled. There was a sleepy look to her expression- lids half
open, head lolling to one side. I decided she was beyond understanding
anything I had to say, so I turned to speak to Jiggles. But Jiggles was already
speaking to someone on her own phone, and she breathed heavily into the
receiver and uttered some tawdry poetry to whomever was on the other end of
the line.
"There once was a young man from Venus ... " she cooed in a sultry voice.
I grabbed Barbara Lee's phone then and snarled at the two of them, "Very
well. I'll answer the bloody thing myself."
As it happened, this proved to be an illuminating moment, because I found
myself talking to a sobbing woman who was trying to thank me for waiving her
hospital bill. It seemed she had received a letter from Barbara Lee which said
the bill should be paid- but there was no hurry if it could be proven there was
some kind of financial difficulty. Yet, Barbara Lee had given more than her
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sympathy. She had given her true identity! Which is why her phone was
ringing constantly.
A dun letter like that could put the administrator in fits. This was not what he
intended when he sent out a memo earlier in the month requesting all hospital
employees to do what they could to improve public relations. No indeed.
Therefore, I was forced to admonish Barbara Lee the minute she returned from
the cafeteria.
"What is the meaning of this?" I asked her. "Do you realize these people
think their bills will be excused?"
"I'm sure they'll pay eventually," she said, as she stood before me, eyes
fixed on her phone, hands buried in the pockets of her blazer.
"I doubt it, Barbara Lee, and I doubt you believe your own words." I
crossed my arms over my chest and glared at her. "You've heard their stories.
Disgusting, isn't it?"
She hung her head and stared at her shoes.
"Nothing but a bunch of quitters, aren't they? Nothing but losers, Barbara
Lee. They don't work hard like normal people, because they don't want to.
And now they' re crying on your shoulder, expecting you to bail them out. No
doubt, you've been forced to hear the worst from them. They've probably
given you nightmares. And do you know why? Because you didn't use the form
letter I showed you. If you had used that instead of composing these sympathy
notes, you'd never have had to hear from the likes of them. All you need to do
is type in a couple dates, the amount due, their name, and the name of the
collection agency we plan to use if they don't pay soon."
I paused to let that sink in, but with Barbara Lee just standing there staring at
her shoes, it was hard to tell how much she understood me, so I continued in
the firmest voice I could muster. "But most important of all, Barbara Lee,
don't use your real name. How is the switchboard operator supposed to know
your caller isn't friendly? You should be signing these letters with something
like ... well, like Miss Black or something."
She shook her head. "I see no point to it," she said.
"No point?! No point?!" Jiggles bellowed, jumping out of her chair and
lunging at Barbara Lee's throat. She had finished her own phone conversation
and caught every word of my little talk with Barbara Lee. "I'll tell you the
point We'd like to get out of here at five o'clock, and we don't want to waste
time answering your phone just because you can't handle a few crybabies."
I nudged Jiggles back toward her desk before she forgot herself and strangled
Barbara Lee. "Barbara Lee," I said, "I've never had a credit manager who
received phone calls from the dunned. There's something unsavory about it"
"Look," said Jiggles, "I'll show you the way to handle this whole problem.
You don't even have to change your name. All you have to do is get tough."
She picked up her phone and placed it to her ear, then pretended to be talking
to the dunned. "Listen, mister, I don't give a hot tamale if your kid is dying of
cancer and your wife had her gangrenous legs cut off last week. I have a family
to feed, too. And, buddy, I don't get a paycheck if people like you don't pay
their hospital bills. So, get on the stick or we'll send our dogs after you."
At this, Wacky broke into laughter. Tears rolled down her cheeks, and when
she grabbed for a tissue from the box on her desk, she ended up on the floor,
because the chair slid out from beneath her as she leaned forward. This setback
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only caused her to laugh all the more, and soon Jiggles was joining in, so I
decided to dismiss the impromptu conference and send everyone back to their
duties.
The following morning, Barbara Lee put in her two hours of work and took a
coffee break, but when break was over, she didn't return to the office. I dreaded
facing her again, yet I couldn't very well send anyone else to do it. And when I
found her at the comer table, I drew a deep breath, then marched across the
cafeteria, prepared for trouble.
She had an empty coffee cup in front of her. Whether or not she'd had
anything to eat or drink, I don't know, but she was stirring a tin spoon around
the inside of the cup while she leaned her head against one hand and stared at
the green wall to her left. I called her name, but she didn't seem to hear me. I
called again, but it did no good, so I rapped my knuckles on the table top. Then
she slowly swung around and sat up, cocked her head to the right and blinked
at me, as though she no longer recognized my face. There were dark rings
beneath her eyes, and her suit was so badly wrinkled, it appeared she had
wadded it up and used it for a pillow the previous night.
"I see you've decided to spend a little extra time in the cafeteria again," I
said. "Was I too hard on you yesterday?"
"Not really," she responded weakly.
"Are you afraid you can't handle the job?"
"Not at all."
"Then why aren't you at your desk?" I asked, as I placed my hands on my
hips and leaned forward.
She looked into my eyes for a moment, as though she found the question
incredible, as though she didn't believe it deserved a response. But then she
sighed and said, "I see no point to it"
"Barbara Lee, that's ridiculous. Who will take care of the dunning?"
"I see no point to dunning."
"But we explained this yesterday. If people don't pay their bills, we don't get
a paycheck."
"I see no point to it," she said.
I couldn't believe my ears. Obviously the phone calls had done some
damage to her mental powers. Those callers must have gotten to her, I thought,
and now Barbara Lee's spirit was broken. Poor thing. They'd put her in a funk
to end all funks. But it wasn't hopeless. As Mother always said, there's nothing
like work for curing your blues.
"Listen, Barbara Lee, I have an idea. Forget about dunning today. We'll
work on the new lab charges together. And after that, you can Xerox the Public
Aid waivers for me. By the end of the day, you'll feel like a new person."
"I see no point to it," she said.
"A challenge will make you feel one hundred percent different. A little work

will fix everything."
"I see no point in working."
No point in working? This idea amazed me. What could have led her to
think like that? What about her duties to Blueblood? Where did her loyalties
lie?
"Come on, Barbara Lee, you're kidding, aren't you? I know we haven't
gotten off to the best start, but we can fix up this mess. Everything will work
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out all right Don't throw in the towel. Give it another shot Make the most of
today."
"I see no point in working today."
"I'm sure you don't mean that, and I don't blame you for wanting to get even
with me for losing my temper yesterday, so I'm going to go back to my desk.
When you're ready, join me in my office."
She didn't come back to the office that day, and I made no further effort to
budge her from the cafeteria. I figured she'd come around after twenty-four
hours of thought, but instead she didn't come around at all. No, she chose to
stay home the next day, and when the morning passed with no word from the
woman, I began to worry. I had myself to blame, I thought. I'd failed to
motivate her properly. I'd neglected to make her feel like part of the family at
Blueblood. Maybe if I'd given her a window view, or been a little more understanding about the sympathy letters, she would have had more reason to
continue work.
When she was absent without calling that first day, I wrote it off as an act of
revenge, but when she was absent a second day, I started to sweat Maybe
she'd found a job somewhere else. Maybe she'd never be back. I'd lost my
chance to set things straight with her. I'd blown every opportunity to show her
life's little difficulties could be overcome. And the more I thought about this,
the more I hungered to speak with her, so I drew her application from my files
and looked for her phone number. Unfortunately, her application showed no
phone number, and directory assistance had no listing for the woman.
Desperate and distraught, I decided I had to find her. My only choice, then,
was to get my Buick out of the employee parking lot and ride over to her place.
I asked Wacky to handle my phone calls, grabbed my coat, and took off for
Barbara Lee's.
Soon I was driving through the seamier end of town, searching the addresses
for her building. It turned out to be a yellow-brick three-flat among dozens of
similar three-flats. The double-hung windows were filthy, and their casings
were in sorry need of paint. A chain link fence surrounded the yard. There was
a large porch off the front with two hooks for a swing. The lawn was flat and
brown. Not even a dandelion grew there.
I parked my car, opened the door, and stepped over the broken bottles,
aluminum cans, brown bags, and old newspapers lining the curb. Then I
headed up the walk, climbed the porch steps, and entered the building. If I'd
been blindfolded and led into that foyer, I still would have known I wasn't in
the high rent district. The hall was as damp and chilly as an ice house. The stair
rail was coated with dust. There was the odor of soiled diapers on the ground
floor and the scent of sandalwood incense on the second floor. A broken pane
of glass in the window beside the mailboxes allowed a draft to enter and made a
security lock on the door pointless.
According to those mailboxes, Barbara Lee lived in apartment E, which
should have put her on the top floor, so I began to climb the warped and worn
steps. When I reached the upper level, I found her door wide open. Inside was
a little man in baggy white overalls, standing beside an aluminum ladder,
stirring a stick round and round in a can of creamy white paint Atop his lip was
a thick, bristly moustach e-white like his overalls. On his head was a blue
striped cap with the word DUTCHB OY stenciled across the front. Beyond the
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man and the ladder, three windows stood open a couple inches for ventilation;
and on the sill of the middle window, a cigar lay burning in a ceramic ashtray,
its smoke drifting outdoors.
"Excuse me," I said, as I stepped onto the paint-spattered drop cloth he had
placed over the wood floor, "is this Barbara Lee's apartment?"
He raised his head, squinted at me, then grunted and let the stick sink a
couple inches in the paint as he stood up. "You know that lunatic?" he asked.
"I'm her employer," I replied, forcing a smile, so he'd know I'd come in
peace. "Do you know where she is?"
"I don't know and I don't care. But ifl ever get my hands on her ... " He
raised his arms and curled his fingers. "I' 11 wring her crazy neck!"
"Can you tell me when you last saw her?"
"Last saw her?" He wiped his palms on his overalls and walked toward me.
His jaw was set like Kirk Douglas's and there was a spark in his silver eyes. I
backed off a couple paces. "Last time I saw that weirdo was the day she signed
the lease," he grumbled. "And I thought I had me a good tenant-thought
she'd be different from what I usually get and might even bring in some of them
young professional types they're always talkin' about Then she stops payin'
her rent, and when I phone to ask why I don't have her money, she tells me
there ain't no point in payin' rent So I tell her, if she don't see no point in
pa yin' rent, I don't see no point in leasin' her the apartment"
"And what did she say to that?"
"She said she didn't see no point in arguin' with me and she'd be out the next
day."
"And was she out?"
"YOU bet."
"When was that?"
"One week ago. One week. I remember, cuz that's when I came over and
found this mess." He whirled around and pointed at the walls, which had been
painted black, not gray or slate, but witchcraft black. "How am I supposed to
rent a place with walls this color?"
"I'm sorry," I said, though I really didn't owe him an apology. "Do you
have any idea where she went?" I figured Barbara Lee had to be staying
somewhere while she worked those last few days for me.
"If I had any idea where she was, I'd be out looking for her," he said. "A
dingbat like that ought to be locked up." He walked back to his paint and began
to stir it once more, all the while muttering to himself.
"I appreciate your help," I said. "And I'm sure you'll find a good tenant
soon. Don't let this little incident upset you too much."
He turned and squinted at me again, then shook his head and looked back at
his paint Meanwhile, I returned to the hall, anxious to get away from the man
and the building, both of which frosted my bones. For the next couple hours, I
drove through the neighborhood, hoping I'd see Barbara Lee somewhere,
thinking I might find someone who could tell me where she'd gone.
It wasn't until the following Sunday I found her, all quite accidentally. I was
on my way home from brunch at the St. Martin, a little hotel down the street
from my condo. I'd decided to extend my usual Sunday walk because I'd gone
overboard on the Swedish pancakes, binged a bit after my troubles at
Blueblood. As I walked, I considered what would make Barbara Lee leave like
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she had, but I kept coming up with the same old thing: she was pushed into a
nasty job she wasn't cut out for; she was a word processor, not a henchman.
Finally, I reached a part of town where the buildings were being renovated.
The street was lined with rows of handsome brick townhouses and duplexes.
They had long leaded windows in front and lovely blue or green awnings.
There were wrought iron balconies on the top stories, or window boxes which
would soon contain the first spring flowers. But in the center of this area, a
couple homes had fallen to the wrecking ball. Where they had stood was now a
vacant lot. The outermost walls of the buildings adjacent to the lot still
evidenced the scars of demolition, still displayed where the stories of the old
homes had been divided. Weeds and rubbish covered the ground. The back
alley and neighboring homes could be seen from the street Near that alley, at
the back of the lot, sat an old Corvair. It was royal blue, had no wheels and a
dented front end. Rust spots covered it completely, and someone had painted a
few choice four-letter words on the side. But what caught my attention was
someone sitting in the back seat, staring at me through the front window. That
someone was Barbara Lee!
Never was I so elated. I had another chance to talk to her. It was going to be
all right. Just like Mother always said, "It's darkest before the dawn." I hurried
across the lot, waving my handbag over my head. "Barbara Lee," I called. "I
can't believe I've found you."
I stopped beside her open window and stooped to talk to her. "I've been
looking all over for you. What are you doing here?"
"Waiting," was her somber reply.
"In an abandoned car? All alone?"
Upon closer inspection, I noticed the hood, engine, headlights, radio, and
most of what wasn't bolted down had been ripped out of the car. The floor was
littered with cans, bottles, candy wrappers, cigarette butts, and paper. The two
seats, once a red and white plaid, were coated with dirt and stains and a stench
from every variety of human and animal waste. Someone had slashed the
upholstery. A deep gouge ran the length of the seat. Springs and foam padding
poked out the driver's side. "You've got to get out of here," I told Barbara Lee.
"It looks unsafe, not to mention unhealthy."
"It suits me fine," she replied.
I almost asked her if she was crazy, but thought better of it. What I had to do
was convince her she'd be better off in a clean hotel room. There she could
shower and rest before coming back to work for me.
"Mind if I join you?" I asked.
"I see no point to it."
"I'd like to talk to you. I've been worried sick. Your landlord told me you
moved out of your flat, and I was hoping you'd come back to work, but of
course you never came." I didn't tell her I was the laughing stock of the
hospital, that I was being called a "big sucker" by most of the staff, and that the
administrator was terribly worried about what might happen if the public got
word of this episode. I figured I better get her out of the Corvair before matters
became any worse.
"You're still welcome at Blueblood," I told her, after I had climbed in front,
shut the door, and turned to talk to her. "Wacky and Jiggles miss you."
"I see no point to working."
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I refused to believe she meant anything she said. I had no other choice. She
was the victim of depression and no doubt influenced by the dismal
atmosphere within the car. "Why don't you tell me what's bothering you,
Barbara Lee?" I asked. "I swear I won't breathe a word of it to anyone.
Whatever weighs on your soul will remain our little secret And if telling me
will help you get on with your life, please feel free to open up and pour your
heart out I have all afternoon to listen."
She stared at some point beyond me, and if I had turned and moved my head
into her line of vision, I doubt it would have done any good. I had the feeling
she wasn't looking at any particular thing. Her eyes appeared to reflect a cold,
gray bank of fog.
"Barbara Lee, no matter what you feel now, no matter how hurt you've
been, you can overcome your troubles. Trust me. Try to talk about it."
"I see no point in trying."
With that, I decided to try another tactic. I knelt up on the seat, folded my
arms on the back cushion, and leaned toward Barbara Lee. "I have an idea," I
told her. "What if we go back to the office and discuss this over coffee? We can
get two of those sweet rolls from the cafeteria and try to sort this situation out
I'll bet once you've put something in your stomach, you'll feel much better."
"I see no point to eating."
"Barbara Lee," I laughed, "have you forgotten how much you liked those
sweet rolls? Come on. Change your mind, and you'll be glad I invited you.'' I
popped open the door and slid out "Okay?" When she didn't answer, I began
to back away from the Corvair, calling cheerfully, "Very well. I'll give you a
little time to catch your breath. But don't be long, because I'll be at the office
waiting for you."
At Blueblood, I sat with my elbows on the desk, my chin in my hands, while
I listened for the sound of footsteps in the hall. There was no reason for anyone
to come to the business office on Sunday, so any footsteps would have to
belong to Barbara Lee. Two clean coffee cups, two frosted bismarcks, and two
paper napkins lay atop my desk, all ready for my little party with Barbara Lee.
My mouth watered at the thought of the raspberry filling inside those
bismarcks, and I craved a cup of hot coffee. An hour passed; then a second
hour. I ate one of the bismarcks, then the other. I shredded both napkins into a
heap of itsy-bitsy pieces, and I drank cup after cup of coffee. By midafternoon, with thirty-two ounces of coffee sloshing around in my belly, I could
no longer sit still. I refused to return to the Corvair to find out what happened to
Barbara Lee. I wasn't about to give her the satisfaction of seeing my face again.
Therefore, I walked home.
That night I slept fitfully. My dreams were full of Barbara Lee. The worst of
these involved a hunt for her-a car-to-car search at a drive-in theater. It
seemed every car in the lot was a rusty blue Corvair, and in the dark I couldn't
tell who was inside them. Sometimes it looked like no one was inside them, but
a closer check would prove that wrong, and then I'd have some half-naked
male chasing me toward the big screen or the food stand, swearing once he got
hold of me, he'd decorate my face with the tread of his Michelin tires.
To escape these agonizing dreams, I got out of bed and fixed some breakfast
Though it wasn't dawn yet, I decided to go into work. I'd lose myself in
paperwork, I decided-get my mind off Barbara Lee. But as morning wore on,
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I found my thoughts drifting. There had to be a way to bring Barbara Lee out of
her funk. I had to try again, and I remembered Mother saying it was morally
wrong to abandon the downtrodden. Everyone has a silver lining around their
gray clouds, she believed. "You've gotta have heart, all you need is heart," she
sang each night as she rocked me to sleep. "When the odds say you'll never
win, that's no time to give in, just remember to keep the horse before the cart.
Ohh, you've gotta have heart."
I decided I'd go back to the Corvair and speak to Barbara Lee. I figured the
fates wouldn't have led me to that vacant lot unless it was intended that I help
the poor woman. Yes, destiny probably intended we meet It was my duty to
teach her how to look at the world. Now, armed with Mother's proverbs, I'd
free her of her gloom. And I'd start by pointing out the obvious- spring had
sprung. What better reason to be alive? The grass was turning greener each
day. The flowers were in bloom. The sky was a deep blue. And the sun was
shining. Heaven on earth, if I ever saw it.
"I'm going for a little walk," I told Wacky and Jiggles.
"Better take your umbrella," Jiggles advised. She was standing by her
window, sopping up the stream of water running down her wall. "It's raining
cats and dogs out there."
I thanked her for the warning, grabbed my coat, and made straight for my
Buick. The rain may have darkened the sky a bit, but it only brightened my
hopes that Barbara Lee would come to see an abandoned car could never do as
a home. In a matter of minutes, I was back at the vacant lot The Corvair and
Barbara Lee were still there. I parked my Buick at the curb and crossed the lot.
The journey to her open window took a little longer this time, since I kept
sinking in the mud.
"Barbara Lee," I called, as I stopped to yank my foot out of the ooze, "I'm
back. I've come to drive you to Blueblood."
If she was aware of my presence, it didn't show. She sat with her hands in
her lap, her feet in the puddle of water which had formed on the car floor. Her
suit wasn't soaked, but it certainly was damp, and most of her hair had come
out of the top knot She stared out the front window, but not a muscle on her
face moved.
"I can't let you stay here," I said. The rain was still pouring down and a
wind had blown in. "You'll catch pneumonia. Come back to the office. At least
it's dry there."
She said nothing.
"You can't be enjoying this," I said. "A crummy car? Cold and rain?"
Still, she said nothing, so I decided to get in the Corvair. Up on the front
seat, I knelt directly in front of her with my fanny resting on my heels and my
hands in my coat pockets. Every now and then a car or truck passed the lot,
and I prayed no one would notice me sitting in this stupid old clunker with a
madwoman.
"I've just had a thought," I told her. "What if we go to my condo? I can fix
some chicken soup for you and let you have my bed. Plus, I have cable TV and
the deluxe version of Trivial Pursuit. If that's not temptation, I don't know
what is."
Barbara Lee didn't even blink. My hopes were beginning to sink.
"Maybe I never mentioned this," I continued, "but there's a health club on
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the first floor. You could sit in the Jacuzzi and bubble your troubles away. Or
you can have Iron Man, the club's masseur, put his fingers and palms to work
on your aches and pains. You'd be surprised what he can do for you."
There wasn't so much as a flutter from her lips.
"And this evening," I went on, "we could dine at the St. Martin. They serve
an exquisite pineapple-chicken dish they call the Maui W owi." When I
remembered she saw no point in eating, I changed my tune. "Or we could
simply relax with some Riesling and listen to the violinists who stroll through
the dining room. It will be lovely, Barbara Lee. I promise."
My promises might as well have been offered to a stone Buddha, because
Barbara Lee showed no sign of hearing me, and the longer I talked, the more
depressed I grew. She simply refused to cooperate. She had absolutely no
concern for my feelings. It was pointless to go on with her. Or so I thought.
"Very well, Barbara Lee," I said, "I'm going. But I won't be back, so don't
bother looking for me." I climbed out of the car and stood at her window. "I'm
going to forget all about you. You'll become nothing but a name in the end-ofthe-year ledgers to me."
I couldn't be sure, but I thought I saw her shudder then; and, not entirely
hardened to her plight, I withdrew some money from my handbag and stuck it
through the window. "Keep this in case you decide to leave," I said, laying the
bills on her lap. Then I turned to go.
From there I went home, not back to the office. I fixed myself a cup of hot
chocolate and added a shot of Kahlua- a little gift Wacky had bought me for
Christmas. I downed the first cup, fixed a second, then a third, and soon felt
quite contented. In this way, the afternoon passed. When the phone rang, I
knew it had to be Blueblood, but I ignored it. There was no one I wanted to
speak with, no one I cared about, nothing I wanted to do. I curled up in the
rocking chair in my living room, wrapped Mother's prize afghan around
myself, and hummed mindlessly, "You've gotta have heart ... "
The following day, I awoke in a heap on the living room floor. Beside my
throbbing head was the empty cocoa cup. Wound around my feet was the
afghan. Slowly, I sat up and took stock of the situation. True, my thoughts
were a bit muddled at the moment, and I was somewhat distracted by the aches
and pains of sleeping on the floor, but I knew I'd handled my problems with
Barbara Lee poorly. What kind of example was I? What would Mother say if
she saw me? I had to get dressed, go to the office, and put my mind on something productive. I'd place an ad for another credit manager, and this time I'd
look for someone with experience. No more mild-mannered word processors
for me. A drooling gorilla with marginal typing skills would be sufficient-as
long as that gorilla came to work each day.
Along about lunch time, there was a knock on the office door. A tall, browneyed man in a plaid flannel shirt and faded blue jeans entered our office. The
scent of gasoline followed him, and when he shook my hand, I noticed the
layers of grease and grime beneath his nails. It turned out he was a tow truck
driver, and he wanted me to get Barbara Lee out of the Corvair the city was
paying him to remove.
"Some folks down in that neighborhood noticed your car parked there
yesterday, so they took down your license when they seen you talking to that
dingy broad in the back seat One of' em guessed you was a doctor, cuzza that
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sticker you got on your front window. But I guess you ain't a doctor, huh?"
"No, I'm the executive manager of the business department," I told him.
"And I'm no longer associated with the woman in that car."
"Is she a relative of yours or somethin'?" he asked.
"She used to work here until she decided she didn't like the job."
"No kidding." He looked around the office, nodded approvingly, spotted
Jiggles standing by the coffee maker, and said, "She didn't want to work in a
nice place like this? She must be nuts, huh?"
"I have no idea," I told him, "but I've tried everything to get her back to
work, and it hasn't worked, so I give up." Oh, how it pained me to say those
last few words. How it cut me to the soul!
"Hey," the driver replied, tearing his eyes from Jiggles, "if she don't get out
of that car, I'm gonna have her keester tossed in the county jail. I can't tow no
car what's got a dame in the back seat"
"Very well," I said, because I certainly didn't want to see Barbara Lee
tossed in the county jail, "I'll come with you. But I can't promise it will do any
good.''
I got my coat then and followed him outside. I took my own car, in the hope
Barbara Lee might be willing to ride back to Blueblood with me. As before, I
found her staring through the front window of the Corvair-the rigid resident of
the back seat This time I didn't bother climbing in the car to speak with her,
but stood near her window while the tow truck driver leaned against the front
fender of his truck and smoked.
"Barbara Lee, do you see that fellow over by the truck?" I asked, leaning
close to the car. "He's here to haul this Corvair away, and he isn't going to let
you stay inside.'' I paused to let that sink in, but she didn't bother to look at the
driver. "Do you understand, Barbara Lee? He's going to have the sheriff
remove you. Then you'll have to sit in the county jail with a bunch of whores,
drug addicts, and baby beaters. Is that what you want?"
When Mother used to talk about the county jail, I'd wince. That was the
place for losers: people who wouldn't care about meals of stale bread and
stagnant water, people who wouldn't miss an afternoon of Stravinsky, or an
evening of Shakespeare. I tried to warn Barbara Lee what she'd find there, how
the cells were nothing but cinder blocks and bars, how she'd be given one thin
blanket and a hard bunk, how she'd find only a cold toilet stool and a tiny
porcelain sink for her comfort. The guards wore drab, brown uniforms and
black leather boots, I told her. Mother had claimed they were members of a
secret society-Naz is-who adopted black patches over their left eyes and
took great pleasure in torturing the prisoners. But a repeat of these tales had no
effect on Barbara Lee. She remained glued to the back seat, her eyes fixed on
that invisible point, her hands folded in her lap.
"Barbara Lee," I said in exasperation, "will nothing get you out of this
car?" Then I remembered my ad. "Maybe I should tell you I'm looking for a
new credit manager. I phoned the paper today. But I'm willing to forgive and
forget if you still want your job."
She didn't even sniff at my suggestion.
"All you have to do is get out of this wreck and come with me, Barbara Lee.
It's just that simple."
By then, mud was seeping over the tops of my shoes, and I could hear the
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trucker clearing his throat nervously. Obviously, Barbara Lee hadn't a shred of
sympathy for me, so I clenched my fists and said, " I give up, Barbara Lee.
Maybe a couple days in the county jail will bring you to your senses. Anyway,
I have enough brains to see I'm wasting my time here. If you change your
mind, come see me at Blue blood. "
With that, I turned and mucked my way back to the driver. " There's nothing
I can do," I told him. " I guess you' ll have to call the police. "
He looked toward the Corvair, flicked his cigarette into the mud, and
muttered, " What a dizzy broad. I never seen nothin' like it "
" Would you do me one favor? " I asked, as I reached into my handbag and
took out a few bills. " Will you see they treat her all right? And will you let me
know what happens to her?"
" Will do, lady. " He took the money from my fingers and wadded it into his
breast pocket
Late that afternoon, he was back at Blueblood. While Jiggles went to fetch
him a cup of mocha coffee, we got a chance to talk. " They didn' t take your
friend to jail," he said, as he made himself comfortable in the chair opposite my
desk.
" Where did they take her?"
" You won' t believe this one," he chuckled. " They brought her here-to this
joint. They' re puttin' her in the loony ward."
I was horrified. " You mean the ping-pong parlor?"
" Search me. Is that what they call it?"
I didn't bother to explain, but ran out of the office, up the stairs to the fourth
floor. Here was the " ping-pong parlor," where Dr. Oni and Dr. Chow, two
venerable psychiatrists from Hong Kong, supervised the mental health unit
Now, ping-pong may sound like an odd way of treating the mentally
impaired, but the administrator had been so impressed by Dr. Oni' s and Dr.
Chow' s ideas that he went to battle with Johns Hopkins, Massachusetts
General, and Walter Reed in order to persuade the doctors to join the staff at
Blueblood. He offered them their own floor, gave them parking places in the
main garage, promised them no one would interfere with their methods, and
talked the hospital board into doling out some hefty salaries. After they finally
arrived at Blueblood, the administrator introduced them at a large banquet
held at the nearby country club, where he presented each of them with
diamond-studded putters before asking them to say a few words about their
ping-pong procedure.
" Ping-pong is a most honorable discipline," Dr. Oni had told the guests at
the luncheon. " Through this discipline we meet the ancient force of dwat
pow."
" This force is the positive force," Dr. Chow added, as he stepped in front of
Dr. Oni and spoke into the mike. Both doctors were small and scrawny, with
straight black hair and narrow eyes, but they spoke with a power that held the
audience in their grip. " Dwat pow is the force of child' s play," said Dr. Chow.
Dr. Oni, smiling all the while, took back the mike. " Let us explain. As
children, we have many difficulties. We are confused. Our bodies grow too
quickly for us. We are at the mercy of the elders. We are not allowed to
retaliate when someone makes us angry. Shame is always the child' s shadow. "
" Since we have no release for our frustration and anger," Dr. Chow said,
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cutting in once again, "we never learn to overcome. We run in fright like little
children. But when we meet the ping-pong ball, we have a chance to overcome
all difficulties and get even with the world."
"Our method is one of awareness," Dr. Oni said, nodding at Dr. Chow and
taking back the mike. "We try to help the patient recognize anger and peace.
We teach them how to smack the ball properly."
At that point, Dr. Chow became rather excited. He rubbed his tiny hands
together and leaned in front of the mike. "Smacking the ball properly is the
way to find the dwat pow," he said. "Smacking the ball brings back pleasant
memories of Mother's warm, full breasts. It is the memory of trust and love we
find."
"Also," said Dr. Oni, as he wrapped one arm around Dr. Chow's shoulders
and shared the mike with his colleague, "ping-pong helps the patient feel like a
leader. When he is winning, when he is hitting the ball properly, that is the
feeling of dwat pow, the moment of power. We teach him to find that power in
the other parts of his life.''
Thus, the fourth floor was remodeled. Gone were the shock therapy rooms,
the padded cells, the leather straps. In came two dozen bright green ping-pong
tables. Walls had been knocked down so that a gigantic game area could be
provided, and when visitors stepped off at the fourth floor, they immediately
heard the ha-bop, ha-bop, ha-bop of ping-pong balls smacking paddles.
I had been one of the ones to laugh after the introductory luncheon. Pingpong! The administrator had to be out of his mind, I had said. How could pingpong help? How could any form of psychiatry help? There was no making up
for a bad childhood. If someone had been unfortunate enough to have had a
bad mother, there was little that could be done. But I had plenty of opportunity
over the next few weeks to get a firsthand glimpse of Dr. Oni and Dr. Chow's
procedure, because the ping-pong parlor was indeed where they had taken
Barbara Lee.
I was breathless when I reached the top step and walked up to the reception
desk on the fourth floor. "Excuse me," I said to the nurse on duty, a woman
well over six feet tall with steel gray hair and strapping arm muscles, "can you
tell me if the police brought in a woman named Barbara Lee?"
"Barbara Lee?" the nurse asked, as she stroked one finger over her plastic
name tag, which read SUPERVISOR, RN., but had no other identification.
"Oh, yes. They brought her here all right, but Dr. Oni's speaking with her at
the moment"
"You mean she's talking to him? Actually moving her lips and making
noise?"
"Well, she's in his office. Whether or not she's doing any talking, I can't tell
you."
I looked to my left, down the long, dim hall where the doctors' offices and
patient sleeping rooms were located. "As long as she's not in that Corvair
anymore," I said, then thanked the nurse and left
Several times over the next few days I returned, but upon each return I found
Barbara Lee in her room, sitting in a well-padded vinyl chair by the window.
She appeared to be staring at the rooftop across the street, and her hands lay
limply folded in her lap.
"Why isn't she playing ping-pong like the others?" I asked the nurse. "Why
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does she just sit there?"
"Oh, she'll come around. She finally picked out her ping-pong uniform
today. Once that gets here, we'll begin to see a change."
Two days later, I was back with a box of chocolate Easter eggs for Barbara
Lee. I thought it might put her in a holiday mood, might bring about some
childhood memories even sooner. When I entered her room, she was still
sitting by the window, lethargic as ever. "She's not any better," I complained
to the nurse. "I knew ping-pong was a stupid idea."
"Oh, but she is better," the nurse replied. "Didn't you notice what she's
wearing?"
It was true. Barbara Lee had finally shed the rumpled blazer and skirt.
Instead, she was wearing a gray jogging suit. It seemed like a minor improvement, though, and I wished she were up on her feet, acting normal. "This
whole thing is my fault," I told the nurse. "I should have been easier on her. I
should have found some way to keep her from slipping like this."
"Oh, don't be so hard on yourself," the nurse said, as she walked me back to
the elevator. While we waited by the doors, she patted my hand and said,
"Don't give up. At times like this, you've gotta have heart."
I could have cried. I could have fallen into her arms and bawled on her big
shoulders. I could have begged her to tell me again everything would be fine,
but the doors opened, and she spun me around, then nudged me inside.
For the next week, I avoided the fourth floor. I decided it would be better to
give Barbara Lee some time to find the dwat pow, if that was really what she
had to find. But when I did return to see her, she hadn't even found the power to
leave her room. "I can't bear this," I said, as tears filled my eyes. "Why can't
you be happy? Why can't you be normal?"
She said nothing. Her chest barely moved when she breathed, and for a
moment I wondered if she had died in her chair.
"Talk to me, Barbara Lee. Say something, pleeeze."
I was down on my knees, begging at her feet. Tears fell to the floor. I could
barely speak. But she wasn't moved, and so I lost control. I stood up and stared
down on her, then wrapped my fingers around her bony neck and proceeded to
shake her from side to side. A slight squeak burst from her lips, and I hollered,
"That's right, Barbara Lee. I'm going to make you talk. I'm going to make you
happy to be alive!"
By then, the nurse had heard me. She ran to my side and attempted to pry
my fingers loose, all the while screaming loudly, "Doctor, Doctor, come
quickly. Code green! Code green!"
Meanwhile, a crowd of patients had gathered outside the room. They stood
in their jogging suits, eyes ablaze, faces lit with smiles; and they jumped from
one foot to the other, slapping their paddles against their open palms, cheering
me on. "Kill her, kill her," they called. "Wring her neck!" And I probably
could have, because at the moment I felt stronger than ever. Nirvana was mine.
But just as Barbara Lee began to tum blue, the doctors arrived and pulled me
off.

"I'm sorry. I'm really sorry," I cried when I realized what I'd been trying to
do. And I wept into my hands. "It's just that she refuses to be happy. What's
the point of going on with life when you can't be happy? What's the use? If only
she'd had a mother like mine. If only she'd known what a good mother is."
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"Yes, yes," Dr. Chow said, as he placed his arm around me and led me to
his office. "Why don't you tell me about your mother?"
Well, Barbara Lee made remarkable progress after that. From my room
next to Dr. Chow's office, I could see her playing ping-pong. She got so good at
it, she began to assist the doctors in giving lessons; and as her confidence grew,
her face became pink, her cheeks filled out, her health improved a hundred
percent. She could smack that ball like no one else, and the sound of it soothed
me.
I would have liked to play a round of ping-pong with her, but the doctors
were taking a different approach with me. They called it denying reward to
modify behavior. Therefore, I wasn't allowed near the tables. But I think they
just didn't trust me, because-tr uth be known- I had a rough time dealing with
loss. It wasn't that the game mattered to me. It was the principle of the thing.
Why should I, a perfectly normal person, be outdone by some mental
incompetent? I had no choice but to eliminate them. Therefore, I'd hide in the
dark of their rooms, sneak up on them when they had their backs turned, wrap
my fingers around their necks, and squeeze with all my might. Then I'd feel the
charge. I'd come alive with a power like no power I'd felt before. What glory!
What depth! What peace!
"Dwat pow!" I'd sing loudly, as my victim's face went red, then blue.
"Dwat pow!"
It was magnificent. But of course, after a couple episodes like this, the
doctors had no choice but to confine me to my room. One day, Barbara Lee
came to say goodbye. She wasn't leaving Blueblood, though. She was going
back to work in the business office. I heard rumors later that the administrator
had made her the new manager, but I refuse to believe that one. I'm sure he's
holding the position for me. And one day they'll let me out of this straitjacket,
and I'll be back at work. Then the administrator will be there to greet me with
open arms, warm and understanding as Mother always was.
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